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NGC £28, from a composite of B and I band images, digitized
and calibrated from photographic plates taken at the 1.5 m
and h m telescopes of the Cerro Tololo Inter-american Observatory,
in collaboration with drs. D. Elmegreen and P. Seiden. The
average radial light profile has been removed to emphasize
the spiral arms and blue patchy structure of star formation.

(See the contribution by B.C. Elmegreen , p.219-221.)
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PREFACE

20 years after the XIII General Assembly ui the International Astronomical1.
Union, the Tenth European Regional Astronomy Meeting was held in Prague, Czecho-
slovakia ( 2 4 - 2 9 August, 1987 ). General Information on the Regional Meeting,
lists of organizing committees, list of participants, and the complete programme
of all session? can be found in the Publication of the Astronomical Institute of
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences No. 65: "10th European Regional Astronomy
Meeting - Programme of the Meeting and Directory to the Proceedings ".

As a part of the Regional Meeting a specialized workshop on Structure of
Galaxies and Star Formation, a session on Cosmology and Formation of Galaxies,
and a session on Active Extragalactic Objects were organized. More than 100
astronomers participated in these sessions and presented 24 invited reviews,
32 contributed papers and 31 posters. This volume consists of almost all
contributions including the discussions and concluding remarks.

•The scientific programme of the specialized workshop on Structure of Galaxies
and Star Formation was planned by a committee consisting of: P.0.Lindblad (Chairman),
D.McNally, J.PalouS (Local Organizer), A.E.Piskunov and G.Tenorio-Tagle. The session
on Cosmology and Formation of Galaxies was organized by J.Bicak (Local Organizer and
Editor of chapter BJ, K.-H.Schmidt, V.Vany'sek and M.Wolf, and the session on Active
Extragalactic Objects by E.Preuss and A.Tlamicha (Local Organizer and Editor of
chapter 7). The poster session was chaired and organized by b.Lynga, who also edited
the relevant discussion:. J.Kopecky, E.Pokova and M.Wolf served during the meeting
in the lecture hall and helped with the preparation of tins volume. We have
illustrated this volume with photographs taken at the conference. These photographs
are due to 3. Havelka of Ondfejov Observatory.

The sequential order of papers, which structured our meeting, is not exactly
kept ini this volume. I attempted to form chapters from even more related contributions,
but the difference from the day by day basis of our meeting is small. The present
Proceedings were edited from camera-ready manuscripts submitted by participants
(with certain number of exceptions)^ One paper given at the Conference is unfortu-
nately missing from this volume: "CO and H- in our Galaxy" by Dave B. Sanders (for
which an Abstract only was available). The Discussions following most contributions
were writen up by participants and then edited by us. The tape recording was also
used for editing the poster session. Posters and discussions to them were distributed
into the relevant chapters.

The planning started in Prague about two years before the conference with
a feeling that new ideas on the fundamental problems of the process of star formation,
initial mass function and star clusters were interconnected with studies of the
galactic structure, formation of galaxies and cosmology. I hope that our efforts
resulting in the Prague 1987 meeting have contributed to further developments of
astronomy and cosmology and that the publication of the present volume will be
useful to an even broader scientific community.

Prague, October 19B7 Jan Palous

Editor

* The paper has been received in November 1987; it is included at the end of this
volume, p. 451 - 464.
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OPTICAL AMD MBJUt IWTJIAMD OBMRVMIOM OF YOPMO BXFOUUt 00TMOW OBJECT!

H.J. Staude

Max-Planck-lMtitut fur Astronomic, D-6900 Heidelberg 1, Konigatuhl

Abstract: Recent observational results are reviewed, concerning circunstellar
disks, the structure of the flow in highly collimatad jets, the nature of Herbig-
Haro objects and the interrelation between jets, conetary reflection nebulae and
bipolar aolecular outflows.

I. Introduction

Those observational characteristics, which
to our present understanding appear as
essential for the class of objects under
discussion here, are schematically summari-
zed in Figure 1. A synthetic and idealized
description might be the following. A young
star still embedded in its parent molecular
cloud is located at the origin of a massive
hypersonic bipolar outflow, which can be
observed in the emission of CO and various
other molecules. The inner part? of this
molecular outflow coincide with the opti-
cally bright lobes of a bipolar reflection
nebula. Along the polar axis of the system a
highly collimated bipolar jet is emanating
from the central object at velocities up to
400 km/8. The jet has a knotty structure and
a typical Herbig-Haro spectrum consisting of
shock excited forbidden emission lines.
Ahead of the jet a bright Herbig-Haro object
is observed, which has a characteristic
parabolic structure. The two lobes of the
bipolar system are sharply separated by a
feature which appears as a dense absorption
Ian* - it can be traced from 'interstellar"
dimensions (<v/0.1 pc) down to few AU or even
stellar radii and is interpreted as "circun-
stellar disk".

high velocicy
molecular flow

bright lobe

central star

Figure 1: Idealized view of a young bipolar
outflow object.

Various aspects of this complex phenomenon
have been extensively reviewed - most
recently Snell (1987) discussed the molecu-
lar outflows, Rodriguez (1937) reviewed the
evidence for circumstellar disks, Staude
(198b) and Strom and Strom (1987) summari-
zed the fundamental properties of optical
and molecular outflows. Mundt. Brugel, and

Buhrke (1987) give a comprehensive account
of Jets from young stars. Most urgent
questions guiding present research are: What
drives the outflows, how are they collima-
ted? What is the structure of the high
velocity flow in the jets and of the Harbig-
Haro objects ahead of them? What is the
relation between jets, bright lobes and
molecular flows? In the following we
describe some recent observations which have
a bearing to these questions.

II. Circumstellar disks

Detailed observations of the molecular
clouds harbouring young bipolar outflow
objects have revelled large toroidal
structures, which are centered on the
stellar sources and oriented perpendicular
to the outflow direction. Early examples are
S 106 (Little et al., 1978; Torre1lea et
al., 1983) and R Mon (Canto et al., 1981). A
recently discovered spectacular case is HK
1-2. The two prominent Herbig-Haro objects
are moving away from a common origin at high
velocity almost perpendicular to the line of
sight (Kerbig and Jones, 1981); the heavily
obscured central star was identified by
Pravdo et al. (1985) as a strong radio
continuum source, which is also the origin
of a bipolar reflection nebula in which HH 1
and HH 2 are embedded (Mundt, Brugel, and
BQhrke, 1987). The observations by Torrelles
•t al. (1985) show that the system is

041 3»]4>00> 5S»

a (1950)

Figure 2: Ammonia emission from the HH1-2
region (thick lines; Torrelles et al., 1985)
superimposed on the 6 cm VLA continuum map
(thin lines; Pravdo et al., 1985).



•nbedded -in a large molecular, toroid
oriented perpendicular to the outflow
direction (Figure 2).

On the basis of their observations of R Mon,
Canto et al. (1981) suggested that these
large interstellar toroids might be respon-
sible for the oollimatlon of the bipolar
outflows. However, the departure from
spherical symmetry was soon recognized to
set in already within very small distances
from the central star. Jones and Herbig
(1982) performed a detailed spectroscopic
study of NGC 2261, the cometary reflection
nebula associated with R Mon and its bipolar
molecular outflow. They found n strong
velocity gradient in the narrow Balmer shell
absorption lines formed in an expanding
envelope surrounding tha star and reflected
by the cometary nebula, which can be modeled
by a wind with a velocity of about 110 km/s
in the equatorial plane of the star and of
about 300 km/s at the poles. Since the
observed line profiles are formed within a
few stellar radii, the wind acceleration and
anisotropy must be produced at or near the
stellar surface. A similar conclusion was
reached by Folli et al. (1984) in the case
of S 106: from a large body of observational
data they concluded that ionizing and
heating radiation, which is emitted by the
central star into the equatorial plane, is
absorbed within few stellar radii, while it
is free to escape toward the polar lobes.
They suggested that a mass loss envelope
surrounds the star, whose density is lower
in the polar regions due to the high wind
velocity along the polar axis, while near
the equator the envelope becomes optically
thick to most of the stellar radiation due
to the slower mass loss prevailing there.

Also the high velocity bipolar jets require
a cbllimation mechanism working within at
most few 100 AU. The search for structures
of this size around the central stars has
been increasingly successful in recent
years. Hodapp (1984) and Sato et al. (1985)
performed near-infrared polarization surveys
of T Tauri stars producing optical jets and
of infrared sources associated with bipolar
molecular outflows. High degrees of polari-
zation were found in all cases. The polari-
zation vectors are preferentially perpendi-
cular to the outflow directions, as is
expected for scattering in spatially
unresolved bipolar structures (Elsasser and
Staude, 1978) with tha outflows directed
toward the poles. Furthermore, the inferred
circumstellar disks are oriented preferen-
tially perpendicular to the magnetic fields
in -their surroundings, which means that the
outflows tend to be aligned with the local
magnetic field. S 106 (Staude et al., 1982)
is representative also in this respect.

Most direct evidence for circumstellar disks
is provided by near infrared speckle
interferometry and direct imaging. Beckwith
et al. (1984) detected massive circumstellar
disks of about 300 x 200 AU around R Mon and
HL Tau, which both are prominent sources of
highly nollimated outflows. Gravitationally
bound circumstellar gas of 0.1 - 1 Mo and
few thousand AU in size was detected around
both stars by interferometric CO and radio
continuum measurements (Beckwith et al.,
1986). A third case is provided by Strom et
al (1985), who report the detection of a
circumstellar disk of diameter » 500 AU

surrounding L 1551 IRS S (and perpendicular
to its jet and molecular flow), seen by
direct imaging at X " 2 V™ l n t h a light
scattered by dust. Recently, Leinert and
Haai3 (1987) applied Speckle interferometry
to Lk Ho 198, which is also located at the
origin of a bipolar molecular flow. Here the
visibility curves besi, can be fitted with
two halo components of roughly equal
brightness, about 0'.'5 and 2V5 in size. The
corresponding distances from the star, 150
and 750 AU, as well as the strong wavelength
dependence of the brightness ( *»\'3)
indicate that scattered light of the central
source is observed. The authors estimate a
minimum mass of gas and dust of 0.01 Mo for
the halo. This is more by one or two orders
of magnitude than what can be attributed to
the observed molecular outflow of 10~6

Mo/year (Canto et al., 1984). The halo is
massive enough to be stable against wind
pressure (see Beckwith et al., 1984) and is
probably a reran-nt of the star formation
process. Measurements in polarized light

o.o0.0 O.S 1.0 1.S
Spatial Fraqwncy ( arctec" 1 )

Figure 3; Near IR visibility curves of Lk Ha
198 in polarized light with the electric
vector parallel and perpendicular to the N-S
scan direction.

(Figure 3) with the electric vector parallel
and perpendicular to the scan direction,
show that the halo is polarized perpendicu-
lar to the scattering plane by about 20%.
This high degree of polarization makes it
unlikely that the halo completely surrounds
the star. It rather may form an open
structure, like a disk, ^he thickness of
which greatly increases with distance from
the star, and which is observed nearly pole-
on.

In summary, there can be no doubt that
circumstellar disks and toroids centered on
the sources of bipolar outflows exist -
their observed outer radii range from tv
0.1 pc down to few 100 AU. However, although
their orientation perpendicular to the
outflow direction points to a "genetic" link
(which could be provided by the angular
momentum of the parent molecular cloud or by
the magnetic field permeating it), the
question whether these structures really
produce the observed collimation is still
open, since there is evidence for the
concept that the anisotropic winds have
their origin at or near the stellar surface.



III. Jets and Herbig-Haro objects

Considerable efforts have been made during
the last few years to clarify the structure
of the high velocity jets. Since its
discovery by Mundt and Fried (1983) the jet
omitted by h 15bl IRS 5, one of the best
studied and most spectacular examples, has
already changed its appearence markedly
(Neckal and Staude, 1987). Figure 4 shows
thrt isophotes of the jet and the central
part of the cometary reflection nebula in
which it is embedded, as derived from deep
CCD images taken in 1983, 1985 and 1987.
Fivt knots, named A to E, are seen in the
picture taken in 1983, while a new knot,
named F, can first be seen in the 1985
image. Thus the central star driving the jet
is still active. Figure 5 shows _he inter.-
sity profile along ths jet's axis. Between
1983 and 1987 the whole knot system has
moved outward by 0;'96. which corresponds to
a tangential velocity of 190 km/s - this is
of the same order as the radial velocity of
-210 km s'1 determined spectroscopically by
Sarcander, Neckel and Elsasser (1985). Thus
the bright knots, which are interpreted as
the brightest radiative shocks within the
flow in the jet, move outward at high
velocity, and their lifetime must be
appreciably longer than four years.
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Figure 5: Averaged intensity profiles along
the jet axis.

Other important facts concerning the
structure of the flow in the jets were
derived from longslit Coude-spectrograms at
the 2.2 m telescope on Calar Alto. J. Solf
(\387) performed a detailed study of HH 24
and discovered that the features C and E of
this complex system (Figure 6) form a
bipolar jet emanating from the central star
SSV 63. The position-velocity contour
diagram of the observed emission lines
(Figure 7) can be qualitatively modeled by
assuming that the highly collimated flow is
confined within two separate cylindric
regions: an inner core around the flow axis
and a co-axial envelope surrounding the core
(Figure B). In the core region the velocity
presents only a slight downstream decrease,
whereas in the envelope it presents a large
downstream increase. Near the head of the
jet flow the velocities of the core and
envelope are nearly the same. Apparently in
the course of propagation along the flow
axis the gas of the core region is only
marginally decelerated, while the material
of the envelope is subject to strong
accelerating forces Jy the gas in the core.
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Figure 4: The L 1551 IRS 5 at three epochs.
Isophotes are derived from the Gunn r CCD
images.

Figure 6: Contour map of HH 24 derived from
a red CCD image by R. Mundt. The position of
the spectrograph slit (a to c) are indi-
cated.
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Figure 7: Position velocity contour diagram
of the [SII] 6716 line observed in HH 24 at
slit position (a) (Figure 6 ) . The cross
indicates the location of the star SSV 63.

• To observer Radial velocity (kms' 1 I

Figure 8; Schematic representation of the
kinematical model of collimated mass flow.
Left: the flow in the plane defined by the
direction of the slit and the flow axis.
Right: the resulting position-velocity
structure of an emission line originating
from the two coaxial regions of the model.

New CCD images of the Jet powering HH 34
(see Reipurth et al., 1986) were obtained by
Btthrke and Mundt (1987) at the prime focus
of the 3.5 m telescope on Calar Alto, which
led to a more detailed picture of the
object. Figure 9 shows a sketch of the whole
system (lower right), consisting of the
central source, of the jet pointing south-
ward at HH 34, and of a new Herbig-Haro
object, named HH 34N, which is located at
the opposite side and can be called a mirror
image of HH 34. But there is no sign for a
counter jet. In the other panels of Figure 9
the isophotes derived from narrow band [SII]
CCO images are shown. In the jet six knots
not seen before became visible, due to very
good seeing conditions. Figure 10 shows the
position-velocity diagram of the brightest
part of the jet, derived from a longslit
Coude spectrogram, which presents a striking
similarity to that found in HH 24. This
suggests that the core-envelope structure
described above may be a characteristic
property of jets from young stars.

Sounct

Jti

HH34N

m 34 U

SOURCE

JET

W34

Figure 9: Montage of sections of two CCD
images of the HH 34 jet taken through an
[SII] filter. Lower right: a sketch of th«
whole system. In the upper left the jet is
seen in much more detail than before. The
lower left panel shows HH 34 with its
velocity field as derived from a longslit
Coude spectrogram. KH 34N (upper right)
moves away from the central source with v..,.
« +200 km/a-
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Figure 10: The position-velocity diagram of
the brightest section of the HH 34 jet. The
letters A to F denote individual knots.



Th* idaa that in the bright Hcrbig-Haro
objects •••n at the ends of the Jets
(possibly all HH-objeots are formed in auch
a configuration) the emission-line formation
takes place in bow shocks, has been strongly
corroborated by detailed spectroscopie
studie«. The velocity structure of HH 34
derived by Btthrke and Kundt (1987) is shown
in Figure 9. lower left . The general shape
of HH 34 and the velocity gradient in its
western wing are in agreement with the bow
shock models by Raga and Böhm (1986). The
clumpy structure and the inhomogeneous
velocity field in the eastern part might be
due to the inhomogeneous interstellar medium
or to thermal instabilities in the cooling
region of the bow shock. This same view of
an HH object as a single bow shock produced
by the head of a jet boring its way through
the ambient gas had already proven fruitful
in explaining in detail morphology and posi-
tion-velocity diagrams of two other promi-
nent and widely differing Herbig-Haro
Objects: HH 1 (Böhm ad Solf, 1985) and HH 32
(Solf, Böhm, and Raga, 1986), the first of
which is moving almost exactly in the plane
of the sky, while the other's motion is
nearly along the line of sight.

IV. Jets, bright lobes and molecular flows

The last question addressed here concerns
the relation between high velocity jets,
optically visible parabolic reflection lobes
and bipolar molecular flows. The simple fact
that the three phenomena are observed
together in the majority of all cases
(Hundt, Brugel, and BUhrke, 1987; see also
Neckel et al., 1987 for the case of PV Cep
and Staude and Neckel, 1987 for a newly
discoverd object) points to a tight connec-
tion between them. As mentioned in Section
II, the best studied object in this respect
is R Mon/NGC 2261 (Jones and Herbig, 1982).
The expansion velocity of the circumstellar
shell varies fro« 110 km/s at the equator to
300 km/s at the poles. A highly collimated
bipolar jet (Brugel, Mundt and BUhrke, 1984)
is emitted by the star along the polar axis
and points toward the Herbig-Haro object HH
39, which is situated far away from the star
and is moving away at the same velocity of
300 km/s. The large scale bipolar molecular
outflow is oriented along this same axis.

This coherent pictura points to a single
origin of the observed phenomena, which
would be localized within few stellar radii
of R Hon.

A spectroscopie study of the cotaetary nebula
surrounding the L 1151 jet (Sarcander,
Neckel and Els&sser, 1985) has shown that
the gas density within the lobe is very low
(n. £ 200 cm'') compared to that of the
surrounding molecular cloud, and that this
gas is flowing outward at lower velocity
(vrM«40 km/s) than in the jet (vraa~200
km/s). While it appears unlikely that the
molecular flow is driven by the optical jet,
momentum is transferred not only by the jet
but in addition by the outflowing gas within
the visible cometary nebula. A detailed
study of this outflowing gas in the immedi-
ate surroundings of the star in objects
other than R Mon/NGC 2261 is difficult,
since it requires high quality, high
resolution spectroscopy of the stellar light
reflected in the lobes.

The duat distribution within the cometary
nebula in L 1551 was derived by Lenzen
(1987) from surface polarimetry. The data
indicate that the starlight is propagating
within a dust free cone, until it is
scattered at its walls. A strikingly similar
structure was recently derived from CO
observations of the same outflow by Uchida
et al. (1987). Due to the high spatial
resolution of the 45 m telescope at
Nobeyama, these authors could show a
detailed correspondence between the struc-
ture of the southern cometary reflection
nebula and the blueshifted molecular flow,
which is streaming on hollow cylindrical
lobes at a velocity increasing outward from
-1 km/s to -B km/s. This acceleration could
be due to transfer of momentum from the gas
leaving the star at much higher velocity.

One further well studied case is S 106. The
source driving this bipolar nebula is an 09
V star which is fully ionizing the gas in
the lobes, which can be studied spectro-
scopically by its HII line emission with
high spatial and spectral resolution. From
longslit Coudé spectrograms of the Ha ,
[Nil] and [SII] lines, Solf and Carsenty
(1982) derived a detailed picture of the
velocity field in the lobes, which can be
interpreted by gas flowing outward from the
central star at about 75 km/s. In the
southern lobe the flow is again confined to
a thin layer surrounding an elongated shell
of much lower density. An analogous distri-
bution of the dust around the lobe was
derived by Staude et al. (1982) from
polarimetry, and by Felli et al. (1984) from
its thermal radiation.

In conclusion, collimated high velocity
jets, cometary or bipolar reflection nebulae
and massive molecular outflows are inti-
mately related. An important task for future
research will be to investigate their common
origin in the immediate surroundings of the
star and their interplay in the outflow
regions.
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DISCUSSION

C. MORMAN: For LkHa198, how do you deter-
mine the grain size and how do you deter-
mine the mass of the disk.

J. STAUDE: Assuming for the aUbedo an upper
limit A Ï O.7 (Mezger, Mathis, Panagia, 1982),
the observed luminosity LJJ of the halo, re-
lative to that of the star, together with
the geometry derived from the measured visi-
bility function, leads to a lower limit
M > 0.01 M for the mass of the disk. On the
other hand? the observed L H / L X requires an
albedo which is near to the assumed upper
limit. This high albedo implies particle
sizes not much less than the wavelength of
the scattered light.

J. KOORHMEEF: You mentioned that the bright-
ness ( at any given point? ) in the LkHa 198
reflection nebulosity decreases as X"3 bet-
ween H(1.65 M m ) and X(2.2|ini). Does this
mean that the brightness profiles are in-
distinguishable and, if so, at which level
of cofidence.

J. STACJDE: The wavelength dependence is
derived from the ratio of the total scatter-
ed flux ( relative to the stellar flux) in H
and K. A wavelength dependence of the ob-
served profiles cannot be derived from the
data.



OBSERVATIONS OF BIPOLAR OUTFLOWS

John Bally

AT&T Bell Laboratories, Crawford Hill
Holmdel, New Jersey USA

Energetic outflows, often collimated into two oppositely directed jets, are frequently found to be
associated with new-born stars still buried in their parent molecular clouds. Millimeter wavelength
observations of molecular transitions of species such as CO have shown that the cold molecular component of
the outflows has velocities up to 60 k m s " 1 with a total mass ranging between 0.01 MQ for low mass stellar
sources to over 100 M o for flows having several massive stars at their core. Optical and near infra-red
observations reveal a hot (over 103 Kelvin) flow component exhibiting velocities ir excess of 300 km s"1.
Although some jets associated with low luminosity sources, such as HI 1-34, exhibit, a very high degree of
collimation, the structure of most massive outflows is complicated, appearing "bipo ar" only in low angular
resolution observations. At high resolution, many sources exhibit lumps, oscillations, or flow in more than just
two directions. In this talk I will review millimeher-wave as well as some near-infrared and optical observations
of this important phase of stellar birth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Star formation results from the gravitational
collapse of the dense cores of molecular clouds. While low
mass stars are observed to form in clouds ranging from the
size of the smallest globules to the largest giant molecular
clouds (GMCs), high mass stars tend to form only in the most
massive aggregates of gas. Most regions of active star
formation are associated with energetic outflows molecular
and atomic gas as revealed by observations ranging from radio
to optical wavelengths. It is perhaps surprising that the most
obvious observational manifestation of stellar birtb is the
presence of high velocity, outflowing material. The
gravitational collapse of the cloud is a much more difficult
process to observe.

The evidence for outflowing gas in regions of recent
star formation is now overwhelming. Well over 150 distinct
star forming regions have been found to contain massive CO
emitting flows (for a large number of these, see Bally and Lada
1983 and Lada 1985). It appears that stars ranging in
luminosity from less than 1 hQ to over 105 LQ are associated
with molecular outflows. Most CO outflows exhibit a bipolar
morphology with two oppositely directed jets of gas emerging
from a central young stellar source. The degree of collimation
exhibited by the CO emitting gas tends to be poor, with
length to width ratios rarely exceeding 5. The central stars
responsible for driving these flows are highly obscured infrared
sources.

Several hundred H2O and OH maser sources are
known to be associated with star forming regions. Many
exhibit Doppler shifted components having velocities well in
excess of the local gas escape velocity. VLB1 measurements of
the proper motions of individual maser knots have provided
direct evidence for space velocities with amplitudes of
hundreds of km s~'. At near infra-red wavelengths, dozens of
regions of star formation have been found to exhibit shock

excited emission lines of molecular hydrogen. When measured
with high frequency resolution, these lines often have widths
of order 100 km s"1.

At optical wavelengths, Herbig-Haro (HH) objects
have been recognized in many nearby cloud complexes. These
shock excited nebulosities often have line-widths up to 500
km s~' and exhibit proper motions of order 300 km a"1. Most
HH objects detected so far are found in regions of low mass
star formation. This can not be interpreted to mean that HH
objects are only associated with low mass, low luminosity
stars. As an example, the nearest region of massive star
formation, the Orion Nebula, contains some spectacular HH
objects (Axon and Taylor 1984) which, if located away from
the HI1 region would be among the brightest in the sky.
Recent work with CCD detectors has revealed several dozen
optical jets, extremely collimated flows of ionized material,
usually associated with a low mass star (Muadt, Brugel, and
Buhrke 1987, Reipurth et al. 1986). These optical features can
only be observed when they are situated near the surface of a
molecular cloud or entierly outside of one. The central sources
of most CO outflows suffer more than 10 magnitudes of visual
extinction. If optical jets or HH objects were present, they
would be undetectable do to the large column density of
foreground dust. There has been much debate whether the
various manifestations of energetic outflow from young stars
have a common underlying cause or represent different
phenomena.

In this review, I will discuss some recent millimeter
observations of CO outflows, discuss several sources which
exhibit near-infrared and optical activity, explore several
source models, and briefly discuss the possibility that the
variety of outflows may represent different manifestations of a
common underlying process.



2, CO OUTFLOWS

In 1976, the core of the Orion molecular cloud was
recognized to contain a compact high velocity outflow.
Although it was known since the discovery of carbon monoxide
in this region that 2.6mm CO line has a width in excess of
100km a"1, high angular resolution mapping was required to
establish the angular and spatial extent of the high velocity
gas. From estimates of the cloud core mass, it was recognized

that the high velocity gas can not be gravitationally bound to
the core; it must be outflowing.

By 1980, a number of other regions of recent star
formation were found to exhibit broad CO line wings which
could only be explained as outflow. A spectacular 18' long
outflow was found by Snell, Loren, and Plambeck (1980) in the
L1551 cloud at a distance of 160 pc from the Sun. L1551 has
become the best studied example of a bipolar outflow
associated with a low luminosity (L«40 Lo) young star which
is visible at infrared wavelengths and known 43 L1551 IRS 5.

The L1551 cloud is a several hu idred solar mass
condensation in the Taurus cloud complex located just north
of the Hyades star cluster. Optically, the region is marked by
an extended nebulosity, the Herbig Haro object HII 102 which
coincides with the brightest part of the blue shifted lobe of the
CO outflow (see Figure 1). Two compact shock excited
nebulosities, HH-28 and HH-29 lie to the south of HH-I02.
These objects were found to exhibit proper motions of order
160km s"1 along the axis of the CO outflow by Cudworth and
He. Jig ^979). An optical jet observed to extend 17" from IRS
5 to the south-west along the axis of the blue shifted CO flow.
Radial velocities in the range -70 to -350 km s~" are seen in
optical emission lines (see Mundt, Brugel, and Buhrke 1987 for
discussion and references). This jet has also been observed at
radio wavelengths with the VLA (Cohen, Bieging, and
Schwartz 1982). At optical wavelengths, the jet is observed
only to the south-west of the star. However, at 6 crn, the jet
extends symmetrically from the star along the outflow axis.
This geometry provides indirect evidence for an extended
dense layer of gas and dust surrounding IRS 5 which is
inclined relative to the line of sight so that it blocks the
receding portion of the flow but not the approaching part.
From the extent of the radio jet and the invisibility of the
"counter-jet" at optical wavelengths, the minimum extent of
this obscuring structure is at least several arc seconds with Ay
> 10 magnitudes (see Snel) et al. 1985 for a discussion).

Figure 1 shows two contour maps of the L1SSI
outflow in the 115 GHz line of CO made with the 7-meter
telescope Crawford Hill telescope operated oy AT&T Bell
Laboratories which has a 100" beam. This map contains about
400 individual spectra. The two panels show the intermediate
and high velocity gas. At this resolution, the flow appears to
be mostly filled in and better collimated at the higher
velocities. However, toward the intermediate blue shifted
velocities, there is a hint of shell structure. The total amount
of gas in the high velocity outflow is estimated to be around
0.3MQ. Higher angular resolution has been obtained by
mapping with larger telescopes and by lunar occultation
techniques (Snell and Schloerb 1085). This data shows that
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FIGURE 1 (a). Intermediate velocity CO
emitting gas in the L1551 outflow. Solid lines show the blue
shifted gas in the range V)sr=0 to 5km s"1. Dashed
contours show the red shifted gas in the range V,sr=10 to
15km s"1. The HL and XZ Tauri flow is located at (2,6).
The (0,0) position corresponds to the position IRS 5.
Contour intervals are in uniform steps of 1.0 Kkm s"1.
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FIGURE 1 (b). The high velocity gas in L1551.
Solid contours show the range V|sr= —5 to 0km s"1 Dashed
contours show the range V|Br=15 to 20km s"1. The contour
interval is 1.0 Kkm s"1.

much of the emission in the CO line is produced by gas lying
in a thin shell at the outer surface of the outflow. There is an
apparent "acceleration" of the CO emitting gas away from IRS
5. Within a few arc-minutes of the source, the CO velocities
increase monotonically along the flow axis.
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FIGURE 1 (c). A spatial velocity diagram
showing gas along the L1551 outflow axis. Contours are at.
intervals of 0.5Kkm s~'.

There has been considerable discussion in the
literature about the nature of the disk surrounding IRS 5.
Although there is clearly a dense cloud core as revealed by 98
GHz CS observations which may be elongated in a direction
orthogonal to the outflow axis (Kaifu et al. 1984), there is
much debate about the detection of rotation. Moriarty-
Schieveu et al. (1987) find chaotic morphology and kinematics.
However, on arc-second scales, the existence of the disk is
supported by specie interferometric observations at near
infrared and optical wavelengths.

It is interesting to note that L1551 contains a
second, much smaller bipolar outflow source several arc-
minutes north of IRS 5. This source, centered on the region
containing the T Tauri stars HL and XZ Tauri can be seen in
Figure 1. Unfortunately, the red shifted lobe of the L1551 flow
overlaps this source, as can be seen in Figure 1. Mundt,
Brugel, and Buhrke (1987) discusses the optical jets associated
with this regioD. At least two distinct jets can be seen: one
produced by an invisible source lying between HL and XZ
Tauri, and the other produced by an invisible source
associated with HH-30 about 1 arc-minute to the south. All
three optical jets observed in the L1551 cloud appear to share
a common orientation; they are aligned with each other within
25 degrees.

The star forming region Cepheus-A has produced
stars with a total luminosity of order 2X104 LQ. Like L1551,
this source also has associated HH objects located in a cluster
roughly 100" west of the central IR source. This group of HH
objects (known as GGD-37) exhibits blue shifted velocities
down to -500km s~' (Hartigan - private communication). Like
many luminous star forming regions, Ceph-A contains a
powerful H2O maser (Lada et al. 1981). The central region of
Ceph-A contains ionized gas as revealed by observations of the
6 cm continuum radiation (Hughes and Wouterloot 1984).
Intense shock excited molecular hydrogen is seen both in the
cloud core near the IR and maser source and 100" to the west
near the GGD 37 HH objects (Bally and Lane 1982). Recent

mapping at 6" resolution (Bally and Lane - in preparation)
shows a close association between the shock excited H2

emission and the optical nebulosity.

Figure 2 shows a recent map of the Cepli-A outflow
in the CO line made with the IS" beam of the Nobcyama 45-
meter telescope (Bally et al. 1987). This is the most complete
map of a high luminosity outflow source available to date since
it consists of nearly 3,000 individual spectra. Although this
source was described as bipolar by Ho, Moran, and Rodriguez
(1982), the new data clearly shows the flow morphology to be
much more complex. Although a high degree of collimation is
maintained at the highest velocities, the flow can not be
described as a bipolar "jet". To the west of the Ceph-A cloud
core, the highest velocity gas exhibits a series of flow reversals
in which the line wings change from blue-shifted to red-shifted
and back to blue-shifted motion. It is interesting to note that
one such flow reversal occurs near the HH 37 region. At lower
velocities, the CO emission exhibits very complicated flow
morphology with a bint of shell structure. It is likely that the
high velocity gas escapes into regions of lower ambient cloud
density in any direction where a path exists. The complicated
geometry reflects the chaotic distribution of density structure
in the ambient molecular cloud.

Since the optical nebulosity near GGD 37 contains
a highly polarized reflection component, we infer that the
visual extinction between the exciting stars and the nebulosity
is low. It is not likely that there is any significant amount of
high velocity CO emitting gas in the way. This supports the
notion that, like in L1551, the CO emitting gas is confined to
a thin layer at the edge of an evacuated cavity. The total
mass of high velocity gas in the Ceph-A outflow is on the order
of 10 MQ with the highest observed velocities around 25
km s~ l. Since the HH objects show Doppler shifts up to 500
km a"1, there may be an ultra-high velocity wind which fills
the cavities. The CO emitting layer may be produced by the
sweeping up of ambient material in shocks where this rapid
wind.encounters ambient cloud material. Where the shocks
are very strong, optical and near infrared emission lines may
be excited.

100
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FIGURE 2. The Ceph-A outflow at 15"
resolution. Heavy lines correspond to emission in the red
shifted wings (V I s r=-3 to 3km s"1) while the light lines
correspond to the blue shifted gas (Vlsr=—23 to -17km s"1.
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The most massive outflow studied to date is
associated with a cluster of luminous stars in the Mon R2
region with a total luminosity of order 4X10* Lo. Figure 3
shows a 100" resolution map of the entire outflow. Figuro 4
shows a 15" second map made with the Nobeyama •15-meter
telescope. In the high resolution map, the red shifted flow ia
seen to undergo several "wiggles". The total mass of high
velocity gas is around IOOMQ moving at a typical velocity of 7
km s~ . The Mon R2 cloud core has several maser sources
and compact HI1 regions in varying states of evolution. At low
angular resolution, the core exhibits the morphology of a.
rotating dense disk in tracers such as the 98 GHz CS line. This
gas component (densities around 10scm~3) shows a
symmetric, flat rotation curve with an abrupt jump 1.5
km s"1 in amplitude near the IR cluster. The axis of rotation,
however, lies in a neaiiy east-west direction, tilted about 45
degrees with respect to the flow axis. High resolution maps
with Nobeyama 45-meter (20" be&m) show that this structure,
like the L1551 "disk", breaks up into a chaotic collection
individual dense knots of gas with some overall rotation.

During the last few years several large scale
surveys of protostellar regions have increased the total
number of outflow sources known. At Bell Laboratories, we
have a survey of approximately 100 infrared source embedded
in the Orion A cloud; 11 outflows were found from this list
(including 6 discovered by Fukui et al. 1986). We have also

observed an other 100 sources chosen from the IRAS point
source catalog, finding that about a 30% yield of new
outflows. A flux limited survey of all bright IR sources in the
IRAS catalog was carried out at the U.Mass 14-meter (R.L.
Snell • private communication) which bad a detection rate of
order 50%. These surveys have shown that CO outflows are
very common in regions containing highly obscured recently
formed stars. The surveys of T-Tauri stars, however, have
only produced low detection rates of order a few percent
(Edwards and Snell 1982,1984). This suggests that by the
time a star becomes optically visible, the outflow phase has
abated. It is possible that the outflow plays a crucial role in
stopping the accretion phase (proto-stellar phase) and clearing
away the surrounding molecular gas.

The number of flows which have been completely
mapped remains relatively small (perhaps 30 or so). The
luminosities of the central sources span 5 orders of magnitude.
From this data, several patterns have emerged: 1) There is a
rough correlation of Lm with the source luminosity, L. The
mechanical luminosity of the outflow is defined as Lm=MV3/R
where M is the total mass of the outflowing material, V is the
mean velocity of this mass (weighted by the mass), and R is
the mean source size. In all cases however, the absolute value
of LM is less that L by at least 1 order of magnitude. 2) The
force required to accelerate the flow is given by F=MV2/R. F
also shows a good correlation with L, but the momentum in
the outflow is roughly 102 to I03 times the momentum in the
radiation field, L/c, accumulated over the dynamic lifetime of
the flow. It is clear that radiation pressure can not directly
drive the flows. These, and other correlations discussed in
Bally and Lada (1983) suggests that outflows from stars of
vastly different luminosity may have similar origins.
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FIGURE 3. A 100" resolution map showing the
massive flow associated with Mon R2 at a distance of 750 pc
from the Sun. Solid lines show the blue shifted gas in the
range V|8r= 1 to 7km s"1. Dashed lines show the red shifted
gas in the range V|tr=13 to 19km s"1. The contour interval
is2.0Kkms~'.
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FIGURE 4. A 15" resolution map of the red
shifted lobe of the Mon R2 outflow made with the
Nobeyama 45 meter telescope. Crosses indicate the pointing
centers.

Point 2) above demonstrates that radiation
pressure can not directly drive the outflows. Multiply
scattered radiation can accelerate the outflows only if the
opacity cm be made high up to wavelengths near 1 mm, since
dust opacity permits the degradation of the scattered photon
wavelengths into the mid or far-infrared where absorption is
small. It is possible that the overlap of milions of individual
molecular absorption lines produced by species such as water
(which effectively blocks the terrestrial atmosphere al infrared
wavelengths) may plug this infrared leak. However, even with
high molecular opacities it may be hard to accelerate gas to
the observed velocities with reasonable column densities in the
acceleration zone. Nevertheless, it is important to fully
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investigate the role of molecular opacities in the transfer of
radiation through a proto-stell&r atmosphere.

Is the CO emitting gas the primary wind in the
outflow or is the CO a emitting gas part of a layer swept out
of the ambient cloud by a faster wind? In the first case, most
of the observed mass traced by CO had to have originated
from very near the young star. In the second case the mass
and velocity in the fast wind must be sufficient to sweep up a
massive shell. As discussed above, there is some evid nee for a
non molecular flow component having velocities typically 10
times greater than the highest velocities observed in CO.
Typically the mass represei ted by either the optically
emitting plasma or the radio emitting plasma has a mass of
order 1 to 0.1 percent of the mass of the CO emitting layer.
Ttie observable tracers, however are only sensitive to the
component which has a kinetic temperature of order 10* K (for
a discussion see Mundt, Brugel, and Buhrke 1987). Bally and
Stark (1982) have detected about 0.05Mo of high velocity
(V«60km s~') atomic hydrogen in NGC 2071 in the 21 cm
line. This component however fails to drive the observed mass
of the CO flow by about a factor of 5. Bally and Predmore
(1983) and Snell and Bally (1986) found many compact radio
sources associated with embedded stars in regions exhibiting
bipolar outflow. Some of these sources were shown to have
rtiing radio spectra similar to what is predicted for an r~2

radial electron density dependence characteristic of an ionized
stel!: r wind.

A swept-up shell may be either momentum driven
or energy driven (Beckwith Nata and Salpeter 1983, Kwok and
Volk 1985). Most of the early work assumed that momentum
conservation held since the shocks at the interface between a
driving wind and the CO shell were thought to be radiative.
Under these conditions, most of the energy of the wind is

transformed into rad.ation and can not do mechanical work in
creating a bubble. Using the momentum conserving condition,
the ionized stellar winds observed to be associated with a
number of outflows would have to have flow velocities in
excess of 103 km s"1 to produce the observed momentum in
the CO emitting shells.

For any wind with a velocity in excess of 300
km s~', it is likely that once the wind is shocked, it is heated
to above 105 K above which the cooling time in the post shock
gas becomes long. If the cooling time of the shocked wind
exceeds the dynamic time scale of the outflow (T<Jxn=R/V),
then the thermal expansion of the extremely hot post shock
gas can do work in accelerating a swept up shell. Under these
conditions, some of the wind energy is used to do mechanical
work and the dynamics of the shell of swept up ambient
material will be energy conserving. In the limit of no radiative
loss, the mechanical advantage of the energy conserving
situation is proportional to Vwind/VBlMl|; in other words the
momentum of the shell can exceed that of the wind by this
factor. A consequence of this model is that the interior
cavities of high velocity outflows are predicted to be weak X-
ray sources. Only the interior of the Orion outflow however
could have been detected by the Einstein observatory (Kwok
and Volk 1985).

Where high angular resolution observations have
been made, the CO gas appears to be confined to a shell near
the periphery of the outflow zone. Although not conclusive,
these arguments suggest that the CO emitting layer is swept
up from the ambient cloud by a faster wind.

3. DISKS AND COLLIMATION

Nearly all outflows exhibit some degree of
collimation into a bipolar configuration. Either the driving
engine is itself anisotropic, or some property of the
circumstellar environment serves to collimate an initially
isotropic outflow. WitLin recent years, there has been
mounting evidence that many buried infrared sources arc
surrounded by flattened distributions of ultra dense gas and

dust. A few examples were discussed above. As shown by
Torrelles et al. (1933), many star forming legions are
surrounded by dense, often elongated structures. Recent week
with the millimeter wave interferometers in California has
produced evidence for arc-second diameter disks surrounding
several low mass protostars, including HL Tauri in the L1551
cloud. This particular object was shown to have a velocity
field consistent with Keplerian motion about a low mass star
(Sargent and Beckwith, 1987). Near-infrared imaging at the
seeing limit has also produced evidence for compact dense
disks through detection of starlight scattered by dust in the
disk (Beckwith et al. 1984 and Strom et al 1985).

Can these circumstellar structures collimate the
outflows? Several groups have made mass, velocity and
density determinations of the the disks surrounding some of
the best studied bipolar outflow sources such as L.1551,
NGC2071, and MonR2. (See Takano et al. 1984 for an analysis
of the best studied case, NGC2O71). In many cases, the
observed disk is not sufficiently rigid to contain and coHimate
the observed outflow. However two effects have not been
taken into consideration by these authors: 1) the gravitational
binding energy of the disk may be substantial and 2) the disk-
wind interaction may be very dynamic. The current state of
the disk may not be like the initial configuration. Even
though the present mass may not be sufficient to collimate the
flow, there may have been sufficient mass at the start to do
most of the collimation. In this picture, the disk may be
continuously ablated by the outflow. If the wind originates
from the disk, as proposed by some models, then disruption of
the disk may naturally end the outflow phase.

A parcel of gas in the disk has a potential energy
pV£c and the total potential energy in the disk is roughly
ED«MDV£C. If the wind transfers all of the energy
intercepted by the disk to the disk with 100% efficiency, the
disk receives energy at a rate MV^nD/2 where fiD is the
fraction of the wind intercepted by the disk. If energy in
conserved in the wind-disk interaction, the disk disruption
time scale is rD'»MD'V%,t/CljJ>AV2 w n e r e M jg the mass loss
rate in the wind, Vw is the wind velocity, and MD is the disk
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mass. For MD=10Mo, V , B =lkn ia M , M^ i
Vw = 300kms-' , and QD=O.I, ib=20Oyra. However, if the
wind-disk interaction is radiative, then momentum is
conserved in the interaction and Ji)«MDVMl./fl1>MVw which
gives for the above parameters rDsa 3X10^8, close to the
dynamic time scale of many massive outflows observed. The
above wind parameters can sweep-up a shell with a
characteristic velocity of 10 km -a"1 and a mass of 10 Ma in
this dynamic time scale under momentum conserving
conditions. A considerably faster and more massive shell may
be produced if shell is swept up by the inflation of an energy
conserving wind driven bubble. This example demonstrates
that a disrupting disk having reasonable (i.e close to the
observed) parameters may play an important role in
collimating outflows.

4. MODELS

Several theoretical models have been developed to
explain the outflow phenomenon. Pudritz and Norman (1986)
and Uchida and Shibata (1985) have considered the possibility
that a magneto-hydrodynamic wind, generated by a rotating
disk can energize bipolar outflows. The magnetic field is
assumed to be parallel to the rotation axis of the disk.
Gravitational collapse of a protostellar disk pinches the
magnetic field in the equatorial plane, so the field develops a
radial component centered on the protostar. The radiation
produced by an accretion shock where disk material falls onto
the star heats the disk surface. Since the ionized component
is forced to move along the magnetic field lines, charged
particles are accelerated along the field lines by the centrifugal
force produced by the rotating disk and co-moving magnetic
field. In the Pudritz and Norman model, the field lines are
assumed to be rigid and do not posses an azimuthal
component. The kinetic energy of the outflowing charged
particles is derived from the disk angular momentum. As disk
angular momentum is removed, the disk shrinks, driving gas
through the accretion shock. This mechanism provides
feedback which connects the properties of the outflow to that
of the rotating disk. In particular the flow mechanical

luminosity is correlated with the luminosity produced by the
accretion shock, which may dominate the energy output of the
system. In the Uchida and Shibata model, the field lines are
permitted to develop a helical twist. Both models have the
advantage that they not only explain the origin of outflows
but also solve the so called angular momentum problem of star
formation.

An interesting aspect of these models is that they
produce a molecular wind at rather low velocity Numerical
simulations by Uchida and Shibata (1985) indicate that this
molecular wind is mostly confined to the outer parts of the
flow, the region near the outflow axis remains relatively empty
of gas. Pudritz and Norman suggest gas along the flow axis
may be ionized by the harsh radiation field produced by the
accretion shock. In their model, this flow component may be
identified with the optical jets.

Boss (1087) has shown that gravitational colliipst of
a rotating cloud naturally leads to the foimation of two
evacuated zones along the rotation axis of the system. These
cavities form since near the rotation axis, angular momentum
can not support the gas against the pull of gravity. The
nozzle-like shape of these evacuated zones may easily collimate
any material outflowing from the star into two oppositely
directed jets. Any process which produces velocities above the
local escape velocity may serve to inject gas in to these
collimating nozzles.

Figure S shows a schematic illustration taken from
Reipurth et at (19S6) which shows a bubble being inflated by a
hypersonic jet. The picture is a schematic representation of
the spectacular optical jet discovered to be associated with a
young star near HH-34 in Orion; it illustrates a mechanism in
which a highly collimated jet may inflate a hot bubble which
in turn sweeps up the surrounding ambient cloud. For a jet
velocity of order 300 km s"1, the shock at the working surface
of the jet, which in this case may be identified with a group of
high excitation Herbig-Haro objects, advances rapidly into the
surrounding cloud. The point where the jet is shocked acts as
a source of hot (109 K) plasma which inflates a large ovoidal
cavity, similar in shape to the L1551 CO lobes. This bubble

. ' • HOT POST SHOCK JET GAS

uSHOCK

H'HH OBJECTS
yf

* SWEPT UP AMBIENT GAS

-SHOCK

FIGURE 5. A schematic illustration of a stage
in the evolution of a jet-energized, expanding bubble which
is sweeping up a CO emitting shell. Herbig-Haro objects

may be produced by shocks near the working surface of the
jet. Lumps in the jet may develop bow shocks and become
luminous as they pass through the shock. In this picture,
the thermal expansion of ultra-hot, shocked jet gas drives
the expansion of the bubble. The material displaced by the
expansion is swept into a cold, thin shell where CO emission
may be produced..



may evolve as an energy conserving system; the hot gas cools
as it does work in sweeping out a cavity in the ambi»nt cloud.
The secondary shock associated with expansion of the jet-
driven bubbles is much weaker than the primary jet shock.
The ambient gas which is swept up may remain cool and can
be identified with the CO emitting layer.

Much more work lies ahead for both observers and
theorists. Whether or not one, or none, of these n.odela is a
correct can only be determined by detailed comparisons
between model predictions and observed source parameters.
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DISCUSSION

J . STAUDE: Do y o u s e e any s i g n o f r o t a t i o n
in the lobes of the L1551 IRS 5 outflow?

J. BALLY: The Bell Laboratories data does
not show any evidence for rotation or hel i -
cal motion in the outflow.

H. ZINNECKER: Regarding molecular hydrogen
emission in outflow sources: i f you were to
predict the velocity width of the emission,
would-you predict a small or large width?
What is the width in the NGC 2071 source?

J. BALLY: Observations of almost a l l out-
flows show that the width of the H2 lines
are 1OO km s~l or greater. The H2 molecule
should be dissociated at shock velocities
above - 3O km s"l. If milli-gauss strength
magnetic fields are present, Draine has
shown that H2 may survive up to 60 km s~l
or so. The observed line widths suggest that
the true situation i s more complex than the
simple, single shock wave situation postu-
lated by these models. The gas may we obser-
ve may contain multiple shocks, with each
shock leaving the post-shock gas in an acce-
lerated state. Subsequent shocks propagate
in a moving medium. In this view, the ob-
served line widths may be produced by a com-
bination of a bulk gas motion and shock ve-
loci t ies .

C. tfORMAW (editor s reading): Question on
the emission measures from the hot gas
(OVI, CIV, . . . ) in the jet-driven energy
conserving model.

J. BALLY: Since almost all outflows are
buried deep inside molecular cloud cores, no
ultra-violet emission is likely to escape.
Typically, Av ~ 3O magnitudes or greater.
Only in the relatively unobscured outflows
associated with low luminosity sources such
as T-Tauri stars and optical jet sources i s
Av as low as - 5 magnitudes. Even in these
sources, the UV opacity can be quite large.
In HH 182 the UV opacity may be low enough -
but there is no evidence of a swept up CO
shell - so i t s not clear that a jet-driven
energy conserving model applies to this
source. At wavelengths below lkeV, X-ray
emission may be detectable since the opacity
of the gas and dust diminishes with increas-
ing X-ray energy. However, an energy-driven
bubble evolving into a molecular cloud is
likely to have n ~ O.I cm" 3 and L - 0 . 1 pc.
The plasma column density is much less than
that found in rich clusters of galaxies
(n ~ 1O~4, L ~ 10 kpc) and there is s t i l l a
lot of extinction not present toward the
extra-galactic sources. Kwok and Volk ( 1985)
have shown that only the ire 2 outflow in
Orion would have produced a flux detectable
by Einstein X-ray sate l i te . Nevertheless,
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sensitive searches for X-ray emission from
outflow sources using future satelitea will
provide a teat of the energy-driven models
for the bipolar outflow sources.

B. ELMEGREEN: Regarding the question of
cloud support by embedded stellar winds: for
clouds that are completely mapped, such as
Orion, how does the total momentum in al l
the winds compare to the momentum of viria-
lized motions of the whole cloud?

wieto HI linos arc confirmed, i t is s t i l l
possible to interpret thin as the result
of dissociation of H2 i n t o lil b v strong
shocks as appears to be the situation in WGC
2071. If i t turns out that the III is tno
fastest component and there J-8 enough mass
to drive the CO, then we may conclude that
we have actually found the wind.

J. BALLY: If we ignore the overall velocity
gradient, the Orion A cloud can be supported
by outflows i f the energy contained in the
presently observed outflows is degraded into
turbulence by conserving energy. If momentum
is conserved (eg. roost of the flow energy
goes into radiation) the cloud cannot be
supported by flows. These statements are ba-
sed on the assumption that we do not live at
a special time and that the 11 flows detect-
ed so far in the Orion A cloud are charac-
terist ic of the steady state.

L. BLITZ: Are you aware of the Berkeley
21 cm observations (I believe of HK 7-11)
which suggest that the wind i tsel f is a
neutral wind.

J. BALLY: Yes, I believe the measurements
you are refering to were made with the
Arecibo 30Om disk. I worry about the inter-
pretation since the observed signal i s very
weak and i t s measurement depends critically
on the subtraction of the much stronger HI
background produced by the Galaxy. Aperture
synthesis ( VLA) measurements should be made
to confirm these results. If the 200 km s~l

J. KOJBAHEEF: You suggested that the rod-
shifted optical lobe is obscured by the disk
which must Liierercre be at least several
arcseconds in size. Why do you prefer this
explanation rather than a geometry where the
"unseen" jet is simply facing away ( likely,
but not necessarily, deeper into the mole-
cular cloud; the MC surface does not have
to be perpendicular to the line of sight).

J. DALLY: It seems unlikely to me that the
"counter" jet is so nearly alligned with the
line of sight as to be invisible. Since we
observe highly extended red-shifted CO
emission, we know that the red-shifted flow
has punched through the LI.,51 cloud core and
has reflected a region many arc-minutes in
extent. So we know that the cloud has not
blocked the flow in this direction. We see
radio continuum emission from the expected
location of the red-shifted "counter" jet.
The only explanation for our failure to de-
tect this feature at optical wavelengths i s
that the extinction toward the red-shifted
jet is at least 9 magnitudes greater than
toward the blue shifted jet , hence the
suggestion that the 1.1551 disk must be great-
er than several arc-seconds in s ize .

B.C. Elmegreen (left) with the family of 3. Bally



HIGH VELOCITY HERBIG HARO OBJECTS NBAR CBP A

Ralner Lenzen
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D-6900 Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

High proper motions of various Herbig Haro Object near Cep A are reported. For a
distance of 725 pc we derive tangential velocities of 200 to 250 km/s which have
their common origin near the compact HII regions 2 and 3. The resulting Kinematic
age is 1800 ±400 years. A weak, pointlike source (I = 20.6 mag) is detected at the
position of the compact HII region 3a. No further source (I •*• 23 mag) could be
found in the region of radio continuum emission. However, an elongated feature of
diffuse 1 urn emission is observed in line with the northern chain of compact radio
knots. We conclude that a center of activity near the H20-maser positions in HW2
and 3 is responsible for Cep A. It drives the molecular outflow, and also excites
the compact radio continuum knots and surrounding HH-objects. The observed total
luminosity and the 21 cm radio continuum data are consistent with B0.5V star or
three B1V ZAMS stars.

Introduction

Cep A is a well studied region of recent
star formation in the Orion arm at a distan-
ce of 725 pc (Blaauw et al., 1979). A lot of
radio - submilimeter - and infrared data of
this object have been gathered since A.
Sargent (1977) published her first CO-scan
of the Cep OB Til molecular cloud. Hughes
and Wouterloot (1982) resolved the radio
continuum source at 21 cm into two compo-
nents. The western one coincides with a line
emission region visible on Palomar Sky Sur-
vey red print, in the following called GGD37

(Gyulbudaghian et al., 1978). At higher spa-
tial resolution Hughes and Wouterloot (1934)
found two chains of compact 6 cm radio VLA
knots within the eastern radio component.
Two of them coincide with groups of B2O na-
ser spots observed by Lada et al. (1981) and
Cohen et al. (1984). Beichman et al. (1979)
found a very luminous 100 um-IR-source. They
published IR-photometric data from 100 pro
down to 10 urn. Bally and Laue (1982) detec-
ted a 2.2 tun continuum source at the same
position. By IR-polarimetry Lenzen et al.

61°46-00-
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Fig. 1 Composed isophotal contour plot of Cej/A (west). [SIl] 6718 and 6730 k emission
regions are marked by hatched areas. The 1 urn contours (solid lines) are separated
by a factor of 2 each. The 5 tim map is given with linear scaling (dotted lines), and
the 6 cm VLA knotr are drawn as black dots taken from Hughes and Wouterloot (1984).
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U984, hereafter called paper 1) showed that
thi« NlR-source ia a compact IR reflection
nebula illuminated by a source near the
Baser spot positions.

Thus, there are observations of the eastern
radio component rf cep A from 21 cm down to
2.2 vun. At optical wavelengths, however, up
to now no emission has been found.

He present first detection of 1 pin emission
from the central region of the eastern radio
component of Cep A. In addition, deap H« and
CSIl} CCD-imaged of Cep A and its environ-
ment are taken to search for Herbig Haro ob-
jects in the vicinity of Cep A.

Based on the new data we argue in favour of
one central region of activity near the com-
pact radio sources HW2 and 3 (Hughes and
Wouterloot, 1984), which powers the bipolar
CO-mass outflow found by Rodriguez et al.
(1980) and at the same time drives the HH-
objects in GGD37 and the new He-object we
found 2' northeast of HW2. In addition, this
active region contains the illuminating
source of the IR reflection nebula detected
east of this central source (paper 1). For a
summary of the work done on Cep A until 1985
we refer to the publication by Hartigan and
Lads (1985).

Observations and data reduction

The CCD images presented here were obtained
at the prime focus of the 3.5 m telescope at
Calar Alto (Spain) on 1985, August 15. A
10 =un FWHM interference filter centered on
H w , a 7 nm FWHM interference filter for
fSII] and a cut-on filter R6830/1 for the I
exposure were uaed in front of a GEC chip
with .17 urn pixels. The resulting scale is
0.29 "/pixel.

The 5 am map has been scanned at the 2,2 iim-
telescope on Calar Alto on 1983, October 20
using the same technic as described in Paper
1.

Our 30 min I exposure of Cep A is shown in
Fig. 1 as isophotal contour plot. The limit-
ing magnitude is about 23.0. The [SIi]-CCD
image and the 5 um scan of Cep A are added
to demonstrate the increasing extinction
from east to the west near HW2 and 3. For
comparison the 6 cm VLA map published by
Hughes and Houterloot (1984) is included.

At the position of the VLA-source HW3a a
point source of I * 20.6 mag was found. In
March/April 1983 Cohen et al. (1984) obser-
ved an H20-maser just at this position "tur-
ning on" during their observing session. It
may be interesting to determine if the 1 |im
point source is brightening, too. On the
first 1 pm CCD picture we took in September
1982 (paper 1) a faint source is visible
coincident with BW3a. He estimate that the
luminosity of this 1 um point source from
1982 to 1985 changes by less than 0.5 mag.

Mo further point source I 4 23 mag could be
found at the positions of any VLA-HII
regions observed by Hughes and Wouterloot
(1984) and Hughes (1985).

Comparing the 1.0 urn map and the H M image
shown in Fig. 1, we see that the chain of
diffuse emission regions in line with the

northern chain of radio knots is continuum
emission. The intensity ratio of Hw /I is
consistent with the used filter transmission
curves for the region more than 30" away
from HW2. for the inner part, however, no H«
emission could be detected, while there is
still some 1 um emission. This can be ex-
plained by the increasing extinction Lenzen
et al. (paper 1) found near HW2.

At the end of the chain, 2' northeast of the
central source HW2 we find a new Herbig Haro
object (in the following called HH-NE).The
B« image and the [SII] to H« ratio map are
shown in Pig. 2. The very pronounced bow-
shock-like structure of HH-NE is similar to
that observed in some HH objects (e.g.
Hundt, Brugel and Buhrke (1986) or Herbig
and Jones, 19K').

Fig. 2 Isophotal contour plot of the
eastern HH-object HH-NE
a) H« intensities (logarithmic

scaling by a factor of Y 2 ) . The
slit position is marked.

b) Ratio of the [SII]- to
H«-exposure affcer correction for
contamination by £NII°1. The
diagonal line marks the direction
to HW2.

A spectrum of this object was taken with the
Cassegrain spectrograph at the 3.5 m tele-
scope. The position of the 2" slit is shown
in Fig. 2a. The TNIl], {SIl] and H« lines
all are blue shifted by a heliocentric velo-
city of about V r o = -80 km/s. The deconvol-
ved line width is * 60 km/s, not signifi-
cantly above the spectral resolution of
50 km/s. The relative line intensities of
BK, [Nil] and [SII] shown in Fig. 3 indicate
that this nebula is indeed an HH object.
While the ratio of the two forbidden sulphur
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lines at 6716 A ana 6730 A is equal to 1
everywhere along the slit, the ratio of H*
to [SII] 6730 A varies between 0.7 and 1.6.
The narrow band image in K, and [SIl] does
not exclude the [Nil) lines from the H«
image or distinguish between [SII] 3616 A
and 3630 A, but as the ratio between the two
sulphur lines is constant and the ratio of
[Nil] 6583 A and H« varies only between 0.2
and 0.4, we can use this information to
estimate the fSll] to H« ratio all over the
object. The resulting line ratio map shown
in Pig. 2b is rather symmetric with respect
to the line which marks the direction to
HW2. There is a bow shaped structure in the
eastern part wherein the fsil] to H w ratio
drops to less than 50%, followed by a cone-
like distribution of very strong sulphur
emission ([SIl]/H«= 1.2).
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Fig. 3 Relative line intensities ratios for
HK , tNIl] and [SIl] lines. For the
slit position see Fig. 2.

In order to deduce proper motions for the
HH-objects near Cep A, a 15 mm x 15 mm field
on the Palomar Sky Survey glass copy R874
was scanned by a PDS in steps of 10 vim both
in the x and y directions. Eleven stars were
used to compare this scan to the CCD pictu-
re, resulting in a positional error of about
0.3". At a distance of 725 pc for Cep A a
proper motion of 1" per 31.8 years (which is
the epoch difference of the two exposures)
means a tangential velocity of 108 km/s.
Thus, the systematic error in tangential ve-
locities shown in Fig. 5 is about ±30 km/s.

For the eastern bow shock structure of
HH-NR, tangential velocities of 180 and
250 km/s are deduced, which are directed
away from the active center near HW2 and 3
(Hughes and wouterloot, 1984). if material
ejected by a central source travels without
acceleration, the mean transit time to the
actual position would be about 1800 vears.
However, the assumption of ejected material
traveling without acceleration from the
central star to the actual position may be a
misleading suggestion. Assuming a constant
acceleration, the upper limit for the age of
the Herbig Haro objects is 3600 years.

Proper motions have also been deduced for 6
compact HH knots in GGD37. Following the
notation by Hartigan and I.ada (1985), the
most accurate tangential velocities are
measured for the most compact knots A, C, S
and HW. All of these velocity vectors are
directed away from the position of- HW2 and
3, again localizing the center of accelera-
tion near this position. The compact H knot
HW in GGD37, which has been discussed by
Hartigan and Lada (1985) as a separate star
of CO mass outflow on our images appears
clearly extended. Its bow shaped structure
and its high proper motion of 110 km/s led
us to assume that this souce, too, is a HH-
object, shock exited and accelerated by the

to-

20"

to-

20"

HH-NE

e

200km/sl725pcl
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Fig. 4 Isophotal contour plot of H« intensity (logarithmic scaling by a factor of 2) . For
nine HH-objects tangential velocities are plotted. The central asterisk denotes the
position of the compact radio source HW2.
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source near HW2 and 3. Again a mean kinema-
tic age of about 1800 years is also deduced
for GGD37, assuming zero acceleration, as
above. Even if constant acceleration has to
be considered the observed Herbig Haro ob-
jects in Cep A are younger than 3600 years.

Conclusion

The small Herbig Haro object HH-NE, which
has been found 2' north east of the central
source, and the Herbi_j Haro complex GGD37
are shock excited by a wind starting from a
central active region near the maser posi-
tions. The high tangential velocities of all
these Herbig Haro objects demonstrate that
they are younger than 3600 years. A wind
with velocities greater than 300 km/s must
be originating from the central region. This
active center can be modeled with a B0.5V
star surrounded by a flat cocoon of heated
dust or with a group of a few B2V-stars.

The 1 um-point source, found to be coinci-
dent with the position of HW3a, may be one
of the recently formed stars in CepA. How-
ever, it is probably not identical with the
most luminous source of this complex.
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s n tamos or nrouut now
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Theoretical models for b±x>olar flows are discussed with particular eipphsslB on new observational
developments over the last year that have added significant constraints and understanding.
Implications of these flews for the cloud environment in which they are embedded are outlined.
Associated objects such as oasera and Herbig-Haro objects are analysed. It is shown that all
reasonable axisymmetic nagnetohydrodynamlc flows have some collimation along the symmetry axis.
Observational teats of the theories are proposed. A connection between H20 masers and
protoplanetary systems In molecular disks is put forward.

I INTRODUCTION

Even though it is only one year since I reviewed
the same subject to a rather more specialized IAD
audience (Norman 19B7 > > there have been some quite
Interesting developments both theoretically and
observationally that I shall emphasise here while
attempting to avoid glossing over the basic physical
points treated earlier. Bipolar flows and ionised
jets are indeed seen to be associated with a wide
range of protostars and young stellar objects with
respect to luminosity) mass of the central source,
mass of the inferred central disk, mass loss rate and
physical conditions In the environment of the flows
themselves. The similarities with the more energetic
outflows associated with powerful Galactic and
extragalactic radio Bources are striking/ even though
young stellar objects have scales, velocities, and
masses of c-Icr parsecs, hundreds of kilometers per
second and one to ten solar masses, compared with the
powerful, but similiar, cosmic sources with scales of
megaparsecs, velocities approaching that of light and
central masses assumed to be in the range of the order
of a billion solar masses. The phenomenon is truly
ubiquitous and Is found even in the very lowest mass
cores of star forming regions such as L1262 and L1681
(Tereby et al. 1987). Konigl (1986) has specifically
noted the similarities: high collimation and two-
sidedness, emission line knots, length, origin in
compact objects, termination in lobes, surface
instabilities, the role of disks and the potential
importance of magnetic fields. The basic parameters
for bipolar flows have been discussed by others at
this meeting. Note specifically that both the photons
and the ionised gas fall to provide sufficient
momentum to drive the outflows (see Bally, Staude
these proceedings). The flows are now not only seen
in CO but also in other molecules. For example,
Mirabel et al. (1987) show convincing evidence for
extended bipolar outflows in OH and infer the
collimation is along the maximum density gradient.

II ORIGIN OF BIPOLAR FLOWS

The classic Blandford-Rees (1974) Laval nozzle
mechanism could work if cooling is not important at
the noszle and this will be the case for the higher
velocity flows such as L1551. Using standard cooling
functions Konigl (1986) 'has shown that this may be a
viable mechanism if the velocity exceeds 311

<«no«l«/1014 c-'"° ta 8~1 "here Nozzle lB « «
typical distance from the star or disk to the nozzle
point. A variety of flow morphologies could arise as
bubbles generated in Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.

jets in stable smooth flows or clouds and fragments
found in flows with cavity wall disruption. These
should occur as an increasing function of jet
luminosity (Smith et «1. 1983).

Explosions and winds propagating though expo-
nential and power law atmospheres can produce colli-
mated flows. The early work of Sanders (1976) and
Hollenhof (1976) showed that explosions in an
exponential atmosphere gave collimation angles of only
25-40 degrees from the vertical but later work with
power law atmospheres summarised by Smith (1"B6)
showed that for both energy and momentum driven flows
collimation could occur. The collimation of an
isotropic wind by a density gradient p « r~n will
occur if 1 < n < 2. Dyson (1984) has analysed the
available data and shown that energy conserving winds
fit best but this analysis should be performed now on
a larger data set.

Such power law density profiles occur quite
naturally in realistic protostellar collapse
simulations (Boss 1987). These excellent simulations
seem strong evidence in favor of at least some
component of collimation due to density gradients.
The observations of thick disks and flow structures of
GL490 (Kawabe et al. 1987a) and CRL 2688 (Kawabe
et al. 1987b) are quite consistent with this view.
Further good circumstantial evidence for the disk-
bipolar flow connection comes from the modelling of
infrared spectra of sources such as L1551 and WL 16
where a disk is essential to match the spectrum (Shu
and Adams 1987).

The stability of collimatea flows has been
discussed here by Silvestro and Ferrari so I will only
note a few points. The standard modes are pinching,
helical, or flute modes and if the geometry of the
flow is important, as it often is, then there is a
further classification into ordinary modes and reflec-
tion modes that only exist in the presence of a
boundary. Some stabilisation or slowing of the growth
rate occurs for; a large density contrast between jet
and confining medium; strong magnetic fields; strong
velocity shear; and jet expansion (Norman 1987).
Among the possible observable effects in the non-
linear stage are: knots produced by internal
reflection-mode generated shocks; twists; kinks and
bends produced by helical modes and; flaring or
widening of Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable jets. The
saturation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is
probably due to shocks with leading edge angle off t.e
jet of order the inverse of the Hach number. A
detailed model of the emission line knots HB11, HH10,
HH8, HH7 dua to this instabiltiy is discussed by
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Silvestro et al. (1987). This is an interesting
alternative to the bullet hypothesis (Norman and Silk
1979) and may actually occur in aome cases.

H I THE ROLE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

Molecular cloud structure is itself influenced by
large scale magnetic fields (Monetti et al. 1984).
Bipolar flows seen to be aligned over entire cloud
regions (Strom and Strom 198S) and the alignment
between flow direction and magnetic field direction is
well correlated (Cohen et al. 1984).

There are a number of theories based on the
assumption that magnetic fields are important. An
explosion or wind in a medium with a significant
magnetic field will become elongated due to aniso-
tropic pressure and propagation effects (Konigl
1986). A quite non-equilibrium initial situation was
envisaged by Draine (1983) where a strongly differen-
tially wound toroidal magnetic field expels material
along its maximum pressure gradient which is along the
axis- This idea has been greatly expanded and
analysed in detail by Uchida and Shibata (1985, 1987)
in their magnetic twist: model. Both these models are
fundamentally transient models so that ejection of
collimated material can only occur in bursts.

Moving to the more steady state or continuous
magnetised wind solutions, Blandford and Payne (1982)
found an elegant self-similar solution for a centri-
fugal ly driven wind from a disk. The collimation of
the flow is due to the bending of poloidal field lines
into toroidal field lines above the Alfven surface and
consequently the Lorentz forces conspire to produce an
inward pointing hoop stress. Pudritz and Norman
(1983, 1986) have exhaustively studied the problem of
centrifugally driven magnetised winds from molecular
disks surrounding protostars. The model seems very
consistent with the data with its hollowish cone
structure, central ionised flow which then can cool to
form neutral hydrogen, the continuous acceleration
away from the star, the embedded mas era and Herbig-
Haro objects, and the position of the magnetohydro-
dynamic shocks that occur as the wind impacts the
ambient medium. The recent discovery at Arecibo of an
atomic component to these outflows seems to fit in
well here (Lizano et al. 1987).

Using a careful numerical approach, Sakurai
(1985, 1987) has verified that magnetohydrodynamic
flows from stars and disks do, in fact, produce
sufficient collimation to explain bipolar flows. The
problem is set up with five conserved quantities along
field lines and one subtle and complex equation called
the transfield equation.

A general result using analytic techniques has
been put forward by Norman and Heyvaerts (1987)
namely, that all reasonable axisymmetic magnetohydro-
dynamic flows exhibit at least some collimation ^long
the symmetry axis. Let us start with some preliminary
results. Above the Alfven surface, the curvature is
invariant for open field lines so that if a field line
has a tendency to collimate at the Alven surface it
will keep this property as it flows outwards. Around
the symmetry axis, a perturbation expansion shows that
for a radial density profile p « r with n > 2 then
collimation will always occur. The numerical
experiments cited above all show collimation as do the
similarity solutions. Consider therefore a general
axisymmetric magnetohydrodynamic flow. There are five
constants along the field lines. The two non-trivial
equations are the Bernoulli equation along the field
and the transfi»ld equation. He show that for all
asymptotic axisymmetric MHD flows that are wind-like
at infinity, all field lines are inside a cone and all
field lines lie. the poloidal component) are

straight. Furthermore, at leant soae significant
number of field llnea collinate. Thus we conclude
there is a least some collimation in all such flows-
There are a few noteworthy points. In the analysis
there are no dead tones. The physics is that of hoop
stress. The next order asynptotics reaain to be
done. N£ field lines bend toward the equatorial
plane. A further conclusion is that if such a
magnetised flow is the mechanism operating in
protostars, galactic sources, active galaxies, and
quasars then at least some pollination of flowa fro»
these objects should inevitably occur.

Let. us noa consider the influence of magnetic
fields on the molecular cloud environment of
protostars and their associated flows. For star
formation to occur virtually all the angular noaentum
must be removed from the contracting gas cloud.
Generally speaking this is achieved by propagation of
torsional Alfven waves away fron the star in
outflowing material. This results in a global
redistribution of the angular momentum in the star
forming environment and within the molecular cloud
itself. The details of the wave propagation are
complex (Zweibel 1987) but it is this process which
may account for a significant part of the source of
turbulence in the molecular cloud.

IV RELEVANT OBSERVATIONS

Disks are often central to the theory and there
are some moderately plausible observations of such
disks including HLTau. The analysis of the infrared
spectra implies the presence of a disk in a signifi-
cant fraction of these objects as does the polarisa-
tion (although one must be careful with the interpre-
tation here). There are larger scale molecular disks
seen around objects such as NGC 7538 (Scoville et al.
1986). It is crucial to understand disk evolution
together with that of bipolar flows. We need an
overall evolutionary sequence - disk, bipolar flow and
protostar in an Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (see for
example Shu 1987). The relation between molecular
disks and the protoplanetary phase could be impor-
tant. Protoplanets moving through the dense molecular
disk environment on somewhat eccentric orbits while
accreting their massive gaseous components could
initiate shock waves with characteristics that are
conducive to the formation of powerful H-O nasers.
Masers in the vicinity of disks should be carefully
examined for any evidence of orbital motion. It is
really only with such high brightness temperature
sources that protoplanetary objects could be observed.

Another important test of theories is to locate
the position of the Alfven surface by carefully
identifying that boundary in the flow where co-
rotation ceases. This cannot be done yet since this
boundary is quite close to the star, however this is a
near term project-

Statistical analysis should be undertaken to
evaluate whether the bipolar flow phenomenon is
fundamentally transient o more steady and
continuous. Proper motions are now just beginning to
be measured and with the Hubble Space Telescope's high
spatial resolution and second generation infrared
capability the flows can be observed in real time
(over ~10 years) and compared with detailed
simulations.

Finally, I would emphasise here that because of
the range of protostellar flows observed it seems
unlikely that only one mechanism is dominant. It
remains to establish which mechanism is associated
with what class of objects—an interesting challenge
for theorists and observers.
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DISCUSSION

J. KOORtftlEEF: Would i t be worthwhile to ex-
plicitly include photons in the various bi-
polar flow models (in addition to rotation,
magnetic fields and mass flow), at least to
the level where they would provide useful
diagnostics between the various types of
models.

C. rtORMAS: The point here is that the cano-
nical momentum input from photons fails by
at least one or two orders of magnitude to
provide that required for the physical driv-
ing force for bipolar flows.

J. BALLY: I would like to comment on the role
of radiation in star forming regions. Con-
ventionally, only dust opacity is considered,
in which case, radiation is rapidly degraded
to mid or far-infrared wavelengths by several
absorption/re-emission cycles. However, mo-
lecular opacity may block the mid to far-in-
frared portion of the spectrum. The over-lap
between of millions of individual lines due
to species such as H2O may effectively block
most wavelengths. As infrared astronomers
know al l too well, this clearly occurs in the
terrestr ial atmosphere. If N > 1O24 cm~2 and
T> 100 K, conditions which can easily occure
in th<3 environment of a forming star, molecu-
lar opacities may play a significant role,
both in the kinematics and in the transport
of radiation. So i t is not obvious that ra-
diation pressure can be ignored even though
the outflows have momentum more than 1O0
times Lx/c.

c. rtORMAri: I agree this would be an important
effect but two orders of magnitude is hard to
find!

H. ZINNECKER: What do you think HH objects
are: bullets or shocked cloudlets? There
seems to be conflicting evidence as to the
space velocity of the HH7-11 knots: Proper
motion and optical radial velocity data
give high space velocities ( ~ 2O0 km s~l),
while Hat Creek HCO+ mm interferometric
measurements show the same knots to be near-
ly at rest . How could these apparently con-
tradictory observations be reconciled?

C. NORMAN: Bullets are a good bet for most
H-H objects since they generally show real
space motion. Low space velocity shock can
form in jets as part of the reflection mode
of the Kelvin-Hemholtz instability, for
exarcple, and such knots should be observed.

G. SILVESTRO: Concerning Kelvin-Hemholtz in-
stability in supersonic flows, detailed cal-
culations have shown that they occur in a
wide range of physical conditions. In part i-
cular a new branch of modes, so-called re-
flected modes, arise in collimated jets and
extend the instability range to any value of
Mach numbers. The only stabilizing factor
can be strong magnetic fields, as already
mentioned by Colin riorman.
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ON THE INSTABILITY TIME SCALE OF THE OOTFLOW
ASSOCIATED WITH THE HH 7-11 CHAIN

G. Silvestro (1), M. Busso (2), P. Persl (3),
M. Robberto (1,2), F. Scaltriti (2)

(1) Istituto di Fisica Generale, Oniversita' di Torino, Italy

(2) Osservatorio Astronomico di Pino Torinese, Torino, Italy

(3) Istituto di Astrofisica Spaziale del CNR, Frascati, Italy

SUMMARY
We investigate the conditions for development of

Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities along a collimated wind flow from a
low-mass star surrounded by a dense circumstellar disk, which could
give rise to condensations with the characteristics of the chain of
HH knots in the HH 7-11 system. The flow, using the observational
parameters of the source, turns out to be clearly unstable. We
give a simple estimate of the instability time scale, which turns
out to be in good agreement with the characteristic time of
development for outflows from low-mass young stellar objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The chain of Herbig-Haro objects
HH 7-11 in the NGC 1333 region, having the
appearence of a sequence of colinear
optical emission knots, is a conspicuous
example of a well collimated outflow of
high-velocity gas, which seems to arise
from the infrared (IR) source SSV 13,
deeply embedded in a molecular cloud.
Herbig-Haro (HH) nebulae are usually
ascribed to the interaction between a
stellar wind and the circumstellar
material, through energy dissipation in a
shock front [1J. However, none of the
earlier acceleration and collimation
mechanisms could easily account for the
most peculiar properties of the HH 7-11
system, namely the almost constant spacing
between the knots, their radial motion and
the abrupt velocity changes along the
flow. A model was recently proposed [2]
of a wind-type flow in a channel of
variable cross sectional area. The model,
which agrees with observational data on
the source morphology and radial motion of
the knots, assumes a perturbation
wavelength X = 14,000 AU for development
of unstable pinching modes due to
Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities for a flow
in a channel, which is thermally confined
by an external medium. The solutions of
the Mach number equation for the channel
possess multiple critical points and
shocks, identified with the observed
optical knots.

We performed photometric observations
in the JHKL bands and CVF

spectrophotometry of the sources SSV 13 at
the Italian Infrared telescope, TIRGO,
Gornergrat, Switzerland [3].
Subsequently, deep large-band CCD imaging
of the region was obtained at the 1.82 m
reflector of the Asiago Astrophysical
Observatory (Busso et al., unpublished).
Our IR data (section 2), allow to
constrain the parameters of the system,
namely a low-mass star (probably a T
Tauri) deeply embedded in an opaque cloud,
which is the source of the outflow that
excites the HH 7-11 chain.

We present here (section 4) some
preliminary results aimed at investigating
the interaction of the collimated
quasi-stationary flow with the ambient
medium. By using a perturbation
wavelength which, according to the model
[2], gives the correct spatial periodicity
of the knots, we evaluate a time scale for
the instability which agrees with the
characteristic time of outflow from
low-mass stars. Finally (section 5) we
discuss the validity of the approximations
used and outline the procedure of a more
detailed analysis, which is presently in
course.

2. OBSERVATIONS.

Infrared observations of the NGC 1333
region were collected at TIRGO in January
and March, 1986. Our photometry, together
with IRAS data, allowed us to infer a
luminosity L = 87 L , which is larger
than the bolometric "luminosity of about
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28.9 L found by Cohen and Schwartz
14). &y using the relationship Av/T
= 16, where T = 2.7 is the optical depth
at X = 9.7 um, obtained from narrow band
photometry (4), we derived a visual
extinction A = 43. From CVF
spectrophotome try we found no sign of Bry
line emission at X = 2.167 um, while the
H (v = 1-0) S(3) line is present, in
agreement with the extended emission of
molecular hydrogei observed in the HH 7-11
chain.

The CCD image (Fig. 1) in the R
(Cousins) filter, that we obtained in
September, 1986, at the, Asiago
Astrophysical Observatory, shows the
presence of weak filaments connecting the
knots of the chain.

Figure 1. CCD image in the R (Cousins)
filter of the HH 7-11 chain.

3. A WIND-FLOW MODEL FOR THE CHAIN HH
7-11.

The model by Silvestro et al. (2]
assumes, on the basis of observational
evidence, that a central mass is
surrounded by a circumstellar disk in
which two narrow channels are formed, and
through which the collimated stellar wind
flows. For our source, observations of CS
molecular transitions imply the presence
of dense gas and suggest that the flow
could be pressure-confined. Propagation
along a narrow channel of variable
cross-sectional area A(z) (whose profile
depends on the perturbation wavelength X
for the development of instabilities) is
governed, in a quasi-two-dimensional
approximation, by a single equation
for the Mach number M = v/c , where c
is the sound velocity in the flowing
medium. By solving the equation, with
A(2) given as above, one finds multiple

critical points and shock transitions,
which are identified with the HH knots.
Positions of shocks and velocities are in
remarkably good agreement with the
observational parameters.

4. ESTIMATE OF THE TIME-SCALE
KELVIN-HELMOLTZ INSTABILITIES.

FOR

A flowing jet with cylindrical
boundaries, thermally confined by an
external medium, may be subject to
Kelvin-Helmoltz instabilities, depending
on the physical parameters of the system.
In order to investigate the appearence of
this phenomenon, we have first searched
for the instability time-scale.

For simplicity, we consider only the
pinching mode characterized by an
azimuthal wave number n=0 in the analytic
expression for the perturbation amplitude:

f(r,z,0,t) = g(r) exp[i(kz+nG-wt)].

This mode produces an azimuthally
symmetric perturbation. We do not
consider here higher-order (n>0)
perturbations (helical, fluting ),
although they are possible in this class
of systems.

Following the treatment of Ferrari et
al. [5), we consider a stationary
supersonic compressible flow, with
constant parameters along its direction of
motion z. Assumin pressure equilibrium at
the discontinuity surface, one obtains a
dispersion relation (equation (2) in ref.
[5J) which can be solved for the
non-dimensional complex phase velocity $.
Unstable modes correspond to Im(iJ>) > 0,
and the instability time scale is given
by:

T = 1/Kc Im(<J>),

where K is the perturbation wave number.
The value of Im($) has been evaluated by
Ferrari et al.fS] in several cases by
solving numerically the dispersion
relation: their Table 1 gives the
instability time scale in units of the jet
crossing time T « 2a/c , where a is the
beam radius. c *

For the chain HH 7-11, assuming a
perturbation wavelength X • 14,000 AU
(ref. [2]),, we obtained K = 2it/X a 3 10"l

cm. We point out that the value of K has
a rather small uncertainty: indeed, both
radial velocity and proper motions for the
knot HH 11 are known from observations,
hence one can estimate the angle (* •
154°) between the chain direction and
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the line of sight [2]. For the beam
radius, a value a = 2,000 AU can be
estimated on the basis of our CCD red
image collected at the Asiago Observatory.

We obtain a value Ka = 1, which is
typical of a markedly unstable supersonic
flow regime. In such circumstance, one
naturally expects instabilities to
develop, giving rise to condensations
along the channel, which agree with
observations of the chain of HH knots.

Assuming the parameters of case (a)
in the Silvestro et al. model [2], we
have a Mach number M = 4 and, from Table 1
of ref. [5], we can deduce a. value for
the instability time scale x = 9 T .
If T = 2 10 K and C = 17 km/sec,
we obtain, for the jet crossing time,
t a 1,100 yr and finally an instability
time scale T = 10 yr, which agrees well
with the typical time scale of outflows
from young stars.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The wind flow model by Silvestro et
al. [2], which appears to be in good
agreement with the main features of the HH
7-11 system, describes the outflow in the
'slender tube' approximation, hence it
cannot account for the transverse
structure of the shock region and the
possible effects of oblique shocks.
Observational data on the source do not at
the moment allow to specify the transverse
structure and kinematics of the shock
region. Ve notice further: i) when Ka «
1, the symmetric instability time scale
x is much longer than the one
holding for antisymmetric instabilities;
however we notice that, as a consequence
of instabilities of resonant modes, the
two time scales are comparable when Ka =
1; ii) our results (section 4) were
obtained in a linear approximation; the
subsequent evolution is unclear, although
there are reasons to expect, as suggested
by numerical simulations [6], that the
energy be dissipated in a shock when the
amplitude of the perturbation causes
supersonic relative motions.

Recent echelle spectrometer
observations [7] in Hoc and [SII] lines of

the Herbig-Haro objects HH 46, 47 have
shown the presence of two negative radial
velocity components along the length of
the HH 47B filament, suggestive of
emission from gas refracted across oblique
internal shocks. It would be important to
perform similar high spectral resolution
observations of the HH 7-11 chain, in
order to gain information on the
interaction of the flowing fluid with the
external medium. From the point of view
of theoretical interpretation, we are
presently trying to obtain a more general
model which avoids some of the restrictive
assumptions of previous analyses. What we
have shown here is that a simplified
estimate of the instability rime scale is
consistent with development of
condensations (the optical emission knots
in the HH 7-11 chain) in a time comparable
with the lifetime of the outlow.
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OBSERVATIONS OF YOUNG COHETARY NEBULA NGC 2261 WITH THE IRAM 30-M TELESCOPE

R. Bachiller, J. Cernicharo1 and J. Martin-Pintado2

Centro Astronämico de Yebes (O.A.N.-T.G.N.) Ap. 148. 19080 GUADALAJARA (Spain).

(1) IRAM. Voie 10. Domaine Universitaire. 38402 ST. Martin d'Hères CEDSX (France).
(2) Also at IRAM. Av. Divina Pastora, 7. Nücleo Central. 18012 Granada (Spain).

The prototypical young cometary nebula NGC 2261, around the star R Mon, has been
extensively observed with 20" resolution in the J=l-0 line of CO and "CO by using
the IRAM 30-m telescope (located on the Pico Veleta, near Granada, Spain).

The molecular line maps are compared to optical observations in order to obtain
detailed information on the nature of this cometary nebula as well as on the
kinematic structure of the gas. Our observations suggest that cometary nebula
NGC 2261 is actually the brightest fan of a bipolar nebula. Furthermore, it appears
that the optical nebula is a hollow cone which has been emptied by the action of
winds from R Mon, the star located at the tip of the nebula. High velocity CO is
flowing along the cone walls. Toward the position of the star R Mon we observe a
molecular maximum which could be due to residual material originated during the
collapse process that led to the formation of the star.

1. Introduction

Because of their conspicuous fan-shaped
aspect, their brightness variations and
their striking changes in form, cometary
nebulae have attracted the attention of
astronomers for two centuries.

The most famous cometary nebula,
NGC 2261, was discovered in 1783 by
Herschel. In the apex of the nebula is
located the star R Monocerotis. The
variability of R Mon, in a range 9- 13 mag
and on time-scales of months, was first
detected by Schmidt in 1861. In 1916,
Hubble detected important changes in the
brightness and in the shape of NGC 2261.

That NGC 2261 is illuminated by
reflected light from R Mon was first showed
by Slipher (1912), who observed similar
spectra from the star and from the nebula,
and it is additionally demonstrated by the
orientation of the electric field vector in
NGC 2261, which is perpendicular to the
direction to R Mon (Khatchikian, 1958).

About 7' north of R Mon, along the
NGC 2261 axis, lies HH 39, an aglomeration
of HH objects first evidenced by Herbig
(1968). These objects move with a
tangential velocity of about 300 km/s, away
from R Mon and NGC 2261 (Jones and Herbig,
1982). Therefore, the observations
indicate that R Mon, NGC 2261 and HH 39 are
physically associated. In this paper we
will assume (following Jones and Herbig,
1982) that these objects are located at the
same distance (800 pc) as the young cluster
NGC 2264, which lies less than 1° away.
This distance is in rough agreement with
the value of 690 pc determined by Johnson
(1968) from photometry of the star R Mon.

Canto et al. (1981) observed a CO
high-velocity outflow around R Mon. The CO
emission is blue-shifted in the north
region (NGC 2261) and it is red-shifted
toward the south. Observations from
Bruegel et al. (1984) show the existence
of ionized bipolar jets on scales of
"2000 A.Ü. and conclude that the
collimation mechanism should occur in a
circumstellar region. Beckwith et al.
(1984, 1986) observed with high angular
resolution ("2- 6") in the near-infrared
(speckle) and in the CO (J=l-0) line.
These observations show that around R Mon
there is a circumstellar clump of size
"2400 A.U. Nevertheless, the detailed
structure and motions of the neutral gas in
the vicinity of cometary nebulae (and in
particular around NGC 2261) remains poorly
known.

The aim of this work is to study the
nature and origin of cometary n-bulae. We
decided to approach this problem by
studying the structure of the neutral gas
in the prototypical cometary nebulae around
R Monocerotis and PV Cephei. The
resolution of the IRAM 30-m telescope at
115 GHz (about 20") is very suitable for
mapping these nebulae with size " 2'. We
chose to map in the CO and 13CO (J=l-0)
lines in order to probe the matter in the
outflow (CO) as well as more opaque
regions, for which the less optically thick
13CO line appears more appropriate.
Several observations were made in the CS
(.7=2-1, J = 3-2) lines toward a few positions
of particular interest (for instance the
positions of the stars) in order to probo
the most dense regions.

In this short paper we present the
preliminary results concerning R Mon. A
raore detailed report of our work, including
observations of PV Cep, will be published
in Astronomy and Astrophysics.
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2. Ohse r_j_. _

The observations were carried out with the
I RAM 3 0 - in ti'loseope located on cho Pico
Voloto, -u-.ir Cr.incula (Spain), in October
1986. At 115 Gil?, the halfpower beanwidth
of •\e telescope was about 21", and the
r-ou;>linc; coefficient of the <int<>nna with an
oxtendxx! source (the "moon efficiency")
about 0.7, The system allowed the
simultaneous operation of two receivers
and, nonce, the simultaneous observation of
two molecular lines.

'-"'ic CO and 13CO (J = l-0) lines were
observed simultaneously by using, for CO, a
cooled Schottky diode mixer with a noise
temperature of about 250 K (DSB) and, for
13CO, a SIS receiver with system
temperature of about 150 K (DSB). The CS
(J=2-l, J=3-2) lines were observed also
simultaneously: the Schottky receiver was
used for the J=2-l line, and a SIS receiver
operating in the 150 ^H2 range, with noise
temperature of about ISO K (DSB), was
employed for the J=3-2 lin- (the HPBW of
the antenna at 150 GHz is about 16").

Tn all cases the spectrometer was a
filter bar.k with 256 channels of 100 kHz
width (0.26 km/s at 115 GHz) split in two
parts of 128 channels each. The
observations were made in the position
switching node. Pointing was frequently
checked on continuum sources and was found
tn be better than ±3". The data were
calibrated by the chopper-wheel method.
All the intensities in this paper are
corrected for atmospheric extinction, and
for the coupling of the antenna with
extended sources.

3_. Observational Results

Tho line profiler toward the NGC 2261/R Morj
region yhow several velocity components.
In order to investigate tho kinematics of
the gas, we nhow, in Fign. 1 and 2, the
maps of the CO and l^CO emission integrated
by velocity intervals of 1 kn/s. We will
comment several features observed in the CO
maps :

a) In the velocity range 7- 8 km/s
(blue-nhifted gas, Fig. lb) the emission
presents a fan-shaped structure which is
located in the center of the optical
cometary nebula NGC 2261 (Fig. la). The
shape of the optical nebula is also well
recognized in the 8-9 km/s map (Fig. lc).
However, the CO along the nebula axis is
the most blue-shifted.

We conclude that the blue-shifted gas
is flowing on the optical nebula, and that
the CO near the edge of the nebula moves
more slowly than the CO in the nebula axis.

b) The red-shifted gas (velocity range 11
to 12 km/s, Fig. If) lies toward the south
of R Mon, in a symmetrical position
relative to NGC 2261/blue-shifted gas.

c) The outflow velocity increases with the
distance to R Mon. This effect is well
evidenced in Fig. 3, where we show a
declination-velocity diagram along the
NGC 2261 axis: from the R Mon position,
the velocity changes systematically by +2
km/s toward the north and by -2 km/s toward
the south. At the end of the outflow, the
velocity changes abruptly to the ambient
gas velocity value.

R Mon. CO (J=l-0)

Figure 1.- a) Sketch of the NGC 2261 optical nebula and R Mon. Crosses indicate the
positions observed in CO and l^co (J=l-0). The size of the beam is also indicated.
b,c,d,e,f) CO emission integrated by velocity intervals of 1 km/s width. The first level
and the level spacing are 1.5 K km/s.
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top) R Uon, 18C0

-100

Figure I!.- 13CO (J=l-0) emission integrated in the 3 velocity intervals
indicated in the panels. The first level and the level spacing are
0.5 K km/s.

d) The '"ambient" gas {velocity range 8 to
10 km/s, Figs. lc and Id) presents an
ellongated structure with several maxima.

e) In the velocity range from 9 to 10 km/s
(Fig. Id) a lack of emission is seen
toward the position of NGC 2261. This hole
perfectly matches the shape of the optical
nebula/blue-shifted emission.

In the south region there is a kind of
semicircular "gulf" centered at position
(0,-70"). Although the fitting is no so
spectacular as for the blue-shifted gas,
this southern hole matches well the shape
of the red-shifted emission.

4. Implications from observations

In the 13C0 maps in Fig. 2,
note several features:

we will

The behaviour of the CO and
at different velocities
following scenario for the
region:

13C0 emission
leads to the
NGC 2261/R Mon

a) Bipolarity. NGC 2261 is actually the
brightest fan of a bipolar nebula. The
counterfan is located 70" toward the south
of R Mon, as indicated by the situation of
the red-shifted CO emission. This fact is
supported by sensitive photographs (Herbig,
1968) which show weak nebulosities toward
the south of n Mon. In addition, CCD
images from Warren-Smith et al. (1987)
display a feature toward the southwest that
could be the bright rim of the obscured
counterlobe.

a) As for CO, the fan-shaped hole at the
position of NGC 2261 is clearly seen at
velocities 9-10 km/s (Fig. 2b). The shape
of the hole is exactly the same as that of
the optical nebula/blue-shifted CO
(however, the high velocity gas associated
to the optical nebula is not detected in
the 13CO" line).

Toward the south of NGC 2261 a kind of
"oulf" is observed (similar to this of CO)
at ambient gas velocities. This gulf
lodges the red-shifted CO.

b) A condensation of size ~ 60"x40" is seen
toward the position of R Hon. This
condensation is ellongated in a direction
close to east-west, and presents two
maxina. The first one exactly lies toward
the star position and is moving at 8-9
':ra/s. A second maximum, toward the west is
seen at higher velocities. In addition, a
small clump is observed on the western edge
of "JGC 2211 at the velocity range 8-S km/s
(Fig. 2al.

b) Evidence for a cavity. That NGC 2261 is
a hollow structure is strongly suggested by
the lack of l^CO emission observed toward
the body of the nebula. In addition, at
the edges of the nebula the 13CO emission
indicates high gas column densities, as we
could expect if we were observing the walls
of the cavity. This morphology strongly
suggests that the stellar wind has swept
the molecular gas toward the edges of
NGC 2261. Moreover, we observe than the
blue-shifted CO near the edge of NGC 2261
is moving more slowly than the gas near the
axis of the nebula. This can be explained
if we assume that the gas is moving along
the walls, because we expect that the gas
in contact with the walls will be slowed
down by friction.

c) "Acceleration" of the outflow. The
increase of the velocity with the distance
to the star could be interpreted as a real
acceleration of the outflow (see Fridlung
ct al., 1984, for the acceleration of the
M551 outflow). However, in the particular
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Figure ^-- Declination-velocity diagram for
the CO (J=l-0) emission across the axis of
the NGC 2261 nebula (line with A <T =0 )

(optically thick) co ;.i = l-0) line. Our
1->CQ observat ionr. allow to estimate the
mass, of this clump. If wo assume a 13co
excitation temperature in the ranqe 10"
20 K, the circumstellar mnr>r> nocesfiary to
account for the observed maximum ir>
"0.2 M«. However, it if. possible that the
excitation temperature l)i> somewhat hiqher
in the inmooiate vicinity of the star,
because tho stellar radiation heats the
dust, and, tor donniticn >a few 10* cm •*,
the dust grains are very efficient in
transferring energy to the gas through
collisions. In such a case the mass could
be somewhat greater than 0.2 r^.

Finally, it is worth noting that
although tho l^co cloud around R Man is
U-shaped, with an ellongated structure near
the star (Fig. 2b), we find no evidences
for a possible torus around the star
(however, see Canto et al., 1981). In fact
the star is not placed symmetrically
between two 13CO maxima, but it is exactly
coincident with a maximum. If such a torus
exists, it must have a size < 0.03 pc (see
also Beckwith ct al., 1984, 1986).

line of sight, we should also observe a
gradient in the radial velocity. We know
(from optical images, see Fig. la) that
the walls of the NGC 2261 cavity are curved
in the region up to 50" north of R Mon. At
this point the contour of the nebula
becomes close to a straight line. In Fig.
3 it is possible to see that the CO
velocity increases toward the north in the
first 50" and then remains constant, as
expected from orojection effects for a flow
with constant velocity.

d) Mass estimate. From the 13CO (J=l-0)
observations it is possible to estimate the
mass of the molecular cloud around
NGC 2261/R Mon. We have assumed that the
13CO (J=l-0) line is formed under local
thermodynatnical equilibrium and that the
*3CO abundance is ~ 2 10~6 (Bachiller and
Cernicharo, 1986). By taking a kinetic
temperature of the gas in the range 10-
20 K we obtain a mass of ~ 20 M3 for the
region of ~3"x2' ("0.69 pc x 0.46 pc)
around R Mon. Hence, the mean density of
this region is n(H2)"2.5 10

3 cm"3.
However, the detection of CS(J=2-1, J=3-2)
implies a higher density (JIO*1 cm 3! toward
certain positions of the clump.

e) Gas concentration around R Mon. ^3CO
observations (Fig. 2) show the existence
of an unresolved gas concentration
surrounding R Mon. This clump was detected
by Beckwith et al. (1986) from
interferometric observations in the
case of R Kon we will note that this
interpretation is not unique. The observed
velocity increase could be due to a
projection effect, because we only measure
the radial velocity of the gas. If the gas
were flowing with constant velocity on a
surface which is curved with respect to the
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A TRMHSRXUH BORN IK A BIPOLAR KBBOIA

Th. Neckel, H.J. Staude, and K. Heisenheiiner

Max-Planck-Institut fur Astronomic, D-6900 Heidelberg 1, Konigstuhl

afest£a2$J_We present various observations of the bipolar nebula No. 14 from the
list of Neckel and Staude (1984): CCD images at 7 different wavelengths, spectro-
scopy at intermediate resolution between 4800 A and 9500 A, and CCD stellar
polarimetry. The central star turns out to be a "Trapezium" consisting of four
stars of spectral types between BO.5 and A5. The nebular spectrum is that of a low
excited HII region, but in addition it exhibits a strong 01 8446 line excited by
LymanA fluorescence. This requires a very high optical depth in Ha (x i 1000) in
the emitting region, which has been spatially resolved in NS 14. The stellar
polanmetry, combined with the surface polarimetry of Scarrott et al. (1986)
indicates that the polarization in the nebula can be explained by pure scattering
alone.

I. Introduction

In oir list of 20 optically selected
possible bipolar nebulae (Neckel and Staude,
1984 j. object No. 14 exhibits the best
def .ned bipolar structure. In that study we
have' reported that NS 14 is a radio con-
tinuum source of 50 mjy at 6 cm and a strong
2-5 pm source. The data were compatible with
a distance d-^ 1.5 kpc, A v« 15 mag, and an
exciting star of type BO.5 V.

Surface polarimetry by Scarott et al. (1986)
showed in both lobes the typical pattern
centrosymmetric around the illuminating
central star, except in the equatorial dark
lane, where the polarization vectors are
aligned with the dark lane itself,

II. The Trapezium

CCD images of NS 14 were taken at different
wavelenghts, using the 2.2 m telescopes on
La Silla and on Calar Alto. The Gunn z image
( \»> 1 \m, Figure 1) shows four stars in the
eastern lobe, near the waist of the dark
lane. We use the following nomenclature:

D* * A
C* * B

Figure 2; Gunn i CCD image

The stellar brightnesses derived from our
Gunn r and Gunn i CCD images (Figures 2 and
3) are compatible with the radio continuum
flux, if we assume a distance d = 2.1 kpc
and the spectral types and extinctions given
in Table 1. The linear dimensions of this
"Trapezium" are about equal to those of the
Trapezium in the Orion Nebula.

Table 1

Star Sp

A 15.8 BO.5
B 17.1 Bl
C 8.3 A0
D 7.7 A5

Figure 1: Gunn z CCD image of NS 14
( l Figure 3: Gunn r CCD image
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III. Spectroscopy

Spectra of NS 14 were taken at the 2.2 m
telescope on Calar Alto, and at the 2.2 m
and 3.6 m telescopes on La Silla. The red
spectrum (Figure 4) is typical for a low
excited HII region. Note the absence of
shock excited line emission. Internal
motions at velocities above v =5 5 km/sec
are absent throughout the nebula. The
infrared spectrum (Figure 5) is dominated by
the 01 8446 line. In NS 14 this line is by
far too strong to be excited by recombina-
tion. Stellar continuum fluorescence is
excluded by the complete absence of 01 7002
emission. Thus Lyman fluorescence appears
to be the only possible exciting mechanism.
This requires an optical depth in the Ha
lino T(H<* ) ̂  1000 for the region emitting
01 8446, implying a very high density of
neutral gas. (Cir. the detailed study of 01
8446 emission from young stellar objects by
Me Gregor, Persson and Cohen, 1984.)

IV. Localization of the dust

The very steep increase of the extinction
from the stars C and D to the stars A and B
(Table 1) must be attributed to the dust
lane bisecting the nebula. Such strong dust
concentrations are typical for the central
regions of bipolar objects, e.g. S 106
(Staude et al., 1982), L 1551 (Sarcander et
al., 1985; Lenzen, 1987) and GN 20.18.3
(Staude and Neckel, 1987). They have been
interpreted in terms of circumstellar
toroids.

Comparison of the Gunn r and i images shows
that the colour of the nebular lobes is
constant, except in a narrow reddened strip
along the dust lane, which however does not
include stars C and D. The extinction in
front of stars C and D (Av** 7 mag) is
representative for the whole nebula outside
the dark lane. The observed flux ratios. Ha:
H/J and Ha : Radio continuum, support this
conclusion. This extinction is due to a
molecular cloud associated with NS 14, which
was observed at Effelsberg also in H2C0. The
equatorial dust lane contributes an additio-
nal extinction \ £ 9 mag.

V. The 01 8446 emission

In order to localize the region where
01 8446 is emitted, we compare a narrow band
CCD image centered at A 8446 (Figure 6) with
the Gunn i image, which has about the same
Ae f f and, having subtracted the direct
starlight of the Trapezium, consists of
scattered light only. Outside the region
around the Trapezium, the intensity distri-
bution of the A 8446 image is strictly
proportional to that of the Gunn i image,
implying that the line radiation is scat-
tered there as the continuum is. After
subtraction of 0.25 x the Gunn i intensity
from the A 8446 images, the distribution
shown in Figure 7 is left. It consists of an
extended region of OI 8446 emission, on
which the Trapezium is projected. Since this
neutral region cannot coincide spatially

Figure 4: The rad spectrum of NS 14

Figure 6: Narrowband CCD image of NS 14 in
— the light of the 01 8446 emission

line
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Figure 5: The infrared spectrum of NS 14

Figure 7: The difference I (01 8446)-0.25 I
(Gunn i) reveils an extended
region of OI 6446 emission, on
which the Trapezium is projected
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with the HII region, wo identify it with tho
noar aide of the equatorial toroid (which is
tilted slightly to the west relative to the
lino of sigh-*-) causing the high extinction
in front of stars A and B and the dark lane
bisecting the nebula.

VI. Polarimetry

We measured the polarization of stars A and
C in the red, using a Savart plate and CCD.
We obtained p = (1.0 + 1.0)% for star A and
p = (2.9 + 1.0)% for star C. Thus the dust,
which causes the high extinction in front of
the stars, does not polarize significantly
the direct starlight by means of the Davis-
Greenstein mechanism. Therefore, the high
surface polarization observed by Scarrott et
al. (1986) must be interpreted in terms of
scattering alone. Due to the high extinction
within the fcoroid surrounding the Trapezium
stars, the low intensity observed at the
dark lane is probably due to illumination by
the bright lobes, rather than by the stars.
This naturally explains the observed
polarization pattern, which in the dark lane
is oriented parallel to the dark lane
itself. Recent model calculations by Bastien
and Menard (1987) strongly support this
interpretation of the data.

VII. Conclusions

NS 14 is an ionized bipolar nebula
powered by the Trapezium system located
at its centre. The absence of high radial

velocities within the lobes implios that
either NS 14 is not a typical outflow
object, or a very special geometry, or
possibly a quiescent evolutionary stage
must be invoked. This aspect requires
further study.

The central region of NS 14 is emitting
the 01 8446 line excited by Lyman fi
fluoresence. We associate this extended
emission with the near side of the
neutral toroid which appears as the dark
lane bisecting the nebula.

- From polarimetry of the highly obscured
Trapezium stars we conclude, that the
high surface polarization of the whole
nebula, including the dark lane, is due
to scattering alone.
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A NEW COKXTMtY MBBUXA IM CY0MU8

H.J. Staude and Th. Neckel

Max-Planck-Institut fur Astrononie, D-6900 Heidelberg 1, Konigstuhl

Abstract; He present an hitherto unknown cometary reflection nebula (<* = 20h18m3,A
•+37°00#) associated with a dense dust cloud. A bright, compact Herbig-Haro oject
is embedded in its brightest part. The highly reddened illuminating star of about
3-5 M,,, located near the apex of the nebula, emits a collimated bipolar flow at
high velocity, whose blueshifted stream fends the HH object. The redshifted stream
can be traced toward the interior of the dark cloud, where the density exceeds 10s

3

I. Introduction

Among the variety of bipolar outflow
objects, those associated with cometary or
bipolar reflection nebulae are of particular
interest, since they allow detailed optical
investigations with high spatial and
spectral resolution. Prominent examples are
L 1551, NGC 2261/R Mon, PV Cep and the
Boomerang Nebula. All of them show HH
emission nearly along their axis of sym-
metry, which is seen either in direct images
in form of a bright jet, as in L 1551 (Mundt
and Fried 1983; Sarcander, Neckel and
ElsSsser 1985), or at least spectroscopi-
cally (NGC 2261/R Mon: Brugel, Mundt and
Bulirke 1984; PV Cep and the Boomerang
Nebula: Neckel et al. 1987).

The new object presented here was kindly
pointed out to us by B. Hidayat in 1977,
while we were starting our survey of the
POSS for bipolar and cometary nebulae. Its
designation in the Atlas of Galactic Nebulae
(Neckel and Vehrenberg 1987) is GN 20.18.3.
He did not include this object in our list
of possible bipolar and cometary nebulae
(Neckel and Staude 1984), because its
morphology was dubious to us at that time,
due to its apparent association with two
bright stars.

Figure 1: Infrared CCD image of GN 20.18.3.
The stars #1 and #2 are in the foreground.
Star #3 illuminates the nebula.

50%

II. The nebula in its context

As can be seen by inspection of the red POSS
print, the nebula is associated with a dense
dust filament projected onto an extended HII
region, which belongs to the Cygnus X
complex (d = 1-2.5 kpc). The distance of the
unreddened foreground star #1 (see Figure 1)
as aorived from UBV photometry is d^0.7 kpc.
Thus for GN 20.18.3 we assume d = 1-2 kpc.

For the background stars, which on the CCD R
and I images can be seen shining through the
outer parts of the narrow dust filament, we
derive \«<11 mag. Thus its central extinc-
tion is probably of the order of A,,'*'30 mag.
Assuming a cylindrical geometry and the
standard gas to dust ratio, this implies a
gas density n *» 10s cm"3 and a total mass M«w
250 Mn for the dark filament.

Figure 2: CCD polarimetry of GN 20.18.3 in
the red. The underlying isophotes are from
the CCD I picture. Figure 2.
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III. Morphology

CCD images of GN 20.18.3 were taken in 1985
at the 2.2 m telescope on Calar Alto. On the
infrared image (Figure ±± the highly
redde-ied star #3 appears at "the apex of the
sharply defined cometary nebula. The
polarization pattern, which is centrosym-
raetric around star #3 (Figure 2). reveils
that this star is illuminating the nebula.
The very high degree of polarization (up to
50%) implies that within the nebula the
optical depth must be low.
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Figure 3: Narrow band CCD image centered on
Ha , showing the nearly stellar Ha knot.

Figure 3 shows an Ha CCD image. A bright,
nearly stellar knot appears within the broad
brightness maximum of the nebula, near to
its axis of symmetry. In the knot |^«2")
the flux ratio Ha : Gunn r is higher by a
factor of two than in the remaining nebula.
Thus the knot is a strong emitter of
Ha radiation.

On the Gunn r image (Figure 4) the illumi-
nating star and the H a knot can both be
recognized. Comparison of the Gunn r and
Gunn i images shows that the northern part
of the cometary nebula is appreciably redder
than the southern part. We conclude that the
nebula extends into the associated dust
filament.

IV. The central star

Star #3 coincides with the IRAS point source
20183+3700, whose 12-100 urn luminosity is L
- 50 Lo (d/kpc)2. Considering the high
polarization in the nebula, it is plausible
that a substantial fraction of the stellar
radiation escapes unabsorbed. We estimate L
» 100 Lo (d/kpc)2 or, for the range of
distances derived above, L = 100-400 Lo. The
corresponding stellar mass is M = 3-5 Mo. If
star #3 has already reached the main
sequence, its spectral type is B7V-B9V.

From the R and I brightess of the star (K =
19.6 mag, I = 17.1 mag), we derive that the
range of extinction values, which is
compatible with the possible spectral types,
is Ay = 11...20 mag. Since within the nebula
the extinction is low, the high extinction

Figure 4: The Gunn r isophotes.

found in front of star #3 implies a very
steep local extinction gradient, as found
also for the central stars of the bipolar
objects S 106 (Staude et al., 1982) and L
1551 (Sarcander et al., 1985; Lonzen 1987).

This behaviour can be interpreted in terms
of a dense circumstellar toroid.

V. Spectroscopy

Longs lit spectra were taken with the slit
covering the Ha knot and star #3 (Figure 5).
Strong shock excited line emission is
present all over the nebula, with very high
intensity in the Ha knot. The lines are
blueshifted in the Ha knot and redshifted
beyond star #3. This is best visualized by
the position/velocity diagram of the shock
excited [01] 6300 line shown in Figure 6.
The blueshifted stream at V M - 3 0 0 km/sec is

-300 0 •300km/s

No.3 -

HH -

No.1 -

I I
6716 ISni 6731

Figure 5: The sections of our spectrogram
showing the [SII], Ha ad [OI] emission
lines. Top left: on the isophotes derived
from the Gunn r CCD image the positions of
stars #1 and #3, the Herbig-Haro object and
the slit position are indicated.
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brightest at the Ho knot and can be traced
beyond the foreground star #1. The red-
shifted wing, NE of star A3, reaches an even
higher velocity. Thus star #3 is emitting a
collimated high velocity bipolar outflow.

Figure 6 shows the spectrum averaged over
the Ha knot (a), and beyond star #3 (b). The
spectrum of the Ha knot is a typical Herbig-
Haro spectrum. At this position from our
blue spectra we obtain a ratio 1([OIII]
5007+4959 )/I(Hu ) = 3.1, corresponding to a
shock velocity v >̂  200 km sec"1. From the
intensity ratio of the red [SI1] lines we
derive a density ne = 2700 cm"

3.

Beyond star #3 (Figure 7b) the foij 6300 line
emission is still very strong compared with
Ha , while the [Nil] and [SII] lines are
much weaker. This indicates that here the
emission arises in a very dense region,
where the critical density for collisional
deexcitation of the [Nil] and [SII] lines
(ncrit « 10

s cm"3) but not of the [01] 6300
line (ncril«lO' cm"

3) is reached.

This is consistent with the notion, that the
redshifted stream is directed into the dense
dust filament associated with GN 20.18.3,
where we derived a density of about 105 cm"3

(see Section II above).

VI. Conclusions

1. GN 20.18.3 is a clearly defined cometary
reflection nebula of parabolic shape,
associated with a dense dark cloud of low
mass (M^>250 Mo, n«JlO

5 cm"3).

2. The star which illuminates the cometary
nebula is of intermediate mass (M = 3-5 M o);
its extinction along the line of sight is
Av = 11...20 mag. The extinction inside the
cometary nebula is much lower.

3. Two collimated high velocity flows are
emanating from the illuminating star, one
directed outward nearly along the axis of
symmetry of the nebula, the other piercing
into the dark cloud.

4. In the cometary nebula the high velocity
flow powers a compact, nearly circular and
highly excited Herbig-Haro object of high
density (shock velocity ? 200 km sec"1;
electron density <v 2700 cm"3).

6200 6400 6600 | A] 6800

Figure 6: (a) Averaged spectrum of the
Ha knot in the red. (b) Averaged spectrum
derived from a 4'.'5 long section of our red
spectrogram, centered 4" NE of star #3.

A more detailed account of this work will
appear in ApJ Letters.
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MOLECULAR M/ISEBS AS TRACERS OF EARLY STELLAR EVOLUTION

V.S. Strelnltskij

Astronomical Council of the USSR Acad. Sci.,
48, Pjatnltskaja Str., Moscow 109017, USSR

The contemporary state of the problem of molecular masers observed in regions of active
star formation Is briefly reviewed. The major landmarks of the history of their discovery, ob-
servations, and interpretations are mentioned.

OH nasers observed in these regions are believed to be a product of disintegration of dense
molecular envelopes ("cocoons") surrounding compact HII regions of young OB-starsy They, are local-
ized at, typically, a 10 cm from their parent star and have there densities =10 cm" , temperat-
ures =100 K, magnetic fields of the order of several mC. At least in some cases they seem to
be falling on the star.

H,0 (and, as an exception, SiO) masers are connected with still earlipr stages of stellar
evolution,' when a very strong mass loss from the star (up to =10" - 10" M /yr) takes place.
H,0 maser emission is produced by gas-dynamical (possibly MHD) interaction between the stellar
wind and the surrounding gas.1(,The H,Q sources may be localized much closer to their stats than
the OH sources, - up to =10 - 1Cr cm, and they indicate much higher densities ( =10 c m )
and magnetic fields (up to several G), and higher temperatures ( = 100 - 1000 K). They reveal
also rather lively kinematics of the circumstellar gas (up to several hundred km/s).

CH,0H 1.3 cm low-gain masers in Orion with their observed dimensions and derived densities
and temperatures may be gravitationally unstable and, with their position around a pre-Trapezium
young star cluster, may perfectly be a group of protostars. Much stronger CH,OH 2.5 cm masers,
recently discovered in the direction of many compact HII regions, are closely associated with
the OH masers.

1. Introduction

Natural masers emitting powerful narrow-band
radiation in molecular microwave lines were first
discovered more than 20 years ago. It would be
wrong to consider this discovery as a complete
surprise. As early as in 1937 D.Menzel (Menzel,1937)
pointed out the principal possibility of the "ne-
gative absorption" (I.e. amplification) of radiation
in spectral lines in absence of local thermodynamical
equilibrium (LTE). It was long before the discovery
of not only astrophysical but also laboratory
masers.

What was really unexpected is the strength
of the maser effect detected in the interstellar
medium. The amplification, required for explaining

observations, in many sources amounts to
10 the radiation brighness temperatur

0
- 10 the radiation brighness temperature

10 K, the luminosity in a narrow microwave line
(assuming isotropic emission) is sometimes comparable
with, or even exceeding, the total (bolometric)
luminosity of a solar class star.

The history of the study of cosmic masers
was rich in events. The number of publications
on this subject approaches a thousand, and it
Is not easy to select several of them deserving
to be discussed in a review. Subjectivity is inevi-
table in such situations, and the author apologizes
for omitting many interesting and Important investi-
gations and for, perhaps undeserved, wide citation
of his own papers.

So, some historical remarks (Sec. 2) will
only give a very crude retrospective of the subject,
without any completeness. In the subsequent sect-
ions the phenomenology and physics of the masers
associated with the regions of active star formation
will be discussed in some more detail. More systema-
tic account may be found in special reviews (Litvak,
197*; Strelnitskij, 197*; Kegel, 1975; Cook, 1977;
Horan, 1976; Reid and Horan, 1981; Elitzur, 1982).

Z. Some historical landmarks

Radiation with the signs of maser amplifi-
cation was first observed from the vicinities
of some galactic HII regions by a group from Cali-
fornia university (Weaver et al., 1965) in OH
radio lines near 18 cm.

Soon after this discovery I.S.Shklovskij
(1966) suggested that the OH maser radiation was
generated in the upper layers of protostars and
showed how such astrophysical masers might be
pumped by the near infrared (nIR) radiation of
the protostar. It then became clear that a unique
observational method for probing the star formation
regions came up, for the first time,
to the astrophysicists.

In J969 the C. Townes group (Cheung et al.,
1969) discovered the interstellar H,0 masers at
wavelength 1.35 cm. It was soon found out that
some H,0 masers manifest very broad spectra, up
to several hundred km/s in the units of radial
velocity. Strelnitskij and Sunjaev (1972) pointed
out that the simplest, kinematical interpretation
of so wide spectra inevitably means dynamical
instability of the corresponding system of maser
condensations. On this ground we suggested that
the systems of maser condensations are not systems
of protostars (as was then believed), but systems
of relatively light (planetary masses) gas conden-
sations blown away from a very young star by,e.g.,
strong stellar wind. We also predicted the proper
motions of the maser spots of order mas/yr, and
this was confirmed a decade later (Genzel et al.,
1981). Many following observations with different
techniques confirmed that one has here extremely
strong gas outflows (up to 10 - 10" M /yr)
from very young stars. As a rule, these Flows
have a well-defined "bipolar" structure (e.g.,
Bally and Lada, 1983).

In 1968 the OH maser emission was first observ-
ed from old red giant stars (Wilson and Barrett,
1968). Later on many of these stars were also
detected in H.,0 and SiO maser radiation.



Weak masers In CH,OH (methanol) lines at
1.3 cm have been discovered In Orion Molecular
Cloud 1 (OHC-1) by Hills, Pankonln and Landecker
(1975). Then many weak masers In other mothanol
lines were found near the regions of active star
formation, and quite recently very strong masers
In a 2.5 cm line (Batrla et al., 1337). Weak maser
effects have been observed in the radio lines
of some other molecules (H,C0, CH, HCN).

The extragalactlc masers were first observed
In the late seventies (Churchwell et al., 1977).
More than a dozen of "masing" galaxies (In OH,
H,Q, H,CO lines) are known at present.

Parallely with the observations of cosmic
masers their theory was developing. The major
relations for the simplest, one-dimensional model
of the cosmic maser amplifier were formulated
by Litvak et al. (1966) soon after the discovery
of the first OH roasers. In 1972-7<t a series of
papers by P.Goldreich and others appeared, consi-
derably extending our understanding of the physical
processes in the astrophysical masers.

A crucial role of VLBI for the progress in
this field has to be mentioned. In fact, both
the problem of cosmic masers and the VLBI techni-
que were born almost simultaneously, in 1965-68,
when the first masers were discovered and their
first VLBI measurements performed. It was the
VLBI that revealed the extremely high brightness
temperatures of OH, H,0 and SiO sources, making
the maser interpretation of these sources inevit-
able.

3. How does a cosmic maser work?

Before passing to a discussion of the obser-
vations and the models of masers radiating from
the star formation regions, I would like to recall
some Important notions concerning the maser pheno-
menon.

Maser amplification of the radiation in a
line connecting two levels (1 and 2 in Fig. 1,

IR
C

E

o

z
to

MASER

only arise with the aid of at least one extra
levei (3 In Fig.1).

The level populations of a stationary non-LTl
system are described by the equations of statisti-
cal equilibrium,

I
I l"l

k(|i)(nk *kl " ni Wik» •" (1)

(k - 1, 2, ...,m),

where n. are the level populations, W,. total
probabilities of the i-k transitions, anor m the
total number of the levels involved.

The transitions are produced by collisions
of the "working" molecules with other particles,
by the interaction of the "working" molecules
with the radiation field, and as a result of
chemical processes. All these external agents
changing the populations can be regarded as some
thermostats, tending to bring the level populations
In equilibrium with their own temperatures.
Even In non-LTE, the latter may be properly defined
(Strelnltskij, 1983) so that, together with an-
other well-known temperature parameter - the
excitation temperature of a quantum transition,
-they satisfy the usual thermodynamical rule
describing the direction of energy transfer
from the "hot" to the "cool" reservoir.

Assuming some astrophysical model of a maser
one can, in principle, fix all the rate coef-
ficients in the system (1). Solution of this
system then allows to decide whether the signal
transition is or is not inverted in such astrophy-
sical situation.

In practice, however, it is impossible to
take into consideration all processes that may
take place in the astrophysical situation conside-
red, and one simply tries to guess the most impor-
tant process leading to inversion - the pump
mechanism. A clear understanding of the thermo-
dynamical properties of non-equilibrium quantum-
mechanical systems may help us considerably in
doing this.

In a stationary system the transfer of po-
pulations between the levels can be only cyclic.
It may be shown that each pumping cycle of transi-
tions works as a "heat engine". As such, the
pump cycle must have at least one step correspond-
ing to the gain of energy from a high-temperature
thermostat and ot least one corresponding to
the loss of energy to a low-temperature thermo-
stat. The net population transfer realizing these
steps may be of radiative (R), collisional (C)
or chemical (X) nature. Thus, all the pump mechan-
isms can be divided into 9 types, according to
the combination of the kinds of energy source
and sink:

Fig. 1.

RR
CR
XR

RC
CC
XC

RX
CX
XX

(2)

the "signal" levels) takes place if the transition
1-2 is inverted, i.e. the population density in
the upper level is higher than in the lower level.
How can It be achieved?

3.1. Kinetics and thermodynamics of cosmic
masers

The relaxation time scales in strong cosmic
masers ( =10 - 10 s) are much smaller than
the time scales of their variability. On this
ground one usually assumes that the population
distribution among various quantum levels is quasi-
stationary. It may be shown that under stationary
conditions population Inversion can

To precise the type of the pump, one must
also indicate the kind of transitions by which
the pump cycles are constructed - electronic
(e), vibratlonal (v), or rot.tionai (r).

The matrix (2) is a more informative and
heuristic classification than the previous division
of all pump mechanisms into radiative, collisi-
onal and chemical, according to the energy source
only. It can serve as a not too bad guide in
the search for an adequate pump mechanism by
the preliminary comparative analysis of possible
pump schemes. Crude estimates of the pump rates
may be obtained thereby with the aid of the "equiv.
lent transition approximation" (Strelnitski j,
1983; 198*).



When a potentially effective mechanism is
chosen in this way, it can be investigated In
more detail by solving the system (1). Effective
procedures to Identify the real pump cycles (and
thus the type of the pump according to the matrix
(2)) were recently worked out by Sobolev (1986,
1987),

3.2. Transfer of maser r uiiation

Neglecting the •-.jntaneous emission (which
is not Important fr, strong masers) one can give
the one-dimensional transfer equation the fol-
lowing form (Oldreich and Kwan, 1974a):

where

(3)

(4)

is the amplification coefficient at the frequency
v within the line, B the Einstein coefficient
for stimulated emission,AX the difference of
the pump rates for the uppeV and the lower maser
levels (per unit volume per unit frequency inter-
val), and F the decay constant describing the
relaxation (collisional and/or radiative), which
is assumed here to be the same for both levels.

One of these concerns the line broadening.
it is well known that the exponential dependence
of I on T V under unsaturated maser amplification
leads to the line narrowing relative to the Dop-
pler width Avfl by

T()-
0-5 (9)

Strelnitskij,(the proof can be found in e.g.
1982). Comparing (7) and (9) gives

Av ~ (in I,,)'0'5

- a very weak Inverse dependence of Av on I .
In the last years many cases of much stronger

dependence of Av on I have been reported for
the H-0 sources,

Av ~ !„ (11)

= 2irT/(BB) (5)

where a varies from =0.3 (Lada et al., 1981) to
=1 (Rowland and Cohen, 1986), with a - 0.5 as
the most typical value (Hattilla et al., 1985;
Rowland and Cohen, 1986). Q 5

In the last two papers the Av ~ IQ~ ' dependen-
ce was explained by the mechanism of radiative
relaxation proposed by Goldreich and Kwan (1974);
this explanation seems to be uncorrect, just be-
cause it does not include the radiative relaxa-
tion into T (Strelnitskij, 1986). Another possible
explanation is given in section 4.4.

3.3. Masing transitions

is the intensity at which saturation effects become
important. What does i t mean?

The solution of eq. (3) is

ln(I /I (0))
>V

(I - I (0))/I = / k dz 5 T
\ > \ > S 0 V

( 6 )

and it is readily seen that when I << I , the
intensity depends on the optical depth T exponen-
tialy,

I v~exp<T v), (7)

but when I v » 1 (i.e. 2R»T , R = lyEG/4
being the stimulated emission rate, and SI the
solid angle of the maser beam), I v depends on
T only linearly,

I V ~ T V (8)

(see Fig.2).
It must be especially stressed that the decay

constant T , determining the saturation condition,
accounts for all the relaxation processes - both
collisional and radiative. ignoring this fact
leads to misunderstandings.

Fig. 2. The dependence of
maser optical depth T O .

/I s on the

The maser radiation observed from astronomical
objects is produced by transitions between rotatio-
nal levels, or between sublevels of these levels
due to A, K or hyperfine splitting (schemes of
the levels may be found in almost all the rewievs
cited above).

All the masers but SiO and recently detected
HCN (in the atmospheres of old stars) work on
the transitions in the ground vibrational and
electronic states. SiO and HCN show the maser
radiation from excited vibrational states. Correspon-
dingly, the energies required to populate the
maser levels are of the order of tens K for CH,
hundreds K for H70 and thousands K for SiO and
HCN. c

The role of the "third" level in pumping
cycles (Fig.1) can be played, in principle, by
all sorts of levels, in all excited states -
rotational, vibrational or electronic ones.

4. Observations and phenomenoiogicai models
of the star formation related masers

4.1 Spectra

Typical maser spectra observed in the regions
of active star formation (RSF) consist of several
(sometimes very many) isolated or more often
blended features. In velocity units the whole
frequency range occupied by such features
varies from several km/s to several hundred km/s
in various sources. Typical widths of the individu-
al features are =1 km/s or somewhat less. The
latter gives only a lower limit to the kinetic
temperature plus line-of-sight velocity dispersion,
because a not fully saturated, naser amplification
narrows the line by up to T times (depending
on the degree of saturation), where x is the
gain of the maser (absolute value of the negative
optical depth in the maser line). One can rarely
find any obvious and persistent regularity in
the RSF maser spectra that would not be affected
by the pronounced variability of these sources,
though in some cases double-peaked "shell-indicat-
ing" spectra are observed.
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<».?. Geometry

The VLB! technique reveals tiny hot spots
corresponding to individual spectral features,
with the diameters ranging from less than one
to several tens of A.U. for H,0 and OH and to
about thot and A.U. for 1.3 cm CH}T)H

A typica'. region of ma.se r activity Ins an overall
diameter of =10 A.U.; however the distribution
of masing spots within it is not uniform, but
rather,tends to form clusters with sizes about
10-10 A.U. for strong H,0 and OH masers.

4.J. OH masers

The OH masers observed in RSF are known as
"class I" OH sources with strong emission in <?
principal lines (1665 and 1667 HH/) of the ground
rotational state. They are intimately related
with compact HI I regions and the corresponding
compact IR sources. In the prototype source,
W3(0H), the OH maser spots are directly projected
on a compact HII region covering about, the same
surface of the sky, and this indicates almost
beyond doubt that masers are located in a thin
neutral cocoon surrounding the ionized region.
Reid et al. (1980) pointed out that the radial
velocities of the OH clumps are by several km/s
greater than the radial velocity of the HII region,
and argue that the OH emission is generated in
the material still fallingtowards the new-born
central star (see also Garay et al., 1985).

From the observed line widths one can deduce
that the kinetic temperature in the masing blobs
is T. = 100 K. Simple considerations of the required
projected OH densities, together with the VLBI
estimates of the masing spot sizes, the probable
OH/H, ratios and the condition of collisional
non-quenching of the probable (radiative) pumping
led many investigators to the conclusion that
the H, number -densities ,in these sources are of
the orcler of 10 - 10' cm" .

The OH maser lines are normally very strongly
circularly polarized, and several cases of evident
Zeeman splitting into oppositely polarized compo-
nents were observed. In particular, in W3(0H)
|lmost all the spots emitting in the line F=3-3,
n,,?, J=5/2 are split into Zeeman pairs (Moran

et al., 1978). This enables us to deduce the magne-
tic, field strength which is found to be 10 -
10 G.

Thus the OH maser emission reveals the kinema-
tics of the neutral gas condensations at the dist-
ance about 10 cm from a new-born OB-star and
gives the estimates of the temperature, density
and magnetic fields in these condensations. Theor-
etical models of the dynamical evolution of the
cocoons (e.g. Kolesnik and Kravchuk, 1983; 1985)
are consistent with these estimates.

As to the pump mechanism of the OH masers,
most investigators agree that it must be of radiati-
ve-radiative (RR) nature. Several possible pump
cycles on rotational transitions were proposed,
involving the rotational excitation of the molecules
by IR radiation of the warm dust of the "cocoon"
as energy source of the "heat engine" and reradi-
ation at longer wavelength transitions into cold
space (the sink of the "heat engine"). Radiation
transfer in partly overlapped rotational lines
in the media with gradients of the velocities
and magnetic fields may play a crucial role for
the appearance of Inversion and for observed polari-
zation characteristics (e.g. Kegel and Varshalo-
vich, 1980).

4.4. H,0 masers

These maser sources are particularly interest-
ing since they are the strongest of all known
masers and are probably related to the earliest

stages of stellar evolution observed in master
(.•mission. lh(; luminosity of some rxtraijalaetlc
11,0 masers amount;, to hundreds solar luminosi-
ties, but these "supermasrrs" should nut be rela-
ted to the star formation, being rather Indica-
tors of non-equilibrium processes very near the
active nuclei of their galaxies.

A very Important characteristic of the H,0
maser spectra in the galactic HSF Is their wide
frequency range. Lven the strongest "low velocity"
features can cover a frequency range of -30 km/s
in velocity units. The weaker "high velocity"
components are spread sometimes over several hundr-
eds km/s.

Several non-kinematic interpretations of
these larye frequency ranges were proposed (e.g.
Burdjuzha et al., 1979, and references therein).
However, the observed proper motions of the maser
condensations directly supported the simple kinema-
tic explanation (cf. section 2). As the kinetic
temperature, deduced from the observed line widths,
must be =100 - 1000 K, the sound velocity is
£1 km/s, and thus the maser blobs are moving

with highly supersonic velocities.
Even very small groups of maser spots often

show rather high dispersions of radial velocities.
Assuming an isotropic velocity field within these
groups, one can obtain an upper limit for the
line of sight length of the amplification region,
1 i. 0.5 - 50 A.U. for different sources (Strelnits-
kij, 1984). In that paper it was also shown that
the "observed" and the "theoretical" quantities
are related by

(ni/cm"
3)( AP/s"1) £ 10(l/A.U.)"3(D/kpc)2(106Av/v)

(12)

where n. Is the population of the lower signal
level, AP the net rate of population transfer
from the lower to the higher level by pump cycles,
0 the distance to the source, and Av/v the re-
lative line width. With the above-mentioned esti-
mates of 1, the strong H,0 sources must have,

2 4 3 1
according to (12), n.AP = 10 -10 cm s , which
turns out to be a very tough requirement for the
pump efficiency. The pump schemes involving radiat-
ive processes that were proposed first, namely
RRv, CRr, RCv, CRv (see references in Strelnitskij,
1984). seem to be inadequate. The familiar reason
is the existence of an upper limit for the number
density in the maser condensation (above which
the radiative population transfer is hindered
by collisions), which does not admit the above
found value of n.AP (Strelnitskij, 1984).

It was just the analysis of the matrix (2)
that suggested to the author a new type of possible
pump, CC, working, in principle, at any density
(Strelnitskij, 1980, 1984). For the CCr pump two
kinds of colliding particles with different kinetic
temperatures are required, e.g. H, molecules and
electrons. The hot particles provide the source
and the cool particles the sink of the quantum
heat engine. Solutions of the equations of statisti-
cal equilibrium, obtained by Bolgova (1981) and
by Bolgova, Hakarov and Sobolev (1986), have shown
a strong tendency of the CCr pumping with TH>
T to Invert the signal transition 6-, - >,,
(and some other transitions). This takes place
in a ..wide interval of lonizatlon degrees ,(10"
f 10" ) and kinetic temperatures ( =10 *10 K).
In these calculations the poorly known collision
probabilities were varied over a wide range. (How-
ever, Norman and Kilafis, 1986; obtained the inver-
sion of the 6.- - 5,, transition with just the
opposite Inequality, f > Ty. The reliability of
the cross-sections usea in the two investigations
must be carefuly examined).



In the astrophysleal model of the H,0 mnser
with CCr pump proposed by the author (Strefnitskij,
198<O, the lu > T situation arises behind the
shock front 3-™ in a circu,nstellar gas condensation
blcwn upon by a strong stellar wind (fig- 3).
The required lonization can be produced by high

BOW 'SHOCK
MASER

Fig. 3. 1 - unperturbed stellar wind; 2 - stellar
wind compressed by the bow shock; 3 - gas of the
condensation compressed by the internal shock;
4 - che unperturbed gas of the condensation

-energy (MeV) protons accelerated by plasma in-
stabilities behind the shock front 1-1.

The main advantage of this model, shown in
detail in Strelnitskij (198*), is that it can
explain the observed extremely high flux densities
from the H,0 sources, assuming that the .density
of these sources is as high as
=10 cm" ; it can however, also explain many
other properties of the sources. Let us see here
how the model can explain the observed strong
anticorrelation of Av and I mentioned in the
preceeding section.

The optical depth In the line center is inver-
sely proportional to AvQ if the pump rate, as
it is commonly assumed) does not depend on the
velocities of molecules,

~ ko~ M / AV 12)

where AA is the full difference of the pump rates
for the upper and lower maser levels. The previous
(unsuccessful, see sec. 4) explanations of the
observed variations of I and Av were based on
the assumption that these variations are due to
the changes of AA, leaving Av constant. My guess
is that I and Av change just Decause Av changes,
due, e.g.? to changes of the kinetic temperature
in the amplification region.

We note now that at all stages of maser satu-
ration the observed Av is proportional to Av
whereas T is inversely proportional to Av .
Suppose tne maser to ftbe partly saturated. Then
one car> write I ~ T (see Fig.2). For a great
part of the I Cx ) curve, B is somewhere between
=1 and =3, and one will
have Av~ I ' , as observed.

In the model of Fig. 3, the rise of kinetic
temperature necessary to explain the rise of Av^
and decrease of I can be connected with perturbat-
ions in the steflar wind arriving at the shock
front 1-2. Any such perturbation will change the
conditions behind the shock, in particular the
number and energies of protons accelerated there
and producing the ionization in the pump region
3.

At first, the wind condensation arriving
at the shock front 1-2 will increase the maser
intensity due to these extra protons, which reach
the maser region in less then 1 day due to their
high velocities. The gas-dynamical perturbation,
on the other hand, takes =10 days to cross the
region Z and reach the amplification layer 3.

So, within this period 1 rises, but flv is almost
unchanged.
Then the perturbation comes fo the ?-i boundary,
the kinetic teroper.iUire within the <implll lr.Ulcm
region begins to rise •tricl this Increases Av^
and decreases 1 . The time scale for tnis phase
is of the order0 of sound propagation time through
tlie region 3, which is approximately several months.

This simple model satisfactorily explains
the typical time scales in the H,0 mdscr outbursts
observed by Rowland and Cohen (1966). It also
naturaly explains why for a well-studied flared-up
-11 km/s feature in Cep A (Rowland and Cohen,
1986; Mattila et al., 1985) the increase of I
was not accompanied by changes of AM , whereas
the decrease of I was. Variants of the gas-dynamic-
al models for the strong H,0 masers were proposed
by Tarter Welch (19S6) ancT by Kylafis and Norman
(1986).

Unlike OH, the H,0 molecules have a small
Lande factor (no unpaired electrons), which is
why they never show circular polarization. However,
in some sources they show strong (up to - 70%)
linear polarization. Aplying the theory of propa-
gation of polarized maser radiation in a magnetized
medium, developed by Goldreich et al. (1973),
it is possible to estimate the strength of the
magnetic field: B I 10 - 10 G (Streinitskij,
1982). Recently Matveenko (1982) has observed
the effect of rotation of the plane of polarisation
with the frequency within the flared up +8 km/s
H,0 feature in Ori-KL. Streinitskij (1987) in-
terpreted this effect as a result of the off-
resonant maser amplification in a medium with
velocity gradient, and found an even higher strengh
of the magnetic field, of the order of several
G.It would be only natural that in the denser
H-0 consendations, lying closer to the star, the
magnetic fields should be higher than in the more
distant and by 5 orders of magnitude less dense
OH condensations.

4.5. CH,0H masers

The weak 1.3 cm CH,OH masers in Ori-KL have
a very suggestive geometry: they surround the
new-born IR Trapezium system IRc1T IRC* andmust
be located near the shock produced by the bipolar
outflow in the ambient gas. With their dimensions,
temperatures and densities, deduced from the obser-
vations of the masing lines, one can conclude
that they are gravitationaly unstable (Streini-
tskij, 1981). It is thus tempting to speculate
about their protostellar nature.

5. Concluding remarks

As can be seen from the above discussion,
masers became an effective tool for investigating
various early stages of star formation. As probes,
they have many advantages; for example

1) high penetrability (radio waves range)
permitting the study of the most hidden parts
of the dusty star forming regions;

2) narrowness of spectral features, permitting
effective studies of gas kinematics;

3) very high brightness, permitting measure-
ments with high spectral (or velocity), spatial
and time resolutions;

4) sensitivity to magnetic fields, permitting
estimation of their strengths and geometries
(through polarization analysis).

They have perhaps only one "disadvantage": the
strongly non-equilibrium nature of their radiation,
requiring great effort for their Interpretation.
But such effort is certainly rewarded by the gain
of valuable new information about



these sources and the pleasure of more profound
understanding of a very beautiful natural pheno-
menon.
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DISCUSSION

C. tfORMAtf: I would like to ask you a general
question about masers. How do we predict that
a molecule mases or not. For example, why
doesn't CO, H2 etc. mase? Could there be
masers in the submillimetre range?

V. STRELNITSKIJ: As far as I know, in all
cases of the prediction of new masing lines,
this was done as a by-product of a kinetic
analysis aimed at explaining the known masing
lines. The solution of the kinetic equations
simply shows inversion in other lines as well,
and the possibility to observe them may be
regarded as a test of the reality of the pump
mechanism under investigation.

You can, surely, investigate
in this way any molecule a priori, i f your
intuition says you that some non-equilibrium
process can invert some transition. For an

observable maser to occur there must be an
appropriate combination of the energy levels
diagram and transition probabilities of a
given molecule with the ambient gas density
and temperature, the radiation fields'inten-
s i t i e s . Surely, the sufficient projected den-
sity of the "working" molecules i s also re-
quired to secure the optical length (the
maser gain) » 1 . Thrse conditions are not too
rare in the ISM, stellar envelopes and co-
mets, but by no means are they "guaranteed"
for any molecule.

Masers in the submillitneter
and even in IR and visual ranges (lasers) are
possible, though less probable, because the
greater the wavelength of a transition is the
"easier" is i ts excitation temperature,
deviated from the equilibrium valus by a given
non-equilibrium process (see Strenitski j ,
1983, for a proof).
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A. BAUDRXJ Remark concerning OH masetrs: I
want to mention that snaps or single diah ob-
servations of excited-states of OH < rotatio-
nal states ) are equally important to eon-
strain pump mechanisms of Oh. 18 cm Oil ob-
servations alone are often not sufficient
to confirm or contradict a model,

V. STRELtUTSKW: Vosi, tho more observable
transitions are involved in a theoretical
pumping model, the more is the modol "scien-

t i f ic" , in tho sense that i t could be
better confirmed, or falsified by the ob-
servations ( see also the answer to the ques-
tion by C. Norman).

Th. HENNING: In our sample of radio-quiet
compact IR sources (BN-like objects) we
found much more water masers than hydroxyl
masers. This supports the opinion of Habing
and Israel (1979) that OH masers are gene-
rally associated with young compact HII re-
gions and only in a few cases related to
radio-quiet IR sources. Maybe, the reason
is simply the different density ir. the shells
of these objects?

V. STREmiTSKIJs Some clusters of fl̂ jO (nafi«r
activity are as small as ~1Q15 cm, which in"
dicates that the H2O masers may reside much
closer to thoir contra! start, than tho OH
masers. I t is in accordance with the higher
112 number densities required for the 1120
masaors pumping and fully consiotent with
your results.

J. DALLY: Have individual lî O maaer knots
been resolved? If so, what do we know about
the shape of these knots?

V. STRELNITSKIJ: To obtain the detailed
shape of a maser spot apperture synthesis is
needed, which is non-existent as yet for
such resolutions ( 10~*T 10" 3 arc sec ) . VLBI
with the o.lobal baselines suggests sometimes
that the individual maser spots may have
some internal structure with the linear sca-
le of less than 1 A.U.

5o



HOH-STATIOSARIT* 0? HASBR RADIO SOURCES HI STAR FORMATION RSOXOHS

QM. Rudnitskij

(Sternberg Astronomical Inatitute, llosoon Stats University, Moscow V-234, 119899, U.S.8«R.>

Sources of maser radio emission In the water vapour spectral line at 1*35 cm
are considered, which are situated In star formation regions, in the vicinity of
young stellar objects* She HAO emission of many maser sources is subject to strong
variability; maser activity Is thereby of a cyclic character with a period of a
few years* On the basis of observational data,, it is assumed that the region of
maser generation is located in a rotating gas-duet disc around a young stellar
object. The author suggests three models explaining the masers* oyclio
non-atationarity*

(1) The maser's variability is connected with the variable luminosity of the
central stellar object, due to non-stationary aooretion onto It*

(2) In the central cavity of a large circumstellar disc containing the HgO
maser, a smaller disc is located, with its axis tilted to that of the larger disc*
The stellar wind jet collimated by the small disc and flowing out from its poles
impacts consecutively onto different parts of the large disc»s internal surface*
This results in the time- and space-variable aaser pump*

(3) If the maeer is unsaturated and amplifies the background oontinuum
radiation, then strong Baser flares may be connected with radio flares of the
central object (due, e*g*, to its magnetic activity) and the corresponding increase
of the masons input intensity*

Observational tests for the suggested models are disoussed*

Physical conditions In the ciroumstellar
medium (dmsity, temperature, presence of
dust) of protostars and young stars are
favourable for maser effect - coherent
amplification of radio eaission in spectral
lines of tho mcleoulos of hydroxyl (OH) at
the wavelength of 18 cm and of water vapour
(HgO) at 1*35 cnu As a rule, molecular maser
emission from protoatars ana young stars
shows strong time variability, especially in
the case of H2O. Recently, at many
observatories systematic observations of HjsO
line variability in Btar formation regions
have been carried out (Sullivan, 1973;
Little et al., 1977; White and Hacdonald.
1979; Lelcht et al., 1982, 1983; Liljestrora,
1984, 1986; Hattila et al., 1985; Rowland
and Cohen, 1986)* TimesoaleB of variations
are from several months to several years*
Also, strong H20 flares were registered,
occurring on much shorter time intervals,
about a week and even 2-3 days (Lekht and
Soroohenko, 1984; Liljestrom, 1984, 1986;
Hattila et al., 1985; Rowland and Cohen,
1986). for some sources (HGC 2071, Oep A,
W75N), a preliminary conclusion can be
drawn on the cyclic character of maser
activity with the period of the order of
6-10 years; thereby, a "quiet" phase of an
HoO eouroe, with email, slowly changing
values of the flux, is followed by an
"active" phase with maser flares (Lekht et
al., 1982, 1983).

Time variability of H20 maser emission is
caused by non-atationarity of physical
processes at early stages of stellar
evolution* In this paper, the author
suggests three physical mechanisms which may
cause the HgO maser variability* Throughout,
a working hypothesis is used that the maser-
ing region ie located In a rotating gas-dust
disc around the star* This model was first
suggested by Blnegrten and Morris (1976) and
is confirmed by the following observational
data* VLSI measurements for some masers
yield location of maser emission as an

ellipsoidal structure around a oomon
oentre (e*g», Downes et al., 1979; Romanov,
1985)* Same is pointed to by a symmetric
character of H*O line profiles *f some
maser sources (Lekht et al*, 1982, and
references therein) whioh is best explained
by rotation of the gas-dust diso containing
maserlng molecules*

It should be noticed that the considered
model of a oiroumatellar torold in its pure
form is applicable mainly to low-mass proto-
stars and young jrtsrs (with masses of the
order of 1-3 Ma). Tor more massive atara, a
very intense stellar wind leads to a quick
(several thousand years) destruction of ths
toroidal- structure (21m«grean, 1978). Even
whan this structure is still existing, it
may be severely distorted by the stellar
wind*s impact* nevertheless, some features
of the model (ellipsoidal shape of ths
maaerinK region, symmetry of the H£0 line
profile) are inherent also to HgO aasers in
the regions of massive stars* formation
(e.g., W4SH, W51M).

She pumping of HgO moleoules is, moat
likely, effectuat*o"by collisions with
surrounding gaa particles, i*e« uses the gas
thermal energy (Bolgova et al*, 1982;
Strel*nitskij, 1984; Tarter and Welch. 1986).
This pumpin* is especially efficient in ths
vicinity of shock fronta where physical
conditions are far from equilibrium ones.

Model 1 of HoO masers* variability ia
connected with variable luminosity of the
central protoatellar object, due to non-sta-
tionary accretion onto it* It waa ahown by
Yorke and frugal (1977), Qarllok (1978),
Tutukov and Shustov (1978), Kravohuk (1985)
that the aooretion onto a protostar can be
unstable and oscillate with a period of
several years (or tens of years)* At each
luminosity riae, the star oreatea a shook
wave in the encompassing gas-dust torold*
Behind the ahook front, conditions are
favourable for the H*.O maaer pumping* If ths
shook velocity does not exceed 10-15 km/a



(tha value typical for protostellar environ-
ment, ass Ccohran and Ostriker, 1977), than
dissociation of molecules will not t«k«
placet and tha nonequilibrium conditions
caused by tha presence of •ran « small
quantity of cold electrons m sufficient
for an •fflclant pumping (Bolgova at al*,
1962)*

She lif etime of a u m la ita active
ptMM is determined by tbt time of dissipa-
tion of tha shook** energy* Total energy
emitted in the H«O line in one maaer flare
oan ba obtained n>y integration of theflar*
"light curre" and is usually about io36-io37
ergs (Burke at al., 1978; Lokht and Sorochen-
ko, 1964)* Staple considerations of the pump-
ing mechanism by Burke et al* suggest that
tha total energy supply mast ba acme four
orders of magnitude higher, i.e. 10*°-1041
ergs* To estimate the effects of a shock
wars in a oircumstellar toroid with the
internal radius Ri»3#10"l5 cm and the exter-
nal one R2»3*1O16 cm, we use the well-known
formulae of the Sedov»a (1972) self-similar
solution for a shock front* For an energy
release Q, the spherical shock front veloci-
ty in a medium with homogeneous.initial
density Pi, vB-O.4(Q/Pi)°/2 rpf^i the
radius at which the shock expires (vB fal-
ling below the sound velocity) rexp - (Q/P1)t
Pt being the pre-shock pressure. Taking from
Burke et al. n-j«2«10° cm-3, T-j«200 K, we
obtain that Q -1041 ergs is not capable of
creating.* shock wave outside the radius
~2.6*1O1<> cm from the central source* To
obtain a shock-wave excitation at the dis-
tances of up to 3*101° cm, n iS necessary
to assume Q*10W ergs in the fora of stellar
wind acting upon the internal surface of tha
toroid. Than, the shock velocity near the
toroid*a inner border (BO vBa:10 km/a, rexp
-2.6*io™ cm. The rate of energy deposition
behind the shock front L& Piv2Sf/2, where Sj
is tha front area* Taking at the Initial
stage of the shock propagation.in the toroid
Sf>2it(RixRi). wa find L~6»io33erg/s which,
with an account for tha pumping efficiency
10""*, fits nicely the value of the peak H«Q
luminosity during tha flare of W75H, i.e.
6*1029 erg/e (Lekht and Sarochenko, 1984).
The energy release Q»1044 ergs is reasonable,
if we accept that the stellar wind is
switched on (in each active phase of the
maser) for ~1 year with the energy loss of
a few per cent of a BO star lumlnoeity (see,
e.g., Fanagia, 1986).

Observational manifestation of this
modal should be correlated variability of
different emission peaks in the HgO line
profile. Such variability was really
observed, e.g., in »49H by. Gannon (1976),
White (1979) and LUjestron (1984, 1986) and
in 1751 by lekht and Sorochenko (1984). In
•751 a delay was found in the flux riae in
satellite features at the profile edges with
reapect to the main central peak. This may
be caused by tha difference in signal propa-
gation time from different parts of the
ciroumstellar toroid (see Fig* 1) ). The
signal first comes from the front part of
the toroid, doaest to the observer, and
later - from the limb parta of the toroid
where fainter satellite features are
generated* In tha considered picture, tha
radial velocity of a feature

shock
front

toward
the
observer

. 1 , illustrating time delays tor
signal coming from different parts of the
oircuostellar maoer toroid after the simul-
taneous impact of a shock wave onto its
inner surface (Kodel 1); the profile of the
line emitted by the toroid is shown.

VR- VcBin8oin i -
- ( « » ) 1 / 2 R"3/2Ax sin i

where H* i s the star's mass, G - the gravi-
tational constant, i - the inclination
angle of the d i s c s axis to the line of
sight. The time delay i s

At |(1 - cos 8) sin i

1 c • -

an
cia.

*") Thanks are due to Dr. O.A.Varshalovich
who has drawn the author's attention to thlB
possibility.

Taking 1-90° (this is apparently the case
for W75S), we can estimate R frca At for
the most remote in Yg parts of the HgO
profile (with Ax~BJ; At ~3 months ~
~8*10b s, whence R~2.3»10">' cm, i.e. by
order of magnitude larger them the assumec
by Burke et al. and by us value R~3'1CM°
This estimate is of interest from the point
of view of the naser energetics, since it
implits the possibility of maser generation
at the distances as large as 0.1 pc from the
central star (with an accordingly larger
value of Q). The presence of the really
observed delays of the flares for features
with different V£»s in W75B (Lekht and
Sorochenko, 19847 and, possibly, in Cep A
(Lekht et al., 1982) indicates to the
probable validity of the Model 1 for at
least some objects, although the problem
with long & t's and with fast flares remains.
A further test for the Model 1 would be
parallel monitoring of variability of maser
central stars in the far infrared and of the
HjsO maaer emission, and a search for correla-
tion (with the corresponding time delay)
between the infrared and HgO.

Model 2 (Pig. 2) includes a large-scale
oircumstellar toroid (Rt»3»10'5 em) and a
small circumstellar disc (Rc«10" cm). The
discs' axes are tilted to each other under
a certain angle. Thereby, the small disc's
axis will precesB in tha gravitational field
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fig. 2. The structure of ciroumatellar
environment In the Model 2 (external large-
scale toroid + snail circumstellar disc)

of the external toroid* The angular speed of
the precession is (Rudnitskij, 1986)

where 10 -(CSBVR3.)1'2, U± - the mass of the
external toroid, Ro"3#10i& cm - its external
radius. If Uj, is of the order of a few hund-
red solar masses, then the precession period
is 30-40 years. Due to precession, the stel-
lar wind blowing fron the small disc's poles
will impact on different parts of the sur-
face of the external toroid, creating a
•hock and leading thus to space- and time-
Yariable pumping of the HgO maser. This
model was earlier applied by Rudnitakij
(1966) to the explanation of optical varia-
bility of cometary nebulae in star formation
regions. A similar model with a processing
jet from a young magnetized star with magne-
tic and rotational axes tilted to each other
was suggested by Gyulbudaghian (1985).

The pumping mechanism in the model 2 is
similar to that of the Model 1; only the
geometry is different. In the Model 2, the
drift of the bright spot of uaaer emission
along the clrcumstellsr toroid, connected
with the small disc's precession, must be
obserred. The spot's shift can be found from
a comparison of VLBI maps obtained at diffe-
z-ent epochs separated by several years.
Maximum H2O emission will be observed when
the line ot sight and the axsB of the large
and small discs will lie in the sane plane.

further, let us recall that different
points of the rotating toroid emit at diffe-
rent radial velocities (Pig. 1). The highly
symmetric H2O line profile in HGC 2071,
observed in December 1980 - June 1981 by
Lekht et al. (1982), was not such in winter
1979/1980 when only positive-velocity
features were present. In the framework of
the Model 2, it is plausible that it was due
to the predominant action of stellar wind on
the receding limb part of the ciroumstellar
toroid. If so, some years later the situa-
tion should arise when the opposite side of
the toroid would be irradiated and only
negative-velocity emission should be seen.
Certainly, more observational evidence is
needed to verify this hypothesis.

Thus, owing to the long period of the ,
small diaosprecession/toe Model 2 may be
good to explain slow ("secular") variations
of BQO maser emission. Repeated TOBI measu-
rements can be proposed as an observational

test for it.
Model 3 connects the variability of H20

masera in the oircunntellar toroid with
the variable "illumination'* of the region
of unaaturated maser amplification by the
continuum radio emission of the central
star. The geometry of the Model 3 is shown
on fig. 3« In the case of en unsaturated
masera the intensity of the output emission
depends exponentially on the amplification
path length 1 and is directly proportional
to the maser input intensity Io»

Kl)

bl

A is the wavelength, A is the spontaneous
transition probability, 4xi"nu-n^gu/gn -
the difference between populations of the
maser levels, AV is the linewidth. The
intensity Io is created by the radio conti-
nuum emission of the central star (as well
as of its ionized stellar wind). Recently
some observational evidence was accumulated
on that the radio emission of young stars
(e.g., T Tau-typo ones) may be strong and
may vary rapidly (Cohen et al., 1982;
Schwartz et al., 1984; Bieging et al.,
1984, 1985; Brown et al., 1985). In the
Model 3, this radio emission is amplified
by maser molecules at the HgO line frequen-
cy. In the most favourable case, l5nax"

R2-R1
(Pig. 3)» Io nay vary by a factor of
several scores at a very short timescale
(Bieging et al., 1985). The maser emission
flux would vary accordingly. The observa-
tional test for the Model 3 would be paral-
lel monitoring of HgO line and radio conti-
nuum variability. Correlation of radio
fluxes should be observed; the special
location of the HgO bright spot in the
Model 3 should be stable in tine and should
coincide positionally with the central star.
The unsaturated maser intensity responds
almost immediately to variations of the
background intensity Io; therefore, in the
Model 3 maser intensity variations can be
very rapid.

To conclude, the three models of HpO
maser variability, which are suggested in
this paper, use various non-stationary
physical processes, known (or believed) to
take place on young stars and in their
environment, to explain maser intensity
variations. Maser region is assumed to lie
in a gas-dust torus surrounding a young
stellar object. This is backed by VLBI

toward
the
observer

Fig. 3* The geometry of the maser region
for the case of unsaturated amplification
in the circumstellar toroid of the continuum
radio emission of the central star (Model 3)
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•tapping observations! however, the strongest
argument for this se«m8 to be the remarkable
aynnetry of the HoO line profile in some
sources (e.g., NGC 2071, Lekht et al., 1982).

Different meohanisms may account for
different timesoalee of masor variability.
Long-term variations may be explained by
varying accretion rate onto the stellar core
or by precession of a oircumstellar ("proto-
planetary") disc shadowing the stellar wind;
another version of the latter meohanism is
precession of oollimated stellar wind jet
caused by the precession of the star's
magnetic axis. Rapid variability (at time
intervals as short as several days) can find
explanation in case of an unsaturatetf. tnaaer,
amplifying rapidly varying background radia-
tion (e.g., nonthermal radio continuum
flares on the young star's surface). To test
these models, larger statistics of HgO
variability observations for medium-strength
masers (of the NGC 2071 type) is needed,
with parallel IS and radio continuum obser-
vations.
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DISCUSSION

L. BLITZ: How does the observation of maser
proper motion f i t in with your models?

G. RUDSITSKIJ: The proper motions of maser
condensations so far have been measured for
the masers surrounding massive young stars ,
as in Ori KL and W 51, and they refer to
small cloudlets blown away by intense s te l lar
wind. These cloudlets are not included in the
regular torus-like structure around a low-
mass stars I spoke about.

L. BLITZ: Would a prediction of your model
be that the masers excited by low mass stars
then not show proper motions?

G. RUDNITSKIJ: I t is exactly so.

J. BALLY: The H2O maser radial velocities of
the "satel l i te" component can be combined
with the variability information to estimate
the mass inside the "torus" postulated in
your model. What is the estimated mass lying
inside the INIGC 2071 torus?

G. RUDWITSKIJ: I t is a few, most probably
one to three solar masses.



EARLY STAGES OP STAR FORMATION

Rolf Chinl

Max-Planck-Inatitut fOr Radioastronomle,
Auf dem HQgel 69. 5300 Bonn 1, P.R.G.

Abstract. Different aspects of star formation are discussed on the basis of new submm
observations. In NGC2024 six cold (T-18K) and dense (nH-lE8-lE9em~3) so far unknown condensations
are found and interpreted as isothermal protostars. The density and temperature structure around
massive early type stars which are deeply embedded In dense regions Is discussed by means of thermal
emission from dust. A star formation efficiency of 8H is derived from 90 compact HII regions. A
comparison with the star formation in normal spiral galaxies and active Markarlan objects leads to a
new definition of activity. The L/M ratio of active systems Is by a factor of 20 higher than the
corresponding value in normal spirals and galactic HII regions.

Introduction
Early stages of star formation are always connected

with - and unfortunately hidden behind - a large
amount of Interstellar material. New techniques-
especially In the infrared and radio astronomy during
the last years have tremendously increased the
observational material concerning the process of star
formation. The most prominent tracer in this field
seems to be the thermal emission from dust. It has
turned out that the IRAS dRta between 12-100/im are
dominated by the emission of warm (T»25K) dust which
is mainly heated by newly formed stars. In contrast,
submm observations from 350- 1300pm detect the cold
(T«25K) Interstellar medium and there are good
Indications that protostars wiil be detected only in
this regime. The present paper reports on various
aspects of star formation as derived from own submm
observations. It Is shown that at wavelength- »3G0jcn
numerous, so far unknown condensations of cold and
dense matter can be found within well known star
forming regions. The combination of IRAS data with
own submm and NIR data reveals the temperature and
density structure around massive early type stars and
allows to determine the star formation efficiency. This
star formation efficiency is finally compared to the
conditions In normal spirals and active galaxies and
we come to a new definition of activity.

A. Protostars

I. The search for protostars
The process of star formation, starting from

molecular clouds, their fragmentation into high density
cores and the birth of a star out of an ultra-compact
substructure within a cloud core seems to be a fairly
well understood phenomenon in stellar evolution. In
fact, most of the expected stages during the creation
of a star could be confirmed observstlonally: radio
molecular line spectroscopy revealed the existence of
molecular clouds with clumps of HH - 1E9-1E4HQ and
densities nH»3E2cm~3. Certain molecules even trace
fragments of considerably higher density. nH»lE4cm"'i.
On the other hand IR astronomy has made the
approach from the short wavelength range and
detected young dust embedded stars and cocoon stars,
which are still surrounded by remnants of their
protostellar dust cloud. Nevertheless a protostar, i.e.
an object with densities lE6-lEllcm~3 , lifetimes of
some lE5yrs and with at best a low luminosity stellar
core which accretes via central collapse or a massive
disk, has so far not been observed. At present It
seems that submm observations of cold dust emission
may be the best way to detect these objects:
i) Their low temperatures of *16K, as mainly provided
by the interstellar radiation 'field, Imply that the
emission spectra peak at wavelengths MOO/on. ii) for

hydrogen column densities NH - lE2Scm~2 the optical
depth in the submm regime is less than unity, and the
protostar can be detected by its .contrast against the
surrounding parental cloud.

II. Protostellar condensations in NGC2024
NGC2024 is an HII region at a distance of 450pc. it

is associated with an extended (1:5x4") molecular

NGC2024
MOLECULAR LINE EMISSION
a) CO (J=3-2) X870|im, 0A=55"

05h38"

DUST EMISSION
dl X1300mn, i

56'h

FJg.J: Molecular line and dust emission observed In
the direction of NGC2024. a) CO (J=»*2) map in a
single velocity channel of width iV=1.8kms~i centered
at eLs(t = 9.0 kms~' (White et a)., 1981) b) and c)
Naps of the dust emission made with the 3m IRTF at
^ 1300cm and \350nm, respectively. Contours are In
units of Jy/beam area, d) flap of the \I300nm dust
emission made with the 30m NRT. Contour units, in
Jy/beam area, increase from 0.2-2 in steps of 0.2 anil
above 2 in steps of 0.5 (Mezger et al., 1987a).
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ipolar molecular,
outflow source discovered by Sanders and Winner
(1985); the remaining FIR sources arc completely new
and no other spectral information besides their flux
densities at 350 and 1300pm is available to derive
their physical parameters.

From our observations we can estimate colour
temperatures which are below 16K for all six
condensations. Their masses range from 10-60niQ. their
densities from lE8-lE9cm~3 and their linear diameters
from lE16-lE17cm. Comparison with theoretical
evolutionary tracks (Appenzeller and Tscharnuter,
1974; Klppenhahn and Tscharnuter. 1975) suggests that
these condensations are protostars at the end of their
isothermal contraction phase, just about when a stellar
core forms.

55'

ng.2: A comparison of high resolution observations
of cold dust and molecular line emission, a) Section of
the \350itm map shown in Fig 1c. The heavy line
indicates at which positions the intensity profiles
shown in Figs, b) through e) have been observed, b)
Dust emission profiles as observed with an angular
resolution of 30" (full curve) and . for comparison
purposes smoothed to 42". c) through e) Intensity
profiles of four different molecular transitions
observed with angular resolution as indicated.

l l i o m o l e c u l a r i M i T i s u v m o t i l e . , • I ;( . ; i r - c ; ) n i l I v u i f l i I n
angular resolution ol the. variou.: obsorviuions >..
comparable From these data v;i. conclude that man.
moltrulnr transitions which are usually considered lo
be good indicators for high volume and column
hydrogen densities do not reproduce quantitatively the
protostellar condensations as seen in their cold dust
emission. Several explanations might help to
understand the discrepancy between molecular line and
continuum dust emission from cold and dense regions:
Besides the fact that some molecular lines become
optically thick, depletion of molecules by accretion on
dust grains could be the dominating process.
Furthermore, there are Indications that at densities
nn»6E6cm~s dust grains also start to coagulate,
thereby reducing the ratio AV/NH derived for the
diffuse interstellar matter by as much as a factor of
-20. These results are corroborated by optical and NIR
data where one also finds severe deviations from the
standard extinction curve, when observing heavily
reddened stars within dense clouds. In this sense we
enter a new field in the physics of the interstellar
medium: At low temperatures (T^20K) and high
densities (nH»10'cm~3) the behaviour of molecules and
of dust grains may change drastically so that the
standard interpretations as valid for the diffuse
medium may give wrong results.

In the same way as described above we have mapped
several sites of active massive star formation, i.e.
molecular clouds which are associated with luminous
HII regions. In nearly all cases we find condensations
of enhanced submm emission. The interpretation of
these data, however, will be difficult for individual
cases, because we have to deal with a complex
superposition of cold and warm dust emission as well
as with a non-negligible contribution of free-free
emission from the HII region itself.

B. The efficiency of star formation

I. Compact HII regions In our Galaxy
Compact HII regions are among the most luminous

objects in the Galaxy and ideal tracers for ongoing
massive star formation. Because they are deeply
embedded within interstellar material they belong to
the strongest IRAS polntsources with dust emission
spectra rising from 12 to 100pm. Recently Chini et al.
(1986a,b) have observed a complete sample of these
sources at 1300pm and found that the FIR part of
these remarkably similar spectra can be fitted by a
Planck curve of about 26K. AH regions are highly
obscured and not visible on the POSS plates. Kinematic
distances of these sources, taken from Wink et al.
(1982) and Downes et al (1980), show that they are
also among the Intrinsically brightest objects In the
Milky Way. New NIR data complete the spectral
coverage and allow an interpretation oT the overall
spectra In terms of density and temperature
distributions around the embedded stars.

1. Energy distributions from 1-1300pm
We try to interpret the spectra from 1-1300pm in

terms of a density and temperature structure of
interstellar matter around the central heating sources.
Because of the large spread in luminosity we group
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X,.- i! wo :;iw«tl({ate the ,-i-oiueui of the dust ana
(••>-.jecatu.-e structure around young stars using the
•>rvs»rt ».yu?!E of atitr forming regions. However,
Susie.-..! .•.- ."if.'.ii the individual spectra, we only fit
i'.io ...oi... -,.«.•.: Li-i. -r the four classes displayed in
:':._. :• THMn the scattor o? the individual regions a
r1t (•••> N> ^ia ' ied for each of the four classes, as it
is shown :n FU.3 for the 05 stars (solid curve! and
;he 0? stirs (lashed curve) explicitly. Due to the
sir.ilRr'.ty of s'.i spectra the underlying dust density
dis.r.butions show practically the same behaviour: A
tenuous inner region of dust depleted HII gas with
Av

£imag that stretches out to 10l7-10lacm Is
s-irrounded by a thick shell with a visual extinction
Av~25mag. Such dust cavities were also found by
YosMda et al.(1987), who analyzed the nebular Ha
emission and the scattered stellar light In the V-band
in a number of small Sharpless HH regions.

• 05 AND EARLIER ~|
<• 66 I
« 07 AND 03
o 09 AND LATER

100 1000

Fig.3: Averaged spectrum for 66 compact HII
regions. The individual spectra have been grouped into
rour classes which are denoted hy the different
symbols, while the spectra are nearly identical
between 12 and 1300inn there is a scatter at N1R
wavelengths. The results from the radiative transfer
calculations are indicated by the solid and the tshed
curve for 05 and 09 stars, respectively.

Our statistically significant result Indicates the
existence r.f a two-sheil structure during that stage

..t»a.*Sit> ^ecuiso chon most, stellar -.'(uiaUoft *ouiu y>v
cosorjuu close to :tie S\.HI' !>n(i '.!IUB jroout'c ;• nucii
•nrungor (factor '.Oi; near or raid IR 1'hu than what is
jjserveu. "!",,ls o;:ces.s oould not be compensated by
:.raer extinction, ^s :iiis wouni eiiponu.ulaily uiminisn

'.he ohort wavelength (*2/jm) radiation making 't
unueiectable.

... nfilatlon between gas mass and luminosity
'.' I.J • -oRfint samoie allows to deduce i relation

dtween the mass of the gas, Mo. ana the tota)
luminosity L, of the compact HIT regions. Mg Is
Jetermlned from the flux density at 1300/»m via

The mass absorption coefficient of the dust K at
! SOÔ m has a considerable intrinsic uncertainty,
possibly as much as a factor of five. However, its
value, although poorly known, is probably constant
throughout the Galaxy because It does not depend on
the grain radius a, as long as a-"X. The dust-to-gas
mass ratio R is expected to be fairly uniform in view
of the constraints or cosmic abundances. The dust
temperature Trt in the Planck function D is determined
as a color temperature between 100 and ISOO^m,
assuming the dust absorptivity to vary like X~2. At
:300^m the Planck function Is no longer sensitive to
Td and, furthermore, the derived values for Td show
little scatter: Td = 26 * 3K (Chlni et al., 1986a,b>. A
relation L vs. Mg is not affected by errors In the
distance D because D enters L and Mg in the same
manner. In addition this relation Is independent of K,
which has the largest uncertainty In Eq.(l). A
least-square fit to the (Mg,L)-values displayed in
Pig.4 gives

MO. 93*0. 06
9 (2)

which means that within the errors, the luminosity of
a compact HH region is proportional to the mass of
!nterste!lar matter within the region. This
observationally derived relation holds at least over
three orders of magnitude. With R=0.01, K=0.3cms per
g of dust and Td=26X we find

I. = (56 * P.I) MS- (soiar units) (3)

LOG GAS MASS (M0

Fig.*: The luminosity between J-1300>im Is plotted
as a function of gas mass, derived from 1300nm flux
densities For 66 compact Hit regions (+). The straight
Une Is a least sauare fit to all data points.



An identical relation was derived for a sample of 26
strong IRAS galaxies In Eq.(l) of Chini et al. (1986).
This equation was formulated for the luminosity of
what was termed the "warm" dust component (-50K) in
these galaxies. To derive the total luminosity of the
galaxies one has to Include the contributions of the
"cold" dust (1S-20K) and the optical emission. This
increases for a given mass the luminosity by a factor
of -2.5 resulting then In a relation that agrees within
the errors with Eq.(3) of this paper. It is also
noteworthy that the IRAS flux ratios S1 0 0 /S6 0 and
S4 0 /S2 S are identical for the galaxies and the HI1
regions, indicating a common origin for the emission in
these IRAS bands. The ratio S l o 0 /S,a, on the other
hand, is more than three times larger for the galaxies,
which we interpret that only they contain very small
grains or PAHs which are thought to be responsible for
the mid IR shoulder (Puget et al., 1985)

The fact that the luminosity of a galaxy is
proportional to Its gas mass can be understood if star
formation is stationary (no bursts) and if the
luminosity comes only from stars with lifetimes much
less than the age of the galaxy (i.e.M»3Mo). L
proportional to M_ also implies that the efficiency of
the conversion of gas into stars and the initial mass
function (IMF) do not depend on the amount of gas. To
understand Eq.(3) for compact HII regions may seem
more dlffiuclt because HII regions with L^IO'LQ contain
only B stars, whereas those with LMO'LQ harbour
early O stars. However, we can derive Eq.(3) under the
assumption that star formation follows the same IMF
Mm) in all HII regions and that the efficiency for
converting gas into stars is uniform. Then the ratio L
over stellar mass M,. and thus also L/Mg, is constant:

».
(4)

•) I d a

Here Km) is the luminosity of a star of mass m and
m, and mu are the lower and upper limits of the IMF.

The efficiency of star formation in these compact HII
regions can now also be estimated from the ratio M,
/Mg. Using a Mlller-Scalo IMF with lower boundary m,
= IMQ. as it seems appropriate for regions of massive
star formation (Gusten and Mezger, 1983), one derives
that each solar mass of stars produces about 500LQ.
Combined with Eq.(3) this leads to an efficiency of 8%.
Although the stars formed in a single HII region do
not cover the entire mass spectrum of the IMF
(because there is not enough gas available), in the
present large sample of sources we may assume that
the average stellar mass distribution is given by the
IMF. In view of the relation L/M = const, one may
also understand the uniformity of the spectra in Fig.3.
A naive explanation for the similarity is that each g
of interstellar matter receives on the average the
same amount of energy and therefore emits the same
spectrum irrespective of the embedded luminosity.

II. Star formation I;i active galaxies

1. Dust emission from Makarian galaxies
We have seen that the star formation in compact HII

regions and in normal spiral galaxies are very similar
in terms of their L/M ratio. Of course it would be of
greatest interest to investigate the behaviour of
active galaxies in an L over M diagram. For that
purpose we observed a sample of Markarian galaxies at
1300pm. The only selection criterion for our sample
was a flux density at 100pm greater than lOJy. The
sample contains two Seyfert 1, two Seyfert 2, eight
star burst or HII region galaxies. Two remaining
objects have not been classified, but they probably
also belong to one of these classes. The observations
were carried out at the 30m MRT on Pico Veleta,
Spain, using the bolometer system developed at the

MPIfR (Kreysa 1986). The HPBW of the Gaussian shaped
beam was Ii".

Our 1300pm fluxes together with the IRAS points
allow us to determine the spectral Index between 100
and 1300pm; a is defined by Sv • v". The moan •* of
our sample Is 2.83 * 0.26, so most likely the radiation
is due to thermal emission from dust. The total
luminosity L was obtained by Integrating the fluxes as
available in the literature Generally, most energy is
emitted in the IRAS bands. We convert the flux at
1300pm into a gas mass as described above and find
that the luminosity L Increases with the gas mass Mg;
a least-square fit yields

log (L/LQ) = (0.72 * 0.11) log(M0/M0) + (4.70 * 0.98).
(5)

Our Markarian galaxies are all unresolved by IRAS
and listed in the IPC so that their sizes are smaller
than 30" at 12pm and smaller than 120" at 100pm.
Their mean optical diameter on the Palomar plates, as
given in the original tables by Markarian and
ooworkers, Is only 26"* 14". We may therefore expect
that the region which emits the bulk luminosity Is
contained in our 11" beam at 1300pm. In other words,
we assume that all flux densities refer to an 11" area
and the juxtaposition of L vs. Mg is thus meaningful.

2. A new aspect of activity
Before we proceed with the Interpretation of Eq.(S)

it is useful to recall that a relation L - M£-* has
been established for optically invisible HII regions and
bright IRAS galaxies, mostly late type spirals. It Is
valid over eight orders of magnitude and It was
obtained In the same manner as here by comparing the
1300pm flux with the integrated spectrum. There are
two straight-forward conclusions from this remarkable
dependence. First, the luminosity is always due to the
formation of massive stars and, second, there is a fair
proportionality between star formation rate and gas
mass, no matter whether one Is dealing with a humble
HII region or a giant galaxy.

The present Eq.(5) has a similar slope as the above
mentioned relation, but It yields seme twenty times
larger luminosities. This leads to a new definition of
activity: Active galaxies have a high ratio L/Mg of
order 100 (in solar units) in contrast to the nonactlve
with L/MQ around 5. In this definition it Is not the
absolute luminosity that counts, but the luminosity
per available gas mass. So we argue, for example, that
Arp 220, which Is the most luminous member of the
sample of IRAS galaxies, is not a star burst galaxy,
but derives its enormous luminosity from the
prodigious amount of internal gas. On the other hand,
the two classical star burst galaxies SJ82 and NGC263,
for which lmm fluxes have been obtained by Ellas et
al. (1978), follow Eq.(5) for active galaxies (see also
Fig.5).

Fig. 5 shows the range of Markarian galaxies and
displays in addition the optically obscured HII regions
and the nonactive IRAS galaxies. A few prominent
sources are Indicated. The extragalactlc sample is
limited, but unbiased, as our only selection criterion
is strong apparent 100pm luminosity. Fig.6 therefore
suggests that galaxies exist In two modes: active and
inactive. In either mode the luminosity Is roughly
proportional to the gas mass. We naturally conclude
that the origin for the luminosity Is star formation.
The idea that star formation is at the root of infrared
galaxies was first proposed by Harwit and Paclnl
(1975).

In active galaxies the star formation efficiency Is
extremely high, probably for two reasons: an increased
efficiency for converting interstellar matter Into stars
and a bias of the initial mass function (IMF) towards
higher masses. Both effects are needed to explain - the
brightness of the nuclei in NGCT714 (Weedman et al.,
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1981) and in NGC263 and M82 (Rloke et al.. 1980;
Kronberg et al., 1986).

6
LOG

10 12

Flg.S: Here the relation between luminosity and gas
mass Is shown for our Mrk sample as well as for
inactive galaxies and optically obscured Hit regions.
HIT regions and inactive galaxies lie on the same line,
i.e. they have the same luminosity or star formation
rate per unit of gas mass. In active galaxies the star
formation rate is some twenty times higher.

To maintain a luminosity of 10'°Lo from steady
state star formation, a few solar masses of gas have
to be transformed annually into stars for a typical
Miller-Scalo IMF. The activity stage Is therefore
time-limited because all the available interstellar
matter will be used up In loss than 10'yr (see Eq.(5)).
So an active galaxy eventually resettles into the
nonactlve mode and. conversely, an inactive galaxy is
occasionally pushed into activity.
The important question is: what triggers the activity?
The fashionable answer says: merging of galaxies.
Indeed, almost half of the present Mrk objects have
"some sort" of companion according to the list of
Hazzarella and Balzano (1986). While the idea of
dynamical Interaction to explain star bursts is very
suggestive, no details have been worked out so far. In
the classical process by Toomre and Toomre (1972),
which Is always cited In this context, the tidal forces
during the collision lead to an inflow of mass Into the
nuclear '" *°w |CDC' r e E l o n t h u s providing the Tuel for
the star burst. No rurther ana.V~: - f h o w t h i s . Tut}*
transformed into stars is available. Contrary to t.,,.1,
we argue C" *h p b a s ( i s ° ' F ' 8 ; 5 t n a t ! t cannot only be
fuel which "s"needed for activl^' ^ C ; » s e f o r a <5iven

gas mass we find both active and inactive galaxies.
The effects of merging that are conducive to star
formation can lie only in the stirring up of the
interstellar medium-

Merging cannot be the sole cause for activity and
its importance may sometimes be overestimated. A
number of cautioning remarks in this direction have
been made by Mazzarella and Balzano (1986). It must
be realized that a considerable fraction of active
galaxies are singles. Eight objects in our sample do
not show signs of close pair interaction. In those
isolated systems star bursts have to occur through
some intrinsic mechanism. Two scenarios with periodic
star formation have been worked out quantitatively.

First, Loose et al. (1982) propose a dynamical
scheme fo' a galactic nucleus ("I kpc diameter), where
the gas swings In thu gravitational field of the
central stars like a piston. The inward motion Is
caused by gravitational attraction and proceeds
through the dissipation of turbulent cloud motion (and
the transportation of angular momentum through
viscosity). It is stopped when the gas density Is high
enough fur rapid star formation to occur. The outward
motion of the gas Is driven by the subsequent
supernova explosions. The period of the burst is
determined by the rate at which gas Is replenished by
mass loss from (old) population II stars (or by the
inflow rate of gas from the disk) and by the life-time
of the progenitor stars of supernovae. A typical period
is 10'yr, of which the activity stage comprises some
25% of the time. The transition phase, where a galaxy
would be observed between the two lines of Flg.5, is
less than 10S. This would explain why we do not
observe objects there. In the models the activity stage
is terminated by the dispersive effects of the
supernovae and not by an exhaustion of gas mass.
This may explain why we do not detect objec.'s above
the upper line of Flg.S. The observed Increase in
luminosity from inactivity to activity by a factor of
20 is also qualitatively correctly reproduced in the
Loose et al. scenario.

Second, Ikeuchi et al. (1987) investigate a simple
balance equation for the destruction and creation
processes of giant molecular clouds. These giant
molecular clouds ure assumed to be the site of star
formation and the analysis leads to periodic solutions
in their surface density and thus also to a periodicity
of star formation itself. Whether such a process would
work in the nuclear regions of galaxies needs,
however, further investigation.
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j j ; '; R ^nu v.u.L-x'u lac ii.ajn; Hut how do you
kr.ow Ui.aL !Kc d i f fe rences at en \. due to v.-
r \ a t i o u s in die gaa- to -dus t r6iLic?

R. CHINI: In my opinion, the strongest argu-
ment for a strange behaviour of molecules
(and not of dusti ) i s , that different mole-
cular transitions of different species show
spatially different peaks. If the dust-to-
-gas ratio were abnormal ( which may be the
case in these dense regions ) I would expect,
at least, a uniform distribution of the mole-
cules. Our scans across KGC 2024 - and also
across S106 - in various molecular transi-
tions, however, show that e.g. CS traces the
dense regions pretty good, whereas C^o and
NH3 partly becoma optically thick.

J. BALLY: in your 1.3 mm continuum observa-
tions of the dust emission, do you take into
account the contribution of line emission to
the detected flux?

R. CHINI: We are aware of the fact that line
emission may contribute to our observed flux
density at 1.3 mm. With our broad-band sys-
tem ( Ge - bolometer), however, we don't have
the pdssibility to determine the fraction of
line emission, and I wonder i f the sensiti-
vity of spectroscopic receivers would pre-
sently, be sufficient to do so. Nevertheless,
I don t expect severe problems from line
contamination because the most extreme case
observed so far ( i . e . Orion region) gave a
contribution of "only" 30% and that is s t i l l
within the uncertainties connected with submm
continuum observations (atmospheric trans-
mission, absolute calibration on the obser-
vational side and optical properties of dust
and gas-to-dust ratio on the side of inter-
pretation).

- U ' - • . > » £ . i u V . 1 1 . ) t ' . i i ! . . 1 , - . ' i . : L ' : : i n ; i • . ) • , . . • • . - 1 ^ • • - . . - 1 •

fcr t h e i r yt-u-; ;,;."ji"'o;. I uri.h*- L"i;K:r *•, x ij.'..uk ,
what you have i!i; tuc ted l i i r ea;>d • <3ai't'K for
plu l .os t d L s , very cjood candidate:.- ' j n r loed , IJUI.
i t w i l l r e q u i r e k i n e m a t i c d a t a t:o prove- t h a t
they a r e c o l l a p s i n g .

R. CHINI: First part: Because our subiam data
are so far the only observations for these
sources, we don't havi=>. any information on the
the dust-to-gas r a t i o . I agree that in re-
gions of such extreme conditions (T^16K,
nH2 ~ 1£9 ) many canonical values ,nay change.

Second part: Certainly we have no
information on dynamical conditions of these
objects and spectroscopic observations are
necessary. Nevertheless these objects show
all properties - except collapse - which you
expect from a protostar at the end of i t s
isothermal contraction phase and therefore
we suggest them to be the best candidates
for protostars observed so far.

G. LYNGA: Did your estimate of 8 % apply to
active galaxies or to our Galaxy as well.

R. CHINI: This value was derived for the con-
pact HII regions, adopting Miller-Scalo IMP
and a lower mass limit of 1 MQ. Of course,
this can be only a crude estimate for two
reasons: First, because we are dealing with
luminous compact HII regions, the IMF is
probably biased towards the higher masses.
Secondly, this efficiency strongly depends
on the fraction of the molecular cloud con-
tained in our beam. For the average distance
of the HII regions of about 8 kpc, our beam
includes a region of 3.5 pc in linear s ize .
This i s comparable with dense cores in GMCs.
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ABSTRACT

A round 1ID 97300 and HD 97048 15 far-infrared sources are found. 3 of these are not
include.! in the IRAS Point Source Catalogue, for 8 upper limits in the IPSC we have
now determined fluxes, and confused sources have been separated better. This indicates
that even this nearby region of star formation cannot be studied by just inspecting the
rPSC. By including (V)JHI< observations the bolometric luminosities of these sources are
determined: they range from 0.2 to 20 L©. It concerns presumably pre-main-sequence
•itniM ranging in (expected) spectral type from Ml to A7.

INTRODUCTION

The e Cha I molecular cloud (Hoffmeister 1962) is one of the
closest low mass star formation regions (at 140 pc according
to Whittet et al 1987). Near-infrared surveys (Hyland et al.
1SS2: Jones et al. 1985) reveal many highly reddened objects,
presumably pre-main-sequence stars. Especially close to the
two visually brightest stars, HD 97300 and HD 97048, many
of these near-infrared sources occur. The regions around these
two stars and the stars themselves have been investigated ear-
lier using IRAS data by Wesselius et al (1984) and The et al.
(1986). We will use the member and field star numbers intro-
duced by Whittet et al (1987). In this investigation coadded
'HAS maps are presented that have a higher spatial resolu-
tion and a better sensitivity than the maps used in previous
studies.

ANALYS:S

The '.' son-itr-.? were ~b!;ju:.e.J witls the IRAS ?-,ti-Hite, op-
•:-r-'' :.-.'. ;:. ICc?. We .'.'.•.v:.. hLjli resolution pointed obser-
vations bet'-, with the si-.r.vy ir.?tr—r.cnt >\rH with the CPC.
These observations were pp-f-T-ecl '•y sc^riing '•:&<•!< and forth
ever sk;. .- <;'.• -"-'-l->••* 1 fi y 10 arc minutes. Maps at 12, 25,
."., • ! :rr' /.in were obtained with the "edge detectors" of
.lv.c survey -—y w'-'V 5n • T ! 100 yiin maps were :nacle with
CPC.

• -!i ii»- ̂ 1'ii.siiivicy of the Cl'C wsis not as liigti as that of
the ..iAS survey detectors (10 sigma sensitivities were 7.0 Jy

' 50 snr! inn fim for the CPC, compared with 1.5 and
"• 0 for the survey edge detectors at 60 and 100 |im), it had
'he advantage of higher spatial resolution. The CPC beams
'.FWHM) are 1.7 and 2.2 10-7 sr at 50 and 100 nm (Wesselius
et al. 1985), while the edge detector beams were 1.9 and 7.9
10-7 sr at 60 and 100 pm (Leene 1987).

For the region around HD 97300 there are 4 edge detector
frames and 6 CPC frames, while for HD 97048 these numbers
are 7 and 10. The data reduction is described in Young et
al (1985) for the edge detector frames and by Wesselius et
al (1985) for the CPC frames. The coordinate system is in-
scan/cross-scan. The scan direction of the different frames is
::<>t lae same. They were rotated, regridded, and combined
••''• ;. "lA/DKC ro<vylinate system, for edge detectors and

CPC separately. The resulting maps are shown in Figures
1 and 2. It is apparent from these figures that HD 97300-
B/C/D/E and HD 97048-A/B/C/E are very close to each
other, and consequently (some) of their fluxes in the IPSC are
absent.

Practically all of the infrared emission visible on the maps
seems to be caused by point sources ( <~ 1 aic minute).
Maybe part of the emission around HD 97300 is extended and
corresponds to the reflection nebula Ced 112, and the source
IRN near HD 97048 seems to be extended at 50 and 100 fim.
We will only discuss the point sources in this report. Tables
1 and 2 summarize some observational and derived properties
of the sources found.

!.-, colu:-n 2 the su^imed-up luminosity, sometimes from
V, usually from J (1.25 pm) to 100 jim, is given. Only if
\v.> thought this luminosity to be the bolometric luminosity
,_i ...yio/iiuatt; spectral type and mass were assigned as for
ZAMS stars. If the actual pre-raain-sequence stars are super-
luminous by a factor 2.5 w.r.t. ZAMS stars the mass estimate
will be too high by 40

DISCUSSION

When the far-infrared properties of a star formation region
are discussed it makes sense to study (improved) IRAS sky
..liips of such regions or, if available, pointed observations.
For one of the nearest regions, « Cha I, we have shown above
that 3 out of 15 sources found in a quite small region of this
molecular cloud are not listed in the IPSC, and that for 8 of
the sources the IPSC fluxes for one or more bands are absent
due to confusion.

To study the IMF of e Cha I as Hughes and Emerson (1987)
reported, it is nece-wary to study improved IRAS sky maps
and to include neivr-infrared and optical data in order to find
all members and to ascribe correct fluxes to them.



CONCLUSION

Table 1 IRAS sources around HD 97300

Identification In IPSC?

A T40 yes
B HJM: Cl-6, Cl-3 no
C HD97300.T41 yes, (a)
D T42 yes, (a)
E HJM:Cl-2 no
F T46 yes, (c)
G T52 yes
H T51 yes

(L0)
>0.18

0.98
8.04 (b)
8.47
0.05
0.41
1.67
0.49

T^ble 2. IRAS sources around HD 97048

SRC Identification In IPSC? EF, ,« , , , , , ,

Sp.T.

G2
B9 V (TWTS)
A9
IM
K0
F8
K0

Sp.T.
(L0)

A T26 yes(d) 0.8 G5
B HD97048, T32 yes (a) 9.6 B9 V (TWTS)
C T30? no 0.46 G6
D T33 yes too much at the edge of the field
E IRN yes (a) 14.1 A7
F T45 yes(e) 0.35 K7-M0 (R)
G F34 yes 0.39 K0

Mass
(M©)

1.0
3.5
1.8
0.4
0.7
1.8
0.7

Mass
(MO)
0.9
3.8
0.9

1.9
0.6
0.7

HJM = Hyland et al. (1982); R = Rydgren (1980); TWTS = The et al (1986)
(a) We find a flux at 100 fim, while the IPSC does not.
(b) Most of the flux is at X < 1.25 /im
(c) We detect the source at 12 /im, while IPSC does not.
(d) We detect the source at 60 and 100 /im, while IP!!C does not.
(e) We find a flux at 60 um. while IPSC does not.

In the low-mass star formation region e Cha I a high star
formation activity has been going on close to (~ 0.5 pc) the
two visually brightest stars HD 97300 and HD 97048. In the
vicinity of each of these stars at least as much mass as that
of the star (~ 4 MO) has gone into the formation of lower
mass stars. That the visually bright stars already emerge
out of the birth nebula, while the lower mass stars are still
embedded might be ascribed to the brighter star being older,
but it can also simply be due to the much larger energy input
in the surrounding dust cloud by the brighter star.
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Figure 1: Edge detector and CPC images of a region around HD 97300.
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Figure 2: Edge detector ?,nd CPC images of a region arcunH HD "J7C46.

SISCJESTCT:

r-T T-.-.^-R^SSR-J. 3S U r ; e t a.l. (1984) mention
iur>-.<k two do^en cold IRAS sources in Chamae-
if.- . i v;'isrh ere not taken into account in
iL.̂ '.id.--. _.ii ?T\er<5oa"s luminosity function of
T.T.?" poiiroas of that region. Does this mean
'.-Hat 'inches ĉ vd Emerson s luminosity func-
*-!~,n <c seriously incomplete?

?. WBSSELIUS: Yes, indeed jus t taking sources
in e Cha I from the IRAS Point Source Cata-
logue apparentJy i s insufficient. Around
HD 97300 and HD 97048 there are at least an-
other 10 sources. When going deeper, as Baud
et al . did. there are fainter sources not in
the IPSC. I should suggest not to use the Baud
at al. sources, out preferably reanalyze the
special pointed observations in eCha I,
because bet ter data reduction has now been
c-ppiied. I conclude that the input to Hughes
;:iu fimerson's luminosity function is serious-
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t h e

100 /urn)
a r e s i m i l a r t o

1.

pact
means of
HENIJIt-ir.
subgroup

I nt roduct ion
Infrared astronomy made an important

con t r i bu t i on to the study of early stages of
s t e l l a r evo lu t ion by the detect ion of com-

sources in molecular clouds. By
a wide range of observable features
and GUERTLER (1986) i d e n t i f i e d a
of IR sources which are generical ly

simi lar to the Beckl i n-Neugebaue r object in
Orion. These ob jec ts ivhich «e ivi I I re fe r to
as 3N objects are very probably OB stars at
or approaching the main sequence and sui—
rounded by o p t i c a l l y th ick ci rcums te I lar
dust she l ls (cocoons) and/or deeply embedded
in the i r parent molecular clouds. They evo-
l u t i o n a r i l y connect real p ro tos ta rs with
other young IP> sources such as compact HI I
regions which 3re la ter stages on the evolu-
t ionary path of mussive s ta rs .

The op t ica l p roper t ies of the dust grains
and the density and temperature d i s t r i b u -
t ions of the envelopes play a c ruc ia l ro le
in determining the spectral appearance of
these IP, ob jec ts (GUERTLER and HENNING,
1936; CHIiJI et a l . , 1936; HENNING, 1987).
Therefore, appropr iate analysis of
r ^ i M ^ ° " ' - P r O V i d e R Clues to the

"."'-..1,^, 11? 1 lar dust grains and the
of the dust she l l s . In th is Dan<=
resu l ts of sear

e 1 r
nelure of

st ruct ure
me p r e s e n t

"CTi'mg t h r o u g h t h e d a t a c o l -
.cc i ied by t h e I n f r a r e d A s t r o n o m i c a l S a t e l -
l i t e ( IRAS) f o r more i n f o r m a t i o n on t h e
energy d i s t r i b u t i o n s of BN o b j e c t s .

2 . S i l i - a i e a b s o r p t i o n f e a t u r e
The d e f i n i t i o n of the c l a s s of BN o b j e c t s

g i v e n in the paper by HENNING and GUERTLER
(1935) i n c l u d e s the presence of a b s o r p t i o n
f e a t u r e s in t h e i r neai— ana1 m i d - i n f r a r e d
s p e c t r a . A l l \ve I I - i nve s t i ga t ed sources show
a f e a t u r e at about 9 . 5 j.irn due to asymmetric
S i - 0 s t r o t c n i n g v i b r a t i o n s in s i l i c a t e
g r a i n s . The appearance of a second band
c- insed by a s y rnr.ie t r i c 0-S i - 0 bending v i b r a -
t i o n s c m bo ex pe c t e 1 at nbout 1R /jm. The
only !3!! object where such a second band was
io t ?c t •?<] in i ' ;sorpt ion in th? pro-IRAS era
•;i s t!iv? l iock l i n-Mcufjeoaue r ob jec t in Orion

In F i gs. 1 and 2 we show the low- reso lu -
t i on IRAS spectra (LRS) of GL 2591 and of
S HO-IRS. Both ob jec ts e x h i b i t a shal low
absorp t ion band a t about 18/ jm, t oo .
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Al l radiat ive transfer models calculated
by HENMim (1933b) indeed point to a 18-jjm
s i l i c a t e band which is much weaker than the
lO^jm band. The main reason is simply the
smaller absorption e f f ic iency of the dust at
the peak of the 18- ĵm band. In F i g . 3 we
display typical dust emission spectra for
ci rcums to I lar shel ls consisting of s i l i c a t e
grains with opt ica l propert ies given by
DrtAINE (1985) and a mean radius of 0.1 ^um.

Te-5.0

?c-2fl(«5}

VO05(-5)

10 15 20 2S

F i g . 3 . Synthetic spectra for f c = 5 . 0 (ab-
sorpt ion) , Vc=2 .0 (sel f -absorpt ion ) , and
C^O.OS (emission) with the opt ical con-
stants for s i l i c a t e grains a f t e r ORAINE
(1985) . Model parameters are T,=1000 K,
F=0.577 i'/m and d=1.

In the legend to F i g . 3 t~c denotes the
opt ical depths in the centre of the 10-jum
band. F = L . / r 9 is the surface brightness,
where L» stands for the luminosity of the
star and r^ for the radius of the s h e l l ' s
outer boundary. The temperature of the hot-
test grains at the inner boundary, T , , is
assumed to be 1000 K. The density d is t r ibug
t ion ( r ) is adopted as a power law f(r)**r
with exponents d=0 , 1 , and 2. For de ta i l s of
the radiat ive t ransfer we re fer to HENNING
(1983a). Depending on the opt ica l depth
three d i f fe ren t regimes in the 10-jjm region
™n be dist inguished: emission, se l f -absorp-
77 , _ H „ ! _ • — • ' " " • For GL 2591 GlJERTLEri
l ion, ana absorb i.u— _ *--*7i O/Q
an d 2 HEWN IMG ( 1 9 3 6 ) d e r i v e d T=i.b, t--,,.^
'7m" a P - d = 1 . From F i g . 3 vie expect t h i s
source to show such a s r u ! !C? taand a t 1 8 /**"
as was observed by IRAS ( F i g . 1 ) .

The a i J - l i k e o b j e c t GL 961 ( t h e R o s e t t e
ir'.S) was c l a s s i f i e d in the IRAS scheme as an
o b j e c t w i t h a red spect rum, showing a f l u x
d e n s i t y p e r octave ( X S k ) r i s i n g from 14 /jm
to 22 / j n , and no 10-jjm band ( !RAS c l a s s 5 n ) .
Mo t y p i c a l o b j e c t s fo r t h i s s p e c t r a l group
a r e g i v e n in the IRAS E x p l a n a t o r y Supplement
(BEICrtiAH e t a l . , 1 9 8 5 ) . The LRS IRAS s p e c -
trum of GL 961 is d i s p l a y e d in F i g . 4 . The
comparison of the s y n t h e t i c p r o f i l e s g i v e n
in F i g . 3 w i t h the observed spectrum suggests
t h a t t h i s source has a t y p i c a l s e l f - a b -
s o r p t i o n p r o f i l e in the 10-/jm r e g i o n . An
o p t i c a l depth of 2 . 5 vies d e r i v e d for GL 961
from a ground-based 0 - t o 137um spectrum by
",'ILLNEPt e t a l . (1982) .
3 . Energy d i s t r i b u t i o n between 12 /jm and

100 jjm

"fe looked through the IRAS Survey Point
Source Cate ogue fo r BN o b j e c t s on the bas is

Si
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0»

at

04

ai

00

A IRASOMII'Oilt

T

U.MI

Xpml

Fig.4. LRS spectrum of GL 961 showing a
self-absorpt Ion feature In the 10-̂ jm region.
SCALF. denotes the scale factor for a l l flux
densities. Thick line: 8- to 13-jjm band,
dashed line: 11- to 22-/Jm band.

of positions compiled by HENNING (1987) and
the preliminary identification in the Point
Source Catalogue. Only IRAS detections with
the highest flux quality in at least three
bands and one flux density of medium quality
are considered here. In case of any Indica-
tion of confusion, mostly due to nearby HI I
regions, in the 12-, 25-, or 60-jum band the
source was eliminated. If there is an exten-
ded source in the 100-̂ .im channel we did not
calculate the colour temperature T(100/60)
as def Ined later. We found nine sources from
the catalogue by HENNING (1987) which satis-
fy the selection cr i ter ia . Of course, the
IRAS telescope was incapable to spatially
resolve multiple systems such as S 140-IRS
or the binary source GL 961. It Is known
from other observations, however, that
S 140-IRS 1 (LESTER et a l . , 1986) and GL
961E (LENZEN et a l . , 1984) dominate the IR
spectra in these cases. A characteristic
feature of al I the sources is that the
fluxes in the IRAS bands are rising with
wavelength: S(12)<S(25)<S(60)<S(100]I. This
calls for FIR and sub mm observations to
reliably determine the bolometric luminosity
of a BN object.

For a l l sources we calculated colour
indices defined by

R . = l o g ( X , 5 . / X . S . )
( i , j = 1 : 12,umj2: 25 /um;3: 60

[V
:100

We found these incHce^ 1? c o n c e n t r a t e in
the ranges O . O f R ^ i i . O , Q<R2-<p.5, and
-0.2<R,,_<0.2. Rx? and R,, are s imi lar to the
indices derived from the IRAS data of IR
objects with H20 masers in the Orion and
Cepheus regions (WOUTERLOOT and VftLMSLEy,
1986), whereas for R03 the range occupied by
3N objects is d e f i n i t e l y narrower, at least
as far as our r e l a t i v e l y small sample is
concerned. Both groups of objects have co-
lour indices being d i f ferent from the ones
of luminous red q' <nt stars with circumstel-
lar envelopes (ZUO<ERMAN andDVCK, 1986).

In addit ion we calculated colour tempera-
tures upon the assurv Mon that the absorp-
t in ef f iciency Q_ gc -̂a as A . The colour
temperatures are defined by the flux rat ios
wi th i n the bands :



T 2 1 = G 2 4 [ ( 3 + n ) l n ( 2 5 S ( 2 5 ) / 1 2 S ( 1 2 > ) ] " «
T ^ = 3 3 S [ ( 3 + n ) l n ( 60 S( 6 0 ) / 2 5 S ( 2 5 ) ) ] " ( 2 )
T A 3 = " [ ( ^ * n ) l n ( 1 0 0 S ( 1 O 0 ) / G 0 5 ( G 0 ) ) ] .

In Hqs.2 Tn, moans T(25/12), T.,, means r,=6.8x10q
T ( o O / 2 5 ) , a n d

( / ) ,
means T(100/60).

Model l ing the f l ux by * - ( a ) B * ( T d ) is of
course only a convenient way for approxima-
t i n g the continuum w i t h i n the IRAS bands and
can by t\o means replace an exact t rea tmant
account ing for temperature and dens i ty d i -
s t r i b u t i o n and geometric e f f e c t s in extended
shel Is .

Assuming n=1 as usual in t h i s wave length
reg ion the temperatures der ived from £qs. (2)
for tho nine sources are 102 K < T{25/12) <
167 K (144 '/,) , SO K < T(60/25) < 75 K (68
K) , and 31 K < T(100/50) < 46 K (40 K) (mean
values are in b r a c k e t s ) . The co lour tempera-
tu re T(25/12) should be considered w i th
caut ion because of the presence of the s i l i -
cate absorp t ion f e a t u r e . I t should be men-
t ioned that most of the sources discussed
here are assoc ia ted w i t h H^O masers.

In F i g . 5 vie show the spectrum of the BN
object GL 4 173 between 3 .8 / jm (L band) and
100 jam. The f i l l e d t r i a n g l e s are IRAS f l ux
d e n s i t i e s co r rec ted accord ing to 3E ICHF'IAH e t
a l . ( 1 9 8 5 ) . The open t r i a n g l e s are photomet-
r i c observat ions by PERSI et a ! . ( 1 9 S 6 ) .
These authors f i t t e d the energy d i s t r i b u t i o n
of t h i s source by a l i nea r combinat ion of
two black bodies a t temperatures T,. =600 K
for the 1 - to 13-,ur.i spectrum and T. D

=70 1C
for the FIR spectrum. We c a l c u l a t e d a r a d i a -
t i v e t r a n s f e r model to f i t the data betiwjon
3 /um and 13 /jm as are g iven by PERSI et
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r i g . 5 . The observed I " spectrum of GL 4176.
The f i l l e r ! t r i a n g l e s ars from IRAS measure-
ments, the open t r i a n g l e s are photometr ic
data by PCriSI et a l . ( 1 ? 0 5 ) . The i r f i t of
b lack 'ooJy curves is sho'./n dash-dot ted .

a l . ( 1 9 3 6 ) . The best f i t was obta ined w i t h
the-model parameters f =4.8_*0.2, F=0.577
,Vm" , d=1 and no foreground e x t i n c t i o n . The

T-> a t the outer boundary
2 m is 40 K. With the same model

parameters we ca l cu la ted the energy d i s t r i -
bu t i on between S.B^um and 100 ,um. The resu l t
is d isp layed as the dashed l i ne in F i g . 5 .

temperature
r = 6 8 x 1 0

The observat ions are in excess over the
models at wavelengths longer than 25 / jm. One
reason for t h i s is the lack of carbon g ra ins
in our model. The emission from carbon
gra ins cannot e x p l a i n the rather large d i f -
ferences for A > 25 y um, however. The IRAS
observat ions at 50 /jm and 100/jm, t h e r e f o r e ,
oaI I fo r a second and more extended co ld
envelope, which should not gravely a f f e c t
the s i l i c a t e f e a t u r e . Such a d d i t i o n a l co ld
she l l s in hot cent red dust clouds were a l -
ready discussed by ROWAN-ROB INS ON (1982) and
CHIIJI et al . ( 1936) .
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DISCUSS KIN

H. iUWNECKEK: I b e l i e v e GL 961 i s d o u b l e .
Does the binary nature of the source affect
your conclusion?

?h. HfiNNING: I t is true that the IRAS te le-
scope was incapable to spatially resolve mul-
t iple systems as remarked in our paper. But
we ."enow that GL S6J.E (Lenzen et a l . , 19B4)
uominate the spectrum in the considered IR
.v-agion. "hat is the reason that the binary
nature does not affect our conclusion.

J?. WdSSKLIUS: I want to remark chat the LRS
classification is s t r i c t ly empirical. It
was left to astronomers using the catalogue
to perform a physical interpretation.

Th. HENNING: That is true and i t was our aim
to do something in this direction.

View to the lecture hall: Zd. Ceplecha (front row),
Th. Henning and H.3. Staude (second row starting from
the right)
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i- developing sol'tvuirc to process these and similar infrared maps using a muoificd
ntropy technique. The modifications have been necessary ' '

| C I icii

ur(cs. I" atifli I io/> to t IK t lie maps at J,H,k.
vie arc usiric] (tlunn r and /) CC'D images tjki-n

\HJV LeLiiMju|we. m e imnj 1 i lua t IUMS nave ueen necessary to avoid singularities
the standard mjxinium entropy algorithm when it is applied to data with zero-

;it-spread functions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Churchwell and Koornneef (1986) mapped a
region of 3.6' x 2,9' at Z.Zvm and centered on
the reflection nebula Ser-0 toward the core of
the Serpens molecular cloud. Thirteen stars were
detected in this region and multi-color near
infrared photometry was obtained for the four
brightest of these. The observed colors for the
objects IRS 1, 3 ar,d 4 are incompatible with those
expected for reddened background stars. The infrared
flux distributions of all four sources peak near
3um and are similar to those observed near the
cores of cold dark clouds by Benson, Myers, and
Wright (198<O. IRS 2 in Serpens is among the red-
dest stars yet observed and suffers a total extinction
of Ay jl itO mag. If this source is a background
star, it is most likely a K-M giant.

ori3' -

25' 18h27m20'

Figure 1. A red (098-02 emulsion and RG 610
filter) photograph obtained with the KPNO
4-m telescope (courtesy of T.K. Gull) of the
Serpens molecular cloud region showing the
reflection nebula (Ser-0). The cross denotes
the position of the K=6.7 infrared source
reported by Strom et al.(1974). The infrared
sources are plotted as circles whose diame-
ters are proportional to brightness at 2.2
urn and the identifiers shown are those from

cnlijirin 1 nf Table i. The central srea of this
map is shown in Figure 2.

The primary result of their study was the
unambiguous demonstration that stars 1, and
2 if not a background star, are too large to
be either main sequence or evolved giant stars
for any amount of reddening allowed by the ob-
servational limitations. Stars 3 and 4 are also
too large to be main sequence stars for any
allowed amount of reddening but they could in
principle be C giants if solely judged against
the models represented by Figure 6. However,
the presence of G-giants, which are evolved
stars, within e region of presently active star
forma*" i is unlikely and a deeper 3.07pm
* "rould also be expected. This last point
i p • i vides additional evidence against the
jjpGiic.n that the G-giants could be behind

ri . T cloud.

ihe i.. ived parameters LK, RK and L _.(K))
for star(s) 1 (and 2) are consistent with those
predicted by models of low mass pre-main sequence
stars (SST 1980a, b and 1981j Wolfire and Churchwell
1985). Th£ models suggest that star(s) 1 (and 2)
are £ 1 0 yr old and that the near infrared
radiation originates from an optically thick
circumstellar dust shells of radii = 60 and
= 100 R , respectively, and effective temperature
<, 2100 !?.

The 3-07 urn "ice" feature clearly detected
toward stars 1-<t. The depth of this feature
seems to correlate well with the NH, gas phase
column density and with H-K color. We suggest
that when the 3.07 um feature is present, its
strength is proportional to the total extinction.

T.'i. L'-M colors of stars 1-4 In Serpens
and of \e stars reported by BMW are bluer than
that ii olied by other standard near Infrared
bands. Tor heavily obscured stars embedded in
molecular clouds, we suggest that in addition
to the solid state CO feature at 4.6 pm , the
M-band fluxes may also be depressed by a combinat-
ion of gas phase molecular vlbrational absorption
bands which lie in the H bandpass, such as HCO+,
C-Ho.Ct:, CN+and HCW. Because of its larger dipole
moment (by a factor rJ 103) HCO+ is probably
more important than molecules with CN bonds.

Churchwell and Koornneef (1986) pointed
out that near infrared photometry and spectrophoto-
metry combined with far infrared broadband photo-
metry and radio molecular line data are particu-

Southern Observatory at La Sllla (Chile).
Based on observations collected at the European On assignment from the AstroDhvsl<-" n" ' .

-,.uic science 'Jtoi uiient, European Space Agencyscience
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12.88 10.81

K
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10.13 ±0.15
11.00 ±0.15
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u
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6.49
6.32

6.06

A,.OT

-0 .75
-1.74
-0.44

-0.08

k Hart icaaaadLada(HL)16;Stran ,VrbaaadStraa(SVS)30 .
* HL3, SVS2, Cohan and KoU *Scr/Gr.
•HLS.
' H L 1 .
' H L U . S V S 1 .
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* Fran Coatn aad Kmbi, tkra«s> 4 * * 3f7 t lh.
* Fran HL; cantar wmraUofth 6500A , FWSii 1380A (Moold'a ajntam).
* Fran CCD imaca by f -»T»~n; eantar wwrakngth 6600A, FWHM IOOOA (Gnnn'a ayatem).
' Fran Haitigan and Lada; eantar wavtkagtk 8300A, FWBM104SA (MbaM'a ayatam).
* From CCD hnaga by CampbaU; eantar wsfmlangtb.01OOA, FWHM1300A (Gnnn'i ayatcm).

larly incisive tools for the study of regions
in which low mass star formation is occurring.
The large number of sources found within a relati-
vely snail region, as well as their brightness
distribution, support low-mass star formation
models which predict fragmentation. The combina-
tion of high reddening ( and 3.07 urn absorption)
in the region of IBS 3 with the presence of
a bl-polar optical reflection nebula Indicates
a non spherical dust distribution reminiscent
of proto-stellar disk models.

Initial results from a further study of
IRS3 are reported here. In particular, we are
studying how the unresolved structure observed
at wavelengths as long as 2.2 urn might be explained
by scattering from the central source (cf. the
polarization study in Orion by Werner et al.
1983).

II OBSERVATIONS AND DATA-DEDUCTION

For the reduction of the observations we
utilise the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM), as
implemented by John Skilling. (Thanks to Keith
Home for making it available and useful conversa-
tions).

The inputs to this program are prepared
as follows:

• A raw data file for each colour.
We start with the data as supplied In ASCII

by the ESO IR data acquisition system. This
data is resorted and loaded into an SDAS format

L " array- u '" -CqL'Ire? ""•> the

central scan first, then senns with alternatingly
greater and smaller declination. Each scan was
positioned by offsetting the telescope by the
required amount in declination using a guide
star with the telescope guiding and offsetting
the guide probe appropriately. We feel that
this method of data acquisition is superior
as the effects of possible baseline shifts are
ameliorated, and the cumulative distorting effects
of guiding errors with blind offsets are eliminated.
Further the each scan was done in all bandpasses
(3 twice, H and K) before moving to the next
scan. This should eliminate many possible syste-
matic effects in the comparison of images of
different colours.

• A corresponding estimated file of variances.
This file was obtained by adding in quadrature

the estimated standard deviation as generated
by the data acquisition system from the repeatibill-
ty of the data, plus an error of three percent
of the absolute count level to account roughly
for photometric variability and telescope point-
ing variations, plus a constant to eliminate
the effect of small number statistics.

• An estimated Point Spread Function (PSF).
Considerable care was taken to fit the

observed PSF accurately. By fitting rather than
using the measured PSF, we are able to simultaneous-
ly satisfy the requirements of zero total integral
for the PSt , arbitrarily fine sampling, perfect
centering with respect to tfte pixel grid, and
an asymptotic approach to zero in all directi-
ons. The functional form assumed was that the
PSF was the difference of two equal, radially
symmetric, functions displaced by the throw
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Figure 2. The top panel shows a Gunn z CCD_
image due to Bel Campbell. The scale is 2 "
per pixel. The three remaining panels show
our 3.6 m ESO/InSB observations in their
original (chopped) form. The lowest contours
shown are at 3, 2 and 0.8 X of the peak sig-
nal for J, H and K, respectively.

the data. In our particular case, we know from
the Campbell red CCD images that there are point
sources in our images at the positions marked
3, 3', 9, 10 4c 14 in Figure 2. We estimate the
magnitude of these point contributions by an
algorithm similar to CLEAN, but modified to remove
the most pointlike (defined by the cross-correlat-
ion with the PSF) rather than the strongest source
at each stage of the Iteration. After the proces-
sing Is complete (with no correlation greater
than that one gets with a random image), only
point sources corresponding to know stars In
the CCD frame are retained. The default linage
is completed by adding a constant background
sized to be consistent with the noise level in
the input image.

The HEM program Is then run until it converges-
Chl-squared becomes equal to it's expectation
value, and the entropy of the image relative
to the default is simultaneously maximised.
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of 4 pixels (8 arcsec). A (log) radial function
was fitted at nine suitably selected points.
To determine the magnitude of the positioning
error along the scan direction, we allowed each
scan line to be individually shifted in the
fitting procedure. We estimate the accuracy of
the inter-scan positioning as 0.2 pixels r.m.s.
The fits were found to be substantially wavelength
independent, and also demonstrated that the
throw was accurate and stable.

• A 'default' image.
Our data has a large dynamic range as

reguired to pick up the relatively faint exten-
ded emission. This poses a particular challenge
as any deconvolution procedure has difficulty
in generating both accurate photometry on unresol-
ved sources as well as an accurate, artifact
free, estimate of any slowly-varying extended
emission. MEM as implemented by Dohn Skilling
has been extended to take advantage of a-priori
information which must be supplied as a default
image. Roughly speaking MEM finds the minimum
change necessary to this image in order to fit
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Abstract

The ptesent-day mass function (PDHF) of field stars In the solar neighborhood Is
discussed. Major uncertainties In the derivation exist. In particular the lumlnoslty-
nass relation and th« boloantrlc corrections. Consequently, it Is not clear whether
the PDHF turns over at very low masses (H < 0.3 H Q ) , and the slope at the high-mass
end (H > 10 MQ) is nor* uncertain than usually assumed. The reality of two features
in the PDHF (at H " 1.2 % and M » 3 % respectively) is an open question. Next, the
concept of a bloods1 IMF is critically examined. Both Gtisten and Mezger's (1983) and
Larson's (1986) binodal nodels nay run Into probleas. If the effects of high-mass
stars prevent low-mass stars from forming, the term "biassed IHF" is a better
description of the situation than "bimodal IMF". The IMF is probably not universal;
reported IMF variations in open clusters and globular clusters are unlikely to be
spurious. Finally the physics of the IHF is discussed. The fact that the mass of a
star in the making depends on many random-valued (multiplicative) input parameters
suggests a stochastic rather than a deterministic approach for the origin of the IHF.

I. Introduction

What is the IHF? Why is there such a neod to know
it? How well do we know it? Is it a universal func-
tion or does it vary from place to place and time to
time? These are some of the questions that will be
addressed in this brief review. In particular, the
question whether the IHF is bimodal will be discussed
(see also the recent review by Scalo 1987). Finally,
some factors concerning the theory of the IHF will be
discussed.

II. Why care about the IHF

Over the last few years the Initial Mass Function
(IHF) entered an ever increasing number of astrophys-
ical publications. This is because the IHF, loosely
defined as the function that describes how many more
low-mass stars, are born than high-mass stars is a
vital ingredient to interpret the increasing amount
of observational data on star forming regions and
galactic evolution, including starburst regions. As
is widely recognized, the IMF is the link between the
local processes of star formation and the understand-
ing of global properties of stellar populations (both
star clusters and galaxies as a whole).

Although a good theory of star formation and the
IHF does not yet exist, it is clear that some theo-
retical guidance how star formation processes and
therefore the IMF might change under a range of
conceivable or observed conditions is necessary. For
example, one would like to know whether the IHF may
be expected to be different at different galacto-
centric distances or near the Galactic Center and how
the IHF behaved at different galactic epochs or in
the proto-Galaxy.

It would also be of great Interest to predict a
priori in which sense and to what extent the solar
neighborhood IHF mist be modified to describe star-
burst galaxies or giant extragalactlc HII regions
(e.g. H 82 or 30 Dor in the LHC). Knowledge of sys-
tematic trends of the IHF with the heavy element
abundance (dust-to-gas ratio) on one hand and the
rate of massive star formation (intensity of the UV
radiation field) on the other would be extremely
useful, since it would allow to stake more reasonable
physical assumptions about the IMF beyond the sim-
plest ones (i.e. power laws with constant slope and
fixed lower and upper mass limit) which often lead to
erroneous conclusions. For example, the Lye produc-
tion rate and Che total luminosity in a starburst
system depend on the adopted IHF and its normalisa-
tion constant; thus the choice of the IMF parameters
and the normalisation are not independent of each
other; however, if we knew the slope of the upper IHF
from spectroscopic observations we could calculate
the normalisation constant as well as the upper oass
limit. Then we could calculate the total present star
formation rate as a function of the lower mass limit;
and, if we had a theory for the latter, the present
star formation rate could be determined from observa-
tions (Kennicutt 1983, Gallagher et al. 1984).

We would also wish to be able predict the IHF in
giant molecular clouds (GHC) where most stars in our
Galaxy and probably other galaxies appear to form. It
is not known, however, whether the volume and life-
time of a typical GHC define a sufficiently stable
average In space and tlae to give an invariant,
large-scale IHF. It is possible that the IHF differs
from one GMC to another and that only the superposi-
tion of the IHFs of a number of GHCs with somewhat
different masses and lifetimes define the true IMF at
a particular galacto centric distance.
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III. The present-day ir*s» function (PBNF)

In what follows 1 win concentrate on the field
stars of the solar neighborhood. I will discuss the
PDMF rather than the IMF since unlike the IMF the
PDMF Is free from any assumptions about tho past star
formation history. Therefore the PDMF Is safer ground
than the IMF to begin with.

1. Relation between PDMF and IMF

The PDMF is the frequency distribution of main-
sequence stars as a function of nass per unit area of
the galactic disk that are presently observed by star
counts. That is, the PDMF represents the observed
luminosity function in the visual (corrected for
non-main sequence stars) projected onto the galactic
disk and transformed into a mass function by neans of
multiplying by the derivative of the main-sequence
luminosity-mass relation:

dN dN
PDMF -

dlogK dlogLy dlogM
X disk scalehelght

The disk-scaleheight is different for stars of dif-
ferent mass, and is most sensitive to mass in the
range 1-2 MQ, the same range which is critical Co
deriving the past star formation rate (see Scalo
1986).

The IMF is related to the PDMF by a mass-depen-
dent scalefactor that allows for the fact that a
fraction of all those stars that have a main-sequence
lifetime shorter than the age of the disk are missing
in the PDMF (see Scalo 1986 for details). This scale-
factor must be applied when one intends to compare
the intermediate and high-mass mass functions of
field stars and young clusters. It follows that for
young clusters with a coeval stellar population the
cluster PDMF is the same as the cluster IMF (except
for the most massive stars that have already left the
main sequence); for field stars with main-sequence
lifetimes larger than the age of the disk the PDMF
also represents the IMF as long as the IMF is time-
independent (this is usually assumed but nay not be
the case; e.g. the lower-mass Halt may have In-
creased with cosmic time due to metal enrichment).
For a starburst of age Tb (age - time since the burst
started in the past) the PDMF Is noj; the IMF for
stars more massive than Mb, where Hj, is the stellar
mass that corresponds to a main-sequence lifetlne Tb

(Mb=20 Mo for Tb-10
7 yr while %*>6 MQ for Tb-10

8 yr).

2. Discussion of Scalo's (1987) PDMF

The solar neighborhood is the only region for
which we can actually determine the IDMF of low-mass
stars directly. It is froa this basis that we extra-
polate the low-mass PDMF to more remote regions.
Regarding high-mass stars, the PDMF in the solar
neighborhood is also the reference point with which
star counts of high-sass In distant parts of the
Galaxy and In the nearby galaxj.es are compared.
Therefore It Is important to assess how veil deter-
mined the local FDHF is. He will see that there are
serious uncertainties even in the solar vicinity
which are not always fully appreciated.

Fig. 1 shows the FDHF as determined by Scalo
(1987). Notice that the ratio of the number of low-
mass stars (0.2-0.A Mg) per pc* to the number of
high-mass stars (20-40 MQ) per pc^ is of the order
10°. Fig. 1 Is an update of the graph presented in
Scalo (1986). I will discuss to what extent we can be
certain about the various features In Fig. 1.

Flg.J. Present day mass function of main sequence
stars (from Scalo 1987).

I will begin at the low-mass end and will work
towards the higher mass**. Then, the first question
Is: Does the PDMF really turn over for M < 0.3 % as
Indicated by Fig. 1? I believe we cannot be certain
for the following reason: Although the luminosity
function within 25 pc of the Sun seeas to be complete
to as faint a magnitude as H^IS.5 (Reid and Gllmore
1982, Wielen et al. 1983), the luminosity-nass rela-
tion for stars approaching the minimum hydrogen
burning mass is dangerously tricky and not fully
established, and the conversion of the luminosity
function into the PDMF depends on the derivative of
the luminosity-mass relation.

600

|

I
200

-0.1 -0.4 0.0 QA

Log M/M.

Fig. 2. Luminosity function (histogram) and
mass function (dots) of nearby stars. The
width of each bin in the luminosity function
corresponds *o an Interval AM, = 1. It Is
seen that, although the luminosity function
is failing for very-low mass stors, the IP.̂ SS
function keeps rising (from D'Antona 1986).
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The problem has boon studied In detail by
D'Antona and Maasltallt (1983, 1985) vino give refer-
ences co previous work on the luminosity-mass rela-
tion. 1 strongly recoimend Co read those two paperr..
In face, D'Antona (19S6) calculated that a luminosity
function that turns over can produce a steep IMF much
like the Salpeter-IMF because of the nonlinear way
the logL-logM relation bnhavos at very low masses.
Her result Is roproduced In Fig. 2 here. Note that
Miller and Scale- <1979) used a linear logL-logM
relation which explains why their IMF flattens fol-
lowing the behaviour of the luminosity function (see
the comments by Scalo 1986, p. 53/54).

The uncertainty in the luminosity-mass relation
arises because for very low-mass stars which are
fully eonvective the stellar structure and the lumi-
nosity generated by the p-p burning In the center
depend very sensitively on the conditions at the
surface of the star. The molecular opacity in the
cool atmosphere (largely due to CO, H2O, and TiO) and
the structure of the superadiabatic convection zone
(determined by the opacity, equation of state includ-
ing dissociation of molecular hydrogen and Coulomb
corrections, and the nixing length) are the crucial
ingredients chat determine the luminosity. These
ingredients are complicated and therefore uncertain;
in particular, the opacity in the high density-low
temperature regime is very uncertain since no calcu-
lations exist and extrapolations must be used. Fig. 1
of D'Antona and Hazzitelli (1983) and Fig. 2 of
D'Antona and Mazzitelli (1985) show the bolometric
luninoslty-aass relation for M < 0.6 HQ for solar
abundance resulting fron thoir calculations, and also
show that the theoretical relation agrees with the
visual binary data from Popper (1980). The two low-
aass spectroscopic binaries (YY Gem and CM Dra, p.
131 Ibid.), too, fall right on the curve but since
these are fast rotators with correspondingly strong
surface magnetic fields and large star spots (Rltter,
priv. comnun.) they may not be representative for the
field populaton of M-dvarfs if these are mostly
single stars.If the fraction of binaries among the
low-mass stars is large, the luminosity function and
PDMF must be corrected for unresolved binaries but
the effect is minor compared with the uncertainty of
the luminosity-mass relation (see Piskunov and Mal-
kov, this volume) .

Sinca H-dwarfs are very old on average, it may
not be proper to use a luainosity-mass relation
derived for solar abundance since the metallicity
anist have been lower in the past. This effect nay not
be negligible since a decrease in the metallicity
implies a decrease in the opacity which increases the
boloaetric luminosity at a given mass and steepens
the luminosity-mass relation (cf. Fig. 5 In D'Antona
and Hazzitelli 1982). The boloaetric correction for
late M-dvarfs Is also a major problem. Molecular
opacity in the stellar atmospheres shifts the energy
distribution of cool stars more and more from the
visible into the infrared, resulting in large bolo-
aetric corrections which depend nonlinearly on metal-
licity.

while the theory of very low mass stars is im-
proving, more observations of very low mass stars are
required to check the stellar and atmospheric models.
A recent article by Liebert and Probst (1967) reviews
many of the problems related to very low-mass stars.

A rising PDMF of very low mass objects has been
claimed by Hawkins (1986) whose luminosity function
derived from very deep UK Schaidt plates in the R
band start to decrease at R-12 till R-15 (which re-
flects the cessation of hydrogen burning) but then
increases again at R-15.5 possibly due to the
existence of r multitude of Brown dwarfs. Suffice it
to say that tha laaue is not settled yet at present.
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l"he next question is: is ! he knun ,u M~) .' a,
(which in caused by a dip nt H~ 0.8 M̂ ,) renlv I <lo
not know. The dip at rt^O. 8 M^ is a consequence ot «
dip In the luminosity function (Wlelen 1')".. L'pprcn
and Arsnandroff 1981) and the use of a constant slope
of the logL-logM relation. Hazzitelli (1972), how-
ever, has long argued thai the mass -function is
monotonous, and the dip or plateau in the luminosity
function is Introduced by a change in the derivative
of the mass-luminosity relation in this region caused
by a mixture of different chemical compositions. At
any rate, It is safe to conclude that the PDMF In the
range 0.6 MQ to 1.0 Kg, becomes flatter Chan a Sal-
peter power law. I used to take this fact as a hint
that the log-normal Miller-Scalo-IMF might be correct
but now I am not so sure since the IMF might steepen
again towards the very low mass end cf the main
sequence and beyond.

If the feature at M=1.2 MQ IS real, it has
profound implications. It could either be due to the
IMF itself (in which case the IMF vould have a sec-
ondary mode) or due to e. burst of star formation in
the Galaxy 5-lo' yr ago (corresponding to the
lifetime of a 1.2 MQ star). The latter hypothesis is
favored by Scalo (1987) because he feels he has
independent evidence for such a burst (viz. the age
distribution of FG stars derived from the chromo-
spheric activity and the age distribution derived
fron Li abundances in red giants). Alternatively, it
might be investigated whether the feature results
from a log-normal IMF that has evolved continuously
over galactic times (i.e. a superposition of time-
dependent log-normal distributions).

A further question is: is the feature at M=*3 MQ
real? Again I don't know. It ultimately derives from
the luminosity functions compiled by Fiskunov et al.
(1979) and Vereschtschagin (1982); it is also indi-
cated by a factor of 2 deficiency of late-type A
stars in the HR-diagram for stars within 100 pc from
the sun (Houk and Fesen 1978), although this defi-
ciency may be unrelated to stellar mass and merely
reflect a singularity of a particular spectral-type
(Gallagher, priv. commun.). If the feature is real,
again there are two options: either we blame the IMF
itself (yet another node) or the star formation rate
had yet another peak (3-108 yr ago corresponding to
the main sequence lifetime of a 3 HQ star). Again
Scalo (1967) favors the latter option and points out
that this and the much earlier burst are quite syn-
chronous with bursts inferred for the IMC so that
perhaps both events were triggered by a close inter-
action of the LMC and the Galaxy. If I understand
correctly, Mezger (this volume, comcent following C.
'Norman's summary) envisages the possibility that the
3 MQ feature could also be an imprint of the last
spiral ana passage of the solar neighborhood if in a
spiral arm only stars more massive than 3 MQ are made
(cf. Glisten and Mezger 1983). However, It appears
that the last time the Sun was in the arm region was
6-10' yr ago judging from the age of Gould's belt
(Elaegreen, priv. conn.). I conclude that the issue
is not resolved at present.

The last question is: how well do we know the
PDMF for massive stars? Perhaps surprisingly, the
answer is: not very well at all (see Scalo 1986, p.
33-36 and 55/56). This is important since any sizable
uncertainty in the PDMF translates into a similar
uncertainty of the upper IMF, and a large number of
observations relate to the slope of the high-mass IMF
and the upper mass limit. For example, the Lye pro-
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ductlon rate and total luminosity of star forming
regions depend sensibly on Chase parsnacera, and we
aust simply reaewber that the uncertainty In the IMF
slope x for the field stars U extrenely large
(x-l,5±Q.5 Is probably a realistic estimate; for
comparison x-1.35 la the Salpeter-slope). Unresolved
binaries near the upper nasa Holt are a major source
of error, particularly since these binaries are
observed to cone with aasa ratios close to unity
(Garnany et al. 1980). I conclude a canonical slope
of the upper IMF la not established! The "observed"
slope depends In part on stellar evolution theoryI If
progress Is Co be nade, people should agroe on a
standard set of theoretical evolutionary tracks and
ness loss parameters to facilitate lnter-conparlson
of the results. Also backwaralng from photons back-
scattered by stellar winds should be included (Kud-
rltzkl. prtv. coan.).

IV- Bl«odtl INF or blaasad IMFT

The notion of a blnodal IMF has attracted consid-
erable attention In the recent literature, largely
due to the proposition made by Gusten and Me7ger
(1983) and by Larson (1986). These authors had,
hovsver, different- points of view attached to the
term "bioodal". Olsten and Hezger, primarily moti-
vated to explain the observed radial glactic abun-
dance gradient, suggested that low-mass star forma-
tion is suppressed in spiral arms compared to the
lnterarn regions, following earlier suggestions by
Hezger and Smith (1977). On the other hand Larson
(1986), In an atteapt to solve the local missing mass
problem by adding white dwarf remnants, took up and
refined Schmidt's (1963) idea of an IMF variable with
galactic epoch such that relatively more high-mass
stars are formed early-on. Thus Mezger and Gosten's
model relies on spatial IMF variations while Larson's
is based on temporal variations.

Both models are bimodal In the sense that the
total IHF is split into the sum of two parts: a
low-mass mode with an IMF extending over the whole
range of stellar masses and a high-mass node with a
truncated IHF of the same slope whose amplitude
depends on position or time (Fig. 3, Fig. 4). This
would seem like an artificial distinction were it nov.
for the vague claim that there is also a distinction
in the physics of star formation: "spontaneous" vs.
"induced" star formation is the distinction made by
Glisten and Mezger, while Larson draws a line between
star formation in cold dark clouds vs. hot molecular
clouds.

While a bimodal IMF is an interesting working
hypothesis to account for certain observations, in-
ciapendent evidence is desirable that the concept is
correct. For example, radial inflow in the galactic
disk rather than a yield variable with position could
explain cl~e radial Galactic abundance gradient (Lacey
and Fall 1985). The local aisslng mass problem may
also be solved without resorting to white dwarf rem-
nants (Rana 1987), or may not even exist.

Therefore we ask for observable predictions de-
riving from Gasten and Mezgar's or Larson's bimodal
IMF, and whether the predictions agree with the ob-
servations.

GQsten and Mezger's model would predict no low-
mass objects In IRAS OB clusters embedded in molecu-
lar clouds located In the main spiral arms. M R 2 pm
CCD arrays will be able to test this prediction In
the rear future. Glisten and Mezger would not predict
radial abundance gradients in flocculent disk galax-
ies; however, gradients are observed.

Larson's model is also in trouble. Apart from the
claim that the numerous old white dwarfs have cooled
fast enough to be invisible now, it would predict a

interarm S
NJ R S

log mass

Fig.3. Schematic Illustration of Cu'sten and
Mezger's (1983) bimodal IMF hypothesis. The
higher-mass mode operates only In the spiral
arrus with a relative amplitude that decreases
with increasing galactocentric distance R
(from Scalo, 1987).

factor 2-3 too much oxygen if all massive stars ex-
plode a* suparnovae. Larson avoids the probalam by
assuming stars more massive than 15 Kg do not ex-
plode. Furthermore, in Larson's model not enough
deuterium would be destroyed to reduce the hot big
bang value to the observed value in the Interstellar
medium (Vangionl-Flam and Audouze 1987). Larson's
model could be saved if his high-mass mode was trun-
cated at »1 MQ rather than «t =2 Kg (cf. Ibid., model
Illb), while Gusten and Mezger's model would escape
the problem with flocculent disks If it were large
cloud masses rather than the spiral arms that cause
the suppression of low-mass star formation, as sug-
gested above. It would also be interesting to reana-
lyse Gilsten and Mezger's model if their high-mass
mode was truncated at =1 MQ rather than at 2-3 KQ.

log mass

Fig.*. Schematic ilJustratlon of Larson's 11986)
bimodal IHF hypothesis. The relative amplitude
of the higher-mass mode decreases with time
(from Scalo, J987).
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Gusten and Mezger's (1983) and Larson's (1986)
concept of biaodal star foraation could be unified In
one picture If the characteristic mass of star forwa-
tion at a given place and Cine were sluply an In-
creasing function of the star formation rata of
aassive scars (Sealo 1987, Larson 1987). This would
have laportanc implications for starbursc sygceas. It
would predict a negative feedback on the consuaption
rate of Interstellar natter turned Into stars so that
the starburst would not use up the entire gas supply
In the system. The Ides nay also have a strong bear-
ing on the origin and evolution of the Hubble se-
quence (Sandage 1986. Silk 1987; see also Uyse and
Silk 1987). The new picture would automatically
combine the advantages of either of the two biaodal
nodeIs. Now. if Indeed there Is only ore aode with a
characteristic aass that varies continuously, I agree
with Scalo (1987) that there is reason to abandon the
tens "blaodal star formation"; I propose to replace
it by the expression "biassed star forracion*.

If star formation were truly biaodal, one would
nut axpect the IHF slopes to be the sane for the
high-and low-nass node in the range of masses where
both IHFs overlap (i.e. for the upper IHFs), yet this
is the case for both (Maten and Hezger's aodel »»
well as Larson's aodel. It seeas they iaplicltly
accepted that there Is soae similarity between the
processes of star formation in the two modes. This
similarity Is better described by "biassed" than by
•biaodal" star fc-natlon.

I believe the hew terminology is also appropria-
te; for it is the conditions biassed by a high forma-
tion rnte of aassive stars and the associated effects
(heating, turbulence, lonlsation) that pronete the
formation of additional massive stars and suppress
the formation of low-mass stars. A small number of
low-mass stars nay still fora together with high-aass
stars, viz. by radiative implosion of cluaps (La Rosa
1983, Klein et al. 1986); however, most low-mass
stars form before the first aassive scars occur. For
example, in a giant molecular cloud, if low-mass
stars fora continuously with tine, the number of
low-mass stars which that particular cloud will
produce should depend strongly on the age of the
cloud at which it contracts the "disease" of massive
star formation. The sooner the high-aass stars form,
che less low-nass stars have a chance to form; thus
in the IHF of the cloud there will be a deficiency of
low-mass stars. Obviously, the question is: when does
the cloud begin to form high-mass stars? The answer
is not known but it seems safe to assuae that, for
sampling reasons, a larger cloud will on average fora
high-mass sfcars earlier. This is in line with the
observation that the mass of the most massive star of
a molecular cloud is well-correlated with the aass of
the cloud (Larson 1982). I conclude that there will
be a bias to suppress the formation of low-mass stars
in regions vhere cloud masses are known to be high
(e.g. in spiral arms) compared to regions where cloud
Basses are known to be lower (e.g. in the interarm
region). This argument supports Gttsten and Hezger's
claim without relying on "inducsd'star formation in
spiral arms and therefore without requiring star
formation to be "binodal". I believe the present idea
is close to wnat Herbig (1962) must have had in mind,
but I object to call it "binodal".

Theoreticians (cf. Larson 1987, Silk 1987) seem
to agree that ir is the strong temperature-dependence
of the Jeans mass which tends to aake the IHF biao-
dal. Where high tenperatures prevail, high-aass stars
fora; low-mass stars fora only in cold clouds. Fer-
rinl, Palla and Penco (1987) have, hovever, pointed
out that the high sensitivity of the Jeans aass to
the cloud temperature combined with the spread of
observed cloud tenperatures will prevent any clear-
cut bifurcation into two well-defined nodes; that is,
any critical mass vhere the transition between the

two radea Bight occur will be wiped out- 1 hasten to
arid that eonsequsntly tha feature «f »5 S Q In r'np
FDKF in Fig. I la, if re«l, probably not * feature
caused by the IMP but by « burst of scar for#Mi<m,
In agreenent with Scale's (1967) suggestion.

Finally, Shu, Adams and Mzano (1987), In their
recent review on star formation, have put forth
another physical quantity which could divide (rap/ten'
Cation and star formation Into two distinct Modes:
the nsss-to-aagrietlc flux ratio of a cloud, There i»
a critical ratio above which a cloud can concracc
Indefinitely with che magnetic flux frozen (super-
critical cloud), while a cloud with a raclu below the
critical value (suburltical cloud) will reach a mag-
neto.gravitational equilibrium configuration, and 1*
capable of star formation only If aabipolar diffusion
can occur in the densest parts of tha clo-,d.

Thus subcritical clouds are supposed to fora
low-mass stars and supercritical stars should fora
high-mass stars. Shu et al.'s bimoddl concept is
basad on the work of Heatel (1977), Houschovlaa
(1978), and Nakano (1979). Observational teats of the
hypothesis face the difficult problem of aeacuring
the strengths of magnetic fields In a variety of
molecular clouds. Differences In the observed content
of young scars In nearby dark clouds (Taurus, Ophiu-
chua; Lupus, Chaaaalaon) have bee interpreted along
those lines, but conclusions night be preaatura at
prasant since we arc dealing with pre-aain sequenc*
objects whose evolution is strongly tlua-dependant.

V. Optn clusters and globular clusters

1. Open clustera

Bergh and Shor (1960) have presented data showing
IHF turnover* near »1 Hg In soae old open clusters,
notably H67 and NCC 188. The effect Is aore pro-
nounced in the cluster core than in tha cuter regions
("corona") of the clusters. The clusters a Par
(Artyukhlna 1973), M39 (HcNaaara and Sanders 1977),
and NGC 3293 (Herbsc and Miller 1983) also show
low-aass turnovers. Taken at face value, these IMF
turnovers in open clusters Imply that at lease In

8

*

6

4

r

/
— • *

i i i

.12 .«

Fig.5. This figure suggests that the stellar
birthrate function near the Sun might consist
of two distinct components (from van den Bergh
1972).
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soc:e clusters the IMF differs significantly from the
fiald suu IMF indicating that there may be ^wo modes
of star forrcatiou ^van den Berg!\ 1972; nee Fig. 3).
This is similar to the bimodal IMF concept aificusstfd
here, and in fact would seem to support Gils ton and
Merger's mode), if the deficient clusters had formed
in one of the main spiral arms.

However, caution is in order, since for several
other clusters supposed to be deficient in low-mass
stars it later turned out after better observations
became available that the turnovers were spurious
(e.g. van Leuuwen 1980 for the Pleiades and Adams et
al. 1983 for NGC 2264). The problem was caused in
part by incompleteness of the star counts and, more
importantly, by ignoring mass segregation in the
clusters; i.e. the clusters typically exhibit a
core-corona structure (Kholopov 1969) with the bulk
of the low-mass stars sitting in the corona Since
these stars are difficult to detect even with careful
proper motion membership studies, a selection effect
in the low-mass IMF is readily introduced This and
related problems with the IMF of open clusters are
discussed in more detail in the reviews of Scalo
(1986) and Zinnecker (1986). If indeed there is a
lack of low-mass stars in some clusters that is
genetic and not a consequence of stellar dynamical
cluster evolution combined with tidal stripping of
the stars in the coronae, then I would be inclined to
interpret Larson's high-mass mode early-on in the
Galactic disk as nothing else but a high formation
rate of low-mass deficient clusters. This agrees with
van den Bergh's observation (1982) that conditions
giving rise to massive stars also give rise to clus-
ter formation. I conclude that, if anything, biraodal
star formation is intimately linked with the forma-
tion of star clusters. Apparently, there must be two
mech&nlsms of cluster formation, one that produces
bound clusters with many low-mass stars in quiescent
conditions (Elraegteen 1963, Elmegreen and Clemens
1985, Elmegreen 1985) and one that produces clusters
with few low-mass stars under conditions biassed by
the presence of adjacent massive stars; e.g. sub-
groups of expanding OB associations that may leave
behind an inner bound core (Carlberg and Hartwick
1981). Possible examples include the embedded low-
mass cluster in the Rho Ophiuchi dark cloud (Lada and
Milking 1986) and the Trapezium cluster in Orion
(Herbig and Tendrup 1986), respectively, although the
latter does contain stars of subsolar mass.

It has been suggested that low-mass stars in open
clusters would accrete left-over intra-cluster gas so
as to produce some clusters deficient in low-mass
stars (Ebert and Zinnecker 1981) but it seems more
likely that the deficient clusters result directly
from the fragmentation of dense molecular cores
heated from outside by a high FIR radiation field
(Larson 1987).

2. Globular clusters

McClure et al. (1986) have obtained deep CCD
frames ot several globular clusters with a wide range
of metallicities to study the main-sequence lumino-
sity functions of globular clusters as a function of
metallicity. They took theoretical power law IMFs
with slope x and transformed thase into theoretical
luminosity functions (using the evolutionary models
of van Bergh and Bell 1985) which were then compared
with the observed luminosity function. In this way
they found that the acre metal-poor clusters had a
steeper IMF. This is a startling result which, if
true, would have many important implications (e.g. on
the chemical yield and mass-to-light ratio), provided
a change in metallicity Is the cause (Zinnecher 1986)
and not the consequence (Smith and McClure 1986) of
the IMF variation. The sense of the efiect Is oppo-
site to the sense that is claimed to be observed for
the slope of the high mass IMF in giant extragalactlc

HII regions (Molnlck and Terlovlch, this volume) and
opposite to previous anaumptiona (Larson 1984).
However, there are two clustors (M30, NCC 639?) that
defy che trend, so the result may not be aa firm as
ir. looks. Mass. segregation weakens but doos not seom
to spoil the effect (Pryor et al. 1986); aoo Fig. 6.

I boliovo that most likely the McClure ot ul.
effect is real, since In the range of masses in
question (0.5-0.8 MQ) the boloraetrlc luminosity-mass
relation doss not soera to depend strongly on chemical
composition. Only for masses below 0.5 Mg, does the
chemical composition, In particular the presence or
absence of molecular hydrogen and the amount of he-
lium, have an effect on the lurlnosity-masd relation
(see Fig. 7 and Table 1 in Copeland et al. 1970).

VI. Theoretical Consideration!

A theory of the IMF must consider the physical
processes that influence the mass of a star In the
making. The mass of the final stellar object depends
on a number of parameters, such as the set of initial
and boundary conditions of the collapsing fragment.
The mass that the object will eventually acquire
depends on the combination of the actual values of
the parameters in a particular situation. In an
average over a sufficiently large number of situa-
tions the values of the parameters may be assumed to
be random (within certain limits), thus a stochastic
approach towards the origin of the IMF is indicated.
Since, in general, the mass of a protostellar frag-
ment is a multiplicative function of the relevant
parameters, the distribution of stellar masses is
generated by a random multiplicative process.

In the simplest case, the stellar mass would be
givun by the Jeans mass, Mj a n"x/2 T?'2, which
factorizes exactly into functions of density n and
temperature T. For n - 103 - 106 cm"3 and T - 10-50
K, i.e. for the typically observed range of density
and temperature in molecular clouds, one obtains Mj-

Flg.6. Observed (light circles) and segregation-
corrected (dark circles) mass-function exponents
plotted versus metallicity. Note that the
corrected exponents still show a trend with
metallicity. The lines go through the clusters
Wl Tuc and H 15, and are only meant to be illus-
trative of the trend (from Pryor et al., 1986).
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0.1-iOO Hg. I.e. the observed range of stellar
masses. However it is clear that things are not so
simple. There is more to the mass of a star than the
density and temperature of the parent cloud. The
amount of angular momentum and the strength of the
magnetic field associated with an unstable fragment
will also affect the stellar mass that will emerge
from the fragment. Either of the two will prevent a
fraction of the fragment mass to condense to a star,

Apart from these initial conditions, several
boundary conditions play a role, too. For example, a
dense gravitationally bound clump embedded in an HII
region will be exposed to radiative erosion and lose
some fraction of its mass. In other circumstances, an
embedded dense clump may gain mass from the surround-
ing molecular cloud. Tidal fields from a neighbouring
fragment or the rest of the cloud can inhibit a
fraction of a fragment mass from being accreted. The
chance proximity of a field star can also cause a
tidal effect, and a high nean stellar background mass
density, such as In a dense proto-cluster or in the
Galactic Center, cannot be ignored for gravitational
Instability (Loose and Fricke 1980).

Other aspects must be added: the timescale for
angular nonentun transport in a circumstellar disk
will determine the efficiency of the later stages of
accretion. If this timescale is rather long, a new
effect will interfere: ram pressure stripping of the
clrcunstellar disk. This is bound to happen once the
fragment starts to pick up a relative velocity with
respect to the surrounding cloud. The efficiency of
this process depends on the inclination of the disk
to the velocity vector and on the relative velocity
itself which in turn should depend on the position of
the object in the cloud.

Yet another process to change the initial frag-
ment mass is fragmentation. There are two possible
reasons that fragmentation will occur. First, a warm
Jeans-mass fragment may cool faster than collapse
time (once the heat source subsides) whence it will
fragment into a multiple system (part of which may or
may not merge again). Second, a coid rapidly rotating
fragment may rotate too fast whence It will break up
into a binary system (see Kiguchi et al. 1987 and
Boss 1987).

These are but a few important multiplicative
processes that contribute to the dispersion of stel-
lar masses at birth. (Others such as pre-maln
sequence winds for low-mass stars and radiation
pressure for high-mass stars have not been mentioned
but should also be included.) One can then write the
following factorial formula for the final mass K* to
be acquired by a protostar:

M* - f l • f 2 • f 3 • f 4

where Mj is a characteristic mass (e.g. the Jeans
mass in the parent cloud) and the f-factors corre-
spond to the various random mass loss and mass gain
parameters discussed above. Taking the log of the RHS
turns the product Into a sun of random variables.
Since there are many v^ricbles, the sum is distrib-
uted like a Gaussian (accenting to thrf Central Limit
Theorem); therefore the log of the LHS, i.e. M*, is
distributed like a Gaussian, and consequently M*
Itself obeys a log-normal attribution (I.e. a Gaus-
sian in log-mass). The Mill'<r-Scalo IMF for the solar
neighbourhood Is indeed such a log-noraal distribu-
tion. It has been derived theoretically along similar
lines out with a different physical concept in mind,
viz. hierarchical fragmentation (Zinnecker 1984,
Eloegreen and Hathieu 1983; see also Elmegreen 1985
for an excellent discussion). Perhaps the present
concept Is more realistic than the previous one,
since observations do not support many stages of
hier.rchical fragmentation. This alternative to

hierarchical fragmentation was already outlined In
Zinnocker (1985).

Although the present approach cannot bo the full
story, especially if the IMF is somewhat different
from a log-normal, the resulting distribution Is a
valid approximation to explain the field star IMF and
suggests that a stochastic rather than a determinis-
tic approach Is appropriate. However, It Is possible
that there is a separate additional process for
high-mass star formation (viz. "accumulation", as
discussed by Larson 1982) which is more of a deter-
ministic natuve and produces a power-law IMF (Silk
and Takahashi 1979, Zinnecker 1982). Then star forma-
tion and the IMF would indeed be blmodal, defined by
a stochastic (log-normal) mode and by a deterministic
(power-law) mode.
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DISCUSSION

C. NORMAN: Your central limit theorem idea
for the IMF throws away all the physics!!

H. ZItfNECKER: This i s not quite so. The phy-
sics is in the mass of the peak and in the
dispersion of the log-normal distribution.
The physics i s not thrown away but convolved
with a multitude of initial/boundary condi-
tions.

G. LYdGA: Have you any view on the reported
differences in IMF between the inner and
outer galaxy?

H. ZldNfiCKER: I have not looked Into this
difficult problem in sufficient detail as to
be able to make a convincing judgement.

G. LYrfGA: Would you expect such differences
because of different conditions of star fo-
mation?

H. ZINNECKER: Yes, I would expect differen-
ces, mainly due to an expected radial galacto-
centric gradient in the dust-to-gas-ratio.
This ratio should be lower in the outer ga-
laxy, and I therefore expect that the upper
mass limit should be higher further out,
while the characteristic lower mass might be
lower further out. In other words: the range
of masses formed may be larger in the outer
galaxy than in the inner galaxy.

DE IJOORE: In connection with the idea that
the IMF should be metallicity dependent,
have star counts been performed into the
direction of the galactic center and towards
the anticenter regions where Z is different
or is this just not possible because you
cannot observe a sufficiently large amount
of stars?

H. ZINNECKER: Only OB stars are bright
enough, to be counted at substantial distan-
ces from the Sun. However, counts of B
stars already start to become Incomplete
i f the distance exceeds ~ 1 kpc and for 0
star counts incompleteness sets in beyond
a distance of around 3 kpc. Therefore, only
the O stars cover a large enough, range of
galacto-centric radii that meaningful
differences in star counts towards the cen-
ter and the anticenter are observable. Ger-
many, Ccnti, and Chiosi (1982, Ap. J) have
presented evidence that relatively more
high-mass stars are formed at smaller ga-
lacto-centric radii. However, Humphreys
and Me Elroy (1984, Ap. J) attribute this
result to selection effects and claims
that the data actually favour an IMF con-
stant with galacto-centric position.

P. ME2GBR: I have no objection to your defi-
nition of bimodal star formation, viz. that
the major difference between spontaneous
star formation (e.g. in the interarm region)
and induced star formation (e.g. in main
spiral arms) i s that in the latter case the
formation of low-mass stars is suppressed.
From observations of giant HIT regions in
main spiral arms we know that there al l 0
bt'Ms of an association reach the MS at the
same time while in associations in the in-
terarm region the time when 0 stars of a
subgroup (e .g . in the Orion association )
reach the MS may differ by as much as se-
veral 106 yr. If you look for a physical
explanation between spontaneous and induced
star formation the relative time of forma-
tion of 0 stars may play a major role: In
the case of spontaneous star formation low-
mass stars form for an extended period until
star formation ends with the formation of
massive stars. In the case of induced star
formation high and low mass stars form con-
currently but high mass stars will reach the
MS within a short time compared to the pre-
MS evolution time of low-mass stars, and due
to their interaction with the surrounding
gas may suppress the formation and evolution
of low-mass stars.
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WHAT IS THE IMF OF FAINT STARS ?

A. E. Piskunov, 0. Yu. Malkov

Astronomical Council USSR Aoad. Sci. 48 Pjatnitskaya s t r . , Moscow, 109017 USSR

A number of effects which can affect the low-mass IMF derived from the
local luminosity function i s studied. We consider an influence of unresolved
b inar ies , var iat ions in fine s t ruc ture of mass-luminosity re la t ion , BC-scale,
chemical composition, and evolution of brown dwarfs. The mass-luminosity r e -
la t ion i s found to be the main factor defining the IMF. As analysis shows, d i f -
ferent theore t i ca l r e l a t ions calculated for Pop I composition r e s u l t in dif-
ferent IMFs /from a power law, to a lognormal one/. The presence a t fa in tes t
magnitudes /Mv > 20""/ of a large number of brown dwarfs, slowly evolving with
decreasing luminosity, leads to the depletion of the luminosity function for
both lognormal and power IMFs.

1. Introduction

As i t i s well known, the local lumino-
si ty function (LF) i s the only observation-
al base for reconstructing the i n i t i a l mass
function (IMF) of faint s tars Mv > 5m . At
present, i t is generally believed that the
relation between the LF and the IMF for
these stars is given by a simple equation

y>(M) = K f[m(M)] |dlogm/dM| , / I /

where if and f are the LF and the IMF, m
is a star mass in solar units, M is an ab-
solute magnitude, m(M) is a mass-luminosity
relation (MLR) , and K is an appropriate nor-
malization parameter. According to Miller
and Scalo /1979/, who used Eq. / I / as well
as an empirical luminosity function and the
mass-luminosity relation, the IMF at faint
magnitudes can be described by a lognormal
function. This result has gained general ac-
ceptance, and several theoretical models re-
producing the lognormal IMF have been sug-
gested /see e.g. Zinneker, 1984/. However,
there is another point of view on the prob-
lem. D*Antona and Mazzitelli /1985, 1986/
who constructed a theoretical mass-luminosity
relation conclude that the local LF is com-
patible with Salpeter power-low IMF.

In his extensive review, Scalo /1986/
discusses inost of the uncertainties in con-
structing the IMF. In the present paper we
discuss several additional effects which
can introduce some systematic bias in the low-
mass IMF. One of them is related to the local
luminosity function, the other effects - to
the LF - IMF conversion procedure, or to a
proper interpretation of brown dwarf evolu-
tion.

In Section 2 we discuss an influence of
unresolved binaries on the shape of the lo-
cal LF in an attempt to realize LO what ex-
tent the LFs for unresolved Systems and the
components may differ. In Section 3 we com-
pare IMFs derived from the local LF by means
of various theoretical MLRs, to see how the
differences between them may change the re-

su l t ing IMF. At l a s t , in Section 4 we con-
s ider a re la t ion between the LF, the IMF,
and the s t a r formation h i s to ry , when ap-
pl ied to brown dwarfs.

2. Unresolved Binaries

The main point of the effect i s the
following. The in tegra l l igh t of the systeir
i s attached t o a single s t a r , while the
fa in tes t component i s excluded from the
statistics. The effect is described by the
equati on.

i

V»(M) = / ^ ( ) ] dq +

(q) dM2/dM dq

where ^ , and <p2
 are luminosity functions

of the components and of the systems, cor-
respondingly. We suppose a l l s tars to be un-
resolvea binaries, and use for <f2 data from
Scalo /1986/ and Wielen /1983/. Multiple
systems are not considered. M̂  (M2) is an
integrated magnitude of a system with a p r i -
mary /secondary/ component having the magni-
tude M. For calculation of M ,̂ or M2, we
use the MLR based on the data from Scalo
/1986/ and D'Antona and Mazzitelli /1982/.
nj (q) i s the distribution of the systems

over q - a mass ra t io of the components.
As t (q) is not known from observations, we
suppose i t not to depend on M. Different ij
are conridered. Mjnin i s the absolute magni-
tude of the brightest s tar . Nonzero v=<lue
of q0 implies the absence of s t . r t brighter
than Mmin-

The f i r s t te 'n Eq. / 2 / is due to pr i -
maries, the sec ..: ne - to secondaries.
The expression i.-. fj in the range of magni-
tudes Mmin, Mmin + XO.m75 is sl ightly
different but is beyond the d. scussion, as
we regard the falrit stars only.
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Fig. 1. The effect of unresolved binaries
on the luminosity function: a - the init ia l
LF /systems/; b - case i , ^(q) = <f(g-i} »
c - case 2, <̂ (q) 5 i j d - case 3, (̂q) =
const (1-q) * •

Fig. 1. shows luminosity functions f±,
calculated for three important cases. 1/
equal mass component approximation, 2/
uniform distribution of the systems over q,
3/ small-q systems approximation. As i t i s
seen from Fig. 1, unresolved binaries have
relatively small effect on the brighter star
LFm /»v < *m/- In t^e magnitude range 4m<
M < 20° V4 is similar to f2# and exeeds
i t without changing the shape, the maximum
slightly shifted faintward. The effect i s
different, for different if , and is the
strongest for case 4, when maximum is
shifted by O.m75, and <f^ at maximum is by
factor of two larger than V*2- I n cases 2
and 3 the effect i s weaker. At the faintest
magnitudes /Mv > 2&1/ the situation is
drastically different. <f± exeeds ifi by
order of magnitude (at Mv » 24a) or even
more. When low-q systems present, ip± in-
creases more noticeably than in case <i.

Since our estimates are made under the
most favourable for the effect conditions
/ a l l stars are unresolved systems/, the real
influence of binaries i s weaker. We conclude
therefore that for brighter stars /Mv <
20"°/ the effect cannot strongly affect the
IMF; for fainter stars our conclusions are
not so reliable.

3. LF - IMF Trans f omati ons

a/ The Mass-Luminosity Relation

As i t can be seen from Eg. / I / , the MLR
plays an important role in the LF to the IMF
conversion. Since the derivative of the MLR
is present in Eq. / I / , i t i s of great import-
ance to know MLR fine structure. Unfortuna-
tely, observational data on low - luminosity
star masses are very poor. Therefore an em-
pirical MLR i s to be very uncertain at faint
magnitudes, and the resulting IMF - to be
distorted after making use of a smoothed out
MLR with artif it ial ly reduced derivative in

-3-

-Z-

-I-

i
t
t

i

•

o.i o.t o.b oj m

Fig. 2. Theoretical mass-luminosity relati-
ons. S - Sienkiewicz /1982/, G - Grossman
e.a. /1974/, D - D'Antona and Mazzitelli
/1982/, N - Neece /1984/, H - Hoxie /197O/,
V - Vandenberg e.a. /1983/, C - Cope land
e.a. /197O/. Dots - observational data from
Popper /198O/, Svechnikov e.a. /1982/, and
D Antona and Kazzitelli /1985/.

absolute value. An alternative i s to use the
theoretical MLR. Several fairly detailed
theoretical sequences of low-mass Pop I stars
have been published by different authors.
This enables us to study the problem of
stability of the resulting IMF with re~
spect to variations in MLR fine structure.

A reasonable agreement between present-
day theoretical models and observational
data can be inferred from the inspection of
Fig. 2. All theoretical relations fall into
the empirical band. The difference between
the curves can be attributed mainly to un-
certainties in the current theory of s te l -
lar structure.

Using MLRs, plotted in Fig. 2, LF from
Scalo /1986/, and Eq. / I / , we construct a
number of IMFs as shown in Fig. 3. The most
striking feature i s a great variety of IMFs,
derived on a base of quite similar /from
the point of observations/ MLRs. There are
IMFs with Salpeter-like slopes produced by
MLRs of Cope land e.a. /198O/, D'Antona
and Mazzitelii /1982/, Hoxie /197O/, or
flatter IMFs with irregular features /Van-
denberg e .a . , 1933/, and finally, a f lat ,
pedestal-like IMF /Grossman e.a"., 1974/.

The experiment we have made show than
the procedure usualy used for low-mass IMF
construction is unstable against sma..i
/within the limits of accuracy of observa-
tional data/ variations of the HLR. Kence.
use of an empirical relation badly known at
faintest-magnitudes may lead to a strongly
affected IMF.
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Fig. 3. Init ial mass functions derived with
different mass-luminosity relations. Desig-
nations are the same as in Fig. 2. For Van-
denberg e.a. /198 3/ data the influence of a
chemical composition and BC-scale is i l lu -
strated. 1 - (Y,Z) = (0.25,0.02), 2 - (Y,Z)
= (0.25,0.01) , 3 - (Y,Z) = (0.25,0,02)
and bolometric corrections from Habets and
Heintze /1981/. The IMFs are arbitrary
shifted along the ordinate, the scale and
different slopes /as indicated at corres-
ponding lines/ are also displayed.

b/ BC-scale and Composition

Since stellar luminosity depends on star
chemical composition's well we consider
MLRs with different Z. Fig. 3 shows that
metallicity variations in limits of Pop I
composition do not strongly affect the re-
sulting IMF. At least, the effect at the
fixed composition as given by different
authors is more rronouncjd than that in the
case of different Z for the same author.

The BC-scale is a source of additional
uncertainties m the IMF, especially for
cool stars, where bolometric corrections
are noL established with the required accu-
racy. We examine several scales and find
that those which are based on the IP-photo-
metry /e.g. Johnson, 1966, Carney and Aaron-
son, i979, Traat, 1976/ give reasonably s i -
milar results, in contrast to the scale of
Habets and Hointze /1981/ which is based on
observations of visual and eclipsing bina-
ries. The effect of the BC-scale is i l lu-
strated in Fiq. 3.

4. The LF and Evolution of Brown Dwarfs
Since there is not a unique time-indepen-

dent mass-luminosity relation for brown
dwarfs whose luminosity decreases with time,
Eq. / l / cannot be used at faintest mag.nltudea
and must be replaced by that one, which
accounts for the brc-m dwarf evolution

lf(M) J f[m(M,r)] dm(M,r)/dM

Here Y is a star formation rate /SFR/, t^
is the present moment of time, T i s a
star age, T'min, T^ax a re the lowest and
the highest ages of stars of magnitude M.
Note that Eq. / 3 / is also valid in the case
of red dwarfs, and can be considered as a
generalization of Eq. / I / .

We can see from Eq. Ill that the LF
depends on the IMF, the time-dependent MLR,
and the star formation history. Aiming at
studying the relative importance of these
factors, we construct a present-day LFs with
various IMFs and SFRs. We use Salpeter and
Miller-Scalo IMFs and consider several cases
of the SFR, a constant - Yo> a moderately
decreasing - y j / ¥*o - 0 . 1 , and
strongly decreasing SFR yr[t±) / Yo - 0 -01 -
The time-dependent mass-luminosity relation
m(M,'C) is based on the models by D'Antona
and Mazzitelli /1985/, and Mazzitelli /1986/,
who calculated evolution of s tars with
m - 0.6 - 0.04, and Pop I composition (Y,Z)
= (0.25,0.02). The BC-scale i s taken from
Traat /197 6/.

Fig. 4 shows present-day theoretical LFs
for several assumptions on the IMF and SFR.
The LFs are normalized to give the observed
number of stars in a magnitude range Mv =
dim - 17m. we s e e that both power-low and
lognormal IMFs lead to LFs decreasing with
magnitude. Differences between the LFs
should be attributed to the difference in
the IMFs. Miller-Scalo IMF produces a more
steep descending branch at Mv - 12m - 25ra,
and a more pronounced dip at Mv = 25m / the
ra t io f(12) /p(25) is equal to 16 and 4 for

if MS a n ^ Vs correspondingly/. The maximum
of the V(k[g is shifted by AMV = l ln to
brighter magnitudes, as compared with ifg.

Comparing- LFs calculated for different
SFRs, we find that the luminosity function
depends most prominently on the SFR at fain-
t e s t magnitudes Mv > 20™ , where the frac-
tion of brown dwarfs is considerable > 15%
at Mv = 20™, and 100 % at Mv > 25m . For
brighter magnitudes, the LF does not depend
on the SFR and completely defined by the MLR
and the IMF. In the case of strongly de-
creasing SFR most of s tars l ie along the iso-
chroi.e with age t^, and the LF is defined by
the mfMjt̂ ) , being valid along this isochro-
ne. This leads to a strong increase of the
LF for M > 30m, where most of brown dwarfs
that had born at the i n i t i a l epoch of s ta r
formation are concentrated. As the s tar for-
mation r«te becomes more uniform, the spread
of s t e l l a r ages becomes more important and
the MLR smears out which leads to smoothing
the LF.
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Fig. 4. The present-day luminosity function
of faint s tars , constructed for different
ini t ia l mass functions and star formation
histories: a - for a constant SFR and Miller-
Scalo IMF; b - the same as a, but for Sal-
peter IMF; c - for a moderately decreasing
SFR and Salpeter IMF; d - the same as c, but
for strongly decreasing SFR.

We compare our results with the theore-
tical LFs constructed by D "Antona and Mazzi-
t e l l i /1986/ for Salpeter IMF and t t =. 5
io", 101° years, and find a good agreement
for brighter stars (Mv < 23m). On the other
hand, a strong difference is seen at fain-
ter magnitudes. We can attribute this dif-
ference to the effect of smearing of the
MLR due to age spread, which D'Antona and
Mazzitelli /1986/ seem do not to have taken
into account.

In conclusion, i t should be stressed
that the most divergent LFs are those pro-
duced by different IMFs. The strongest dif-
ferences are indicated in unseen region
(Mv > 23m). As to the observed magnitudes,
the differences are considerable, but s t i l l
within the observational uncertainties, e.
g. (?s is in good agreement with Wielen
/1983/ data, while if̂ S i s confirmed by
the LF compiled by Scalo /1986/. In absense
of direct evidence^ î g seems to be more
attractive as i t helps us to explain natu-
rally the local missing mass. ^ng can
not provide i t since the corresponding
amount of unseen material would be 1.5 times
less /see Fig. 4/.
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STAR FORMATION RATES IN GALAXIES

P.G. Meager

Max-Planck-Instltut filr Radioastronomle,
Auf dem HUgel 69, 5300 Bonn 1, F.R.G.

Abstract: This paper deals with the determination of global star formation rates (SFRs) fr;>m radio
free-free and submm/FIR dust emission. Massive, hot and luminous stars interact with the surrounding
interstellar matter (ISM) Ionizing the gas and heating the dust. O star formation rates (OSFR) in the
galactic disk are estimated with observed Lyman continuum photon production rates. Extrapolation to
lower mass stars with a constant initial mass function (IMF) yields, however, too high total SFRs.
Furthermore, the loek-up rate, i.e. the rate at which gas transformed into stars Is permanently locked up
in low mass and dead stars, can not reproduce the present-day mass distribution of the galactic disk.
Agreement between Lye photon production rate and time integrated lockup rate can be reached by
introducing bimodal star formation in the galactic disk. This means that Induced star formation in main
spiral arms produces only massive stars ^3mo, while spontaneous star formation in the interarm region
produces stars In the total mass range ^Cimg.
Estimates of SFR based on Lye photon production rates can not easily be applied to external galaxies
because of the difficulty to separate radio synchroton and free-free emission. It is found that similar
problems are encountered in separating the emission from warm dust (heated by OB stars) and cold dust
(heated by the general interstellar radiation field). The relation between IR luminosity and star formation
activity of galaxies is much mora complex than previously assumed.

I. Introduction
Protogalaxies were probably rotating spheres of H

and He gas. Formation of halo population stars and a
gaseous disk perpendicular to the rotation axis
occurred simultaneously. The formation of stars and
their evolution play the dominant role in the evolution
of galaxies. Stars more massive than our sun have
main sequence (MS) lifetimes which are shorter than
the lifetime of galaxies. Before evolving to their final
stages - white dwarfs, neutron stars and possibly
black holes - these stars return the fraction
r=l-m f/m of their MS mass m to the interstellar
matter (ISM). Here mf is the mass of the stellar
remnant. Processing of matter in the interior of
massive stars is responsible for the chemical evolution
of the ISM, i.e. for its enrichment with *He and
heavier elements. Stars account for most of the
luminosity of normal and actively star forming
galaxies. Only in galaxies with active nuclei and in
Quasars provide central sources of synchroton emission
a large fraction of the observed bolometric
luminosities.

For quantitative models of galactic evolution we
need to know the creation function, i.e. the number of
stars C(t,m) dm formed per unit time in the mass
range m. m+dm. To make the problem tractable one
separates the creation function into a mass- and
time- dependent function, respectively

C(t,m)dm = iKt)*(m)dm (la)

•(m) is defined as the Initial Mass Function (IMF) and
normalized to unity. Its determination from star counts
in the solar vicinity Is discussed e.g. by Scalo (these
proceedings). Today, in our Galaxy, stars form in the
mass range mL - O.lmQ, mu -60-100mo. Integration of
eq. (la) over this mass range yields the total star
formation rate (SFR)

/ C(n,t)mdm =
•L

which is expressed in
rate is the fraction

of

dM,
dt

= (l-r)^(tl

(lb)

The lockup

(lc)

of the ISM transformed into stars rfhlch is permanently
locked up in low-mass stars and stellar remnants.
Here r=0.42 is the above mentioned return rate
averaged with the Miller-Scalo (1978) IMF.

II. OB star and total star formation rates for a
continuous IMP.

O stars emit the bulk of their radiation at
wavelengths shorter than the Lyman continuum <Lyc)
limit and therefore ionize the surrounding interstellar
gas. The free-free radio radiation of Ionized gas can
be observed at cm wavelengths. After correction for
Lye photons which either escape from HII regions or
are directly absorbed by dust grains the free-free flux
density is converted into Lye photon production rates
NLyC, with which 0 star formation rates (SFRs) can be
estimated. O stars account for only -10% of the total
mass of a newly born generation of stars. An initial
mass function (IMF)must be adopted to estimate the
total star formation rate. With the assumption that the
SFR of 0 stars was constant over the typical MS
lifetime of the&e stars. TMS;O-) « IE7yr, Glisten and
Mezger (1983) derivr the following relation between
NLB<: and present-day total SFR V(t0)

m.t)dt (2a)
Here NLyC(m,t) is the Lye photon production rate of a
star of mass m at the time t counted from the moment
when the star has reached the MS. For a "modified"
Miller-Scalo IMF (i.e. the IMF derived by Miller-Scalo.
1978, but with a slope 7 = 2.6 for m*20rno rather than
3.2 - 3.6 as in the original IMF; with •(m)=tn~1') eq.
(2a) yields

= 2.7 10" H
L y c

where lower and upper limit correspond to "
and "original" Miller-Scalo IMF, respectively.
units of moyr"1, NLsJC in units of Lye photons
Both O and B stars heat the surrounding
temperatures TUII|i30K. This warm dust (wd)
the absorbed energy as a quasi blackbody
which attains its intensity peak in the far
(FIR). The relation between (wd) luminosity
the luminosity of the stars L-(m) which heat
is much more complicated than the above
(2b).

(2b)

modified"
i> is in
s"'.
dust to
reemits

emission,
infrared
IT* and
the dust
relation

'^The lower value holds for the case (which probably
applies to star burst galaxies) where all dust
associated with Hit regions is heated to typical (vd)
temperatures. The upper value applies to the case
(which applies to normal galaxies) where dust in
extended low density (ELD) HII regions with densities
ne*50cm~3 has temperatures close to that of (cd) and
its emission therefore merge with (cd) emission. See
the discussion by Cox and Mezger (1987a,b).



However, an empirical relation can be obtained using
our Galaxy as calibrator. After multiplication with
NiM<ATR = (4.6-8.8)1343 Lye photons a-'/l*,'), eq.(2b)
becomes

(1.2-2 .3) . 1CT» , wd
IK (2c)

This relation between (wd) luminosity and SFR should
also yield reasonable estimates of SFRs in normal
external spiral galaxies provided (wd) and cold dust
(cd) luminosities can be separated (see Sect.VI).

in. Application to the galactic disk
Characteristics of the galactic disk are given In

Table 1. The folowlng discussion relates to the "spiral
arm region" 1.7 < RkpC<8.5, where -80H of all 0 stars
are formed. Substitution of NLuo = 1.9E53 (Table 1) In
eq. (2b) yields a total SFR of

*!t o ) - 5.1 (+^o')

and a lockup rate of

The time averaged SFR and lockup rates are

and <dM>/dt> - MD/T0)al(= 4.4moyr~J

(3a)

(3b)

(3c>

(3d)

with MD the total mass of the disk derived from the
rotation curve.

Table l: Cktracttrlatlea or th« Galactic

Total baa 1,111
Uaaa of atcwic I
l isa at aoltcular 1,
•aaa ol ISSir'lull]•«(!,> 1
Ijc pbotoa luainoiitj %i,c
St»Uu laaiaoaity La
Total t l laaiaoaitT Lit*'
Iwd) LaminomilT 1*TI
lea) Luaiaoait; l.f|
Uoptad •»• r . , . .

Daita

ao
• 0
• 0
• 0
a"'
LQ

w>Lo
yr

Dlak for 1
«,pc«-3

6.511

i . in
1.511
1.SI52
l.OIB
2. l i t

le - sekpt
1.7<l ipca.5

4.W10
l . « 9
l.»9
4.6I'J
1.9153
3-0110
0.9110
2.019
6.619
1110

Diak

1.2111
2.119
l.tli
5.019
2.1153
j.ciie
1.0110
2.219
7S6>9

All IB liualnotlUes are quoted here for x*25«n

The simplest model is that of star formation In a
closed system, where the sum or the mass of ISM and
stars is constant at any time

(4a)

Combined with a star formation law of the form

*<t) - MfSH (4b)

and with p = MjSH/MD one obtains a relation between
(predicted) present-day SFR and time averaged SFR (as
given by eq.(3c))

for >:= i

for «c*l
(4c)

Substitution of p=0.10 (Table 1) and <^(t)> from
eq.(3c) yields predicted SFRs of 6.8moyr~'(k=l);
1.7mgyr~l (k=l); 0.7moyi'~'(k=2) Comparison of these
rates with eq.(3a) appears to suggest a coefficient k~0
for the star formation law i_q.(4b), i.e. a SFR which is
nearly independent on the amount of ISM available to
be transformed into stars.

The result V(t0) - <+(t)>,however. Is very unlikely.
It would mean, for example that the gas content of
the galactic disk were exhausted within the next
lE9yr. V(to) - <iKt)> also disagrees with constraints
imposed by the chemical evolution of the ISM. On the
assumption that most of the enrichment of the ISM
with elements heavier than "He is due to the

evolution of massive stars in the disk, Maeder (1082)
estimates for the solar vicinity a ratio f(to)/<f(t) -
0.3. Investigations of the relation tU0) « Mf8M in
external galaxies (sea Scct.V) favour exponents In the
range k-1-2, predicting ratios V(to)/<f(t» -0.26-0.10.

The discrepancy between "predicted" (by means of
eq.(3c)) and "observed" <eq.3a) SFRs becomes even
more evident If one compares these quantities as a
function of galactic radius. The observationally
determined Lye photon production rate (Mezger. 1978;
GQsten and Mezger, 1983), shown as a tracer of *(t0)
in Flg.l peaks much more sharply than the distribution
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Figure 1: Disk mass Mo and Lye photon production
rate /VLs)1. as function of the galactic radius R.

of the total disk mass MD, which represents in essence
the lockup rate integrated over the lifetime of the
disk. No simple model of continuous star formation in
a closed system (I.e. without strong mass-infall or
radial gas flow) and with an IMF constant In space
and time can reconcile this flat mass distribution with
the observed, much more peaked. Lye photon
production rate NLsjC(R).

The above discussion suggest"! thai one (or more)
of the assumptions which enter the closed system
model must be changed. A comparison of independent
estimates of SFRs in the solar vicinity indicate Ihat
the assumption which has to be changed is that of a
universal validity of the IMF determined from star
counts in the solar vicinity. Within the solar
neighbourhood various estimates of the total SFR yield
values which correspond to 0.14moyr"' for the "soiar
bin" (i.e. within the range RQ • 0.425kpc) while eq.
(2b) with NLyC(Ro) - 1E52S-', yields ftt^) -
O.S-O.imoyr"1. Remember that only the O star
formation rate can be directly derived from NLs)(. while
the total SFR must be inferred by adopting an IMF.
The discrepancy by factors 2-3 show that even the
"modified" Miller-Scalo IMF still overestimates the
total mass of a newly formed generation of stars
relative to the mass contained In O stars. Introduction
of blmodal star IMF, as discussed in the following
section, shows a way of solving the above problems
without contradicting observations.

IV. Blmodal star formation
Bimodal star formation means that the births of

low and high mass stars involve separate mechanisms.
This possibility has first been suggested in two review
papers by Herbig (1962) and Mezger and Smith (1977)
and was put into a quantitative form by Glisten and
Mezger (1983) to explain the origin of galactic
abundance gradients. Since then bimodal star formation
has offered explanations to a number of open
questions in galactic evolution (see. e.g. the reviews
by Downes, 1985, Shuh et al.. 1987. and the paper by
Larson. 1986).

Bimodal star formation discriminates between
induced star formation (triggered by some external
events such as a sudden compression of the ISM by



shock fronts or the formation of GMCs through
coagulation when, the gas flows through spiral arms)
atd spontaneous star formation in quiescent molecular
clouds (in our Galaxy e.g.in the Interarm region) It is
assumed that the functional dependence of tho IMF on
stellar mass In both cases Is the same. But tho IMF
for Induced star formation terminates at a critical
stellar mass mc - 3IIIQ, while the IMP for spontaneous
star formation extends to IT>L - 0.1 mo- For induced star
formation eqs. (2b) and (2c) are reduced by the
factor

n-4(mc)5 = 0.80 me"-4 - 0.23 (5a)
valid for l*mc/mo*6 (Mozger, 1985). With mc = 3mo, as
suggested by observations. f.l-4(m,;=3mo)] = 0.29 and

= 0.29 (5b)

This means that - compared to spontaneous star
formation - only - 1/3 of the mass of ISM must be
converted into s tars to sustain a given l.yc photon
production rate NL a c or (wd) luminosity \y",
respectively. The corresponding reduction of the
fraction of matter of a newly formed generation of
s tars permanently locked up in low -mass and dead
stars is comparable,

U - r ) ' n « = (0.136mc'* + 0.008) [l-Mmo)]""1 = 0.13
= 0.22 ( l - r ) s P D n (6a)

(with ( l - r ) " P ° n = 0.58). The bimodal lockup rate
combines both reductions

t(5t * " 'dt I

and therefore amounts to only -6% of the lockup rate
for spontaneous star formation.

Applied to the galactic disk bimodal •••AT formation
means tha t induced star formation occurs in spiral
arms and spontaneous star formation occurs in the
interarm region. The (observationally determined) Lye
photon production rate relates to the formation of OB
stars . We therefore try to find a relation between OB
SFR * 0 B * N iyc a n d the amount of molecular gas
available to be transformed into stars. We make the
plausible assumption that the spontaneous OH SFR has
a power-law dependence on the mass of molomlar
hydrogen. Mill,), and that the induced SFR has the
same dependence on .M(H2) but in addition is
proportional to the relative \elocity K(i.'B-»,,) with
which the ISM flows through spiral arms. This leads to
a formation law for massive stars of the form

Here

is the ra t io of induced to spontaneous s i a r formation
at the solar circle, far which observa t ions suggest (] =
1. i(R) = (i)H-(.'p.'(n0-!>p) is the normalized r i ' l a l i m
flou' speed It is found that with k=] pq (7) yields :>
good fit between the OB SFR ifOB(R) <• NL and MUi..)
Integrat ion of eq.(") over the galact ic disk with . . - |
sugges t s tha t in our Galaxy -2 :< of all o s t a r s ire
formed in spiral arms via induced Mar formation

The on SFR is ex t rapola ted to lower mass s t a r s
using a cont inuous IMF for spontaneous and a (at
m=m(.) t runca ted IMF for spontaneous and indmed s ta r
formation, respect ively . The bimodal IM'I7 is t l v sum of
cont inuous and t runca ted IMFs arid, therefore, predicts
a secondary maximum at the crit ical mass m, in
accordance with observa t ions (see Fig.I 7 of Sralo.
1986). The bimodal Sr'R for the spiral arm region or
the galact ic disk is

v b " \ l o ) - 2.6moyr~' (Hni
and thus is by about a factor of 2 lower than the SFR
estimated for a cons tan t IMF 'see eq. ::t>) The
corresponding hiinodal lockup ra i r

'o
(8b)

is by about a factor of :> lower than the lockup rule
obtained for spontaneous star formation (eq.'ili).

An unexpected by-product of bimodii] star
formation is the formal agreement between bimodal
lockup rats and lockup rate computed for » closed
system, a star formation law V̂MjfsM with k=l and for
values MISM/MD derived for the galactic disk as shown
in Fig.2. The explanation is given by uq. (fib) which
tells us that the lockup rale for induced star

= 0 . 4 -

= 0.2 -

2 4 6 8
GALACTIC RADIUS R in kpc

Fig. 2: Comparison of tin- lockup r:tie for nim..-ij.-i/
star formation (obs, bin) uith Hint prcilit inl fur :i
closed system with k = l (see text)

formation amounts to only -fi% of the luckuii ra le fur
spontaneous s t a r formation Home, as fur as Hie
lockup ra le is concerned, induced s ta r formation ran
be neglected and

I " .
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candidates for tlio support M molecular clouds
l-'ariialwii ->f till regions probably determines the
llt'l'UI'.lO of clouds

VI Siar formatU>i> ratos ami Infrared, luminosities
(•'or a comparison of the SFK in our Galaxy with

SKKs in I \UTI;MI spiral galaxies *<> have investigated
'".!• relation belvu-en SKR v(t,,> ami tin- mass of ISM
av u.'at'i"1 to In- transformed into stars. In principle one
could prm-ivd us it! >ur Galaxy, t «. estimate v'(t0)
»ith the radio free-frer flux density and estimate the
loiul gas cotuonl wilh the velocity integrated IIXiMvin
;uu! ; 'ov: Slum lines, respectively In practice, however,
one encounters difficulties with liolh methods. It Is
lound exceedingly difficult to separate contributions
float syuchroton and free-free emission to the
integrated radio flux den.sKies of external galaxies
even at cm wavelengths. And in the case of the.
o|i»i|ue CO emission one has to make assumptions
about the siv.e and mass distribution of GMCs which
ina> not hold if one proceeds from our Galaxy (with
MI5M~5K9ino) to galaxies with an up to some hundred
tiii-.es higher gas content. Chlni et al. (1986),
therefore, applied a different method. They measured
•ViaOOwn flux densities for 26 IRAS galaxies with high
MOOjim flux densities and decomposed the spectra
between \25/im and l300;im into contributions from
warm and cold dust. Rq.(2c) Is used to transform L""1

into SFR. The submm part of the dust emission
spectrum is der3rro.ined by cold dust associated with
atomic and molecular hydrogen and therefore measures
the total gas content of a galaxy The linear
relationship

M, (11)

is used to convert M300/JIII flux densities S,3Oo into
gas content M1SM of the galaxies. Hero I) is the
distance, aH , , 0o the dust absorption cross section per
H-atom and T r d the temperature of cold dust.

The result ot this analysis is shown in the
diagram Fig.3 where I.™" (left hand ordinate) is plotted
against M t s n Different symbols rel'er to different
galaxy lypes. The approximately linear relationship
between V(t0) and MISM suggests that in normal
galaxies in general the SFR is proportional to the

' amount of ISM available to be transformed into stars.
(Star burst galaxies would fill the upper left corner of
the diagram) The spread in I,"1*1, on the other hand,
indicates that the efficiency oi star formation varies
over a range of factor ~5 and is determined by the
galaxy type as well as by other factors.

Analysis of IRAS results has shown, however, that
the interpretation of IR luminosities in terms of SFRs
can be misleading in a11 those cases, where (wd) and
(rd> can not be unambiguously separated. In a series
of papers (see Cox et al., 1983, ani references
therein) we have investigated the origin of the
galactic IR/submm dust emission, of which 70-80% is
emitted in the wavelength range 25*x/jjm'1000. Cold
dust emission (Tcd~ I4-25K) comes from dust associated
with both diffuse atomic hydrogen and with molecular
clouds which is heated by the general interstellar
radiation field (1SRF). Warm dust emission (with
Tcd>25K) comes from dust heated by OB stars.

In our earlier analysis based on balloon surveys
we concluded that (cd) and (wd) emission contribute
about equally to the galactic IR luminosity. One of the
surprising results of the IRAS survey is, however, the
low colour temperature T,.(C0pm/100/im) *25K of the
diffuse dust emission, which accounts for more than
sow of the total FIR emission. Only the compact
sources, which are superimposed on the diffuse
emission and which are in most cases identified with
Mil regions, attain colour temperatures consistent with
predictions for dust in HII regions. To fit the IRAS
data with our model the contribution by warm dust
had to be drastically reduced Cold dust associated
with atomic hydrogen and heated hy the general ISRF

how appears to he tho principtil contribution to the ill
luminosity of normal spiral gnlanlon (Cox and M«ZK«r,
1M87II,I>). Tho explanation If- already contained In our
earlier model computations (Cox el al.. I9tlfi). To
ittuiln typical (wd) toinporaluren ih't dust iiiut.i. bo
locnled close to the OB stars. The lumpfiraturf of dust
in Illl regions decreases with electron doneily and
iiK-rgos with ilmt of dust healed by the gonvrnl ISIIK.
if n,,<<100ciir V Extended low density (Kl.l» Illl
rejilons, which contribute ~8596 to tne Lye photon
production rale, because of their low electron density
contribute little to tho heating of warm dust.

"I
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V
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Fig. 3: Warm dust iuminosity L» « y(t0) is plotted
vs. lias mass Mg « S, sooD* for the inner regions of 18
Sb/Sc galaxies with the highest xi00i»m flux densities
(Chin! et al., 1986). Note the revised position of the
Galaxy in this diagram (Cox and Mezger. 1987a,b). The
right hand ordinate gives SFRs for the case of
sponmnsons star formation (eq.lb). For Induced star
formation multiply *<t0) with 0.29 (eq.3b).

In summary we conclude that in normal spiral
galaxies there is only a rather loose connection
between IR luminosity and OB SFR. This situation
changes if actively star forming galaxies are
considered, as appears to be the case for the sample
of galaxies shown in the diagram Fig.3. The position
of the sun (given for (wd) luminosity and gas content
inside the solar circle) is at the lower limit of this
sample of actively star forming galaxies. However, this
may not tell us too much about the Galaxy's posit!- .
relative to an unbiased sample of spirals If we
compare the very low SFRs In galaxies like M31. The
beat indicator of the degree of star formation activity
of a galaxy appears to be Its colour temperature
Tc<60/trtn/100«n).
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DISCUSSION

E. ZIWNECKER: I n y o u r s b i m o d a l IMF t h e s h a p e
of the IMF of the induced mode is the same
as in the spontaneous mode. If bimodal im-
plies the operation of two different physi-
cal mechanisms, wouldn't one expect that
the high—mass IMF of the induced mode should
be different from that of the spontaneous
mode? For example, if in the spontaneous
mode the low-mass stars formed first and in
the induced mode the high-maos stars formed
f i r s t , i t would appear unlikely that the
shape or the slope of the IMF would be the
same for these two mechanisms.

P. MEZGER: I suppose that spontaneous and
induced star formation are similar as far
as the shape of the IMF for m * mc ~ 3mo is
concerned.

B. ELMEGREEtl: Can you give an example of
star formation which you would expect to
have a deficiency of low mass stars?

P. MrlZGER: Yes, in giant HII regions in main
spiral arms such as M17, W49, W51, I expect
that induced star formation dominates and
that there is a deficiency of low mass s tars .
Orion, on the other hand, is a small inter-
arm HII region.In the cloud core of Orion I
would expect that high mass star formation
dominates. However, integrated over the
whole Orion cloud, I would expect that s tar
formation proceeds according to the IMF de-
rived for the solar vicinity.



THE SIMULATION OF THE BIMODAL IMF

M. Wolf
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( ft*
hierarchical fragmentation of a molecular cloud is modelled as a random pro-

\ } the Monte Carlo method. It is proposed that the IMF for star formation is
bimodal. The probability of i*ft fragmentation in each mode is a function of the in-
itial cloud mass and defined critical mass* which can be derived from the surface
density and temperature ofjjhoud. The modelled IMF is compared with the empirically
determined function»a»d vie best fit was found for critical masses of 0.3 M for
low-mass mode and 2.0 M for high-mass mode of star formation.

1. Introduction

The idea that massive molecular clouds
may break up into fragments in a statisti-
cally random manner is not new. At the begin-
ning of 60th years several authors start to
study the volume fragmentation based mainly
on simple geometrical idea (Kushwaha and Kot-
hari 1960, Kruszewski 1961, Auluck and Kotha-
ri 1965 and Kiang 1966). Although there is
no substantial physical basis for any of the-
se hypotheses, the agreement between predic-
ted and observed mass function is surprising-
ly good. Larson (1973) developed probabilis-
tic theory for the hierarchical fragmentation
process in a collapsing interstellar cloud.
He also suggested that the Initial Mass Func-
tion (IMF) fcr local field stars could be re-
presented by a log-normal function. This mo-
del was investigated by the Monte Carlo
method in paper of Elmegreen and Mathieu
(1983). Their result shows that for larger
total number of steps (> 5) is the mass dis-
tribution well approximated by a log-normal
function. This fact is a consequence of the
central limit theorem applied to a stochas-
tic variable. Wolf and Vanysek (1986) exten-
ded the model of Elmegreen and Msthieu and
introduced the critical mass of fragment,
which is next parameter for simulation of
the hierarchical fragmentation. The Monte
Carlo method was also used by Zinnecker (1984)
who derived the IMF as result of angular mo-
mentum division of protostars.

Present evidence suggests that the IMF for
star formation in galaxies is not a monotonic
function of stellar mass but is bimodal or
double-peaked (Larson 1986, Scalo 1986). A bi-
modal IMF in our Galaxy was first advocated
by Giisten and Mezger (1983) who proposed that
IMF has a second peak at a mass between 2 - 3
M . This bimodality of mass function could
result, if low-mass and high-mass stars form
in different regions of star formation under
different conditions. From observations of
the nearest regions of star formation follows
that low-mass stars are seen in small cold
dark clouds like those in Taurus, while mas-
sive stars appear to form only in massive and
relatively hot molecular clouds like that in
Orion.

Larson (1986) presented a bimodal IMF mo-
del in which the IMF consisted of two compo-
nents of similar form representing separate
low-mass and high-mass modes of star forma-
tion.

2. The Fragmentation Model

In this study we used the Monte Carlo
procedure to simulate the bimodal IMF model
of Larson (1986). As in our previous paper
and paper of Elmegreen and Mathieu we assu-
med that the integer number of fragments N,,
which is form in every fragmentation step,
is a random variable with normal probabili-
ty distribution:

Pf(Nf) =
" f ,

\ exp

PNf-l

! -(N-No)
2

2s,2
dN,

where N is the mean number of fragments per
event and s, is the standard deviation. Re-
lative masses m./mf of all Nf fragments were
allowed to be random variable with Gaussian
distribution:

Pm(mi/mf) = PQ exp

2 s.

where s is the mass dispersion. We also as-
sumed that the probability of fragmentation
P« is a function of fragment mass. This pro-
bability fnr the fragment of mass mf is given
by general Cauchy distribution with free pa-
rametr x ;

Pf(mf) =

(mf/mc)
x+l

where m is the critical fragment mass. From
this relation it is evident that Pf(m )=l/2
for all x. The critical mass is not only new
ad hoc defined parameter, but is possible tc
conect it with observed physical parameters
of molecular clouds as follows.
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3. The Cri tieal Mass i. Results

Larson (1985) derived as a solution of
surfnco-dansity perturbation the critical
masses for infinitely thin, self-gravitating
isothermal and polytropic sheets and fila-
m e n t s . Ihe relations for the critical masses
of all above mentioned structures has a form

= A(

where c = VP/p denotes the isothermal sound
speed and y is the surface density. The nu-
merical coefficient fl( Y ) is a function of
the polytropic index Y and varies from 1,36
for Y = 1/* to 11,4 for y —»<>-. From the
temperature-density relation for interstellar
clouds Larson obtained that

= 2,4 TV

where T is the temperature in Kelvins and u
is expressed in Ma/pc . This relation shows
the strong dependence of the critical mass
on the temperature cf clouds. For example,
the average surface densities of the larger
dark clouds in Taurus region are approximate-
ly about 160 M /pc and the measured gas tem-
perature is near 10 K. The value of critical
mass for such clouds is then 1,5 M .

Our Monto Carlo procedure iterated as in
our previous work except that each mode of
star formation had its own initial pnrainn-
ters. These parameters were taken to be con-
stant throughout the simulation. For the
fragments being formed by low .and, high mass
mode was computed IMF by stand*V<dw<uroces:>.

Ihe variations of the final mass distri-
bution with model parameters N , s^'and s
were studifcd. in Elmegreen and Mathieu (I9B3).
thus we concecned about the influence of
critical mass"Ja_nd initial cloud mass of each
mode on resulting maas function.

Figure 1 shows the net of the modelled
mass functions for different values of ini-
tial parameters. In all pictures the IMF
according Larson (1986) is plotted. Ihe di-
vision of this curve on two parts for masses
great than ) M corresponds wi th the two
probably extreme assumptions about the time-
dependence of star formation rate (SFR).
For upper part of this curve the SFR is as-
sumed to decay with time as exp(-t/T), where
T = 4,15 Gyr; for lower part is SFR constant
with time (T—> « ) . In all pictures the model
parameters are pointed: the critical mass
and initial cloud mass for high mass mode of
star formation.

-2 0 1 2

»og<m/ms)
- 1 0 1 2-2

Figure 1
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Although this mudel in only simple nume-
rical study, the idea nf. the limiting frag-
ment mass has own physical basis. We can
conclude that the critical mass looks like
real physical parameter nf ovcry fragmenta-
tion process.
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DISCUSSION

H. ZINNECKER: Could you give a simple in-
tuitive explanation why your simulation
produce a bimodal IMF?

H. ZINNECKER: What is the physical reason
and how is the physics translated into
your mathematical formulation?

M. WOLF: The presented IMF is only the
Monte Carlo simulation of the Larson"s
model in which the bimodality is consi-
dered. I want to demonstrate that this
bimodality is also possible to explain
by two different critical masses.

M. WOLF: This IMF model is the simple
numerical simulation of the fragmenta-
tion process without exat and compre-
hensive theory. The real physical para-
meters are introduced only through the
value of critical fragment mass which
is connected with the surface density
and temperature of molecular cloud.
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STARBURSTS AND GALAXY EVOLUTION
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A survey of observational evidence related to cunent and past starbursts in galaxies with a variety of properties—blue
compact dwarfs, nuclear and extranuclear disk galaxy starbursts, interacting and barred galaxies, large clumpy irregulars,
normal ellipticals, galaxies at moderate redshin, and normal isolated spirals and irregulars—is presented After a review of
general results inferred from colors, far infrared emission, and multiwavelength studies, a number of constraints derived from
studies of samples of interacting galaxies are discussed. It is emphasized that the majority of starbursts may not involve
interactions or bars, and a significant fraction are extranuclear. It is suggested that the statistics and varieties of starburst
galaxies, the range in current star formation rates per unit area or mass at a given morphological type, the mean and dispersion
in gas depletion timescales and recent-to-past average star formation rate ratios, and the existence of red yet H I-rich spiral
galaxies can be understood if sporadic star formation is • major mode of evolution in "normal" galaxies. Direct support for this
suggestion is provided by three independent estimates of the star fonnation history of the MilkyWay. •

1. Introduction

Starburst galaxies are galaxies in which the star fonnation rate
(SER) is so large mat it cannot be sustained by the present gas mass
for a significant fraction of the Hubble time. Although starburst
galaxies have been identified by a variety of criteria, such as
extremely blue colors, HII region-like emission spectra, and large
infrared-to-blue or radio-to-blue luminosity ratio, no single
operational definition both uniquely identifies a starburst galaxy and
encompasses the variety of objects of interest For example a large
LIR/LB ratio could be due to dust heated by either a nonthermal
source whose luminosity is not directly related to the SFR or by
large scale shocks. A very small mass to light ratio or a spectrum
dominated by tow-excitation emission lines can only be used to
identify galaxies very near the peak of a starburst, since, for a
normal IMF, these characteristics change rapidly, on a timescale of
about 107 yr, once the SFR declines.

The purpose of the present paper is to emphasize the evidence
that star fonnation bursts occur in galaxies with a wide variety of
properties and environments, and to suggest mat such irregular star
fonnation activity may be a dominant mode by which all galaxy
evolution proceeds. Recent reviews of the properties of specific
types of starburst galaxies have been given by Rieke (1985) and
Wynn-Williams (1987) for nuclear starbursts, by Thuan (1987) for
blue compact dwarfs, by Schweizer (1987) for interacting galaxies,
and by Soifer et al. (1987) for IRAS galaxies. The present paper
emphasizes studies of samples of galaxies, and for the most part
omits any discussion of individual well-studied galaxies (e.g.
M82). I have chosen to refrain from discussing theoretical models
for starbursts; reviews of these models are given elsewhere
(Combes 1987, Scale 1988). I have also neglected important but
specialized topics like OH and H2O megamasers, H2 2.1 \im
emission, spatially resolved radio and infrared observations,
starburst-driven galactic winds, and the possibility that starbursts
may dominate faint radio source counts, contribute most of the X-
ray background above -1 keV, and account for the quasar cutoff at
z-3 (see Weedman 1987). Finally, I will sidestep the question of
whether starbursts play a role in the fonnation of SO galaxies (see
Larson etal. 1980).

After a basically chronological review of starburst research in
sees. 2-4, which includes discussions of H D galaxies, nuclear
starbursts, and IRAS results, sec. 5 lists a number of constraints
imposed by recent studies of interacting galaxy samples. A brief
summary of the evidence suggesting that '•normal" elliptical galaxies
formed most of their stars in starbursts at relatively recent epochs is
given in sec. 6. In sec. 71 propose that existing data on "normal"
spirals can be interpreted as showing that their SFRs have been
irregular functions of time, consisting of bursts of various
amplitudes, rather than the smooth SFR histories usually assumed.

2. Evidence from Colors

Searle, Sargent, and Bagnuolo (1973) showed that the mean
tocus of late-type galaxies in the (U-B)-(B-V) plane could be

understood if all galaxies formed about 1010 yr. ago with the same,
constant, initial mass function (IMF), and continuously decreasing
SFRs with varying rates of decline. (This locus is indicated by the
hatched region in Figure 1 below.) The choice of smoothly
decreasing SFR was apparently made on the basis of simplicity and
because of earlier evidence suggesting that the SFR might vary as
some power of the gas density, although most of the evidence for
such a relation has since been invalidated (see Madore 1977,
Freedman 1984,1985). Nevertheless, it is well known that colors
are relatively insensitive to the detailed form of the SFR history,
mainly reflecting the ratio of the recent SFR to the SFR averaged
over the age of the galaxy, a ratio which will be denoted by R in
what follows. An important result of Searle et al.'s work for the
present discussion is that they required a very large range in R in
order to match the spread in galaxy colors at a given (late)
morphological type. Although they interpreted this result as
indicating an extreme range in SFR decay times, it is also possible
to understand the range in R in terms of a SFR history which
consisted of a series of bursts at various times in the past, as will be
suggested below.

It was already known from the work of Sargent and Searle
(1970) and Searle and Sargent (1972) that at least some galaxies
could not be accommodated by a smoothly declining SFR. A
subset of the blue compact dwarf galaxies appearing in Zwicky's
lists were found to radiate a smooth continuum on which are
superimposed strong narrow emission lines but no absorption lines.
Their sizes ( S I kpc), luminosities, colors, spectra, and surface
brightnesses are very similar to giant HII regions, leading Sargent
and Searle (1970) to refer to them as "extragalactic H n regions."
From the colors and H(J strengths, Sargent and Searle concluded
that most of the star fonnation activity in two of these objects, I Zw
18 and II Zw 40, has taken place recently. The possibility that the
observed properties are due to an abnormal IMF consisting
primarily of massive stars can be excluded on the basis of the small
metal abundances compared to the extremely large metallicity
expected if such an IMF operated over 101(> yr. Searle etal. (1973)
further quantified the interpretation by showing that the positions of
these very blue galaxies in the two-color diagram required the
occurrence of bursts of star fonnation with duration of order 10s

yr. (see Figure 1, from Lequeux 1986).
The comparison of models with observations in the (U-B)-

(B-V) plane was considerably extended by Huchra (1977b), who
showed that the colors and Hp strengths of many non-Seyfert blue
galaxies in the lists of Haro, Zwicky, and Markarian were best
matched by composite models consisting of an old galaxy plus a
recent burst of star formation. Burst durations of a few times 107

yr. were required. It should be emphasized that not all of these
burst candidates were "blue compact dwarfs" or extragalactic HII
regions—some were late-type spirals and irregulars.

Larson and Tinsley (1978) also extended the investigation of the
two-color diagram using improved evolutionary models. Besides
confirming the conclusions of Searle et al. (1973), Larson and
Tinsley pointed out that interacting galaxies exhibited a larger
dispersion about the mean color color relation than do isolated
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Fig. 1. Evolution of galaxies with different SFR histories in the
color-color diagram, for solar metallicity and a Salpeter IMF, front
Lequeux(1986).

galaxies, and suggested that bursts of star formation triggered by
tidal interactions were responsible. This conclusion has been amply
confirmed by a large number of subsequent studies, some of which
are discussed below. Larson and Tinsley found that the interacting
systems required bursts with duration of a few times 107 yr and
involving about 5 percent of the total mass.

3. Storburst Nuclei

The comprehensive multiwavelength study of M82 and NGC
253 by Rieke et al. (1980) shifted attention to nuclear starbursts in
disk galaxies. (A discussion of the vast amount of information at
virtually all wavelengths which has accumulated for M82, such as
data related to the Ha and CO galactic winds, the young radio
supernova remnants, the molecular ring, the existence of extremely
numerous and tiny dense clouds in the burst region, etc., is beyond
the scope of the present paper.) By matching detailed theoretical
evolutionary models to a number of observed quantities such as
(MflJhoi, broad-band colors, CO band strength, Bra strength, and
2.2 um flux, Rieke et al. were able to derive constraints on the star
formation strength, duration, age, and IMF, which came out to be
very similar in both galaxies. A major conclusion was that the IMF
must be very deficient in low-mass ( < 3Mo) stars in order to
provide the 2 |im luminosity within the derived age of the bursts
(~ 5xlO7 yr.). It now appears that this result may be invalid
because of an overestimate of the 2 |im extinction. However some
studies of other starburst systems give a similar result, not based on
the 2 um flux; examples include the weak Balmer absorption lines
in the interacting starburst systems Mk 171 (Augarde and Lequeux
1985) and IC 2f53 (Olofsson et al. 1984) and (mainly) the Hß
equivalent widths in the blue compact dwarfs I Zw 36 (Viallefond
and Thuan 1983) and ESO 338-IG04 (Bergvall 1985), although
these results depend on the assumed history of the burst These
and other constraints on the IMF in starburst galaxies are discussed
inScalo(1987).

Several subsequent studies emphasized the importance of
nuclear starbursts. One of the most important was the VLA radio
continuum study of 33 disk galaxies with large radio-to-optical flux
ratios or large radio flux densities by Condon et al. (l 982).
Condon et al. found that the radio emission (mainly nonthermal)
comes mostly from the central regions of these galaxies, with sizes
of a few hundred parsccs, and that nearly all of the galaxies show
evidence for tidal interactions.

Balzano (1983) studied a sample of optically selected Markarian
nuclear starburst galaxies, whose defining properties are unusually
blue colors, a stellar or semi-stellar nucleus, narrow (-150 km s"1)
emission lines, and line ratios characteristic of low-excitation HII
regions. Balzano found that a large fraction of these galaxies were

interacting, and estimated that about 3 percent of galaxies with
-17.5 > Mv > -22.5 are nuclear starbursts. (This starburst
percentage is probably an underestimate because the sample most
likely represents galaxies for which the internal extinction along the
line of sight was fortuitously low, ns pointed out by Deutsch and
Willner 11987J and others.) If the average duration of a starburst is
£ 10° yr., as found in many studies (sec sec. 5 below), then most
galaxies have experienced at least one starburst This result, which
agrees with similar statistical estimates based on infrared
observations (Soifer et al. 1986, see below), strongly suggests that
starbursts may play a major role in the evolution of most late-type
galaxies.

It is worth emphasizing here that not all starbursts are nuclear.
For example, a significant fraction of the interacting disk galaxies
studied by Bushouse (1986) show "bursting" Ha-6right regions
well away from the nucleus. The decomposition of the near-
infrared spectrum of the tidally interacting starburst system NGC
1143/44 by Joy (1986) shows that the dominait star-forming
regions are extranuclear.The "clumpy irregulär" galaxies (see
Heidmann 1987) have intense star formation clumps of size
- 500 pc distributed over the entire galaxies of sizes 10-30 kpc.
The Sb galaxy NGC 3310 has starburst activity covering the entire
disk (Telesco and Galley 1984). In some strongly interacting
systems the burst may cover the entire optical image, while the most
intense activity is occasionally seen in the region where the galaxies
overlap; an outstanding example is Mk 171 = Arp 299 = IC 694 +
NGC 3690 (see Augarde and Lequeux 1985, Telesco et al. 1985,
Combes 1987). Another interesting example of extranuclear plus
overlap activity is the morphology of optical and radio knots and
diffuse radio emission in NGC 4038/39 (= Arp 244 = "The
Antennae"), as discussed in Hummel and van derHust (1987).
Enhanced overlap star formation is also seen in the interacting
system Arp 299 (Sargent et al. 1987).

4. IRAS and Starbursts

Beginning in 1983, IRAS has provided a wealth of information
on star formation in galaxies, and a recent review has been given by
Soifer et al. (1987). Most of the roughly 20,000 extragalactic
objecte detected are spirals. While the interpretation of the infrared
radiation from "normal" spirals remains uncertain (the dust may be
heated by field stars), it seems fairly certain that most of the
galaxies with L R / L B greater than a few are powered by star
formation (with the possible exception of the ultraluminous sources
with L > 10'2 L© which may be powered in part by an active
galactic nucleus). For example, the spectra of a sample of galaxies
chosen from the IRAS minisurvey exhibit emission Une ratios
similar to H H regions (Eisten et al. 1985), and the far infrared
luminosities of Balzano's (1983) Markarian nuclear starburst
sample are larger than those of normal Virgo spirals, as shown in
Figure 2 from Deutsch and Vv diner (1986). About 30 percent of
IRAS galaxies have LIR/LB > 4, compared to less than 1 percent of
optically selected spirals (de Jong 1985).
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Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of far infrared luminosity tor
spirals in the Virgo cluster (upper) and the Balzano (1983) sample
of optically selected nuclear starburst galaxies (lower), from
Deutsch and Willner (1986). Vertical dashes indicate median
values.
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IRAS confirmed ihc association of starburst activity with giUiixy
interactions and demonstrated that the fraction of galaxies which are
interacting increases with luminosity. According to Sanders et at.
(1987), the fraction of systems which are cither mergers or close
pairs increases from 25 pewent in the luminosity range 2 - 7xlO10

LQ to 70 percent in the range 7xlO10 - 7xlO10 LQ, to 100 percent
for L > 1012 LQ. Since most of the galaxies in the lower ranges are
believed to be sunburst systems and greatly outnumber the moss
luminous sources, it is perhaps important to notice that these
statistics show that a significant fraction, if not most, starburst
galaxies, do not owe thei' activity to recent interactions.

There is also evidence linking enhanced star formation with
barred spiral galaxies. The existence of circumnuclear rings of HII
regions in barred spirals has long been known, and spirals with H
n nuclei show a preference for barred galaxies (Heckman 1980).
Hawarden et al. (1986) showed that many SB galaxies have a 25
Hm flux excess indicative of star-forming regions, and that the SB
galaxies have a somewhat larger infrared luminosity than SA
galaxies. Deveraux (1987) found that the central 10 (lm
luminosities and 25 nm/12 |im flux ratios are larger in barred
spirals of types Sb and earlier, with no significant difference
between barred and unbarred galaxies oflater type. Ha and radio
continuum studies also indicate enhanced star formation, usually in
a nuclear ring, in barred galaxies (see Combes 1987 for a
summary). It should be noted that in the sample of Hawarden et al.
(1986) the mean infrared luminosity of the SB
galaxies is only twice as large as for the SA galaxies; for the
SBgalaxies with a 25 \xm excess the ratio on!y rises to 2.5. It
therefore seems that, while the SFR in the circumnuclear rings may
be greatly enhanced, the global SFR is not in most cases. However
it is possible that the circumnuclear gas rings theoretically expected
to be associated with an inner resonance (see Combes 1987) only
burst intermittently, explaining why the mean global SFR
enhancement of the sample is rather small.

IRAS data has also been used to estimate SFR enhancements in
ring galaxies, most of which are probably former disk systems
through which a hole has been punched by a low-mass intruder
galaxy (see Toomre 1978). Optical studies of several individual
ring galaxies had revealed radially propagating rings of HII
regions. Appleton and Struck-Marcell (1987) used the IRAS
infrared luminosities and color temperatures to show that many
rings are undergoing starbursts with SFR enhancements of a factor
of a few. Besides the usefulness of ring galaxies for theoretical
modeling due to their symmetry, these galaxies are important as
examples of coherent extended extranuclear starbursts.

The luminosity function of the IRAS galaxies (Soifer eial.
1986) is especially interesting for the present discussion. The
starburst galaxies outnumber "normal galaxies for L 5 3x10' l L©
and their luminosity function extends to at least 1012 L© with no
sign of a cutoff. A comparison of space densities of IRAS and
"normal" galaxies as in Soifer et al. (1986) indicates that about 1
percent of galaxies with visible luminosities greater than 1010 L©
are experiencing SFRs enhanced by a factor of about 10 (assuming
that a "normal" spiral has LTR/LB = 0.5), with larger percenlagss for
smaller burst amplitudes, as in Balzano's (1983) Markarian sample.
With burst durations < 108 yr., this result again suggests that most
galaxies evolve through a starburst episode at least once during thdur
lifetimes.

The most luminous IRAS galaxies, like Arp 220 and Mkn 231,
are of special interest because they provide additional evidence
linking galaxy interactions, starbursts, and active galactic nuclei,
especially quasars (see, forewnaple, Smi'h etal. 1986). Sanders et
al (1987) have discussed the properties often IRAS galaxies with
L> 10I2L© (see also Fairclcugh 1986). Most of these objects
have emission line ratios and near infrared colors which indicate a
mixture of a starburst with an active nucleus, and their images
strongly suggest that they are galaxies in the process of merging (as
is also suspected for many relatively nearby quasars). Sanders et
al. propose that these ultealuminous galaxies are in fact dust-
ecshrouded quasars. The suggested picture is that a merger funnels
gas to the nuclear region, triggering a nuclear starburst (by some
unspecified mechanism) and providing fuel for the eventual
remnants of the burst, which become the active galactic nucleus (see
Weedman 1983 for a discussion). Terievich and Metaick (1985,
1987) propose a model in which the line strengths, morphological
type preferences, variabaity timescales and other properties of all
active nuclei can be accounted for by the evolution of a starburst
alone. In either case, during the iransition from starburst to quasar,
supemovae and radiation pressure are supposed to drive a wind
which clears out the dust and unveils the quasar. Implicit in this

suggestion is the idea that all nuclear starbursts must evolve into
active nuclei whose luminosity depends on the strength of the
starburst. On the other hand, Harwit et al. (1987) have presented a
detailed discussion of a model in which the radiation from the
ultraluminous galaxies is essentially reradiated shock radiation
generated when two disk galaxies happen to collide face-on with a
near-zero impact parameter. With larger impact parameters one
expects smaller luminosities. If this process is only dominant in
galaxies with luminosities above some critical value, tlien it would
seem that the luminosity function should exhibit a marked change in
slope above this luminosity. The luminosity function does steepen
for L i. 3xl010 - 1 0 " LQ (Soifer et al. 1986, Lawrence et al.
1986), but this change might be attributable to the domination of
interaction-related starbursts above this luminosity.

5. Constraints from Interacting Galaxies

It is now fairly well established that the fraction of galaxies
which show signs of interaction is large in optical starbursts
(Balzano 1983), IRAS galaxies, especially the more luminous ones
(see Soifer et a!. 1987), powerful radio galaxies (Heckman et al.
1986), Seyferts (e.g. Cutri and McAlary 1985), quasars (e.g.
Hutchings et al. 1984; Smith et al. 1986), and possibly H n
galaxies/blue compact dwarfs (Baldwin etal. 1981; Terievich 1987,
personal communication). Fried (1987) has estimated the fraction
of galaxies that show signs of interaction in 23 nearby groups and
in the Virgo cluster. Taking a lifetime for tidal perturbations of 109

yr based on numerical simulations, Fried's results indicate that
virtually every galaxy in groups and in Virgo has undergone at least
one morphologically significant tidal interaction in a Hubble time.

The physical processes by which a galaxy interaction can trigger
a starburst are poorly understood, and so in this section I will
summarize a number of observational constraints which may serve
as clues for theory. The discussion is based largely on three recent
studies which compare star formation properties (colors, Ha, FIR,
H I) of samples of interacting galaxies and close pairs of galaxies
with those of a sample of isolated galaxies (Bushouse 1986,
Kennicutt era/. 1987, and Belfort et al. 1987). The use of a sample
consisting of close pairs not chosen by morphological
considerations by Kennicutt« a/, is important because uieoreticaUy
it may be possible for tidal interactions too weaV. to fr .m tails to
nevertheless drive shocks through the interacting disks (Icke 1985).

1. The frequency distributions of star formation rate per unit
area and Hot equivalent width are shown in Figure 3 for the
samples of Bushouse (1986) and Kennicutt et al. (1987).The
average enhancement in the SFR in interacting systems is a factor of
roughly 3 to 8, but a large fraction of interacting galaxies have fairly
normal SFRs; the fraction of interacting galaxies which exhibit
strong starbursts (SFR enhancement 2 10) is small. The large
variation in SFRs might indicate a sensitivity of the process to the
encounter parameters; for example, the efficiency of energy transfer
from orbital motion to internal modes is known theoretically to
depend on orientation, degree of alignment of angular momentum

I ID 100 1000
W.IHa). i

Fig. 3. Left Frequency distribution of SFR per unit area derived
from Ha for isolated spirals (top) and interacting galaxies (bottom),
from Bushouse (1986). Right: Frequency distribution of Ha
equivalent width for a ample of isolated galaxies ("adjusted
control"), a complete sample of mostly spiral galaxies with bright
companions, unbiased as to morphological disturbance ("complete
pairs"), and a sample selected for visual evidence of tidal distortion
("Arp pairs"), from Kennicutt etal. (1987).
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vectors, and mass ratio. Such a variation could also be expected if
the duration of the starburst is significantly less than the interaction
time; most studies of interacting bunting systems do find durations
less than 10° yr (some as small as 107 yr), while dynamical times
for interactions are usually estimated to be greater than 2x10* yr. A
summary of results from the literature concerning durations and
ages of bursts in several interacting systems is given in Table 1
(from Struck-Marecll and Scale. 1987). Burst durations for blue
compact dwarfs are similar, with most estimates around l-3xlO7 yr
(e.g. ViallefondandThuan 1983,Thuan 1985).

TABLE l

SEMIEMPIRICAL TIME SCALES FOR INTERACTING STARBURST
GALAXIES

System
T(exp)»

(yr)
Burst Ageb

(yr) Reference

M82 2xlO7-lO8 -SxlO7

NGC6240 (2-4)xlO7 (6-10)xl07

Arp220 (l-7.5)xl07 (3-10)xl07

NGC3690 -- -8x10*

IC 2153 -1.5xlO7

Rieteet a/. 1980
Rieke etal. 1985
Riek* etal. 1985
Augarde &Lequeux
1985
Olofssone/a/. 1984

aTime constant in an assumed exponentially declining star formation
rate. When no value is given, the star formation rate was assumed
to be constant.
•Time since the beginning of the burst.

2. The evidence that in some systems the age of the burst is
much less than the time required to dynamically form the observed
tidal tails suggest that the onset of the starburst is delayed with
respect to closest approach (Larson and Tinsley 1978, Joseph et al.
1984).

3. Some interacting galaxies have small SFRs, which suggests
either that interactions can suppress star formation or that ihe
induced bursts are preceded or followed by lulls in the SFR. An
interesting case is the pair of interacting spirals NGC 5426/5427 in
which the adjacent portions of each disk are sigrrficantly dimmed
(Blackman 1982).

4. The majority of bursts in interacting systems are confined to
the nuclear regions (see Lonsdale et al. 1984), but a significant
fraction of bursts occur in the disk, as emphasized by Schweizer
(1987). This can be seen most clearly in the Ha/optical
photographs presented by Bushouse (1986). However Kennicutt et
al. (1987) indicate that strong disk Ha emission only occurs in the
stronger bursts, and in those cases it is usually accompanied by
strong nuclear emission. As stated earlier, there are some systems
in which the SFR appears enhanced in the adjacent by overlapping
portions of the galaxies; and in some systems, like the Sb galaxy
NCC 3310 (Telesco and Gatley 1984), the starburst covers the
entire disk. Any theory of interaction induced starbursts must
account for extranuclear bursts. It is possible, for example, that
tidally-induced and other starbursts initially c- • r most of the disk
(as in the large clumpy starburst galaxies desc • «d by Heidemann
1987) and that the starburst subsides last, or propagates into, the
nuclear regions.

5. There is only weak evidence for a dependence of starbursi
strength on separation, in the sense that galaxies with strong Ha
emission tend to have small separations, while galaxies with weaker
Ha occur at all separations (Kennicutt et al. 1987, see Fig. 4). It is
likely that projection effects are smearing any relation, as pointed
out by Madore (1986), who, in a discussion of 'he distribution of
U-B colors versus separation for binary galaxies, suggests that the
upper envelope of the distribution can be used to infer a dependence
on separation. Another smearing effect will occur if the bursts are
out of phase with the separation due to the possible delay noted
above.

6. Galaxies in pairs are known to have a strong tendency to be
associated with galaxies of the same morphological type (the
"Holmberg effect") and color (see Madore 1986). Kennicutt et al.
(1987) find a similar trend in Ha strengths for pairs with Ha
equivalent width greater than about 50 A. However the study of
near-infrared colors of interacting galaxies by Joseph et al. (1984)
did not show such an effect; in nearly all cases only one member of
an interacting pair was found to be a starburst. Joseph et al. offered
a plausible physical interpretation of their resplt based on the
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Fig. 4. Ha equivalent width as a function of projected separation
for interacting galaxies, from Kennicutt et al. (1987).

orientation of spin and orbital angular momentum vectors. A
resolution of this discrepancy is desirable.

7. While a very weak correlation between SFR and HI column
density may exist for isolated spirals, no such correlation exists for
interacting systems.

8. Estimates of the ratio of the mass of stars formed in the burst
to the mass of stars ever formed in the underlying galaxy (the "burst
strength") are in most cases small ( < 0.05). Thus most starbursts
appear to be weak in this sense. However it should be remembered
that we are sampling the SFR history at a random time, and are
unlikely to catch most galaxies at the peak of their starburst, so
these estimates are probably lower limits. For this reason, and
because it is possible that most galaxies have suffered several
bursts, it seems premature to conclude from the small burst
strengths that interactions are not a major influence on the evolution
of most galaxies (Kennicutt et al. 1987). The most extreme
starbursts may require more mass than the entire galaxy mass,
suggesting that the IMF may cut off below 2-10 M© (Belfort et al.
1987, Kennicutt etal. 1987).

9. In order to constrain the mechanism of interaction-induced
starbursts, and starbursts in general, it is of obvious interest to learn
whether the SFR per unit mass of gas has increased, or just the
SFR per unit volume. In the latter case the bursts might be
attributed simply to the gathering of more gas into a given volume
(e.g. gas flow into a nucleus, compression by a shock), without
necessarily invoking any modifications to the processes involved in
"normal" star formation (whatever those processes are). Young
and co-workers (see Young 1987) have estimated the ratio of
infrared luminosity to molecular hydrogen mass in a large number
of spiral galaxies. Assuming that L[R is proportional to the SFR in
both types of galaxy end that the CO/H2 ratio is not unusually small
because of CO destruction associated with the enhanced star
formation, the LIR/M(H2) ratio a. ,1 be thought of as a measure of
the SFR per present unit of gas mass. (This assumes a negligible
contribution from H I.) Young et al. find that this ratio is, on
average, several times larger in merger and closely interacting
systems than in isolated galaxies. This suggests that the bursts are
due to an increase in the SFR per unit mass, not simply a temporary
increase in the gas supply.

It is important to note, however, that LIR/M(H2) shows an
enormous spread of nearly two orders of magnitude among the
galaxies of each type (isolated and interacting). One expects such a
range in the starburst galaxies since we are sampling the bursts at
random phases, and the SFR may vary greatly during a burst In
fact Young et al. (1986) show that among four mergers with
dynamical ages estimated by Joseph and Wright (1985) the oldest
merger has the largest LIR/LCO while the youngest has the lowest
LIR/LCO. indicating that the spread in LrR/M(H2) is indeed a result
of the short-term change in SFR and/or die gas supply. I will
suggest below that the range in the isolated spirals can also be
attributed to irregular SFR histories. Obviously, when the SFR
varies significandy on a relatively short timescale, the L[R/M(H2)
ratio has little to do with the "efficiency" of star formation, although
it may still measiuC the current SFR per unit molecular mass.
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In closing this section, it is important to point out that although
galaxy interactions no doubt induce some starbursts and neatly all
of the most luminous starbursts appear to be strongly interacting.
most startaursts may not be a result of interactions. For example,
Sanders « ai (1987) give 25 percent for the fraction of IRAS
galaxies in the range 2-7x10'° L© which are either strongly
interacting or close pairs. The nearest neighbor distribution for
luminous IRAS galaxies in the redshift survey of Lawrence et al.
(1986) led these authors to conclude that interactions are not the
major cause of starbursts. Since bars only seem capable cf very
mild enhancements of the global SFR, some other mechanism is
required. One possibility is interactions with intergalactic gas, such
as ram pressure compression and accretion, as suggested for
apparent starburst and post-starburst galaxies in rich cluster
(Gavazzi and Jaffc 1986, Bothun and Dressier 1986) and for blue
compact dwarfs during the (recint) formation of galaxy f.roups by
Silk et aL (1987), although it seems unlikely that such interactions
could account for most starburst galaxies. Percolation by
propagating star formation (see Seiden and Gerola 1982) is an
attractive burst mechanism, but only gives significant global burst
amplitudes for small galaxies. Another possibility, suggested by
theoretical modeling (e.g. Ikeuchi andTomita 1983, Struck-Marcell
and Scalo 1987; see Scalo 1988 for a review), is that star formation
in galaxies has a natural tendency for "bursty" or chaotic
(deterministic but unpredictable fluctuating) behavior without the
necessity for any large scale perturbations or "triggers."

6. Elliptical Galaxies and Protogalaxy Starbursts

It is commonly assumed that elliptical galaxies formed in a rapid
collapse accompanied by an extreme burst of star formation some
lSxlO9 years ago, with little or no star formation activity since
then. However strong evidence continues to mount that this
assumption is invalid and that some, or even most, E galaxies
underwent their major episodes of star formation relatively recently.
An excellent review of this evidence has been given by O'Connell
(1987), and so I will only summarize a few main points.

1. Synthesis models for E galaxies which take into account the
fact that these galaxies are dominated by a metal-rich population
consistently yield ages for the last epoch of star formation of 5-8
Gyr, with no evidence for a significant component as old as 15
Gyr. This result has been found both by evolutionary modeling
and optimizing spectral synthesis studies (see Pickles 1987 and
O'Connell 1987). There also exist dwarf elliptical galaxies with a
starburst nucleus and an extended component containing stars no
older than about 4 Gyr (Loose and Thuan 1986).

2. The appearance of unusually blue galaxies in the cores of
concentrated clusters at redshifts around 0.2 to 0.S (the Buteher-
Oemler effect; see Oemler 1987) shows that some galaxies in
clusters have undergone substantial evolution in the past 2-7 Gyr,
and blue galaxies in several of these clusters have been identified as
starburst or post-sterburst galaxies. Although some of the
anomalously blue galaxies are disk systems, some are E galaxies
(see Eisenhardt and Lebofsky 1987, Djorgovski 1987).

3. The colors of 3CR radio sources at redshifts around 0.5-2
are fairly blue, with a large dispersion. These properties can be
accounted for by a series of bursts of star formation occurring in
this redshift interval (Djorgovski 1987). An alternate explanation
(Wyse and Silk 1987) invokes an IMF which was deficient in low-
mass stars at early epochs, although the basis for hypothesizing this
sort of IMF is questionable (a critical review of "bimodal star
formation" hypotheses is given in Scalo 1987). Additional support
for the idea that protogalactic starbursts are extended in redshift
comes from deep galaxy counts (Tyson 1987), the lOOkpc Lya
cloud at z=1.82 found by McCarthy et al. (1987), and the discovery
of huge low surface brightness gas clouds which have apparently
not yet undergone significant star formation (Bothun et al. 1987).

The above evidence strongly suggests that many E galaxies
underwent major bursts of star formation at relatively recent epochs
and that their major star formation epochs were not coeval. Of
course, no matter when most of the star formation occurred, the
evolution of every E galaxy has probably been controlled by one or
more starbursts. However the emerging picture of E starbursts as
noncoeval and possibly recurring aligns their evolution more
closely with the propcxd irregular evolution of spirals irregulars
and with the idea that star formation is an intrinsically sporadic,
chaotic, unpredictable (except statistically) phenomenon.

7. "Normal" Disk Galaxies and Irregulars

In this section, I will argue that the SFR histories of "normal"
spirals have a large fluctuating component, and that their evolution
proceeds largely by way of starbursts.

The idea that the evolution of "normal" spirals consists
primarily of a smooth monotonic decline of the SFR from some
large initial value (see, for example, Figure 4 in Sandage 1986) is
commonly accepted, yet seems to lack any firm basis. The root of
this assumption lies in the notion that the SFR may depend on some
power of the average galactic gas volume density or column
density; in that case, as star formation depletes the gas, the SFR
should steadily decline. Although early work which correlated the
number of young objects with the HI column density seemed to
support such a relation, it is now apparent that this evidence is
invalid because of a number of effects (see Madore 1977,
Freedman 1984,1985, Kennicutt 1987). In addition, most recent
studies of SFRs in disk galaxies show little cr no evidence for a
correlation of SFR per unit area with gas content. The plot of
SFR/pc2 as a function of HI column density given by Donas et al.
(1987), which is subject to a number of selection effects as noted
by these authors, shows an overall trend, but is mostly dominated
by scatter; the spread in SFR/pc2 at a given column density is
around an order of magnitude. The SFRs derived from Ha by
Kennicutt et al. (1987) show no such trend, and are less subject to
systematic extinction errors which could cause a spurious
correlation.

The fact that smoothly declining SFRs can match the mean
colors of disk galaxies, as shown by Searle et al. (1973) is also
sometimes cited as justification, when in fact the colors are
insensitive to the actual form of the SFR history, depending mostly
on the ratio of recent (S 109 yr, depending on the particular color)
to past average SFR, R. Besides, if such a form is adopted, the
observed spread in color requires a large variation in decay times at
a given morphological type, as noted by Searle et al. (1973) for
late-type spiral and irregulars.

Several authors (e.g. Larson 1987) have expressed the opinion
that, from a theoretical point of view, a system as complex as a
galaxy, with several possible star formation mechanisms, internal
energy sources, etc., should be expected to exhibit self-regulating
behavior, remaining in a quasi-equilibrium state of star-forming
activity with only a slow secular evolution related to the change in
some global parameter, like the mean gas volume or column
density. However, the relation between stability and complexity is
far from obvious. In ecological studies, where this question is of
major impotance, theoretical work on model ecosystems suggests
that local stability is less likely as the number of species, the degree
of connectance between the species, and the interaction strength
increase (see Pimm 1984). More generally, model equations with
several nonlinearly-coupled variables often exhibit large amplitude
periodic (limit cycle) and chaotic behavior when a key parameter
exceeds some critical value. Existing studies of models for the
evolution of galactic gas and star formation definitely do show sucii
behavior including bursts of star formation (Ikeuchi and Tomita
1983, Ikeuchi, Habe, and Tunaka 1984, Scalo and Struck-Marcell
1986, Struck-Marcell and Scalo 1987); a review of the theoretical
models is given in Scalo (1988).

Observationally, estimates of the recent-to-past average SFR
ratio, R, in disk galaxies have been given by Kennicutt (1983) and
Isserstedt and Schindler (1986). Kennicutt's Ha results show that
R increases with morphological type, being in the range 0.02 to 1.5
forSab-Sb, 0.4 to 2 for Sbc-Sc-Sd, and 1-15 for the few Sm-Im
systems in the sample. Issertedt and Schindler applied a new
method involving surface photometry and separation of young and
old components to a sample of late-type spirals and irregulars (T-
types 6-10) and found R values in the range 0.16 to 1.5, with a
mean of 0.6. (Quoted values are for disk age To = 15 Gyr, Ho =
50 km s^Mpc"'; R <* To/Ho). Similar values of order unity were
found for irregular galaxies by Gallagher et al. (1984) and
Thronson and Telesco (1986). The value of R for the Milky Way
has been estimated using several methods, most of which give R of
order unity (see Scalo 1986 and references therein).

The result that R ~1 has been frequently cited as showing that
the SFR has been approximately constant in these galaxies, when
the result actually only implies that we observe most galaxies at an
average time. Galaxy evolution dominated by an irregular SFR
history could easily give R ~1, depending on the frequency
distributions of fluctuation durations and amplitudes. In this case
the spread in R values at a given type would be a reflection of these
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statistical distributions. As an extremely simple example consider a
M;iies of periodic top-hat (flat) bursts with duty cycle D and
amplitude A relative to an underlying constant SI:K. For an
ensemble of such galaxies with random phases one would observe
R0:f (! tDV(AiD) wiih p.obubiluy 0/(1 U)) ami R •-•
(1 0 ) \ l tli'A) with probability t'(l<0). The ratio of the masses
of stars formed in and out of the bursts is A/1). This suggests that
in cider for the proposed bursts to have formed a significant
fraction of the total stellar mass, the hurst amplitude must be of
ostler (he ratio of mean time between bursts to the mean burst
ilu'";v;!or. or lauyr, mid the mean value of R should be about
!"HA+O), since we expect ')>-I (burst duration • -, mean time
between hi.rsM lor example, if bursts have contributed 50 and 'JO
noire;:! of ti.e mass, î<> • 1/(1 i-A/D) ••• 0.5 and 0.' , respectively,
in comt.in.iblf agreement with the observational estimates,
especially it the tlisk age is less than 10 Gyr as may he true for the
Milky Way (V.'uigetefu/ ll>86) and if Ho 100. However the
required burst amplitude is fairly large, since, for burst durations
- 10s yr we expect D>10, requiring A>10 and TO for the two
examples just given. Of course the actual situation must be much
more complicated, with a range of amplitudes, lime between bursts,
e:c Nevertheless, this simple example illustrates that observed
values of R may be consistent with bursting behavior, which
provide:, a natural explanation for the range in R at a giver
morphological type without appealing to variations (of unknown
ongin) in the "decay time" of the monotomcally decreasing SFR
model. Of course slow secular evolution may still occur, but [ am
suggesting ih.it there is a burst component which :s ai least as
important.

A more direct line of evidence that "normal" non-interacting
spirals are undergoing frequent bursts of various amplitudes is
tound in The large range ol turrriu St'Ks per unit tirca or per unit
gas mr-.ss found K. isolated disk galaxies of a given morphologic:!!
c-;x.\ The sprejv'.'\ ai'cu; <i'i order of magnitude for the samples
j/id ruies of Bys'ion:,-; . ' •>!)>, Dnnjs and Deharvng (1084), Donas
;•! .J.' 1 !9N7) and Ke-n ici:a i ic)83). An illustration from Donas et
.:;. i. "8"1!. is shov, ii :n IV;\ re .S. Similar p'.ois based on a number
• A' Sl-'R indica'nrs a:'O Si'lvS from Kenmcutl : 1083) and Donas and
iJeharving (I'.tf ') can be I ~u;id in Figure 2 :-' Klmegreen and
L-lrnsgreen ' 19Sf<l, 'he spread at a given type is again an order of

- 1 O ' -

- 1 1
-5 0 5

Morphological Typo

1 0

Fig. 5. SFR per unit mass of HI gas, derived from ultraviolet
luminosity, as a function of morphological type, from Donas et al.
(1987).

magnitude. These spreads are much larger than the estimated
uncertainties of the relative SFRs. The spread in color at a given
morphological type for a sample of cluster galaxies can be seen in
Figure 5 of Bothun, Schommer, and Sullivan (1982).

The large range in LJR/M(H2) found for normal spirals by
Young et al. (1986), nearly two orders of magnitude, and the large
spread in LpiR/Mgaj and lack of correlation of this quantity with
galaxy mass Mga] found by Romanishin (1987) could also be
understood on the basis of the proposed model, since LJR would
then be sampling a time series of fluctuating SFRs; as mentioned
-arlier, there is some evidence that L£R/M(HZ) is sampling a time

variation for strongly interacting galaxies. However it is possible
that in normal spirals LIR does not primarily measure the SFR but
emission from dust heated by field stars.

The current SFRs of late-type disk galaxies are such that the gas
depletion timcscales Tg of most of them are significantly less than a
1 Itibblc time. The value of Tn for llie Milky Way based on local star
counts is nbout 3x 10° yr (Miller and Scalo 1970, .Scalo 1086,
Sandage 1986) with an uncertainty of a factor of 2-3. SFKs
derived from radio continuum t>nd infrared luminosity give even
smaller values of Xp but the SFRs are more uncertain. Studies of
normal spirals using Ha rates with II 1 masses (Keimicutl 1983)
and infrared rales with molecular musses (sec Young I 0X7) give
mean values <t|.;> =• 2-5\ I01' yr, ';'ilh a considerable spread.
Several authors have expressed conccn that these results suggest
that we live at a "special time," since then most late-type disk
galaxies are about to exlviust their gas. Of course, it is not clear that
this is a "problem," except possibly iii the whereabouts of the
(former) late-type galaxies which should have exhausted their gas
recently (see Scalo 1987 for a brief discussion).

Larson, Tinsley, and Caldwell (1980) suggested that infall
might replenish (lie gas, but the required accretion rates for lali.-lype
spirals arc very large (sec Kennicutt 1983). Larson (1986) and
Sandage (1986) have pointed out that the gas depletion timescale
could be increased significantly if die IMF is cut r>\( at a lower limit
of 2-3 M©. However there are a number of problem." with this
''bimodel IMF" hypothesis and little convincing evidence for such
an IMF in "normal" spirals and irregulars (sec Scalo 1987 for a
review).

The dominance of slarhurst activity in disk galaxies proposed
here suggests that the galaxies with Tg«Tn have suffered irregular
SFR histories and happen to be observed today in a stair of positive
SFR fluctuation. The problem with this suggestion is that the
majority of galaxies in the studies mentioned above have small
Tg/IH, while, if the burst duty cycle is large, one would expect only
a small fraction of galaxies to exhibit small tp/T-H- '^nc possible
explanation is that perhaps many of the galaxies in the "off" phase
ol evolution have small surface brightness and luminosity, leading
to a selection effect favoring the small T^/TH, galaxies. liowever it
is also possible that, even in the "off" suite, most galaxies arc about
to exhaust their gas, leading to what Thronson and Maloncy (1087)
call "the Big Sleep." (Thronson and Maloncy, however, take an
extreme view, in that they deny the importance of bursts al all, and
sugge:t that "starburst" galaxies simply have a large supply of gas
and will continue star formation u; the current rate until the gas is
exhausted. This view overlooks the fact that most starbursts are
estimated to have durations of ~3xlO7 yr and that there are several
theoretical reasons to believe that enhanced SFRs will be quenched
on this timescale; two relevant mechanisms which yield this
characteristic timescale are the cloud collision time and the evolution
time for massive stars.)

If starbursLs dominate the evolution of disk systems, one
expects to see a significant number of galaxies which are relatively
gas-rich yet have small current SFRs. Selection effects in
luminosity and suiface brightness will reduce the apparent fraction
of such galaxies (see Bothun 1987 for a review). Still, the available
information on SFRs in disk galaxies shows that the effect is
present (see Fig. 5). The most telling cases are the luminous,
generally large, cluster spirals studied by Schommer and Bothun
(1983), which have integrated colors like E and SO galaxies yet
have large H 1 masses. Some of these galaxies have HI masses of
-101 0 Mo yet their colors indicate that star formation ceased 3-
5x 109 yr ago. They also usually have small Ha equivalent widths.
The red yet Hi-rich galaxies comprise about 8% of the Schommer
and Bothun sample. They point out that M31 may be a local
example. Although the possibility of an abnormal IMF cannot be
ruled out (except in M31), the possibility that these galaxies
represent evidence for bursts of star formation in large disk galaxies
was noted by Schommer and Bothun.

There is one galaxy for which the idea of irregular SFR
histories can be tested: The Milky Way, which has R-1 and
Tg/tH<l. Scalo (1987) pointed out that the present-day mass
function for the solar neighborhood exhibits two "knees" or
"ledges," at -1.2 M© and at -3 Mo. These features can be clearly
seen in the spectral type distribution from ti e first 3 volumes of the
Michigan Spectral Catalogue shown in Hoi ck (1978) and Kennicutt
(1987, Fig. 4), and in a more quantitative manner in Vercshchagin
(1982) and Piskunov and Vercshchagin (1986, preprint). These
features can be interpreted as representing the effect of (at least) two
past bursts of star formation in the Milky Way, as has been done
for the knee in the LMC luminosity function (Bi-tcher 1977, Stryker
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!9S4). With Hits interpretation, the hursts must have occurred
about SxlG9 yr (referred to as burst A in what follows) and about
2s. r($ yv (hurst B) ago. The time resolution of (he present-day
muss function is poor for burst A, which may reprcwe.nl a series of
bursts occurring over ~3 Gyr. a result which also follows from
more detailed modelling (Sealo ei«/. 1988), This interpretation
contrasts strongly with those that would attribute the ledges to
features in the lMF("trimoda!ity").

The stellar age distribution based on chromosphenc ages •
derived from the strength of the Ca IIH and K emission reversal in
F and G dwarfs-by Barry (1987) gives .strong independent support
,to this interpretation. Barry's age distribution is shown in Figure 6,
where bursts at ~5-8xlO9 yr and <4x 108 yr are clearly indicated.
Notice that the SFR appears to have been very small between bursts
A and B.

10 12 14 16 18
Age (Qyr)

Fig. 6. Frequency distribution of chromospheric ages of local F
and G stars from Barry (1987).

Perhaps the most precise method for determining the stellar age
distribution is the frequency distribution of Li abundances in red
giants (Miller and Scalo 1980). Since the Li abundance at the end
of main sequence evolution should be a steadily increasing function
of mass, and '-scause conveca've envelope dilution in the red giant
phase is relatively insensitive to mass, the observed Li abundance in
a red giant gives directly its original main sequence mass and hence
age, for ages 5 1 Gyr. Only about 30 giants with measured Li
abundances were available for previous work on this constraint, but
Sneden and Brown (1987) have since accumulated Li data for over
600 red giants. The frequency distribution of Li abundances shows
a clear peak at a lithium abundance corresponding to an age of 4-
7x 109 yr, in agreement with the two other lines of evidence outlined
above. Furthermore, the main peak exhibits subpeaks suggesting 3
bursts with separation of about 1 Gyr, consistent with the structure
seen in the chromospheric age distribution (Fig. 6 and the form of
the 1.2 Mo ledge in the present-day irass function). That these
inferred bursts were not local events is suggested by the facts that
the ages of the stars involved in burst A are sufficiently large that
their places of origin should have sampled a significant fraction of
the disk and that both bursts appear synchronized with similar
bursts in the LMC (see below). A more detailed discussion of the
Milky Way bursts is given in Scalo et al. (1988).

Finally, the idea that disk galaxies evolve sporadically is
consistent with the statistics of starbursts discussed earlier, which
suggest that if burst durations are typically ~3xl07 yr (see sec. S),
most galaxies have experienced several starbursts.

In summary, the statistics of starburst galaxies, the range in
SFRs per unit area or mass, and the direct evidence that the Milky
Way's SFR history consisted of several large-amplitude bursts
supports the idea that starbursts play a significant, if not dominant
role in the evolution of spiral galaxies. The proposed evolutionary
history is also probably consistent with the observed values of R
and may partially account for the small values of xg/TH found for
many galaxies.

An entirely analogous series of arguments may be given in
favor of fluctuating global SFR behavior in irregular galaxies,
although the situation is more complicated because the sizes of the
smallest irregulars are not much larger than the size of a typical star
formation complex (~1 kpc). Even in the larger irregulars,
however, the estimated SFRs per unit area and per unit HI gas
mass and the gas depletion timescales vary greatly (Gallagher et al.
1984, Thronson and Telesco 1986, Donas et al. 1987, see Fig. 5)
and the variation would be much larger if the samples were not
chosen on the basis of blue color and high surface brightness. The
main argument against the importance of past global bursts in these

galaxies (Gallagher«<il. 1984) is that tlie eMimated SFRs averaged
over the past 10", 10°, and 10'(l yr are typically of the same order
of magnitude, although with significant variations. As with'the
spirals, these tirne-bvernged SFR ratios do not necessarily imply
constant SFRs if the timescales for fluctuations arc less than 10* yr.
Several examples of global bursts in larger irregular galaxies arc
known (see Gallagher and Hunter 1984 for a summary; also
Heidemann 1987), and their relative numbers may be consistent
with the idea that most irregulars have experienced several bursts,
although the severity of selection effects precludes a quantitative
statistical comparison. In addition, there exists more direct
information for the LMC, in which the luminosity function (see
Strykcr 1984, Ardebcrg <•/ <!. 1985), the ratio of clunp giants to
main sequence stars (Hardy etal. 1984), the lack of a subgiant
branch (Hardy et al. 1984) and the existence of a double asymptotic
branch (Frogel and Blanco 1983) suggest that star formation
proceeded mainly in two bursts of ages a few billion years and
around 2X1O8 yr, in remarkable agreement with the results for the
Milky Way. Furthermore, the color-magnitude diagram of the
SMC also suggests an episode of star formation a few billion years
ago (Hawkins and Bruck 1982).

This work was supported by NSF Grant 86-19738.
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DISCUSSION

R. WIBLEWJ YOU claimed that bursts of star
formation could produce bumps in the present-
day mass function. I think that such bursts
would create only step-like features ( steps
downwards for increasing s tel lar mass )in
the present-day mass function, if the mi~
t ia l mass function has no bumps and is uni-
versal.

J. SCALG: The observed features in the pre-
sent-day mass function appear to be step-
like (ledges, or knees), although this is
not completely certain for the 1.2 m fea-
ture. Notice that the PDMF I showed is the
number of stars per unit logarithmic mass
interval. If plotted as Lumber per unit mass
interval, the curve should be divided by m
and a "bump" may become a ledge. You are
correct that if "bumps" appeared, one would
have to conclude that the IMF during the
burst was deficient in stars with masses
much below m( T = t ), where T ^ and T
are the main sequence lifetime for mass m
and T is the age of the burst. This appears
very improbable for the two burst epochs
discussed because:

1. The IMF would have to cut off at just
below m(t = T ), which differs for each
burst. The'sIMF would have had to "know"
how long i t would be before we detected
the burst (now ) unless i t ' s coincidence.

2. The stars whose ages I used to verify the
existence of the 2 lt>8 yr old burst (PDMF
feature at ~ 3 mo ) mostly have masses in
the range 1 - 1.5 n>o, so we know that
star formation in that burst extended
down to at least 1 mo.

J. PALOU§: Have you any idea what could be
the reason for star-bursts in our Galaxy?

J. SCALO: The approximate agreement between
burst ages derived for the Milky Way and
the Large Magellanic Cloud suggest the pos-
sibil i ty of a tidal encounter-induced burst,
even though the mass ratio is small. Even
if this is so, the physical mechanism by
which a tidal interaction can trigger a
global extranumber burst remains an open
question. As mentioned in the text, there
exist galactic star formation models which
are susceptible to burst-like behaviour
even without a large perturbation, so there
need not necessarily be a "reason", like an
interaction or a bars irregular unpredict-
able behaviour may be the natural state for
galaxies, as i t is in many other systems.
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Abstract* The main sequence maos function of vir?.ent star* formation regions are inves t iga ted by
lea.is of observat ions of extremely young s t a r burs t ing dwarf ga laxies (HII g a l a x i e s ) . The
ef fec t ive temperatures of the t o t a l ionising radia t ion in theae systems decrease more s teeply
with abundance than expected from m e t a l l i c t t y dependent changes in the in t e rna l s t r u c t u r e of the
s t a r s and from the decreased cooling in the nebulae but can be explained i f the mass function
var i e s sys temat ica l ly with chemical composition.

1. HII Galaxies

HII ga lax ies are gas r ich dwarf ga laxies tha t are
at present unlergoing ttNi33We burs t s of s t a r forma-
t ion . The integrated spect r : of these objec ts are
remarkably s imi la r to the spec t ra of high e x c i t a t i o n
gian t HII regions (such aa 'JO Doradus for example)
and, in fact , the global p roper t ies of HII ga lax ies
are essentially indistinguishable from those of giant
HII regions, the only important difference beiw that
Htl galaxies are systsmatically metal pc-uer (Jtelnick
et a l . , 1987a,b). The statistical properties of HII
galaxies ire dlscusse.1 In a separate jjaper in this
volume (Terlevich and Zelnick).

As in giant HIE region."1, the ionising sources of
;{II ^alaxiea are -ruisslve star "t'.^ters. The emission-
Line i»/juivaleit widths and luminosities of HII galax-
ies i.nply that the stars In the ionising clusters must
he coeval. Jtarburst activity, therefore, is the domi-
nant j>r<ynent siode of star formation in HII galaxies.
~tn?e th'.* luminosity of Hit galaxies is dominated at
all wavelengths by the yoang component, l i t t l e Is
<'i>wa about t-ieir past history of star formation
(Melnick et a l . , t935b and references therein). We
will iefln-? litarb.jrsts as regions where the star
f.vraat L'ji vnQ;~[:i?R) Ts locally very high. The global
n'-'Ks nf 3t«rbur.sts (1-100 Hj. yr~') are comparable to
the .^l^bal rites observed in spiral galaxies (e.g.
ivjnnLo.itt, '935) but the local, ( i . e . 3FR per unit
T-oa) star finintLon rates of st-irburst.o are 10"1 to
10b times larger. Because the local 3FRs in spiral
sal^Kles are very low (~ 10~2 ^ pc"2 Myr"1) the
initial mass function (IHF) can only be Measured by
averaging ov^r l»rg>; regions of galixies. Conse-
quently, the VI? of large galaxies la determined, not
only by the physics of star formation, but also by
stochastic processed. In starbursta, on the other
hand, the full mass range allowed by the physics of
star formation can he populated and therefore the
concept of an initial nass distribution is well
defined. In this contribution we will present new
results regarding the IMF of starburst clusters (also
{n.)WT as violent star formation regions, Melnick et
al . , 1985a) bised on a detailed analysis of the
observations of Hit galaxies.

2. The relation between 1 and 0/H for HII galaiies

The relation between nebular electronic tempera-
tire (Te) and oxygen abundance (0/H) for giant HII
resting and 411 galaxies waa shown by Terlevich (1985)
to be a powerful probe of their ionising spectrum, and
hence of their stellar content (3ee also Campbell et

a l . , 1987). Figure 1 presents a plot of T versus 0/H
using the beat data in the Spectrophotometric
Catalogue of HII lialaties (Terlevich et al. 1987;
hereafter the SCKG). The solid and dashed lines
represent photoionisation models computed with the
code CLOUDY (Ferland and Truran, 1981) using Mihalas'
(1972) NLTB atmospheres to define the ionising
spectra. The nebulae were assumed to be spherical
shells of inner radius R = ^tO 1 9 cm and to have a
constant electronic denaSty n = 100 cm"3, values that
are typical of giant HII regions and HII galaxies
(Helnick et a l . , 1987a,b).

4.4

7.8 8.1
12 + log(0/H)

8.4

Figure 1: Logarithmic plot of electronic temperature
versus oxygen abundance for HII galaxies with very
high S/H data. Typical errors are ~ 10^ in 0/H and
~ 5% in Tg. The lines show photoionisation models
described in the text. T» is the effective
temperature of the ionising stars and u is the
ionisation parameter of the HII regions. The
diamonds represent, in order of increasing
abundance, the largest HII regions in the SMC (NGC
346), the LMC (30 Coradus), H33 (NGC 604) and the
Orion nebula.

Evans and Dopita (1985) have suggested that elec-
tronic temperatures of extra,;alactic HII regions may
depend strongly on the ionising parameter defined as,
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u- iog-aoi i - (o
4nR*n ca e

where Q(H) la the plioton flux in the tyman continuum,
Ra the Str'dmgron radius ami o tho apeod of light. The
parameter u ia proportional to the ratio of the
fOIH]X5007 to fon]AJ727,29 lines. Thia relation la
shown in figure 2 (top) where u la plotted against log
0 /0 * logU$Q07/\3727,29) for three values of the
electronic temperature (obtained by deoreaing the 0
abundance by a factor of 10) and two extreme values of
the ionisation teraperatur . T*. In both caaea tho
alopea are very close to urity tl'ua, to an accuracy cf
~ 10?, the ionlsntion parameter of high excitation
nebulae can be estimated as u - log 0 /0 - 3.2.

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.0 3
log ([OIII]A5007/[OII]X3727,29)

0--

-0.5

u=-3

4.1 4.2
log Te

4.3

Figure 2: (top) Relation between log 0 /0 =
log([0IIl]\50O7/[0Il]\3727,29) and ionisation
parameter u for three values of Te corresponding
to 0/H equal to 0.5 and 0.05 times solar and two
extreme values of T». The lines are least-aquares
fits to the points and have slopes very close to
unity, (bottom) The KII galaxies of figure 1 in
the (logTe - log ++/0*) diagram.

Figure 2 (bottom) plots the observations of HII
galaxies in the (logTe - log **/0*) plane together
with modela using Kihalas' atmospheres. The figure
il lustrates the weak temperature dependence of the
relation between u and 0 /0 and shows that for the
HII galaxies plotted in figure 1 the ionisation
parameter lies in the range -3 < u < -2 with a mean

value of » = -2.6. Thin run in u in typical for tho
(~ 400) gnlaxifln in the SCHG find uyreuu very wall with
the ranga expectel from t)i« obaurved iL luminosities,
denaltiou and radii of KII gnltidos (Mnlnlck ot al.
1987a,b),

The tight theoretical correlation between 0 /0
and u suggests that the strong depondence between T
and u found by Evans and Doplta (19S!'jJfmay be^an
artifact introduced by their use of 3 and 0 to
estimate electronic temperatures.

Tho solid line In figure 1 shows the models for
u - -2 ami the daohed line models using u - -3- It is
clear from thi^ figure that the observations cannot be
reproduced by fixing the parameters of the ionising
stars and allowing the nebular parameters to vary but
require the effective temperature of the ionising
radiation (T#) to change systematically with chemical
composition. Only a small part of this change ia due
to abundance dependent changes in the internal struc-
ture and atmospheres of the ionising aturs. Using the
[ Pe/H] = 0 and [Fe/H] = -2 modela described by Melnick
et al . (1985a), we find that for 120 IL ZAMS stars the
electronic temperatures are only 0.02 nex hotter for
the lower metallicity.

The increase in T* with 0/H, therefore, must be
related to a systematic change in the stel lar popula-
tions of HII galaxies with metallicity. In other
worda, the IMF of the ionising clusters must be a
function of chemical composition. As discussed by
Terlevich and Helnick (1983) and Terlevich (1985) this
variation may be parametrized either by a systematic
decrease of the IMF upper mass cutoff (M..) or H
steepening of the slope (a) with increasing metal
abundance. On the basis of the observed relation
between the equivalent widths of the nebular lines and
0/H, Terlevich and Melnick (1983) and Terlevich (1985)
argued that if the slope of the IMF is constant, the
lower mass cutoff (M.) must increase with decreasing
oxygen abundance while if the mass cutoffs are
constant the slope of the IMF must ctii-nge with
abundance approximately a3,

a = log(0/H) • 5.7 (2)

The position of the 30 Doradua nebula, known to
contain stnrs as massive aa 150 VL (Helnick, 1985a,b),
in the (Te - 0/H) plane also suggests a very weak
dependence of My on chemical composition. The
implications of a relation between IMF slope and metal
abundance to the chemical and dynamical evolution of
galaxies have been discussed by Melnick (1987).

5- The hottest HII galaxies

The lowest abundance objects plotted in figure 1
have electronic temperatures that are much hotter than
can be accounted for by photoionisation by no_rraal 0
stars ( i . e . a < 150 1^; T« < 60000 *K) but 7e"{uTr"e
extremely hard ionising radiation (aa illustrated in
fig. 1 by a T» = 100000 °K model computed using a
planetary nebula atmosphere from Hummer and Mihalas,
1970).

There are two obvious explanations for this
result, neither of which we find very convincing. The
first would be the presence of extremely hot Wolf-
Rayet (WR) stars or "Warmers" (Terlevich and Melnick,
1985) and the second the effect of wind opacities in
the (expanding) atmospheres of very rana3ive s tars .
These explanations are not convincing because, on
theoretical grounda, both are expected to decrease in
importance with decreasing abundance. In fact WR
features are not observed in very low abundance rtll
galaxies (Kunth and Schild, 1986), while wind opaci-
ties play only a minor role in redistributing the
3tellar (Tuxes in the 1-4 Ryd energy range which is
the moat relevant for determining the nebular elec-
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troiuc temperatures (Abbott and Huramor, 1935)> This ia
illustrated l<\ figure 3 where models for a fixed
effective teraperuture (T» " 55000 *K) and ionisfition
parameter (u a -2) hut different atmospheres are
compared to the observations. The (pure helium)
expanding Wolf-Rayt atmospheres of Haraann and Schrautz
(193?) are aeon in this figure to give essentially
identical results to the standard Mihalas plane
parallel models while, due to the lack of CIV cooling,
the Kuruoa' atmospheres (which stop at 4 Ryd) yield
somewhat higher electronic temperatures.

4 4

4

9 -f-

Kuruci (Fe/H]=0
Kufuci [fe/H]=-2
Wolf-Royet fii=-4.4

7.5 7.8 8.1
12+log(0/H)

8.4

Figure 3: Comparison of different model atmospheres
using the model nebulae described in the text with
u = -2. The meaning of the diamonds is explained
in figure 1.

k direct observational test roc the presence of
extremely hot stars in metal poor HII galaxies may be
obtained from the strengths of the HeIIA4686 nebular
line which L3 extremely sensitive to the effective
temperature of the ionising radiation. Unfortunately
this line is also very weak (typically less than 1/100
of H«) ani its detection requires data of much higher
signal-to-noise than is needed, for example, to
measure oxygen or even helium abundances. The observa-
tion of nebular Hell may be further complicated by the
presence of 3tellar Hell lines from the atmospheres of
Wolf-Rayet stars although, as mentioned above, '<TR
features are not observed in very low abundance
systems. We have unambiguously detected nebular Hell
lines in 3 HII galaxies, the spectra of 3 of which are
shown in figure 4. The observed Hell/Hfl line ratios
range from 0.015 (in most cases the detection limit)
to 0.045, well within the range expected from photo-
ionisation by normal stars (using Hihalas' models).
For comparison, the T# = 100000 *K models predict
Hell/Ho = 0.21, a value which is appropriate for
Seyfert galaxies but not for giant HII regions or HII
galaxies.

We conclude that i t is unlikely that the ionising
clusters of HII galaxies contain stars much hotter
than T* ~ 55000 K (or correspondingly more massive
than ~ 120 K^ on the ZAHS) and that some other
explanation must be found for the high temperature HII
galaxies. Unfortunately, calculations of extended
expanding stellar atmospheres including metallic lines
do not exist while, even without metals, virtually
nothing is known about the emergent fluxes from
"windy" atmospheres beyond 4 Ryd. The present results
su res t that HII galaxies may play an interesting role
in testing structural and atmospheric models of very
raaaaive stars.

k

Hi

C 1543+091

T 1304-353

4300 IVIS 1530 1615 ii760

uflVELENGTH

Figure 4: Examples of nebular Hell lines in 3 high
excitation HII galaxies.

4. Conclusions

The IMF of Starburst clusters appears to vary
systematically with abundance in a way that, for
extreme values of 0/H, mimics bi-modality. The
apparent similarity of the luminosity functions (LF)
of different galaxies is usually interpreted as
evidence of the universality of the IMF (Scalo, 1985;
Freedman, 1985). However, because the mass - (visual)
luminosity relation for massive stars is very steep
(dMy/dlOfsH ~ 5; Helnick, 1985a) the change in slope of
the LF predicted by eq. 2 is only dlogN/dHy ~ 0.2,
which, contrary to what is stated by these authors, is
certainly consistent with the observations. Whether
the observed variations in the LF are real, and
related to variations of the IMF and/or of the star
formation histories, or due to observational effects,
remains to be established, but, as we emphasized in the
introduction, the results from violent star formation
regions do not necessarily apply to galaxies as a
whole where the IMF has only a statistical meaning.
A priori, therefore, the IHF of galaxies would not be
expected to behave ia the same way as that of very
rich clusters. The fact that, for a small range of
metallicities, the LFs of galaxies are not radically
different from those of starburst clusters is an
intriguing but potentially misleading result which
requires a deeper analysis than has hitherto been
possible using ground based observations. Clearly the
Hubble Space Telescope will play a decisive role in
advancing the field beyond its presently confusing but
challenging status.
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range (M, M+dM) and ages in the range ( t ,
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of variables in NtM.'E' ). This model assump-
tion means that we suppose IMF to be time-
independent. IMF, or mass distribution of
newly formed stars, is given by a power law:
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m,,ji/Mt i.q a more physical parameter than
fc , arid uslr.r, it >.vft avoid the influence
of the concrete analyticai form of f(t) on
our results (Larson and TinsJey, 1978).

There is a lot of observational dat° on
UBV-colours of galaxies, so UBV-colours
have bean modelled fir3t of all^ Laraon and
Tinsley, 1978, or L'earie, Sargent and Bagnu-
olo, 1973, have given interesting fundamen-
tal results on UBV-colours of galaxies. In
particular the observational location of
normal galaxies at the two-colour diagram
(U-B.B-V) have been accounted for theoreti-
cally. However all these 3tudies have revea-
led the UBV-modelling incapability to sepa-
rate effects of different parameters. For
example an observational sequence of normal
galaxy colours can be modelled either by
varying e, from 0 to + <*> (m ,ot /M. , from
0.01 to 0) with fixed Z=Ze or by varying Z
from Zg to ZQ/100 with zero star formation
intensity.That is why at the two-colour dia-
gram (U-B,B-V) the colour sequence of spiral
galaxies with star formation fully coincides
with the colour sequence of globular clus-
ters having no star formation but having
different metallicitiea. So if we have a ga-
laxy with B-V=+0.6 and U-B=0.0 we cannot say
whether it has a solar metallicity and in-
tense star formation or it is a metal-poor
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oao (2*2t/1Q0) without atar formation. On
the base of similar nonuniqueneaa the wall--
known didouasion between two groups of in-
vestigators on the nature of late spiral
nuclei blueuaas has burst out. O'Connell
(1982) has taken apeotral energy distributi-
ons for central (300 - 800 pc diameters)
parts of 7 So-galaxies from the observations
of Turnrose (1976) and has shown the pre-
sence of massive (young) stars in So' nuclei
using population synthesis. But the popula-
tion synthesis method doesn't guarantee the
uniqueness of results so O'Connell'a conclu-
sions could be oonsidered as doubtful. Other
group, McClure et al.(1980) have selected
other way: they have found a correlation
between equivalent widths of metal absorp-
tion lines in tc' nuclei integrated spectra
and absolute ma&^itudas of these nuclei.
Their sequence has continued an analogous
one found by Faber (1977) for early-type ga-
laxies toward weaker metal lines. Paber1a
correlation is usually considered as a lumi-
nosity dependence of the galactic metallic!-
ty so McClure et al.(1980) have concluded
that Sc1 nuclei are as metal-poor as globu-
lar clusters and have no star formation.
But model calculations show that the star
formation diminishes equivalent widths of
metal lines in integrated spectra too. More-
over Heckman (1960) has noted that Faber's
correlation low-luminosity end is based on
such dwarf elliptical galaxies as NGC 185 or
NGC 205 which are satellites of gas-rich
spirals like M 31 and which demonstrate evi-
dent presence of star formation. Heckman's
analysis of Mgl and Hf equivalent widths in
integrated spectra of late-type spirals nuc-
lei has revealed a significant amount of
young stars in them. But until the moment
there were no model calculations of integra-
ted absorption spectra for the galaxies with
tho star formation so quantitative estimates
of the star formation rate in central parts
of,spiral galaxies without emission spectra
were impossible. We have proposed a method
based on evolutionary synthesis which en-
ables us to determine simultaneously star
formation rate, metallicity and initial mass
function slope using integrated spectra ab-
sorption lines Mgl+HgH \ 5150 A and TiO
h 7150 k and integrated UBV-colours (sil'

chenko, 1984). Just below we shall briefly
describe the method and some results concer-
ning its application to real spectra of cen-
tral parts of some spiral galaxies. More de-
tailed description of the method is present-
ed by Sil'chsnko(1984). Our method is insen-
sitive to the age of an old stellar system
so we suppose T=10 billion years for all our
models.

2. Star formation rates and metallici-
ties for some galactic nuclei

We have calculated full model energy dis-
tributions in the wavelength range 3000 -
7750 A with the 50 K resolution. To compare
model Bpsctra with the observed ones we
have used 4 indices characterizing these
spectra. First of all we obtained model UBV-
OOIOUTB by the convolution of model spectra
with UBV response curves from Straiaya(1977).
Then we formed Mg-index characterizing the
strength of Mglb+MgH absorption band:

index is TiO-one:

I -- 1.5 In
,«so

As we pointed out (Sil'chenko,1982) this
index con be successfully used for IMF de-
termination.

We have calculated model indices for a
set of parameters: Z»0.01 and 0.04, ol =1.7,
2.1, 2.35, 2.74, and 3.1. lg(m &;/Mtot)
from -2.0 to -4.0 through 0.2 - O.3l8ftd
m 101/•**•„ t=0. At the fig.1 an example of a
(IMg,B-V;-diagram is presented.

0M0 0.&0 0.&0 1.0O J.2O

Paber (1973) and Mould (1978) have proved
this absorption feature to be sensitive to
stellar population metallicity. The fourti?

Fig.1. Theoretical (Iu,B-V)-diagram for
the IMP slope M g ol =2.35.
1 - equal metallicity lines (up-
per Z=0.04, lower Z=0.01),

2 - equal SPR lines (the numbers
are lg(ml0» /» t o t) values)

One can see that lines of equal metalli-
city are roughly parallel as well as lines
of equal SPR. Two families of lines form a
kind of a coordinate system on the plane
(Ij^.B-V) which can allow us to find metal-
liBfty and star formation rate for a galaxy
provided known I H and B-V. The difference
between diagrams"?!.. ,B-V) and (U-B.B-V)
concerning the possibility of separation of
metallicity and SPR effects becomes evident
when we set poor-metal globular clusters
NGC 7078 and 7089 (observations of Whitford,
1978) on the diagram (IM ,B-V) (fig.1). As
expected they are situated far below the
equal metallicity line Z=0.01.

For more reliable determination of model
parameters we need another diagram. At the
fig.2 a two-colour diagram (U-B.B-V) for
model calculations with 2=0.04 and 0.01 and
a set of <*. is presented. SFR varies along
oach curve: upper end - m(0« /M. ..=0.01, low-
er end - m,ot/Mt t=0. The shift Between
(Z=0.04)- and (Z=0.01)-families of Iine3
can be used for intrinsic reddening determi-
nation. In fact we know a direction at which
a galaxy moves at the two-colour diagram
when we correct its iJBV-colours for the dif-
ferential extinction: according to Zasov and
Demin (1979), E.- .-=O.72E^ independently on
dust distribution in galactic disk. At the
diagram (V,.B-V) being corrected for the
extincT,ion8 galaxy moves along the absoisse
direction because Iy is a narrow-band index
and isn't affected By the extinction. If we
attempt to correct galaxy colours for the
intrinsic extinction a galaxy will shift at
the diagrams (U-B.B-V) and (Iu ,B-V) towards
lower B-V as pointed above. Tn§ metallicity
estimate will decrease according to the
(U-B,B-V)-diagram and will increase accord-
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Pig.2. Theoretical two-colour diagram:

1 - Z=0.01, 2 - Z=0.04, numbers
correspond to oi

ing to the (IM,B-V)-diagram. When two esti-
mates become equal we should think that we
have found intrinsic (dereddened) colours.
This (B-V) p can be used for the SFR determi-
nation at the (I M ,B-V)-diagram.

So the whole procedure of determining Z,
m,o»/M± t, d. and £ „ „ from I M , I B-V
and U-B°Aonsists oPifeveral sTC&ges?10

1. Comparing a galaxy location at the (I u ,
B-V)- and (U-B,B-V)-diagrams we find the™8

exact value of EL, v and some approximate Z.
.2. With (B-V)o otftained from the stage 1 and
with I M we enter into (I ¥ ,B-V)-diagram,
define S Z more precisely aSd find a star for-
mation rate value.

Stages 1 and 2 must be carried out for se-
veral fixed <A .
3. For each model set Z, m loi /M. +, c< resul-
ted from st.1 and 2 we calculate0' I_.n(fig.
3)i compare it with the observed one, and
select only seta of Z, m l0> /Mt t, ol that
fit simultaneously all the observed indices:
I M , U-B, B-V, and I 2 i 0 .

°So starting from fottr observed indices we
find four unknown characteristics of stellar
population of a galaxy.

0.06

0.02

0O£>

0.OM

0.02

-2.5 -i.O -3.S

We have applied our method 10 aome In-
tegrated spectra of bright spiral galaxies.
Table 1 contains observational data on the
indices taken partly from the literature,
partly from our own observations. All the
spectra were obtained for the central purt
of galactic bulges( some hundred paraoca
diameters). Por example we have made our
observations at the 125-cm telescope of
the Crimean laboratory of Sternberg Insti-
tute with a scanning two-canal spectropho-
tometer using the 25" aperture.

Table 1.
Observed indices.

NGC

224
628

1637
2841
3031
4321
4594
4736

Type

Sb
Sc
SBc
Sb
Sab
Sc
Sa
Sab

U-B

O.b4
0.34
0.28
0.52
0.64
0.31

-
0.19

B-V

0.93
0.80
0.66
0.88
0.98
0.87
0.96
0.74

0.22
0.16
0.13
0.17
0.18
0.14
0.19
0.13

XTi0
0.08
0.08
0.04

—
-

0.06
0.06

—

Ref.

1
2

2 ,3
1
4
2
5
4

Ref.: 1 - present paper, 2 - U
3 - Progel(1985), 4 - Pritchet(1977), 5 -
- Whitford(1978).
Our model results are given in table 2.

Por the galaxies having no observed Imtj
we suppose Salpeter IMF d =2.35. Hean er-
rors are believed to be ~0.3 in lg(2),-0.4
in <*. and ~0.3 in lg(m ,„« /!!<.„.,.).

Table 2. t o t

Star formation rates, metallicities,
and IMF slopes for aome galactic bulges.

NGC

628
1637
2841
3031
4321
4594
4736

3.

Z

0.04
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.02

Discussion

J . I
3.1
2 .7

-
3.1
2 .7

-

^ - V l

0
0
0.12
0
0
0.10
0
0

.gUWHot
—'&• b
-2.2
-2.6
-2.9
-3.5
-2.5
-3.0
-2.8

First of all we have compared our I M
with analogous Mould's (1978) index D Sin-
tered at the X =5175 A. Mould's indices
for 7 galaxies of our tables are taken from
Heckman's et al. (1980) observations. I M
and D have turned out to be closely relatea:
D=2.02IM +0.05 with the correlation coeffi-
cient °0.95- (However we must remark that
Heckman'a D for M 31, M 32, and M 81 are
systematically higher by ~ 0.1 than the
corresponding values from Mould, 1978).

Then we begin to look for possible cor-
relations between the SPR in galactic nuc-
lei and other global characteristics of ga-
laxies. It is probable that galaxies with
intense star formation in the nuclei have
more gas there: at least the central HI
surface density in NGC 628 is one order
higher than in NGC 3031. Such correlation
should be natural: stars can be born only
in gas clouds, and we know quantitative
Schmidt's law SFR ~ f^&B- But we have

Fig.3. Model calculations of
Numbers are values of

found a more striking correlation - between
SFR in the nuclei and the maximum rotation
velocity of a galactic disk at the plateau
of rotation curve in several kiloparsecs
from the centre. At the fig.4a lg(m(«t/lit t)
from the table 2 vs Vm according to
Bottinelli et al.(1984) are presented; the
correlation coefficient is 0.57. Physically
analogous correlation can be obtained if we
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compare Mould's index D for galactic nuclei
with Hie kncrA'n "jolai- metallicity and galac-
tic maximum rotation velocities (fig.4b,
the correlation coefficient 0.51, the D da-
t« are taken from the paper of Heokman et
al.(19£!Q) and from our unpublished observa-
tions): we are sure that if the metallicity
is aolar (for example baaed on emission
spectra properties) I.,T or D can be deoreaa-
ed only., hy intense atKr formation.

2,00

100

0.1)0

Pig.4. The correlation between SFR in a
galactic nucleus and maximum rota-
tion velocity of a galactic di3k:
a - SFR in galactic nuclei from

the present paper vs Vm,
b - D-indices from Heckman et al.

(1980) affected by SPR vs Vra

But how rotation velocity of a galactic
diak can affect star formation in a galac-
tic nucleus?

The influence of dynamical characteris-
tics of a galactic disk on radial motions
of massive gaseous clouds have been studied
in our papers (Sil'chenko and Lipunov,
1987a,b). It has been revealed that the
mo3t effective mechanism that is able to
decrease cloud angular momentum is dynami-
cal friction in the stellar disk: under
that mechanism giant gaseous clouda evolve
falling into the galactic centre. The main
equations describing this process are the

f o l l o w i n g :

wnero M(R,t) is the full flow of clouds
moving radially at the moment t at the dis-
tance from the oontre R. M ia related to
the gas surface density <T and cloud radi-
al flow rate Vr as follows: M=2<?r RVr (T . A
ia a factor of order of 1, g* (R) - volume
density of stellar mass in galactic disk,
M - the mass of a single cloud, u(R) ~ velo-
city dispersion of disk stars, io (R) - angu-
lar rotation velocity of a galactic disk.
We assume the following suggestions which
are roughly conaiaient with the roal beha-
viour of the majority of spirals:
a) a flat rotation curve, co R=Voaconstt
b) a constant height of stellar disk, so

u« ru £» .
Under such assumptions our equations

have an analytical solution:

6-1R ,t)- exp (&/r)

wharw 6"o (R) is the initial gas distribution
in a galactic disk, f - characteristic evo-
lution time equal to

a- H*v«
C ' ZAGM

(H - the height of stellar disk, Vo - the
rotation velocity). One can see that the
characteristic evolution time of the oloud
system is proportional to the rotation velo-
city of a galaxy: in a slowly rotating gala-
xy the disk gasoous clouds fall into the ga-
lactic centre within its lifetime. This me-
chanism can provide the galactic nuclei
with a permanent supply of star formation
raw material if a galaxy rotates slowly
enough.
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"Data should be used to penetrate, not to obscure reality"

DISTRIBUTION DF OB ASSOCIATIONS AND OPEN STAR CLUSTERS

GOsta Lynga

Lund Observatory. Box 43, 221 00 Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT

Observations of photometric and spectroscopic data for open clusters and
associations have been intensive during the last few years. Incentives are many:

- each cluster is an object for which the state of evolution and other
characteristics can be studied much better than for individual stars

- the systems of open clusters and associations in our own and other galaxies
give information about the recent evolution of the galaxies themselves

- the clusters and associations are sensors of the conditions in interstellar
space

Collections of observed data have been made by Alter, Ruprecht, Balazs, Vanysek
and White in the comprehensive Prague-Budapest card catalogues. My own efforts in
this direction have resulted in a computer readable catalogue of open cluster data,
of which the 5th edition appeared recently. In collaboration with K. Janes and C.
Tilley of Boston University, I have now entered weight classes. The purpose of
these is to monitor the reliability of conclusions based on cluster data.

It seems that physical systems of 10-1000 stars can be divided into three
categories:

- associations and unbound open clusters

- bound open clusters in the disk

- old open clusters

Properties such as age, linear diameter and abundances are discussed for these
categories on the basis of the data contained in the Lund catalogue.

The galactic distribution of young clusters and associations shows the existence
of complexes inside the thin disk. The system of old open clusters seems to back up
the concept of a thick disk.

INTRODUCTION

In order to succeed in describing our
jalaxy we must know the distances and
physical properties of its component as
fell as possible. Hot only that, we must
jlso know the precision of our data;
otherwise we cannot know the valua of our
conclusions. It is also important to study
similar systems elsewhere in the universe
to get the large-scale perspective of
jalactic structure.

OB associations and open star clusters
ire ideal tracers of the present galactic
structure and its recent evolution. This is
so because distances, ages, abundances and
jffects of the interstellar reddening can
>e determined more precisely for these
objects than for individual stars. Associa-
tions and clusters also allow the deter-
mination of luminosity and mass functions.
Pinally, their formation and destruction
#ill give us information about the condi-
tions in the galactic disk. Cluster obser-
vers around the world are today in the
process of collecting relevant observations
for all these tasks and of enabling a
successively clearer understanding.

Data for over one thousand associations
and clusters have been collected systema-
tically for many years by Alter, Ruprecht,
Vanysek, Balazs and White (Alter et al.,
1970, Ruprecht et al., 1981). Their card
catalogue and its supplement are standard
references in observatory libraries the
world over.

My own effort in this line consists of a
computer accessible data base for open
clusters, the Catalogue of Open Cluster
Data (=COCD below). The fifth edition
(Lynga, 1987) is now available through the
Strasbourg and NASA data centers and it is
also on display at this meeting. A new
principle has been introduced in this
edition, namely weight assignment for
individual data values. It is entirely
possible to make a relative assessment of
data values in an objective way. A higher
weight can, for instance, be justified by a
large number of observed stars in a
cluster, a long main sequence or a small
scatter of the points in the colour-
-magnitude diagram. Examining each original
data source in these respects, we (Janes,
Tilley and Lynga, 1988 = JTL below) have
devised a system of weight classes, which
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is entered in the fifth edition of the COCO
and which is also used below.

Incidentally, the galactic geometry will
be discussed on the assumption of a
distance of 8.5 kpc to the galactic centre
(Kerr, Lynden-Bell, 1986). For convenience,
it will also be assumed that the plane of
symmetry of the open cluster system
coincides with the galactic plane, although
it is shown below that this is not
strictly true.

NUMBERS AND TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONS AND
CLUSTERS

Clusterings of 10 - 1000 stars can
naturally be divided into three categories.
This is demonstrated by figure 1, in which
linear diameter is plotted against log
(age) for' clusters in the JZOCD. The large
diameters at low ages (<10 yr) correspond
to the kinematically unbcund clusters, akin
to OB associations. There is a complete
lack of correlation of diameter with age
between 5*10 arid 10 yr, these object
being the bound open clusters. The number
of such objects decreases exponentially
with age because of cluster destruction
mechanisms. Objects of the oldest category,
which also have large diameters, are too
numerous to be part of the ordinary disk
cluster system. The longevity o£ these
objects would _be several times 10 yr as
compared to 10 yr for the disk clusters.

10

Figure 1. Relation between linear diameter
and log (age)

Let us now analyse the question of
whether the associations and clusters
constitute a major component of the
galaxy. Using the data given by Garmany
(1986) for luminous stars and by JTL and
Bruch and Sanders (1983) for open clusters
we arrive at present, mass densities of
2.4M0 and 7.5*10 solar masses per
pc of the galactic disk for associations
and clusters, respectively. According to
Bahcall (1984) the column density in the
solar neighbourhood corresponds to about 67
solar masses per pc , of which about one
third is unobserved matter. This is several
orders of magnitude more than the matter in
present day OB associations and open
clusters.

A more relevant exercise may be to
assess the importance of associations and
open clusters as originators of the stellar
disk component, i.e. to take their limited

longevity into account. For of»n clusters,
JTL" give a longevity of 10 yr and a
formation rate of roughly 0.25 per kpc per
10 yr. If these values have not changed
appreciably during the history of the
galaxy and if the average cluster mass, 300
solar masses (cf. Bruch, Sanders, 1983) has
also been reasonably constant, then the ma-
ss, pf stars formed,in open clusters during
10 yr over 1 pc of the disk was 0.75
solar masses, i.e. about 2 8 of the column
density in the solar neighbourhood.

The corresponding contribution from OB
stars can be estimated using the numbers
given by Garmany (1986). Her table of stars
more massive <-.han 20 solar masses and
within 3 kpc would., assuming a longevity of
5*10 yr, yield about .-• * of the column
density given by Bahcall. Using the IMF
given by Humphreys and McElroy '1984) there
will be a few times as many stars of lower
mass and higher longevity, giving a further
but smaller contribution. Only if there
have been appreciably more and larger 0B
associations and clusters in earlier stages
of the galactic evolution could we count on
most disk stars having originated in these
systems.

DISTRIBUTION AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE
GALACTIC PLANE

Scale heights

As was demonstrated in the preceding
section we have to discuss the OB associa-
tions, the disk clusters and the old open
clusters as three separate categories.

The distribution of disk clusters has a
scale height of 55 pc and defines a plane
of symmetry, above which the sun is
displaced by 21 pc. There is a gradual
increase of the scale height by cluster age
in accordance with the increase of disper-
sion of radial velocities with cluster age
(Lynga, Palous, 19Q7), which is probably an
effect of disk heating. The OB associations
form a thin disk with a scale height and a
plane of symmetry similar to the young
cluster system.

The system of older clusters is being
studied by Janes and Lynga (1988) , who
find a distribution reminding of the thick
disk as described by Gilmore and Wyse
(1985). This may be yet another effect of
disk heating due to encounters with giant
molecular clouds or massive fragments of
spiral arms. The first type of object
would, though, tend to disrupt the
clusters, making the second alternative
more likely.

Warps, thickening of disk

Since our data reach to distances of
several kpc, a possible warp of the
galactic plane would be possible to
identify. However, the plots of figures 2
and 3 show that the cluster distribution is
quite plane out to almost 3 kpc in four
different directions. This is in contrast
to the demonstration by Garmany (1986) of a
warp in the distribution of massive OB
stars. Even if we, like Garmany, plot z
values against longitude without taking
distances into regard, we fail to see any
effects of a warp.
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Figure 3. z versus y for clusters within
-500 < x < +500

There is, in figure 3, an effect of
thickening of the disk outwards in the
galaxy. This is similar to the behaviour of
the HI disk.

the galactic plane

Figure 4 shows, plotted against distance
from the galactic plane, the residual of
metallicity after taking the metallicity
gradient (see below) into account. No
significant effect remains.

Although one does find a relatively high
frequency of massive stars in the inner
galaxy( this may be due to a higher degree
of incompleteness rather than an actual
variation of IMF (Humphreys, HcElroy,
1984).

The metallicity gradient

From studies of the gaseous component of
our galaxy, good evidence has been
presented by Pottasch (198S) and others
that there is a negative gradient in the
abundances of several heavy elements with
galactocentric radius. Several studies have
shown similar gradients in the stellar
component for giants (Luck, 1982), super-
giants (Christian and Smith, 1983),
cepheids (Harris, 1981) and common stars
(Mayor, 1976).

Since both distances and abundances are
easier to determine accurately for
clusters than for single objects, open
clusters are ideal objects for such
studies. Since the paper by Janes (1)79)
several determinations have been made from
open cluster date, mostly finding metalli-
city gradients of -0.05 to -0.10 dex/kpe.

6 8 10 12 14
galactocentric radius

Figure 5. Metallicity gradient for open
clusters. The line refers to clusters
younger than 2*10 yr

-0.5

-1.0

0 500 1000 1500 2000

distance from galactic plane

Figure 4. Metallicity residual versus
distance from the galactic plane. A
gradient of -0.07 dex/kpc is assumed.

RADIAL EFFECTS

Distribution of luminous stars

The question of whether the initial mass
function, IMF, varies over the galaxy, in
the sense that the frequency of massive
stars is higher in the inner parts, was
discussed extensively at IAU Symposium No.
116 in Porto Heli (Garmany, 1986,
Freedman, 1986, Scalo, 1986 and others).

During our recent work with the
assigning of weights to data for open
clusters, JTL calculated the systematic
differences between different metallicity
determinations. We then used 37 relevant
studies of open clusters to derive a
consistent data set, for which the metal-
licity of the Hyades is 0.12. Figure 5
shows the resulting plot of metallicity
versus galactocentric radius— If only
clusters younger than 2*10 yr are
considered, the gradient is found to be
-0.07. The older clusters define a steeper
gradient, but they are dominated by a group
of six old clusters with metallicities of
between -0.5 and -0.6 and situated at
large distances from the galactic plane.
Since we consider them to be part of a
different, possibly thick-disk, population
we find it inappropriate to use them for
calculating the thin-disk gradient. In
figure 5 the weight classes have been used
to generate different-sized symbols and
they have also entered the derivation of
the gradient.

The gradient of metallicity, which is
more accurately determined for clusters
than for any other stellar component, is
shown by Lacey and Fall (1985) to require
a model with infall and radial flow of gas.
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The age gradient

The existence of a gradient in open
cluster ages was discussed by van den Bergh
and McClure (1980) and by Lynga (1980) and
in principle explained by Wielen (1985).
With the new, more consistent data set
available we get the statistics of cluster
ages and galactocentric radii shown in
table 1.

Table 1. Counts of open clusters in
intervals of galactocentric radius and age

age, <=20 50-100 500-1000 tot
(10 yr) 20-50 100-500 >1000

R(GC>) pc
<7000

7000-7500
7500-8000
8000-8500
8500-9000
9000-9500
9500-10000

>10000

13
12
12
21
B
4
8
37

1
8
11
5
17
13
6
11

1
5
17
11
7
7
3
5

2
9
10
20
27
21
15
8

0
0
4
5
7
3
1
2

0
0
6
5
4
9
1
11

17
34
60
67
70
57
34
74

Since table 1 contains all 413 clusters
for which distances and ages are known,
there will be a selection effect such that
the intervals near the sun, at 8500 pc, are
more populated than the more distant ones.
The effect is more pronounced for older,
less luminous clusters than for younger
ones.

Even so, table 1 shows an effect of a
gradient in the sense that the average
cluster age increases outwards in the
galaxy. The earlier observed effect is thus
confirmed.

The gradient in linear diameter

When it comes to the distribution of
linear diameter with galactocentric
radius, a variation was found by Burki and
Haeder (1976) in the sense that young open
clusters are larger in the outer parts of
the galaxy than in the inner parts. They
interpreted this as a variation of the
Jeans radius for collapse of pre-cluster
clouds.

The new set of linear diameter data that
is available in COCD is more homogeneous
both because the angular diameter was
estimated by one person and because it was
done from one type of chart. The. result for
clusters younger than 1.5*10 years is
presented in figure ft, from which it
appears more difficult to see the earlier
discussed trend. The symbol sizes in figure
6 correspond to weight classes for turn-off
point determinations.
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Figure 6. Suspected gradient in linear
diameter for young clusters

Also in this connexion it is important
to distinguish between bound and unbound
clusters. The material used here as well as
by Burki and Maeder consists of young
clusters and the overwhelming majority of
these would be unbound. These clusters are
dissolving, thus they would be in a phase
of expansion and one should not expect
their linear diameter to relate well to
their formation epoch.

GRAND DESIGN IN THE GALACTIC PLANE

Spiral structure

With grand design I shall mean the type
of spiral structure that was discussed
around 1960 by Bok (1959), Becker (1963)
and many others. A penetrating comparison
between different models was given by D.K.
Elmegreen (1985) who studied the distribu-
tion of HI peaks, optical HI regions and
radio HII regions in the galactic log (R) -
e plane instead of the XY plane. Logarith-
mic spirals should in this projection be
straight lines, which a:s easier to
recognise than the logarithmic spiral
patterns themselves. Attempts at fitting
some of the usually proposed models show
the confusing situation (figure 4 in
Elmegreen's paper).

The idea that star formation preferen-
tially takes place in complexes several
hundred parsecs in size was expanded on by
B.G. Elmegreen (1987), who points out that
these are frequently associated with giant
HI clouds of 10 solar masses.

For some time (Lynga, 1982) I have
maintained that the OB associations and
young clusters are distributed in complexes
or features with typical sizes of several
hundred pcs, while the over-all spiral
structure is more difficult to identify.
Figure 7 shows the plot of data in the
latest edition of the COCD. Three areas are
suggested on this plot as complexes of
young clusters.
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Plots shown by Garraany (1986) for OB
stars reinforce this view. The typical age
for such, complexes was determined by JTL to
be 4*10 yr; obviously this concurs with
the OB star distribution since those stars
are younger. It is also the same as the age
given by Downes (1987) for giant molecular
clouds, which are also grouped in such
complexes.

The idea of large complexes of related
objects is not confined to HI clouds, OB
associations and open clusters. Efremov
(1978) finds the distribution of classical
cepheids to define complexes of a similar
size. Also, when galaxies are examined, the
features of sizes up to 1 Jcpc are more
obvious than the spiral structure, which
one might see by joining those features.

It is of interest to investigate whether
the star formation activity represented
by galactic sources observed by the IRAS
satellite is also associated with these
regions of large-scale star formation. In a
collaborative project with colleagues at
the Astronomical Council in Moscow, we have
preliminarily found good agreement between
positions of IRAS sources and young open
clusters.

WHAT DOES THE CLUSTER SYSTEM TELL US ABOUT
GALACTIC EVOLUTION?

Although the system of associations and
open clusters only comprises a small part
of the mass of the galaxy, its properties
provide a number of constraints on models
of galactic structure and evolution. The
following may be pointed out:

1. The distribution of clusters as well as
the distribution of their radial velocities
shows effects of disk heating.

2. The gradient of metallicity is more
accurately determined for clusters than for
any other stellar component.

3. The lack of old clusters in the inner
part of the galaxy shows a lessor longevity
for clusters in the densei environment.

4. Present cluster formation rate, particu-
larly for young clusters and associations,
is much higher inside complexes than
outside.

5. Both OB associations and young open
clusters are regions of present-day star
formation.

EXTRAGALACTIC COMPARISONS

Ever since the demonstration by Morgan
et al. (1952) that OB associations in M31
are similar to the associations in our
galaxy, one has attempted to gain insight
into our own system of associations and
clusters by comparing the cluster systems
between galaxies. One result of this is
the finding by Freedman (1966) that the
initial mass function (IMF) for massive
stars is similar between galaxies of
different types. Also the size distribution
of OB associations in nearby galaxies is
(Hodge, 1986) quite similar. Apparent
differences are shown by Hodge to originate
in selection effects due to different
resolution of the photographic material
from which the associations were defined.
Finally, the sizes of superclouds
(Elmegreen, 1987) seem to be the same
within a factor of twenty from galaxy to
galaxy.

On the other hand, the types of clusters
vary considerably from galaxy to galaxy. In
our own galaxy the dichotomy between
globular and open clusters is unambiguous,
manifesting itself in age, metallicity and
richness. This is not the case in any of
those nearby galaxies where both types are
observable. It is possible to define
systems of globular-cluster-like objects in
LMC, SMC, M31 and M33, but these galaxies
also contain blue clusters which are
significantly more populous than the
galactic open clusters and yet in similar
age brackets.

For galaxies outside of the local group
there is no basis for discussing open
cluster systems. Open as well as globular
clusters are unresolved and the excess
counts of stellar-like images near distant
galaxies are due to the more luminous
globular clusters.

Magellanic Cloud clusters

The LMC has over 1600 catalogued open
clusters; Hodge (1980) estimates the total
number of detectable clusters to be around
4800. The study of their characteristics in
relation to their positions is expected to
give a lot of insight into the structure of
the LMC. Some of the relevant investiga-
tions must, however, await the higher
resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope.

Deep CCD photometry has enabled Hateo
(1987) to determine ages and metallicitxes
for a nuiiher of open clusters in the LMC.
He finds that the longevities of clusters
would be about 2.2*10 yi if ,i constant
star formation rate is assumed. This is
more than forty times the value of the
longevity in our galaxy, a factor that can
not be explained by less disruptive* cluster
environment in the LKL; M.iteo finds it
reasonable .to accept thp root)el ui i, st-.ii
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burst some 2*10 yr ago. A similar
conclusion is reached by Smith et al.
(1987) from a study of cluster ages as a
function of their abundances. Capuzzo
Dolcetta (1987) has criticised this view,
claiming that observations can be satisfied
by a reasonable choice of cluster age
distribution without the idea of bursts.
This is a question where one may hope for a
solution from more observations in the near
future.

M31 and M33 objects

The only deep studies of the open
cluster system of M31 are the ones by Hodge
(1979, 1987). He showed that there is a
tendency for a radial gradient in the
colour of the clusters. The distribution of
the clusters also tends to show spiral
structure. It must be remembered that the
resolution of ground-based telescopes only
allows clusters of more than 10 pc to be
recognised as such in M31. Considering that
the typical diameter of a bound open
cluster in our galaxy is 4 pc, comparisons
between the cluster systems are of limited
use.

Christian and Schommer (1983) and
Christian (1987) studied a number of
clusters in M33 and made comparisons with
LMC. The populations look similar,, having
both massive blue and red clusters.
Naturally, the resolution at the distance
of M3 3 is not good enough for the linear
sizes of open clusters in our galaxy.

OUTLOOK

As we have seen, several issues concer-
ning the system of OB associations and open
clusters are still undecidable because of
lack of sufficient observational data.
However, there are good grounds for
optimism at the present time, both because
of technical advances that make data more
precise and because the understanding of
galactic subsystems is getting deeper:

- Radial velocities are forthcoming from
the photoelectric scanning technique, which
is particularly useful for F and G stars,
i.e. for the older open clusters.

- Photometric studies are carried out using
the high sensitivity and accuracy of CCD:s
as well as the more penetrating properties
of the uvby and other intermediate-band
systems.

- Metallicities for F and G stars are more
accurately determined and also abundances
for early-type stars are becoming known.

- The Hubble Space Te tescope is likely to
provide relevant comparisons with extra-
galactic open clusters.

- The comparisons between distributions of
different types of objects - molecular
clouds, IRAS sources, etcetera - are
becoming more useful.

- There is more knowledge available about
the dynamical evolution of open clusters
and associations.
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DISCUSSION

R. TERLEVICH: I would like to ask about tne
two populations of old clusters with differ-
ent height above the galactic plane. In or-
der to confirm the effect and to learn a-
bout the possible mechanism that can produce
a high "altitude" population of clusters, it
is very important to look for peculiarities
in these higher clusters. Do you know if
high clusters are systematically different
to the thin disk ones in any parameter like:
mass, metality, diameter, concentration para-
meter or surface brightness?

G. LYÜIGX: In metallicity there is no differ-
ence. In linear diameter there is the effect
of larger diameters at higher z values, which
might be due to the larger clusters in the
disk not surviving for very long. I have no
information about other parameters, but they
may be interesting to look at.

L. BLITZ: I'm surprised that there is no
gradient in radius because of the more fre-
quent tidal interactions with giant molecu-
lar clouds in the inner Galaxy. Can you
comment?

G. LY.NGA: The age in my diagram was limited
to 15 million years, which is short in this
connexion. Actually, when Burki and Maeder
did their investigation, it was rather to
study variations in the Jeans radius with
galactocentric radius.

P.O.LIKDBLAD: Does the accuracy of the
distance determination for a cluster depend
on cluster age? If so, to what an extent does
this influence the relations you have shown,
for instance the higher concentration to
complexes for young clusters?

G. LYNGS: Generally, an older cluster can
get a more precise distance determination
because of the longer main sequence. This
should have no influence on the distance ca-
libration as such. Neither should it influ-
ence the observed concentration to complexes
for young clusters.

B. ELMEGREEN: What fraction, by mass, of all
star formation produces bound clusters?

G. LY.NGA: About 2 t.
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Abstract

The time evolution of the metalliclty within the Galaxy has teen analysed on the base of
published data for star clusters. The resulting age-metalliclty relation seems to split into
two independent paths, passing the same age range over 1O1° years. The lower relationship
resembles that for the Magellanic Clouds. Such a picture of the chemical evolution of the
galactic matter is consistent with the observed division of the considered sample of open
clusters into two groups differing in metalUcity and spatial distribution, similarly to the
division found for globular clusters. The metal-poor open clusters resemble metal-rich
globulars. This can suggest that our Galaxy has evolved from spherical metal-poor configuration
represented in the considered sample of star clusters by metal-poor globulars, through a thicK
disk phase with the middle metallicity up to thin metal-rich disk with Its representative
metal-rich open clusters. The transition between each of the above phases was more or less
abrupt in its characteristic chemical and spatial properties.

1. Introduction

The present state of the Galaxy and Its
morphology present a confuslngly mixed picture of
the original spatial distribution of tne galactic
matter with its Kinematics and chemical evolution
during the lifetime of the system. The correct
decoding of the chemical evolution of the matter
on the base of available' observational data is
very difficult. The observational age-metal Iiclty
relationship (an important test of any theory of
the chemical evolution of the Galaxy) requires
not only a choice of the fully representative of
such a process sample of tracers but needs also
their reliably determined basic parameters such
as metallielty and age. The several studies made
on the observational determination of the time
variation of the metal lielty in the Galaxy were
based on stellar and/or cluster data. The
conclusion- of these works seem to indicate that
a great deal of chemical enrichment has probably
taken place early in the history of the Galaxy
during a relatively brief and dynamically active
phase of spheroidal collapse. This phase was
followed by a formation of the disk in which
gradual slow enrichment persist* up to the
present epoch. Although this general trend of the
chemical history of the galactic matter seems to
be rather c canon ly accepted the detailed
structure of the age-metallielty diagram for the
galactic matter remains still unknown. A current
results are still subject to considerable
uncertainties and controversialJ (e.g. Cameron
196S). The one of the most striking feature of
this diagram is a significant spread in metal1
abundance* observed over a whole span of ages
(ZIDD 1985, Cameron 1985, Nlssen et a/. 1985). In
the case of [Fe/H] the scatter is about a factor
of two to three larger than enpected from
possible errors of determination of this value.
This effect can suggests a large lnhomogeneities
in the cb» iical composition of the Interstellar
matter prtsent at each epoch. It can, however
indicate also for a different chemical history of
the matter in the different regions in the
Galaxy. In view of still controversial status of
the ages of globular clusters the very uncertain
Is also the history of the metal enrichment
during the earliest epochs of the Galaxy
iVandenBergn 198T). These facts reasone for the
continuous examination and verification of the
available observational data and determination of
the age-uetalllclty relation as precisely as
possible.

Despite of some confusing results on the age-
metallicity relation obtained on the base of star
cluster data (Cameron 1985), these objects seem
to be still the best tracers of the chemical
history of the Galaxy. Without doubt they yield
the most reliable abundance and age data.
Moreover, although the observed sample of star
clusters is not very large they occupy a
significant fraction of the galactic space and
are probably the best representants of all

stellar populations in the Galaxy (Zinn 1905,
Horns 1986, Lyrtga 1982, 1984). Furthermore,
still growing amount.of data on star clusters and
significant improvement of the homogeneity of
their age and metalliclty make the determination
of the age-metal H e lty - relation on tne base of
these objects more reasonable than on any other
objects in the Galaxy. To construct the age-
metalllclty relation over the possible maximal
age range the globular as well a* the open
clusters were Joined Into one , homogeneous and
representative for the whole chemical history of
the Galaxy, system of tracers.

2.Tne star cluster syite

In their analysis of the spatial
distribution, kinematics and metallic itles of
globular clusters Zinn (1985) and more recently
Horns (1986) have concluded that the whole
population of these objects in the Galaxy present
a mixture of two different chemically,
physically, Klnematlcally and spacely distributed
subpopulations. These subpopulations does not
however differ significantly in their ages. The
recent results on the determination of age of the
globular clusters seem to indicate that on the
average the age of these clusters is close to
16.5«1O9 years or less with any age differences
between individual clusters probably not larger
than i.5«io» years iVandenBergn 1983). From the
point of view of tne main aim of present paper to
construct the age-metallieity relation
representative for the whole span of ages in the
Galaxy the globular clusters will contribute to
the relation with two points only. These points,
representing two mentioned subpopulations of
globular clusters, will be localized at the same
age («bout 16.5a10* years) but two different
metallicity positions (about CFe/H)=-o.5 and
[Fe/H]=-1.6 respectively) according to Zinn
(1585) and Norrls (1986).

In opposite to the situation for globular
clusters the metallielty data for open clusters
*s available In the literature seem to be very
lnhomogeneous. This is due mainly to the
different methods and technics used to derive
this parameter for different clusters as well as
to the fact that the metal lieities of most of
open clusters were derived from abundance
determinations of their (rather rare) giant
members. This makes the estimation of an global -
cluster - metalllcity very sensitive to the
proper establishing of the memberships of used
members. The possible errors in establishing of
the memberships of considered stars were probably
main sources of relatively large scatter of
metal lielty values attributed to a given cluster
by different authors.

Host of the available abundance data for open
clusters have been derived frost UBV and/or MX)
photometry of their giant members. The rather
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cannon use of the DOO photometry wai based on the
assumption that the CH Index is a true indicator
of the iron abundance (traditional synonymous of
the contnonly adopted termin metal lieity), The
photometric system which permit an independent
determination of the abundances of both (iron and
that of CH) is the Washington system (9Cantecna
et *J.1986, Gelsler 1960). The analysis of the
data on this system has indicated that its CN
indicator represented very well also the iron
abundances. As this system enables to determine
metalliclty in a very wide range of values . it
can be applied to both open and globular clusters
and allows to compare both metalllclty scales.
Such comparison of the metalllcltles of some open
and metqal-nch globular cluster* has been indeed
done by Gels lor (1964,1906). compiling all
available measurements made in this system for
giants in open clusters the above mentioned
authors have estimated metalllcltles for about 30
open clusters (Canterna et al.1966). The another
large and relatively homogeneous set of open
clusters metalllclty estimates is the sample of
41 open clusters metalllcltles based on the UBV
and/or DDO photometry made by Jtnes (1979). His
data like those of Canterna et al. (1986) indicate
for the good agreement between abundances
determined from the both cited photometries.

Apart of the above mentioned homogeneous
lists of clusters metalllcltles there are
available in the literature some abundance
informations for a few another tens of open
clusters, based both on photometric and
spectroscoplc methods. To get valuable
conclusions concerning the time variation of the
metalllclty in the Galaxy on the ba»e of (in
every case) very limited and biased sample of
objects It is important to have data on
metalllclty and age as reliable as posssibie. For
this reason only clusters for which different
abundance analysis have confirmed each other have
been chosen. The review of literature allowed to
collect about TO such clusters. Their
metallicities were based on two or more different
estimations or obtained on the way of more
careful analysis. These clusters are listed in
Table i together with adopted for them
metalllcltles and ages. The age values have been
taKen mainly from the Catalogue of Open Clusters
by Lynga (1984) with a few exceptions from more
recent publications. The set of data presented in
Table t seems to be rather homogeneous and cover
the wide range in metallicities and the ages.
This, in spite of the low statistic of collected
sample, should allow to inferre some general
conclusions on the chemical-age properties of the
whole open cluster population In the Galaxy.
Since for the most of these clusters their
metallicities relate to giant members, the
compiled set of metalllclty data should be
comparable to the metalllclty determinations for
globular clusters. The abundance scales for both
Kinds of clusters can, however, differ
systematically as generally neither the same
methods, nor photometric systems have been used
for metallicity determinations of open and
globular clusters. In Flg.l all considered open
clusters from the Table l and globular clusters
from the list by Zlnn (1985) are simly ranxed
with respect to their metalliclties.The points
represent individual clusters, their etalllcltles
are the vertical coordinates.

The strlKlng feature of this plot is that
both Kinds of clusters overlapp over the
significant range of their metallicities. Some of
the authors have analysed the metalllclties of
the representants of both overlapping groups by
the same methods. Burstein et al. (1986) have
reviewed and compared all available metalliclty
data for an old open cluster H 67 and. metal-rich
globular clusters 47 Tuc and H 71. Thi results of
these authors, marKed in Fig.1 by crosses,
indicate for the possible necessity to move both
metalllclty scales by the same value and ...In
the same direction. Such a corrections will
obviously not change their relative positions.
Cohen (1983) has compared the spectroscoplcally
derived iron'abundances for two globular clusters
(H 3 and H 71) with that for the old open cluster
NSC 188 and get practically the same result as
that of Bursteln et al. . However, the absolute
scale corrections of both authors disagree. The
resulting scale of Cohen seems to be pushed down
significantly in comparison to the Bursteln et

al. one. Part of this disagreement should D»
attributed to the different (spectroscoplc or
photometric) methods used by cited authors.
Gelsler (1986) considering possible reasons for
discrepancies between the photometric and
spectroscoprfc aetalllclty determinations
concluded that these are probably related to the
difficulties with unique determination of
continuum in spectra of late type giants in
spectroscoplc methods. Another source of such
discrepancies lie probably in the different
meaning of the "metallicity" as used in both
methods. The spectroscopic determination of the
metalllclty is simply related to the iron to
hydrogen ratio expressed in the solar scale. In
photometric methods this termin represents some
Kind of mixture of a few different elements (main
donors of electrons in atmospheres of late type
giants). Geisler (1984) has proposed for this
mixture (photometric metalllcity) a combination
of the relative abundances of the Fe, Mg, and Si
elements.

too

• -».o

Fig. 1. Sinking of star clusters according to
their metallicities. Upper part - open
clusters from Tablet. Lower part - globular
clusters from the list by Zlnn (1965)

The question of rev] Ion of the globular
cluster photometric metalllclty scale with
respect to the absolute, solar scale has been
recently considered by Brodie and Hints (1986).
Using an appropriately weighted combination of 16
indices of absorption line strength measured in
low dispersion spectra of the integrated light of
globular clusters they have determined
metalilcities ([Fe/H])for 36 globular clusters.
Their results seem to indicate that the Zinn's
metalllclty scale (although really reflecting
metalllclty differences among the clusters)
suffers, however, a systematic error in the
region of intermediate metallicities. In Flg.l
the suggested corrections of Brodie and Hints
, averaged over the separated ranges of
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metallicmcs, nave been m»rKea by x-es. A* is
seen, these corrections have indeed compressed
the globular clusters metalllcity t*ale but they
did not cancel the significant overlapping of
open and globular clusters over a large range of
their, metalucitles. This rise the problem of
physical meaning of both overlapping groups of
objects and their physical properties. This seems
to be especially intriguing in view of the
results of Zinn (1985) and Norrls (1986)
indicating that the metal-rich giobulars
constitue a disK-HKe population of objects
still, however, bearing the ages typical for the
extreme second population. In this respect it is
worth to note that some of the metal-poor, old
open clusters were subject of longtime
controversial opinions regarding their status as
globulars or open's (e.g. NGC 2158 - Smith and
Sorris 1984).

From the above discussion we can conclude
that the open clusters in Table 1 and the
globular clusters from the list of Zinn (1985)
(after Brodle and Hanes corrections) form one,
relatively homogeneous wltn respect to their
metalllcitles set of data. This set is probably
representative for the chemical history of the
whole galactic system. In consequence we can use
this sample to construct the observational age-
metalllclty relation for the Galaxy.

3. The time-met*]liclty relationship as
determined by star clusters

Fig.2 present the age-metalllclty diagram.
Open clusters from Table 1 (older than the
Hyades) are marKed by points. Two subpopulatlons
of globular clusters (Zinn 1985, Norris 1986) are
represented in this figure by crosses. The arrows
attached to these crosses indicate for a possible
displacements due to the metalllcity corrections
of Srodie and Hanes (19B6). The recent results on
the globular cluster ages seem to alow .also to
place these crosses at the I3.5«io9 years
position (Vandenbergh 1987).

Fig.2.77iff age-metalllcity relationships as
determined by star clusters data. Points -
open clusters older than the Hyades - from
Table i- Crosses - two subgroups of globular
clusters according to Zinn (1985). Arrows
attached to crosses indicate the possible
displacement of both representative for
globular dusters points after Brodle and
Hanes corrections of globulars
metalllclties. The dashed line represent
age-metal ticity relation tor the Large
Magellanic Cloud according to Blca et
al. (1986).

The Fig.2 suggests that there are in the
Galaxy two distinct groups of open clusters

differing with respect to their metallicitiei
(similarly to the globular clusters groups). The
separation limit seems to be close to [Fe/H)=-
0.3. The clusters more metal-poor than this limit
seems to form, possible linear, time-metal lie lty
relationship passing through position occupied by
the metal-rich globulari. It should be stressed,
however, that this trend depends strongly on the
position of oldest of metal-poor open clusters,
NGC 2112. If we throw this cluster out of our
sample It could be possible to draw the
hypothetical relation through metal-poor open and
metal-ricn globular clusters as well. In such a
case we could get no change of the metalllcity
with the time in the galactic disK over the whole
considered age range of more tnan 10*° years.

Accepting the main age-metal lielty relation
as passing in the Fig.2 through the areas
occupied by metal-poor open and metal-poor
l b U clusters it Is rather suggestive to

the both remained groups (metal-rich
by another supposely also strlght-llne
Resulting two relationships tends to

other at the large positive
- beyound the scope of the picture,
li t l l l l t y relation

a
connect
clusters)
relation.
cross each
metalllcltles

dbl
y p p

Such a double-linear age-metqalllclty relation
indicate for the existence in the Galaxy a
possible two distinctly different metalliclty
subpopulatlons of star clusters practically
independently of their ages. The diminishing
difference between characteristic metalliclty of
both subpopulatlons with time can reflect the
growing effectiveness of mechanisms of the metal
enrichment and spatial mixing of the matter in
the galactic dlsK during Its evolution. The
tendency to continuous diminishing of the number
of open clusters with their growing age can be
reasonably explained by their dissolving due to
the galactic grawltatlonal tidal effects and
possible encounters with large molecular clouds
in tne dense disK.

The observed in Fig.2 division of open
clusters into two groups with respect to their
metalllclties seem to extend to even youngest
clusters. The reality of this division for the
clusters younger than that the Hyades Is,
however, uncertain in view of general uncertainty
of metalliclty determinations for young clusters.

It is intriguing to examine the physical
reality of both open cluster groups with respect
to their other than metalllclty properties. In
Fig.3 representants (older than the Hyades) of
Both these groups are plotted in projection onto
the galactic plane. The metal-rich clusters (with
[Fe/H]>-0.3) are denoted by plusses-, and metal-
poor ones by minusses.

M *
Klg.3. The distribution of the open clusters
older than the Hyades in projection on the
galactic plane. Plusses - clusters with [Fe/H)>-
0.3, minusses these with [Fe/H]<-0.3.
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The spatial separation of such defined
croups in this figure «eeas to be clear. There
are also some differences in the s-dlstrlbutlon
of both aentioned froups of open clusters. On the
average the aetal-rlch open clusters lie much
•ore close to the galactic plane than aeta)-poor
ones. Spatial separation of both metalllclty
(roups of open clusters supports the reality of
this division and physical reality of such
defined open clusters subgroups

Fig.4. The distribution of considered sample of
star clusters in the metal 1lcity-dlstance
from the galactic plane diagram. Points.-
globular clusters from the list by Zinn
(198S). Circles-open clusters from Table 1.

.In Fig.4 all considered open clusters older
than the Hyades and globular clusters from the
list of Zinn (1985) nave been plotted on the
metalliclty-versus-tllstance from the galactic
plane diagram. The small statistics of both
compared in this figure samples arid generally
unknown observational selection effects unable to
derive quantitative characteristics of spatial
distribution of these samples. However, the
figure shoirs rather clearly that the metal-poor
open clusters and most of the metal-rich globular
clusters occupy intrinsically the same range of
distances from the galactic plane. This fact can
suggests that metal-poor open clusters constltue
separated . dlsK subpopulation similar in some
respects to that of metal-rich globulars This
subpopulatlon differs from the "normal" dlsK open
clusters population not only in their lower
metalIicltles but also in their different spatial
distribution in the Galaxy. In the view of above
presented analysis the metal-poor open clusters
can, however, represent different stage of the
galactic chemical evolution than the metal-rich
globulars. The similar spatial distribution of
both mentioned groups is probably connected with
the dynamical evolution of the whole galactic
system (Horns 1986).

Globular clusters in our Galxy present rather
very restricted with respect to their ages one
(metallicity) parameter family. Such situation,
however, does not occur in other galaxies. The
Magellanic Ciouds seem to contain globular
clusters of prcbatly very different ages covering
the range of mere than 10 1 0 years. The recently
determined age-metal 1iclty relationships for the
globular clusters in the Magei lanlc Cloudr. have
clearly linear cnasacter. It is interesting to
conparetha tr.s age-metal 1 icity relation for the
Magellanic Clou<! with that obtained above for the
Galaxy. The Large Magellanic Cloud age-
metalllcity relation as obtained by Bica et
al.(1966) has been drawn in Flg.l by dashed line.
As is seen tnii linear relation goes almost

exactly parallelly to the Hypothetical Galactic
relation which connect «etax-poor globular with
•etal-poor open clutter*. The Mutual vertical
dliplace«ent of both coapartsd relations (for ttte
IMC and the Galaxy) could be explained In view of
possible systematic differences in the absolute
setalllclty scales used for the both galaxies. If
so the presented age-netalllclty relationships
«or both gal-ucles could not differ very much
Indicating for rather similar chemical evolution
processes in both calactlc systesu.

Table 1

Adopted data for open clusters

1

z3
4
5
6
7
a9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
IT
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3T
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
bZ
63
6'!
6S
66
67
63
69
70
71
?a

Ident

N2281
HR1614
N2539
H6259
N613*
H2546
N2567
Hyades
H2482
Praesepe
N2335
N670S
Mel20
H2264
N2423
Pleiades
H6O67
N252T
H3532
H6791
N2477
Blanco1
H2447
H1245
NT082
NE660
N2546
N3680
H1817
N5B22
N7092
IC4756
Mellll
H67
IC166
N6819
H7T89
H6940
H2547
N7142
N2099
HI 88
H5316
N2343
HT52
N1662
H6633
N2232
IC4651
JM907
H6882/5
N2360
H6939
Bel9
Rup46
Mel 71
N2324
TC4725
H3960
N2204
Kings
Ml 3 42
He 156
N245!
N2243
N250S
Tr5
S2141
N2420
H2158
KJilS
N559

tH/H]

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
-0.02
-0.02
-0.04
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.12
-0.15
-0.15
-o.ie
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.20
-0.35
-0.35
-0.37
-0.38
-0.36
-0.40
-0.40
-0.40
-0.44
-0.46
-0.50
-0.52
-0.5E
-0.55
-0.65
-0.65
-0.70
-1.0
-1.0

log
ace

0.35
3.0
0.64
0.2
0.63
0.05
0.3 •
0.85
0.8
0.85
0.1
0.2
0.05
0.005
0.36
0.08
0.04
1.0
0.3
7.1
1.2
0.05
0.2
1.1
1.6
1.6
0.035
2.0
0.8
0.7
0.25
1.0
0.5
4.0
1.5
3.5
2.0
1.1
0.05
4.0
0.3
7.0
0.2
0.1
2.2
0.3
0.6
0.02
2.4
0.44
0.1
1.5
1.8
3.0
4.0
0.4
0.66
0.1
1.0
3.0
0.8
0.3
6.5
0.5
4.0
3.4
7.6
3.8
3.8
3.2
7.0
1.1

X
[pe]

42
0

- 734
- 238
- 335
- 965
-1596

4
- 704
- 65
- 690
788
93

- 292
- 670

27
-1057
- 539
- 471
4798

-1240
9

- 953
1249
1399

-2092
- 436
- 733
- 182
- 470
270
236
6

- 356
4861
2092
1708
745

- 394
951
55

1204
- 855
- 690
250

- 50
187

- 180
- 240
177
528

-1245
1293
680

- 850
-2106
-1596

131
-1503
-2143

219
224

-3765
- 206
-2934
-?O92
- 930
-1358
- 673
- 566
- 215
717

Y
(PC)

476
0

538
- 732
- 716
261
587
44
380
137
724

-1527
142
690
553
112

-1813
239

- 168
-1745
366

- 34
549
1898
29
151
394

- 221
1695

- 595
12

- 321
7

498
4010
- 601
814

- 273
38
262
1347
776

- 723
715
269
370

- 256
265

- 661
1369

- 240
1052
134

1298
524
1833
2416
- 544
- 682
2069
3488
481
690
66

1726
1721
2210
4161
2059
4865
770
f>*4

Z
(PC)

147
0

176
- 20
- 3
- 35

88
- IB

28
97

- 22
- 83
- 21

29
54

- 50
- 81

20
13

989
- 132
- 187

3
- 357
- 72
- Ill
162
233

- 398
47

- 11
37
86
379
0

324
- m- too
- 59
164
73
592
2

- 20
- 159
- 144

46
- 45
- 97

7
- 41
- 40
277

- 703
103
220
167

- 44
170

- 858
190

- 146
- 975
- 26
-1105

473
44

- 444
773
150

- 175
\c
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SYSTEM OF COMPLSXBS OF OPKH STAB CLUSTERS
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S.A.Kutueov, Xi.P.Osslpkov,

Leningrad State University, Leningrad, USSR,
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Institute for Theoretical Astronomy of the USSR
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The data of 11 open star cluster complexes are presented. From the analysis of
these data a conclusion is made of a probable existence of a rotating system of
the star complexes.

Catalogue of 69 open clusters
Having analysed all the available data on

neliocentric distances, radial velocities
and proper motions the authors compiled a
catalogue of 69 open clusters for which
there exist more or less reliable determina-
tions of these quantities. The catalogue in-
cludes also ages of clusters and in some ca-
ses - masses. Galactoceiitric coordinates of
clusters X,Y,Z (galactic latitude and longi-

o o
tude of the axes being respectively 3 , 180;
o o o

0 , 90 ; 90 ) as well as the cluster veloci-
ties in cylindrical coordinates VR, Vg, V?
have been calculated with accepted galacto-
centric distance of the Sun Hfl= 8.2 kpc and
circular velocity at the Sun Vo= 216 km s~^.

Quasi-peculiar velocities
V' = V - Q

were computed on the basis of the model of
Kutuzov and Oasipkov (1980) giving the gra-
vitational galactic potential $(R,Z). Here
Q is quasi-circular velocity,

Q2 «= -R3<i>(R,Z)/oR .

Apart from that the elements of galactic

cluster orbits were determined, specifically

the eccentricities

e =

and thicknesses of a box filled by an orbit
c c 2Zmax/( Btaax " « W » >•

The data of the catalogue have formed a
basis for further research efforts of the
authors.

Cluster complexes
Tendency of open clusters to non-random

concentration was repeatedly stressed by

many authors (for instance, Trumpler,1930;
Cuffey, 1937; Barkhatova, 1956; Barkhatova
et al,f 1981; Lynga, 1982; Lynga and Wram-
demark, 1984; fiigeneon and Yatsyk, 1986).
After discovery of stellar associations the
groups of clusters were distinguished
either representing their nuclei, or for-
ming a part of these (Ambarzumlan, 1949a,
1949b). Sggen (e.g. 1961, 1983) includes a
aeries of clusters into kinematic groups,
and Efremov (1979) - into star complexes.

Proceeding from criteria of relative
proximity not only of positions but also of
the quasi-peculiar velocities of clusters
with respect to background we distinguished
11 complexes of open clusters incorporating
51 clusters. Positions and motions of the
complexes are shown in Fig.1. Table 1 gives
membership of complexes. Complex II is di-
vided into two groups according to magni-
tude of a quasi-peculiar velocity: Ila -
less than 14 km s , lib - more than that.

To many of the complexes we have been
able to assign only 2-3 members but in
reality theBe are likely to be more abun-
dant. For the rest of the clusters one is
simply lacking observational data. From
these incomplete data we have picked out
candidates for complex membership.

Danilov and Beshenov (1985) pointed out
presence of molecular clouds in vicinity of
some multiple clusters. Making use of the
data from our catalogue we were able to
reveal the association of the complexes
with molecular clouds. Objects from the
catalogue of Blitz et al. (1982) enter
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Table 1

Membership of complexes

10 km s~*

6530 u

Pig.1. Positions and motions of complexes

and 4 clusters projected on the

galactic plane. Position of the Sun

is narked by © .

respectively into volumes occupied by com-

plexes: 6-into I, 19-into II, 1-into IV,

11-into V, 2 ones - into XI.

In some cases (for instance, in complex

V) ages of the complex members differ sig-

nificantly. This, however is not at va-

riance with modern concepts of duration of

the star formation processes in complexes.

Sizes of complexes

Sizes of the complexes in the phase spa-

ce are presented in Table 2. The majority

of complexes have smallest sizee in z-direc~

tion. Rich ( 8-10 meiubers) complexes are

stretched in the direction of galactic ro-

tation whereas the poor ones ( 2-3 members)

- in radial direction. AB to the velocity

Complex

I

Ila

lib

III

IV

V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X
XI

Number
of

probable
members

9

10

8

5

2

3
2

3
2

3
2
2

Probable members or the
complex

NGC 457, 581, l'p 1,

NGC 663, 869, 884,

IC 1805, NGC 1502,129(?).

1JGC 752, 1039, IC 348,

NGC 2232, 2451, 2516,

Tr 10, IC 2602,

NGC 6633, Cr 399.

IC 2391, Cr 140, NGC 3532,

otPer, M 45, Mel 111,

IC 4756, 4665.

NGC 6866, 6871, IC 4996,

NGC 6910, 6913.

NGC 1907, 1960.

NGC 6611, 6705, 6694.

NGC 1980, Trap.

Cr 121, NGC 2422, 2287.

NGC 2244, 2264.

NGC 6709, 6882, 6885.

Hyades, Praesepe.

NGC 6823, 6830.

space the majority of complexes has the

largest sizes in V direction, the sizes

along axes Vg and VJ are on the average

equal. Rich complexes occupy larger volumes

in the phase space, the density of clusters

in these being, however, smaller. In the

physical space rich complexes have about

100 members per 1 kpc whereas in poor ones

- about 800. In the velocity space there

are 0.0003 and 0.002 member per 1 kirs*'

respectively. Such a considerable differen-

ce is apparently indicative of a strong

selection: in rich clusters one is missing

a great number of probable members.

Correlation of the complexes properties

In Table 3 are presented distances to

complexes r , spatial coordinates X, Y, Z

and velocities V,,, vi , Vj , the mean

eccentricities e anci thicknesses of box 5,

and the mean logarithmic age log X . Statis-

tical dependence of orbital elements of the

complex members upon distance was investi-

gated. Eccentricity dependence on the dis-

tance proved to be weak and unreliable with

a correlation coefficient 0.29 +0.26. A

certain increase of eccentricities with
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T*WL« 2
Slsea of the complexes in the phase apace

Complex

I
Ila
lib
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

AX

57
56
46
18
22
34
7
10
26
38
8

15

AY &Z
10 pc

91
62
62
26
7
23
4
7
18
4
6
23

24
19
14
18
1
10
3
13
7
11
10
3

39
31
17
23
10
13
4
17
7
4
9
21

1 km

35
29
16
26
1
19
1

5
4
2
5
14

60
39
12
20
18
27
5
18
3
20
1

14

distance nay be completely attributed to

errors in proper motions. Correlation of

the box thickness with a distance is also

not too large: 0.32 + 0.26.

Of more interest is a comparison with

log V. Eccentricities do not repeal any cor-

relation with age: the correlation coeffi-

cient makes up 0.13 + 0.28. But if one dis-

cards complexes VI, VIII, X then it will be

equal to -0.85 + 0.10. The correlation coef-

ficient1 of c with log t is equal to

-0.64 +0.11 in this case. Thus, the majori-

ty of complexes display the following trend:

the older is the complex, the closer are

orbits of its Members tc circular ones.

Maesea of complexes

Dynamical estimates of complex masses

have been derived by lagrange - Jacobi

equation for a system of gravitating bodies

whose centre of mass is moving in a circu-

lar orbit in the Galaxy. On the assumption

that complexes Are steady-state, homogenous

and do not rotate we obtained the following

values:

II - 1

the mass of complex I * 5*10 ]!„,

Ill = 3'""6•107 H Q , III = 3'10
D U0, for the

rest of the complexes the mass is also of

the order 106 M a .

The mass of complexes required for them

to be gravitationally bound in the field of

regular forces can be estimated from Hill's

stability condition. Then the mass

H B 4G~1A(A - B) a3 ,

where G is gravitational constant, A, B are

Oort constants, a is size of a complex.

Assuming A » 15 km s kpe~ ,

B —10 km •-' kpc-1, we find that

H/Mo - 3.4 10
8 C a/1kpo ) 3 .

Substituting as * the sizes of complexes
from Table 2 one again gets massed of the
order 106 - 107 UQ (Hezhinskij and Oeeip-
kov, 1987).

for the mean density of the complexes
matter obtain the universal sxpression

f - (3/5i )G"1A (A-B)«5.5«iO"24g cm"3.

Are the clusters in complexes really
gravitationally bound ? From the two fol-
lowing considerations is evident that, at
least in some cases it is so. First, other-
wise clusters would have been scattered in
the galactic background for the time span
of the order 5*10 yr (which is supported
by special calculations on evolution of
complexes (Barkhatova et al., 1986)).
Meanwhile age of the majority of complexes
is higher than this value. Secondly, it is
evident from the data of Table 2 that the
correlation coefficient between ratio
AX/AY (specifying elongation of complex-
es along their orbits) and logt is equal to
-0.32 + 0.26 that is the move old complexes
do not become, on the average, more elon-
gated.

The dynamical mass estimates obtained
show that complexes oust be more massive
than the total mass of their members obser-
ved. A larger part of the mass of com-
plexes is likely concentrated in the ear-
lier mentioned giant molecular clouds whose
masses are of the order 10 - 10 M Q and
even larger.

System ov' complexes

When looking at K-S. 1 one getB a n iln~

pression that all complexes excepting V

(and, possibly, II) are participating in a

common rotational motion with respect to

the centre with galactocentric coordinates

( 3.50, 0.54, 0.01 ) kpc. The centre is

marked in Fig. 1 by a cross. In the same

rotational Motion take part clusters

KGC 188, 6231, 6530, 7380 (see Fig. 1)

which are not included into the complexes

and perhaps some other ones. According to

preliminary estimates magnitude of the

angular velocity of rotation makes up from

12 to 15 km s~1 kpc"1. The angular velocity

vector has the same direction as that of

the Galaxy rotation.
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Table 3
Positions and motions of complexes

Complex

I
Ila

lib
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X
XI

F

1.51
0.30

0.25
0.28

1.19
1.30

1.60

0.36

0.52

0.99

0.65
0.10

1..44

X

9.18
8.29

8.16

8.23
7.92
9.49

6.73

8.50

8.51
9.10

7.84
8.28

7.47

kpc

1

-0

-0
-0
1
0

0
-0

-0
-0

0

-0
1

I

.14

.06

.04

.05

.16

.14

.61

.17

.41

.42

.03

.24

8

-0.03

-0.04

0.02

-0.01

0.07
0.02

-0.04

-0.12

-0.05
0.00
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0.05
0.12
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5

0.67

0.43
0.36

0.40

0.15
0.28

0.22

0.34
0=58

0.97
0.27

0.07

0.85

los'f
t - yr

7.11
8.07

7.99

8.03

7.27
8.05
7.61

7
7.76
6.89

7.94
8.82

7.1

It appears that here wo have to do with

a system of complexes - tht. Supercomplex of

open clusters. The size of the Supercomplex

is about 2 kpc in the galactic plane and

about 0.1 kpc - perpendicular to it.

For the more detailed study of the system

of complexes the more abundant observational

data are needed.
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DISCUSSION

C. NQRMAW: Is there independent evidence
that older clusters have more circular
orbits?

S. KUTUZOV: Individual orbits of clusters
have certain distribution with respect to
eccentricities in the range from 0.01 to
0.16. The circular motion is assumed only
for the centre of the mass of complexes
when estimating a mass.

B. ELMEGREEiM s I did not understand your mass
estimates for complexes. Are they much lar-
ger than the sum of the stel lar masses? Is
the dynamical mass equal to an observed to-
ta l mass, such as a gas mass, actually ob-
served in clouds? Is there any evidence that
the complexes are bound?

S. KUTUZOV: Masses of complexes were es t i -
mated dynamically in two ways. These es t i -
mates are much greater than the sums of
masses of their members observed. So i t seems

that the larger part of the mass of complexes
is concentrated in giant molecular clouds
which have the masses of ths same order. Two
evidences were given in my presentation that
the complexes are bound.

G. LVNGA.: A comment and a question: 1. When
I talked about complexes I referred to un-
bound objects of ages< 5.10 7 yr. 2. Some of
the velocities were rather large. How were
these values corrected for galactic rotation?

S. KUTUZOV: The introduced quantities of
quasi-circular and quasi-peculiar velocities
are of great importance for this work The
first one is used instead of unknown centroid
velocity of the flat subsystem of open clus-
ters. It coincides with a circular velocity
in the galactic plane. The quasi-peculiar
velocity is a difference between the galac-
tocentric and quasi-circular ones. Only the
quasi-peculiar velocities are shown in the
picture.
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Abstract

The observed dynamical parameters of the Magellanic Clouds (MCs) clusters are derived by means
of star counts. There are many rich globular, young disk clusters in the MCs with no counterparts
in our galaxy. The old clusters were found statistically less extended with systematically smaller
total masses than those of the galactic globulars. So it is worth emphasizing that clusters of all
ages (from stellar evolution point of view) are detected in the MCs with very large total number of
stars and structural parameters characterising the old halo galactic globulars.

The radial density profiles of these stellar systems were used for deriving information on their
dynamical stage. Some of the clusters indicate mass segregation or post core collapse profiles,giv-
ing evidence for a two body relaxation mechanism. Nevertheless some very young clusters show well
relaxed profiles with evolutionary ages too short for a two body relaxation mechanism, so that the
shape of their profiles is due to their initial relaxation.

A number of clusters were found with an unexpected distortion in the outer areas of their densi-
ty profiles at systematically constant distances to their centres. It is propable that an halo is
formed around these clusters giving evidence that the morphology of tha MCs may favorite the occu-
renee of such effects.

Introduction

The dynamical evolution of star clusters has been
studied theoretically from different approaches,which
need to be tested from observational data. The para-
meters which characterise the dynamical structure of
a cluster at a particular moment are (a) a core ra-
dius, (b) a limiting radius and (c) a richness factor.
The core radius specifies the size of the region of
nearly constant density near the centre of the cluster.
The limiting radius (tidal radius) can be assumed as
a real physical limit, beyond which the cluster cannot
hold stars against the tidal force of the parent gala-
xy. The richness factor theoretically defines the
central space density (mass per unit area) of the clu-
ster, which observationally can be approximated by the
quantity^central luminosity per unit area.

The radial density profiles characterise the re-
laxation mechanism of clusters,although the observa-
tional accuracy is not good enough to allow such con-
clusions only by the profile itself. There have been
several attempts to obtain information about the dyna-
mical stage and relaxation mechanism of clusters from
observations mainly from King (1962, 1966).

In our galaxy there is a clear distinction among
the (I) evolutionary young open clusters which are
very poor in number of stars and dynamically old and
(2) the very rich old globular clusters which appear
to be relaxed by a two body relaxation mechanism.

In other galaxies there are clusters at different
dynamical stages which help in under-standing better
the dynamical evolution processes of stellar systems
and their relation to the parent galaxy's initial
conditions. The MCs being our nearest galaxies offer
ideal targets for providing observed density profiles
and structural parameters of star clusters former] in
different conditions.

Previous work (Kontizas, 198M; Kontizas et a].,
1986a, Kontizas et al., 1987a,b,c; Chun, 1978; F>ee-
man, 197ii, Hetaxa et al., 1937, Geyer et al., 1979;
Elson and Freeman, 1985) has revealed that there arc
populous star clusters in the MCs at various evolutio-
nary ages (from 8X10^ yr to 10*° yr) showinp. relaxed
profiles which cannot always be assigned to a two bo-
dy relaxation mechanism.

Star counts

There are two different ways of determining den-
sity distributions in star clusters. We can count
the stars or we can do surface photometry and use the
luminosity distribution as an indicator of the star
distribution. Star count is a very efficient way for
the outer regions of the clusters but it becomes un-
certain in the central crowded regions. This problem
can be partly faced using shorter exposure plates and
count to a less faint level.

For a large number of star clusters in the MCs
(^80 clusters in the SMC and « 120 clusters in the
LMC), star counts were carried out in order to provide
the observed density profiles and the relaxed dynami-
cal parameters. The observational material used,were
photographic plates from the 1.2 m U.K. Schmidt Te-
lescope, the Anglo-Australian Telescope, the 3P0 0.M0
m astrograph at ESO and the ESO 3.6 m Telescope, at
various colours and exposure times. For each cluster
a diagram N/A vs r was produced, where N/A is the nu-
mber of stars counted Der unit area in the ring of
radial distance, r from the centre. The background
level b, for each cluster, was defined from these dia-
grams and then the ring densities were found. So the
radial variation of the ring densities defines the
observed density profile.

Observed Dynamical Parameters

From the derived densities and their radiaJ dis-
tribution, the observed tidal and core radii have been
derived as described previously by King (39f>2, 1966).
The tidal limits of the clusters vit-re used for ,in esti-
mate of their total mass.

It is well known tfiat ther populous rlobular I.'iC
clusters are young, intermediate or old with !arr" ti-
dal radii and total masses. The fjii.t olustcr.., fir t-
Jy reported by Hoiiee (19fl0),are quite nu^erou1; an']
seem to represent another group of cltistfrr; wi'h rela-
tively srria] 1 njmber of fitars cjnd .ire", y !0^ yr.

The derived structural parameters for i he v™ur>p
disk MCs clusters (Kontizas, 1987a) exhibit a frv-ouiT-
cy distribution of the tidal radii (rig. la) and pars-
es (Fig. lb). The solid line correspond-, 1n the dis-
tributions of the L'lC clusters and the dished line
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of the (a) tidal radii and (b) total
masses of the young populous clusters in the MCs.

those of the SMC clusters. The arrows in Fig. la and
lb show the upper limits of the radii and total masses
found for the young clusters of our galaxy (Lynga,
1982; Mathiou, 1985). From Fig. 1 it is clear that
the LMC disk clusters are more massive and more extend-
ed than those of our Galaxy.

The old clusters of the MCs are found statistical-
ly less extended with systematically smaller total
masses than those of the galactic globulars.
Particularly for the LMC the observed radii and masses,
of all of its clusters,show a radial distribution which
is opposite to that known for our Galaxy. The bright
massive clusters are distributed around the bar of the
LMC at distances relatively small from the rotation
centre ( t.5) whereas the more distant clusters are
systematically less bright and less extended.

Finally the very faint small clusters in the LMC,

(measured on 3.6 m ESO Telescope plates) show systema-

tically small j-adii ( <2.0 arcmin) and masses from

(5-10X103Me,, The majority of those clusters seem to

be located in the inner region of the LMC with concen-

tration paraneters quite small (log — = 0.5-0.75),

implying a large core. C

Density profiles

The density profiles of the studied clusters in
most cases show strong evidence for beeing dynamically
relaxed and seem to fit very well the isotropic tidally
truncated Maxwellian profiles (King, 1962; 1966). Ty-
pical examples from star counts are shown in Figs 2,3
where the different symbols are values found from star
counts in various plates. The SMC old cluster LI
shows a very large core,which can also be noticed by
eye on the plate and the fit with a low concentration

(log — = 0.5) theoretical profile is very good (Fig.

2). Fig. 3 illustrates the profile of a very bright
populous intermediate age cluster measured in two sets
of plates taken with the U.K. Schmidt Telescope (67".1
I/mm) and the ESO large telescope (18".3/mm). The
higher resolution plates obviously reach the innermost
area which is not resolved by the Schmidt plates. The-
se observations agree very well between themselves and

fit a model of high concentration (log — - 1.75). The

L1

LOGF

- •1 .4 " • 0 4

LOGR
Fig. 2. Density profile for the SMC cluster LI. Open

circles and crosses correspond to counts on
a J plate with exp. time 3~) non and 80 ir.in
respectively. Dots are counts on a R plate
or exp. time 3T rr.in. Solid line is the best
fit theoretical model (-King, 1966).

V plate in the central region chows 3 higher central
density. This seems normal,since the verv bright
blue stars, measured in the central rcpion^ of the P
and U plates, mask the fainter stars detecte! by th-
V plate. The used theoretical models imply that the
clusters have experienced a two body relaxation mecha-
nism. 'Additional evidence for this mechanism is the
existence of mass segregation found in a number of
intermediate age clusters (KontiiMs et al,,) studied
in the SMC. A typical example of an b̂serv-*'] evidence
for rcass segregation is given in Fig. u for the clu-
ster L9.

Another indication for the same relaxation mecha-
nism is the presence of post core collapse profiles.
Such a typical profile is illustrated in Fig. 5 for
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DISCUSSION

W. NAPIER: In the case of the c lus ters with
"bumps", have you converted the surface den-
sities into 3-dimensional radial density
distrioutions ?

i4. KCMTIZAS: Wo, but since the star counts
nave shown that these bumps show spherical
symmetry may be the 3-dimensional picture
would not seem different.

G. LYiAGh: These bumps are, of course, extre-
mely interesting i f we can believe that they
are real. Do they surround the clusters com-
pletely?

E. KCMTIZAS: Yes, they do. To add something
more about these bumps, I would like to let
you know that the stars producing these bmsps
seem to be 30 - 40 % of the total number of
the stars in the cluster, they are mainly
bright stars and look very symmetrical.

Dii LOORE: Do the young open globular
clusters and the old ones show metallicity
differences?
You mentioned that in the SMC there i s no
horizontal branch. Does this mean that you
found a HB in the IMC? Could this be due to
the age of the SMC, in the aense that this
galaxy i s not yet old enough, so that the
evolutionary track do not yet go far enough,
to show this blue part? So i s this an evolu-
tionary effect?

M. KOriTIZAS: I mentioned that there i s no
blue horizontal branch found in the SMC clus-
ter but there are a few clusters with BHB in
the LMC. It i s not clear i f this i s an age
effect or metallicity effect since i t i s
known that the MCs are metal deficient com-
pared to our galaxy.
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THE EFFECT OF MASS REMOVAL ON THE DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF YOUNG STARS AND GAS

Warner Verschueren, Hare David
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Groenenborgerlaan 171, 2020 Antwerpen, Belgium

ABSTRACT. The star formation process in a Molecular cloud core is effectively halted whan the newly
born stars remove the remaining gas cloud out of the region. We present analytical and numerical cal-
culations of the dynamical evolution of a young cluster, which we allow to deviate from or oscillate
around exact Virial Equilibrium (V.E.), during slow and rapid gas removal. Our conclusion is that
deviations from V.E. can influence the final dynamical state of the 'naked' cluster significantly.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the formation of protostars in dense molecu-
Jii cloud cores is still far from understood, the fi-
nal product is always a young stellar cluster embed-
ded in a large amount of residual interstellar gas
which is subsequently removed from the region by the
action of stellar winds, radiation pressure, HII ioni-
zation pressure or supernova events. Several studies,
both analytical (Mathieu 1983; Elmegreen 1983; Bills
1980) and numerical (Lada et al. 1984), have given in-
creasing evidence for the idea that both the way in
which the residual gas is removed after the star for-
mation process has stopped, and the final star forma-
tion efficiency (SFE) at that moment, are of major im-
portance for the dynamical state of the emerging new
cluster (e.g. bound open cluster or expanding associa-
tion). Of course, only detailed numerical simulations
can incorporate a realistic gas removal process and

can give results in terms of the fraction of stars and
what kind of stars (mass, position, velocity) that re-
main bound or escape. Nevertheless, an analytical des-
cription of the global behaviour of such systems nay
provide useful physical insight into the problem and
may help interpreting future, more realistic, simula-
tions ,

Previous analytical investigations have assumed either
that the gas is removed very rapidly (gas removal tine
TR<<tcr) from the system, assumed in an exact state of
V.E. at that moment, or either at a very slow rate so
that the system can adapt itself continuously and re-
mains in exact V.E. during the renoval. A more general
approach should take into account that in reality, a
dynamical system oscillates around its V.E. in the
sense that its kinetic and potential energies, and
thus its 'average' radius E and velocity V, oscillate
around their respective values which are related to
each other by the Virial Theorem. In Section: 2, we con-
sider rapid gas removal from a non virialised state
and in Section 3, slow gas removal is described during
which the system oscillates around V.E.

2. RAPID MASS LOSS FROM A NON VIRIALISED STATE

A. Constant R and V •

Consider a star forming cloud core with a total mass
M which has produced N* stars, with a total mass M1,
within its volume and which contains remaining gas of
mass |AM|-M-H'. The total energy E is negative (the
original cloud core was bound) and can be written as:

E
2 R

(1)

defining an average radius R and velocity V. The V.E.
of this system is defined as 2T--U 'nd thus VZ-GM/2RQ
and E"-GM2/4R. where the subscription 0 denotes viria
values. In order to characterize the system's devia-
tion from V.E. at a give.) instant, we introduce the
dynamical parameters a and g :

R— _ _» , \t& _ oil" / f \

where a and p are complicated functions of time descri-
bing oscillations or even large deviations from V.E.
during initial violent relaxation phases. Energy con-
servation leads to the relation p-2/a-l and a must al-
ways be S 2. Consider now the rapid loss of sacs |AM|
due to an extra (stellar) energy source when the
system is in a state a. Because T R«t c r, the positions
and velocities of the star.; may be considered to be
unaltered immediately after the gas removal. Assume
then as an extra hypothesis that the new R and V im-
mediately after gas removal are the same as at the mo-
ment the removal started. This means that the kinetic
energy per unit mass of the remaining particles (stars)
equals that of the original system and thus equals al-
so that of the removed gas (for which some observatio-
nal evidence (Mathieu et al. 1985, Mathieu 1987), but
few theoretical arguments, exist) and that the poten-
tial energy per unit mass squared of the stars equals
that of the original system, which puts contraints on
the distribution of the stars and the gas in the vo-
lume. The new energy E1 can be written, immediately
after the gas has disappeared, as :

v2" k — " T i^
R oR

(3)

0

This energy defines a new V.E., given by Rg and VI.
Inserting (3) into the equation fi'—GM|2/4E' and wri-
ting M'/M - e - the SFE, we finally obtain :

ae/(2E-2+a) ;

(2e-2+a)/o i pi/p. - (2e-2+o)3/o3e2
(4)

The loss of binding energy due to the gas removal
can be written as :

4E - E'-E -B(l-e)(a+2e)/a > 0 (5)

which also represents the required energy input from
the stars on the condition that the expelled gas is
left with sero energy.

"Vo

Fig. 1 : Cluster expansion faotor ao a flotation of
atar formation efficiency for different dynamical
atatee of the system at the moment of gaa removal.

For a certain amount of mass loss, tha expansion of
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the clutter will ba much larger whan thia ma«» loss
occurs in • contracted state than in an expanded
atata because d|AE|/da < 0. The atellar cluster may
become unbound when eS(2-a)/2-e ..(E'•»(),Kj-w). In
reality, this will already happenrit larger efficien-
cies because of tho tidal galactic field. Very high
SFE's are required for producing a bound cluster when
the gas is expelled during strong compression phases,
e.g. during initial cloud coliaps (Hills 1980).

B. Changing R and V_

We no* assume that, for wnatever physical reason, the
values of R and V have changed immediately after and
due to the gas removal, compared to their values im-
mediately before :

R1 - AR V.2 .V2 (6)

whore we call X and u the gas removal parameters.
Following the same reasoning as in the previous para-
graph, we obtain :

(^ - (2-a)u) ; (7)

— -(2-a)u)/a ; pi/On = '"T" "(2-a)u) /a c

(8)

The cluster will be unbound when ES(2-a)uA/2--F ., ,
which can be much larger than (2-a)/2 when trie roir.n-
ved gas particles had small kinetic energies and/or
large binding energies compared to the stellar compo-
nent. In this case, large SFE's are required to forr.i
a bound cluster.

1.0

o.a

0.6

o.u

0,2

0.0

Fig. 2 : e . for cluster disruption as a function
of the ° dynamical sUite of the system at
the moment of gus removal for different values of
the gas removal parameters.

Z. Some observational evidence

In order to find some observational evidence for the
fact that a cluster can loose its gas from a non vi-
rialised state, an evident thing to do is searching
for rather old open clusters (age»t ), which are de-
finitely bound systems, and for which some evidence
exists that their SFE "as smaller than 0.5 and that
they experienced rapid mass loss.

Very recent extensive observational work in this field
was done by Leisawitz 1985 who made a low resolution
CO map around 69 open clusters within 10 cluster dia-
meters from their center. For 32 clusters, he gives
sizes, masses and distances from the cluster center of
detected molecular clouds for which he has evidence
that they are associated with the cluster, as well
as the radial velocity range within each cloud. A re-
markable fact is that the radial velocities of the
clouds are nearly all in a range of the order of -10
to +10 km/s with respect to the cluster, which gives
reason to believe that most of the clusters have expe-
rienced rapid mass loss. For the 6 clusters with an
age » tCr and with known stellar mMsses, we calcula-
ted the SFE under the assumption that the cluster ex-
perienced rapid mass loss at lOkm/s at the moment its

age was zero} this assumption
defines a limiting radius r
only within which the gas was
used in the calculation of e.
r is always much larger
tnan the observed distances of
the clouds from the clusters

Cluster
N(5C
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC

7160
663
7 '14

WUM
]')60
2129

0
0

0
0
0
0

sre,07?
. 13
.33
.27
."4D

.058
into ac-but this effect can be reduced when we take

count that at the time of mass loss, the radius of the
cluster was much smaller than now and thus the slowing
down of the escaping clouds much larger, which reduces
r . We see that the resulting SFE's are all smaller
tliian 0.5 although Che clusters are clearly bound sys-
tems. This means that the mass loss must, have occurad
at a time of expansion (ct>l) with respect to
V.E. For the two extreme cases, NGC 7160 and
NGC 2129, we have also calculated the SFE under
the assumption of slow mass loss; we assumed
that the gas was expelled from tlie cluster at
the escape velocity which defines a new limiting
radius within which one has to take t.N: gas into
account. The resulting values are c-O.bH-'t for
NGC 7160 and e=0.058 for NGC 2129. When these tvn
clusters would have experienced slow mass l^ss, 'hoy
would have had an initia. :;idius of 1 •.•.:•• s than 0.1 no
(expansion factor = \/c .i^conting ro :.i£ classical theo-
ry of slow mass loss,in Y.£.* md zt\ initial
mass density of 5.10 M_/pc' which is impossible.
When vje take oscillations around V.L. into acr'.H.nr ,
such a low r. can never ]et.<j to a bour.J clusu*! ̂ 't-.
slow m a s s loiis as will oi' :**:iown in Section i • !'•'.<• cu . ,•

possible explanation fnr thp h«ii!g bound of thr.e tv-'
clusters is that they lost Lhe.ir g3S very rapinjy du-
ring a state of considerable expansion (a flo« t.j \i.
It is also very conceivable that: thery is r.-.OLt; gas in
the form ol H knd HIX or that Ihr masses ut the clouds
are underestimated when they are optically thick, vhicii
leads to aven lower values for i..

A sensible objection against the reasoning giver, hfcrf
is of course that you can never ba suit th^l: aJl the
gas that is present, even within the limiting
radii, has really physically been part .;'i rhe
original s^ar forming cloud core and :as part ici;>.ir. e.l
in t-hc star formation process, which is essential
in the interpretation of K. Therefore, one can
only conclude that there is, at worst, no observational
evidence against the above calculated SFE's and
the resulting occurence of gas removal from a
non virialised state.

3. SLOW MASS LOSS FROM A NON V.1RIALISEI) STATE

A. A model for the LScillations around V.E.

Suppose that a system of stars and gas which oscillates
around its V.IL. looses an amount of mar.n dM (<0) during
the time interval (t,t+dt) at the end of which the
energy can be written in two ways:

E' > i(H+dM)(V+dV)2- i G ( M + d H )-
1 R+dR

(9)

From this, one obtains, neglecting second order terms :

(10)
GMdM , G M d R0

The differentials of the physical quantities are ac-
tually the sura of a change due to the oscillation and
a change due to the mass loss : dX*dX/0+dX/m, where
dRQ, =dM/o"dE/o=0. Considering only oscillations at
constant mass, we obtain from (10) :

MVdV/ + \

° 2

GM2dR/
=—2
R2

(11)

In the general case of oscillations and mass loss,
(10) becomes, neglecting second order corrections :



(12)

We now have to say how R and V change due to the
mass loss; we shall assume for the sake of simplicity,
as in Section 2A, that they are not influenced
by the i&ass loss itself, i.e. the case u"X»l :
dRr' « dV/ • 0. Substituting (2) into (12) then
finSlly yields :

(—)
a

dM
M

dR
JO
RO

(13)

As the mass loss is caused by the energy input from
the stars, it is appropriate to describe the mass loss
by proposing some, time dependent, rate of energy
increase of the system; this rate equals the rate
of energy release of the stars on the condition that
all the stellar energy output is used for expelling
the gas and that the removed gas is left with
zero energy. Knowing the energy increase of the
system, one easily calculates the mass loss as
a function of the dynamical state by combining
(1) at time t with

E + dE (V+dV/ +dV/ ) - TJ
o m 2 =

G(M+dM)

R+dR/ +dR/
o "

at time t + dt, which leads to :

_ GH(g+2)dM = Ffa+2.dMdE (IS)

Osillations around V.E. at constant mass are found
by solving the Identity of Lagrange, making the
well known assumption that S/R=A is a constant (50.9)
(David, and Theuns 1987) :

R(*)/iL = <*(*) = 1 + Acos(t-(tO0
(16)

2/ZnARg-5

In the case of varying mass, we incorporated the os-
cillations by performing our calculations in a sub-
sequent number of time steps during each of which
the period (and A and$) of the oscillation was kept
constant. At the end of each interval, the new mass
and virial radius determine the new P,A and$. The
lenght of each time step is determined by the
demand that the period of the oscillation must
not change too much from one step to another.
The calculation is continued until all the gas
mass is removed from the ;ystem. A model calculation
is then determined by: an initial mass, a SFK,
an initial virial radius, the rate of energy
input and the initial a and a at t = 0 which is
equivalent to an initial a and amplitude A.

B. First results and conclusions

Our first models presented here were calculated with
an initial total mass M - 2000 H,

a constant input energy rate

0.6xl032erg/s and 10"15H3pc
2/yr

-1
t=0) « 0.5 pc,

|Pc
2/yr3 -

6xl032erg/s.

Figs. 3-6 present the radius,viriai radius and mass
loss as a function of time during gas removal
for two different initial conditions. One sees
that, although the evolution is quite similar
in the beginning (i.e. for large e), there are

Fig. S : Radius and virial radius a& a function
of time fop an energy rate of 6x10 erg/a and
initial conditions a(t=0)=1.0 and A{t=O)=O.b .
The ordinate aide is out off.

Fig. 4 : Mass loss as q^funotion of time for
an energy rate of 6x10 erg/s and initial con-
ditions a(t=0)-1.0 and A(t=0}=0.£ . The ordi-
nate axis is cut off.

(10°,r)

Fig. S : idem as Fig. 3 for a(t=0)=1.5 and
A(t=0)=O.S .

Fig. 6 : idem as Fig. 4 for a.(t=0)=l.S and
A(t=O)=O.S .
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Important diffarences between the tvo Models «t later
tiaM, whan larger amounts of gas ar« removed (i.a.
for mall e). Thla ia much more apparent froa figs.
7 and 8 where the final vtrlal radiua Is plottad
against SFE for four different initial conditions and
two energy ratas (the non smooth behaviour of the
cutvas la due to truncations during plotting and not
during the calculations), what actually happens
la that after a certain tlaa the M a s loss, which is
driven by a constant energy input froa the atara
(which w« believe is a realistic hypothesis), becomes
much faster because it is a function of R./M (froa
(IS)) which becoaes larger during,the evolution.
Since dR. is a function of (R./M) (froa (13) and
(15)), this leads to an almost exponential increase
of the virial radius of the aystea before auch
•ore Baas can leave the system. The effect of the
oscillations is alaost negligible for SFE's > 0.3
but beyond that point, different dynamical states,
due to different initial conditions, of the systea
at the aoaent the increase in M and K. starts leads
to large differences in the final virial radius (and
the being bound or unbound) of the cluster for
SFE's < 0.2.

Froa the aodels calculated up to now, there is a
tendency for nodels with larger oscilliation ampli-
tudes or which start with larger a's to
end up with smaller expansion factors, probably
because they remain for a longer tine in expansion
than in contraction and mass removal during expansion
makes the cluster expand less than during contrac-
tion. So they reach the critical area with already
a smaller mass.
It must he stressed that the being bound or unbound
relates only to the cluster as a whole which allows
of course for escaping stars from a bound cluster or
a bound subgroup in an unbound system.
A more detailed description of the models and the
results for a wide range of parameter values is
in preparation by the authors.

4. SUMMARY

We have shown that the required minimum star formation
efficiency to retain a bound cluster after rapid
or slow mass loss can differ significantly from
the values presented in the past, due to deviations
from Virial Equilibrium during gas removal. Observa-
tions of the SFE in star forming regions therefore
do not give unambiguous information about the ultimate
fate of the embedded cluster.
An important characteristic of slow mass loss driven
by a constant energy input from the embedded stars
is the fact that it must inevitably become much
faster during the gas removal.
More detailed observations of the spatial and velocity
distribution of the stars and the gas in extremely
young star forming regions (as e.g. Milking, and
Lada 1983; Wilking et al. 1986; Hathieu 1987) will
be necessary to contrain some of the parameters and
will thereby enable a more accurate prediction
of the ultimate fate of the embedded stellar clusters.

APPENDIX

An interesting object, but not relevant to the dis-
cussion above, in the list of Leisawitz 1985 (see
Section 2C) is the young cluster (age « t ) NGC
6823 for which the calculated values of the SFE
are E-0.004 for rapid mass loss and E-0.006 for slow
mass loss (method explained in Section 2C). These very
low values of the SFE make it extremely unlikely that
this cluster is (after rapid gas removal) or will be
(after slow gas removal) bound. We suggest that
NGC 6823 will become an expanding 06 association.

0.5 0.4 0.3

Fig, 7 : Final vtrial radius after gas removal
as a function of the star fovmtion efficiency
for an energy rate of 0.6x10 erg/s and for 4
different initial conditions of the oscillations.
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Fig. 8 : idem as Fig. 7 with an energy rate of
6x10 erg/s .
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Evolution of Open Clutters as JV-body Systems

Elena Terlevich

Astronomy Centre, University of Satsex, BNI 9QH, U.K.

Realistic TV- body simulations of open clusters are discussed and compared with main observed
cluster features. Most of the models have 1000 bodies with initial masses following a power
law mass function of slope a = —2.75. Instantaneous mass loss from stellar evolution; a smooth
linearized galactic tidal field and transient shocks by encounters with extended interstellar clouds of
different mass-spectrum, density and space concentration are included. Close approaches between
particles are treated by a two-body regularization technique that allows to follow binary evolution
in detail. Good agreement is found between the distribution of lifetime for galactic clusters and
the life of the models. It is found that the combined action of evolutionary mass loss and binaries
(for 1000 star clusters with a realistic mass function) is enough to arrest the core collapse. Tidal
heating shapes the halo of the cluster and produces a distinctive density and velocity distribution.
Encounters with standard clouds do not alter the life-time of the clusters; while giant molecular
clouds produce a catastrophic disruption. Mass segregation and preferential escape of light stars
can account for the depletion of low luminosity stars in the better observed central region of
clusters. Work on the primordial stages of evolution of clusters during star formation is reviewed,
and linked to work on iV-body clusters.

I) Introduction.

Open or galactic clusters are dynamically bound
systems of hundreds to a few thousands of stars.
They are generally young systems, less than 109

years old and the stellar content shows a wide
mass spectrum (from some tenths to about ten
solar masses). Star clusters have been recognised
and admired since ancient times. Some of them
are still known by their greek names: Pleiades,
Hyades, Coma Berenices, etc. The fascination
associated with them did not fade away but has
grown in modern times.

For the last fifty years or so, open clusters and
associations have been used aa tracers of spiral
structure and distance indicators. There are sev-
eral reasons for that:

• Distances are better determined for clusters
than for individual stars.

• Young open clusters and associations cannot
be far away from their place of formation and
therefore are good tracers of the young stellar
component of the disk.

• They contain luminous stars and can therefore
be observed at large distances.

In addition to this, most of our knowledge of star
formation and evolution comes from young clus-
ter studies. Ages, metallicities and luminosity
functions can be better determined for clusters

than for field stars. Modern catalogues of open
clusters and associations' data exist for more than
1100 clusters (Ruprecht et «i. (1981) with its Sup-
plements and Lynga (1981) are the largest ones).
Janes and Adler (1982) have compiled a cata-
logue of 434 clusters with good age calibration.
Statistical analysis of observed cluster properties
has been performed on such data showing several
regularities concerning cluster dimensions, galac-
tocentric distance, age, richness. Janes and Adler
(1982) found a correlation between richness and
longevity. Lynga (1982) analyses the distribution
of diameters for the dusters with good age de-
termination and finds that the mode of the dis-
tribution is about 3 pc. There is nevertheless
a larger dispersion for the diameters of the very
young and the very old ones. He concludes that
the clusters with large diameters cannot survive
and disintegrate, field stars being the remnants.
Clusters in the outer parts of the galaxy (R>R@)
live longer than those in the inner part (van den
Bergh and McClure 1980; Janes and Adler 1982,
Lynga 1982,1983). It is reasonably true (Wielen
1971; Lynga 1982) that the observed age distribu-
tion of clusters is not biased by selection effects;
that the rate of formation in the galaxy has been
constant for the last few billion years and that
the lifetime of the clusters depends on individ-
ual parameters: total mass of the cluster, stellar
mass distribution, external forces, stellar evolu-
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tiori, internal dynamical evolution. Therefore the
total lifetime of the clusters can be deduced from
their observed age distribution (Oort 1958); Wie-
len (1971, 1985) shows that 50% of the galactic
open clusters are disintegrated before 1.3 * 108yr,
20% live 5 * 108yr and less than 8% are older
than 109yr. Any theoretical study of duster dy-
namics has to be able to predict the observed age
distribution and to explain its relation with the
correlations mentioned above.

II) Which method?

In 1943 Chandrasekhar introduced into the the-
ory of stellar encounters the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion, which describes the evolution of tie velocity
distribution of a system of particles assuming that
individual encounters produce only small changes
in the velocity. This is true for systems with large
number of particles, hence the success in using
the Fokker-Planck equation for the modelling of
globular clusters (Michie 1963a,b; Michie and Bo-
denheimer 1963; King 1966 and 1967).

For open clusters (where the number of parti-
cles is small) the individual changes in the veloc-
ity become large. Besides, inclusion of the tidal
field, mass loss from stellar evolution, formation
of pairs, etc, brings lack of spherical symmetry
into the models. Due to this asymmetry and to
the small number of particles involved, it is very
hard to use the Fokker-Planck equation or other
statistical methods for analysing the dynamical
evolution of poorly populated systems.

The direct TV-body method was introduced into
the scene of stellar dynamics by von Hoerner in
1960. Gravitationally bound systems at*, ^pre-
sented by N point masses in this approach, and
the method consists in solving numerically the
equations of motion for each particle, as given by
the three components of the newtonian accelera-
tion.

In spite of sophisticated numerical methods the
problem of expensive computing time consumed
by the force calculations still remains (after all N
bodies have N(N - l ) /2 interactions) thus lim-
iting the number of particles of the models to a
few thousand. Open cluster membership, though
is very well represented bellow this limit. Models
of open clusters need to be realistic in order to be
compared with observations and these equations
of motion can be easily modified for non-isolated

systems, by adding extra terms to account for
extere al force fields or changes with time of the
individual masses.

Gravitational iV-body systems should in theory
be time reversible in velocity and phase space. In
practice this is not the case. There is an insta-
bility inherent to the iV-body method (first dis-
cussed by Miller 1964) which affects individual
particle orbits in different ways. Standish (1968)
confirms that close encounters are the dominant
cause of microscopic instability in W-body sys-
tems, in which case the stability problem should
be smaller for large number of particles where
two-body interactions are less important. This
is find indeed by Aarseth et al. (1974) when com-
paring several N = 250 models. Treating close
encounters between particles more rigourously by
means of regularization techniques (see Aaiseth
1986 for a review), Valtonen (1974), Smith (1977,
1979) discovered that the macroscopic properties
of the solution are not significantly distorted by
the microscopic instabilities when the energy con-
servation is not violated. Statistical properties as
density and energy distribution (and also escape
of stars after close encounters) can therefore be
obtained accurately. This is particularly true for
simulations of clusters with more than 200 mem-
bers.

The direct JV-body method including regulariza-
tion for the treatment of close encounters is there-
fore the most appropriate among the numerical
approaches to the problem of dynamical evolu-
tion of open clusters.

I l l ) Firs* results.

Much ground has been covered since von Hoerner
(1960) pioneering work with 16 bodies. Soon after
that, Aarseth (1963) performed numerical simu-
lations for up to 100 bodies which he applied to
galaxy clusters, using a modification of the New-
tonian potential (a procedure called softening) to
take into account the finite size of the galaxies.
He included aa well a simple mass function for
the components.

More realistic cluster calculations followed after-
wards. The aim of the numerical simulations of
open clusters during the 60s was to estimate the
effect on the dynamics of the cluster of the num-
ber of stars, total mass and seme characteristic
size. Other effects were gradually being incorpo-
rated into the simulations. Van Albada (1968)
studied the formation of binaries in small stellar
systems (N = 10), a subject which turned out to
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be very important for the dynamical evolution of
star clusters. Widen (1967) and Aarseth (1969)
simulated several clusters with 100 stars includ-
ing initial rotation and a Salpeter mass function:
a power law with slope a — —2,75. The slope of
the mass function is defined by

N(U) = N0M
a

where N(M) is th<- number of stars in the range
of masses M, M + dM.

All these models .are for isolated systems. Af-
ter the first attempts to analyse the effect of the
galactic tidal field on star cluster dynamics (Jeans
1922; Boll 1934) comprehensive studies on the
subject were independently produced by Hayli
(1967), Aarseth (1967) and Widen (1969). All of
them considered the effect of a centralized field on
a cluster describing a circular orbit at a distance
of lOUfpc from the galactic centre. Small devia-
tions from circular orbits are not important since
it is the gradient across the cluster that causes
the tidal effect.

It is easy to predict in principle the interest of
considering unequal masses in the models: mass
segregation is enhanced and this accelerates the
dynamical evolution of the cluster. At the same
time there is no practical complication in order
to include a mass function, so this was done in
the early 70s (Wielen 1967, Aarseth 1971). Once
a mass function has been included, the obvious
next thing to consider is stellar evolution and the
mass loss associated with it.

The effect of transient tidal shocks produced by
passing interstellar clouds was first treated ana-
lytically by Spitzer and his collaborators (Spitzer
and Schwarzschild 1951; Spitzer 1958; Spitzer and
Chevalier 1973) and numerically by Bouvier and
Janin (1970).

More than a decade of fruitful research has been
reviewed by Wielen (1974, 1975), Aarseth et al.
(1974) and Aaiseth and Lecar (1975). With re-
cent development in stellar evolution theories and
more complete data resulting from new observa-
tions, the topic needed to be revised.

IV) More recent results.

In what follows I will describe my own recent
-work specially aimed at comparison with obser-
vations (Terlevich 1983; 1987). It consists of a
set of JV-body models deviced to set limits to
the conditions that determine the total lifetime
of clusters: total mass, stellar mass distribution,

external forces, stellar evolution and internal dy-
jakal evolution. The models have been pro-

duced using Aarseth's A'-body code where the
equations of motion have been regularized in the
case of close encounters between pairs of particles
(Aarseth 1986). In addition to the direct TV-body
interactions, the following effects have been in-
cluded: galactic tidal field, mass function of the
cluster components, mass loss due to stellar evo-
lution (supernova events and planetary nebulae)
and transient shocks produced by passing inter-
stellar clouds. The new features of this work can
bd summarized as follows:

• Clusters containing as much as 1000 members
are followed in their evolution during long pe-
riods of time (for most models until 90 per cent
of the initial number of stars has escaped).

• The effect of mass loss from stellar evolution
on the density distribution and the dynamical
evolution of open clusters is analysed in detail.

• The stars are assigned a realistic initial mass
function.

• Encounters with interstellar clouds of different
size, density and spatial distribution are cal-
culated numerically for the realistic models.

The equations of motion used correspond to the
direct JV-body solution plus tidal terms, assum-
ing for the cluster a direct plane circular orbit
with uniform velocity, at lOkpc from the galactic
centre, in an axially symmetric tidal field (Wielen
1965; Hayli 1937). For close two-body encounters
the equations of motion are regularized following
a Kustaanheimo-Stiefel scheme. The critical dis-
tance to apply regularization is given by the ratio
of the force between two approaching particles to
the perturbing force by the rest.

The initial coordinates follow a random spheri-
cal distribution with density proportional to r~2.
This is not a Plummer model (polytrope sphere
of index « = 5) so successfully used for mod-
elling globular clusters, but a rather less concen-
trated law, more appropriate for open clusters.
The initial velocities are isotropic. To simulate
violent relaxation through an initial contraction
of the cluster (Henon 1967) the ratio Q of ki-
netic to potential energy is given an initial value
ofQ = 0.25 for all but two initially vitalized sys-
tems, for which Q = 0.5. A characteristic size for
the models is given by the "virial" radius which
is called for simplicity < R > and has the mean-
ing of a mass weighted harmonic radius averaged
over time. It was chosen as < R >= 2pc for all
but one of the models, with < R >= 3pc.
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The initial mass function chosen follows a power
law with slope a = -2.75 (Tuff 1974), except for
two models with a = -2.35 (Salpetev) and -1 .1 .
The last one, rich in massive stars, allows us to
study the effects of large scale mass loss. The
models have > mean mass < M > = 0.5 M© but
for the one «<& a flat initial mass function, for
which < id >= 7M©.

In the range of masses that is relevant to open
clusters ( 0.3 - 1 5 M©) processes of mass loss like
supernova events or formation of planetary nebu-
lae can be assumed to occur on time scales which
are very short compared with characteristic dy-
namical times for the cluster; so short in fact that
can be considered instantaneous. I have therefore
used the following scheme. After a star has fin-
ished its main-sequence life (depending upon its
initial mass) it suffers a single mass loss event
and becomes a neutron star if its initial mass was
larger than 6 M©, or a white dwarf otherwise. In
these events, the speed at which the gas is ejected
is so high compared with the r.m.s. velocity of the
stars, that it leaves the cluster instantaneously.

After Spitzer(1958) calculated the increase of en-
ergy leading to disintegration of large homoge-
neous idealized stellar clusters (no central con-
centration, equal masses and no binaries) due
to encounters with "standard" interstellar clouds,
Spitzer and Chevalier (1973) studied models with
large number of stars, density sharply increasing
towards the centre and a possibly more realistic
velocity distribution. However, some of the ap-
proximations still contained in these models are
serious impediments to compare them directly ei-
ther with actual open clusters or with AT-body
simulations. The models are spherically symmet-
ric all the way through, a condition which is far
from being true, specially in the outer regions
where the smooth galactic tidal field is most im-
portant. They are one-mass systems and evolu-
tion of the stars is not considered.

Wielen (1971) has predicted, based on Spitzer's
impulsive approximation, that "standard" HI in-
terstellar clouds will only disrupt an open clus-
ter if its density is so low that it is already at
the verge of being disrupted by internal evap-
oration processes combined with the galactic
tidal field. The numerical simulations described
here include two types of interstellar clouds:
"standard" (Spitzer 1968) and "giant molecular
clouds" (GMC) (Weinreb et «]. 1963; Goldstein
et al. 1964). Although the concentration of GMC
is low at the assumed galactocentric distance of
these models (lOkpc), it might still allow for one

encounter during one revolution of the cluster
around the galaxy These simulations confirm
Wielen's prediction (see Wielen 1985) and are
very valuable in filling the range of N that corre-
sponds to open dusters, where extrapolation of
the theoretical analysis for large N systems is
both not appropriate and dangerous (Spitzer and
Chevalier 1973). One concludes from the sim-
ulations, that regarding gravitational shocks, en-
counters with "standard" clouds do not accelerate
disruption of clusters with 1000 stars and only
a rare encounter with a GMC will be efficient in
disrupting the cluster.

The conclusions reached with this work mostly
confirmed previous basic findings regarding, for
example, the dependence of the cluster lifetime
on its richness and initial value of < R >, the
flattening of the cluster as a result of a compres-
sion towards the galactic plane produced by the
galactic field, the formation of binaries.

Some interesting unpredicted results, however,
came to light as a consequence of consider-
ing multi-mass models and stellar evolution
for 1000-body clusters; similar conclusions
have been reached for young globular clusters
(Stodolkiewicz, 1982, 1985; Applegate 1986). I
will discuss these results in what follows.

Direct N-body simulations of clusters have con-
sistently encountered at some stage of their evo-
lution dynamical formation of binary stars (von
Hoerner 1963; Aarseth 1971). A massive binary
forming after a few crossing times can dominate
completely the evolution of small clusters-(van Al-
bada 1968). Heggie (1972) studied in detail the
dynamics of individual encounters between bina-
ries and single stars and defined hard and soft
binaries depending on the ratio of the pair's rel-
ative binding energy to the local mean kinetic
energy per particle. The number of hard pairs
formed per relaxation time in an equal-mass sys-
tem depends approximately on l/N (Spitzer and
Hart 1971); nevertheless the formation rate in-
creases strongly for multiple-mass systems (Heg-
gie 1975) and consequently some energetic pairs
are still formed in 1000 star models that include
a spectrum of masses.

Soft binaries form quickly through close encoun-
ters but at the same time are easily disrupted
(Gurevich and Levin 1950; Heggie 1972). A hard
pair, on the other hand reacts differently to en-
counters with third particles and as a result of
the changes in binding energy, either the third
particle might become bound and one of the orig-
inal components of the pair be ejected; or the
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third body might recede with high velocity after
the encounter. Most triple systems (Agekyan and
Anosova 1967,1968) end with the ejection of an
energetic escaper, a bound binary being left be-
hind. The net result is that hard pairs which es-
cape disruption tend to become harder. This pro-
cess goes on until the pair becomes too hard and
the probability of a close encounter with other
bodies too low.

From numerical simulations of multiple mass sys-
tems with 250 and even 500 particles, Aarseth
(1971) has been able to show the startling effect
of binaries. In most of his models, one binary
is formed that absorbs at least 50 per cent of the
total energy of the system. There is a strong pref-
erence for energetic binaries to be formed among
the heaviest members, which tend to segregate
towards the dense central region of the cluster
where pair production is more active.

For the simulations discussed here, there is the
added component of mass loss due to stellar evo-
lution, affecting very often one of the massive
members of the pair. In agreement with theo-
retical predictions, models with 1000 stars show
less binary activity than the smaller ones. The
number of pairs at a given time is the same for
both cases (one or two, occasionally three) but
both their life time and energy are smaller for
the larger systems. As they contain more mas-
sive stars due to a richness effect, pairs in them
never reach a very hard stage: due to mass loss in
one of the components and succesive exchange of
companions as a result of interactions with third
bodies, the cross section for scattering does not
decrease and light stars escape preferentially from
the cluster during longer periods of time. After
the most massive stars have evolved, there is a
quiet period during which there are virtually no
binaries. When N drops to sufficiently low values
( 200) pairs start to form once more and become
energetically dominant.

I have discussed here at length the special be-
haviour of binaries with mass loss because of its
consequences for several aspects of cluster dy-
namics affecting in particular the density distri-
bution and the evolution of the mass function.
As the binaries attain larger cross sections and
remain "active" for longer periods in scattering
light stars towards the halo, they produce: prefer-
ential depletion of low mass stars, enhanced mass
segregation and arrest of the core collapse that
should be otherwise theoretically expected.

In effect a study of the mean mass at different
radii confirms the presence of mass segregation

very early in the cluster evolution. The density
profiles for different mass groups also show that
the luminosity function varies across the cluster:
there is strong indication that the density of light
stars is smaller than that of the heavy ones in tbe
central regions. These results are in agreement
with observational evidence for mass segregation
(Pels et aJ. 1975 for the Hyades; van Leeuwen 1983
for the Pleiades; Mathieu 1983, 1984 for Mil ,
M35, M67), though one has to bare in mind that
data is incomplete for light stars. The majority
of mass function determinations is based on data
from the central regions of clusters. Therefore,
even if dynamical depletion of low mass stars is
present (as shown by my simulations) one can
expect that part of the flattening oi' the observed
luminosity functions at the faint end is actually
an artefact of mass segregation.

Escape of stars causes one of the main problems
to dynamical studies of open clusters, by produc-
ing a permanent loss of mass and energy and not
allowing tbe cluster to reach some final state of
equilibrium (King 1980). Escaping stars from iso-
lated clusters are identified by their positive en-
ergy. In non-isolated clusters, the Jacobi constant
(C,) can be defined that plays the same role as
the total energy for isolated ones. Ct- curves for
zero velocity give the equipotential surfaces that
unlike the spherical ones for isolated clusters, are
distorted and eventually become open. The last
closed equipotential surface defines a distance on
the galactic plane called the tidal radius (King
1962). The corresponding critical value of the Ja-
cobi constant CL determines the escape energy for
particles in non-isolated systems. Stars neverthe-
less can remain trapped for long periods of time
in spite of having enough energy to escape, until
they eventually find the openings in the equipo-
tential surface. The best studied open clusters
show a corona formed by stars that are outside
the limiting radius but share proper motion char-
acteristics with the rest of the cluster members
(Pels et a;. 1975; Agekyan and Belozerova 1979;
van Leeuwen 1983). I also find in my simulations
a permanent population of about 59 stars in the
corona region between one and two tidal radii.
These stars show the tendency to be in retrograde
orbits.

V) What is missing?

The witch that has not been invited to this party
is star formation. All the simulations described
so far take the cluster from the moment when
gas is no longer present, only stars. Ironically,
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the process of star formation is destructive: once
formed, massive stars can rapidly disperse resid-
ual gas through HII regions, energetic winds and
supernovas. AH these produce shocks that ulti-
mately disperse the molecular cloud out of which
the star' are being formed. The survival of the
initia> ' ster as a bound system depends there-
fore mainly on three parameters: star formation
efficiency (which is the fraction of gas from the
initial cloud that is converted into stars), the ve-
locity with which the remaining gas is ejected and
the initial system mass density (Tutukov 1978;
Mathieu 1983; Wilking and Lada 1983).

Lada et aj. (1984) have produced JV-body simu-
lations (with 50 and 100 bodies) to model the
evolution of young stellar clusters as they emerge
from the molecular cloud in which they formed.
From their simulations they have bees able to
place broad but useful constraints on the initial
clouds which produce bound clusters. Consid-
erably more refined constraints would be possi-
ble if a) more extensive observations of molecular
clouds were to become available in order to deter-
mine with better confidence values for star forma-
tion efficiencies and b) the dynamics of embed-
ded stellar populations and the parental molecu-
lar cloud were to be combined in one simulation.

VI) Concluding remarks.

It is clear from the analysis of the results of direct
JV-body simulations described in this paper, that
due to the asymmetries inherent to open clusters,
idealized analytical models can not be used to de-
scribe the properties of their dynamical evolution.
Stellar mass loss plays a crucial role in it, both
per ae and through the effect it has on the dy-
namical behaviour of binaries. These pairs which
tend to be formed by the massive stars, become
more bound through interaction with other com-
ponents. If this continue to happen the pair fi-
nally stops interacting with the rest of the cluster.
But if mass loss occurs to one of the components
(highly probable being massive stars) the binary
becomes less bound and if it survives, continues to
exchange companions and remains dynamically
active for longer periods. This process succeeds in
arresting the collapse of the core and in depleting
the cluster of light stars thus producing a change
in the slope of the mass function. Mass loss can
also alter the lifetime of the models: a model with
a Salpeter initial mass function loses more mass
up to half life than an otherwise similar model
but with a steeper slope, and disrupts quicker;
in a model with the more massive stars occupy-

ing initially the outer regions of the cluster, and
not having enough time to reach the centre be-
fore mass loss occurs, the energy change clue to
mass loss is smaller, and therefore the model lives
longer. It is evident from the analysis of a model
with a large initial number of fairly massive stars,
that if clusters containing a thousand stars or so
are going to survive as we see them today, they
cannot have formed with a mass function much
flatter than the Salpeter one.

The galactic tidal field is responsible for shap-
ing the outer regions of clusters, for the tendency
of the velocities to become more isothermal, and
therefore for the ability acquired by some clus-
ters in our galaxy to keep a corona. This appears
also to be true in the young clusters in the LMC
(Elson et si. 1&87). Continuous encounters with
standard interstellar clouds do not shorten the
lifetime of galactic clusters. It is possible that
they contribute to the tidal heating of the outer
regions, thus slowing down the process of clus-
ter evolution; on the other hand, an accidental
encounter with one giant molecular cloud would
have a catastrophic effect.

In order to compare the kinematical properties of
the stars in the models with the actual velocity
dispersion in open clusters, better determination
of proper motion and radial velocities, especially
in the elusive outer regions of clusters is needed.
One should then be able to check the hypothesis
that the extended outer regions of clusters are
predominantly populated by stars in retrograde
orbits.

All in all, the agreement between the results of
the simulations reported here and open cluster
data is very encouraging, in particular the ability
of the models to reproduce major observed clus-
ter properties and regularities nair >y the relation
between richness and lifetime, the depletion of
light stars and the general evolution of the density
distribution; and to provide some understanding
on the way in which the evolution of clusters is
determined by the initial mass function, stellar
evolution, dynamically formed binaries, galactic
tidal field and encounters* with interstellar clouds.

In the next few years, one can predict that
progress in our understanding of the evolution of
open clusters will come from the consideration of
gas dynamics and the processes of star formation,
and their influence in cluster dynamics. In par-
ticular, it will be interesting to see a combination
of the powerful Aarseth's code with an equally
powerful hydrodynamics code to study the ini-
tial stages of evolution of the complex primae-



val cluster-parental cloud. It is stimulating that
work along these lines is beginning to emerge;
some has been presented at this meeting.

I gratefully acknowledge a Royal Society travel
grant to attend this meeting.
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OISCUSSION

J. SCALO: Mass segregation i s observed in
open c lus ters of a l l ages, even very young
c lus t er s l ike NGC 3293 (Herbst, W. and Mil ler ,
O.P.: 1983, A s t r . J . , 87, 1478). How much time
i s typ ica l ly required by your models to
achieve s ign i f i cant mass segregation?

E. TEKLEVICH: A few crossing times. ( For a
model of 1OOO stars and "virial" radius of
2 pc, a crossing time i s 5 x 1O° yr . )

H. ZINNECKER: Could you br ie f ly summarize
the e f f e c t of changes of the slope of the IMF
on the evolution of open c lusters?

E. TERLEVTCH: The changes in the IMF slope
have double e f f e c t in the evolution of open
c l u s t e r s : a/ i f there i s a larger number of
massive s t a r s , they tend to form more bina-
r i e s which are dynamically act ive and that
accelerates the dynamical evolution; b/ the
mass loss through evolution of massive stars
i s more important i f you have more stars and
higher masses.

S. NItfKOVICH: I am sorry I was unable to
read your equations of motion. Have you i n -
cluded the gradient at the ga lac t i c poten-
t i a l along the z ax i s , perpendicular to the
ga lac t i c plane?

B. TERLEVICH: Yes.

S. tUNKOVICH: The flattening of a cluster,
you mentioned, may I speculate a little bit,
Is it due, perhaps, to the z term of the
tidal field?

E. TERLEVICH: Precisely.

S. NINKOVICH: The collapse to the centre is
not noticed, but can one comment that the
dissipation process was simply faster than
the concentration to the centre?

E. TERLEVICH: No, these models do not show
core collapse at ages comparable to the ages
of real clusters.

S. NINKOVICH: Could you tell us the value of
the ratio of the relaxation time to the
crossing time?

E. TERLEVICH: Yes, for a model with 1000
stars and a virial radius of 2 pc,

B. ELMEGREEN: What fraction of stars in a
cluste- end up as binaries after the cluster
dissolves?

E. TERLEVTCH: The fraction is very small,
and, as expected, is smaller for the richer
clusters. At any time only 1 or 2, may be 3
pairs. Both at the earliest and latest sta-
ges, though, these pairs can absorb a high
fraction of the total binding energy of the
cluster. Let me add that these binaries dy-
namically formed have very large separa-
tions, about a hundred a,u. , simply due to
the energy budget. If you want close bina-
ries they have to be born like that at the
time of formation of the stars in the clus-
ter.
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DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION OF STAR CLUSTERS AND

THE POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF GLOBULAR CLUSTERS IN M87

BY. MASSIVE BLACK HOLES FROM A DARK CORONA

Roland Wielen

Astronomisches Rechen-Institut, D-6900 Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT. The dynamical evolution of star clusters is discussed. We investigate
especially the possible disruption of globular clusters by massive black holes,
which have been proposed as the major constituents of dark galactic coronae. As an
example, we discuss here the globular clusters in the elliptical galaxy M87. The
proposed massive black holes could be responsible for the observationally indicated
depletion of the globular cluster system in the inner parts of M87 with respect to
the stellar light distribution of this galaxy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical evolution of star
clusters has bean reviewed by the author in
recent years under various aspects. Instead
of repeating this information here, we refer
to these papers (Wielen 1985, 1987; Wielen
and Fuchs 1987) and to the literature cited
therein.

In the first paper (Wielen 1985), we
have discussed the lifetimes of open
clusters, derived from numerical N-body
simulations and analytic theory. This paper
gave especially a new treatment of the
disruption of star clusters by passing
massive objects, such as giant molecular
clouds or massive black holes. The
theoretically derived dissolution times of
clusters have been compared with empirical
lifetimes of open clusters which are based
on the observed age distribution of such
clusters. In the second paper (Wielen 1987),
we presented a simple procedure for deriving
the dissolution time of a star cluster as a
function of its total mass and its radius.
Both the evaporation due to the internal
relaxation, enhanced by the stationary tidal
field of the parent galaxy, and the
disruption due to passing massive objects
were taken into account. The method was
applied to rich stair clusters in the Large
Magellanic Cloud. Furthermore, we pointed
out that massive black holes, which have
been proposed as the major constituents of
the dark coronae of galaxies, are very
effective in destroying globular clusters
during the Hubble time. In the tliird paper
(Wielen and Fuchs 1987) , we discussed the
increase of the dissolution times of open
clusters in our Galaxy with increasing
distance R from the galactic center,
especially in the outer Galaxy. In the
present paper, we shall concentrate on the
problem of the possible disruption of
globular clutters in M87 by massive black
holes from a dark corona.

II. THE POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF GLOBULAR
CLUSTERS IN M87 BY MASSIVE BLACK HOLES
FROM A DARK CORONA.

Lacey and Ostriker (1985) and Ipser and
Semenzato (1985) have proposed that dark
galactic coronae, indicated for many
galaxies by flat rotation curves, are
composed of massive black holes. These
massive black holes would be perfectly
suited to explain the observed increase in
the velocity dispersion of nearby disk stars
as a function of age, as derived by wielen
(1977). From the observed stellar diffusion
coefficient and from the local density of
the dark corona deduced from galactic
models, a typical mass of a few million
solar masses is indicated for such a massive
black hole.

We have already discussed (Wielen 1987)
the fate of globular clusters in our Galaxy
in the presence of the proposed massive
black holes. We shall now investigate the
case of the globular clusters in M87. The
giant elliptical galaxy M87 in the Virgo
Cluster contains many thousands of globular
clusters. Hence, at least in principle, the
statistical situation is much more
favourable in MR7 than in our Galaxy which
contains only slightly more than one hundred
globular clusters.

For M87, a dark, massive, and extended
corona has been proposed in order to explain
the observed radial distribution of the
X-ray emission from this galaxy. We shall
use here the results on the dark corona of
M87 as derived by Fabricant and Gorenstein
(1983). We adopt the following simple
density law for the dark corona:

= po/d+(R/a) ) , (1)

where p a n is the mass density of the dark
corona, R is the distance from the center of
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Table 1. Disruption time Tn,o and survival rate v (over an age of
15-io9 years) Cor globular clusters in M87, due to massive
black holes from the dark corona, as a function of
galactocentric distance R.
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M87, and the quantity a represents the 'core
radius1 of the corona. The quantity poa

2 is
largely determined by the enclosed mass at
large radii. According to Table 5 and Figure
6 of Fabricant and Gorenstein (1983), the
mass of M87 within a radius of R = 30 arcrain
= 131 kpc is about 2.4-1013 solar masses, in
order to produce a mass distribution which
is governed by the corona at large
distances, but by the stars in the inner
parts of M87, we adopt a core radius of the
corona of a = 10 kpc. In this case, the
corona contributes 5-101" mo, or about 25%,
to the total mass of M87 within R = 1
arcmin = 4.4 kpc. The resulting density of
the corona of M87, based on a = 10 kpc and
po = 0.164 mo/pc

3, is given in Table 1 as a
function of R. For consistency, we use for
the distance of M87 from us the value of
Fabricant and Gorenstein, 15 Mpc.

We assume that the typical value for
the mass of a massive black hole does not
vary significantly from galaxy to galaxy.
Hence, we use the value derived for our
Galaxy, mn = 3-10

6 mo (Wielen 1987), also
for M87. For the typical relative velocity
between a massive black hole and a globular
cluster in M87, we assume V = 1000 km/s.

For the mean disruption time T of a
globular cluster, due to the passages of
massive black holes (MBHs), we use the
formulae given by Wielen (1987). First, we
have to calculate the critical impact
parameter pj:

PI =

(2)

where G is the gravitational constant, mn
the mass of the MBH, V the relative velocity
between the MBH and the globular cluster, mc
the mass of the cluster, rc the median
radius of the cluster, and cerc the effective
radius of the cluster with respect to

passing objects. We use a = 1. The
expression for T depends on whether or not
Pi is larger or smaller than the limiting
impact parameter PQ. For the case of MBHs,
we have po = rc. because the size rn of a
MBH is negligible with respect to rc. In the
case Pi > Po = rc, the disruption time T of
the globular cluster is given by:

Tn,l = (3/(32a))n"
1/2(Gn.c/r^)

1/2/(Gpan), (3)

where p a n - mn vn is the overall mass density
of the MBHs, assumed to be equal to the mass
density of the dark corona, and vn is the
number density of the MBHs. It is most
remarkable that Tn/i does not depend on mn
or V. The only property of the MBHs which
enter into T n ri, is their overall mass
density p a n. For a typical globular cluster
with mo = 2-105 m^ and rc = 5 pc, and our
adopted values of mn and V, the critical
impact parameter Pi is slightly smaller than
rc, about 4 pc. For a cluster with
mc = l-lO

1* mo and rc = 5 pc, we find pi =
2.6 pc. In such a case, where Pi < Po = rn,
the disruption time T is given by

= Tn,i (rc/pi) (4)

as can be derived from Eqs.ll, 12 and 13 of
Wielen (1987). Since for most globular
clusters in M87, pi is only slightly smaller
than po = rc, Tp,Q is only slightly larger
than T|)(i, which is safer to obtain because
of its independence of mn and v and
represents a lower limit for T.

In Table 1, we have listed the
disruption time of globular clusters in M87
as a function of R for two values of mj.. It
is obvious that the mean disruption time is
shorter than the Hubble time of about 15-10'
years for the globular clusters in the inner
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part of M87. However, since the disruption
of globular clusters by MBHs is a highly
stochastic process (Wielen 1967), a certain
fraction v of globular clusters survives
over a period of time significantly larger
than the mean dissolution time T. Therefore,
we list in Table 1 also the percentage v of
the initial number of globular clusters
which is expected to have survived over
15*109 years. The survival rate has been
deduced from Monte Carlo simulations by
Kuhrau and Wielen (unpublished).

From Table 1, we predict that the
radial distribution of globular clusters in
M87 deviates in the inner part strongly from
its initial distribution. The critical
radius for this depletion in the three-
dimensional distribution is about R = 50 kpc
- 11 arcmin. This is in rather good
agreement with the observational data. In
the surface distribution of globular
cluster, as shown in Figure 4 of Harris
(19.86), a strong deviation from the light
distribution (approximately described by de
Vaucouleurs r*/* law) is indicated for
projected radii smaller than 13 arcmin or
about 60 kpc, while the outer surface
distribution of globular clusters in H87 is
proportional to that of the total light
distribution (parallel to it in the
logarithmic plot given by Harris). Both
values, 50 kpc and 60 kpc, are quite
consistent, although the theoretical value
derived from Table 1 refers to the three-
dimensional distribution and the
observational value refers to the projected
surface distribution. Furthermore, the
radial motions of globular clusters will
tend to smear out any localized deviation of
the present radial cluster distribution front
the initial one.

We should remark here that our
conclusion does not depend on the assumed
core radius a of the dark corona of M87 as
long as a is not much larger than the
assumed value of 10 kpc. Only for a larger
than about 100 kpc, does the disruption time
T of most globular clusters become larger
than 1S-109 years even at the center of M87.

We shall now discuss the luminosity
function for the total magnitudes of
globular clusters. For H87, like most other
galaxies, observational studies (e.g.
Grillmair et al. 1986) seem to exclude
strong radial variations in the luminosity
function. For illustration, we consider two
simple cases:

(a) All globular clusters have the same
median radii E C, but vastly different total
masses m,,. In such cases, the individual
disruption times T of globular clusters
would differ strongly in the sense that more
massive clusters would live longer than less
massive clusters. This would produce a
strong radial variation of the luminosity
function: in the inner part of the galaxy,
if any, only the most massive (and, on the
average, most luminous? clusters would
survive. However, the projection effect (and
the radial motions of clusters) may nearly
completely wash-out this radial variation of
the luminosity function in projection. In
this interpretation, most globular clusters
which are now observed at small projected
distances from the center of H87, are
supposed to have large three-dimensional
distances (mainly along the line-of-sight),
because the three-dimensional distribution
of clusters is expected to have essentially

a central hole. In reality, there would also
be a spread in the cluster radii, which in
general also tends to weaken the radial
variation of the luminosity function.

(b) There may be a correlation between
the total mass mc of a cluster and its
median radius rc such that the disruption
time T is nearly constant from cluster to
cluster. In this case, there would be no
radial variation of the luminosity function
at all. For Tn#i, this would require mc «
r^, or a constant 'mean' density itic/r3.. Such
a situation is not completely implausible.
The tidal radius rt of a cluster at a given
galactocentric distance R, has exactly that
property, namely mc/r? = const. If,
therefore, rc would tend to become a fixed
fraction of r^, the required correlation
could be established. For Tn#u» the required
correlation would correspond to mc/rc =
const. The observational data for globular
clusters in our Galaxy do not answer
conclusively the question of whether or not
a correlation between mc and rc does exist.
We should remark here that the median
cluster radius rc, used here, is in general
much larger than the 'core radius1 derived
from King models. Preliminary studies do not
exclude a tendency for more luminous
clusters to have larger median radii,
although the correlation seems to be weak.

We conclude that the hypothesis of a
dark corona around M87, composed of massive
black holes, is probably able to explain the
surface density distribution of globular
clusters being, in the inner parts of H87,
shallower than the stellar light
distribution of M87. The absence of a
significant radial variation in the
luminosity function of the total magnitudes
of globular clusters in M87 may pose a
problem for the hypothesis of the disruption
of globular clusters by massive black holes.
However, only detailed quantitative studies,
especially on the predicted radial variation
of the luminosity function in projection,
could lead to a conclusive decision in the
future.
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SECONDARY STAR POHKATIUN IN IC 1396

M. Kun and L. Q. Balsas
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Hungary

The possible formation of a new stellar generation may be seen in the bright rimned dark clouds that
aurround the giant HII region If 1396. A well-defined ring of IRAS point souroes is projected near
the ionisation front indicated by the bright rims. We suggest that some of these sources are young
atellar objects, and the majority represents density enhancementa in the Bhocked neutral gas layer
preceding the ionisation front whioh might eventually become stars.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Interaction of the energetic radiation and stellar
wind from OB stars with the adjacent interstellar
clouds can lead to the formation of a new atellar
generation in the clouds. These processes of secondary
star formation are theoretically discussed among
others by LaRosa (1983) and KLeln et al. (1983).
Molecular clouds are known to have a clumpy structure
down to the smallest resolvable scales (Dickman,1985).
jAn 0 type star which was born in a clump of a giant
molecular cloud spontaneously or via external trigger
drives a convergent shock into the dense clumps of the
surrounding cloud. Due to the shock the clumps
eventually collapse into stars. Thus the presence of
an 0 star within a clumpy giant molecular cloud can
greatly augment the star formation efficiency in the
cloud, because its radiation compresses the clumps
which could not collapse without the radiation field.
Such a situation is observed for example in the Orion
Nebula (Garay, 1987) and in W 33 (Ho et al., 1986). In
a later epoch of the evolution of an OB cluster or
association a giant HII region expands into the
surrounding medium, driving a shock into the neutral
gas. A cool post-shock layer develops which may become
gravitationally unstable and form stars within a few
million years (Elmegreen and Lada, 1977). If this
layer contains small inhomogeneitles, these are sub-
jected to the convergent shock from the ionising star
(Sandford et al., 1982), and will become low mass
stars or long-lived dark globules. Several HII regions
were observed, where new stars are being formed near
the ionisation front (e. g. W 5, Wilking et al., 1984)
or dark globules are situated at the distant edges of
evolved HII regions (Relpurth, 1983).
Here we should like to direct the attention to IC 1396,
a relatively neglected complex star formation region
in which the secondary star formation induced by an
0 type star is apparently in progress. We rely merely
on published observations and the informations given
in the IRAS Point Source Catalog. Our primary aim is
to demonstrate that this relatively nearby region
is worth of more detailed observations.

EVIDENCE OF SECONDARY STAR FORMATION
IN IC 1396

IC 1396 is a giant (30 pc In diameter) HII region
at a distance of 800 pc excited by the 06f star HD
206267 which is the brightest member of the open
cluster Tr 37. The age of the region is estimated as
2-4 million years. The most extensively observed part
of IC 1396 is the conspicuous "elephant-trunk" globule
which contains an embedded B1 type main sequence star
(Baars and Wendker, 1976). This star excites an HII
region of about 1pc In diameter. The bright rim of the
globule shows the interaction with HD 206267, thus the
embedded star was most probably formed by radiation
driven implosion. The contraction time of a B type

star under, the effect of ^the convergent shook
is estimated as a few times 10 years (Klein et al.,
1985). Within a further 10 years the expanding HII
region of the embedded star and the external ionising
radiation from HD 206267 will disrupt the globule.
Then a new high mass star will emerge near the centre
of the cluster, at a distance of k pc from HD 206267.
This apparent cluster member however is some 3 million
years younger than HD 206267- Its radial velocity will
not differ significantly from those of the early type
cluster members. Although Heske and Wendker (19S5)
argue that the radial velocity of the exciting star
differs from those of the bright rimmed clouds, more
recent radial velocity measurements of the early type
cluster members (e. g. Wilson, 1963) show that the
radial velocities of the clouds and stars are almost
the same. It supports the assumption that the globule
Is a remnant of the parent cloud of the cluster. The
ionisatlonrshock front from HD 206267 reached the
globule 10 - 10-3 years ago, whereas in other
directions the distance of the ionisation front from
the star is about 15 pc. A possible explanation for
this is that the star forming cloud in this direction
had a much higher denaity and the ionising radiation
was used up on a very short way. There are four lower
mass pre-main sequence stars having far Infrared
excesses between the exciting star and' the elephant
trunk (see Fig. 2c and Table 1). This suggests that
the ionising radiation had imploded at least four high
density clumps before reaching the present cloud. The
parent molecular cloud of this cluster probably had a
dense elongated core of approximately east-west direc-
tion. The distribution of the high mass cluster stars
and H alpha emission stars also shows such a formation
(Kun, 1986).

The ionised region is surrounded by several bright
rimmed dark clouds. Heske and Wendker (1985) mapped
the dark clouds in the 6 cm HjCO line. They estab-
lished that most of the dark clouds show physical
parameters typical of those which could be in or close
to collapse. They found substantial velocity differ-
ences in seven clouds at projected linear distances
from 0.8 to 5 pc.

These velocity differences imply density differ-
ences. Clumps with sizes smaller than 1 pc may exist
within the clouds. Another evidence of the clumpy na-
ture of these clouds is the presence of a number of
cometary globules at the edge of the HII region de-
scribed by Gyulbudaghyan (1985). The globules form a
radial system centred on HD 206267, at a mean distance
of 11 pc from the star. The cometary appearance of the
globules can be attributed to the strong wind from the
Of star.

IRAS SOURCES ASSOCIATED WITH IC 1396

The dark clouds subjected to the shock from the
expanding HII region might well be the sites of recent
star formation. Because both the pre-main sequence



atara and the possible protostellar objects in the
dark clouds should show up aa infrared sources, we
used the IRAS Point Souroe Catalog (old version) to
search for objects probably related to the star forma-
tion in IC 1396.

An area of 36 square degrees centred on IC 1396
contains 890 point sources. Their surface distribution
is shown in Fig. 1. Among them there are different
types of objects, such as late-type stars, pre-raain
sequence stars, molecular cloud cores and clrrua. Most
of them have high flux qualities only in one or two
IRAS bands. Located near the galactic plane a high
proportion of them is confused, furthermore their 60
and 100 micron flux densities are influenced by the
galactic background radiation and the far infrared
emission of the HII region. Therefore we have not
attempted to assign to them colour temperatures and
1uminositles.

60°

55U -A,

Figure 1. Surface distribution of the IRAS point
sources in a field of 36 square degrees centred on IC
1396.

lgF(12) ' 2

Figure 2a. 12/i-25u brightness-brightness diagram
of the sources of Pig. 1, regardless of their flux
qualities.

We selected the infrared sources probably related
to the HII region using the 12u - 25u and 12u - 60u
brightness-brightness diagrams. Figure 2a shows the
12^-25/1 brightness-brightness diagram. Sources with
F(25)> F(12) are probably different from ordinary late
type field stars. Their surface distribution is

21h20m

Figure 2b. Surface distribution of objects with
F(25)>F(12).
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Figure 2c. Location of the F(25)>F(12) objects on
the optical photograph of IC 1396.

displayed in Fig. 2b. This distribution is not random
at all. The well-defined circle at the centre of the
region shows the approximate boundary of the HII
region. Locating these objects on the optical
photograph of IC 1396 (Fig. 2c it can be seen that
they clearly outline the edges of the ionised region.
The well-known elephant-trunk shows up as a series of
point sources with F(25)>F(12). Other bright rims are
delineated by infrared point sources as well.

Fig. 3a shows the 12u - 60ji brightness-brightness
diagram. Three conspicuous regions can be distin-
guished in this diagram: 1) Sources projected outside
the HII region. Their 12 micron and 60 micron fluxes
are independent from each other. The 60 micron flux
densities probably reflect the galactic background.
£). Sources projected against the HII region. Their
60 micron fluxes reflect the 50u radiation from the
HII region. Each late type field stars identified in
the PSC belong to the3e groups. 3) In the third group
of the diagram there is an approximately linear corre-
lation between the 12 and 60 micron fluxes. It seems



TABLE 1

IRAS SOURCES IDENTIFIED WITH YOUNG OBJECTS

Coord.(1950)

I-.FI60)

Figure 3a. 60u-12u brightness-brightness diagram
of the objects of Fig. 1.

Figure 3b. Surface distribution of the objects of
group (3) of Fig. 3a, which probably represent em-
bedded objects in the dark clouds.

that tnese objects have similar temperatures and dif-
ferent luminosities. Their surface distribution (Fig.
3b, 3c) shows that they are closely confined to the
ionisation front. They are most probably nonstellar
objects - density inhomogeneities, protostellar con-
densations - embedded in the shocked clouds preceding
the ionisation front. Their appearance as point
sources suggests that the clouds contain inhomogene—
ities which are smaller than the angular resolution of
IRAS - it corresponds to about 0.1 pc at a distance of
800 pc. These inhomogeneities may eventually become
low mass stars or globules in the radiation field of
the 0 star (Sandford et al., 1982).

We searched for positional identification of the
IRAS sources with optically visible young objects as-
sociated with IC 1395, such as dark globules
(Gyulbudaghyan, 1985), H alpha emission stars (Kun,
1986) and kinematical cluster members (Marschall and
van Altena, 1987). Being aware of the confusion prob-
lems related to this identification we list the iden-
tified objects in Table 1, together with the identifi-
cations given in the PSC.

21 36 12.0
15.3

21 28 06.0
02.2

21 36 44.6
44.7

21 37 09.2
09.0

21 47 25.3
24.2

21 3* 42.1
40.0

21 36 52.3
52.5

21 36 35.7
35.6

21 37 18.2
18.1

21 38 13.4
13.3

21 38 48.7
45.6

21 33 47.7
47.2

21 35 04.5
05.0

21 35 24.4
24.4

21 31 24.0
13.8

21 34 36
35.7

21 35 22
51.1

21 38 50
53.1

21 39 09
10.2

21 42 26
18.8

21 44 22
29.1

21 44 51
41

21 44 51
52.7

21 45 02
07.1

57 31 00.0
30 42.0

57 46 12.0
12.0

57 17 47.8
45.0

5? 16 52.7
42.9

56 45 25.5
55.0

57 14 08.7
05.0

57 09 37.8
10 40.9

57 12 13.8
13.9

57 13 58.9
14 01.9

57 25 57.2
55.9

57 48 31.4
42.9

57 23 11.5
08.0

56 47 27.5
36.0

56 44 05.7
11.9

57 36 24.0
30.0

58 18 48
10.0

57 16 42
15 59.0

56 22 12
17.9

58 02 12
28.9

58 00 00
01 20.0

57 00 48
01 07.8

57 08 00
23.9

57 04 24
46.0

57 12 00
13 18.9

Name of the oDjeot
F(12) F(25) F(60) F(100)

GL Cep
7.14 3.98 1.37 30.24
V347 Cep
3.17 1.33 43.63 ^44.36
GM Cep
0.71 0.93 1.43 <24.58
Kun 80
1.07 0.33 <2.84 <26.10
Kun 148
0.32 0.47 <4.19 <19.26
MVA 54
0.87 1.83 28.06: 157.40:
MVA 410

<0.32 <0.26 1.18 <43.98

MVA 426
<0.27 0.63 <3-07 < 29.73

MVA 450
1.66 0.78 <2.23 < 29.54
MVA 692
1.30 0.36 < 3.10 < 39.80
MVA 1069

^0.30 0.44 2.99 ^43.77

MVA 1173
<0.40 0.36 <3.67 O7.03

MVA 1394
0.40 <0.26 <2.83 <37.52

MVA 1389
0.47 <.0.26 <2.83 <37.52
GHS 2

<0.44 0.39 8.84: <59.80

GRS 5
0.71 0.95: 8.20 <77.16
GRS 6
0.76 1.72 <3.76 <301.00
GRS 12
2.63 19.23 52.92 ? .» •
GRS 14
0.82: 9.81 146.2 4I0.2
GRS 20
1.82 0.61:<6.19 <33.91
GRS 25
0.83 0.41 <3.95 29.56
GRS 26

<1.53 1.31 <34.82 <82.73

GRS 28
<0.33 0.97 3.95 <95.61

GRS 29
<0.29 cO.27 2.88 <82.73

Finally in Table 2 we l i s t the IRAS sources relat-
ed to IC 1396 which have high flux qualities both in
the 12u and 25u bands. These sources are with high
probability more than simple density enhancements in
the cold molecular material. A near infrared study
would be required to establish their evolutionary
status.
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Figure 3c, Location of the objects of Fig. 3b on the
optical photograph of IC 1396.
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OPTICALLY

Coordinates

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

28
30
30
31
31
31
31
32
32
32
32
33
33
35
35
38
41
41
42
42
44
44
44
45
47
48

55.3
37.5
52.6
2.7

41.1
47.6
50.0
12.8
22.8
29.2
34.1
40.4
49.4
11.9
28.4
53.1
2.1

51.0
31.0
49.5
30.7
51.7
55.7
0.0

59.9
34.0

TABLE 2
UNIDENTIFIED

(1950)

58
57
57
56
57
57
56
57
58
57
57
58
57
56
58
56
57
56
57
58
57
57
57
56
56
56

15
33
10
51
16
34
31
50
00
16
12
00
11
25
23
22
47
39
47
02
12
34
47
58
40
42

37.0
43.9
49.0
25.9
12.9
52.0
12.9
6.0

41.0
10.0
40.0
51.0
39.9
25.9
5.0

17.9
22.9
6.0

57.9
55.0
28.9
42.0
12.9
30.0
28.9
20.0

POSSIBLE PROTOSTELLAR

F(12)

0.68
0;82
0.74
0.60
1.07
1.04

276.30
0.83
0.52
1.20
0.90
0.44
0.62
0.42
1.05
2.63
0.47
0.35
0.48
0.93
3.25
0.58
0.54
0.82
1.66
1.67

P(25
1.45
1.59
1.31
0.97
1.51
1.49

342.60
2.65
0.81
1.85
1.10
0.49
0.63
0.75
1.67

19.23
0.53
0.41
1.42
1.36

12.51
0.63
0.64
1.31
7.32
4.91

) F(60)
0.87:
9.09:

10.16
9.42

<33.52
4.17

90.55
<11.99

2.84:
O9.77

5.07:
4.10:
7.74:
4.27

12.90:
52.92
5.08
3.05:
6.70

<23.22
34.82
10.15:
<7.38
15.15
17.33
20.64

OBJECTS

FUOO;

26.31
36.96
59.78
43.06

<69.52
<39.16

24.06
O5.72

20.31:
<204.30
<36.99
<35.03

45.28
6.24:

73.41
71.34

<47.56
<18.11
<22.03
124.40:
82.73
52.67:

<47.47
59.75:
19.82
•9.61
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DISCUSSION

P. W£SSELIUS: I think the IRAS sources
around IC 1396 can be interpreted as pre-
main-sequence stars rather than "density
enhancements". The amount of energy inte-
grated from 12 to 1OO microns is usually so
high that only a star or several stars
can produce the flux. Also the flux at 12
microns indicates a high-temperature under-
lying source.

M. KIM: I think we have written everything
in our poster. I can only say that these
point sources are near the galactic plane
and they are in an HII region and I cannot
te l l their evolutionary state using the
IRAS fluxes because these fluxes, especial-
ly in the 60 and 100 microns are influenced
by the radiation of the HII region.
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ABSTRACT. The final dynamical evolution of a cluster is strongly influenced by the removal of
the parent gas cloud after the star formation process in the region has stopped. The knowledge
of a number of essential physical parameters of young open clusters and associations, such as
the mass and velocity distribution of the stars and the gas as a function of position in the
cluster, is of vital importance for the construction of detailed dynamical models of these regions.
In this context, NGC 2244 has been selected'for an observational study. We present our first
results, including progress made on membership determination and detection of Ha emission B-type
stars.

INTRODUCTION

Star formation in the Galaxy occurs mainly in the
dense cores of molecular clouds, out of which,
through a sequence of contraction, fragmentation
and interaction of fragments, a group of stars
emerges. The subsequent dynamical evolution of this
group, composed of stars embedded in the remaining
parental gas, towards a common open cluster or
association is still far from completely understood.
Some of the pending problems are: the influence of
non coeval star formation, the role played in the
dynamics by the gad and the way it is expelled (see
also Verschueren and David, 1987), and the time at
which mass segregation and energy equipartition are
established. Basic observational data for very young
clusters are badly needed, even including membership
determinations for the less massive, fainter stars.
In December 1986, an observational programme on
NGC 2244 has been started. It is a very young open
cluster situated in the Rosette nebula at about 1.5
kpc from the Sun.

IMMEDIATE PURPOSE

A number of studies of the stellar content of NGC
2244 are available in the literature. In particular,
we refer to the astrometric membership study of
Marschall et al. (1982), the photographic photometry
up to V • 14.1 from Ogura and Ishida (1981), and
photoelectric photometry from Johnson (1962) and Th6
(1987). Spectroscopic classification studies only
extend to early-B type members (see references in
Ogura and Ishida).

Our observing programme aims to provide:

(1) spectral types down to B * 14 from CARELEC CCD
spectra taken at the OHP 193 cm telescope (1 pixel
- 7.8 A, wavelength range 3700 to 7400 A).

(2) accurate radial velocities, from CASPEC CCD
echelle spectra Jaken at the ESO 3.0 m telescope
(1 pixel • 0.12 A, wavelength range 3720 to *76O A),
in order to provide information on the internal
kinematics for the most massive stars and for a
selected sample of fainter members.

(3) photoelectric Walraven VBLUW photometry (see Lub,
1979, for properties of the passbands), obtained at
the Dutch 91 cm telescope at ESO. Kurucz Theoretical
fluxes convolved with Walraven passbands provide a

grid to transform (log Tejj, log g) to colours (Lub,
private communication). It allows to plot
evolutionary tracks and isochrones in two (colour,
colour) planes defined by three reddening-free
colours |B-U] - (B-U) - 0.61 (V-B),

IB-L) - (B-L) - 0.39 (V-B),
and IU-WJ - (U-W) - 0.45 (V-B).

FIRST RESULTS

Observing runs in December 1986 and January 1987
resulted in Walraven photometry for about 70 stars
brighter than 13.5 in Johnson B, CARELEC spectra
for about 60 stars (and another 120 stars, among
them many MK standards, to allow differential
spectral classification) and CASPEC echelle spectra
for 10 stars. All stars are within 20* of the
cluster centre. Preference has been given to stars
with high astrometric membership probabilities.
These observations are summarized in Fig. I.

Our present spectroscopic sample contains 3 early-B
type Ha emission objects, I late-B star showing Ha
emission and another one with vanishingly weak Ha.
The spectra of these stars, flat-fielded and correct-
ed for nebular emission, are shown in Fig. 2.

Our photometry is summarized in a reddening-free
([ B-U) ,1 B-L]) diagram (Fig. 3). Also indicated are
the ZAMS (Straizys and Kuriliene, 1981) with
contraction times indicated according to Ibei. (1965),
and the pre-main sequence contraction track of a 5
solar masses star. Deviations from ZAMS start to
appear more frequently among cluster members less
massive than 5 MQ, suggesting that star formation
was still going on 6 10 years ago.

A number of stars (identified in Fig. 3) with high
to intermediate astrometric membership probabilities
(41Z - 91Z) are identified as foreground stars based
on low reddening (determined photometrically) as
well as small distance modulus (M^ derived from
spectral classification and the calibration of
Straizys and Kurilione).
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Fig. 1 Suranary of observations of NGC 2244. Observed stars are plotted in
equatorial coordinates. Symbols refer to the availability of low
dispersion spectroscopy only (O), photometry only (•), photometry
and low dispersion spectro3copy (tt), photometry and high dispersion
spectroscopy (•), or photometry and both low and high dispersion
spectroscopy (*).
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FIGURE 2
Ha emission B-type stars in NGC 2241
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Fig. 3
13-L3 0.3

Reddening-free (colour, colour) diagram. Open symbols denote non-members, square symbols
indicate stars for which presently spectra are not yet available, V s correspond to Ha
emission objects. Shown are also the Zero Age Main Sequence (full line) and a J H. contraction
track (dashed line). Times t at various ZAMS positions refer to the contraction time needed to
reach the ZAMS.



DISCUSSION

6. IXdG&i The atar formation in the yoiaig
open star cluster NGC 2244 i s discussed in
a vary interesting Way in this paper. Let
ae ask the authors i f they expect this
cluster to become a bound or unbound clus-
ter?

N. VERSCHUEREM: We have concentrated our-
selves on the a tars in MC 2244 up to now.
To say something about being bound or un-
bound, you must have a reasonable guess of
the amount of gas that remained after the
star formation process has stopped and be

careful not t3 include gat that did not
belong to the cloud core. When you have a
velocity dispersion of the stars, which we
don't have up to now, you wil l of course
also be able to mates a prediction about the
energy of the system. I think the cluster
wil l be unbound because the gas removal i s
probably fast (because of the 0 stars) and
because the star formation efficiency i s
only 0.2 even when only talcing the mass of
the ionised gas in the region. Another ar-
gument is. that NGC 2244 i s the youngest sub-
group of the Han 0B2 association.



A SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIOI OP THB YOUNG POPULATIOHS OF VARIOUS AGE CROUPS 117
1KB SAGITTARIUS-CARIitA ARM

V.S.Avedlsova

Astronomical Council USSR Aoad.Scl, 43 Pjatnltsl.aya str*,Moeoow,109017 USSR

Abatraot. The apatial distribution of the young objects of various age groups -
HII regions and open clusters - in the Sagittarius-Carina i n (SC am) at 1 • 280°- 25°
ia investigated. Both transverse and longitudinal age gradients hove been found in the
am. Two giant star formation complexes with the aiso of about 1 kpc ttl • 285°-300°
and at 1 - 340°-20° are existed. Each of then contains several giant HII regions, a number
of giant moleoular clouds (GMCa) and some extremely young cluatera. Between these complexes
we have found an elder one of the same aise.This complex contains 24 (3-6)-10' years old
open dusters and a small number of faint HII regions. Assuming that it is a remnant of a
giant star formation complex the upper limit of lifetimes for such complexes and GMCs is
(3-6) 0 0 yeara,

The eatimatlono of spiral pattern parameters are made.The value of the pitch-angle is
21°+3°. The value of spiral pattern velocity,~26.8+2.2 km/e<kpo, leads us to conclusion
that the Sun is near the oorrotation radius of the Galaxy.She star formation efficiency in
these complexes is diamssed.

1. Introduction

The searching of a arm structure is impost
tant for understanding of spiral pattern
origin aa well as a study of star formation
phenomena,However the such searches are ra-
ther complicate because of a low resolution
for observations of external galaxies and
errors in distances to the objects of our
galaxy, exceeding often an arm width. The SO
arm Is the most cocvenient for this purpose.
Tola arm IK the nearest strong feature of
the spiral structure in the Galaxy.

In this paper the investigation of SC arm
struoture Is based on a study of spatial
distribution of primary tracers - HII regions
and open clusters - which ages do not exceed
the time required for the crossing a spiral
arm width,~fO years. The age gradients
along and across the arm are Aund help us to
make conclusions on a lifetimes of giant
star complexes and GMCs, the spiral pattern
parameters and SPE in arms.

2. The data

The HII regions located in the SC arm
within 2-3 kpe of the Sun were taken from
th« compiled "Catalogue of star formation
regions in Galaxy" (CSFR) (Avedisova,1987).
We used photometrieal distances determined
for optical counterparts - diffuse nebulae-
having the accuracy of 0*8-0.3 kpe for the
nearest (up to 1.5-2 kpe) of them (Avedisovc
1984). Virtually all high luminocity HII
regions have the optical counterpert.For
some faint HII regions we calculate kinea
tlo distances, using a flat rotation curve.
All the HII region* are divided into 4 cla-
sses according to their intrinsio spectral
luminocity, S^D , where SE ia the flux at 5
SBM and B ia the dlstanoe^froauthe Sun:
1 .Regions with sj>?> 400Jy kp<r (4 time
that of Orion *eou%a> - "giant" p i regions;

n .T- w^z^iik, Orion
kpc2 and

The most complete compilation Catalogue of
star dusters (Lyng»,1983) contains 415 clus-
ters at 1 - 285°-25°. Only 173 clusters among
them have, the estimates of distances and ages,
Va made on extensive survey of the recent li-
terature in searching of these parameters

(distances, ages and the earli£Su spectral
type). In result we have new estimations of
neeessary parameters for acme clusters and
data on additional 60 clusters in this lon-
gitude internal. Tor some dusters these
parameters were estimated supposing their
association with the neighbouring HII regions.
As a rule, if no new Information about a
eluater is found, we n.B* the last value In
tables of distances from the catalogue, for
clusters without available values of egea
but having the earliest spectral type we used
the correlation constructed using the cata-
logue, between the age and the earliest spe-
etral type.This was done also in the cases
of the discrepances in age values.

Am a result, wa get necessary data for
56J6 of the catalogue clusters la the rele-
vant Icagitud* range, we select clusters
with ages not exceeding 10° years <lg t<8.0)
aa enough young to belong to their parent
spiral arm. The number of such clusters
turned out to be 541» and 117 of them belong
to the SC arm. Almost in all the cases the
membership of a duster to this or that arm
Is beyond tie doubt.

The duster sample was divided into three
groups according to the age: 1.clusters with
lg*<7.0;2. clusters with 7.0<lgt<7.5 and
3. dusters with 7.5«lgt<8.0. The accuracy
of distance determinations for many clusters
with distances 1.5-,2.O kpe is 0.1 - 0.3 kpc.

3.Object distribution in the galac-
tic plane

The positions of various age groups of
the young clusters and various luminosity
types of HII regions as projected on the ga-
lactic plane tire shown in Figure 1.

Tha most stxdkiag feature of the distri-
bution is a larg«-#3«le grouping of objects
along the arm according to their age groups
and lualnoclty types. We find three large
groups along the arm. The moat young and
luminous objects ere concentrated in two
segments of the arm, A and B,roughly at 1~
28JF-3100 and 1~3W-2O O. These segments
contain mostly the extreme!? young clusters
<l«t<7.5) and th« most luminous HII regions.
They have almost no clustera with lgt> 7.5.
Between them w« can see the segment C, of
abour the same site aa A and B, but without
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JPig. 1. The distribution of objects In the SC arm. Tour sises of the circles indicate dif-
ferent radio luminocitlea of HII regions: SDz>400 Jy kps^ (largest 8ize),400>SD2?100, 100
?SD>25, 25>SD>2.5, SS£<2.5 (dots). Two sixes of black circles corresponds to young
claBteratwith 6.0<lgt<7.0 (larger) and 7.CKlgt<7.5. Clnsters with-7.5«lgt<8.0 are marktu
with crosses.

the high luminous HII regions and the young
clusters. It contains only the clusters
with lgt»7.5 and a small number of very
faint HII regions^xdted by B stars. In
Table 1 one oaa see the numbers of open
dusters in each Segments:

Table 1

total OCL

In SC arm

tn A Seg.

In B Seg.

En C Seg.

<7.0
67
52
27
24
-

I.Oilgt<7.5
32
29
13
15
1

.ZiS*!fi*<8s£
42
36
-
-
24

Thus in Segment C there are 24 clusters
whose ages turned out to be mainly limited
within a small age interval Lgt«7.5 f 7.7
or (3*5)«10' years. The absence of younger
clusters and luminous flll regions make us
to suggest that this segment possibly re-
presents the erolTed giant complex,initial-
ly similar to A or B.

At first the large star complexes like
A and B were picked out in the Galaxy on
the basis of data on cepheids (Bfreaor-,
1976). Xater they were found in other gala-
xies and among very luminous and younrg ob-
jects in ours (EfremoT,1979;1985;Elme-
green,1983). These giant complexes represent
the cofcsrent star formation on a kiloparsec
scale and contain as a rule one or more 0B
associations, giant star formation regions,
QIC* and numerous young clusters. In exter-
nal galaxies they look like the regularly
spaced HII region along spiral arms. Possib-
ly we see in the SC arm such regular spaced

star complexes, A and B. We have shown that
the interval between complexes are filled
by a similar but evolved complex. Worthy to
notice that just after Segment B in the di-
rection of rising longitude we can find in
fig.1 again several clusters of age group 3.

4.Gas and dust distribution in the SC
arm

The giant star formation complexes usual-
ly include several GMCa with masses greater
than 10*1(0 as a ecology medium for star for
nation. In recent years eoae detailed sur-
veys of the large-scale molecular cloud
distribution in the inner Galaxy were made
(Cohen et al.,1985,-Dane et ol.,1985,1986»
Sanders et al.,1985).

The eurvay of the fourth quadrant in the
longitude range 280°-300° discovered 37
GHCs along Carina arm nearly 25 kpc long.
5 GHCs of them are located in Segment A
with the total maas 3.6*10%, The survey
of the first quadrant at 1 - U°-55° dis-
covered 3cGHCs in Segment B with the total
mass 2*10 KB,. It seems that in the range
340°<l<ri4° there are more GMCa,which are
difficult to indicate. A and B con-
tain also 4 and 7 giant HII regions,corres-
pondingly. As for Segment C, it seems to
have certainly no giant HII regions and
poaaibly no GlCCe. The faint HII regions of
C have fluxes less than 2 Jy at the distan-
ces 1.0-1*5 kpc, so that it is difficult to
suBpect the presence of GHCs, associated
with them.

After the extensive survey of the prima-
ry spiral tracers in the Norma region
Rydgren (1974) came to conclusion that the
scarcity of these objects at 1 -3OO°-33O°
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le quit« mal. Bulk of OB star concentration
in 1- 32O°-34O° belongs to the next inner
arm. Investigations of lnteratellar extinc-
tion in the direotion of Segmnt 0 hay«
ehown «hat at Iw 328°-332° th« extinction la
due to «heet« of heavy obaouration located
approximately at 0.7-0.9 kpo fro» the Sun
(ttussio and MoCarthly,1973j3ohnur,1970).
At 1« 307° Neokel and Klare (1980) found an
absorbing oloud at 1.5 kpo.The distribution
of the duat within 3 kpe from the Sun ûeaon-
strates a atrong absorptione 2«-3 over the
area of Segment C at the distance ~1 kpo.
This absorption seems to be left as a rem-
nants of previous GHCs.

In C there is only one OB star group -
Ara OBI association at 1.5 kpc» Its nucleus
is 3- ver; young open cluster NGC 6193. The
origin of this association Arnal and Cerao-
simo (1966) explain as the star formation
initiated by SH explosion in the nearby
older cluster of group 3, NGC 6167.

The total gas mass of all small molecular
clouds of Segment C can not exceed •» lÔ Me,.-
while the original gas mass «as about A»10
M Q ,like in Segments A and B.

Segment C distinguishes from A and B
also in kinematics. See at Pig.2, «here the
longitude-velocity diagram for HII regions
are constructed for SC arm, (-1), using
SFRC data.

IVkm/S \

1 1 f \

20*

- 2 0 -

?
»

•
340*

•

300*
i i ,

i
/ *

Pig. 2.The longitude-velocity diagraaa for
HII regions constructed using SKîC data.

The solid line is a model curve for the npi-
ral pattern with the pitch-angle 1-20°.
There is a distortion of the velocities bet-
ween 1-305° and 335°» which refers to the
HII regions of Segment C.

5. The spiral pattern parameters

Mg. 1 exhibits the age gradient across
the SC arms younger and more luminous objecta
locate as a rule nearer to farther edge of
the arm. When we are approaching to another
edge '»he objecta grow old and exhaust their
lumiQocities. Such trend is reen rèrs well
in Se^eat B. It is noteworthy that Segment
C as a whole seems to be shifted as compared
with Segments A and B In the direction to
the Sun. This trend is expected tor older
objects.

To estimate the displacement of the ob-
jecta of various groupa relativ* to each
other we suggest to fit a spiral pattern
by th* expresalon

R a Ra*xp(-e«tgl), where
« and a are the galaotooentrie angle and
radiua of the objeota, 1 - the pitch-angle.

i=21>s
o o

XL
o lgt<7.0
+ lgt<7.5
x(gt<8gO

-30° -20°

+ °
J

-10'

V

L A X
fe A* o

e»

}

2.11-
inR
2.0

1.9-

Fig. 3. The
plot (In ß -

ositions of objects at the

Figure 3 displays the galactooentrlc ra-
dius of the objects as a function of their
galactocentric angles. The bulk of dota
are stretched in a strip. We determined
the parameters of spiral pattern by the
least squares method. Table S gives the
resulting datât the pitch-angle,!, and the
distance of spiral pattern from the galac-
tic center along the line between the ga-
lactic center and the Son for eaoh type of
objecta.

The pitch-angle has a trend to decrease
with the age of object. Th* largest angle
refera to the extremely young objeota«
Such trend can be due to an inhomogeneous
gas distribution at the density wave front.

Vow we can estimate the spiral pattern
ang. EÎar velocity. Such estimates were ob-
tained during laat yeara by various me-
thods (Mlahurov et al.,1979;Creie and Hen-
n*sier,197£; Kelson and matsuda,1977; Tal-
bot, 1980; Ivanov,1983). The resulting va-
lues were In the interval 20 - 25 ka/s kpe.
We use our estlaations of the age gra-
dient across the SC era (Eohlfa,1977) and
take aore updated values for R» «8.5 kpe
and G»- 220 km/a. We have that during
4O+2O million years the drift is 400+100
pc. Taking i-20°+4°, R-(71OO+1OO)pc we ob-
tain the pattern velocity aa
8» -(26.8 + 2.2) km/a kpo.

It deserves to be noted that this .velo-
city la my olose to the\veloclty y rota^
tion\pf Galaxy at the Sun distance, 25.9
ka/s kpc. This rather reliable result
seems to confira the hypothesis by aaroeh-
nik (1983), that our Sun locates at th*
corrotatlon radius of the Galaxy.

Clusters
Igt<7.5
I g t > 7 . 5
Total

H
68

31
99

i
-21 ?1
-18?0
-1855

g kgc
7.08
7.49
7.2«

SO>40O
3J>>100
SD2<100
Total

y

11

19
42
60

-27°+5°
-28»+5°
-21S8
-24°

Table 2
R kgc

.6.8
6.8
7 .0
6.94
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6* Lifetime of giant star complexes and
GMSs . Star formation efficiency

All above considerations concerning the
nature of Segment C allow us to oonclude
that it la the evolved giant star ooaplex,
like A and B. Therefore we can determine the
upper limit of lifetime of such complexes
as well as 6HC lifetimes aa about 5«10'
yeara.

So far we do not take into account the
a«laction effects, refering first of all to
the clusters. We can see in Table 2 that
approximately half of all clusters are not
yet classified. The most probable that the
bulk of them belongs to the SC arm (it is
situation with the classified clusters). By
Lyngt'a estimation (1983) his catalogue la
complete up to 1 kpc and about 3OJt-4O% up to
2 kpe. Thus one can estimate that the pos-
sible true number of clusters in the SC arm
is two times that of visible ones.

To estimate the star formation efficiency
(SPE) we take the data on the clusters of
Segment C. There are 24 clusters in it!9 To
take lato consideration non-classified clus-
ters and the selection effect wr double the
the number twice. Then account for the dis-
solved clusters rise it by factor 1.5. Thus
we have Initially 150 clusters in the comp-
lex. The typical cluster mass is about 300
M© (Bruch and Sanders,1983). It seems rea-
sonable to assume that the total initial
maBs of <aiCs is (4+2)10 M© , mean cluster
mass is (300+200)11© and the number of born
cluBters is 150+30, then we get

SMfV 0.011 + 0.009.
This value can be compared with another

estimation of SJB. GHCs are known to contain
90% of gas component of the disk, e.g.
3<10yH© . The mean value of star formation
rate in the Galaxy is (6+3)MWyear. Taking™
the obtained value of GIE lifetime, (5+2)-10'
years we arrive at

SPE m 0.10 + 0.08.
The first value of S?B is one order less

than the second one. It can imply that most
of stars are born In unbound groups or ra-
pidly dissolving clusters.

7. Conclusions

Investigation of the SC arm structure on
the basis of distribution of open clusters
and HII regions lead us to the following
conclusions*
1. The evolved giant star complex is found
between two high-luminocity star complexes
in the SC arm.
2. The upper limit of lifetimes of such com-
plexes and GHC lifetime is determined as
5«10' years.
3. Spiral pattern parameters are evaluated.
The mean pitch-angle of the SC arm segment
is 21°+.3°. The angular velocity of spiral
pattern""!* 26.8 +2.2 Tea/a kpc , that leads
to the conclusion that our Sun is near the
corrotation radius of the Galaxy.
4. The consideration of SPE shows that majo-
rity of young stars are born in unbound
groups and rapidly dissolving clusters.

I wish to thank L.A.Sat for her partici-
pation in calculations.
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DISCUSSION

G. LXrfGA: Although Dr Avedisova is not here,
we can discuss her paper to some extent. She
has been studying the complexes of stellar
clusters of similar ages and she found two
complexes which are similar to the ones I am
going to discuss in my paper. This is towards
Carina and towards Sagittarius; she has also
found one between them that is systematically
of a higner age.

B. ELMBGBE&I /to G. Lynga/: There is a ques-
tion that, maybe, you can answer. This is a
remarkable observation with large patches of
similar age and I am just playing the
"Devil's Advocate" wondering if these possib-
ly could have been a uniform distribution of
the old age clusters with the sudden appear-
ance of molecular clouds in the two young re-
gions, which by processes that you studied
have dispersed the old clusters so that the
elimination rather than formation would be
responsible for the distribution. What do you
think?

G. LYtfGA: I think it is entirely possible
that clusters are disrupted by molecular
clouds, in fact, they are almost certain to
be. These processes have been studied by
Wielen.

P.O. LltJDBLAD: I think this paper is very in-
teresting and important. One should coiqpare
these complexes with the Gould's Belt system
which is a complex of similar size and age in
which we are embedded and which is slowly ex-
panding. It seems plausible that the spiral
arms could be made up of such complexes,
ageing while drifting through the arms.

G. LYrlGA: We could not agree more about
Gould's belt being one of these complexes.

B. ELMEGREEN: Yes, there are some HI clouds
just this side the inner spiral arm, the
Sagittarius arm.

J. PALOuS: it would be interesting to see,
and it is not shown in this paper, if the
perpendicular distribution in the z direc-
tion differs between the younger and older
complexes.

o
G. LYNGA: The point is that those clusters
that have enough momentum to get far out of
the plane also would be disrupted by the
same collisions that would throw then out.

B. ELMEGREEN: What Aredisova gets i s essen-
tially the angular displacement between the
old clusters and young clusters and the time
that is inbetween. From these the angular
rate of spiral arm Is derived. But in fact,
the gas and the stars flow in the dense arms
much slower than in the inter arm space, so a
lower limit to the rotation velocity has
been derived. It may be that we are outside
the co-rotation.

There i s one other thing I feel I should
object to this paper although on very tenta-
tive grounds, and that i s the statement that
the older clusters are really leading the
spiral arm compared to the younger clusters
because anna are quite irregular and when you
look at giant patches of star formation in
other galaxies their centroids are rarely
along these spiral, they are often displaced
to either side. It is not clear that there i s
a systematic age gradient here. The paper
also suggests that the Carina a n i s a
different pitch angle than the Sagittarius
arm and that those two arms join at this
point. It would not surprise me i f there i s
a kink or some irregularity. This i s just a
minor comment.

G. LYNGA: Another paper discussing pitch
angles is the 13-CO study by Jacq et al.

D. DESPOIS: We have found from the Bordeaux
13-CO galactic survey an alignment of clouds

(part of logarithmic spiral ) close to the
Sun and extending over a few kpc. It i s not
clear i f the inclusion of these clouds in
one possible version of the Sagittarius arm
is more than a question of nomenclature. It
is interesting to note that the pitch angle
of the i = 22 degrees feature visible in our
data i s close to the pitch angle found for
the Sagittarius ana in the vicinity of the
Sun by Dr Avedisova, and contrasts with
other determinations close to 8 - 12 degrees,
and to our determination of 12 - 13 degrees
pitch angle for the Perseus arm. Such parts
of spirals may perhaps present an evolution
gradient from one side to the other, like
in the classical wave picture of spiral
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Abstract

The very young LMC clusters SL666, NGC2O98 and NGC21O0 were found to exhibit a va-
riation of spectral types with distance from the cluster centre. Prom spectral clas-
sification of their bright members it is found that the early type stars are accumu-
lated in the inner region of the cluster whereas the late type ones are found in the
outer areas.

Star counts on photographic plates with different exposure times have shown that
the bright stars are segregated in the central regions of the clusters.
Both observational results from spectral classification and star counts give evi-

dence that the most massive early type stars are located in the inner parts of the
clusters. This allow us to suggest that the observed mass segregation is not due
to the relaxation mechanism of the clusters but is rather due to a delayed star for-
mation towards the centre of the clusters.

2-. Introduction

The position of the bright stars in very
young clusters provide a picture of their dis-
tribution during their birth. So the study
of the observed radial distribution for the
various mass stars3 is very important for te-
sting the star formation theory.

From the radial colour variation in nine
young populous clusters of the LMC, Meylan
(1982) has found differences between the ra-
tios of the number of red to blue supergiants
in the inner and outer regions. On an avera-
ge for the nine clusters the ratio was found
to be greater in the corona than in the inner
parts showing a delayed star formation in the
central regions of the clusters.

In previous papers (Xiradaki, et al, 1987;
Kontizas et al, 1987a), spectral classifica-
tion of bright stars has been derived for a
number of LMC globular clusters. Three of the
very young clusters, with no severe overlap-
ping in their central regions, were selected
for studying the radial variation of spectral
types using low prism plates taken with the
1.2 m U.K. Schmidt telescope. Star counts
were also carried out on direct plates taken
with the ESO astrograph (GPO) for three dif-
ferent exposure times, in order to study the
radial distribution of stars with different
brightness.

3. Radial spectral distribution

Spectral classification of stars in the
above clusters was carried out using high
quality film copies of objective prism
plates taken with the 1.2 m. U.K. Schmidt
telescope (Xiradaki et al, 1987; Kontizas
et al, 1987a). For each cluster a circu-
lar area was examined, defined by its ti-
dal radius found fun star counts. For compa-
rison, stars in a neighbouring field were
classified as well on the same plate, the
magnitude range for the classified stars in
both, cluster and field areas is -6 <MV <-1.

Each cluster area was divided into two parts
and the distribution of spectral types for
the total cluster area, the inner and outer

regions are produced for the three studied
clusters (Figs. 1a, b, c). The solid line
represents the distribution of all stars eilaa-
sified in the examinedu&uster region, whereas
the dashed line shows the distribution of
the adopted fields normalised to the clus-
ters' areas. From these histograms it can
be seen that the late type stars are located
only in the outer regions of the clusters.

L. Star counts

Photographic plates, of the same colour but
different exposure times, can be used for in-
vestigating the distribution of stars of dif-
ferent magnitudes. Three plates, with expo-
sure times 60, 30 and 10 min, taken with the
GPO astrograph of ESO (scale 51-5 arc sec/an)
were measured by means of star counts on the
screen of a magnifying system at the obser-
vatory of Marseille. For the clusters
NGC2098 and NGC2100 the tidal radii were also
found previously using 1.2m U.K. Schmidt pla-
tes (Kontizas et al, 1987b) and the mean r^
values are those marked in Fig. 1.

The derived star number densities, logf
for the corresponding distances from the clus-
ter centers give the radial density distri-
bution of each cluster (Figs 2a, b, c) for
the various exposure times.
Since, the longer the exposure time of the

plate the fainter the observed detected Salt,
the derived densities from the long exposure
plates are larger. Assuming that the shape
of the density profiles, derived from the
different exposure time plates coincide in
the outer parts of the cluster (King, 1975)a
vertical shift has been applied to bring all
distributions in the outer parts at the same
level (Da Costa, 1982). From this shift, it
is found that the density profiles in the in-
ner regions, show a different slope for the
short and long exposure plates, giving evi-
dence that the bright stars detected in the
short exposure plates, accumulate in the cen-
tral regions. The HR diagram of the cluster
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NGC2100, derived by Wu-aterlund (1961) for the
inner (r<1.0 arorain) an* outer region
(1.0<r<2.0 mag ) ahowa clearly that a number
of very bright early type stars are aoncant-
rated only in the inner region, which ia in
agreement with that found in Fig, 2.

Diacuaelon
The atudied clusters are very rich globu-

lara (Van den Berghj 1981) of the LMC disk.
Only for the cluster N0C2100 there is an age
estimate (from photometric studies) of
1x107yr (Hodge, 1983).
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The ratio, R of early to late giants and
supergiants in young and intermediate clusters
has been used for deriving an age estimate
(Kontizas et al, 1987c); For a number of clu-
sters it was found that the logarithm of their
age (estimated photometrically) is linearly
correlated with logR, as was also predicted
theoretically (Schlesinger; 1969). This cali-
bration gives an age 4 x10'yr far the clu-
sters SL666 and NCC2098 and 2x10'yr for
NGC2100.

The crossing time tc, was calculated to be
of the order 3.5x10? yr. Comparing the evo-
lutionary ages and the crossing tine for the-
se clusters it is suggested that the observed
distribution of the stars ought to give a gxd
picture of the location of the stars at the
moment of their formation.

The spectral classifcation derived here
has shown that early type stars (B+A) are ac-
cumulated in the innermost region of the clu-
sters, whereas the late type stars are almost
negligible in the centre; the star counts on
plates with different exposure times has sham
that the brightest stars of these clusters
are segreagted in the innermost areas. So the
most bright stars located in the central parts
must be the early type stars, whereas the
late type stars are fainter and distributed
in the outer areas.

From the HR diagram of the outer region
(Westerlund 1961) the age of the cluster
NGC2100 was estimated to be >1.5 10'yr
the stars in the inner regions are located
on the main sequence at 2.5 mag brighter than
the ones of the outer regions, implying an
age between 5x1(>6_io'yr. This gives evidence
for a delayed star formation in the central
regions of the cluster. Photometry derived
from the diameter of the star images in the
inner and outer regions of the cluster SL666
has shown an analogous effect.
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DISCUSSIOH

G. UfNGA: This paper concerns the distribu-
tion of spectral classes as a radial func-
tion of distance from the centre of the
cluster.

B. EWIEGREEN: I disagree with the conclusion,
while I think the observations are wonder-
ful. Site conclusion I disagree with i s
because they say that the evolutionary time-
scale of the cluster equals the current
crossing time; therefore i t i s not relaxed,
so the mass segregation i s there from the
start. I think that in the past, when the
cluster was s t i l l inside the cloud the
crossing time was much much less , some 10s -
1O6 years. I think that when this cluster
forned there was plenty of time to relax and
to Bass segregate and now i t i s just s itt ing
there , . s t i l l remembering this mass segrega-
tion with a longer crossing time. I would
favour an interpretation where masses formed
randomly inside the boundary and then relax

while it is sti l l there.

M. KOdTIZAS: The crossing time of these
clusters cannot be as small as that because
their total mass i s of the order of 105 solar
masses and the relaxation processes are not
known quite clearly.

E. KCMTIZAS: The first time we produced the
distribution of these young clusters we
made the same suggestions. But i f you see
their HR diagrams in the inner and outer
parts of the clusters and compare them with
models you can easily see the age difference.
After a l l , you must consider the great number
of stars and the high mass of the clusters.

B. ELMEGREEN: I guess the basic point i s
that we don't know the past relaxation
history.
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M 39: A PHOTOMETRIC MBHBBRSHIP TSST FOR CORONA STARS SBLECTBD BY PROPER NOTIONS

B. I. Zelwanowa

Zentralinatitut fUr Aatrophyaik der AdV, GDR - 1591 Potsdam
Rooa-Luxe«burg-Straue 17a

Abstraot:
A photometric membership test haa been carried out for stars in the region of the
open cluster H 39 (= NGC 7092 = OCt 211 = C 2130 + 482) eeleoted by ARTIUKHINA,
KALININA from proper motions to be probable members of the oluster oorona. Using
own UBV observations of 28 brighter (BD) stars and additional photometrio data from
other available sources out of the 117 probable members in the region outside of
the cluster core altogether for 37 the membership could be confirmed. 22 of the
stars do not belong to the cluster. The results confirm the existence of the cluster
corona found statistically by ARTIUKHINA. The distribution of the confirmed members
over the investigated area of about 5* diameter indicate that the oorona of this
poor cluster is much more extended than 75' as suggested by the statistical investi-
gation.

The existence of coronae of open clusters
has been already suggested by SHAPLEY and
TRUMPLRR. KHOLOPOV at the Sternberg Institute
in Moscow investigated this problem in de-
tail. Star counts in concentric rings of dif-
ferent diameters show that generally only
about 50 percent of the cluster stars belong
to the dense cluster core usually regarded as
the cluster, whereas the other stars form a
corona with much lower density which may be
extended more than five core radii (see
KHOLOPOV, 1981). The determination of proper
motions in the field of about 5* diameter
around the poor open oluster M 39 by
ARTIUKHINA, KALININA (1970) allows an Investi-
gation of the invivldual stars probably
belonging to the cluster corona, in contrast
to the anonymous statistics with star counts.
Statistical investigations of these stars
carried out by ARTIUKHINA (1970) yielded a
cluster core with a radius of 22',5 and a
coronal region which can be significantly
seen up to about 75' from the centre. From
these statistics a considerable part of the
stars with common proper motions in the outer
regions should be nonmembers of the cluster.
But which of the3e stars are members and
which are nonmembers? Are there members out-
side of the statistical corona radius? This
question became important for us in connec-
tion with the known Ap star HD 204 131,
supposed to be a cluster member already by
2ELHAHOWA (1975). The star has a distance of
89'-7 (4 core radii) from the cluster centre
and common proper motions with the cluster
star.

An additional sharp membership criterion is
the position of the star in the colour mag-
nitude diagrams of the cluster.Photoelectric
DBV photometry has been carried out for 28
BD stars in the vicinity of K 39 which are
cluster members according to their proper
motions (JELWANOWA, SCHtiNBICH, HEMPBLHAKH,
1981, unpublished). Photometric data have
been taken also from JOHNSON (1953),
McNAMARA, SANDERS (1977J, PLATAIS (1984),
MOHAN, SAGAR (1985), KIZLA, PAUPERS (1985),
PERRY, JOHNSTON (1981) and SICOLBT (1978) in
the UBV system, RUFENER (1980) in the Geneva
system and from OLSBH (1983) and ANTHOHY-
TWAROQ (1984) in the uvby system.

A star with UBV data has been assumed to
be a member, if its position sufficiently
coincides with that of the core stars in both
colour magnitude diagrams. Otherwise it will
not belong to the cluster. In Fig. 1 the V,

(B - V) and the V, (U - B) diagrams are
shown. For few stars with data in another
photometric system a corresponding procedure
has been used. For ten additional stars the
membership can be excluded without doupt by
use of the photographic and visual magni-
tudes and apectral types given in the CSI
catalogue. The distribution of the confirmed
members and of the stars not belonging to
the cluster according to the photometric
criterion is shown in Fig. 2.

In the coronal region (I < 75') found by
ARTIUKHINA (1970) for 26 stars of the 39
"proper motion members" (32 of which are
from the list by ARTIUKHIHA, KAHNIHA, 1970)
the membership has been confirmed, four
stars turned out to be nonmembers.

In the outer region (R=»75') 11 stars
of the 78 "proper motion members" (21 lie
outside the region shown in Fig.2) have been
confirmed as members, 18 are nonmembers.

The number of investigated stars in the
outer regions is still too small for statis-
tics. But the results allow the following
conclusions:
1. The photometric membership test confirmed

the existence of the corona of the cluster
M 39 found statistically by ARTIUKHINA.

2. The most distant members found from
proper motions and confirmed by photometry
are the BD stars +45° 3515 (R = 1541),
+45* 3519 (R = 154'), and +49" 3531
(R = 126'). They indicate that the corona
of this poor cluster 1H much more extended
than suggested by the statistical investi-
gation.

3. Eight of the confirmed members are more
distant from the cluster centre than the
Ap star HD 204 131. Therefore, the member-
ship of this Ap star in M 39 is very
probable.

4. No red giant star in the region seems to
be a member of M 39.

A more detailed paper by ZELWANOWA,
SCHONEICH and HEMPELMANN which will also
include the photometric investigation of the
stars with peculiar spectrum in H 39 is in
preparation and will be published in
ASTRONOMISCHE NACHRICHTEN.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the stars in the region of the cluster M 39 plotted from the CSI
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DISCUSSION

G. ttMGA: In this paper the Members of M39
that ace quite far away from the cluster
have been found, and this would indicate
the existence of a corona. The membership
criterion is their proper motions. How cer-
tain are you that these stars far outside
the cluster are members? How different are
their proper motions from the proper mo-
tions of the field stars?

K. 2ELVANOVA: The stars are within 3 core
radii from the centre of the cluster. The
difference in proper motions is not great;
the procedure has been to study the 3tara
within S degrees from the cluster, select
those with similar proper motions as the
cluster stars and then to make star counts.
The data have quite high precision and show
the existence of a corona of faint stars.
In my opinion, the problem is how far we can

trust the sample of members based on proper
motions. Motions of the field Btars are not
very different, this is problen additional
to the richness of the stellar field. In a
ring of radii R = 75 - - 150 the possible
•embers given by Art.tukhina and Kalinlna
(1970) have been discussed. These are select-
ed from stars up to mng * 1091 using the
criterion oN2 = 0"009. In the region of
R ~75", in addition to the above data the
proper motions as given by Platais and Mc.Ja-
mara et al. have been used. Their data are
more precise. In addition to this, I would
like to point out that Artiuchina (1970) de-
fined from the statistical analysis only
those stars which have the same proper mo-
tion as the cluster (i.e. from possible memr-
bers of the cluster) within R ~ ISO , a
conspicuous core, R = 22.5 T and corona,
R = 75."
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A CATALOGUE 01 KCLIPSINO BINARIES IH FIELDS Or O P W CLUSTERS

J.V. Clausen1 and A. GiKenes1

'Copenhagen University Observatory
Brorfeldevej 23, DK-4340 T0110BO, Denmark

2Instituto do Astrofisioa de Andaluoia
Apartado 2144, E-18080 Granada, Spain

Abstract: A computer-generated catalogue of optical coincidences of eclipsing
binary systems with galactic clusters is presented. The catalogue is based on
tape-versions of The Lund Catalogue of Open Clusters, A Finding List for Obser-
vers of Interacting Binary stars, 5th edition and The General Catalogue of Va-
riable Stars, 3th edition. All binaries within 5 cluster-radii (or within 20
arcmin) have been included. A general, detailed discussion on membership is pre-
sently being done, and new candidates to be included in our study of eclipsing
binaries in galactic clusters are selected.

Introduction

Precise binary data are of fundamental

value as a source of information on abso-

lute dimensions of single stars and-

like accurate colour-magnitude diagrams

of galactic clusters - for empirical test

of stellar evolution. Eclipsing binary

members yield independent determination

of e.g. age, chemical composition and

distance for galactic clusters (Gimenez

and Clausen, 1986, Gimenez et al., 1986),

and are important for discussion of e.g.

mass function and star formation. Provi-

ded a sufficiently large material is a-

vailable, distribution of groups of bina-

ries as function of cluster type, age and

chemical composition can be studied, and

information on the evolutionary stage for

little known binary types may be gained.

As part of a combined study of eclipsing

binaries and galactic clusters a new ca-

talogue of optical coincidences have been

established. The catalogue which is com-

puter-generated is more complete and more

versatile than previous compilations

(Kraft and Landolt, 1958; Semeniuk, 1962;

Sahade and Davila, 1963; Popava and Krai-

cheva, 1984).

1. The Lund Catalogue of Open Clusters

(Lynga, 1983) which contain information

on 1148 clusters but no associations. The

careful, homogeneous determination of

angular uianeters presented in this cata-

logue together with updated basic infor-

mation for each cluster has been essen-

tial for our study. Clusters, mainly very

faint, distant ones, for which no infor-

mation on angular diameter is given have

been omitted.

2. A Finding List for Observers of Inter-

acting Binary Stars, 5th edition (Wood et

al., 1980; World Data Center A, 1982)

with information (basic parameters, bib-

liography and coaments) on 3546 binaries.

Accurate positions for the binaries have

been obtained fro* GCVS (see below) and

other sources. Only 65 binaries are mar-

ked as cluster members in this catalogue.

3. The Machine-readable version of the

General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 3th

edition (Hill and Nagy, 1981) with infor-

mation on 4318 binaries, of which a large

fraction are also included in the Finding

List mentioned above.

The catalogue

The information on optical coincidences

of eclipsing binaries with galactic clu-

sters is based on tape-versions of:

A comparison between the two binary cata-

logues has been done and typing errors

etc. thereby located have been corrected.

In total our catalogue is based on 1046
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clusters and 5094 binaries. All binaries

within 5 cluster-radii (or within 20 arc-

min) are included. For each cluster the

available data on type, distance. Ay,

angular diameter, age, magnitude ar.j

spectral type of brightest member is in-

cluded. For the potential binary members,

arranged in order of increasing distance

from the cluster center (given also in

units of the cluster radius), the avai-

lable information on type, magnitude at

maximum, depths of eclipses, spectral

type of the components and orbital period

is included.

The final version, which will be publish-

ed elsewhere, will include also comments

on cluster membership.

We are grateful to G. Lynga for valuable

discussions and for making the tape ver-

sion of his excellent cluster catalogue

available. F.B. Wood kindly provided com-

ments to the Finding List. The tape ver-

sion of the Finding List was prepared by

J. Oliver and obtained from World Data

Center A at an early stage of its produc-

tion. We thank B. Jensen and P. Jensen

for their assistance in the preparation

af the catalogue.

Support was received from the Danish Na-

tural Science Research Council and

through the programme of cultural, edu-

cational and scientific cooperation be-

tween Spain and Denmark.

Discussion

239 clusters with in total 787 potential

binary members have been identified. This

includes the well-known nearby clusters

where optical coincidences with many

field stars occur due to the large an-

gular diameters. 141 of the binaries are

identified as potential members of 2 or

more clusters.

A detailed study of membership has not

yet been done, but it can be mentioned

that about 100 binaries are found to be

located within 1 cluster-radius. Thu di-

stribution of these binaries among types

(EW,EA,IiB,Ell) resemble that of all bi-

naries included in GCVS. Additional in-

formation on binary types, mainly from

the latest version of GCVS, will be in-

cluded in the final version of the ca-

talogue.
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DISCUSSION

G. LYNGA: The paper is studying eclipsing
binaries; there the membership is assumed,
if the binary is within a certain distance
from the cluster. There is quite a lot of
EA stars in the opan clusters and I would
like to ask if the high percentage is what
you would normally expect in the way of
eclipsing binaries.

A. GIMENfcZ: The given preliminary statistics
shows a distribution of EA, EB and EH bina-
ries in the fields of open clusters very
close to that found in general for eclipsing
binaries. The present version of the catalo-
gue* nevertheless, does not yet include a
discussion of membership and thus it is not
possible to make any reasonable statistical

study. The main purpose of the present ver-
sion is to allow the observers of eclipsing
binaries to search easily for good candi-
dates. A careful determination of absolute
dimensions of the binary components leads to
accurate determinations of age, distance and
chemical composition. These values can be
compared to those derived from the study of
the cluster provided that membership can be
assured. In the two examples shown in tho
poster a very good agreement is found
between the astrophysical parameters of the
eclipsing binary V346 Cen and the cluster
Stock 14, while in the case of the binary
CW Cep, which belongs to the association,
the expansion age is much smaller than the
evolutionary age derived for CW Cep.



A NEW METHOD OF SEDUCTION OP DIMENSIONALITY IN DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS: APPLICATION TO THE
MEMBERSHIP PROBLEM IN OPEN CLUSTERS

J. Cabrera-CaAo (1), J. Mufloc (2/, E. J. Alfaro 13)
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a Inefehod of redaction- of dimensionality in discriminant analysis has been specially designed
fop * » fehrftt Of ettparatfl<* between two populations and it is only based on the heterocedasticity
of both groups. For this reason, it is of interest in the case of zero mean difference vector.
Two examples of application, concerning the membership problem in open clusters from uvby and
Hp photometry and the separation of globular clusters into Oosterhoff'a groups are shown.

INTRODUCTION.

Discriminant analysis consists of a group of
techniques devoted to the creation of an algorithm
ablo to classify a set of objects into a series of
predefined groups on the basis of measurements carried
out on each object. It has a double finality: from a
practical point of view, it allows to classify new ob-
jects on the basis of a design set or previous object
sample of known classification end, from a theoreti-
cal point of view, it gives some insight on the sta-
tistical separation between groups. This analysis has
been used in Astronomy in several problems, as spec-
tral classification of stars, membership in open clus-
ters and galaxies clusters, etc.

As in all other fields of multivariate analysis,
the reduction of dimensionality is an important step
in the whole discrimination process. Because:

a) The handling of data may be drastically sim-
plified if only essential variables are retained.

b> It supplies information about those varia-
bles which are mainly responsible for the statistical
separation between groups-

c) In addition, when the sample size ia not too
large, the reduction of dimensionality nay lead to
the best discrimination (as is the case in example
two).

In this work we present a method of reduction
of dimensionality for the very important case of dis-
crimination between two classaB. It is based on the
heterocedasticity of the two groups, i.e., on the
difference in covariance matrices, and lead to a set
of new variables or factors obtained by linear trans-
formation of the original ones in such away that we
may decide how many of these factors must be retained
in order to keep the maximum discriminatory power
with less variables. As far as this methaithat we
call MVR (from maximum variance ratio, as is explai-
ned later), is based only on heteroccdasticity, it
results particularly suitable for those cases in
which the vector of mean differences is null or al-
most null.

In the following, we negin with the introduction
of a measure of heterocedaBticity that allows us to
develop the MVR method as a>> optimization problem. A
complementary approach ueinj Lagrange multipliers is
also presented to support <iome of ours arguments and,
finally, two examples of application in the field of
Astronomy are given (tnembeship in an open cluster and
classification of globular clust6rs£.nto Oosterhoff's
groups).

DESCP.IPTION OF THE MVR METHOD.

=E1(X'X) (1)

where, fo.r simplicity, we assume tha the mean vector
are both null E,(X)=E (X>=0 without any loss of ge-
nerality as far as we are concerned with the reduc-
tion of dimensionality for discriminant analysis
based on the heterocedasticity between classes. To
achieve this, we first seek for a measure of hete-
rocedasticity between 4( and if that allows us to
formulate our problems as an optimization one.

As heterocedasticity means different covariance
matrices, £ 4 and ii it seems reasonable to choose
as a measure of heterocedasticity betweeon them a
distance between these matrices. In the following we
will deno a this by het( £j , £ t>.

It is well known that covariance matrices are
simetric and eemidefinite positive, and that they
form a convex cone•in.l/2xnx(n-1)-dimensional Eucli-
dean space 1R ''•"un-1) whose interior are the defi-
nite positive matrices and whose boundary corresponds
to singular non-negative matrices (with the usual to-
pology).

We take as het( ^-\ ,$•%.) the geodesic distance
between i\ and £j based on the Maas differential
form for definite positive matrices. We will later
show that this distance is in some way related to tha
overlapping of the distributions and hece with the
separation between classes.

Geodesic distance may be directly defined as
follows. Let us consider the generalized proper va-
lues problem

(A-AB)V=0 (2)

and

Let us consider two groups or classes CXJ4 and
of muitivariate objects X=(x4,....xn) and let i
i be the covariance matrices

where A and B are symmetric definite positive matri-
ces (A may be singular). Lst /Ail be the roots of the
determinantal equation det(A-AB)=0, then, the square
of geodesic distance that we take as het(A, B) is

*!• 2

het(A, B)= £ log < At ) (3)
I'I

that alternatively could be defined as het(A, B)=
=tr(log (A, B )), an expresion that allows an easy
demostration of a very desirable property ot* this me-*
trie, i.e., the invariance under matrix congruence
transformations A—fY'AY where Y is any non singular
nxn matrix. This is important because hp^A, B) re-
sults to be invariant under any linear non-degenerate
transformation of the original vcirjables X.

Using this metric, we can formulate our problem
in the following way. If we select a p-dimensional
linear manifold defined by the new variables Y=VX
where V is a pxn matrix of rank<n, the asociated co-
variances matrices are

* : = (4)
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In order to compare tne geodesic distances
between £t and £t and *»^ and Jfr-̂ we introduae the
new matrices

and hence it is clear that het(

It is well known that two symmetric definite
positive matrices, A and B, may be simultaneouly
reduced to diagonal form by a common congruence ma-
trix. Moreover, this matrix may be chosen so that one
of the diagonal matrices, for instance B, will became
the identity matrix I and the other tl'i^C^i) where
J&i are the roots of det(A-B)=0. Let us denote by T,
T , and T the congruence matrices that reduces the
pairs ^ ( , £.t ; £ V , ^ ^ and ^ * , £ t respectively
< j> , ̂  ^ and £° become identity matrices). Then

Lo
We take this conguence matrices so that the reduced
forms are:

c-
•3.

l i -Moots

With the halp of this transformations, we can
compare the distances between the different matrices
(fig 1). Clearly, if we wish for the new variables Y
to reflect the original covariance structure in the
most accurate way we must solve

where i^?( is the Bet of all p-dimensional linear ma-
nifolds of the sampling space. We will show that the
optimal one in this sense is that generated by the
proper vector solutions of ( £y - A 5.-^ )v=0proper vector solutions of ( £y - A 5.-^
associated to the \\. ; i=1,...,p such thatjloj (
are the<jreatest of the set of all \ lo«y l A l [of the set of all fls

the minimum for 11V is found by solving

leading to Xv- AC , so,

jhet(A,jA°)]=l

But this minimun is only relative and depends on the
ranking of the Av • We obtain the absolute maximum
reordering the \l so that

It is easy to see that the optimal manifold ia
the one generated by Up...,u^which lead to the new
variables ¥«VX where the rows of matrix-V are the
proper vectors u£. These new variables can be used
now for discriminatory purposes. Dimensionality ban
been reduced but holding an optimun representation
of the heterocedastic structure of the groups. This
may allow quicker computations but will also provide
some insight on the relevance of each variable to
the Statistical separation of the groups in, a «,imi-
lar way to what is currently done ,wh.en nlnsjcal
linear discriminantanalysis is applied but tollpwing
a different point of view.

The new variables that we will call "factors"
for simplicity, can also be introduced by an alter-
native way which we judge to be an important comple-
ment of the theory just developed above, specially
because it justifies to some extent, the adoption of
geodesic distance as a measure of the statistical
difference between l>)| and Oil •

Let us suppose that we wish to find a linear
function of X. y=u.X ...u X such that the variances
of the two groups ara as different as possible, i.e.4
that R=V (Y)/V (Y) = (u1ii u)/(u'jG. u),(where V.(Y)
denotes the variance of y on group j and u=(uj,..,uj
is the vector of coefficient of the linear function
y) be the maximum or minimum. Thus, this linear
function represents the maximim mono-dimensional
separation of the two groups. As R is an homogeneous
function of Uj tho module of this vector is indiffe-
rent and may be chosen arbitrarily. Let us take this
so that V (y)=u'iiu=1. To find u we must solve the
mathematical programing problem expressed by

max(u' u) u=1 (43)

which is easily determined by using Lagrange multi-
pliers

JL | a.1 i, u. - A u£<a UL| = 2

and so A must be a solution of det(2| -A^)aO and
u its associated prop-, vector, normalized to give
u'jfju=1. With this , une variance rate R can be
expresed as

H-u-*,u- A

If all the possible solutions ( X"l( U.i ) are
taken into account it can be shown that the function
y-u'x, which make R an extremal, are uncorrelated.in
both groups. The solution to the equation (H) co-
rresponds evidently to the greatest and the other
proper vector may be regarded as the solution of (W)
with the aditional constraint that the functions Y.
be all uncorrelated in both groups. 1

To discriminate the two classes it is interes-
ting ro reach the maximim heterocedasticity in the
sought functions y, i.e. R»1 or R«1 , so, instead
of the maximum R, it is more meaningful to'look for
the u corresponding to the greatest or, in a more
sinBPetric way, the maximum of i l ^ C )

Obviously, the problem of finding the most heteroce-
dastic linear functions, uncorrelated by pairs, lead
to the same solution previously obtained from a geo-
desic distance between two covariance matrices is an
efficient representation of the heterocedaeticity.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION.

With the aim of illustrating the procedure
described above, we have chosen two examples of
application in our field of interest.

The first one deals with the discrimination
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between field stars ana cluster members in the vici-
nity of an open cluster on the baais of uvby and H(3
photometry. A total of 42 stars sorrounding the core
of the cluster IC 4665 has been used in this study,
32 of them are, from proper motion analysis (Sanders
and Van Altena, 1972), considered as cluster members
and the remainders as field stars. The five photome-
tric indices, (b-y), c , m , Hp and V, that constitu-
te the space of variables, have been taken from Craw-
ford and Barnes (1972).

The separation between both classes, as measured
by the geodesic distance is S.2S6. The covariance ma-
trices and mean vectors for both groups are shown in
table 1, where it can be seen that the differnece
between both populations arises from the heterocedas-
ticity and not from the distance between their cen-
ters.

TABLE 1.- Covariance matrices and mean vectors tor the
cluster members and field stars in the vici-
nity of IC 4665. The numbers in brackets in-
dicate the sample size.

Members (32)

Covariance matrix

(b-y)
ra1
d

e
V

(b-y)
0,
0

.0136

.0019
0.0015

- 0 .
0.

0 .

.0002

.1486

.1732

ml
0.0019
0.0015
0.0060
0.0022
0.0349

Mean
0.1075

e l
0.0015
0.0060
0.0536
0.0171
0.1051
Vector
0.T249

- 0
0
0
0
0

2

P
.0002
.0022
.0171
.0067
.0243

.7850

V
0.1486
0.0449
0.1051
0.0243
1.9486

9.2884

Field stars (10)

Covariance matrix

(b-y)
ml
el

(b-y)
0.0464
0.0176
-0.0358
-0.0182
0.1782

0.3275

ml
0.0176
0.0104

-0.0078
-0.044
0.0495

el
-0.0358
-0.0078
0.0577
0.0215
-0.1543

Mean Vector
0.1721 0.7742

P
-0.0182
-0.0044
0.0215
0.0096
-0.0683

2.7553

V
0.1782
0.0495
-0.1543
-0.0683
1.5899

9.2490

fact; first, it is revealed from • different starting
point that the information relative to the distance
modulus is contained in the uvby and H(> photometry,
and second, the distance modulus parameter ia the
moat suitable in order to discriminate between field
stars and cluster members when only Stromgren and H(l
photometric data are available.

He are now ready to choose the most appropiate
discrimination technique, in term* of the d«t«-,
features, to be used with this these two factori. Eer
this example, a non parametric technique (kernel)
and the quadratic discriminant function (QDF) hfve
been performed in order to separate both population**
The membership probabilities obtained are very simi-
lar in both cases and lead to the sane discrimina-
tion pattern. The ratio of well classified object ia
over 95%.

The second example, deals with the classifica-
tion of a sample of globular clusters into the Ooa-
terhoff's groups using the measured values of seven
variables taken from Alcaino (1977). Antonollo et
al. (1983) have also acompliahed a discriminant ana-
lysis to find the priiApal variables affecting the
classification, the technique used by these authors
were the well known stepwiae linear discrimination
which differs conceptually from the one described
in this paper.

In table (3) are shown tha covariance Matrices
and mean vectors for both groups. A total of 39 ob-
jects are used in this analysis. The results of the
application of MVR method are listed in table (4),
where it can be seen the proper values and the hete-
rocedaaticity explained by each factor. The geodesic
distance is 6.512.

TABLE 3.- Covariance matrices and man vectors for'
two samples of globular clusters belonging
to the Ooaterhoff'a groups t and 2 respec-
tively. (Numbers in brackets are the sample
size. The variables are as follows: GL; Ga-
lactic latitude, D; Distance, Z; Galacto—
centric coordinate Z, a/H; Metallicity in-
dex, L; Luminosity, LD; Linear diametre,
PN; Density.)

Two factors (table 2), which explain 94.57% of
the total heterocedasticity, are obtained from the
application of the MVR method. The dimensionality of
this problem may be reduced in this way, nearly
supporting the same separation.

TABLE 2.- Coefficients, proper values and percentage
of explained heterocedaBticity of the
factors.

Group 1 (22)

GL D Z m/H L
GL 1002.27 -147.46 316.76 -3.76 7.10
D -147.46 279.23 -180.03 -1.76 -3.49
Z 316.76 -180.03 196.72 -0.63 4.21

0.14
0.01

m/H -3.76 -1.76
L 7.10 -3.49
LD 50.71 80.21
DN -110.25 -171.84

Factor
1
2
3
4
5

(b-y)
-2
45
- 9

8
-3

.4569
• B561
.4548
.9524
.56B6

Coefficients
ml

-5.8019
-43.7287

12.B817
-8.0196
10.4192

e l
-0.5671

-12.8263
-4.6416
-9.7910
0.2018

2.3626
86.3339
4.0380

26.7471
3.7717

V
0.2894

-1.1085
0.8823

-0.9152
-0.2194

5.55 15.53

-0.63 0.14 0.01
4.21 0.01 2.25

-21.98 -2.45 7.54
30.56 10.14 -0.28
Mean vector
-1.35 -1.21 1.28

LO m
50.71 -110.25
80.21 -171.84

-21.98 30.56
-2.45 10.14

7.54 -0.28
120.77 -223.99

-223.99 126S.83

28.63 21.42

' Group 2 (17)

Factor
1
2
3
4
5

p. val.
0.01652
21.08939
0.38783
1.87484
0.63533

%het.
60.93
33.64
3.24
1.43
.75

GL
GL 1794.19
D 133.63
Z 324.87
m/H -5.25
L -16.95
LD 260.33
DN -139.36

11.92 10.47

D Z n/H
133.63 324.87 -5.25 -16.95
26.75 29.56 -0.39

64.47 -0.61
-0.61 0.10
-4.42 0.26
48.85 0.11

-27.20 -28.51 0.38
Mean vector

3.30 -1.64 2.09

29.56
-0.39
-5.16
16.88

L
16.95
-5.16
-4.42
0.26
6.90

17.71
5.20

LD
260

16
48

0
17

176
-42

.33

.88

.85

.11

.71

.99

.12

DM
-139.36
-27.20
-28.51

0.38
5.20

-42.12
67.90

36.05 9.10

It is noteworthy that the factor which explains
the most of heterocedasticity is highly correlated
with the distance modulus as given by Crawford and
Barnes (1972). Two conclusions can be drawn from this

Only three factors account for 92.88% of total
heterocedasticity, allowing to reduce the dimensiona-
lity from seven to three variables with a Minimum
loss of information. Nevertheless, in this uaaa, the
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mean vectors are not vary similar in both groupa; if
only throe factors aro retained in the further analy-
aia, the separation between both population may be
reduced in an important proportion depending on the
differences between the means of the rejected fac-
tors. In practice] this information loss is counter-
balanced by a more effective "filling" of the sam-
pling apace with a finite sample. It is well known in
multivariate analysis the effect named "Bellman's
course of dimensionality" (Hand, 1981) which explains
the fact that reducing the number of variables could
give rise to a best discrimination in despite of the
information contained in the rejected variables. This
is the case in our problem, where a kernel discrimi-
nant analysis using only the three main factors leads
to a well classified rate over 92%. It is interesting
to note that the variable with ''.he highest weight in
the principal factor is the metallicity, in good a-
greement with Antonello's results.

TABLE 4.- Coefficients, proper values and percentage
of explained heterocedasticity of the fac-
tors (Oosterhoff's group).

Fac. GL

2
3
4
5
6
7

-0.0891
0.0162

-0.0004
-0.0608
0.0018

-0.0298
-0.0170

D

-0.3308
-0.0089
-0.0150
0.1668

-0.0039
0.0388

-0.0716

Fac .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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-0
- 0

0
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-1
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1
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3
0
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AGES OF GLOBULAR CLUSTERS DERIVED FROM BVRI CCD PHOTOMETRY

GONZALO ALCAINO AND WILLIAM LILLER

INSTITUTO ISAAC NEWTON, MNISTERIO DE EOUCACION DE CHILE

SANTIAGO, CHILE

The modem generation of electronic detectors, such as the CCD, have made improved photometry
possible, especially at magnitudes near photographic plate limits and at wavelengths extending to
the near infrared. Vigorous efforts should now be made to extend measurements to longer wavelengths
since VandenBerg and Bell (1985) have recently calculated BVRI synthetic isochrones. Consequently,
We have embarked on a program of CCD BVRI photometry for determining the ageB of globular clusters.
From BVRI CCD frames obtained with the 1.54 Danish telescope at ESO-La Silla we have at this moment
completed the reductions of the following 5 globular clusters: NGC 104 (47 Tuc), NGC 2298, NGC 5139
( w Cen), NGC 6121 (M4), and NGC 6362, For these clusters, we have derived ages all close to 17xl0'y.
Providing strong evidence that the globular cluster system is coeval, and that the epoch of the
galactic contraction was short.

INTRODUCTION

In the summary of the current status of deep two-
color (B,V) photometry of galactic globular clusters,
Charles Peterson (1936) notes that color-magnitude
diagrams (CMDs) reaching down to the main sequence
have been obtained for 36 globular clusters in the
Galaxy (Table 1). The ages of the clusters found by
matching the observed V, (B-V) diagram to the theore-
tically derived luminosity-temperature relationship
converted to the observed parameters. Initially, it
was not clear if globular clusters had a substantial
spread in ages vhich would imply a gradual formation
of the halo of the Galaxy (3ee, for example, Carney
1980, Demarque 1980), or if the ages were all similar
which would lead one to conclude that there was a
rather abrupt galactic collapse (see Sandage 1982).
However, improved work of recent yenrs, both observa-
tional and theoretical, has made it clear that there
is a small spread in tha ages of globular clusters,
perhaps no more than 1 billion years, and Burstein
(1985) has advocated an average age somewhere between
16 and 17 Gys.

One of the most important aspects of these results
is that it bears directly on the age of the Universe
and the value of the Hubble Constant since globular
clusters are among the oldest known objects in exis-
tence. Therefore, establishing firmly and accurately
the age of the oldest clusters would set an upper li-
mit on the Hubble Constant, the exact value of which
continues to be very much under discussion at the pre-
sent time.

One of the weaknesses of the extremely popular and
often-used BV photometric system is that metallic
line absorption in the blue and violet can be consi-
derable. Thus, the interpretation of observations
with stellar evolution theory rests heavily on model
stellar atmospheres which are needed to predict the
the effects of this extinction in stars where often
the metallicity is not well known. The metallicity
of globular clusters, usually expressed by the para-
meter |Fe/H| , has a range of over two orders of mag-
nitudes, making a precise knowledge of absorption
line effects imperative.

Fortunately, VandenBarg and Bell (1985) have now

carried out the difficult calculations needed to pre-

dict the location of isochrones in longer wavelength

bands where metallic absorption is much less than in

blue. This work came largely as a response to the

appearance of the modern generation of electronic de-

tectors, especially the charge-coupled device, or CCD,

which has made it possible tn carry out improved pho~

tometry at magnitudes fainter than photographic limits

and at wavelengths extending into the near infrared.

Besides the obvious advantage of reducing uncertain-

ties arising from poorly known raetallicities, use of

the red and infrared wavelenths (R and I bands) makes

possible an enlarged color baseline which enhances

effects seen less clearly with a smaller range in

color. An additional benefit of this multi-color

approach ia that observational uncertainties are

reduced by having several independently derived CMDs

Table 1

Clusters with Photometry to the Turnoff Magnitude

Cluster

NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
Pal
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
Pal
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
Pal
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
NGC
Pal
Pal

Note

104
288
362

1904

2298

2808
3201

4
4590

5053
5139
5272

5466
5
5904

6121

6171

6205
6229
6254

6341

6352

6362

6397
6535
66S6

6752

6809

11
6838

7006
7078

70B9

7099

12
13

s to

V(HB)
14.05

15.3
15.43

16.15

16.09

16.11
14.72

20.63

15.63

16.63

14.50
15.66

16.58
17.40

15.15
13.36

15.63

14.85
18.08
14.65

15.05

15.2

15.34

12.95
15.8

13.97

13.72

14.33

17.3

14.41

18.79

15.83
16.05

15.05

17.1

17.70

• »- Table:

E(B-V)
0.04
0.03
0.04

0.01

0.08
0.22
0.21

0.02

0.03

0.01
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.03

0.03

0.39

0.35

0.03
0.10
0.26

0.02

0.23

0.10

0.18
0.36

0.35
0.04

0.08

0.34

0.27

0.00

O.U
0.06

0.02

0.02
0.00

AV(TO-HB)
(Note 1)

3.61+0.08

3.65+0.09

3.55

3.34

3.36+0.05

3.58+0.03

3.33
3.27+0.07

3.60

3.35

3.54±0.04

3.4
3.32
3.32+0.02

3.41
3.39+0.21

3.67+0.09

3.30+O.U

3.45
3.75

3.15

3.6
3.41

3.75+0.05
3.7
3.4
3.52+0.02

3.7
3.2
3.55
3.56
3.45+0.12

3.45+0.20

3.35

3.2
3.29

H
4
4
_
2
2
2
-
2
-
_
2
_

2
-
2
2
2
-
_
_
_
_
2
_
_
3

_

_
_
2

_

-

lFe/H|
(Note 2)

-0
-1
-1

.85

.31

.06
-1.45
-1
-1
-1
-2
-2
-2
-1
— 1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-0
-1
-I
-1
-2
-0.
-0.
-2.
-1.
-1,
-1.
-1.

-0.
-1.
-2.
-1.
-2.
-1.
-1.

.66:

.OS

.19

.15

.11

.15

.64

.43

.6

.16

.31

.23

.94

.41

.25

.39

.05

.8

.96

.24

.4*
55
23
55

79
32
01
48
32
0*
8

1 Mean .-.7+0.027 (s.d.m.).

2 PilacV ;. i (1984) unless indicated with an *, for

which lFe/H|comes from a calibration >i;h flv=?.4.



of the same cluster. With several separate evalua-
tions of the age of a single cluster, one not only
can assess more reliably the accuracy of the final
result, but also can derive ages with a highur pre-
cision than attained previously or with only two
colors.

Consequently, for the past several years we have
had underway a program of BVRI photometry of globular
clusters using CCDs and new powerful reduction soft-
ware. The main thrust of this program is to concen-
trate on relatively nearby clusters so that we can
reach well below the main sequence turnoff with me-
dium-sized telescopes.

We have now completed BVRI reductions on five clus-
ters' NGC 104 (47 Tuc), NGC 2298, NGC 5139 (Omega
Cen), NGC 6121 (M4), and NGC 6362. See Table 2 for
a summary of the cluster parameters. All observations
were made with the excellent CCD system of the 1.54
meter Danish Telescope at ESO-La Silla. An additio-
nal eight globulars have now been observed in these
four colors with a CCD at the 2.2 meter Max Planck
telescope at La Silla (see Table 3), and these data
are currently being reduced at the computer center at
La Silla and analyzed at the Isaac Newton Institute
in Santiago.

In order to minimize the errors that arise from com-
paring cluster fields with standards in other parts
of the sky, we have set up photoelectric standards in
the same cluster fields observed with the CCD. Thus,
the effects of inaccurately known or varying atmos-
pheric extinction are totaly avoided. Because we can
use smaller telescopes to set up the standards (most
often the ESO 1 meter reflector), valuable large te-
lescope time is not wasted moving back and forth be-
tveen widely separated fields.
Table 2

Globular Clusters Studied with BVRI CCD Photometry

Cluster E(B-V) |Fe/H|

NGC
(47

NGC

NGC
( u>

NGC

NGC

104
Tuc)

2298

5139
Cen)

5121

6362

-44

-16

15

16

-17

.9

To
!o

o
.0
?6

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

04

11

11

35

12

-0.

-1.

-1.

-1.

-0.

44

41

1,-2.2

30

9

4.

12.

5.

2.

7.

6

4

2

2

2

CCD frames obtained with ESO - Danish 1.54 m
telescope. (Data from Harris and Racine, 1979).

Table 3

Globular Clusters with BVRI CCD Data now being
analyzed at the Isaac Newton Institute.

Cluster

1851

1904

2808

3201

4372

4590

5946

6139

b°

-35fO

-29?3

-il!3

8?6

- 9!9

36?0

4?2

6?9

E(B-V)

0.07

0.01

0.22

0.21

0.45

0.03

0.56

0.68

|Fe/H|

-1.29

-1.58

-1.09

-1.26

-1.7

-2.04

-1.5

-1.27

de(kpc)

10.9

13.3

9.4

5.1

5.1

9.6

10.1

9.5

OBSERVATIONS

The CCD camera with which the clusters listed in
Table 2 were observed, iB located at the caaoegrain
focus of the Danish 1.S4 meter telescope and con-
sists of 512 x 320 pixels. Each 30 x 30 micron pi-
xel corresponds to an area on the sky of 0.47 x 0.47
arc sec2; thus, the total field is 4.0 x 2.5 arc
min. The number of exposures of the EVRI frames ob-
tained for each cluster ranged from a few seconds to
several ninutes in order to cover the full range of
magnitudes without image saturation. A brief summa-
ry of the observations appears in Table 4. Field
positions were chOBen, following careful inspection
of deep photographs, as the best compromise between
maximum cluster membership and workable contamination
caused by crowding of images.

Originally, reductions were carried out (at La
Silla) using a conventional photometric program
(HP/IHAP), Recently, however the MIDAS/INVENTORY
software employing point spread function techniques
has become available, and because of the better re-
sults obtainable, we are now using this MIDAS exclu-
sively. Precise color equations have now been esta-
blished for the CCD telescope system based on 140
BVRI frames and a totel of 40 standard stars with a
large range of color.

Table 4

Number of Frames observed in Five Clusters

Cluster B Total

4.7 Tuc
(1 Pield)

2298
(1 Pield)

to Cen
(2 Fields)

6121
(1 Field)

6362
(1 Field)

10

11

46

10

23

10

13

48

10

17

-

12

41

-

24

11

12

44

11

14

31

48

179

31

78

CCD frames obtained with ESO-Max Planck 2.2 m
telescope. (Data from Harris and Racine, 19"").

THE RESULTS

The CMDs for the three clusters reduced with MIDAS
(47 Tuc, M4 and Omega Cen) are shown in Figures 1-3.
As an example, we will discuss in somewhat more det
ail the results for 47 Tuc.

Two hundred and two stars were observed in a 4.0' x
2.5' field and the MIDAS/INVENTORY reductions yielded
the V vs B-V, V vs V-I, and V \s B-I CMDs shown in
Figures la.-lc. These diagrams also include the theo-
retical isochrones of VandenBerg and Bell (1985) for
ages ranging from 8 to 18 Gys. From the figures we
can see that brightests stars investigated in our
field are four red horizontal branch stars at a mean
magnitude of V-= 14.07. '-mile no red giants are pre-
sent in the field, the sub giant branch and the main
sequence are widl defined in all diagrams. The magni-
tudes of the main sequence turnoff points in the three
colors all fall very close i-.,, Vfo- 17.60+0.1. The
main sequence color turnoffs lie at S-V» 0.56+0 02
V-I« 0.68+0.02 and B-t- 1.24+O.C2. Hes*er andWtJick
(1977) and Lee (1977) found that the horizontal branch
lies at V(HB). 14.05±C05. Thus the AVT0.H8 (turnoff
magnitude minus hoiizontal brancr, magnitude)- 3.5b±
0.2. in agreement with tha mean valuo derived by



Peterson (1986) for the cluster listed in Table 1,
namely AVTQ-HB' 3.4.57+0,027.

Our main sequence turnoff values and fiducial points
for the V vs B-V CMD can be compared directly with the
results obtained from the SIT Vidicon camera at the 4
meter CTIO telescope by Harris, Hesser and Atviood
(1983 a,b). The comparison is excellent: for the
turnoff point they deduce VT0= 17.55*0.2 and B-V=
0.5810.02, and all the fiducial points agree within
10.02 mag.

The VandenBerg and Bell (198S) BVRI isochrones are
presented with the helium content alternatives of Y=
0.2 and V» 0.3, and in the metal rich extreme with
abundance alternatives of |Fe/H| =• -0.79 (Z= 0.003)
and |Fe/H|= -0.49 (Z= 0.006) for «=• 1.65. The red-
dening value for 47 Tuc is well determined at E(B-V)=
0.04±0.02. Using the reddening equivalences in BVI
given by Taylor (1986) for E(B-V)= 0.04+0.02, we de-
rive E(V-I) = O.O5+O.O2 and E(B-I)= 0.09+0.02. The
best fit for all the isochrones shown in Figs. la. lb,
and lc uses Y= 0.2, |Fe/H|= -0.49, with E(B-V)= 0.04+
0.02 and a distance modulus of (m-M)v= 13.2. In all
three color-indices we find that the isochrones match

the CMDa beac for an age 17 x 103y. The V vs B~l
C1D in Fig. lc, shows the good sequence definition
provided by the use of the extreme bandr. as color-
indices.

Using the horizontal branch magnitude of V(HB)=
14.05, we find that the absolute magnitude of the red
horizontal branch is MV(HB)» 0.85 vith an uncertainty
around +0.1. This result clearly suggest that indeed
the intrinsic brightness of horizontal branch stars
is fainter for metal rich clusters than the canonical
value of MV(HB)- 0.6.

As for the other clusters now reduced, we note that
the main sequence of the nearby and somewhat reddened
(EB-V^0.4) M4 has been observed to four magnitudes
below the turnoff (Fig. 2a-c), and the B-I colors
range from +1.8 to +3.5. The location of turnoff it-
self is clearly defined, as is the narrow sequence of
unevolved stars. Comparison of the main sequences of
M4 and Omega Cen demonstrates the unusual width of
the latter (see Fig. 3a-c). This characteristic which
results from the relatively large spread in composi-
tion occurs not only in the evolved stars above the
turnoff, but also in the unevolved members on the

47 TUC

0? 04 06 01 tO 12 U

BV
The observed V vs B-V, Vvs V-l, and V vs B-l color magnitude diagrams of 47 Tuc, fitted to the isochrones of
VandenBerg and Bell (1985) for Y= 0.2, Z= 0.006, (JFe/H|--0.49), a= 1.65, and ages 3-18 billion years. The
isochrones were shifted to represent a cluster with (m-M)v= 13.2 and in Fig. la E(B-V)= 0 04 in Fie lb E(V-H =
0.05, and in Fig. lc F.(B-I)= 0.09.

BV

The observed V vs B-V, V vs V-l, and V vs B-I color magnitude diagrams of M4, fitted to the isochrones of
VandenBerg and Bell (1985) for Y=0.2, Z= 0.001, (|Fe/Hl= -1.27), a. 1.65, and ages 8-18 billion years. The
isochrones were shifted to represent a cluster with (m-M)v= 12.7 and in Fig. 2a E(B-V)- 0 41 in Fie 2h
E(V-l)= 0.38, and in Fig. 2c E(B-I)= 0.80. ' "
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The observed V vs B-V, V vs V-I, and V vs B-I color magnitude diagrams of Omega Cen fitted to the isochrones
of VandenBei-R and Bell (1985) for Y= 0.2, Z~ 0.001, (]Fe/H|= -1.27) ot=1.65, and ages 8-18 billion years.
rhe isochrones were shifted to represent a cluster with (m-M)v= 14.0 and in Fig. 3a E(B-V)= 0.15 in Fig 3b
E(V-I)« 0.16, and in Fig. 3c E(B-I)- 0.33.

main sequence. Thus, it must be concluded that the
primordial composition had an unusually wide spread
as well.

Table 5 summarizes the basic results for the five
clusters nov fully reduced. In Figure 4 we have plo-
tted the ages vs aetallicity of these clusters plus
Che two oldest known open galactic clusters, M67 and
NGC 188. He can observe that the ages derived for all
of them are 17±1.5xl09 years, hinting that the globu-
lar cluster system might be coeval, and that the epoch
of the galactic contraction was short. These ages set
a lower limit for the age of the universe and thus an
upper limit for the Hubble constant of Ho»58+5 Kms"

1

Hpc"1, assuming qo«0.

- 1

- 2

t
iM l

12M

OtDtSI OPEN CLUSTERS

0BU.M CLUSTERS

O *^HAIO COLL1KE
/A • |

20 10

Table S ry of Basic Results

AGE(Gys)
Fig. 4. Age versus tnetallicity for our studied glo-
bular clusters and the two oldest open clusters
(NGC- 183 and M67).

Cluster

a) NGC 104
(47 Tuc)

b) NCC 2298

c) NGC 5139
(u) Cen)

d> NCC 6121

e) NGC 6362

VT0

17.6010

19.50+0

18.30+0

16.80+0

18.75±0

.1

.1

.15

.07

.1

Color
Turnoffs

B-V-0.5610.02
V-1-0.6810.02
B-I-l.2410.02

B-V-0.60+0.02
V-R-0.2710.03
R-I-0.3910.03
V-I-0.7110.03
B-I-l.30+0.03

B-V=0.55+0.03
V-I=0.73*0.03
B-I-l.28+0.03

B-V=O.81*0.02
V-l=0.96*0.02
B-I=1.77+O.O2

B-V=O.50*0.02
V-R=0.3U0.02
R-l=0.35+0.02
V-I=0.68*0.02
8-1=1.18*0.03

^(TO-HB)

3.510.2

3.410.2

3.8+0.2

3.40+0.2

3.4010.2

|Fe/H| Used
Isochrones

-0.49

-1.27

-1.27

-1.27

-1.27

Age
109y

17.0+1.5

17.0+1.5

17.0+1.5

17.011.5

16.0+1.5

a) Alcaino & Liller 1987a (Results from MIDAS).
b) Alcaino & Liller 1986b (Results from 1HAP).
c) Alcaino & Liller 1987b (Results from MIDAS).

d) Alcaino 4 Liller 1987c (Results from MIDAS).
e) Alcaino S Liller 1986a (Results from IHAP).
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1986b, Aatronouy and Astro-

1987a. Astrophyaical J.,

I987h. Astronomical J.,

1987c. Aatrophysical J.
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THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM

Lea Bliti

Univtnity of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Imlilult. for Advanced Study, Princeton, Nev Jersey 08540

Abstract The structure of the local interstellar medium ia reviewed with emphasis on the new observations
of the cold neutral component. The properties of the high latitude molecular clouds are discussed as well as their
relationship to the "infrared cirrus'1 and atomic gas. The molecular clouds we shown to lie preferentially along
the loops and filaments of local HI gas, but a, detailed examination shows the CO and HI peaks are offset from
one another. An expansion velocity of 7 km t~l is derived for one of the shells suggesting an expansion energy
of ~ 8 x 10*T erg*, which is somewhat smaller than that expected for a supernova explosion. If the pressure in
the clumps of the high latitude clouds is in equilibrium with the surrounding gas, the pressure in the shells u
10* — 1(Pcm'^K, an order of magnitude higher than what is generally argued to exist in the interstellar medium.

Introduction

Several years ago, a few researchers thought that the
time was ripe to try to obtain a coherent picture of the locsi
interstellar medium from the many observations made at
different wavelengths across the electromagnetic spectrum.
Consequently, an IAU colloquium was held on the sub-
ject at Madison, Wisconsin, in June 1084. What emerged
from the meeting was & consensus of the broad outlines of
the structure of the local ISM that I will call the "stan-
dard picture." The first part of this paper briefly presents
this standard picture. Further details are available in the
volume The Local Interstellar Medium edited by Hondo,
Bruhweiler and Savage (1984), available as NASA Confer-
ence Publication 2345, and ia references therein, as well
as in recent reviews by Cox and Reynolds (1987) and by
Jakobsen (1987).

Since that meeting, a great deal of work has focused
on IRAS and molecul&i line observations of the local ISM,
thct is, the relatively cold neutral component. It is this
component that ultimately forms the stars that energize
the interstellar medium as a whole. Very little is known
about how the interstellar medium produces star-forming
clouds, and the focus of the second part of this article is
the new observations of the local gas and dust. The final
section of this review attempts to reconcile the standard
picture with the new observations and suggests some ob-
servational tests of the new picture. The reader is also
referred to the excellent review by KuUcarni and Heiles
(1987) on HI and the diffuse interstellar medium.

The Standard Picture

The Sun's motion with respect to the local interstellar
medium is the difference between the Sun's velocity with
respect to the local standard of rest (LSR) and the ve-
locity of the interstellar medium with respect to the LSR.
Such a wind has been detected from spacecraft observa-
tions of backscattered solar Hel A584 and HLya radia-
tion and from optical interstellar absorption line measure-
ments of nearby stars. The He line observations measure
the orientation of ihe cone of incoming He atoms focused
downstream of the Sun by iis gravity. The Ly a mea-
surements determine the orientation of the elongated HII
region which interacts directly with the interstellar wind.
Both of these relate to the interstellar medium well within
1 pc of the Sun. The optical absorption lines are observed
toward stars with distances of 20-100 pc and thus sam-
ple more distant gas. The results are summarized below.
Wind direction is upstream relative to the LSR.

Method Wind Direction Velocity Rtf.

/ 6
He, H 304° ± 3 ° 4° ± 3 °

Nal, Call 345° ± 20° -10° ± 20°

fcro<Ts

16 Bertaux (1984)
15 Crutcher (1082)

The agreement between the two is quite good consid-
ering the different volumes of gas sampled by the ground-
based and spacecraft observations. Crutcher (1982) sug-
gests that the origin of the gas is the Sco-Cen OB Asso-
ciation which is accelerating the material in the direction
of the Sun through the combined action of stellar winds
and supernovae. Bertaux(1984) estimates the density of
the interstellar gas flowing into the solar system to be 0.1S
em"3 at a temperature of —10,000 K. The estimate is con-
sistent with the existence of a very nearby (£ 5 pc) neutral
atomic cloud of high ioniration inferred from Ly a absorp-
tion line studies of very nearby stars (Anderson et ai. 1078;
McClintock et ai. 1978).

Outside the region interacting with the solar system
is a cavity of hot, low density gas with a radius of 50-
100 pc inferred from hydrogen absorption line studies to-
ward nearby stars, the diffuse X-ray and EUV background,
and OVI emission lines. A map of the N(HI) distribution
within ~ ISO pc of the Sun generated by Paresce (1984)
projected on the galactic plane is shown in Figure 1. The
cavity may be defined as the volume of gas with N(HI)
< 10" cm'3 (e.g. Cox and Reynolds 1987). There are
only a few stars that delineate the cavity in the direction
of the galactic plane in the direction I = 225°. The dif-
fuse X-ray background (e.g. McCammon 1984) appears
to he the result of thermal bremstrahlung from gas at
T ~ 106 K originating within the local cavity seen in Fig-
ure 1. The mean free path for photoelectric absorption
of the X-ray photons, the dominant absorption process, is
only 5.6 - 13 x 1019 cm "J depending on the wavelength
band. The density of gas within the bubble is presumably
~ 10-J em"3.

The existence of clouds within the cavity will have
a significant effect on its evolution since evaporation of
dense clouds will quickly cool the hot gas (e.g. Cox and
Reynolds, 1987). Except for the moderate density gas
cloud very close to the Sun, very little dense gas is found
within the cavity. The high latitude molecular clouds de-
scribed below may, however, be an exception.

The origin of the hot gas is unclear at present, and
Cox and Reynolds (1987) review a number of possibili-
ties. They conclude that the cavity is either the result of
one or more supernova explosions with an age < 10' y, or
an older (< JO7 yj pressure confined bubble, the origin of
which was some combination of stellar winds and explo-
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M x

Figure 1 Map of HI column density taken from Paresce
(1984) based on absorption line studies of nearby stars.
The origin is the location of the Sun and galactic longitude
is also indicated. Note the low density hole around the Sun
that seema to extend to large distances in the direction of
I = 225°.

shre events. There is not enough observational evidence
to constrain either of these possibilities enough to choose
between them.

Cold Gas and Dust

In 1984, Low et al. announced the discovery of "in-
terstellar cirrus," large inhomogeneous patches of radia-
tion seen most prominently at 100 urn in the IRAS data
at high galactic latitudes. Characteristic angular sizes for
the cirrus was found to be degrees, and characteristic grain
temperatures ~ 20 K, a value very close to the value found
throughout most of the galactic disk (Hauser et al. 1984),
rather than the ~ 300 K dust typical of the solar sys-
tem. Because of its distribution on the sky, the cirrus was
thought to be quite close to the Sun, but distances could
not be measured directly.

That same year, Blitz, Magnani and Mundy (1984)
found considerable quantities of molecular gas at high
galactic latitude through its CO J = 1 - 0 emission and
suggested that it might be responsible for at least some of
the cirrus. A statistical distance of 100 pc to the high lat-
itude molecular clouds (HLCs) was obtained, thus making
it likely that both the cirrus and molecular clouds are com-
ponents of the local interstellar medium. Shortly there-
after, Boulanger, Baud and van Albada (1985) showed that
a good correlation exists between N(HI), the atomic hydro-
gen column density, and Jioo • 100pm intensity of the cir-
rus emission. The next year Weiland et al. (1986) showed
that the molecular clouds are the 'cores' of at least some
of the cirrus, a picture confirmed by de Vries, Heidhausen

and Thaddeus (1987). Direct distance determinations to
the molecular clouds by means of star counts (Magnani
and de Vries 1987), and by the presence or absence of in-
terstellar absorption lines toward stars of known distance
(Hobbs, Blitz and Magnani 1980; Hobbs et al. 1987) con-
firmed the distance estimate of Blitz, Magnani and Mundy
(1984).

On the basis of these papers, one may conclude the
following. 1) The cirrus is dust emisBioi: associated with
atomic gas that accounts for most of the surface filling
fraction of the infrared emission on the sky (~ 10%) away
from the galactic plane. 2) A smaller fraction of this gas is
associated with molecular clouds; the current best estimate
is 0.5% (Magnuii, Lada and Blitz 1986). On the basis of
their similar velocities, the atomic and molecular cirrus are
closely related. 3) The distances to all three components
are established by the distances to the molecular clouds
because of their interrelationship. 4) The mean properties
of the HLCs are given in Table 1 below from the 29 clouds
mapped by Magnani, Blitz and Mundy, 1985—hereafter
MBM.

Table 1

Distance
Diameter
Mass
n(Hj)
A,
jy (co)
Angular size

100 pc
2.0 pc
4OAf0

170 ero~s

0.7 mag
2.6 K
1.9 km tr
1.0 aq.dcg.

One of the striking features of the HLCs is their lack
of gravitational bourdedness. One can compare the virial
mass of the complexes (derived from the CO line widths
and their radii and by assuming a distance of 100 pc)
with the luminous mass (derived from CO data and the
CO/Ht conversion factor applicable to this data set; Mag-
nani, Blitz and Wouterloot, 1987). The results (MBM)
show that the virial mass for half of the clouds exceeds
the luminous mass by more than two orders of magnitude.
No reasonable uncertainty in either the distance to the en-
semble, the CO IEi conversion factor or the detailed cloud
structure, can account for this difference: the clouds clearly
cannot be held together by gravity. This conclusion was
later confirmed by Keto and Myers (1986).

If the typical pressure of the interstellar medium is
~ 3 x 10s K em~3, then the clouds cannot also be held to-
gether by external pressure. The mean one-dimensional
velocity dispersion of a dump within a cloud is about
0.35 km « ~ \ and with a mean density of ~ ID3 em"5,
the derived dump pressure is 3 X 104 K a n ' 3 . An HLC,
which is composed of individually moving clumps with ap-
parently high clump-interdump density contrast (Magnani
1986), cannot in any event be bound by pressure because
such a collection of clumps can only be bound by a pres-
sure gradient. The geometry of such a gradient is very
unlikely and in any event, will equalize itself over a sound
crossing time—about 10* y for an interclump gas density
of 10 em'3.

This presents a problem in understanding the forma-
tion of HLCs because if the clouds are not held together by
gravity or pressure (magnetic field confinement is consid-
ered very unlikely), they must be young, since a dynamical
crossing time is about 10s y. How then can the clouds have
formed in the first place? It is suggested below that the
clouds form in the shells produced by interstellar shocks,
and the pressure in the shells is close to the value needed
to pressure confine the dumps in the HLCs.

Association of HLCs with Atomic Gas

The first clue to the origin of the HLCs is made by
comparing the locations of the HLCs with t?»« HI maps
made at high galactic latitude in narrow (~ « Am s"1)
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velocity bins by Colomb, Poppel and Hellet (1080). These
maps show dearly that the local atomic hydrogen is col-
lected predominantly in loops and filaments rather than in
spherical clouds. Using the catalogue of MBM and Keto
and Myers (1986), we have located 75 HLCs on the HI map
corresponding to the velocity centroid of a given molecular
cloud. Figure 2 shows one of the maps with the locations
of the known HLCs superimposed on it. The loops and fil-
aments are clearly seen, as well as the clear association of
the molecular clouds with these features. Note particularly
the small partial loop centered at t = 85° , 6 = -30°. The
velocity structure of this loop is examined in more detail
below. The much more extended HI emission is probably
responsible for most of the cirrus. As is evident for the
HLCs along the filament at 6 = -50° , I = 60° - 180°,
some molecular clouds separated by many tens of degrees
appear to be associated with a single HI structure. There-
fore, it is necessary to examine the data on very large scales
in order to properly understand the formation mechanisms
of the clouds.

Examination of Figure 2 brings two other questions im-
mediately to mind. First, what is the detailed relationship
between the HI and CO? Does the molecular gas occur re-
gions of peak HI column density? Second, shell structures
imply energetic events such as supernovae, stellar winds
etc. Can the expansion velocities for any of the loops be
measured?

Figure 3 shows a map of the CO emission from MBM
40 superimposed on a map of HI taken at the 43 m tele-
scope in Green Bank by Blitz, Magnani and Gir (unpub-
lished). The velocity of the HI map is centered on the
velocity centroid of the CO emission and has an extent
which is twice the velocity dispersion of the CO. The map
shows a clear offset in position of the molecular cloud from
the peak of the HI emission, a situation previously demon-
strated for MBM 20 (Weiland el al. 1986). In fact, of
18 molecular clouds for which well sampled HI data are
available, all show an offset of the CO cloud from the HI
maximum.

Figure 3 Photograph of the HI emission at high galactic latitude from Colomb, Poppel and Heiles (1980). Galactic
latitude and longitude are indicated. Each panel represents the hydrogen emission within U t m i ' 1 window
centered on V(tSR) = - 8 km «"' (top) and V(LSii) = -13 km a"1 ^bottom). Note particularly the large loops.
Positions of high latitude clouds are indicated by black dots on the emission. Boxed regions indicate where higher
resolution and higher sensitivity HI observations were obtained by Blitz and Magnani (unpublished).
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Figure 3 CO (dark contours) and HI (light contours) in
the direction of cloud MBM 40. Note how the CO cloud
is offset from the atomic hydrogen peak.

The distribution of HI and CO implies the following.
1) The CO forms from the HI rather than the other way
around because of the relatively large quantity of HI in
a given loop or filament relative to the Hj. 2) The CO
actually condenses out of the HI The relative onset of the
CO and HI peaks results from a change of phase of HI into
H2 resulting in a decrease in HI column density along the
line of sight to the molecular cloud. 3) No observations
made to date indicate why a phase change has occurred
in a particular location, or where a phase change is likely
to occur soon. 4) It appears that the filaments are likely
to have been the result of an explosion or outflow from a
central source. By looking for evidence of expansion of the
shells, it is possible to determine the expansion velocity of a
shell and consequently its kinetic energy, since its distance
is known approximately.

masses is given approximately by

M (Mo) = 0.287"* AV $ A$ r\^

where Tg is the peak 21 em radiation temperature in K,
AV is the line width (FWHM in km *-' ), 6 is the angu-
lar radius of the shell in degrees, A0 the angular width of
the shell in degrees and r)00 is the distance to the cloud in
units of 100 pc. Consider the shell shown in Figure 3. The
peak radiation temperature is 10 K, and the line width is
about 10 km a"1. The mean radius of the shell is about 12°
and the width is about 5°, since only about half the loop
is actually seen, derive an HI mass of ~ 1.6 x lO3**^, Mm.
Bigger, brighter shells can be about an order of magnitude
more massive than this, but shells with masses significantly
in excesB of ~ 2 x 10* MQ are probably not present in the
data. The mass of molecular material in the shells is gen-
erally a small fraction of the total HI mass.

At an expansion velocity of 7 km a"1, the MBM 55
cloud has an expansion energy of ~ 8 x 10<7 ergs. Ex-
pansion velocities much in excess of 10 km a~l are not
expected on the basis of the appearance of the Colomb
et ol. (1980) maps, so maximum expansion energies are
probably about 2 x 10*9 ergs, with a typical value proba-
bly between 1047 - 104' ergs.

What, then, are the progenitors of the shells? We ex-
pect a type II supernova to eject matter into the interstellar
medium with an energy of ~ 10s1 erga. As the remnant
expands, it will sweep up the surrounding interstellar gas
producing a shell of material similar to those seen in Figure
1. When the radiative cooling time becomes shorter than
the hydrodynamical time, the remnant can radiate a large
fraction of its energy. The energy of the shell can be writ-
ten E = EBV/VTad where Eo is the initial kinetic energy
of the ejecta, V is the velocity of the remnant and Vraj is
about 200 Arm s'1 (Woltjer 1972). We might expect that a
supernova shell would have an energy of at least 1049 erga
even at the end of its recognizable lifetime. However, if the
remnant were open to a region of the galaxy with much
lower density (e.g. the corona), lae remnant could hnve
yet less energy. Energies in the range 1047-1048 erga, do
seem however to require an uncomfortably large fraction-
of a supernova's energy to be lost from the kinetic energy
of the remnant.

Another candidate for forming sheik is stellar winds.
These have been found to be increasingly common, and
the energy deposited in the interstellar medium by an O
star during its lifetime can exceed that a a supernova (Cas-
tor, McCray and Weaver 1975). Other possibilities include
novae, and stellar winds from clusters of B stars.

Expansion of the Atomic Shells

If a shell exhibits expansion or contraction, observa-
tions made at narrow velocity intervals should show an in-
creasing or decreasing radius of curvature of the emission
with velocity. Figure 4 shows two maps of HI emission
made from the Magnani and Blitz HI data in two nar-
row (1 km a'1 wide) velocity bins centered at V(LSR) =
-10.3 and - 15.5 km a"1 in the vicinity of clouds MBM
54 and 55. This is the shell centered at t = 85° , 6 = -30°
seen on Figure 2. The partial arcs indicate eyeball fits to
the circumference of the lowest CO contour (the same in
both parts of the figure). The obvious change in the ra-
dius of curvature is a clear indication of the expansion of
the loop (actually, contraction cannot be ruled out but is
considered too unlikely and is not considered further). By
looking at all of the maps and measuring the change of
curvature radius with velocity, one derives a value of the
expansion velocity of ~ 7 km »~l. A similar velocity has
also been derived for the HI loop associated with MBM
27-29.

We are now in a position to estimate the expansion
energies of typical HI sheik. The mass of a shell in solar

The New Observations and the Standard Picture

How then can we reconcile the standard picture which
seems to require very little cold material in the hot cavity
with the observations that indicate that the mean distance
to the HLCs k 100 pc? First, since there k so little mass
in the HLCs, and some may not be associated with loops
and filaments, a few may be within the cavity without
doing violence to the interpretation of the observations of
the hot gas. Identifying such clouds and observing them
would provide important data on interfaces between hot
and cold regions. Second, examination of all of the maps
made by Colomb, Poppel and Heiles (1980) indicate that
there are at least several sheik in the solar vicinity, within
about 200 pc. Most of the HLCs appear to be formed in
the walk of the sheik. The expansion age of the sheik k
~ 10* y, comparable to the derived lifetime of the HLCs.

If the ELCs are formed in the sheik, then the pressure
in the shells must be ~ 104 - 10s cm"' K. That k, the
evidence seems to point to the HLCs condensing out of the
HI which k seen, in most cases, to be part of large shell
structures. Since the HLCs are generally not gravitation-
ally bound, the change of phase must occur in approximate
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Figure 4 Two maps of the atomic hydrogen emission associated with MBM 53-55 in 1 km a"1 wide velocity bins
at velocities of -10.3 and -15.5 km a"1. The map is from data in the larger boxed region in Figure 2. The dark
areas are the circumferences of the 6K contour (fit by eye) showing the different curvature radii of the loop of HI
gas. Intermediate velocities show intermediate radii of curvature.

pressure equilibrium with the surrounding material. Since
the pressure in the HLC clumps is ~ 104 - 105 em'3 K,
this should also be the pressure in the surrounding HI.
This could be checked with emission-absorption observa-
tions toward extragalactic radio sources in the direction of
the shells. The observations give the temperature and col-
umn density of the HI along the line of sight. The density
can be obtained approximately by dividing N(HI) by the
width of a shell. Existing observations may be sufficient
to test this hypothesis.

Furthermore, if the HLCs are formed by condensing
out of regions of shocked HI, their chemistry should show

the signature of processing by slow shocks. The first step
in thiB direction has been taken by Magnani, Blitz, and
Wouterloot (1987) who found OH overabundances of one
to two orders of magnitude relative to both dark and dif-
fuse molecular clouds, consistent with the shock formation
hypothesis (Aanestad 1073).

A good deal more work needs to be done, but the time
seems ripe for merging the information available from both
high and low energy observations.

This work was partially supported by grants AST-88-
1.8763, JPL #958009 and a fellowship awarded by the Al-
fred P. Sloan Foundation.
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DISCUSSION

P.WESSELIUS: At M g h possitive galactic
latitudes there exists a huge (~ 50 )
HI complex at velocities systematically
changing from V,SR=-20 to -70 km s ,
first described By Blaauw and Tolbert in
1963 and' «ore extensively by Wesselius
and Fejes in 1973.
1. Is this complex visible in CO and cirrus?
2. How does the complex fit into the picture

of the LISM?

L.BLITZ: I'm not sure whether or not the
complex is visible in CO or IR, but it is
not related to our observations. All of
our clouds except for one have velocities
less than ±13 km s . The one "high
velocity" CO,complex has a mean velocity
of -23 km s and is related to a cometary
type structure in HI.

J.SELLWOOD: How do you estimate distances
to these clouds?

L.BLITZ: By three methods:
1. We assume that the vertical distribution
of CO clouds is in equilibrium with the
stellar potential and then calculate an
expectation .value of the distance for each
cloud based on its latitude and the scale
height of the gas. The mean distance of the
clouds ensemble is the mean value of all
the expectation values.
2. We have distances or upper limits to
eight clouds based on star counts and Wolf
diagrams.
3. We have measurements based on Na and Ca
line absorptions ( or lack thereof ) toward
stars of known distance projected on the
clouds for two of them.

AJBAUDRY: you have mentioned that the HI and
CO peaks are always offset in the local
clouds, but of course one could have there
an opacity.effeet. Have you observed your
clouds in CO and do you observe the same
offsets?
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t.BLITZ:,*es, we have some CO observations
land the CO seems to reach a maximum at the
CO peak. In any event, in some cases the CO
emission is undetectable at the HI maximum
and the HI is always optically thin judging
from its low antena temperature. We can
rule out opacity as a source of this CO-HI
offset.

A.HARRIS: You said that molecular clouds and
cirrus perhaps form in shocked loops and
filaments. On the contrary, shocks are
generally thought to destroy grains. Coulii

the small size of the cirrus dust grains
be a result of shock processing's

L.BLITZ: I doubt that shocks we are consi-
dering can affect the dust grains very much,
except to possibly evaporate some of ths
volatile material entrained in them. The
observed shell velocities are generally
< 10 km s . If the small cirrus dust

grains are a result of shock processing,
this processing appears to be ubiquitous
in the ISM because the small grains appear
to be so common.



THE LOCAL KINEMATICS OF YOUNG OBOECTS

3an Palous

Astronomical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague

The radial velocities of star forming regions and young open star clusters from our galaxy
are investigated statistically. We use the cubic, plane approximation of a general velocity
field and conclude that with all objects from our sample, which reside within 10 kpc from the
Sun, the velocity field is close to circular. However, the young objects from the local spiral
arm deviate. This deviation is different from that caused by the linear density wave or by
the collisionless expansion from a small region. We propose that the velocities of young local
objects may be interpreted as a consequence of a large scale multi-supernova remnant.

1, WHAT DOES IT MEAN LOCAL?

We reside inside a region which Is relatively
free of interstellar medium. The ISM around
the. solar system Is of low dexisity, n £ 0.1
cm , and it is warm, T ~ 10 K (Frisch and
York, 1986). The "local hole" in the ISM extends
to about 100 pc from the Sun, with the exception
of directions between 1=200° to 340°, where
the low density ISM goes evpn further.

The local hole contains small molecular
clouds of a size of about 2 pc and a mass of
about 40 M (Blitz, Magnani and Mundi, 1984;
Magnani, Blitz and Mundi, 1985). They are probably
not gravitationally abound implying that they
must be less than 10 years old. There is close
correspondence between the 100 u m cirrus dis-
covered in the IRAS measurements and the CO
intensity peaks connected with these small
molecular clouds (Weiland et al., 1985).

What may be the origin of this local hole
or the local superbubble? The local superbubble
may have been created by one or more local
supernovae. Innes and Hartquist (1984) infer
from the observed background of soft X - ray
and EUV spectra that the initial explosion
must have occured some 4 Myr ago in a ,region
with a density exceeding n = 0.1 cm*,, and
must have been very energetic, E = 10 erg.
It may be a consequence of the evolution of
massive stars within a local OB association.

There are other superbubbles within the
local spiral arm, e.g. Sco-Cen and Eri-Ori.
The superbubbles may be interpreted in terms
of overlaping remnants from many supernovae.
Superbubbles in the interstellar medium contain-
ing energetic ejecta from supernovae may follow
clumped burst of star formation in a small
locality within the galactic disk such as forma-
tion of an OB association.

In the present paper local means the local
spiral arm. It should be distinguished from
Sagittarius and Perseus spiral arms (see Fig.
1). We investigate the physical mechanisms
which could explain the shape and the motion
of the local spiral arm and W£, would like to
consider the large energy, 10 erg or more,
which has been quite recently released within
this locality due to clumped star formation
in star clusters and associations and subsequent
supernova explosions.

2. THE KINEMATICS

In this paper we investigate statistically
the radial velocities of star forming regions
and young open' star clusters. We construct
the velocity field and compare it with kinemati-
cal models.

The plane, two dimensional, cubic approxima-
tion of the velocity field has been used. This
is an extension of the linear analysis by Milne
(1935), which has been extended to quadratic
terms by Edmondson (1937).

-t. Y<KPO

Flg.1. The space distribution of the star forming
regions (+) and young open star clusters (o)
in the galactic plane. The X axis points with
the positive direction towards the galactic
centre and the Y axis In the direction of galactic
rotation.
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The linear approximation Is valid only
within 1 - 2 kpc from the Sun. The velocity
field of more distant objects can only be asses-
sed when the aproximatlan of the velocity field
includes also higher order terms: the quadratic
terms hold up to 5 kpc from the Sun, but when
even more distant objects are Included we should
also use cubic terms.

The three-dimensional and linear approxima-
tion of the velocity field has been used in
a kinematical study of interstellar, clouds,
Interstellar medium, B and A stars by Coulet
and Shuter (198ft). They concluded that there
exist significant departures from circular
motion within the galactic plane, but they
did not find systematic motion perpendicular
to that plane. Therefore, we restrict our Inves-
tigation only to those components of space
velocity vectors which are parallel to the
galactic plane.

3. THE DISTANCES AND RADIAL VELOCITIES

The data on 216 molecular clouds and star
forming regions has been taken from a catalogue
by Avedisova (1981, 1983). In that catalogue
the distances are established from the published
photometry of exciting stars and the radial
velocities are derived from molecular line
measurements within clouds.

The distances, radial velocities and ages
of 106 open star clusters have been taken fr«a
the computer-based catalogue prepared by Lynga
(1987). The distance and ages are selected
from literature and the radial velocities have
been derived by Wramdemark (1982).

4. THE CONDITION EQUATION

The radial velocities relative to the
Sun, V , are first reduced using the standard
solar motion (Delhaye, 1965)

For the pure circular velocity field,
the following relations should be fulflled:

( U, V, W ) = (10.4, 14.8, 7.3) km s
-1 (1)

The
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where r is the distance from the Sun in kpc,
v- i CD an^ v, .„., a r e radial velocities In
r - Lori i) res

km s" and (K, A, C), a. and b, are amplitudes
of the linear, quadratic and cublfc terms describ-
ing the velocity field in km s^kpc'1, kms"1kpc'2

and km s" kpc" respectively. A standard regres-
sion analysis of equation (2) yields (K, A,
C), aj and b. and then the radial velocity
residuals yield1 the reslduax velocity dispersion

K = C = a2 = = b1 = b5 = 0 (3)

A = -1/2 ( R dw/dR) g

a1 = 1/8 (3 dw/dR + R d
2w/dR Z) Q

a3 = 1/8 (-dui/dR + R d
2w /dR ) Q (*)

2 + d u/dR 1/R + dZ u /dR2 +b2 = 1/8 ( 2 in /R2

1/3 d3tu/dR3 R

= 1/16 ( -2 u)/R2 - dm /dR 1/R

+ 1/3 d3oi/dR3 R) Q

3 d2w /dR2

where R is the galactocentrlc distance, the
subscrlbt o means the position of the Sun.

to = (i) (R) is the angular rotation curve of
our Galaxy. The significant deviations of constants
K, C, a,, a. , b., b, or b, from zero and non-
fulfilment of the relations (4) express the
noncircularlty of the velocity field. The shape
of such velocity field Is defined with the
above constants and should be Interpreted with
a kinematical model.

5. THE CIRCULAR STREAMINC

The solutions from the regression analysis
of the equ. (2) are given in the Table 1 and
Illustrated in Fig. 2. Since the velocity field
of star forming regions and of young open star
clusters ate similar (see also Lynga and Palous,
1987), we present also one common solution.
Our results can be compared rith those by
Ovenden et al. ?1S83) for 0 ano B stars which
are also given in the Table 1. These are trans-
formed to our system of constants (K, A, C)
and a,.

20

0

28

o

•

*? ,gjtr o

o

S3 270 L(DEG)

Fig.2. V ,J* cos b versus galactic longitude
1 for star forming regions (+) and young open
star clusters (o). The statistical fit with
the linear part of equ. (2) yields the solid
line, with linear and quadratic parts of (2)
the dashed line and with the complete equ. (2)
including cubic terms the dotted line.
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Table 1.

Kinenatical Parameters of Star Forming Regions (SFR) and Young Open Star Clusters

(parameters of 0 and B stars are Iron Ovondsn et si.,1903)

i

< -1

A 9

C 1

Bl

'2

'3
a4

>a

b2

t)3

'4
b5

'rea

.310.3

.9 0.4

.8 0.5

14.B

-0

11

0

-0

0

0

-0

.7±0.

.8 0.

.4 0.

.46 0

.07 0

.69 0

.25 0

8.2

SFR

218

2 -1

3 13

3 1

.05 -0

.06 0

.05 0

.06 0

0

-0

0

0

0

.O±0.

.7

.5

.52

.29

.76

.05

.03

.07

.00

04

.02

6

0.

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

•i

4

3

.05

.08

.06

.07

.01

.01

.01

01

01

Young

-1.0+0

13.5 1

2.0 1

11.4

53

9 -0

2 14

1 1

-0

0

1

0

)C1

.7±0.

.5 1.

.6 1.

.50 0

.09 0

.21 0

.81 0

10.9

9

2

2

.43

.49

.58

.39

-1.3±0.3

10.2 0.4

1.8 0.4

14.3

Combined

-0

12

0

-0

0

0

-0

271

,7±0.

.0 0.

.6 0.

.45 0

.09 0

.70 0

.22 0

9.0

2

4

3

.05

.06

.05

.07

-1.1±

),3.8

1.7

-0.49

0.31

0.79

0.10

0.03

-0.07

0.00

0.05

0.02

7

0.

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.4

•t

4

3

.06

.09

.07

.08

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

0 and 8
stars

988

-1.3

13.2

-1.7

-0.49

-0.29

0.90

-0.12

12

Without the cubic terns Is our equ. (2)
stellar to those used by Ovenden et al. (1983).
But we skipped out the zero order tern, which
Is Independent of the distance. The amplitude
of this ten* expressing the "adjustment" of
the velocity centroid of objects under Investi-
gation to the local standard of rest, Is, ac-
cording to Ovenden et al., equal to about 3
kM s .

The investigation of the velocity fields
within large areas of the galactic plane with
the condition equation including the linear
tern for solar notion (Ovenden et al. 1983;
Hron, 1987) Is, in our opinion, not correct.
It was pointed out by Milne (1935) that for
establishing solar notion and local standard
of rest, it Is necessary to use stars Immediately
surrounding the Sun, where the influence of
galactic differential rotation is negligible
or. where It can be described by linear terms
only. Otherwise, the first harmonics due to
the solar motion combine «rlth the first harmonics
due to the galactic rotation or other systematic
motions; it is impossible to separate these
effects. The higher value of A found by Hron
(1987) is, in our opinion, mainly due to the
last difference In the condition eauations.

Hron (1987) assumes that the velocity
field around the Sun qan be described as the
rotation in circular orbits. This may be valid
if the area under investigation is larger as
the size of "clumps" in the space distribution.
On the other hand, if this area Is comparable
to the size of space distribution lnhomogeneltles
whose motion can be quite non-circular, a more
general condition equation should be used.

In the first step we investigate the motion
of all objects without any restriction based
on their positions in the galactic plane. We
may see in the Table 1 that, if all objects
are Included, our results are close to those
by Ovenden et al. (1983) for 0 and B stars.
All constants from relations (3) are small
which means that the velocity field is close
to circular.

With a flat rotation curve, V
and R = 8.5 kpc, we get from (4):

A = 12.9 km s'Jkpc'!
a. = -0.37 km s'ikpc ,
a, = 1.14 km s'ikpc ,
bf = -0.04 km s ,kpc ,
b£ = 0.07 km s kpc .

(5)

The differences between our results and the
above values should be investigated carefully.
It should be clarified which part of it is
due to deviations of the rotation curve from
the flat shape and which part can be due to
the other effects.

The deviation from the circular motion
fount by Ovenden et al. in the moticn of 112
kinematically distinct Sharpless regions, which
is not confirmed by our results, has been caused,
In our opinion, due to the incompleteness of
their data: there is no coverage of the galactic
plane between 1 = 240 - 360 or there are
almost no HII regions from the Sagittarius
spiral arm in their sample.
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We may suwnarUe that the velocity field
from the radial velocities of star forming
regions and of young open star clusters residing
within 10 kpc from the Sun Is Dearly circular
and our value A = 13.8 km s kpc Is close
to that proposed by Kerr and Lynden-Bell (1986).

Table 2.

Kinematics! Parameters of the Local Spiral Arm

6. THE LOCAL SPIRAL ARM

As a next step, we restrict our analysis
to objects residing in the local spiral arm.
The results are given In the Table 2 and illus-
trated l.i Fig. 3. The velocity fields are simi-
lar, and therefore, we may represent radial
velocities of star forming regions and of young
open star clusters in a common solution.

The inclusion of quadratic and of cubic
terms In the condition equation dues not yield
an improvement of the fit for the objects from
the local spiral arm. The velocity field of
these local objects may be adequately represented
with three linear terms:

K = -1.9 - 0.8 km s"]kpc"J
A = 14.1i0.9 km s'Jkpc ,
C = 3.1 - 0.8 km s kpc

(6)

This nonclrcular velocity field Is interpreted
in the next part of this paper.

0 270 L OEG>

Fig.3. Vr cos b versus 1 for star forming
d l ()

Fig.3. Vr jcp/r cos b versus 1 for star forming
regions C*y and young open star clusters (o)
from the local spiral arm. The solid line is
from the kinematisal model of the multl-supernova
remnant after 7C Myr of evolution.
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7. THE KINEMATICAL MODELS

How to explain the observed kinematlcal
deviation of the local spiral arm from circular
streaming in the Galaxy? We should compare
the results from the statistical investigation
of radial velouties with klnematical models
of motion near the Sun.

We may assume that it Is due to the sys-
tematic deformation of stellar orbits in the
local area from the gfavitatio."ii potential
of the spiral density wave. The response of
objects moving near the circular orbits with
a small velocity dispersion, as the young objects
do, is larger than that of old objects with
higher velocity dispersion. This may explain
the deformed local velocity field of young
objects, however, the oval-like shape of the
local spiral arm and its position between the
main spiral arms remain unexplained.

This model has been investigated by Rohlfs
(1972) and the A, B, C and K are given as func-
tions of the linear density wave parameters
by Lindblad (1980). But with small (less than
30 km s" ) non-circular velocities and with
tne inclination of the spiral wave less than
<*5 the A, C and K differ from our observation:
for small phase angles, when the local arm
resides inside the positive density from the
spiral wave, A is too small and C is close
to zero. On the other hand, for phase angles
near 90°, when the Sun resides between the
main spiral arms, K has a large value which
is close to that of C.

We conclude that the linear density wave
yields a velocity field which is different
from that which Is observed within the local
spiral arm. Therefore, we should investigate
an alternative kinematical model.

Let vs try a stellar system expanding
from a point in the galactic plane. This model
was proposed by Blaauw (195?) and applied by
Bonneau (196f) and by Undblad (1967, 1980).
The evolution of A, B, C and K as functions
of time elapsed from the beginning of expansion
may be expressed analytically using the epi-
cyclic approximation of motion in the nearly
circular orbits (Lindblad, 1980).
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Fig.4a. Radial velocity gradients versus the
galactic longitude 1 from the numerical model
of a stellar system expanding from a point in
the galactic plane. Time is indicated in Myr,
the intial velocity of expansion v

e x D= 1 - 1

km s

Flg.M>. The same as <ta with Vflxn= 10 ± 1 (ems'1.

In this paper, we compare the analytical
formulas of Lindblad with the results of numeri-
cal integration of coliisionless orbits describ-
ing an expanding stellar group. With a given
initial expaslon velocity, 1 km s" or 10 km
s~ , we follow '.he evolution of a group composed
of 200 stars, which expands from a point in
the galactic plane. We observe our "stars"
from the expansion centre and their radial
velocities yield the A, C~and K. The results
for expansion times up to 10 years are presented
in Figs 4a, b.

Our results from numerical experiments
agree with the analytical formulas given by
Lindblad (1980). We may see in Figs 4 that
K is large and positive for any expansion time
less than 10 years. This is an effect of overall
expansion of the group. The decrease of K with
increasing expansion time is due to the galactic
differential rotation: it causes later some
parts of the expanding system move backwards
to the expansion centre.

But the observed value of K is small, near
to zero. Therefore, we can conclude that we
are unable to reproduce the observed local veloci-
ty field with a model of pure, collisionless
expansion, from a point in the galactic plane
within 10 years of expansion.

How could we modify our kinematical model?
If the local spiral arm has been created in
an expansion from a small area, this area may
have had the finite dimension of a giant molecular
cloud, not a point. Consequently, we computed
two following experiments with the collisionless
stellar group expanding from a region of radius
of 10 pc or 100 pc (see Figs 5a, b). We can
see that the figures 5a, b are similar to <w,
b, except the small scatter around the solid
lines, and the A, C and K remain unchanged.
Therefore, this modification of the model does
not solve our problem.

Fig.5b. The same as Sa with r - 100 pc.Fig.lia. The radial velocity gradients versus
1 from the modified numerical model of a system
expanding from a small region in the galactic
plane. Time is indicated in Hyr, the initial
radius is r = 10- pc and the expansion velocity
% = 10iikms- 1
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Fig.6a. The radial velocity gradients versus
1 from the modified model where the initial
small region rotates. Time is indicated in Hyr,
Initial radius is r = 10 pc .met the _|nitlal
angular rotation speed Is ti>c= 1 km s" kpc .

Fig.6b. The same as 6a with the Initial expansion
velocity V e x p = 10 - 1 kn s " added.

What about the rotation of the initial
cloud? Let us start the expansion from a rotating
cloud of a radius of 10 pc (see Figs 6a, b).
The rotation speed of the cloud was ID = 1
km s pc . Also in this case, the resulting
A, C and K remain essentially unchanged: K lj
always large for expansion times less than 10
years.

The conclusion is that the collisionless
stellar system expanding from a small region
within the galactic plane does .not yield - for
any initial conditions within 10 years of expan-
sion - the velocity field, which is similar
to that observed in the local spiral arm.

The result of the clumped star formation
in stellar groups and the rapid evolution of
their massive members, which end as supernovae,
as it was pointed out in the first part of th^j
paper, is that the large amount of energy, 10
erg or more, is released in a small volume within
the local spiral arm. A part of this energy
is transformed into the kinetic energy of the
shock wave, which propagates in the interstellar
medium.

In our modified kinematical model, we com-
puted the evolution of the large scale multi-su-
pernova remnant in the galactic plane expanding
into the ISM. In the beginning of expansion,
when the expansion speed is higher than the
random speed of motions in the interstellar
medium (about 5 km s" ), the shock wave interacts
with the ISM: the encountered material is ac-
cumulated in the wave. The density in the wave
is growing and when it reaches certain threshold
value the formation of molecular clouds jnd
stars is initiated with a rate proportional
to the intrinsic local density.

Due to the conservation of momentum the
expansion velocity of the wave drops down and
finally, when it Is below 5 km s" , the mass
accumulation is stopped and the system continues
to expand in a collisionless way. The galactic
differential rotation influences the form of
such large scale remnant: it starts to have the
non-spherical form with an inclination to the
radial direction in the Galaxy growing in the
direction opposite to the galactic rotation

The evolution of the shape of the remnant In
the galactic plane is shown in Fig. 7.

This model has been used by Olano (1972)
and a more detailed description of It may be
found In a paper by Tenorlo-Tagle and Palous
(1987).

The cylindrical plane shock front Is in
our numerical experiment divided into a number
(N = 200) of initially equal elements running
the full thickness of the ys.'actic disk. In
this paper, we Investigate the radial velocities
of individual elements of the shock wave as
they would be observed from inside the cavity.
We measure the values of A, C and K and assess
their evolution as the expansion goes on (see
Fig. 8).

Fig.7. The time evolution of the multi-supernova
remnant in the galactic plane with (solid line)
and without (dashed line) self gravity of the
remnant. Time is indicated in units 10 yr.
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Fig. 8. The radial velocity gradients versus
1 from the model of the multi-supernova remnant
expanding in the galactic plane. Time is indicated
in Hyr.

In our model, we consider the large amount
of energy, 10 erg or more, which Is released
within V.he local spiral arm as a consequence
of a bvirst of star formation and subsequent
supernova explosions, and we computed numerically
the evolution of the large"-scale multi-supernova
remnant. The ISM is accumulated in the shock
front and the column density of some parts of
it can reach the critical value and provide
the opacity which is necessary to shield the
external UV radiation field. Molecular clouds
may form preferably In these places and their
subsequent evolution produces star forming regions
and young stellar clusters.

Therefore, It is quite natural that the
velocity field of young objects from the local
spiral arm is similar to that of the large-scale
multi-supernova remnant. Our model provides
also a mechanism of molecular cloud formation
and if such clouds are sites of stair formation,
it yields also a mechanism of the long range
self-propagating star formation (Elmegreen,
1983).
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DISCUSSION

P.O. LINDBLAD: In order to derive the velo-
city field at a certain tine after the be-
ginning of the expansion, did you integrate
over all stars born sines the beginning?

J. PALOuS: Stars are created when the den-
sity in the shell exceeds a critical value.
Since this time, which is about 107 yr after
the beginning of expansion, the star forma-
tion starts and all stars created are in-
cluded in the derivation of the time-depen-
dent velocity field.

P.O. LMDBLAD: Could you check this in-
teresting model by dividing your stars into
a number of different age groups in your
analysis?

J. PALOUS: Yes, we may distinguish differ-
ences in the velocity field of different age
groups. A comparison with the observed
differences in the velocity fields between
the age groups of young stars can yield a
test of our model.

J . JOLOGRADOV-TORIHt Nhat i s tb« pos i t ion of

the centre of explosion which you discussed?
What is the galactic longitude, latitude and
distance?

J. PALOuS: If we apply this model to Gould's
belt , as Olano (1972) did, the center of ex-
pansion is near the a Per cluster about
150 pc from the Sun ( 1 = 135°, b = 0° ). But
our aim was to interpret the kinematics
within the local spiral arm. In that case,
the expansion centre is not so exactly spe-
cified. We may observe a velocity field
which is the re l ic of expansion from many
centers within the local spiral ann.

J. MILOGRADOV-TURM: Could you, by changing
some parameters, reduce the age of the ex-
plosion?

J. PALOUä: The velocity field parameters,
which are functions of the expansion time,
depend only weakly on such model parameters
as are the undisturbed density of the ISM
or the in i t ia l energy of the explosion. But
the velocity field is sensitive to the va-
lue of the cr i t ica l density when the star
formation already started. Higher values
imply -shorter expansion tines.

View to the lecture hall: P.O. Llndblad ( l e f t ) , 3.
Palous, P.C. Mezger, E.G. Elmegreen (right)
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CO ANO H2 IN OUR GALAXY *

D. B. Sanders

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

Over the last decade, extensive observations of carbon monoxide emission in the disk of our
Galaxy have shown that molecular (H«) gas rathe; than atomic (ill) hydrogen Is the major active
component of the interstellar medium. In the Galaxy, virtually all known regions of star formation
activity are associated with molecular clouds. In this article, we review the theorecical and
empirical basis for using the 2.6 mm CO emission line as a tracer of H_ and summarize the galactic
distribution and properties of the molecular clouds.

Molecular clouds are the dominant component of the interstellar medium in the inner half of the
galactic disk ac R <0.8 R . Host of the molecular gas is in clouds at the high end of the mas*
spectrum with mass >105 fie (GHC), with over half the mass in clouds with M >4 x 10

5 Ha. The
longitude and velocity of 'warm' molecular clouds, whose temperatures imply substantial Internal
heating, are correlated with giant HII regions and may be associated with armlike spiral structure.
Cooler clouds are distributed much more widely throughout the disk. The radial distribution of cloud
number density is similar to the distribution of CO emissivlty - that is, a ringlike concentration
at 0.4 - 0.8 R9 with a relatively sharp inner edge and a gradual falloff toward large R.

Giant molecular clouds do not fit into a two- or three-phase pressure-equilibrium picture of
interstellar matter. They are gravitatlonally bound and their internal pressure, dominated by
chaotic motions, is 2 orders of magnitude greater than the standard interstellar medium pressure.
A likely origin for these clouds is gravitational instability.

The complete text of the paper, which has been received after the deadline, is
included at the end of this volume, p. 451 - A64.
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SPIiUL STRUCTURE M O STAR FORMATION

Bruce G. Elmegreen

IBM Watson Research Center P.O. Box 218
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 USA

ABSTRACT: The formation of giant regions of star formation by gravitational Instabilities In
spiral arms Is discussed. The Importance of the spiral arms strength for triggering new star
formation Is emphasized.

The spiral arms of galaxies are usually
highlighted by giant regions of star formation.
For galaxies with quasi-stationary spiral wave
modes (e.g., HS1), this observation probably
results from two things: the pattern of gas
flow, which places most of the gas In the spiral
arms because of Its slower motion through the
arms than through the interarm regions, and
wave-triggered star formation. The triggering
aspect is apparently of secondary importance
to the flow aspect, because most spiral galaxies
have approximately the same star formation
rate per unit area, whether or not they contain
a wave mode (HoCall and Schmidt 1986; Elmegreen
and Elmegreen 1986).

For galaxies with multiple arms (e.g.,
N101), both star formation and spiral structure
may result from the spontaneous occurence of
gravitational instabilities in the gas and
stars, distorted by shear (Goldrelch and Lynden-
Bell 1965; Carlberg and Freedman 1985; Sellwood,
this conference), or from propagating star
formation (Selden and Gerola 1982).

For flocculent galaxies, which have only
short spiral-like pieces and no global or symmetric
structure (e.g., NGC 5055), cloud and star
formation presumably occurs only as a result
of local processes.

This paper discusses gravitational instabil-
ities that may be triggered in the gas by the
passage of a quasi-stationary density-wave
patern.
The result of such triggering is presumably
the formation of the giant clouds and star-form-
ing complexes that highlight the spiral arms.
The nature of these clouds and complexes was
reviewed in Elmegreen (1987a). Of particular
importance is the observational work on superas-
soclations and star complexes by Ambartsumian,
Efremov, Shevchenko and other, as referenced
in this review, and by Avedisova (this confer-
ence).

Atomic hydrogen and CO observations Indicate
that the largest aas complexes in galaxies
typically contain 10 N or more. Such complexes
were first observed in the outer Milky Way
(HcCee and Milton 1964), and then studies In
more detail in other galaxies, especially M101
(Viallefond, Allen and Goss 1981; see other
references in Elmegreen 1987 a). They have recent-
ly been observed in the inner Milky Way (Elme-
green and Elmegree') 1987). This latter study
indicates that the Milky Way clouds are gravlta-
tionally bound, and that the total cloud mass
Is approximately constant throughout the disk,
although the molecular fraction per cloud de-
creases with increasing galactocentrlc distance.
This implies that the Milky Way produces stand-
ardized giant clouds containing 10' M at an

average density of 10cm and that the formation
of molecular clouds may be secondary to or,
perhaps, independent of this large-scale process.

The mass, separation, density and spiral
arm location of the largest cloud complexes
suggest that they form by mild gravitational
instabilities in the gas. Such instabilities
are expected from theoretical considerations
(Elmegreen 1979; Cowie 1981; Blabus and Cowle 1985;
Tomisaka 1987), especially In the presence
of a large-scale magnetic field (Elmegreen
1987 b ) . The spiral-arm location presumably
follows from the higher growth rate of the
gravitational Instability in the arms, a conse-
quence of the higher density and magnetic field
strength there, and from the lower shear and
tidal force In the arms, a consequence of the
density-wave flow pattern.

The clouds are probably destroyed by In-
creased shear and tidal forces when they emerge
from the arm, and by star formation. Their
lives are therefore short, less than 10 years,
although the dense cores and molecular clouds
inside the larger clouds could possibly live
longer if star formation is not too disslpative
(but see Avedisova, this conference).

The gravitational Instability may not
have much time to operate in a spiral arm before
emergence from the arm halts the growth. If
the available time is less than the gas dissipa-
tion time, then the instability may form few
additional molecular clouds, it may only bring
together the existing clouds and make a giant
complex frora them. If the available growth
time exceeds the dissipation time scale and
the instability time scale, then new molecular
clouds can form after the collapse reaches
a high density.

The sensitivity of the collapse density
to the energy loss can be assessed from the
density of a viriallzed spherical cloud of
total energy (gravitational plus kinetic) equal
to -Eo:

If a spherical cloud with an initial density p o
and energy -E loses an energy AE, then it
will contract to a higher density p given by

P = P,

Once AE begins to exceed E the density depends
sensitively on the energy lost. If energy Is
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not lost from the system, the density cannot
Increase any more than its initial increase,
which is the result of virlallzation at constant
energy and mass.

For weak density waves or no waves, the
available time for the gravitational instability
is the shear time. In a spiral arm with a large
amplitude, the shear time can become larger
than the arm flow-trough time. Then the available
time is determined by the flow.

The ratio of the gravitational Instability
time to the spiral-arm flow time also depends
on the spiral arm strength. In a spiral arm,
the growth rate of a gravitational instability
is approximately

This implies that strong density waves have

' l t k vvaves bv a f t

grav
2A IT G Op

c(1 • A)

the dissipation rate of interstellar matter
from cloud-cloud collisions is

diss

the shear rate for a constant velocity galactic
rotation curve is

'rot
shear

and the gas flow-through rate is

flow =
_ 2(1 + A) ("rot -flp) .

A

The arm/interarm density ratio is denoted by
A. The limit A—>1 corresponds to the case
of no density wave. In the equations, G is
the gravitational constant, a is the azimuthal-
ly averaged mass column density In the disk,
c is the cloud velocity dispersion in one dimen-
sion (assumed to be constant), n is the azimuthal-
ly averaged cloud space density, Rc is the
cloud radius, ft is the average angular
velocity of the dTsK, assuming a flat rotation
curve, and 8 is the pattern speed of the
wave. The flow rate is taken equal to 2 71 divided
by the arm-to-arm time for a two-arm spiral,
TF /( f! .- fl ), divided by the fraction of

the time spent in the arm, which is A/(1 + A ) .
The dissipation and instability rates

increase slightly (x2) in strong spiral arms
(A large). The shear rate decreases by a large
amount in strong arms. The ration of the shear
rate to the flow rate equals approximately
A/(1 + A r because ft^ - « p ~ Srot/2 at

half the corotation radius in a galaxy with
a flat rotation curve. This ratio decreases
with increasing A, indicating that the shear
time becomes less important than the flow time
in limiting the growth of an instability in
a strong-arm galaxy.

The ratio of the gravitational growth
rate to the spiral arm flow rate depends on
A as

low L 1 + A J

q
of at most 4. This is not a large factor (it
may be larger for non-linear wave), but it
is in the right direction for gravitational
instabilities to trigger a slight excess of
star formation In strong waves, and essentially
no excess in weak waves.

The strongest arms that have been extensively
studie are those In M51, where the near-Infrared
arm/interarm contrast (̂ A) ragnes between 2
in the inner regions and 10 or more in the
outer regions (Elmegreen and Elmegreen 1984).
This galaxy has a slightly higher (x2) CO inten-
sity than other galaxies of the same Hubble
type and spiral arm class, and the arm/interarm
contrast of the ratio of H a to CO intensity
is approximately 2 (Lord, Strom and Young 1987).
This implies that the spiral arms Increase
the local star formation rate by approximately
a factor of 2, and so represent a 50% contribution
to all of the various triggering processes.

Most of the other grand design galaxies
studied in the near-infrared by Elmegreen and
Elmegreen (198*), including M33 and M81, have
much lower arm/interarm contrasts (A 13) (e.g.
NGC 628, see the frontispiece). These other
galaxies have CO intensities and star formation
rates per unit area that are more similar to
those in galaxies without waves (Stark, Elme-
green and Chance 1987; Elmegreen and Elmegreen
1986). This suggests that there is no substantial
triggering of star formation by waves as weak
as those in M33 and M81.

The apparent variation in the effectiveness
of density-wave triggers is not obvious from
the morphology of spiral arms and star formation
in galaxies. Most density-wave arms, strong
or weak, contain giant (~300pc) patches of
star formation separated by 1 to 4 kpc. The
patches are presumably the result of the insta-
bility. They may contain more CO and more star
formation per unit total gas mass if the underly-
ing density wave is strong, but this excess
seems to be so slight that it is usually imper-
ceptible from blue photographs, as is the under-
lying wave strength. Future progress on the
role of density waves in star formation requires
snore detailed observations of small scale varia-
tions in the star formation rate per unit gas
mass.
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DISCUSSION

H. ZlttNECKER: What limits can you determine
concerning the atomic hydrogen content of
molecular clouds? Does the interclump medium
in molecular clouds consists of atomic hy-
drogen?

B. ELMEGREEN: HI absorption from cold atomic
gas in the vicini ty of molecular clouds has
been observed in several dozen sources. The
cold atomic mass i s usually within a factor
of O.I to 1 times the molecular gas. Wherher
th is cold HI i s an interclump medium or pe-
ripheral i s not known.

A. BAUDRY: Can you explain why clouds in M81
are mostly atomic? Can i t be related to a
weak arm structure?

B. ELMEGREEN: I t i s not known, for sure,
whether the dust lanes in M81 are mostly
atomic, because CO interferometer observa-
tions have not yet been made, but HI in te r -
ferometry seemed to show the dust lanes 10
years ago. This could be related to the weak-
ness of the arms because the shock strength
and opacity of the dust lanes would be smal-
ler for weak arms. Lower opacity implies
transparency to UV radiation and photodisso-
ciation of molecules.

B.G. Elmegreen



NEBULAR PHOTOMETRY ON THE PLATES OF SERC (3) SURVEY

Pavla Polechova1
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A method of constructing the homogeneous catalogue of diffuse objects is
outlined. For the present poster, SERC (i.e. blue) plates from the UK Schmidt
Telescope Unit were used.

There exist various catalogues of H II -
regions (or, more generally, of the galactic
nebulae), based on the images of these
objects in various parts of electromagnetic
spectrum. These catalogues are frequently
accompanied by some kind of identification
charts based on photographs of various
resolving powers. Contours of optical images
of Hll-regions are, for instance, written by
hand in these identification charts. Mutual
identification of the objects from different
source-catalogues is often difficult
sometimes erroneous what may result
erroneous connection of uncoherent data.
examples of such a misidentification are
difficult to find (e.g. Polechova", 1982). The
compilation catalogues cannot be homogeneous
as the covering of sky by the source
catalogues is far from homogeneity - in
several aspects.

1mm

and
in

The
not

fig. 1.: Relative intensity profile of a star
HO 165783. B = 8.69, natural magnitude on 0-
plate Bj= 8.61 ±.01. In spite of the sharp-
ness of the image the profile is clearly seen.

The possibility of constructing a new
catalogue based on ESO and SERC maps
processed on the PERICOLOR 2000 E digital
image processing system was therefore
examined.

The system processes images digitalized
in 512x512 pixels (at maximum). Every pixel
is given a value in a range of 8 bits
corresponding to various levels of a gray.
The final goal is (at present) to obtain
isophotical representation of the shapes of
the objects corresponding to certain surface
magnitude common for all the maps. In case
the numerous faint stars would be removed by
some filtering procedure, the isophotical
map would be essentially "calmed" and,
moreover, the magnitude estimates co-Jld be
obtained. The median filtering with optional
window and threshold seems to be an
appropriate one. It is shown on Figures 2.a., b.

For relative intensity calibration of the
plates, the published values of relative
intensities of illumination of the step
wedges were employed (UKSTU Handbook, Royal
Observatory, Edinburgh). As the sensitometer
spots are often affected by impurities, the
representative value of a single pixel in
each step has been determined by a histogram
of statistic distribution of contents of
pixels in the zone of the step. Then it was
possible to modify the function tables - in
fact to redefine the characteristic curve of
the image of the plate in an image memory.
After this redefinition, the contents of
pixels have been just only linear function
of relative intensities. Similar re-
definition can be made to obtain the image
directly in magnitude scale (precisely, in
linear function of this scale).

A composite brightness profile can be
constructed. (Although the horizontal or
vertical profile can be obtained through
standard software supply of the system, they
cannot be employed because of a diffraction
cross. On the other hand, if we suppose the
image of a star be spherically symmetrical
(what is often true), the (redefined) value
of every pixel in the surroundings of
diagonal can be used as a point of a
profile). This was the origin of a profile
on fig. 1 .

As the color transformation to natural
photographic magnitude on the SERC maps is
known, any star sufficiently bright with
respect to angular size of the pixel gives
a zero - point of magnitudes if its B and V
values are known.

Reference:
Polechova,P.: 19B2, Automated data retrieval in astronomy (eds. C.Jaschek and W.Heintz),p.297
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Fig.2. Nebulae IC 1283-4 ( the largest nebulosity on the picture ),
NGC 6590 and 6589 ( the smaller southernmost and westernmost condensati-
ons, respectively ). Fig.2.a. is an original digitalized ( ~ 20') field
of SERC(J) plate, Fig.2.b. shows the same but fitered field. The median
filering with optional window and threshold was used, various combinations
of the threshold and window size were tested.

DISCUSSION

P. POLECHOVtf: What I wanted to say is in my
paper/ but perhaps it should be mentioned
that there is a discrepancy in the abstract;
it is written there that a sample of the ca-
talogue is given; as you see, it is not to
be considered as a sample of the catalogue
because there are only two objects and the
initial intention was to present more ob-
jects with estimates of integral magnitudes;
but during the work I found that the digita-
lisation was not stable. When I digitalised
the photometric step wedges and repeated it
after some time, the values of these step

wedges were different; there is some tech-
nical problem, it is going to be repaired
and since I did not want to present unre-
liable data, only the method is illustrated.

o
G. LYMGA: There is a wealth of information
on these charts and any attempt at getting
reliable data out of them is probably going
to be worth while, so we can only congra-
tulate you on attempting.
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THE 4V (FOUR VECTORS) MODEL OF THE RADIO EMISSION
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Yugoslavia

The mode) has 4 components: the extragalactlc background, the radiation from the galactic disc and
I components related to a spur. It fits observations while the hypothetical radio halo does not.

1. INTRODUCTION

It was understood alrsady in the early spectral
studies that the plots of the brightness temperatures
at one frequency against the brightness temperatures
at the other frequency (T-T plots)can provide informa-
tions on the spectrum of the anysotropic (galactic)
component and of the Isof.oplc (extragalactic} back-
ground (Turtle et al. 1962). Although the early T-T
graphs were plotted for constant declinations (e.g.
Turtle et al. 1962, Bridle 1967) it was later applied
to constant galactic latitudes (Berkhuijsen 1971) as a
more usefull way to Investigate galactic objects.

It was shown by Berkhuijsen (1971) that the latitu-
dinal T-T graphs of the North Polar Spur(NPS) region
for 240 MHz and 820 MHz can be divided Into two branc-
hes: One outside the main ridge of the NPS and the
other Inside it. The gap between them was proved to be
real, Indicating according to Interpretation of Berk-
huljsen (1971) a presence of an extra component,rather
smooth,and with low spectral index related to an ex-
tended HM region in these lines of sight.

Webster (1975) also paid attention to the branching
of T-T plots which could be noticed on the constant
declination T-T plots published by Turtle et al.(i962),
Bridle (1967). Slronl (1971)) and Webster (1974).

Webste? (1971) believed at first that the properties
of the T-T plots are connected with the spurs but later
changed his mind by Interpreting the splitting . a
"signature" of the radio halo. According to the Web-
ster's model the position of each point on the T-T plot
is the result of the sum of three vectors representing
the extragalactic radiation, disc radiation and radio
halo radiation.

The investigation presented In the present paper is
based on the spectral study of the sky north of &--2S
within the frequency range from 10 MHz to 1420 MHz.
The available data show no presence of any significant
spheroidal radio halo. The radiation at a given point
can be understood to be a sum of four components (vec-
tors): two.belonging to the background radiation and
two to a neighbouring spur. The high spectral index
component attributed to a radio halo by Webster (1975)
should ba considered as a component related to the NPS,
appearing only on the outer side of the NPS (Milogradovr-
-Turin 1982, 1985).

2. DATA 8ASIS

Apart from the T-T plots mentioned in the previous
section and the references therein the following data
were used: scaled aerial type data at 38 MHz (Mllogra-
dov-Turln and Smith 1973, Mllogradov-Turin 1984), 404
MHz (Paullny-Toth and Shakeshaft 1962), the convolved
data at 10 MHz of Caswell (1976) and <iO8 MHz data of
Has Iam et at.(1974) communicated by Haslam and Salter
(1977), the 5 resolution maps In Has lam et al.(1982)
and in Reich and Reich (1986) and the measurements at
38,75 MHz, 33,45 MHz, 27,60 MHz and 22,30 MHz of the
NPS region by Guldice (1971) with the Arecibo telesco-
pe. They go more south than 6-20°.

Although not all of the same rank, these data show
that the splitting of the T-T graphs in the region of
a spur Is always present. Morever, the points generally

follow "the curvature rule" (Milogradov-Turln,1982,
1985): if the higher frequency is plotted along the
horizontal axis, as it is a custom, the points on the
convex side of the spur lie on the upper part of 3
T-T graph.

The empirical "curvature rule" and the fact that
the total spectral Indices map derived from the 38
MHz and 404,408 MHz data showed a low spectral indi-
ces region inside the NPS were the arguments to
reject the idea about the radio halo and propose the
present 4V model.

3. THE 4V MODEL

The 4V model was designed to explain the published
T-T plots which basically cover the region containing
the NPS. It can nevertheless be applied to any other
region containing a spur, what means to a large part
of the sky.

The regions close to the galactic plane, although
also show the splitting of the T-T plots, are not
convtnlent for the analysis since small inaccuracies
In the measurements of the Intense radiation from disc
would mask the other features, particularly for low
resolution observations.

In the 4V model the radiation at each point of the
T-T plot is the vector sum of four components.

The first component Is extragalactic by origin
(labeled by e on the Figure 1.). It Is isotropic to
the accuracy of data used for T-T plots. It has a high
spectral .index and thus Its vector has a steep slope.
This component consists of the relict radiation and
of the integrated emission from external galaxies.
Nevertheless, for the purpose needed here, this sepa-
ration is not important and therefore the name 5V is
not used.

The second component Is originating within the
galactic disc (label <} on the Figure 1) and there-
fore it is assumed to be constant for a given galactic
latitude, within a region containing a spur. The
spectral Index of the disc radiation Is less than the
spectral index of the extragalactic component as it
is known from previous works (e.g. Webster 1975 and
references therein).

The third component is related to the spur itself
(label t on the Figure 1). It has a lower spectral
index than the galactic disc (Bs<6(j) in this model.

The forth component is originating in the region
outside the main ridge of the spur. It has a high
spectral index (label n* on the Figure 1). It is
almost isotropic in a layer next to a spur, decreasing
sharply towards the main ridge. Such a behaviour can
be expected from a component originating in a shell
what is compatible with present knowledge about spurs.

In order to fit the observed data these vectors
must satisfy also the following conditions:
1) the vector 4 must be short because the extragalac-

tic background is weak compared to the disc and
the spur, + +

2) the vector d is somewhat longer than the vector s
on the main ridge,

3) the vector ? must be long because the radiation
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Fig. 1. The construction of the T-T plots for the North Polar Spur according to the 4V model.

from the spur Is relatively intense,
4) the vector h must be short because the radiation

outside the main ridge Is weak.
The schematic construction of the T-T graphs for

the cases corresponding to the existing observational
T-T plots of the NPS region is sketched on the Figure
1. The first row shows the vectors used for construc-
tion of a point on a T-T plot. The second row shows
the construction for several points and the third row
leaves only Joint points without the construction
lines. I.e. it corresponds to the observational T-T
plots. The first column corresponds to the T-T graphs
plotted for a constant galactic latitude. The galactic
longitude Is running from the region Inside (I) the
NPS to the region outside it (0) so that l.<...le.The
other tree columns correspond to plots for constant
declinations. Threa typical declinations are chosen:
one is greater than the declination along which runs
a large part of the main ridge of the NPS (Smax), one
equal to S^x and the third Is for declination smaller
than 6max- The region A Is basically the anticentre
region, i.e. corresponding to right ascensions smaller
than the right ascension of the cold"holes"near 10h.
The region B has right ascensions greater than the
cold holes near 10h. Essentially the region A cor-
responds to the Webster's area I and the region B to
the area II.

4. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

Such a AV model shows the basic properties of the
high resolution observational T-T graphs for the re-
gion Including the NPS, plotted for constant latitudes
1) the temperatures Inside the main ridge at a higher

frequency (f2) are higher than the temperatures
outride the main ridge for the same temperature at
a lower frequency (fi),

2) the branches are almost parallel,
3) their slope Is close to the slope of the mean line

plotted through the T-T graph,
<i) the width of the splitting is almost the same for

a large range of latitudes,
5) the splitting vanishes for the point on the main

ridge Umax),
6) this splitting is small for points far away from

the spur.
The typical latitudinal T-T graph, having spatial

resolution of 1°.2 can be found In the paper of
Berkhuljsen (1971). A latitudinal T-T graph with a
resolution of 7?7 for 38 MHz and 408 MHz Is given on
the Figure 2. It is open at the low end most likely
due to a wide beam through which the bright central
part of the Milky Way is penetrating.

In the case of the T-T graphs plotted along con-
stant declinations, the 4V model gives the charac-
teristic fork-like shapes. Moreover the 4V model pre-
dicts that there uhould be an inversion of the posi-
tion of branches corresponding to the regions A and B
for the area inside and outside the NPs. Such an In-
version can be seen Indeed. The Figure 3. presents
the inversion on the T-T graphs derived from surveys
of Hilogradov-Turin and Smith (1973) at 38 MHz and
the 408 MHz survey of Haslam et al. (1974) convolved
to the resolution of the 38 MHz survey by Has lam and
Salter (1977). The inversion Is seen also on the
Figure 4. plotted from the data published by Webster
(1974).

Most of the data of the other observers unfortuna-
tely either do not cover the region inside the NSP or
do not have sufficient accuracy for the spectral in-
vestigations (errors in measurements and a small
spacing in frequency).

Any difference In position of the main ridge at
two frequencies would cause the splitting. This could
be the reason of some discrepancies found during the
study of the T-T graphs mentioned in the section 2, .
particularly those when the 10 MHz data and the 38 MHz
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Fig. 2. The TCtO8)-T(38) graph of the NPS plotted for
the galactic latitude 38° with a resoUHon of 7?7.
Longitudes cf points are Indicated.

data are combined.
5. THE HYPOTHETICAL HI I COMPONENT

The k\l model does not need to Introduce a flat
spectral index component, between I -20° and I =30°,
like one suggested by Berkhuijsen (1971)' No extended
HI) region was found on the main ridge of the NPS on
the Ha survey by Slvan (197

1*).
One of the sources on which Berkhuijsen relied.was

the result obtained at 10 MHz by Purton. The new ana-
lysis of the data of Purton (1966) performed by the
present author has shown that the absorption patches
along the main ridge of the NPS were the consequence
of the calibration of observations at 6-20° by tying
thsm to the temperature observed in a featureless low
temperature region at 9 «J<12". Therefore not only
"absorption patches" appeared but the higher Intensity
spur-like "bridge" between two cold "holes1;at 6-20°
disappeared.

No patches were found on the 10 MHz map of Car.wcll
(1976) and on maps of Guldice (1971).

a

Fig. h. The T(6iO)-Tdo8) graph plotted from the
data published by Webster (1975) with a resolution of
15°. Right ascensions of points are Indicated.

Fig. 3- The T(^08)-T(38) graphs plotted for the most Important cross-sections of the NPS with a resolution 7?7.
Right ascensions of points are indicated.
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6. THE HYPOTHETICAL RAO10 HALO
There Is no place for a high spectral Index sphe-

roidal radio halo unless one deslgnes special compo-
nents In order to compensate Its Influence and obtain
realistic T-T graphs. If there were a radio halo the
points at low galactic longitudes should have much
higher temperatures and thus the bottom part of the
latitudinal T-T graph should be very wide. The upper
branch would correspond to the points inside the spur.
The dec)(national T-T graphs would also show the pres-
ence of a steep spectra halo at low declinations: the
points of the branch A would be lower than the points
of the '/ranch B.

It was shown by the present author (Mllogradov-
-Turtn 1982, 1985) using the T-T graphs and the total
spectral indices maps that the region inside the NPS
strongly shows that the radio halo emitting any sig-
nificant radio emission is not present and that the
features previously believed to belong to the radio
halo are actually due to a high spectral index compo-
nent outside the NPS and somewhat related to It. A
shear coincidence that the direction to the centre of
the NPS shell lies lose to the direction of the ga-
lactic centre caused the confusion in Interpretation
of data north of 5=16° by Webster (1975, 1978).

The presence of the correct signature on the great
majority of the T-T plots inspected, even for other
spurs, is a strong evidence of the existence of a high
spectral index component on the outer side of the
shell whose part Is a spur. Many spurs lie away from
the region where the effect of the radio halo should
be significant.

7. THE HIGH SPECTRAL INDEX COMPONENT ON THE OUTER
SIDE OF A SPUR

It is impossible to tell from the available data
and the 4V model what is the strength and the spectral
index of the steep spectrum component. A steeper
spectrum demands a weaker intensity in order to fit
the gap in the T-T graphs. If we take B|,~2.6 between
38 MHz and 408 MHz then for b=50° one gets intensity
of the component n about 1500 K at 38 MHz. Such a
weak component could be present on the existing sur-
veys without being recognized.

Nothing is known about its nature although ttcould
be expected that it is connected to a front line of
violent events which seem to be the progenitors of
spurs. A high radio polarization seen on the outer
side of the NPS (e.g. Berkuijsen 1971) could be rela-
ted to it.

it looks as if the confinement region of cosmic
rays should be searched in the layer of bubles a>'ter
SN explosions or caused by strong stellar winds and
not in a smooth spheroidal radio halo. Recent Infra-
red and UV data indicate that the interstellar space
is far from being smooth.
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DISCUSSION

J. MIIOGRADOV-TURIN; I think I should te l l a
l i t t l e bit because not many radio astronomers
are present here. You see, I am not denying
the existence of trie gravitational halo. I
only discuss the radio observations. This
difficult radio astronomical analysis which
is applied to the data, so called "T-T plots",
i s perhaps not familiar to many of you. They
can not really be explained by the presence
of a halo. It must be explained somehow dif-
ferent) because i f there is a spheroidal halo
and i t i s symmetric in respect to the galac-
t ic centre, then the radiation should be
stronger towards the gaJsctic centre and
certainly the radiation that comes from i t ,
which must be high-spectral-index radiation,
should be present on my own spectral-indices
maps and in measurements of other people.
Actually i t i s not seen, neither on mine nor
on other people "s data and the reason why
people got confused about this halo i s just
the sheer coincidence that the North Polar
Spur, which i s the major object in radio wa-
ves apart from the Milky Way i tse l f , happens
to be in such a position that the stars
actually have their orbits somewhere near
Scorpius-Cer.taurus region and this i s appro-
ximately the direction to the galactic centre.
If something happens and i t will look sphe-
roidal, you might interpret i t as a halo
while i t i s actually only the tforth Polar
Spur, which i s actually a local phenomenon.

C. NORMAN: You see haloes around external
galaxies, of course. ĜC 891 and other edge-
on galaxies.

J. MILOGRADOV-TURIN: Well you know that the
motion i s limited to what i s seen in external
galaxies - I am saying that these haloes are
not small, not spheroidal; they are actually

consisting of those bubbles, you see, and
when you look from a big distance, you see
these bubbles mixed and you have the impres-
sion that there is a halo and actually i t is
not a spheroidal one. It is just a lot of
shells and you can also see from infrared
observations that there are a lot of shells.

C. SORMA.'J: I agree, but s t i l l I think that
essentially the. shells go up to about a kpc
and then above that I expect there is a more
smooth component.

J. MILOGRADOV-fORM: One kpc. You know this
rtorth Polar Spur is quite wide - well i t i s
not one kpc, i t i s ten times less - but you
know i f you have several explosions and they
spread and you have a low resolution, then
you will see something like that.

C. NORMAL: I think the argument i s that of
having chimneys which rise up like the Jorth
Polar Spur, but there are many of them and
then they merge; i t i s like the smoke from
the chimneys merge and then you have a
smoother component and that i s probably what
wa see in the edge-on galaxies, because a
kpc is quite a small scale, so the bubbles
that you are talking about might be there,
but you certainly wouldn't see them with the
current Westerbork resolution.

J. MILOGRADOV-TURM: Well, I must talk to
you about these chimneys, but I really think
that not only my observations but other
people's data also show that there is a lot
of shells and bubbles and haloes of bubbles.
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Abstract

High resolution (0.05 A) spectra are used for the determination of the profile! of the diffuse
interstellar bands STflC and "'9T originating in single clouds. It is shorn that some of the
.Icuds may contain agents of c*rtam diffuse bands whereas others may not. The profiles of
diffuse bands observed in distant stars contain contributions from several clouds, differing in
optical properties, which shir; the Doppler displacements observed in interstellar sodium
lines. The Peppier splitting inside the diffuse bands' profiles is, however, efficiently veiled
because of the large intrinsic widths of the bands under consideration.

1. introduction

Tne diffuse interstellar bands (DlBs), well
known since the publication of a series of papers
by Stern 1 et av. (see e.e. Merrill and Wilson
t93$ and references therein), remain unidentified
in spite of being the subject of many
observational. laboratory and theoretical
research projects. They were observed as
stationary spectral features in high velocity
amplitude spectroscopic binaries {.Merrill 1936)
which proved their interstellar origin beyond a
doubt. They are well correlated with a colour
excess (Merrill et al. 193T. Herbig 19TS), but
the observed correlation is never very tight.
Around SO diffuse interstellar bands have been
Identified until Knew ', Her tug 1975, Geary 1976,
Sinner ft al. 19T8); the majority of them are
rather weak. Research papers have usually dealt
with the strongest DlBs; tne data concerning the
weaKer ones are extremely scarce and concern only
heavily reddened stars. The name "diffuse bands"
is given nowadays to every unidentified spectral
feature observed in redds.'jc! stars even if they
are relatively " sharp. Nevertheless, they are
usually much broader than the lines of
interstellar ions or molecules, already
identified.

Diffuse bands are interstellar absorption
features; thus, they may be formed In tne same
clouds that give rise to interstellar absorption
lines or produce the continuous extinction. Let
us consider the scheme depicted in Fig.i. An OB
stellar association is observed through several
interstellar clouds. Some dense remnants of the
association parent cloud still exist m the
vicinity of the stars. The optical properties of
the intervening clouds may differ appreciably due
to their different histories, chemical
compositions or densities. The observed
interstellar absorptions may thus originate in
one or more clouds along the line of sight; they
are thus ill-defined averages over all
intervening clouds. They depend on the structure
of the interstellar medium towards the observed
stars i.e. on the distribution of optical
parameters among the clouds as well as the
distribution of their radial velocities. The
latter will affect the widths and shapes of the
interstellar lines and bands.

We have already mentioned that the diffuse
bands are, in most of cases, very shallow
spectral features. Thus they will be very weak if
caused just by tiny, single clouds. Even the
identification of these DIBs in plate-recorded
spectra was extremely difficult IHerblg 1975) -
so the existing observational data are mostly
restricted to heavily reddened stars. The modern,
solid-state detectors, maKe it possible to record
spectra with very high signal-to-noise ratio.
This permits the study of even very weaK DIBs in
spectra of little reddened objects - very HKely
to be obscured by single clouds. Also, the
Intensities of relatively strong DIBs can be
measured with much higher precision than in
plate-recorded spectra.

High-resolution profiles of DIBs are very scarce.
Welter and Savage (1977) have shown variations of
widths of two relatively sharp features: 63T9 and
6614 which may be attributed to Doppler
splitting. The presence of this splitting inside
the narrow 6196 DIB was shown very convincingly

OB
Association

IS
Medium

--CSSheto

. #&*&?&*'z * Local Clouds

IS Cloud*

t
Observer

Fig.l schematic picture illustrating the
format ton of interstellar absorption features .

by Herblg and Soderblom (1982). They have also
decomposed the 6614 DIB into similarly shifted
components. It is to be emphasized that in the
cases of DIB profiles with intrinsically rather
wide components the Doppler structure .is very
likely to be veiled and the splitting cannnot be
as evident as in the case of 6196 in the spectrum
of HD 183143 Uitrbig and Soderblom 1982).

The latter paper proved the importance of high
resolution observations of diffuse bands.
Profiles, originated in many interstellar clouds,
are certainly not to be compared with theoretical
or laboratory predictions, A set of precisely
determined profiles, free of Doppler splitting,
is necessary for the Identification of the DIBs.
Another question is whether all DIBs form a
spectrum of one substance or are caused by
several agents; this has to be answered
observationally.

The ratio of two prominent diffuse bands: 5T80
and 5T9T differs considerably from object tn
object as shown recently by XreiowsKi and Wai Her
(1987), KretowsKl (1987), ChlewicRl et al. (1987)
and Josafatsson and Snow (t987).Ttit differences
may be interpreted in terms of a different origin
of these two DIBs.

XrelowsKl and WalKer (1987) and Chlewlcki et
al. (1987) assumed that DIBs form several
"families" defined as sets of feature*
characterized by constant intensity ratios.
Josafatsson and Snow (1987) divided DIBs into
families analyzing their intensity correlations,
and derived different results. Thus the existence
of several DIB families is still a matter of
debate. Perhaps there are 3 families of diffuse
bands (Krelowskl and Walker 1987) perhaps even
more [McNally - private comaunlcatlon).

It is of basic importance to find a relation
between the structure of the interstellar medium
and the observed profiles of DIBs and to decide
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whether the DIBs originate in all interstellar
clouds that cause the continuous extinction or
the interstellar lines. The identification of the
DIB carriers requires high-resolution
observational profiles, tree front Doppier
splitting. Both problems are analyzed below on
the basis of high resolution, high S/N spectra
obtained at the European Southern Observatory.

The discussion is inere restricted to the two
prominent DIBs: 5.7U0 and 5T9T. other diffuse
bands are discussed in several papers that we
refer to in the text.

2. DIB profiles vs. ISH structure

The observations, described below, were
performed at the European Southern Observatory by
one of us (B.E.W.). the spectra were obtained
with the aid of the Coude1 Echelle Spectrograph
fed by the 1.4 as Coude' Auxiliary Telescope and
recorded using the 16T2 diode Retlcon array. The
sampling 0.025 A per diode leads to a true
resolution of 0.05 A .

It is essential for our investigation to have
some Idea about the radial velocities of the
intervening interstellar clouds along the llnes-
of-slght. strong lines of interstellar atomic
gas, such as those of calcium or sodium, appear
convenient for this purpose. We have used the
sodlun lines; they are situated in a more
suitable range for the detector and as a rule
less disturbed by stellar features.

It has been shown by SreiowsKl and Wester I und
(196T) that the structure of the ISH strongly
affects the observed DIB profiles. They compared
the spectra of four stars, three of which belong
to the nearby stellar association Sco 0B2. These
stars cannot be obscured by many clouds due to
their proximity (160 pc). Also the radial
velocities of the Intervening clouds cannot
differ substantially along this relatively short
path. The fourth star (HD 102997) belongs to the
distant Cru OBI association (2 Kpc).

M
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Fig.2 The high resolution (0.05 A) profiles of
soaitm Hues (upper frame) and two diffuse hands
(lower frame} observed In HD 139094 (a). HD
149T5T (b), HD 14T163 (c) and the distant HD
10299T (d).

The profiles of the sodium lines, (Fig. 2)
prove the different ISH structure towards the Sco
OB2 and Cru OBI associations. The latter Is
observed through several (probably 7-9) IS clouds
in contrast to sco OB2 obscured by no more than
1*2 clouds.

The STea and 9T9T DIBi are shown in Fig, t;
the reddening grows from top to bottom. One
important conclusion is that the two DIBs under
consideration nay be absent in spite of a quite
substantial reddening; HD 139094 hat Efi-v=0.i9.
The same has been noted in two other stars: HD
146169 and HD 69668. Thus the two diffuse bands
not seem to be related to the same agent which
produces the interstellar extinction (dust
grains).

The comparison of HD 14975T with HD 14T165
shows the 5TB0/579T intensity ratio to be
variable by a factor of 3. This suggests
different origins as mentioned above. Another
important fact is that the wavelength range
between the "peaks" of both DIBs is greater by
about 0.4 A in HD 149757 suggesting that the
bands originate in different clouds (of different
radial velocity). Thus a different origin of the
bands seems to be shown beyond a doubt. Another
fact of probably basic Importance is that the
coluan densities of simple molecules are greater
by a factor of 7 towards HD 149757 than towards
HD 147165 {DuiKs et al. 1994). This proves the
dependence of DIB intensities on the physical
parameters of the intervening clouds. Thus, DIB
profiles observed in spectra of distant objects
may contain contributions from clouds differing
strongly In their optical properties. Tne
5780/9797 ratio observed in tne spectrum of HD
149757 resembles that in HD 24398 [KretowsKi and
Walter 19BT). It is worth mentioning that both
stars are obscured by clouds producing relatively
strong far-UV extinction (Yorlc et tl. 19T3).

Tne shapes and widths of the ST80 and 5T97
bands (especially of 5797) differ considerably
from those observed in tne Sco OB2 stars. It must
be emphasized that tnelr ratio is in between of
those observed in HD 149757 and HD 147165,
indicating clearly that the profiles must be
composed by contributions from intrinsically
different .clouds. We wish to stress that the
profiles observed in the Sco OB2 stars may differ
in intensity, but their shapes and widths are
usually the same, suggesting that the Doppier
splitting has a small effect in this nearby
association. It is then natural to attempt to
derive "intrinsic (I.e. originated in single
clouds) DIB profiles from the spectra of Sco OBZ
stars.

3. Intrinsic profiles of diffuse bands

We present here "intrinsic" profiles of the
5700 and 5797 DIBs i.e. profiles originated In
single clouds. Bright stars belonging to the
nearby Sco OB2 association have been studied for
this purpose.

A precisely determined profile of an
interstellar absorption feature should be free
from telluric and stelar contaminations. We
expect the telluric lines to be efficiently
eliminated by dividing the spectra of the
programme stars by those of unreddened standards
taken during the same nights and at about the
same zenith distances. Few identified stellar
lines seem to exist in early-type stars in the
5770 - 5810 range. The CIV line at 5801.51 A may
eventually disturb the 5797 DIB, especially in
rapidly rotating stars. In our spectra the line
is easily defined and separated from the DIB.

The analysis of the DIB profiles was preceded
by that of the sodium D lines. It was found that
most of the stars under consideration are
obscured by two clouds only with a possible, very
weaK third component in some cases. Because of
the suggestion (Fig. 2) that the carriers of both
bands are not necessarily present in every cloud
an attempt yras made to derive single cloud
components by subtracting the contributions from
optically thinner clouds.

The derived single cloud components of the 5780
DIB are shown in Fig. 3 together with the average
profile. It is evident that all the components
are of similar width and shape. The average
profile, normalized to the central depth Ac=1, is
also shown in Fig.3. The profile is evidently
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aayaastiMc with the peak at 5T6Q.89 A and several
substructures inside - Intrinsic to the band.

577S

FH-3 Ooe-doud (intrinsic) profiles of the 5T80
DIB derived from (tap to Bottom): HD 144Z1T, HD
149T5T, HD 14T165, HD 1*5502, HD 142096 (tireten
lines) and the mean profile (solid line); the
lower frame shows the mean profile normallxer to

The profile of the 5T9T band was derived from
the same spectra following the same procedure.
Fig.4 presents the single cloud components and
their average. The normalized average profile of
this strongly asynmetric band is shown in the
lower frame of Fig.4. The central wavelength is
5797.14A.

1

• '

• '

1

.

Both profiles have been analyzed by fitting
several gaussians to the derived averages. The
results are shown in Fig.5. The profile of 5T80
may be well represented by one strong gausslan
component and 4 rather weaK ones. Also a serial
of 5 gaussians gives a reasonable fit to the very
asymnetric 5797 profile, we wish to stress that
the gausslan components are used only for a
quantitative presentation of the derived

Flf.4 The same as ID Fig. 3, but for the 5T9T DIB.

Fig. 5 The mean 5780 profile decompose! into 5
gaussians (upper frame): the oean 5T97 profile
decomposed also into 5 gaussians (lower frame).

It is possible that the observed 5780
substructures may be intrinsic to the profile of
this feature as well as to that of the broad 57T8
DIB. The profiles may not be separated
observationally as both DIBs appear always
together, probably belonging to the same family
IChlewicki et al. 1967). Also the 5797 profile
may suffer a contamination from the unresolved
contribution of the shallow 5795 feature, which
seems, however to belong to the 5780 family
[ChlewicRi et al. 1987, KrelowsKi and Wai Her
1987).

The intrinsic profiles, of the DIBs presented
above may be reconmended for comparison with
theoretical and laboratory results.

4. Conposlte profiles of diffuse bands

High resolution profiles of sodium D lines
(like those, shown in Fig.2) allow us to count
the number of intervening clouds and, possibly to
determine the ratios of their optical depths.
These ratios may or may not be applicable to the
diffuse bands under consideration, but It is
reasonable to start the analysis from such an
assumption. The Dj line as least HKely to be
contaminated by some unresolved stellar features
was decomposed into several gausslan components
using the ESO-IHAP routines. In the case .of HD
103997 (see Flj.2) we were able to identify 7
Doppier components iWesterlund and Krelowskt
198T).

Fig.2 warns us that some D line components may
occur in the absence of DIB components. Also the
5TBC DIB may not be produced by some of the

th d the neighbour 5797 DIB. Our
the observed DIB profiles
intrinsic, Doppler-shifted

the wavelength shifts and

y
clouds that produce
procedure of fitting
with combinations of
components follows
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optical depth ratios derived from the £• tine. We
have mentioned that the ratio of 5TD0/5T9T
observed m HD 102997 lies in between of those
observed in nearby stars. This fact suggests that
5T80 is not created In all clouds in contrast to
ST9T.

To obtain a reasonable fit to an observed
profile it is necessary to create several
Doppler-shifted intrinsic components and to scale
them in accordance with the observed ratios of
the D] components to the full intensity of a DIB
under consideration.

We have obtained a very accurate fit to the
5T80 profile derived from the HD 102997 spectrum
using 1 of the T components identified in the
sodium line (Fig.6). we wish to emphasize that
the pi-ofile differs considerably from those,
observed in nearby stars (Fl|,a). The Doppler
splitting is, of course, completely veiled
because of the width of the intrinsic components.

Fig. 6 The STOO band observed In HD .iOE99T (solid
Jlne) fitted with a band composed of 4 Intrinsic
profiles shifted by +0.190, +0.039, -0.492 and -
0.600 A and scaled by 0.49, 0.35, 0.43 and 0.34
respectively (shifts and scaling factors are from
the nt line).

9. conclusion*

1) Diffuse interstellar bands originate in many
IS clouds, but the carriers of all or some of
them may be aosent in some clouds.

11) The ability of single clouds to produce
certain DIBs depends on their physical or
chemical parameters.

Ill) The DIB carriers do not appear to be the
dust grains that produce the is continuous
extinction, but at least some of them must be
able to survive In tiny IS clouds

lv) The DIB profiles, observed in distant
objects may be reproduced by composing intrinsic,
Doppler-shifted components, with wavelength
shifts of the Dj line components.

v) Only the intrinsic components are to be used
for the identification of the carriers of the
diffuse Interstellar bands.
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Fl«.7 The ST9T band observed In HO 10299T fitted
with a band composed of 6 Intrinsic profiles
shitted by +0.190, +0.039. -0.132, -0.240, -0.492
and -0.680 A and scaled by 0.49, 0.35, 0.32,
0.34, 0.43, and 0.34 respectively.

Almost all (6 out of 7) D« line components had
to be used to produce a reasonable fit to the
5T9T profile observed in HD 103997. It should be
emphasized that the profile is very wide, almost
as wide as that of 5T80 (in nearby objects the
ratio of 5T80/5T9T widths is over 3). The fit,
shown In Fig.7 reproduces very well all the
observed features of this complicated profile,
Thus we may conclude that the 5T9T DIB originates
in almost all IS clouds. Its carrier must be
resistant against the diffuse uv quanta
penetrating the is space (for HD 102997
E 0 4 2 )
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DISCUSSION

G. LYrtGA; I was very impressed by the way
that Krelowski and Westerlund have managed
to find components that f i t the diffuse
bands quite neatly. Either you have got
four or six components and you have certain
wavelengths for them and certain scale fac-
tors. Did you determine them from other data
or i t is just a f i t of the models? Maybe you
can explain that?

J. KRÊ OWSKI: The paper stresses the fact of
basic importance, i . e . that interstellar
absorption features are created in several
clouds along a line of sight which may differ
in physical properties as well as in radial
velocities. Thus we attempted at deriving
"intrinsic", i . e . originated in single clouds,

high resolution profiles from the spectra of
near-by stars. The paper does not deal with
the problem of the Identification of these
spectral features; but the derived profiles
should s ?rva very well this task in the fu-
ture.

C. GORMAN: So you have ident i f ied and you
have some more information on their pro-
perties. So, what are they? What are their
characteristic profiles?

J. KRÊ OWSKI: They change from one l ine to
another, so we could discuss any p r o f i l e .
Of course, you are welcome to see my poster
and I can show you some other pro f i l e s i f you
wish.
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SOLVING ASYMMETRIES IN THE HVC'S DISTRIBUTION

E. Bajajal.2), R. Morras1) and W.G.L. P8ppel]>

1) Instituto Argentine! de RadloasCronomia, Villa Ellsa, Argentina
2) Max-Planek-lnstitut filr Radloastronomle, Bonn, West Germany

A large sample of high velocity HI detections have been collected from several surveys of HCV's. All
detections of HI that could be associated with a known object were subtracted. The main asymmetries
in the velocity-position diagrams, shown by the very high velocity component (VHVC's), were apparently
reproduced with a kin^matleal model which, in addition, could explain other peculiarities of the HCV's
distribution. The parameters of this model indicate that the VHCV's might, be at distances of the order
of the size of the Local Group of Galaxies.

Besides the asymmetries between the two defined
regions there are additional peculiarities in the
general HVC's distribution:

d) The envelopes for the positive and negative
velocities in the diagram of Fig. 2b are different.

e) There are no very high negative velocities in the
northern hemisphere.

f) There are many detections at high negative
velocities close to the anticenter (I = 180') and at
high positive and negative velocities close to the
galactic center.

A kinematlcal model has been built with the purpose
of reproducing the asymmetries a), b) and d). It
consists of a sample of test particles uniformly
distributed over a spherical surface centered at the
observation point. The particles fall towards the
center with a constant velocity V[ and the observation
point moves, with respect to this sample, with a

a) Region 1 is more extended in g (180") than region II certain velocity Vp towards £p, bp. The four
(no-).

b) The highest positive velocities in region II are of
about 300 km/s, while the highest negative veloci-
ties in region 1 are of about 470 km/s.

c) In region I it is possible to distinguish two compo-
nents, one with very high velocities (VHVC's) and
another one with lower velocities. In region II this
separation is not evident.

The results of several high velocity clouds (HVC's)
surveys (Hulsbosch, 1975, 1978; Glovanelll, 1980; Mira-
bel and Morras, 1984; Bajaja et al., 1985; Morras, 1983,
1985) have been put together obtaining a sample of
2057 detections. Their distribution in galactic coor-
dinates is shown in Figure 1 where the strong correla-
tion between the LSR velocities and the galactic
longitudes can be easily appreciated. In order to have
a sample of 'genuine' HVC's we have subtracted from
this sample all those detections which correspond to HI
that could be associated with a galaxy (including the
Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds) or with the
Magellanic Stream. The remaining objects in the sample
are displayed in the V L S R - £ and the VLSR-b diagrams
of Figure 2. On the basis of the VLSH-f diagram we
define two regions: I, from 30' to 210', where most of
the velocities are negative, and II, from 220* to 330",
where most of the velocities are positive.

With respect to these two regions the following
asymmetries can be noticed (cf. van Woerden et al.,
1985):

parameters (Vj, Vp> fp and ip) were adjusted in order
to reproduce as closely as possible both diagrams of
Figure 2. The results are shown in Figure 3.

The superposition of Figure 3 on Figure 2 shows
that not only the main asymmetries in both types of
diagrams have been reproduced but also the points
close to the center and to the anticenter find with

30'

30*

-70*

Fig. 1. Whole sky HVC's distribution on galactic coordinates. Crosses are for positive LSR velocities and dots
for negative velocities.
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Fig. 2. LSR velocity-position diagrams.
a ) (VLSR~£> Crosses are for b > 0' and dots for
b < 0*. b) (VLSR-W Dots are for O" < £ < 360*.

Fig. 3. Velocity-position diagrams derived from the
model.

this model an explanation. The upper envelope of
Figure 2b Is remarkably well reproduced but the lack
of points In the northern hemisphere, at negative
velocities, has to be explained in a different way. The
model deals essentially with the very high velocity
component. The low velocity component, visible in
region II, requires a different model.

The model parameters which produce the best fit
are: V| = -75»5 km/s, Vp = 385*5 km/s, fp = HO'tS1

and bp - 1O'*5\ The quoted errors have been est i -
mated on the basis of the margin within which the
parameters can be changed without degrading notice-
ably the fit. The values for Vp, gp and 6p are similar
to the parameters for the solar motion with respect to
the Local Group of galaxies (cf. Yahil et al., 1977,
Richter et al., 1987). This, together with the fact that
a good fit was obtained in spite of taking as center of
the test particles distribution the LSR, suggests that
the VHVC's might be at distances of the order of the
size of the Local Group of galaxies.

Extrapolating the HI column densities measured from
the IAR to the whole sky, assuming uniform dis-
tribution and a distance of 1 Mpc, we derive, for the

VHVC's component, a total mass of about 1.3xlO10 MQ.
The value of the infall velocity is consistent also with
the gravitational potential energy at that distance as
estimated from the masses of the Milky Way- and M31.
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DISCUSSION

G. LYNGA: In this paper on the high-velocity
clouds the author has removed al l the com-
ponents of the Magellanic Clouds and the
Magellanic Stream; he has got a very beau-
t i ful f i t , which seems to show that they are
very far away from us.

E. BAJAJA: I want to point to the most in-
teresting feature of the f i t that we have
obtained. The high-velocity-clouds i s a sub-
ject that appeared already 24 years ago
when they^were defined and since then we
s t i l l don't know what they are. Because of
that and because we don't know at what di-
stance they are, so many models have
appeared. Our model i s probably just one
more but we are happy with i t because of the
way we have made i t , We have f irst got rid
of a l l those features that were sometimes
used in the modelling. When the Magellanic
Stream has been included as part of the high
velocity clouds, people were including
things with known positions because i t i s
more or less accepted that i t originated in
the Magellanic Clouds. And there are also
high velocity clouds that probably are conta-
minated with the galactic layer and thus be-
long to the Galaxy, so we decided to get rid
of those high velocity clouds to see what was
le f t . What was le f t showed other asymmetries
than was discussed in the original sample.

The next thing was to try to explain
those asymmetries with a very simple model.
This simple model not only solved the asym-
metries we were looking for to solve, but
we did i t independently of any other model,
any other interpretation. I t happened that
the parameters that we got for a unique so-
lution to f i t al l the asymmetries ate a set
of parameters that reminds us, from the ob-
servational point, of the solar motion with
respect to the local group of galaxies. Then,
the very high velocity clouds could, accord-
ing to this interpretation, be clouds at
distances of the order of the size of the
local group of galaxies. Then i t makes sense

to choose the centre of this model in the
place where we have centre. If you look at
the poster you will see an overlay of the
results of the model with the distribution
of the HVC. We are happy with that model be-
cause besides those asymmetries we are sol-
ving the problem of the presence of negative
high velocities in the direction of the an-
ticentre, where you would not expect any
high velocity.

C. NORMArf: If I am a radio astronomer and I
am sitt ing in M31. Right? Do I see negative
high velocity clouds or do I see positive
high velocity clouds? I am sitt ing in M31 at
a distance of 10 kpc from the centre and
look up. Which way are the high velocity
clouds going? Positive or negative?

E. BAJAJA: They are negative high-velocity
clouds. Have you got any comment about that?
It would be welcome.

C. iJORMAN: The point i s : Are they associated
with the galaxies/ M31 and our own Galaxy,
or with the local group i tse l f?

E. BAJAJA: I am saying that these HVC as a
result of this model could be at distances
of the order of the size of the local group.
The distances are large enough to make
possible this symmetrical work. The other
asymmetries are solved also, and beside that,
we solved some of the high velocity things
close to the centre and to the anticentre.
In the anticentre they f i t quite well and
that i s the most remarkable feature.

As to where the clouds are, I say that
they are at those large distances, because
the model apparently works. The infall velo-
city, i f you calculate what would be the
gravitational potential energy at one Mpc,
would be of the order of around -90 km/s.
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CO SURVEY OF THE GALACTIC PLANE FROM I = 38° TO I =67.5° : CLOUDS AND ARMS

T. Jacq, 0. Despois, A. Baudry

Observatoire de l'Universite1 de Bordeaux I, B.P. 21, 33270 Floirac, France

^ The galactic plane has been sampled at 5" spacing between 1-38° and £ = 67.5° in th» J»l-0
line of CO with the 2.5 m telescope of the Bordeaux Observatory. An automatic analysis of the data
gives 181 clouds with masses ranging from a few solar masses to a few 10s M®. Two spirals at least can
be fitted to our data.

The distribution and kinematics of molecular gas
in the Milky Way and in outer galaxies is of major
importance to modern astrophysics. To trace the mole-
cular gaa, we have used the J«1-0 transition of the
CO isotope of carbon monoxyde, as Ha cannot be di-

rectly detected and 12C0 lines are strongly saturated.

Unlike HI whose distribution in the Galaxy is
more or less continuous, the molecular gas presents
a markedly clumpy structure. Our u C 0 survey (Jacq
et al., 1987) extends the 13C0 survey of Liszt et al.
(1981, 1984) ; it clearly appears that the molecular
material becomes less dense for galactic longitudes
beyond 40° (Fig. 1). From our t-v map, an automatic
procedure extracts 181 "LVCLOUDS" using criteria on
the brightness and the number of connected pixels
(cf. Jacq et al., 1987).

The heliocentric distances of the clouds were
determined from the rotation curve of Burton and
Gordon (1978) and the distance ambiguity was tenta-
tively removed from a critical use of the similar
works of Dame et al. (1986) and Myers et al. (1986).
Criteria on the shape (A£/4v) of the LVCLOUDS, and

Ab information from the 12C0 data of Sanders et al.
(1986) were also used.

This enables us to plot the clouds in a R - 6 (or
log R, 8) diagram and to search for logarithmic spiral
arraB. This method is better than the ueual method
where one fits arms in the Z-v diagram.

We propose to match our data with three spiral
arms (Fig. 2) :

i) The more firmly extablished is the Per arm (pitch
angle 12-13°) which we trace in a longitude range
where its detection is difficult, due to the
small number of clouds.

ii) A spiral feature with a 22° pitch angle, "P22",
which can be seen as a spur branched on the Sgt
arm. This feature is very well constrained by
our data.

iii) The Sgr arm, which accounts for a large part of
the matter below its tangent point at £=50°.
This arm is the less clear feature in our data :

CO

o

CO

in
<o
to

Golactic longitude (°)

(•£, v) map of 13C0, J - 1-0 emission at b"0". Longitude step • 51. Velocity resolution
0.272 km/s. Contours are in units of antenna temperatures above the atmosphere.
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It appears as an extension of the Carina arm if
moat part of a big region, formed of 4 Giant Mo-
lecular Clouds, is placed at the near distance,
in contradiction uitlt other distance indicators
and the work of Dame et al. (1986) ; this implies
that a better distance information is crucial for
these clouds.
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ABSTRACT

A short description is given of the Atlas of UV extinction which will be published on Astronomy
and Astrophysics Suppl. Series. The Atlas presents a collection of 115 extinction curves derived
from low dispersion IUE spectra retrieved from VILSPA Data Bank.

INTRODUCTION

Systematic analysis of UV extinction provides one
of the main sources of observational constraints on
the composition of interstellar grain population. In
the Atlas presented here we have prepared a large set
of uniformly reduced UV extinction curves. The final
data base was obtained by merging two samples collec-
ted indipendently in Florence and in Leiden.

A discussion of the implications of the data for
the modelling of grains is contained in separate pu-
blications (Chlewieki, 1985; Chlewicki and Greenberg,
1986; Patriarch! et al., 1987).

SELECTION OF OBJECTS

The sample included most early-type spectra avai-
lable in IUE Data Bank before end of 1984. The col-
lection of IUE data was restricted to low resolution
spectra, for which reliable photometric calibration
in available.

The spectral types were limited to those earlier
than B9.5, with most Cv. 95%) in the range 03 - B3.

The general characteristics of the whole sample
are shown in table 1.

DERIVATION OF THE EXTINCTION CURVES

Stars used as comparison objects can be reddened
with E(B-V) ̂  O.lm.

The extinction has been derived using the formu-
la:

A!X;Xi,X2) = tAc(X;Xi,X2) -

Ec(Xi,X2)

E.Ui, X2)

where the colour index is Am (X , Ai) =
= - 2.5 log (F(X)/F(XI)} ; AI and Xj represent norma-
lization wavelengths; asterisks denote quantities
referring to a programme star and c refers to a
lightly • --ddened comparison star. Ac is the extinc-
tion of the standard star (assuming avarage inter-
stellar extinction law). E is the colour excess and
A' is the "extinction" derived using the lightly
reddened star:

Table 1.

Number of stars
Number of "association" stars
Spectral range
Reddening
Visual magnitudes
Distances (kpc)

115
83

03 - B9.5
0.24 i E(B-V) £ 1.28

3.86 S n ^ S 10.79
0.18 £ r £ 4.77

- Amc(A,Ai)

ERROR ANALYSIS

Three sources of errors were considered:

1. Deviation of A from the average curve

DATA REDUCTION

Spectra from which the extinction curves were de-
rived consist of at least two separate images SUP
(1150 < X < 2000 A) and LWP or Mffi (1B00 < X < 33OOA),
mainly large aperture data, since absolute calibra-
tion is available only for large aperture spectra.

In general, the accuracy of the fluxes was compa-
rable to the photometric accuracy of the calibration.
The absolute calibration was based on the results of
Bohlin and Holm (1981) and those of Cassatella and
Harris (1983).

The set of stars observed by IUE suitable to be
used as standard stars was supplemented, expecially
for high luminosity classes, with spectra of six
stars from the OAO-2 catalogue of Code & Meade (1979).

Assuming that, in general,A Ac should not exceed
the maximum deviation from the average curve obser-
ved in the diffuse medium, which amounts to^2.0 at
A 1300 A, the magnitude of the error is 2Ec/E*.

2. Instrumental errors

AA = 2
AF(i)
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a) Sensitivity variations
They have a 10 value of 3» but may reach 10% in
individual spectra (Bohlin et al. 1980).

b) Calibration functions
A 3% error is estimated by Bohlin and Holm (1981).

c! Wavelength misalignment
The rms deviation in the IUE wavelength calibra-
tion is "V»3A, corresponding for a typical early
type spectrum to a photometric error of O.mO3.

d) Exposure time
All exposure times were corrected for the effect
of discrete timing (Heck and Patriarch!, 1982).
The remaining uncertainty (single command cycle of
the on-board computer) is ±0.03 seconds,'corres-
ponding to a. photometric error of O.mO6 for the
shortest (0.5 sec) exposure time.

The total rms value of the instrumental errors, assu-
ming the individual sources independent,

3. Spectral mismatch

,<s>

E» E*

where AF is the flux error resulting from spec-
tral mismatch and ftE represents the error in the
value of the colour excess.

With a typical error in spectral classification
of 0.5 - 1 subclass, the magnitude of spectral clas-
sification errors is comparable to instrumental ef-
fects.
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EXTINCTION CURVES

The extinction curves of each star in the
sample are presented with normalization to E n_ v 1.
The far ultraviolet portion (A< 1700 A) is shown al-
so with normalization to Ej3_|7 = I.

For sake of comparison the average extinction
curve for diffuse medium (dashed curve) and the ave-
rage curve for the association to which the star be-
longs (dashed-dotted curve) are shown. An example is
presented in fig. 1.

Fig. 2

Galactic distribution of the whole sample

Fig. 1

Example of extinction curves
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Table 3. Standard stars
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INTERNAL EVOLUTION OF SPIRAL GALAXIES

J.A. Sellwood

Astronomy Department, The University, Manchester MIS 9PL, England

Abstract It is argued here that spiral patterns in galaxies generally are transient features which will decay
away in a few dynamical times, only to be replaced by other similarly short-lived wave*. The evidence for this
point of view is presented and the current state of the theory is discussed. A major consequence of such behaviour
is that disc stars are scattered into gradually more eccentric orbits by successive spiral wave*. This has two farther
implications: (a) the velocity dispersior T stellar populations will increase with their ages and (b) persistent spiral
structure demands a gas component in tbe disc that can dissipate some of the random motion energy. That the
theory offers such a natural explanation for these two well established aspects of galactic structure is cited as
indirect evidence in its favour.

Introduction

In this review, I will argue that the spiral patterns within
galaxies cause the structure of the disc to evolve continuously.
The argument requires spiral waves to be transient, each lasting
at most a few dynamical times with fresh patterns reforming
continuously to preserve the spiral appearance. I will show
that this viewpoint leads to a natural explanation for two well
established properties of disc galaxies.

Tbe Observational Situation

Unfortunately, lrim-imitir.nl observations appear to be un-
able to determine whether a particular galaxy in the sty con-
tains a long-lived or transient spiral; the induced non-circular
motions caused by the two types of density wave are very sim-
ilar. It is instructive to compare Visser's (197S) velocity field
for a steady spiral in M81 with that of Toomre (1981), which
modelled the same pattern as a tidally driven transient. The
two entirely different models predict very similar non-circular
streaming motions, and both fit the observations tolerably well.

Some steady wave theories run into trouble for Q ~ 1.5,
whereas values in the range 1.5 < Q < 2.5 are naturally ex-
pected in the transient picture. Despite this, recent observa-
tional estimates of Q (e.g. Olingworth & Schechter 1982, Ko-
nnendy 1984, van der Kruit & Freeman 1985) do not directly
prove that spirals are transient.

Superposition

There is a fundamental reason why Idnematical measure-
ments are incapable of distinguishing steady from transient
waves, namely: a transient can always be considered as a super-
position of steady waves.

A purely graphical construction to show this is drawn in
Figure 1, which gives contours of the total disturbance density
as two independent pairs of "blobs" move on circular orbits at
different angular speeds. The blobs in this figure are merely
illustrative, having no dynamical basis whatsoever; each pair
was chosen to have single peaked radial density profile and a
trailing pitch angle. The period illustrated is one complete
cycle of the pattern which would repeat itself indefinitely. As

the inner pair catches up, passes and moves ahead of the outer
pair, the ridge line of maximum density changes from leading
to trailing. Because the features themselves trail, the greatest
reinforcement of each other's density distribution occurs when
the inner pair is somewhat ahead of the outer.

(The bi-symmetry assumed in the figure is not essential;
even single blobs at each radius would give a similar impression.
The precise expressions for the radial density profiles and pitch
angles of the ridge line of each blob are also unimportant; any
simple functions which give single peaked trailing "blobs" can
be used. It is also necessary, in order to produce the desired'
effect, that the radial extents of the two density distributions t

should overlap somewhat and that the inner blob orbits at a
higher angular frequency than the outer.)

The changes in the ridge line of the density mimnnim
and the total overdensity obtained by this simple construction
exhibit exactly the properties that are known aa swing amplifi-
cation. Toomre (1981) was well aware of this and constructed
the famous "dust to ashes" diagram (his Figure 7) by super-
position of a large number of steady waves, each being the cal-
culated dynamical response to a steady perturbation (private
communication). Provided the disturbance remains linear, the
behaviour illustrated in Toomre's figure is precisely that which
a shearing wave would display - the latter would just be more
difficult to calculate.

N-body Experiments

All realistic N-body simulations of disc galaxies have dis-
played recurrent transient spiral patterns. Critics (e.g. Lin &
Bertin 1985) argue that numerical problems of relaxation and
inadequate damping at resonances cannot be avoided. Any
experimenter must be prepared to answer reasoned criticism
and should demonstrate, as far as he is able, that his princi-
pal conclusions are not artefacts. JV-body codes for stellar disc
simulations have been subjected to many lands of test (e.g.
Hohl 1971, 1973, Miller 1976, Zang & Hohl 1978, Sellwood
1981, 1983, Inagaki et al. 1985), some of which have revealed
that careless use of the codes can produce erroneous results.
But the transient nature of the spirals has not been affected
as the quality of the experiments has risen (Miller et al. 1970,
Berman et al. 1977, Sellwood & Carlberg 1984).
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Figure 1 Contours of positive overdensity for two pairs of arbitrary, trailing spiral "blobs" orbiting at different angular
frequencies. The six frames are at equally spaced intervals throughout one cycle of the pattern.

The point on which the criticisms concentrate is the com-
paratively small numbers of particles in the simulations. In
order to address this specific issue, I show a simulation (Fig-
ure 2) that is otherwise identical in every way to that shown
in Figure 2 of Sellwood & Carlberg (1984), except that it used
ten times as many particles. Qualitatively the transient spirals
are still there, and Fourier analysis reveals quantitatively that
the large-scale patterns have very similar amplitudes.

Critics are no longer justified in dismissing this principal
result as fictitious, unless they can advance some explanation
of how such an artefact could have eluded all these tests.

Possible Origins for the Spirals

Of course, a properly worked out theory of these waves
would put the transient picture on a sounder footing but, de-
spite intensive effort, a complete theory has yet to emerge.
Sellwood & Carlberg (1984) highlighted strong qualitative sim-
ilarities between the spirals in their simulations and the process
of "swing amplification" (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965, Ju-
lian & Toomre 1966, Toomre 1981), though they also noted
that quantitatively their spirals were much stronger than their
naive expectations from swing amplified particle noise.

Toomre's recent, very thorough (unpublished) work has
demonstrated that swing amplified particle noise does produce
somewhat stronger spirals than Sellwood & Carlberg expected.
Moreover, such spirals are very similar in appearance to those
observed in global simulations. This has rightly led him to
emphasize that noise alone in galactic discs might account for

much of the spiral structure we observe. Random density fluc-
tuations arising from the finite number of stars are, of course,
totally insignificant, but those from the comparatively small
numbers of massive molecular clouds in the disc might be suf-
ficient to produce visible spirals. If so, the spirals are certain
to be transient features.

An equivalent statement of this point of view is that some
spirals ar° made by the GMCs and their associated wakes (Ju-
lian & Toomre 1966). (The life-times of the massive cloud
complexes might be important to this theory, as it takes ~ 5
epicycle periods for a wake to fully develop.) The more con-
ventional view is that spiral arms are responsible for collecting
the inter-stellar material into large clouds. Again observations
cannot distinguish between these two viewpoints, since both
predict that the most massive clouds will be found in the arms,
as observed (e.g. Lo et al. 1987).

But noise does not appear to be the whole story: if random
density fluctuations arising from the finite number of particles
were alone responsible for the spirals in the simulations then
their amplitude would decrease as N~ b. Tests with differ-
ent numbers of particles (ranging over a factor of one hundred)
show that the amplitudes are, however, independent of N (Fig-
ure 2). This is more the behaviour one would expect if the
simulations contained true instabilities whose amplitudes sat-
urated at a fixed overdensity. The required instabilities have
yet to be isolated from the similar behaviour of noise, however.
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J= 24

Figure 2 A simulation identical in all respects to that shown in Figure 2 of Sellwood k Carlberg (1984),
except that ten times the number of particles were used (i.e. 200K). Only five thousand points are plotted
in each frame and one rotation period is 16 of the indicated time units. Fourier analysis of this simulation
reveals that the amplitudes of the large scale patterns is very similar to those in the smaller N experiment.
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Three Roles for Gas The Age-Velocity Dispersion Relation

The transient picture offers a very natural explanation for
the often noted importance of gas to spiral structure. The ar-
gument, set out in Sellwood & Carlberg (1984), runs as follows:
transient spiral waves scatter the disc stars causing their ve-
locity dispersion to rise. [Quasi-steady waves do not scatter
stars, except in narrow resonance regions, since the peculiar
velocities of stars moving through a slowly varying spiral wave
are adiabatically invariant (e.g. Carlberg & Sellwood 1985).]
In the absence of dissipation, the increasing random motion
reduces the ability of the disc to sustain collective wave-like
disturbances on a time-scale of no more than ten rotations;
spiral activity is self-limiting. Only the gas in the disc is able
to dissipate random motion energy, which must happen if spi-
ral activity is to continue. We are therefore led to an attractive
explanation as to why the strongest spirals should be seen in
the galaxies richest in gas and young stars.

Sellwood & Carlberg (1934) mimicked cooling in their sim-
ulations by accretion. We have also tried other methods of
cooling, all of which give the same essential result: the spirals
recur for as long as cooling is continued. One particularly re-
alistic method was adopted by Carlberg k Freedman (1985)
who labelled some particles as 'gas clouds' and then crudely
calculated the effects of dissipative collisions on their motion.

Carlberg & Freedman's experiments also demonstrated
the importance of star formation. Their 'gas' component re-
mained cool and responsive, whereas the stellar component
heated continuously and eventually (after 30 rotation periods)
became so hot that it remained essentially axisymmetric. At
this point the cool 'gas' subcomponent, which continued to ex-
hibit spiral patterns, behaved as though the 'stars' were an ad-
ditional unresponsive halo component: i.e. the multiplicity of
arm fragments increased. If the gas had formed stars, however,
the stellar distribution function would have been constantly
augmented with fresh stars close to the circular velocity, main-
taining the dynamical link between the stars and gas. This is
essential if large-scale waves are to be sustained.

Their experiments suggest a possible model for flocculent
galaxies, in which the old disc is dynamically decoupled from
the gas (to account for the small scale of the spiral features).
Star formation must have been interrupted for a long period,
in order that the old population be as hot as required, but star
formation is evidently occurring now. Could these galaxies
have been without gas in the past and have relatively recently
acquired some fresh material?

In summary, we have identified three distinct dynamical
roles for the gas in disc galaxies. Firstly, the gas component can
dissipate random motion energy, which is radiated away, en-
abling"gas clouds to remain as a cool sub-component of the disc,
always moving on nearly circular orbits. Secondly, massive
molecular clouds will acquire large-scale spiral wakes; if long-
lived concentrations are sufficiently massive, these responses
alone might dominate the appearance of the disc. Thirdly,
the gas forms new stars with small peculiar velocities, thereby
continually augmenting the overall stellar population with dy-
namically cool new generations. These processes permit global
spiral structure to recur until the gas is used up or removed.

The velocity dispersions of populations of solar neighbour
hood stars are observed to rise systematically with their ages
(e.g. Widen ic Puchs 1983) and three current theories have
been advanced to account for this. I first review each in turn
before arguing that the transient spiral wave theory is the most
successful.

Scattering of stars by GMCs was first proposed by Spitzer
& Schwarzschild (1951, 1953). The theory was thoroughly
reworked and extended by Lacey (1984), though his analysis
made no allowance for any collective response from the stars in
the form of wakes (see Julian 1967). Lacey identified two prin-
cipal difficulties with the simple cloud scattering mechanism:
Firstly, the observed masses and abundance of GMCs in the
galaxy today are insufficient to account for the high velocity
dispersion of the oldest stars, though it could quite plausibly
be argued that gas was more abundant in the past. The sec-
ond difficulty is probably insuperable: the theory predicts the
wrong axis ratio for the velocity ellipsoid. Lacey showed that
the disc stars should relax, on a time-scale shorter than the
heating time-scale, to an equilibrium in which aw is intermedi-
ate between «•„ and av, whereas it is observed to be the smallest
component.

Lacey & Ostriker (1985) proposed a population of massive
(10 sMQ) black holes in the galactic halo. Their theory predicts
the velocity dispersion to rise with the square-root of age, which
is very nearly that observed, but it too has two drawbacks, in
addition to being highly speculative. Firstly, the black holes
they require ought to have a detectable accretion luminosity
as they pass through the galactic plane and secondly, their
predictions are again inconsistent with the observed shape of
the ellipsoid, though only marginally so.

Carlberg & Sellwood (1984) showed that transient spirals
are easily able to explain the magnitude of the velocity disper-
sion of the old stars and can plausibly account for the observed
time-dependence. This theory also has a weakness, however:
transient spirals are very inefficient at pumping up the z mo-
tions and by themselves would create much too flat a velocity
ellipsoid (Carlberg 1987). This is because the perturbing spiral
potential cannot change very much between a star's successive
crossings of the mid-plane, essentially making the amplitude of
the vertical motion adiabatically invariant.

To overcome this, I propose a hybrid model in which spi-
rals create large peculiar velocities in the plane that are then
redirected by encounters with molecular clouds. The scattering
process will never reach equilibrium if the spiral heating time-
scale is similar to the time-scale for encounters with clouds to
relax the velocity ellipsoid to its equilibrium shape. Thus, de-
pending on the relative time-scales, the local velocity ellipsoid
could have any axis ratio between very flat and Lacey's (1984)
equilibrium prediction. For the gas density and cloud prop-
erties in Lacey's favoured range, the relaxation time-scale is
between 10s and 1010 years and is comparable to the observed
heating time; thus we should expect a fiatter-than-equilibrium
ellipsoid, as observed.

Conclusions

The picture of recurrent, short-lived spiral patterns pre-
sented here offers attractive explanations for two well-estab-
lished aspects of galactic structure. Firstly, that prominent
spirals are observed only in galaxies rich in gas and actively
forming stars and secondly, that the velocity dispersion of pop-
ulations of stars increases with their age.
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DISCUSSION

B. ELMEGREEN: R e g a r d i n g t h e d i s t i n c t i o n b e -
tween clouds that form arms and arms that
form clouds, I believe that for symmetric
spiral arms, the latter situation is pre-
ferred because model calculations of clouds
forming arms rarely show symmetry.

J. SELLWOOD: Of course, an individual cloud
cannot produce a symmetric pattern, but the
comparatively small number of massive; clouds
in a galaxy gives rise to significant den-
sity fluctuations in all scales. Those
length scales that are strongly amplified,
using Toomre *s (1981) X criterion, will pro-
duce the largest density responses, and
these will have a symmetric spiral form.

G. LYNGA: In this two-stage heating proce-
dure, how much does the molecular cloud-
heating have to produce in the way of velo-
city dispersion or z-distribution before the
spiral feature-heating can take over?

J. SELLWOOD: I presume you are asking about
the z motion only. Spiral waves are ineffi-
cient at heating the z motion when stars re-
main close to the plane because half the
vertical period is short compared to the
time scale for changes in the spiral poten-
t ia l . Stars that reach large' distances from
the plane have a longer oscillation period,
however, and we should expect that once the
vertical period is , say, double than for
small oscillations, spiral waves will be
able to amplify vertical motions more direct-
ly. One further point though is that once
the vertical height approaches the inter arm
spacing, the gravitational potential of the
spiral waves is greatly weakened.

J.C, PECKER: One possibility to stabilize
the spiral structure is accrete matter - as
you have said. Question: What is the amount
of accreted matter per year necessary to act
as a stability factor?
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J. S£UiWOOD: Our estimates were that
3 - 5 M0/year accreted over the whole disk
of the galaxy would be ample to maintain
spiral structure for as long as the accre-
tion continued. However, I would like to
emphasise that this picture of continued
transient spiral activity will work with any
form of cooling, of which accretion is just
one example.

J. PALOuS: Do I understand correctly that
your mechanism of the heating of the disk
produces in later times the "plateau" in
the velocity dispersion versus age relation?
If so, is i t confirmed by the observations?

J. SELLWOOD: The models I presented gave
approximate power laws and did not reach a
"plateau". Carlberg et al. have demonstrated
from heating calculations, that the relation
between age and velocity dispersion can be-
come very flat for high ages under certain
assumptions of star formation rate and
spiral activity. They have also claimed that
such benaviour is observed, but others (e.g.
Fuchs and Wielen, 1986 ) disagree.

I interpret the clumps as transient gravita-
tional instabilities inside the arms. The
number of particles in a clump is estimated
to be ~ 500, so the statist ical fluctuation
that caused i t was at a 500-1/2 w~$ % level.
The final density i s estimated to be ~ 5 times
the average density at that radius, so the
amplification during the instability that
made the clump is ~ 100. This i s an reason-
able amplification factor for an arm dwelling
time of ~ 10" years, because i t represents
approximately 5 e-folding time scales of
-20 million years each. Thus, I interpret

the spiral arm clumps as a small-scale frag-
mentation of the larger scale instability
that made the arms. The clumps do not appear
in the 200K calculation because the iniHal

1 "density fluctuation i s less by l/ClO)1'-,
and so the final density i s less by 1/C10)1'2

This gives a final density that i s only mar-
ginally larger than the average density. I
believe that the fluctuations in realistic
interstellar gas are closer to 5% or 10%
than to 1%, because the gas mass distribution
is dominated by the most massive, and rarest,
clouds. Thus, I believe .that the clumps in
your N=20K calculations are showing us how
superclouds form.

B. ELMEGREEtf: I wish to point out an import-
ant difference between the N-20K and the
N=200K particle models that you showed. The
rt=20K models have very clumpy spiral arms
during the f irst few orbits and the N=2OOK
models have essentially no spiral arm clumps.

J. SELLWOOD: You may well be right; such
small scale features might easily depend upon
the "noise" level. However, I have shown that
the amplitude of large scale features i s in-
dependent of the number of particles, and
therefore cannot be the result of noise.

3.A. Sellwood
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Quasi Stationary Spiral Structure is the natural Interpretation for grand design spiral
galaxies. The bent theoretical tool to describe QSSS morphologies Is the study of spiral nodes.
Modal studies are characterized by two distinct stages. At the dynamical level, one wishes to
compute spiral modes efflcently on a variety of equilibrium models and to master the relation
between the properties of the basic states and the properties of the relevant spiral modes. At the
astrophysical level, realistic basic states are identified by discussing the processes of evolution
and self-regulation; in particular, we Identify some basic states consistent with QSSS grand
designs and others where more flocculent spiral structure is expected to occur. For this second
stage it is crucial to have a proper interpretation of the results obtained from one-component
models In view of the multiple component astrophysical systems to be described (which include
stars. Population I objects, and cold gas). Following this outline, under the guidance of a
simple analytic (asymptotic) theory, a very large set of galaxy models has been studied numerical-
ly. This .is essentially a three dimensional survey within a flexible class of models, where one
parameter measures the amount of participating disk mass, a second parameter determines the
hotness of the disk and the third is a scale length which combines properties of the size of the
nuclear bulge and the distribution of the cold gas component. All the essential morphological
typea found in the Hubble diagram have been reproduced; in particular, parameter regimes are
identified for SA and SB galaxies and specifically for SBO, SB-r and SB-s objects. Distinction is
made between systems where gas is expected to play an active or a passive role.

1. VARIOUS SCENARIOS

How can we construct a galactic model that
simulates a galaxy of a given morphology? How can we
account for the transitions observed among the
various morphological types? How much can we infer
on the basic state of a galaxy from its observed
spiral structure? It turns out that the physical
mechanisms underlying the excitation and the mainte-
nance of spiral structure (that are Investigated for
the purpose of understanding mainly grand design
spiral galaxies) offer a way to answer the above-
posed questions. In particular, they clarify and
unify the role of the main observational criteria at
the basis of the morphology classification, i.e., the
bulge size, the grs content, and the pitch angle of
spiral structure.

a) QSSS hypothesis and modal approach

A positive, conclusive, and successful approach
to these problems should be of a semi-empirical
nature. This is the main theme of the hypethesis of
Quasi Stationary Spiral Structure (QSSS) and its
great advantage, as we stressed recently (see Fig. 1
of Lin & Bertin 1985. see also B. Lindblad 1963).

On the theoretical side, we argue in the follow-
ing way. In galaxies with a grand design the dynami-
cal system has evolved beyond the stage of violent
instability and rapid change that mey be associated
with the "early" phase of the evolution of a galaxy.
(In peculiar galaxies such rapid changes may still be
going on.) During evolution a process of self-regu-
lation brings the system into a relatively stable
state (see comment by Bertin in the discussion of his
paper, 1983a, p. 174, and following discussion
(Sect.4) of the present article). In the system we
observe now, we are thus dealing with the "late"
stages of an evolving dynamical system, where the
modal description is usually preferable over non-
modal descriptions. In the present context the
"early" and "late" stages refer to a time scale based
ou a typical feedback cycle for the modes.

Note that the QSSS hypothesis should not be
confused with the study of unstable linear modes,
even though the two Issues are intimately related.
For example, if a certain basic state is found to

have strongly unstable modes, the modal shape obtain-
ed from the linear theory may have very little to do
with the final state of the galaxy. On the other
hand, if the basic state Is found to have only mildly
unstable modes we may expect equilibration to result
In the nonlinear state. The modal description has
the advantage of focusing our attention to th«
intrinsic characteristics of the system. It is thus
also applicable to the study of nonlinear processes
and of patterns caused by external excitation (see
Lin & Bertin 1985). In the context of the modal
description, the existence o? a grand design essen-
tially corresponds to the dominance of a single node
or of a small number of modes whose morphologies do
not differ greatly from one another (see Table).

b) Evolution of morphological type?

If a situation occurs where a few modes with
comparable growth rate coexist, the general appearan-
ce of the galaxy may be quasi-periodic, corresponding
to a slow beating process involving the relevant
modes (see Fig. 1 in Haass, Bertin, and Liu 1982).
Otherwise a galactic disk subject to too many modes
would be expected to have a flocculent appearance,
like NGC 2841. In this case an occasional encounter
could in some cases give temporary prominence to a
global grand design, but with ut the fast evolution
and without the change in morphological category
envisaged by Toomre (981). In fact the non-statio-
nary tidal scenario supported by Toomre (1981) is
likely to operate only when the Inner Llndhlad
Resonance is "exposed", i.e. in the case where the
relevant global modes are damped from the beginning.
Note that in this picture the tight spiral structure
appears only in a later stage and with a modest
radial extent (see Toomre 1981, Fig. 8), after a
rapid evolution through an open structure. This kind
of picture faces a winding dilemma of a nore aubtl*
nature than what originally argued by Oort (1962),
since it refers to the winding process during propa-
gation, as originally brought up by Toomre (1969) la
his study of convectlve wave packets.

Difficulties with the non-stationary scenario
can be traced both to theoretical and to semi-empiri-
cal evidence. In the tidal point of view there are
severe parameter restrictions, especially on the
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relevant ciae-icaieg, for an encounter to produce a
reasonable spiral structure (cf. Toomre 1981). In
addition, the requirement of the "exposure" of the
Inner Lindblad Resonance is difficult to accept,
especially In view of the fact that a "Q-barrler"
associated with a nuclear bulge (cf. M81) can effec-
tively "shield" the Lindblad Resonance even when ILR
nominally exists. In our survey of realistic galaxy
models (see Sect.3) we find it quite natural for
two-armed structures to be free from ILK (in contrast
with multiple armed structure). Furthermore, observ-
ed tight structures with a relatively wide radial
extent (cf. NGC 488) are very hard to explain in the
tidal scenario, which thus seems less interesting for
Sa, Sb galaxies. Still another possibility, which
would be compatible with tidal driving but without a
fast change of morphological type, is that all the
relevant modes are damped, but one dominant damped
mode if selected and excited by a tidal encounter.
This case is probably the one that so far has receiv-
ed least quantitative attention.

If, on the other hand, the non-stationary
picture is thought in terms of a regenerative scena-
rio such as that proposed by P.O. Lindblad (1963) and
Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965), then the "noise"
level in galaxy disks seems to be an insufficient
source of instabilities and in any case not likely to
explain grand design spirals. Just as a reminder of
the theoretical difficulties in justifying frequent
and sizable amplification from random disturbances,
we may recall some parallel work on shear-Alfven tr-
ansient instabilities in electromagnetic plasmas
(Coppl & Fegoraro, 1962). Studies of this kind are
also expected to limit the impact of the same random
fast-evolving disturbances on the internal heating of
galaxy disks.

In any case the main reason why the fast-evolv-
ing scenario is not attractive is of a semi-empirical
nature. It is essentially a form of winding dilemma.
For the same basic state, the pitch angle of the
spiral structure would evolve with time. Thus, it
would go against the statistical correlation between
pitch angle and the physical parameters characteriz-
ing the basic state. Such cases of winding scenario
should only occur as a statistical minority.

In the following we shall describe the general
consequences and some recent results that are derived
from adopting the modal approach in the context of
QSSS.

disk oass is also to be considered inactive, since
much of the participating mass should largely be
identified with the thin Population I layer.
Indeed, it Is In this latter component that spiral
structure develops. Thus some inactive muss would
be counted as disk mass by observers and should not
be counted as disk mass by dynamlcists studying the
problem of stability. Dynamical justification for
these statements are found in studies such as those
of Yue's (1982) and in studies of two-component
systems (e.g. Bertln & Romeo 1987). In any case the
physical picture is quite clear. One should always
keep in mind the three-dimensional multiple-compo-
nent structure of the real system and look for the
best representation in terms of a one-component
active mass disk. Other special features that could
also be included are related to the coupling of the
various components since the inactive mass is
"fixed" only as a first approximation. This latter
point la sometimes referred to as "disk-halo inter-
action".

b) Length scales

Related to the above discussions is the problem
of identifying the scales of the dynamical model
with the scales of the actual system. For example,
as the simplest first approximation for the mass
distribution In observed disks, one can take an
exponential law with scale length h-. This mass
distribution corresponds in sizable park to inactive
mass. Thus it is reasonbale to start out with an
exponential disk with scale- length h, but it should
be kept in mind that, especially since gas is more
abundant outside, the active disk mass scale—length
h is expected to be larger than h g and the
distribution is in general not exponential. In
addition, unless a significant amount of cold
material is actually observed, active mass in the
center is highly reduced and often negligible.
Thus, as we often stressed (Lin & Bertin 1981), even
though cutting the active disk mass by a factor A
evenly at all locations may be often the simplest
way of reducing the disk mass In dynamical studies,
distributing the mass reduction by cutting more at
the center and less in the outer regions can be the
better choice for astrophysical applications (see
also Love 1987). In cum this choice can make the
whole difference ir' the results of dynamical studies
of spiral structure.

2. MODELLING A GALAXY DISK

As a model of a flat galaxy we consider an
infinitesimally thin disk of active mass in the
presence of a "fixed" or inactive component. For
simplicity in describing the ge'ixy disk, a one-com-
ponent fluid model of zero quickness is adopted.
Therefore in the following, but also in any calcula-
tion on the dynamics of galaxy disks, special atten-
tion must be paid to the choice of the basic state
and to the evaluation of the relevant results, in
view of the complex nature of the actual physical
system that is being represented. In particular we
can list the following items:

a) Active mass

The disk surface density o of the basic state
that is perturbed in the linear stability analysis Is
the active mass, it is not always the same as the
projected density of the observed disk. Very often
the "fixed" Inactive mass, which cooperates in sup-
porting a given observed rotation curve, is vaguely
called "halo" mass. For dynamical studies we must
keep in mind that the luminous bulge is essentially
inactive and that a sizeable fraction of the observed

c) Equivalent dispersion speed

The choice of the acoubtic speed profile a(r)
is another crucial step for a proper construction of
a one-component fluid model. It is best discussed
by focusing on the equivalent Q-parameter. Again we
must stress that a(r) does not represent the veloci-
ty dispersion of the stars, nor the turbulent speed
of the gas component. Instead, in the one component
model, it is an equivalent quantity to be eventually
chosen so as to represent the process of self-regu-
lation In the more complex multiple-component/multl-
ple-thickness real system (see discussion in Sect.
4). In turn, results from stability investigations
of simple one-component systems should always be
interpreted in view of the physical processes
occurring in actual galaxy disks. Results of N-body
simulations, for example, if taken blindly and not
interpreted properly, can be unphysical. In fact
N-body experiments naturally overestimate the amount
of heating in the disk. On the one hand, their
fluctuation level is usually larger than in a real
system because of the small number of particles (cf.
Lin & Bertin 1985). In addition, the complex mechan-
ism of self-regulation Is usually Ignored altoge-
ther, and the role of the gareous component is not
Included.
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In deciding the genernl structure of the Q-pro-
file one should keep in mind that in '.lit central
regions of a galaxy both the relatJ'-' iy low amount of
cold gas and the transition in geometry make it
natural for Q to exceed unity. In contrast! in the
outer regions where the disk density is low and gas is
more important, the value of Q is often expected to be
close to one. Thus profiles of the kind chosen in our
surveys are not arbitrary or just convenient func-
tions. They actually represent a well defined physic-
al choice, which in our opinion is the best represen-
tation of the actual astrophysical system. Therefore
choices of the kind made by Sellwood (1985) in his
study of a model for the Milky Way (with Q either flat
or rising both inside and outside) are likely to lead
to unrealistic conclusions.

d) Stellar dynamics

In a first approximation the disk would be best
represented by the equations of stellar dynamics,
which describe a collisionless system of stars (see
Bertin 1980). Thus in the simpler and more flexible
fluid model we must give proper interpretations in
the stellar context in order to avoid any unrealistic
features. A blind use of a fluid model , either in
its exact integro-differential formulation (cf.
following survey) or in its approximate description
via the (J,Q) dlagiam (see Bertin, Lin & Lowe 1984).
can be dangerous, since resonances, pressure' anlso-
tropy, and other subtle Issues can be improperly
overlooked. Fortunately most of these important
effects can be easily incorporated (see also Lin &
Bertin 1981). For example, modes with multiple armed
structure and/or low pattern frequency tend to be
inhibited by ILR. This fact can be easily taken into
account. Note also that angular momentum transfer
across corotation is expected to be inhibited when
OLR is too close to the corotation circle. Obviously
che relevance of these issues should be assessed also
on the basis of the amount of gas present at each
locatiqn, since gas behaves differently from stars.
In addition, it would be desirable to extend the
present stellar dynamical studies to the regime of
open spiral structure.

e) Implications on the problem of dark matter

After the pioneering work of Ostriker & Peebles
(1973), attempts have been made recently at con-
straining the amount of dark matter in disk galaxies
on the basis of studies of the stability of disks
with respect to spiral modes (e.g. see the report by
van Albada & Sancisi 1986). Some of these claims are
supported by crude N-body simulations only, others by
cursory instability arguments (see Athanassoula et
al. 1987), so that arbitrary values of Q are input in
a model and the Important physical process of self-
regulation is ignored altogether. In contrast, we
shall show Chat for any value of the disk mass (e.g.
even the case of a thin light disk in the presence of
a large amount of bulge-halo matter) there is in
general room for spiral instabilities. Therefore, we
agree that some dynaaical constraints can be set on
the amount of disk matter, but on the basis of the
observed morphology, not on general stability grounds.
(In fact ouch of this coincides with the goals of our
dynamical approach to the classification of spiral
galaxies). General stability arguments are thought
to be Insufficient since "stability" Is expected to
be automatically taken care of by processes of eelf-
regulation at any ratio of disk mass. Still we do
not believe that siaple and strong constraints can be
actually set especially in the case of Sa's and Sb's.
The main physical reason for this uncertainty is that
different physical ratios are involved in galactic
dynamics and In discussions of dark natter. Astrono-

mers are presently debating the value of the ratio
^d^^AhA. °^ dark t0 luminous matter within four
exponential scalelengths of the luminous disk.
Studies of spiral structure depend on the ratio
(Mj/MA),.a of inactive to active maaa vlthin four
exponential scalelengchs of the active mass. Some-
times the vaguer term of halo to disk mass within
four scalelengths 1B used WH/^Wth i n b o t h * i n e s

of research even though a chick luminoue stellar
disk ŵ iuld belong to M for astronomers and M. for
dynamical studies.

3. MODAL STUDIES

For the formulation of the relevant equations
for linear spiral modes in the fluid approach, we
refer, for example, to Lin & Lau (1979),

a) Dynamical mechanisms

In recent years, efforts have been devoted
towards the understanding of the nature of those
modes. Generally speaking, after the rotation curve
is specified, the characteristics of modal instabi-
lity of a galactic disk have been found to be
determined by the radial profiles of two parameters,
J and Q (see Bertin 1983a and Bertin, Lin & Lowe
1984). The active disk density o, and hence J,
should be regarded as the first stability parameter,
since it cannot be changed so easily. The parameter
Q should be regarded as a second stability parame-
ter, since it is more prone to be changed by the
process of self-regulation. In fact J, being
proportional to the gravitational constant, can be
seen as a measure of the driving mechanism, whereas
Q, being related to the dynamical pressure of the
stars, Indicates the response to resist gravita-
tional instability. Normal spiral modes are asso-
ciated with lower values of the J parameter and cool
stellar disks or a combination of a warm stellar
disk with a cold gas disk. Barred spiral modes are
associated with heavier and warmer disks.

The modal theory is self-contained. The
maintenance of spiral modes may be visualized in
terms of oppositely propagating wave trains that
satisfy a certain local dispersion relationship.
The excitation mechanism for such modes can be seen
as a process of overreflection near the corotation
circle. A refraction mechanism is present near the
central region of the galaxy, so that the wave
trains are linked in a closed cycle or "feedback
loop" (see, e.g., the propagation diagrams in Bertin
1983a, and in the figure of the present article).
Such a description helps us to identify the parame-
ter regimes that correspond to stable, moderately
unstable, or violently unstable disks. In fact this
gave us precious guidance in our numerical survey.
In general we can now choose the dynamical parame-
ters so as to simulate flocculent or grand design
galaxies, and, more specifically, galaxies of the
normal type or of the barred type using the unifying
framework of a single simple dispersion relation. A
detailed discussion of the dispersion relation and
of the relevant parameter regimes has been given by
Bertin, Lin & Lowe (1984).

b) The numerical code

The exact equations of the fluid aodel have
been included by Fannatonl (1S79, 1983) in a flex-
ible numerical code that Incorporates the long range
gravity force in its 'integral form. Different
techniques and nodeIs have been developed bv other
researchers In order to calculate global node:, (e.g.
Erlckson 1974, Bardeen 1975, Zang 1976, Kalnajs
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1977, Aoki. Noguchl & lye 1979, Toomre 1981, Haass
1982, Athanassoula & Sellwood 1986).

In dealing with Che numerical computation of
spiral modes one must pay attention to the appropriate
boundary conditions, since these play a crucial role
in the global stability problem. At large radii, we
impose a radiation boundary condition Just inside the
Outer Lindblad Resonance circle (see Lau, Lin & Mark
1976; Pannatoni 1983).

c) Regimes of moderate Instability and morphology of
modes

The instability of a mode can be measured by the
value of -yP, where y is the growth rate and P the
rotation period at corotation. The main result of
our extensive numerical survey with a fluid model is
that by focusing on the regimes of moderate instabili-
ty ( yP < 1) we obtain linear sequences of morphology
of modes11 very much in line with the two linear se-
quences of spiral structures characterizing the Hubble
classification.

d) A survey of models and modes

Two of the major objectives of our modal studies
are: (i) to find a dynamical basis for the Hubble
morphology classification In a coherent framework, and
thereby (ii) to demonstrate the viability of the modal
approach to spiral structure. That is, it should be
possible to provide a single family of basic states
for which the nodes of moderate growth cover essen-
tially all major Hubble morphological types in a
natural and simple manner.

To accomplish these purposes, we should consider
realistic galaxy models for which only a few modes are
important. Relegation of higher modes to insignifi-
cant roles has the advantage of demonstrating the va-
lidity of the QSSS hypothesis for a class of realistic
models of galaxies. Once we are successful with one
particular class of models, adjustment of the relevant
distribution functions can easily broaden the scope of
our coverage.

These goals can be achieved within the observa-
tionally suggested set of essentially exponential
disks with scale length h. The results of this work
will be published elsewhere (Bertin et al. 1987).
Here we just highlight a few points.

The rotation curve adopted in our family of basic
states is partly supported by an inactive component
(sec discussion in previous Section). The active disk
to total mass ratio It,, at the location r • 4h, is
approximately given, for our reference family of
models, by R^ ~ 0.38(1+ A ) . Then the so called
"maximum disk" ' solution (see van Albada & Sancisi
1986) to Ax.0.25, i.e. IL̂  5:0.5. How-
ever, for astrophyslcal applications of these JL,
values, we should make appropriate interpretation ana
corrections, in view of what was discussed in Sect. 2.

The family of models that we have considered is
characterized essentially by six dimensionless parame-
ters. A routine survey with 10 values chosen for each
parameter would lead to 10 cases, which would be a
nightmare to attempt to analyze. As is turns out, it
is possible to reduce the number of cases needed in a
significant survey down to 10 , without missing any
essential morphological type. For completeness,
especially for a better understanding of the dynamical
mechanisms, about 10 basic models were actually con-
sidered (Thurstans 1987). On the other hand, for
application to morphological studies, there is a
natural division of models into subgroups within which
law and order prevail. Thus, the number of represen-
tative cases can be actually reduced to about a dozen.
Our survey mostly explores variations of three parame-
ters: the overall amount of active disk mass ( A ) , the
value of the Q parameter at large distances (0 ), and

the acalelength of the (monotonlcally decreasing) Q
profile (r ).

The survey indicates that all barred spirals
are stabilized if A < - 0.15, i.e. if IL, 10.3.
However, It should be noted that there is still room
for Instability with respect to nornal spiral
global modes at much lower values of IL.; signifi-
cant instability exists even for IL. * 175. There-
fore we recognize that some limits on important
quantities such as K, can be net on the baaii of
instability arguments, but only if the morphology of
the spiral mode Is properly taken Into account.
This contrasts with the approach taken by Athanaa-
soula, Bosma & Fapaioannou (1987).

Note that the present work should be viewed as
an extensive survey of models, rather than an inten-
sive survey of modes. In fact, we track the proper-
ties of the fastest (highest pattern frequency)
two-armed spiral mode while the parameters of the
basic state are varied. He briefly check that the
basic states are not subject to too many nodes with
sizable growth rate, but this can be done by in-
specting the properties of the rotation curve and by
estimates of growth rates. Thus we do not have to
focus on a single model for an intensive survey of
modes.

A summary of the properties of the various
morphological types encountered in the Burvey will
be given in Sect. 4.

e) Comparison with other modal studies

The models studied In the present survey differ
substantially from those studied earlier by Aoki et
al (1979) and by Toomre (1981). As pointed out by
Haass (1982), their models have an outer Q-barrier
and the modes obtained have quite different shapes.
The results would therefore have different applica-
bility. The choice of the basic model, for astro-
physical applications, should be confronted with a
number of physical issues (»ee Sect. 2).

The results of Athanaaaoula and Sellwood (1986;
see Fig. 2 of their paper), who found that there is
modal Instability only if the disk/total mass ratio
is approximately one third, to the extent that they
are restricted to open bar modes, are consistent
with our survey. Strictly speaking, the basic
distribution functions foi their basic states are
all different from ours, >. d any obvious comparison
would not be expected. V..A fact that there is this
degree of agreement with respect to barlike Insta-
bility is somewhat surprising. On the other hand
Athanaasoula and Sellwood (1986) seem to have
ignored normal spiral modes altogether.

4. SPIRAL TYPES, SELF-REGULATION, EVOLUTION

For application to observed galaxies in the
Hubble morphological classification, we have in
general to impose the condition of moderate insta-
bility. We envisage that if a basic state has only
modes of moderate Instability (>P < 1), these nodes
may be brought to equilibration through the damping
effect of the gaseous conponent (cf. Shu 1985, Lubow
1986). The more gas there is in the galaxy, the
larger the value of 7P may be allowed. On the other
hand, if a basic state has highly unstable modes,
these modes are expected to grow rapidly and pos-
sibly to lead to a change of the basic state itself
into a more stable configuration. In the new basic
state, the final mode observed will again be one of
moderate growth which is brought to saturation
through the damping mechanism associated with the
gaseous component. Once a state of moderate growth
is reached, the long tern evolution Induced by
spiral modes should be slow (Bertin 1983b, Bertin &
Romeo, 1987), consistent with the QSSS hypothesis.
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Density contours (top) and propagation diagrams
(bottom) for four prototypes of modes ir, a numerical
survey (It. Thurstans 1987). Dotted circles indicate
corotation. On the bottom.horizontal lines indicate
corotation ( v =o), vertical lines separate leading
from trailing waves; vertical axes run from 1LR ( v =
-1) to OLR (v =• +1).

a) Key morphological types

In the Figure we show representative examples of
three prototypes of modes with moderate instability (
^P < 1) together with nne normal spiral mode of very
high growth rate. The Figure is best discussed by
summarizing the basic conclusions of our iradal
survey. Each point below (i)-(iii) contains first a
statement of facts, then a brief comment on the
relevant dynamical aecharlsms.
(i) Low disk mass. Tightly wound spiral modes (see
lower left density contour in the Figure) are not
found over hot stellar disks. They are however

found aver cool stellar disks or a combined system of
a warm stellar disk and a cool gas disk. Modes with
considerably more than one winding and with corotatlo
circle at r * 3h have also been found (S. Lowe )riii.j.
For all these cases of normal spiral structure the
disk/cotal mass ratio R^ for the active disk Is
relatively low. The asymptotic theory of normal
spirals developed earlier for pure trailing waves (see
Lin & Lai) 1979, Bertin 1980) applies to these modes.
Other Investigators often failed to find long waves
because they did not examine such basic states. W«
now know that there cmi also b« a weak contamination
of the trailing uav cycle by a leading wave cycle
(see lower left propagation diagram). The process of
interaction between leading and trailing cycles and
its dependence on disk mass have been demonstrated
(see Lin 4 Yue 1987).

(ti) Higher disk mass, > 1.2. For It, > 1/3,
barlike modes (see upper left density contour) are
obtained if Q m >_ 1.2. This Is in agreement with
results reported by Athanassoula and Sellwood (1986),
which is 8uprising in view of the differences in the Q
profile between their case and our case. Note that
these findings are in line with the conjecture by
Ostriker & Peebles (1973). The asymptotic theory for
this case (see Bertin, Lin & Lowe 1984) gives an
accurate determination of the growth rate (unlike the
"local theory based on swing amplification" where a
discrepancy by a factor of two was found by Athanas-
soula & Sellwood 1986). The mode is supported by an
open leading and an open trailing wave (see upper left
propagation diagram). These open waves obey the same
simple dispersion relation and occur in this regime of
higher disk mass; their characteristics are qualitati-
vely similar to those of the short waves that occur in
the low disk mass regime. The excitation mechanism is
again a process of overreflection. The mode shown
(upper left) has low growth (yP » 0.1), actually
smaller than the normal spiral mode shown in the lower
left frame. Thus an excitation involving leading and
trailing waves does not have to be transient, nor it
is necessarily powerful (see Bertin 1983a and the
study in terms of a spectral representation by Lin &
Thurstans 1984).

(iii) Higher disk mass, low Q__ . Here we find a
spiral sequence of modes ranging from rapidly growing
S-spirals (see lower right density contour; for r /h
small, I.e. cool disks) to moderately growing SB-s
spirals (see upper right density contour; for larger
r /h, i.e. warm disks). Cases with large amounts of
cold gas can justify the choice of cool disks and the
self-regulation of fast modes (yP > 1) as the one
shown in the lower right frame. The same asymptotic
theory for case (li) applies here as well (see the
propagation diagrams in the right frames). One can
speculate that the subclass of galaxies SBb/Sb (see
Hubble Atlas p. 46) might be interpreted as due to a
stellar disk with a bar-like Instability and a larger
gaseous disk with a spiral-like Instability.

b) Self-regulation

Why should real systems actually conform to the
strip of moderate growth as identified by us in the
(J,Q) -diagram (see Bertin, Lin & Lowe 1984)? In
particular, at low values of disk mass why should a
galactic disk be characterized by a value of Q so
close to unity?

The physical process by which this situation is
realized we call self-regulation. In particular the
process is expected to be more efficient where the
parameter region of moderate growth is narrower, as is
the case of low disk mass systems.

Following the discussions of Sect. 2, the Q
parameter is to be thought as an equivalent stability
parameter that includes the stability properties of a
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composite tjritn characterised by the prassnca of a
thin Population-! gas-itch layer nbaddad In a hotter
and thicker stellar dlak. The dynamical rola of the
thin Population I layer la eiaintlal and indeed it la
there that aplral atructure develop!. Open spiral*
•ay involve material of Population tl.

One rola of the gaa component la to provide
dlaelpation and therefore a saturation mechanism at
low amplitudes for the growing aplral aodea (aee
Kalnaja 1972; Roberta t Shu 1972; Shu 1985; Lubow,
Balbua & Cowl* 1986; Lubow 1986). Shocks in the gaa
trace the smooth underlying spiral field by aharp
optical features. Thus one role of the gaa la to
regulate the otherwise exponential growth of spiral
•odea.

A second crucial role of the gas, also well
known (see Lin & Shu 1966; Lynden-Bell 1967). has
been recently further clarified by the analysis of
Bert in & Romeo (1987). The existence of a gas disk
in real galaxies reduces the value of the Q-parameter
to be input in the model. In other words, if we
denote by QA, the value of the Q-parameter associated
with the stellar disk (such as the one that observers
are trying to determine on the basis of the measured
stellar di-peraion speed), in the presence of some
cold thin gas layer (such as neutral hydrogen and
molecular clouds) the effective stability parameter
of the combined systeu (stars + gas) is Q < QA.
Then, as described with a simple model by Bertln &
Romeo (1987), a process of self-regulation can be
easily ensured. It can be traced to a proper balance
of the following physical phenomena: (i) the cooling
of the interstellar medium by turbulent dissipation,
(ii) the conversion of gas into stars, (ill) the
heating of the Interstellar aediun by the young
stars, (iv) the dyna>i:?l increase In the dispersion
speed of the stars. It is found that the system can
indeed self-regulate because if the equivalent Q
exceeds marginal stability then the cooling of (i)
rapidly reduces the value of the equivalent Q, and if
too much cooling occurs, then dynamical Instability,
via (ill) and (lv), brings back the system to higher
values of th* equivalent Q-paraneter. Note that the
presence of gas is crucial, since it is subject to
fast cooling processes in contrast to the stellar
component which is subject to perennial heating only.

c) Passive gas (vs active gas)

A bar or an oval distorsion of the mass distri-
bution in the central regions can drive spiral
structure in a disk. To this situation we referred
as sBB spiral structure in an earlier publication
(Lin & Bertin 1981). We recall that for this case the
optical appearance does not coincide with the distri-
bution of mass.

In the present paper we have so far dealt with a
single-component model. We have often referred to the
multiple-component nature of galaxy disks, but
limited our discussion to reinterpreting an equiva-
lent one-component model. This, of course, is Just a
first important step, but eventually global structur-
es and modes should be investigated In a true multi-
ple-component system (see Bertin & Romeo 1987).
These coaments have special relevance to the concept
of bar driven spiral structure.

Consider now the scenario where an oval distor-
sion is present in the Population II component.
Rather than an arbitrary distorsion, like many
authors have considered (see Sanders & Huntley 1976;
Roberts, Huntley & van Albada 1979), ve may refer to
an internal bar mode. This approach could possibly
identify which are the relevant bar structures for a
given basic state; for example, we should discard as
unrealistic those broad oval distorsfons that extend
too far out, since the present modal studies Indicate
that such structures are not naturally supported.
Once a reasonable bar is taken to affect the hot

masslva disk, its gravitational field could exclt*
trailing wave* In ths Population I thin disk (ass
Feldman i Lin 1973; Lin 6 Lau 1975; Goldrelch t
Trwuins 1979. Yuan 1984, Chsng 1987). Thsss
trailing wavai, do not have to form • sods sines,
although propsgatlng, they sre continually rspleni-
hed by the external source.

The reaction of the light Population I compo-
nent could then follow essentially the predictions
of soas hydrodynamical codes, e.g. originate offset
shocks inslds the bar, and develop tighter spiral
arms mostly beyond the corotation circle. This
picture Just completes the scenario of SBO modes or
some SB-s modes in the presence of gas (e.g. NGC
1398 or NGC 1300). This seems to be a viable
picture, and essentially develops the concept of sBB
spiral structure briefly mentioned at the beginning
of this discussion.

d) Some future directions

The classification of linear spiral modes of a
fluid disk model consistent with the QSSS hypothesis
only provides one important basis for the classifi-
cation of observed galaxies. Many topics can be
identified where only modest progress has been made
so far and which should always be kept in mind when
evaluating a linear theory of modes. A major
research area, as we have emphasized in this arti-
cle, is the study of two-component systems. From
the astrophysical viewpoint, galaxy rings, role of
environment on spiral structure, multiple armed and
flocculent galaxies, smooth armed spirals and SO
galaxies are all topics that should be addressed in
the near future. He shall comment: further on these
issues in a forthcoming publication (Bertin et al.
1987).
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DISCUSSION

B. ELMEGREEN: Is i t possible that multiple J- PALOuS: Comment: In my opinion, both me-
arm galaxies get the i r structures'from a me- chanisms, the low-order spira l modes and the
chanism similar to that discussed by Sel l - long range propagating s ta r formation, are
wood and that symmetric arm galaxies get in operation in some galaxies. The grand-
the i r structure from quasi-stationary, low- design spi ra l arms can be due to a density
order modes, as in your calculations? wave and the inter arm branches due to the

s ta r formation.

G. BERTIE: For less regular sp i ra l s , the
modal description is less convenient. G. BEKTIN: I t can be easily so.
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THE GALACTIC RADIAL GRADIENT OF VELOCITY DISPERSION

Edouard OBLAK
CNRS UA 040389
Observatoire de Besangon, France

Michel MAYOR
Observatoire de Geneve.Suisse

SUMMARY- The model for deducing the local value of galactocentric gradient of the velocity
dispersion is based on the local distribution of the orbital eccentricity e, the mean orbital
radius (3 and the velocity perpendicular to the galactic plane

We apply it to samples of the Gliesescatalogue delimited by stars of F, Gand K spectral types.
We obtain for the galactic radial gradient of velocity dispersion: -0.2 kpc"1, a value compatible
with the Toomre's local stability criterion.

I- INTRODUCTION

The asy.nmetric drift relation allows to derive
dln(pou2) / 3GJ, if Vc- the circular velocity at the
distance G5 , p- the mass density, A and B- the Oort'
contantes, ou 2 . <Jv2> °W2 a r e known.

From the ellipsoidal theory of galactic
dynamics, Chandrasekhar (1942) predicts a
dispersion o"u independent of GJ. In the Oort's
kinematic study (1965) of the density gradient,
the term 91no2u/3cJ has been assumed to be zero.

Although 31no2u/3os is often supposed to be
zero for the sake of simplicity, there is no
definitive evidence against a significant gradient.
A velocity dispersion independent of the galactic
distance would not be sufficient for stabilizing the
disc inside the solar circle.

In this study we deduce the local values of
8 l n o 2 u / 9 t n and dc^/dta from the local
distribution of the orbital eccentricities e, the
mean galactic radius 05 and the velocity
perpendicular to the galactic plane W.

In § 2, we briefly describe the method used
to solve the equations.

In § 3, we apply it to samples of stars from
the Gliese' s catalogue.

Results and discussions are presented in § 4.

II- THE METHOD.

The method has been described by Mayor and
Oblak (1985) (Paper I).

Assuming the Lynden-Bell galactic potential
( Eggen et al 1962), residual velocities of stars (U,
V, W) can be converted to orbital parameters (e, 05,
W) with e, the orbital eccentricity, to, the mean
orbital radius, W, the velocity component
perpendicular to the galactic plane. So that we can
get the local distribution of orbital parameters N(e,

05, W) for any sample of stars with known
velocities.

The local distribution thus obtained is related
to the radial mass density and to the gradients of
velocity dispersions (radial and perpendicular)
through equations :

N( p, e, ts.W) = N( eo_,, o-y/,,,
eo(05/GWo, oti) _ eOi, + (G5-tS0)

«2) = °Wo,i + ( o - o

i, a2

With ==>

an adequate statistical treatement of the
distribution function N(e, G5, W) permits, as a rule,
to derive the gradients of the velocity dispersions
a] and 0:2 •

From the linear relation between oy and the
mean value e0 for stellar samples of defined ages,
we deduce that

aincu2/dra = 2dcv/GVda = 2de0/eodn.

The system of equations obtained in Paper I is
strongly nonlinear. To solve this system we used
the method developped by Oblak (1983a) based
on the maximum likelihood and the Monte Carlo
method.

This method also provide estimates of the errors
of the solutions, based on ai l selected random
values of the unknown parameters (see Oblak
1983b).

The determination of the two free parameters cti
and CC2 is achieved assuming different values of
the parameter P, the scale length of the disc :

p = exp(-to/p).

Ill- APPLICATION TO STELLAR SAMPLES.

Two different stellar samples have been selected
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from the Gliese 's catalogue: one including the F
type stars and the other the G and K type stars,
within 20 pc from the Sun. The numbei of stars in
theses samples are respectively 162 and 628 .

White dwarfs have been excluded and only A
components of double stars have been kept.

i-t

u

I

0 1 2

MEAN GALACTIC RADIUS

Figurel- Relation between mean orbital
radius (3 and eccentricity e for F type
stars.

If we considere the sample of G, K stars, the
evolution of the distribution with regard to W
may be visualised in figures 3 and 4 which give
the sections of N(e, GS,W)for two sets of values : tw|
<5 in figure 3 and |WI>20 in figure 4.

u
a.

-A - 3 - 3 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Figure 3- Relation between mean
orbital radius & and eccentricity e for G
and K type stars with \W\ < 5 kms-1.

a.

5

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4

Figure 2- Relation between mean
orbital radius BJ and eccentricity e for G
and K type stars.

u

5

G. K STARS H<-S0 AND W>20 (162

• it-

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2
MEAN GALACTIC RADIUS

Figure 4- Relation between mean
orbital radius m and eccentricity e for G
and K type stars with \ W\ >20 kms1.

Figures 1 and 2 shows the marginal distributions
of the (e, G3, W) in the (e, C3) plane for the two
samples respectively.

In a (e, G5) plane, we note that eccentricities e
increase for GKG30 inwards.

Stars with | W | >50 kms-' and stars with | W | > 80
t m s - 1 are excluded from the F and G, K samples
respectively..

When |W | increases, the regions of the (e, D5)
plane with large e and ra become more and more
nopulated.
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IV- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

In the table 1 .and 2 we give the gradients , at the
Sun, for the characteristic parameters of the
distribution of the orbits e and W.

The parameter e0 is characteristic for the
eccentricity distribution:

cte*exp(e2/eo2)
. for the orbits having ro = ra0.

Table \-Gradients of the velocity dispersions
for the sample of F type stan.

2.0 2.5 3.0

Considerations based on the Toomre' s criterion
of the galactic disc stability show that the values
of <Juo in the neighbourhood of the Sun could not
stabilize the galactic disc within tB = 7 to 8 kpc. An
estimation of dlno^/doi based on the hypothesis

Q=ou((3)inin/ou(0!)inin • = Cte
leads to dlnou2/dcj = -0.2 kpc-l (Mayor 1974).
This value is confirmed by our present result
obtained from two independent samples. It is also
in good agreement with the estimation by
Vandervoort (1975) and Erickson (1975) based on
the 3rd and 4th order moments of the local stellar
velocity distribution (between -0.19 and -0.23
kpc-l).

° i -0.009 -0.012 -0.013 Values of d lnp /dd have been obtained by
s.e. ±0.006 0.007 0.004 different authors (Blaauw (1965), Feast et al.
3lno2u/3«D i 14 4)18 -020 (1972)) for the stellar populations or that fitted to

'_ I ' star counts in the Galactic plane (Mohan et al
-_ 1987) (-.45 kpc-1). Using this value, we obtain
^x -1.47 -0.4 0.9 <\i , * ^ . - \ ^ ^* . ••
& e oln( pou*)/3c$ = -0.66 in excellent agreement

'_ ~3"4 4 0 . ~ . . w i t n t n e estimation given by Mayor (1974) from
the slope of the asymmetrical drift.

Co 0.131 0.131 0.131

se- 10.009 0.010 0.009 F o r G,and K type stars, values of « z are large but
. n o t really significant compared to the dispersion.

°W 43.00 42.7 41.60 A detailed analysis of the sample is needed to
s.e. • 12. 6.4 6.4 make a realistic interpretation (influence of age,

. metallicity and stars of large |W| velocity)

Table 1-Gradients of the velocity dispersions
for the sample of G .Ktype stars.

2.0 2.5 3.0
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ABSTRACT

Vertex deviation in the galactic plane is not compatible with the Oort-lindbalad theory about
galactic rotation (stationary system with cylindrical symmetry). However, like we show in this
work, it can be obtained in a stellar system model that verifies the Chandrasekhar postulates
in a non-stationary state, axial symmetry, non-cylindrical, and with an equatorial plane of sym-
metry.

I. INTRODUCTION

Studying the reasons which cause the vertex devi-
ation, it has been formulated basically two hypoth-
esis: it is reflex of the stars residual velocities
distribution in its origin or it is caused by a
non symmetrical perturbation of the potential (Mayor
1972).Moreover, the phenomenon is probably associated
to a possible local irregularities due to the exist-
ence of the spiral arms.

The cynematics and astrophysics characteristics
of the stars that cause the vertex deviation have
been studied by Wielen (1974), Oblak (1983), Figueras
(1986) and others. All of them agree with the follow-
ing: the stars with low residual velocity and small
velocity component normal to galactic plane are
the main causes of the phenomenon. And, in addition,
this one decreases at the same time it moves forward,
in the spectral types, to the cooler stars.

Vertex deviation in the galactic plane is incom-
patible with the galactic rotation theory of Oort-
Lindblad. However, like it is shown in this work
it can be obtained after considerating axial symmetry
models.

In this work, a non-stationary stellar system
model, with axial symmetry and with an equatorial
plane of symmetry capable to explain the phenomenon,
is presented.

In our model, vertex deviation is presented like
an overall phenomenon, which is result of the axial,
non-cylindrical, character of the distribution of
the residual velocities of the stars. Therefore,
the existence of local irregularities (local density
perturbations...) is not contemplated.

The physical basis in our model are:
a) the non-colision Boltzmann equation.
b) ellipsoidal hypothesis for the distribution of
the residual velocities of the stars.

The tensor elements associated to the stars re-
sidual velocities distribution have been determinated
with the condition of axial symmetry of the axis
z (non-cylindrical) and the equatorial plane of
symmetry for the residual velocities distribution.
In this way, we obtain a set of relations between
its coefficients which accept some sufficient con-
ditions that give the characteristics of the model.

The cylindrical cases studied by Chandrasekhar
(1942), Catala (1975) and Sala (1986) differ from
our model, in the galactic plane, in the A;jg tensor
element value which is not zero as we see in Seccion
III. It means the existence of vertex deviation
in the galactic plane.

II. GALACTIC MODEL

We consider the stellar system like a statis-
tical set regulated by the distribution function
*(t,£,y_) that verifies the fundamental equation

of the estellar dynamics (non-collisions Boltzmann
equation):

—
at

+ V-VUV = 0 (1)

Following Chandrasekhar (1942), we suppose that
in every point it has been defined a local co-ordi-
nate system which is continuous function of the
position r_ and the time t where the stars are,
on average, at rest (local centroid).

If we call y_ to the velocity of a star with
respect to the inertial system of reference, and
VQ (t,r_) the velocity with respect to the inertial
system of the local centroid (local system co-ordi-
nates origin) relative to the point r_, the residual
velocity y_ of the stars with respect to the local
system above mentioned is:

v = 1 - l0 (2)

Besides, we assume that the distribution function
is a generalizated Schwarzschild type

f(t,r,v> = V(9 +a ) (3)

where 8= ^*-A^v and the second order symmetrical
tensor A and the scalar o are continuous functions
of time and position.

In order to obtain the tensor A, we suppose
in equation (1) that all the forces which regulate
the stars motion have a gravitatory character and,
thus:

V = -V U(t,£> C4)

Then, if we substitute (3) in (1) a third degree
polynomial in the velocity components V_ is obtained.
If one takes the terms V_ one gets the equation

def A (5)

Which constitutes a system of ten differential
equations with six unknown quantities which allows
determine A. So as to explain vertex deviation
phenomenon the hypothesis of cylindrical symmetry
-that it has been considerated until now- should
be relaxed. In that sense we suppose that the re-
sidual velocities distribution of the stars shows
an axial, noncylindrical, symmetry.

Besides, we assume an equatorial plane of sym-
metry for the residual velocities distribution,
such as it is observed in the majority of the ste1.-
lars systems. Thus, we limit our study to regular
galaxies.

When (S) has been solved in spherical co-ordi-
nates (r,$,e) one obtains a set of relations between
the coefficients of the tensor A elements, which,
in the galactic plane Z=0, accept as a solution
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• sufficient condition which lead to the expressions
(Sanz,198?>:

(.= K.,+8 sin(26U)

*= k3 + [ k4* n sin(28+1)]w2

e= K.,-8 sin(28+i)+k2ffl
2

Ar6= Q cos(28*4)

^0= 0

where u is the distance to the galactic center,
being kg ,k, ,n , 1 constants and the rest of coef-
ficients, arbitrary functions of tine.

There have been inposed the mentioned conditions
of axial symmetry of the Z axis and equatorial plane
of symmetry. So, coefficients term with odd powers
in sing and cose should be null. The sane as happens
to the odd powers in Z in the lineal, quadratic
and cubic invariants of the tensor A.

III. VERTEX DEVIATION CALCULUS

Vertex deviation is defined like the angle between
the major axis ellipsoid of the stars residual vel-
ocity and the direction of the galactic center.

According to the expresions (6) of the elements
of tensor A, in the galactic plane, the residual
velocities ellipsoid is oriented in such a way that
two of their axes are placed in the sane pLane,and
the third is normal to it, like it is inferred from
the observations of the stellar samples in the solar
neighbourhoud.

Next, we suppose that the major ellipsoid axis
is situated in the galactic plane (in the contrary
case, vertex deviation would be * / 2 ) . So, we consider
the study reduced to orientation of the elipse in-
tersecction of the velocities ellipsoid with the
galactic plane.

Going back to the expresions (6) one deduces
that the deviation angle of vertex in the galactic
plane is defined by:

tan 6=
M[ffiM[sin(Ze»«- cos2(2WO

cos(2dH)
(7)

being the length of the ellipsoids seniaxis:

V

= i/k I (8)

being A and B located in the galactic plane and
C normal to it.

IV. VERTEX BEVIATIQN STUDY IN THE GALACTIC PLANE

a.) Vvit«x deviation <u> a lunation oj the. distance
H to tht centvi conMdeJiing the. angle. 0 tike,

t

First of all we consider the directions in which
the tensor A is diagonal:

6 • (2n+1)*/4-t/2 ; n= 0,1,2,3 (9)

1.- In the direction 8=3*/4-i /2> 8=7ir/4-l/2, the
major semiaxis -of length (K.-Q)" 1/ 2- is oriented
to the galactic center direction 0. There is no
vertex deviation -in this case (see figure 1).
2.- In the direction 6 = i / 4 - W 2 , 6=5 i/«-l/2, we
can see three situations: ' .
- For the points situated to distances uKCZa/k?)"1/2

the major semiaxis -of length (K 1"«+k 2O
lr l / 2-

is located normal to the center direction. Vertex
deviation is in this case n/2.
- For the points situated to distances OXZa/k,)" 1' 2

the major semiaxis -of length (K,+arI/2- is oriented
in the direction of the galactic center. Vertex
deviation is in this case null.
- To the distance Q=(2Q/k2)"

1'2 there is a degener-
ation point where the seniaxis located in the ga-
lactic plane have the sane length.

In the other directions, vertex deviation has
its maximum value in the origin, 0 =0, decreasing
uniformly with the distance to the center. Moreover
when (3 —»<= the seniaxis ellipsoid have the tendency
to get the following values:

A — • [K1+Qsin(28+t)]-
1'2; B —»> 0 ; C —»- 0

That is , the ellipsoid is getting flattened until
change to be a segment of a straightline which
is parallel to the direction of the galactic center.
(See figure 1 ) .

bWexttx deviation Vke. a iunction o{ the. angle.
6 conM.dtA.itig tht dlitaitat 0 to ctnteA ai a
paitameteA.

As in the last case one must point three situ-
ations out:
1 . - Over the circle with radius O=(20 /k , ) - 1 / 2 the
situation is the following:
- In the interval ir/«-H/2<8< 5 */*-*. /2 vertex devi-
ation is

6= -e/2-lM»3n/8 (10)

being the major seniaxis length in the ellipsoid

+ 8[1*sin (8+1/2-W/4)] (11)

- In the interval 5J/4-1/2 <0<ir/4-i/2 vertex devi-
ation is

6 = - 8/2-1/4-W/8 (12)

being the major seniaxis length in the ellipsoid

+ a[1-sin (8+1/2-W/4)] (13)

Thus, wherever it goes to the right or to the
left to the direction 8 = */4-t/2, 6=5*/4-l/2 there
is a skip about w/2 in the biggest seniaxis orien-
tation. However, at this distance, it is not import-
ant because in _those points the ellipsoid become
a circle, as we' said before, so that, the seniaxis
could be interchanged, (see figure 2 ) .
2.- Referring to the inner points of the circle
of radius us =(2a/k2 >"•/* , vertex deviation gets
the maximum value <x*/2) in the direction

6 = n/4-1/2 ; 8= 5 »/4-*72 (14)

and it is null in the direction

6 = 3«/4-t/2 ; 6= 7 w/4-i/2 (15)

Vertex deviation is positive and it decreases
uniformly, changing */2 to 0 in the intervals:
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(16)

'Vertex deviation (In its absolute value) Increases
and it 1s negative changing from 0 to - fl/2 in the
following intervals:

3.- I.i the exterior points to the circle of radius
£5«<2a/kj, r 1' 2 , having fixed a value of £ , we can
see that the Maximum vertex deviation (in absolute
value) is attained in the direction

6= 1/2 (arcsin
29

-*>

and it is null in the direction

6 = (2n+1)n/4-S/2 ; n=0,1,2,3

(18)

(19)

getting a continuous form from one value to another.
Like in the last case, & is positive in the inter-

vals (16) and negative in the intervals (17).
The expresion (18) could be written in this way:

Figure 2. Vertex deviation as a function of the
angle 9 considering the distance u> like a parameter.

sin(28+JO= (20)

This expression defines the curve of maximums in
the vertex deviation when the values areeo>(2Q/k2)~
and it corresponds an equilateral hyperbola in the
plane 2=0 which real axis is in the direction (14),
(see figure 2).

cl liodi.viation

If 6 is considered constant in (7), it can be
obtained the equation of isodeviation curves in
the galactic plane (Z=0):

(21)

We have Mentioned that the defined curves (see
21) correspond to the same value of 6 in the points
of lemniscate segment which is between the origin
and the point S=(2Q/k2 >"

1/z , 8=Tt/4-£/2 or its ?ym-
metrical G=(2Q/k2J"

1/2 , 8 =5Tt/4-ll/2. When crossing
those points it becomes a skip to TT/2 in the value,
being constant the deviation in the remainder the
segment until get back to the origin, (see figure 3).

Figure 1. Vertex deviation as a function of fci.^
distance to to center considering the angle Q like
a parameter.

Figure S. leodeviation curves: (a) 15°, (b) 4Se,
(a) -7SO, (d) -4SB.

V. NUHERICAL APPLICATION

Next, we show the numerical results in the vertex
deviation in Che different stellar samples. We
use the model (Sanz 1987) which is done from the
values of second order centrated moments which
were published by Oblak (1983) and Figueras (1986).

The values, that have been calculated for the
solar neighbourhood with our model, are shown in
the following table. Those are the same results
obtained by the mentioned authors as it was ex-
pected because the zone where we did the adjustment
was the same in both cases.

Total
Sample

0-8 G5-M8 A0-F5 A0-F5
(Figueras) (Oblak)

6 15.1 15.1 31.7 13.8 24.9 30.0

AS ±1.1 i0.9 ±30.8 ±2.4 ±1.6 ±3.4

The results we got for vertex deviation in the
galactic plane are shown in the figure 4. Unfortu-
nately since we do not have vertex deviation Measure-
ments in the whole plane we cannot compare our
results.
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Figure 4. Application to owe galaxy.
The model has been adjusted with the values of the
stellars samples above mentioned. The figure shous
the isodeviation curves (a), (b); the curve maximwns
deviation (c); and the curve of maximums of the
velocity tangential component (d). 'ihe ellipsoid
that corresponds to the Solar neighbourhood is rep-
resented by the symbol©.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In our model, vertex deviation is presented as
an overall phenomenon, which is a result of the
axial character (non-cylindrical) of the distribution
of the residual velocities of the stars. Therefore,
the existence of local irregularities (Local perturba-
tions of density...) is not contemplated.

Between the results obtained, the following ones
stand out:
1.-In the galactic plane, the ellipsoid of residual
velocities is positioned such that two of its axes
are situated on this plane, and the third axis re-
mains normal to it.
2.-In general, vertex deviation decreases uniformly
with the distance to the galactic center. However,
there exist two orthogonal directions (character-
istic of the stellar system) in which the orientation
of the ellipsoid remains fixed, even though the
size of its axes varies. In one of these directions,
vertex deviation is non-existent, and in the other,
it remains constant and equal to IT/2 until it reaches
a point of degeneration where the sizes of the axes
of the ellipsoid situated on the galactic plane
become equal. From this point on, vertex deviation
in this direction is non-existent.
3.-For each value of the distance to the center,
maximun vertex deviation occurs at points situated
on an equilateral hyperbola positioned according
to the aforementioned characteristic of the system
directions.
4.-The curves of isodeviation are segment of Lem-
niscate which go from the galactic center to the
above-mentioned point of degeneration. On crossing
this point, a skip of n/2 in the vertex deviation
value takes place and this value remains the same
until reaching the galactic center again.

Finally, when carrying out the numerical applica-
tion of vertex deviation for different stellar samples
of the solar neighbourhood, we obtain values which
coincide with those calculated by Oblak (1983) and
Figueras (1986). As we do not have the measurements
in the rest of the galactic plane, it is not possible
for us to contrast our results with the observation.
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A MODEL OF GALACTIC EVOLUTION.

Federico Ferrini

Istituto di Astronomia, Pisa, Italy

I review our series of works on the galactic evolution putting emphasis on some
fundaments of the models instead thaton their detailed structure. I show, with some
example how the mathematical formulation is produced from the physical input, how
it can be modified as physics is enriched, and which kind of results can be provided.

In the life of a galaxy a large number of
physical phenomena contribute to determine
its evolution on a vaste range of ienght sea
les, from the microns of dust grains, control
ling the cooling of molecular clouds, to the
hundreths of klloparsecs of galaxy-galaxy
interactions.

Any attempt to model the galactic evolution
- that is to understand the star formation
history, the gas content, the metallicity,
eventually the differences in the Hubble types
the variation in the colours- implicitly or
explicitly assumes a fundamental scale of ana
lysis on which formalize the major physical
aspects and infer what happens on the other
scales.

There are three lenght scales on which the
interest is naturally focalized and that have
been eventually used by various authors:
- short scale: a single molecular cloud or a

small star association (~10 pc). From a
theoretical point of view, the smallness of
the dimension imposes the necessity of model
ling the process of fragmentation of single
clouds into stars in great detail; Lynden-
Bell (1977) noticed that the rate of conver
sion of gas into stars "probably depends on
gas density, gas sound speed, shock frequen
cy, shock strenghts, gas rotation and shear_
ing rate, the magnetic field strenght, the
gas metal abundance and possibly the back_
ground star density"; too comlpicate to be
known and used. The observational counter-
party consists in rich and detailed infor_
mations near the Sun, but with some problems
of deconvolution: the correlation between
phases deterministically connected can not
be determined; in other words, not all the
small groups of stars were born tog-ether,
but they may have suffered mixing and the
nearby gas is not generally the remnant of
the parent cloud nor the expelled material
from the already evolved massive objects.
Furthermore observations far from the Sun

or in external galaxies on the same small
lenght scale, are scarce. A fundamental
doubt remains: is the evolution completely
dominated by what happens in autonomous,
closed small boxes?

- large scale: the whole galaxy (~30 Kpc).
In this case the theory can provide only a
coarse behaviour ( like Schmidt's hypothesis)
stars are generated in some way from the gas.
From what concerns the observative confirma

tion of the model, you may only compare with
the few global properties, averaged on the
whole galaxy and external galaxies. It may
be devoid of meaning to compare with the
"Solar neighbourhood", perhaps an insignificant
fluctuation. In conclusion, this way of model
ling may only produce some global numbers,
perhaps the same utilized as input in this
phenomenologlcal approach, with the risk of
tautology; the poor relevance of the previsions
is clearly a consequence of the scarce physi_
cal content of the theory.

- intermediate scale: a large cloud complex
(*-500 pc). The theory may provide an accur&e
description of the processes which change the
structure of interstellar medium and stars.
A statistical approach is underneath: we ave_
rage on a significative population, without
cancelling the connections with other scales.
The observational arena is naturally the "So^
ar neighbourhood" and similar regions, resolved
in many bands in external galaxies. Further_
more the global properties must be equally
reproduced; the possibility of generating
previsions to test experimentally is the best
test of any model.

We followed in our series of papers the
intermediate scale approach.
A typical scheme, adopted in our halo plus

disk model, is the following:

STARS GAS

STARS GAS

stimulated
tnd spontaneous
Star Formation

J
CLOUDS evaporation

atl.ul.tod
destruction
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As an example of how the model is built, I
analize the arrow from clouds to star phase
in the disk. Two processes are Involved in
this step, in the hypothesis that clouds do
not spontaneously fragment, being sustained
against free fall by turbulence, magnetic
field, rotation:
- cloud-cloud collisions result in a partial
fragmentation and consequent star formation;
- new born associations may induce instabili^
ty in nearby clouds through winds and radia_
tion (sequential star formation).
The first process will be introduced in

the balance equation for the interested pha_
ses as proportional to ca , the second one
as proportional to sc , where s and c are
the mass fraction respectively in the star
and cloud phases. The coefficient of propor_
tionality will result from an analysis of
the involved microiJtysiscs; for example, the
typical time scale of cloud collision in the
Milky Way is comparaUle vith the rotation
period; part of the matter interested in the
collision will form stars and part will dis_
slpate as diffuse gas. Observational hints
are absent, but numerical simulations exist
and can help to evaluate this efficiency.
As a result, the typical value of the asso_
elated proportionality coefficient will be
in units of(107 yr)'1 : H=0.1.
Analogously for the induced star formation;
the well studied sequences of OB associations
give a characteristic time scale of order
10 yr, while observations of gaseous enve
lopes in very recent associations gives an
estimates of the efficiency. The typical rate
will result: a=0.1, and in the complete set
of equations these processes will figure In
the following way:

s = ... + H c I + a o C + . . .

c = ... -(H+H') ca- (a+a')s c +...

g = ... + H 1 cl+ a' s c + . . .

where it is taken into account the fact that
part of the matter goes in the diffuse gas
phase (g).

Once the system of equations Is completed,
the quantities of interest can be calculated,
as it is shown in Fig.l.

«00 S00 , BOO .1000 1200 MOO

Time (10 Uyr)

An example of how this description may be
connected with the dynamics on other scales
concerns the cloud-cloud collision term.
Indeed, the typical time scale for cloud
collisions depends on velocity dispersion
and average distance in the cloud system.
This is balistically driven by the spiral
density wave: a stronger perturbation will
result in a smaller rate. In Fig.2 I plot
the consequences on the SPR by changing by
factors 10 the rate H, associating it with
the Hubble types.

300 40O 600 600
Time (10 Myr)

Other consequent ,a can be calculated, for
example, about the gas and cloud content.
The Schmidt's relation between SFR and gas

content, assumed by numerous authors as a
fundamental input o£ their "large scale"
models: SFR «e (gas) with k « 1T2, in our
description is a simple consequence of the
adopted feedback scheme. In Fig.3 I plot the
SFR versus the total gas content (diffuse
gas + clouds). The arrows indicate the tempo_
ral direction of the evolution; the crosses
correspond to 15 Gyr. It 1' evident from the
figure that the above simplified relation Is
a consequence of the evolution of the system
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and Is valid only at rather late times; for
high rod shifted galaxies our Model expect a
completely different behaviour, a good test
for Its validity.
I hope to have clearlfled In this note the

reason of being of "Intermediate scale" models
and their Intrinsic richness.

.00
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DISCUSSION

B.ELME6REEN: Does your model of star
formation show bursts?

F.FERRINI: The mathematical structure of
the model allows the presence of bursts
in the star formation: in. the reduced
cases of our early models where we con-
sidered a few phases for the disc alone,
it has been possible to show analytical-
ly the presence of bursts. Unconstrained

variations in the parameters space -
although hardly justified from the basic
physics which governs the processes -
allow the appearance of limit cycle
behaviours, with multi-bursts events.

Another way to provoque crucial
changes in the star formation history
is to consider the system as not isolated:
small disturbances, introduced via a
stochastic term, or intense actions, e.g.
stripping of the gas, naturally produce
oscillations in the road to the equi-
librium state of the system.
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CHEMODYNAMICAL EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
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One-dimensional calculations of the evolution of protogalaxies are presented.
The stellar component, three phases of the interstellar medium and their in-
teractions are treated in detail, taking into account stellar evolution, stellar
mass loss, nucleosynthesis, heating and cooling of the gas, and condensation and
evaporation of clouds. In agreement with observations the mode1B yield mass-
dependent results of 1) supernova-driven galactic mass loss that will form a hot
corona around ellipticals and accounts for an abrupt termination of the evolu-
tion of dE's, 2) metal-enrichment, explaining the L-Z-relation, 3) low roetalli-
city gradients in dwarf galaxies.

1. Introduction

Galactic evolution has until now been stu-
died strictly separate either by a dynamical
treatment or on the basis of chemical mo-
dels. Dynamical models should account for
the formation of different components of
galaxies (e.g. halos, bulges, disks) whereas
the chemical evolution should explain the
element abundance history.

DisBipationleas dynamical models can only
investigate the evolution of the stellar
distribution (van Albada, 1982). Dissipa-
tion, however, must have played a dominant
role during galactic evolution because of
disk formation and central condensations in
ellipticals. Therefore, a hybrid scheme
allowing for both gaseous dissipation and
violent relaxation simultaneously should be
applied. An elegant treatment of the gas,
consequently, is to subdivide it into clouds
of almost M » 10»M and T • 10*K which can
dissipate energy due to collisions (Larson,
1969).

A further advantage of the clouds is that
they can enhance the cooling rate. For a
protogalactic gas sphere of primordial ele-
ment abundances bremastrahlung cooling is
too inefficient to cool the gas within one
free-fall time if the radius of the sphere
is beyond 75 kpc (Gott and Thuan, 1976).
However, additional cooling by shock fronts
in the protogalaxy (Shapiro and Rang, 1987)
or by evaporation of these denser clouds
(Cowie et al., 1981; Bohringer and
BartquiBt, 1987), that formed due to thermal
instability in the ICM, drops the cooling
time. In principle, this allows the protoga-
laxy to collapse. Then star formation occurs
in the cool cores of the clouds. Heating due
to supernovae and cooling of the gas that
has been metal-enriched by SM ejecta regu-
lates the star formation and collapse rate
(Silk, 1965). This strong coupling shows,
that it is absolutely necessary to combine
galactic chemical and dynamical evolution in
order to understand galaxy formation in its
whole complexity.

2. The Model

Here, we present first results of the dissi-
pative, chemodynamical collapse of spherical
protogalaxies which consist of a stellar and

a gaseous component. The interstellar medium
(ISM) is divided into three gas phases ac-
cording to McKee and OBtriker (1977): a
cold, dense cloudy component (CM) is im-
bedded in a hot diffuse inter-cloud medium
(ICM); the clouds are subdivided into warm
shells (warm CM) and into dense cold cores
in which stars can form. Gas and stars in-
teract by means of star formation and stel-
lar mass loss. We allow for cooling of the
hot and the warm gas phase by applying seve-
ral cooling functions: for the hot ICM
(TilO'K) we have been provided with unpub-
lished cooling functions by Dr. H. Bdhringer
that are described and also applied to cloud
evaporation in a paper by Bbhringer and
Hartquist (1987); for the warm CM we apply a
cooling function according to Dalgarno and
McCray (1972). A detailed description of our
treatment of processes in the ISM and of
stellar evolution, mass loss and nucleosyn-
thesis is given in a recent paper (Burkert
and Hensler ,1967c) and alBo will be presen-
ted in a subsequent paper in preparation for
publication in Astron. Astrophys..

The protogalactic collapse is studied nume-
rically, applying the hydrodynamical Eule-
rian equation for the gaseous components and
truncated momentum equations of the eolli-
sionless Boltzmann equation for the stellar
system (Burkert and Hensler, 1987a,b).

In most protogalactic models, the ISM has
been described by a system of interacting
gas clouds, whose properties were assumed to
be representative of the properties of all
gas phases present (Larson, 1969; Carlberg,
1984). This assumption is correct as long as
hot gas and cold gas cannot become segre-
gated by relative motion. Here we will show,
that from the beginning of the protogalactic
collapse the hot ICM and the cold CM develop
a two-phase flow with hot gas flowing out-
wards and cold gas clouds falling inwards.
He, therefore, treat the CM and the ICM
separately by means of the isotropic Eule-
rian equation. The diffuse hot ICM reacts
upon its internal thermal pressure gradients
the gas clouds are treated like discrete
particles, imbedded in the ICM. Therefore,
in the hydrodynaroical description of the CM
the pressure term is given by the mean kine-
tic energy o£ the cloudy system. The inter-
nal , thermal energy of the clouds does not
affect their dynamics. However, it deter-
mines the star formation rate.
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Initial conditions:
We atart with an initial;y homogeneous to-
tally gaseous apheii of density
6 10-*«g/c»» (free fall tisie x£f=2.7 10»yrs>
and temperature of the CM ana of the ICM
1000 K and 2.7 10'K respectively. The volume
filling factor and the initial mass fraction
of the CM are aet to 0.1 and 0.9, respec-
tively, and the initial metallicity of the
gaa ia assumed to be zero. According to
Larson (1969) the initial velocity dis-
persion of the gas clouds is aet equal to
the value given by the virial theorem. We
computed three models of different total
mass M:

model 1: M = 10

model 2: M = 10

model 3:

(standard model)

M = 10'*M0. Fig. 2. Total mass (solid curve), total gas
mass 'dot-dashed curve), and total stellar
mass of model 2 aa function of time.

3. Evolution of the standard model

Fig. 1 shows the radial velocity distribu-
tions of the CM and of the ICM at a time
T = 5.3 10*yrs • 2tf£ after the start of the
calculations.

log (r/pc)

Fig. 1. Radial velocity distribution of the
cloudy medium (DRcm, dashed curve) and of
the intercloud medium (URicm, solid curve).

Contrary to the assumption of e.g. Carlberg
(1984) that the close coupling of the CM and
the ICM allows the simulation of the gaseous
medium by means of one cloudy component
only, our models show, that a two-phase flow
develops. Whereas the clouds dissipate their
kinetic energy and fall inward the hot ICM
moves outward due to high pressure gra-
dients. This expansion of the ICM might
lead to shells and hot coronae, observed by
their X-ray emission around early type gala-
xies <Forman,W. et al.. 1985). Note further,
that by this also metals can leave the gala-
xy, resembling a metal-enriched galactic
wind (Vader, 1986).

Although the ICM flows out continously du-
ring the first 1.5 10'yrs, the total galac-
tic mass in the computational grid does not
decrease significantly because of the low
ICM density.

After 1.3 10'yrs the total gaseous mass ia
equal to the total mass of the stellar com-
ponent and now a starburst in the central
region of the galaxy throws out nearly all
the gas (Fig. 2). Such mass-Ions rates
(nearly 50% of the total mass ia loat in
time scales of «1 Tff) could be able to lead
to a positive binding energy of the stellar
system and, by this, could destroy the whole
galaxy if there does not exist a disaipaticn-
less massive dark halo-component.

After this stripping, the SFH drops and tbe
remaining gaa and metal-enriched reprocessed
gas falls into the galactic centre where
further stars are formed by star-bursts
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Mean star-formation rate of model 2
as function of time of the whole galaxy
(solid curve), of the inner region (dashed
curve), and of the outer region (dot-dashed
curve).

4. Comparison of three Protogalactic Models

Model 1 and 3 behave similar to the standard
model. The table shows some characteriatic
properties of the models: the age of the
galaxy T* in (yra), when 98% of the total
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»ass is stored in stars; the total mass 4M/M
(in \ of the initial total mass) which haa
been lost up to T"; the mean stellar metal-
licity Z at T"; the stellar metallicity
dispersion A(logZ) = log <Z_/Z,) at T = T *
with 2» the ntetallicity of the stars in the
galactic center and Z, the stellar raetalli-
city at the outer boundary of the computa-
tional grid.

model

1

2

3

T*

6.6 10«

1.5 10»

2.0 10*

AM/M

1.6

SO.

53.

Z

0.038

0.015

.0053

A(logZ)

2.0

1.1

0.67

From the table we can derive the following
correlations:
1. The evolution time increases with decrea-
sing total mass;
2. Mass loss becomes important for low-Bass
sy steais;
3. The mean stellar metallicity increases
with total mass;
4. The metallicity gradient is small in
dwarf galaxies and steepens with increasing
total a»ss.

5. Conclusions

Metallicity dependent cooling and heating
processes in the ISH determine the protoga-
lactic collapse and star formation rate.
They furthermore lead to a decoupling of the
dynamics of hot and cold gas and to metal-
enriched galactic winds. In order to under-
stand protogalactic evolution we, therefore,
have to apply chemodynamical models which
combine galactic dynamics with a detailed
model of processes in the ISM and galactic
nucleosynthesis.
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C H l M I C A l ( V O L U T I O N OF THE GALAXY AND COMETS

V. Vany'sek

Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Charles University
SverisU I), 150 00 Praha 5, Czechoslovakia

A possible influence of comets on the growth of heavy elements abundance suggested several years
ago by Tinsley and Cameron is shortly reviewed. Such an effect would be significant if the formation
of comets produce cometary material equivalent to 0.01 - 0.02 M per one solar mass. In the view of
current hypothesis of the formation and structure of cometary nuclei the role of comets should be
considered as one of the possible moderators of the Z value variation during the chemical evolution
of our Galaxy.

Comets are usually believed to be primiti-
ve indifferentiated bodies. Most of the current
hypotheses assume that comets are formed in
cold regions far from the protosun (or proto-
stars) and there are many arguments for the
assumption that the formation of comets is
most likely a typical process for the environ-
ments in the dense molecular clouds, sites of
the stellar formation.

The formation of comets may be simultaneous
process occured in protostellar clouds in dis-
tant subfragments of the solar (or protostar)
nebula or related star-forming clouds (Dcnn
1976, Cameron 1973, Biermann and Michel 197B).

The cometary nuclei in such an evironment
constitute a sink of condensable elements. It
has been suggested by Tinsley and Cameron (1974),
that the resulting effect may be significant
for the final abundance of the heavy elements
observed in the youngest stellar population.
Such an effect may contribute as moderator of
the rate at which increases the average metal
abundance in the disk population during the
chemical evocation of the Galaxy.

However, because it was believed that the
mass ratio of comets to the mass of stars for-
med per time scale unit is negligible, the idea
proposed by Tinsley and Cameron was not gen-
erally accepted. Nevertheless, in the view of
recent studies concerning the structure, che-
mical composition and the origin of comets,
the problem of the heavy elements accumulation
in conetary nuclei becomes more relevant. The
hypothesis that comets may be indeed a signi-
ficant sink of heavy elements was recently re-
viewed (Vanysek 1967) and in this note is the
problem newly outlined. The principal assump-
tion is that the formation of comets or a co-
met clgud is a general feature of the star
formation. The life-time of such a cloud, con-
taining a mass of condensable elements, is
comparable to the life-time G V stars. It
means that the depletion of comets population
is very slow and in the cometary nuclei is
permanently confined some mass of heavy ele-
ments.

The chemical evolution of galaxies can be
modelled on besis of a general prescription
(see Tinsley 1980 and references therein).
The abundance of heavy elements 2(t) at any
given time t can be evaluated as a function
of the fraction of gas fj = M./M, where MQ is
the mass of the gas and M total mass in'the
system. According to this definition the total
mass of stars is Ms = (l - (A ) M, and ZM is
the mass of heavy elements in the gas, wHich
is subsequently involved in the formation of
new stars population. In the following appro-
ximative solution the system is considered as

conservative i.e. dM/dt = 0, which means
that no infall or mass flow is assumed. Thus
the rate of M change is given by

dM_

— = -fdt

where "I/fa Uf(t) is the star formation ra\e
and R s R(t) is the fraction of gas returned
to the interstellar medium, defined as

(m - mr)

of thewhere nu is present turn of mass, m_ of
remnant left of the end of evolution of
stars of mass m and p(m) dm is the initial
mass function (IMF). Analogically, the frac-
tion of newly syntnetized heavy elements are
defined as

P = >(m) dm ,

where mp is the mass fraction of star ejec-
ted as heavy elements.

If the life time of stars which contri-
bute significantly to the heavy elements
enrichment is negligible to the characteri-
stic time scale cf conversion of gas into
star and if IMF is constant for a very long
time interval, the values of R and P may be
considered as constant parameters. In such
a case one obtains well-known solution

1-R

which fails because the Z(t) increases too
steeply in comparison with the observed va-
lue of heavy elements abundance.

The more realistic Z(t) variation can be
obtained by introduction of a "sink" factor
c which means that a mass of heavy elements
proportional to cZM_ fossilized in some ob-
jects (i.e. cometary nuclei in our case) is
removed from the observable mass. Moreover
also the initial mass of heavy elements
abundance synthetized during some period pre-
ceeding the star formation in the disk popu-
lation contributes to the final Z value.
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It the fraction of mass R and P are regarded
as constants the heavy element abundance Is
given by

z =

if the initial Z = Z.soO. The "sink" factor
1 = o = 0, is the fraction of the mass of
heavy elements stored in comets, q = P/Z-,
0= c/(l-R) and fl, = M /M , the ratio if

the present mass M of gSs T3 the initial
mass M .. a

T;je9rinal value of 2 tends to be P/c as
Mi"* 0- T h us the "sink" parameter c must

be tfery close to 1 if the formation of comets
is indeed an efficient process diminishing
the heavy element rate of growth in the disk
population. In such a case, however, the to-
tal mass of cometary material contains a sub-
stantial mass of the heavy elements and the
total mass H of comets formed in a dense
molecular cloud could well exceed several
percent of the total mass M of newly formed
stars in such a cloud. The upper limit of
the cometary mass ratio m = M_/M , can be
estimated from the lower limit of the mass
of comets which can produce a detectable
defficiency of the heavy elements. Thus the
M per stellar mass unit is proportional to
cz, i.e. approximately equal to 0,025 c. At
the final stage it means that mass M = 0,01
to 0,02 M of comets would be formed per one
solar mass.

If the average mass of a typical comet is
10 M , about 10 comets per one solar
mass would be formed. Currently assumed num-
ber of-comets in the solar system Oort cloud
is 1 0 " (Weissman 1985, Remy and Mignird 19B5)
and there are indirect arguments for existen-
ce of.an more massive Oort cloud between 40
to 10 All containing up to 10 cometary nuc-

lei (Clube and Napier 1904, Mendis and Marco-
ni 1986). It may be assumed that a signifi-
cant fraction of comets formed in a massive
protoswliar cloud or in its fragments are
not permanently bound to the parent sta?.
Therefore considerable number of comets be-
came "interstellar tramps" which are not af-
fected by any violent events during the end
stadium of parent star evolution. Moreover
even comets in the outskirts of a cloud bound
to a massive star may survive the supernova
event.

Consequently, a significant fraction of
heavy elements would be in such a case perma-
nently confined in the cometary nuclei and
the role of comets as a sink of heavy ele-
ments should be seriously considered as a not
negligible moderator of the growth of the Z
value.
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DISCUSSION

B. ELMEGREEN: The mass you suggest for
comets Is 10 times the mass of the planets.
Does this imply a massive prote-planetary
disk?

H. ZIrJNECKER: Could you get even bigger
bodies than comets, " free " planets as it
were, by dust depletion/sedimentation pro-
cesses in high density molecular clumps?

V. VRtFlSEK: The assumption that the total
mass of a protostellar nebula well exceeds
the mass of the formed star is a crutial re-
quirement for an efficient performance of the
process proposed here. However, some substan-
tial amount of the hydrogen and helium mass
may be eliminated by dissipation before the
profco-planetary disk (containing already
formed cometary nuclei ) is formed. Therefore,
the proto-planetary disk could be less mass-
ive than the protostellar dense cool nebula.

V. VAiflifeEK: The time scale of accretion of
a body with cometary-like structure and mass,
even in a dense cloud, may be several order
shorter than the cosmogonic time scale re-
quired for the formation of a large body with
planetary mass. Therefore, one can assume
that the formation of small "cometesimal" in
a dense cloud is a common feature preceding
the formation of stars, while the similar
process of formation of an isolated planet
seems to be a rare event with extremely
low probability.
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THE FINE STRUCTURE OP GALACTIC SPIRAL ARMS
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The fine structure of galactic spiral arms is discussed. New galactic radial

velocity fields are presented. Turbulence is incorporated via the stochastic star

formation processes.

I. Introduction

Spiral arms are by no means smooth features.

The concept of regular spiral structure is

introduced only by the obvious need for sim-

plification of theoretical concepts, whereas

observational facts prove deviations from

orderness and regularity on all spatial

scales. As a result of the interaction of

stellar dynamical forces, star forming

activity and magnetic fields, the inter-

stellar medium in spiral arms is reshuffeled

and stirred, so that any regular spiral

structure and spatial structure is disturbed

quickly. Radial and vertical velocity fields

show deviations from the overall circular

rotation pattern, which cannot be explained

by spiral density wave shocks alone} these

small scale dynamics of spiral arms are

more stochastic in nature, as is proved by

the introduction of turbulence into radial

velocity field models. The resulting small

scale streaming structure is completely

irregular and unpredictable. Observations of

the fi»> structure of spiral arms show these

irregularities on all scales. As a matter of

facts, theoretical ooncepts to explain this

disorderness will have to include stochastic

processes (turbulence) and magnetic fields,

and will have to work in tnreedimensional

space.

II. The Velocity Active Regions (VAR's)

of the Galaxy

0n» aocess to the fine structure of spiral

arms is provided by the observations of the

socalled rolling motion phenomenon

{Feitzinger and Spicker 1985)t aomo localized

portions of almost all galactic spiral arms

show vertical velocity gradients of typically

dv/ds«»* 2o km/s/kpc. Feitzinger and

Spicker (1985) showed that this phenomenon

is real and must have physical causes,

which was possible by detailed models

of the galactic radial velocity field,

incorporating a flat rotation curve,

central expansion terms and spiral density

wave perturbations. The search for the

physical reasons for perturbing the vertical

structure of spiral arms was successful. The

regions of pronounced vertical velocity

gradients were found to be correlated with

deviations in the spiral arms, radial

velocity, high vertical extensions of spiral

arms and the locations of active star

forming regions (Feitzinger and Spicker

1986). These coincidences and the access

via the velocity structure were the reasons

to call them "Velocity Active Regions"

(VAR's).

A descriptive model of a tumbling gas motion,

a modification of a galactic fountain cycle

with rising and falling gas, is able to

explain the vertical velocities observed in

VARs. The typical energy contained in a VAR

of 1 kpc size is approximately 1o ^ erg.

These energies are provided by stellar

sources (UV radiation, stellar winds,

multiple supernova explosions), the kinetic

energy of high velocity clouds and turbulence

(Feitzinger and Spicker 1986). The guiding

of the gas motion needs additional forces to

produce the observed velocity structure

of VARs. Density waves and inclined or

vertical shock waves were not able to ex-

plain these structures, and special magnetic

field configurations turned out to be the

most promising candidates for guiding the

gas motion (Spicker and Feitzinger 198(4,

Feitzinger and Spicker 1987a). It is also

interesting to note that the VARs occur on

the same scales that are typical fov the

crincly appearance of spiral arms, the
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corrugation phenomenon (spicker and

Feitsninger 1986). The spatial acalaa axe on

the order of 3oo po - 600 pc. The typical

time aoales in the galactic fountain model

are 2o - 'fo 1o yrs for objects, properties

and processes associated with the VARs.

VARs are essential structures in the small

scale dynamics of galactic spiral arms.

III. Stochastic Star Formation and the Fine

Structure of Spiral Arms

The irregular structures observed in spiral

arms fit well into the picture of the

stochastic selfpropagating star formation

processes (SSPSP), Star forming activity

and magnetic fields are intimately connected.

The molecular cloud content and the magnetic

field strength in galaxies are correlated

(Sofue et al. 1986). The alignment of matter

along magnetic field lines produces additio-

nal pressure on the gas perpendicular to

the field lines. Once a percolating

star formation process is ignited, anlso-

tropic motions result. The simulation of the

stochastic star formation process were per-

formed with an anisotropic stimulated

probability distribution in the Bochum

SSPSF- model, with increasing percolation

probability along preexisting molecular

cloud complexes. The models with small sheer

(small rotational velocity) produce larger

well defined spiral arm filaments, whereas

for higher rotational velocities a compen-

sation by sheer occurs (Feitzinger and

Spicker 1987a). The magnetic field introduces

an anisotropy into the stochastic process,

but coherence scales are enlarged by a

factor of two. Coeval star forming events

occur on scales of 2 — 3 kpc.

The inclusion of a global magnetic field

already demonstrated its importance for

the star forming activity in spiral arms.

On the other hand, special vertical

magnetic field configurations on smaller

scales (3oo - 600 pc) are needed to explain

the structure of VARs. He already saw that

the starting point of a VAR — model has

been the galactic fountain cycle. We there-

fore decided to incorporate the effect of

such a galactic foutain into the Bochum

SSPSF model (Spicker and Feitzinger 1987).

Typical parameter aata fro* the galactic

fountain modal of Bregman (I98o) are uaed.

It turns out, that the thraedlaenaional

SSPSF models with a vertical gas cycle

produce significant changes of the star •

forming pattern in about 3 1o yrs. This la

about the same as the typical residence

time of hot gas in the galactic fountain.

This is not a mere coincidence, because the

time evolution of the hot and cool gas

components shows oscillations with the same

period. The galactic foutain gas cycle -

an important factor of the VAR model -

working on spatial scales of 3oo - 600 pc,

is regulating the star forming activity of

the complete model galaxy. On the other hand,

the VARs need magnetic- fields to be explained,

which also Influence the stochastic star

forming activity on larger >patial scales.

The observations of VARs, with the

observationally established relation between

fountain gas, magnetic fields and active

star formation, thus provide new insight

into the stochastic nature of the fine

structure of spiral arms.

IV. The Stochastic Radial Velocity Field

of the Galaxy

After having discussed recent observations,

interpretations and theoretical concepts

concerning the fine structure of spiral arms,

it is now interesting to look at the local

variations of the galactic radial velocity

field. Obviously, the small scale dynamics

of spiral arms in the vicinity of VARs will

not only alter the spatial structure, but

also influence the local velocity fields.

Investigation of the galactic radial

velocity field is based on galactic rotation

curves. Currently, several flat rotation

curves are proposed (Fig. 1) and new valuos

for the galactic constants have been adopted

by the IAU (Kerr and Lynden-Bell 1986). Ve

have used quite a detailed set of models

and assumptions to construct a realistic

radial velocity field of the Galaxy

(Feitzinger and Spicker 1987b). A flat

rotation curve has been used and all model

parameters are scaled to the new IAU values

of the galactic constants. The model

radial velocity field is firstly modified

by a central radial expansion fielJ wich

produces asyvnetrically distort 1
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300

Fig. 1 The galactic rotation

curves. As RK81 (Rohlfa and

Kreitschman 1981), RK87

(Rohlfs and Kreitschroan 1987),

CO (Caldwell and Ostriker

1981). B: SH (Shutor 198I),

BSS82 (Bahcall, Schmidt,

Soneira 1982), BSS83

(Bahcall, Schmidt, Soneira

1983)

-15 -10 -5 0 10 15 20
X kPc

Fig. 2 Galactic

radial velocity field

according to case

RK81 with superposed

axially symmetric

expansion. Coordinates

are the same as in

Fig.3.
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radial velocity isolines in the inner Galaxy

(Pie,2), We then assume a grand design

spiral atruoture to exist in the Galaxy, the

parameters of which are adjusted according

to HI observations. This structure can

either be created by a large scale spiral

density wave rotating in the Galaxy, or by

large scale detonation waves as a consequence

of SSPSF. Once the parameters are adjusted,

this geometry is kept fixed, and the

resulting streaming motions are superposed

to the global galactic velocity field. The

large scale spiral deformations of the

velocity field already result in multiple

distance ambiguities in the inner and outer

Galaxy, so that uhe attribution of kinematic

distances to observed HI features is

highly questionable (Fig.3).

To account for the local irregular or

stochastic deviations from the grand design,

in other words, to include the small scale

dynamics aa observed in VARs, we superposed

random deviations from the mean radial

velocity at any location in the Galaxy. In

cells on 2oo pc size, we have simulated

stochastic fluctuations of the velocity

20

of * 6 km s~ . The large scalo structure of

the velocity field remains unchanged. The

local small streaming structure is, however,

completely irregular and unpredictable

(Fig. k and Fig. 5). The simple introduction

of such a local turbulence into the grand

dosing spiral structure thus produces the

irregular shapes of spiral arms that are

observed. The fluctuations easily sum up

locally and can produce local spiral arm

displacements and dislocations, as are

observed in VARs. It is also worthwhile

to note, that the kinematic differences

between a density wave and a detonation

wave of SSPSF are diminishing.

Fig. 3 Galactic radial velocity field for

the rotation curve RK 81 and central expan-

sion. Superposed are density wave streaming

motions for a spiral with m = 2, i = 6?2.

The contour spacing is 2o Ion s" . The map

shows the section -2o <x(kpc)<T+2c,

-2o^y(kpc)^+2o and the Sun at (o, 8.5).

The contour spacing is 2o km s~ .

0
Q.
X 15 -

10

-15 -10 -5 5 10 15 20
X kpc
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20

1 5 •
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5 •-,

0 --.

-5

•10

•15

. k Galactic radial

velocity field

according to case

RK81 with central

expansion. The spiral

area geometry is m = 2

i s 6.2. Superposed

are the stochastic

velocity disturbances.

The contour spacing

is 2o km s~ .

-15-10 -5 0

20

Fig. 5 Galactic radial

velocity field

according to case

RK87 with central

expansion.

Parameters are the

same as in Fig.W,

The contour

spacing is 3<> km s~ .

-15 -10 -5 0 10 15 20
kpc X
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V. Summary-

Observations prove the local diaorderneao

and irregularity of spiral structure in the

Galaxy, Especially in the so called

"Velocity Acitve Regions", locations of

large vertical velocity gradients of the gas,

a huge amount of energy is available to

model the star forming activity, the vertical

extent of the gas and the local radial

velocity field. Simulations of these

threedimensional processes either in current

SSPSF models or in models of the galactic

radial velocity fields show the stochastic

nature of these fluctuations. Of great

importance are special configurations

of the local magnetic fields, which

deserve further study.
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DISCUSSION

L. BLITZ: Am I correct in understanding that
you cannot get large scale streaming motions
(of order 10 - 20 kpc in length) without
putting in an underlying spiral density
pattern?

J.V. F3ITZINGER: Irrespectively of the me-
chanism ( density wave or detonation wave ),
large scale streaming motions appear. The
geometry of the used spiral structure de-
termines the large scale velocity field.
Filamentary spiral arms will produce a much
more irregular grand design.

C. WORMAri: Could you please explain how
magnetic fields contribute to the rolling
motion structure of the arm?

B. ELMEGREEW: The global density pattern you
assure for your stochastic star formation
model should have i t s own velocity pattern
of large-scale streaming motions. Is this
underlying velocity pattern included in your
final velocity maps, or is al l the velocity
structure in your models from pure rotation
plus stochastic effects?

J.V. FEITZINGER: The underlying velocity
pattern i s included in our velocity maps.

J. SELLWOOD: What i s the amplitude of the
large-scale two armed spi ra l wave that you
use? How large the peculiar streaming mo-
tions induced by this wave are?

J.V. FEITZIWGER: In the book "Interstellar
magnetic fields" ( see literature cited )
the building blocks of our model are pre-
sented. The tumbling motion phenomenon is
amplified by the curling magnetic field
structure in z-direction.

J.V. FEITZINGER: The density amplitude i s
6 - 8 %. The peculiar streaming motions ara
1 6 km/s generated by stochastic effects.
The grand design streaming motions are 10 -
15 km/s.
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URGE SCALE GALACTIC SHOCKS IK BARBED GALAXIES

Per Olof Lindblad and Steven Jorsatar

Stoolcholm Observatory, Saltajb'baden, Sweden

Abstract. Detectors like the IPCS and COD make it possible to study strong velocity gradients
at high spatial resolution even in the presence of large intensity gradients* Strong velocity
gradients indicating galactic snooks have been found in NSC 1365 at the inner side of a spiral ara,
at the leading edges of the bar, and in the nuclear region. The shocks in the nuclear region are
suggested to be caused by rapid twisting of closed orbits at the position of the ILR.

Large scale galactic shocks have been predicted
from theory and numerical simulations to occur when
gas streams through a gravitating density wave. In
particular they are predicted to appear along spiral
arms and bars (e.g. Roberts 1969; Roberts, Huntley,
van Alhada 1979; Sanders and Tubba 1980). Direct
observational confirmation of the expected velocity
discontinuities, however, has been difficult to
obtain. As far as radio data are concerned this is due
to limited resolution and, in the case of barred
spirals, lack of HI in the bar and central region. On
the optical side a difficulty has been to measure
radial velocities in the presence of a strong inten-
sity gradient with photographic techniques. This
situation has vastly improved with the arrival of IFCS
and CCS detectors.

Thus, Fence and Blackman (1934) observed a
difference of about 150 kn/s between out- and ingoing
motions on either aide of the dust lane along the bar
in NGC 6221. Jorsater (1984) demonstrated a sharp
velocity change of about 220 km/a at the dust lane
along the bar of NGC 1365. Teuben et al. (1986) using
the TAURUS found indications of a shock in the very
same spot in the same galaxy.

The aim of the present paper is to report on some
further investigations of large scale shocks in NGC
1365. Figure 1 shows a picture of the galaxy. The dust
lanes along the bar diving into the nuclear region are
very prominent, as are the dust lanes along the spiral
arms. The position angle of the line of nodes is 48*,
the NW side of the galaxy being the near one. 1 arcsec
corresponds to a projected distance of about 100 pc.
The straight lines labeled "E" and "F" show the posi-
tions of the slits for the velocity measurement of
Figure 2a and b respectively. These figures give
velocity measurements of Ha us a function of position
along the slit for two spectra obtained with the
Boiler & Chivens spectrograph and CCD detector on the
ESO 3.6 m telescope. The zero points of the position
scales are tied to bright stars on the slit, and the
numbers of arcsec are increasing from SE to NW.

In Figure 2a circular velocities according to the
preliminary'rotation curve given by Jorsater (1984)
have been subtracted from the measured values. Around
the position -80 arcsec we see a steep change of
apparent radial velocity of 140 km/a over a distance
of 7". This jump occurs at an HII region on the edge
of the du3t lane along the bar. The velocity variation
is in qualitative agreement with predictions from gas
flow calculations (Roberts, Huntley, van Albada 1979).
A corresponding velocity shift is seen on the other
side of the bar in spectrum "F" (Figure 2b) where the
apparent velocity changes 130 km/a over 9". The

Based on observations obtained at the European
Southern Observatory, La 5111a, Chile

NGC1365 :E
H-alpha dev. fr. circ. vel.

-200
60

Figure 2a. Radial velocity deviations froa circular
motion as measured along the slit marked "E" in
Figure 1. The numbers of arcsec increase froa SE
to HW.

1800

NGC 1365 :F
H-olpha velocities

1650

Figure 2b. Radial velocities along the slit
"F" in Figure 1.

arked

velocities at -120 arcsec in Figure 2a indicate strong
outgoing notions on the trailing edge of the bar.

In Figure 2a there is also a strong velocity
gradient around position +20" which coincides with the
dust lane on the inner side of the prominent HV spiral
arm. The apparent velocity changes by 80 ka/s over
21'5. It would be Important to establish observa-
tionally whether the actual part of the spiral ara
lies inside or outside co-rotation. In both cases the
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sign of the velocity jump aeema to be in agreement
with qualitative arguments. Detailed model oaloula-
tiona would give a batter insight. These should be
baaed on the extensive set of 21 om VLA data of this
galaxy that we are presently reduoing in oollaboration
with G. van Moorael.

let ua now turn to the nuclear region of the
galaxy where the dust lanes ooming in from the bar
help to create the impression of a small nualear
spiral. Figure 3 shows the velocity field given by the
Balmer lines and [oil]3727 aa derived from a number of
alit speotra arossing this region. (The velocity field
given by the [OIIl] and [Belli] lines la radically
different and will not be disoussed here). The inner
part of the velocity field of Figure 3, within about
6" from the centre, where the isovelocity contours run
approximately parallel to the apparent minor axis, can
be interpreted as roughly solid body rotation in
almost circular orbits (Lindblad 1978).

N6C 1365 H + Oil
V e l o c i t y f i e l d

-10 10

orcsac

Figure 3. Velocity field for the nuclear region
of HGC 1365 as derived from Balmer lines and
[0Il]3727. The difference between the isovelocity
contours is 15 km/a. The cross marks the position
of the nucleus of the galaxy.

At around 6" to 10" from the centre the Isovelo-
city contours twist sharply In the direction of rota-
tion, and velocity maxima are created that coincide
with the intensity maxima of the nuclear spiral. If
the motions take place in the plane of the galaxy this
••ana that the natter in this spiral has a large out-
going velocity component and probably also an excess
rotational component in the tangential direction. 7"
SE of the nucleus the twisting gives rise to a very
atrong velocity gradient (80 km/a over 1") giving the
Impression of a shock.

Teuben et al. (1986) interpreted this twist of the
velocity contours as caused by the shift of orienta-
tion of closed orbits in the corotating frame when
passing from the inside to the outside of the inner
resonance (ILR). To the first order epicyclic approxi-

mation the effect can be calculated analytically If
one assumes the strength of the bar to increase with
time. The situation is illustrated in Figure 4. The
thiokneas of the closed orbits drawn in the figure
indicates the denalty distribution in a steady state
situation. Far enough inside ILR the orbits are
elongated perpendicular to the bar and far enough
outside ILR they are elongated along the bar. For a
growing bar potential the orbits in between twist as
drawn in the figure. If the amplitudes of the orbits
are Increased they will touch and shocks presumably
develop in the flow of gas.

Figure 4. Closed orbits around ILR in the corotating
frame for the case of bar potential increasing in
strength with time. The bar is horizontal in the
figure and the rotation clockwise. The dashed
circle marks the position of the ILR.

This central region of the bar appears to contain
a "nuclear spiral". This impression is to a large
extent brought forward by the strong dust lanes
penetrating the region. By combining CCD exposures in
Johnson B, Gunn r and Gunn z bands we have tried to
eliminate the influence of dust in the B frame. This
seems entirely to wipe out the spiral appearance, and
thus the central gravitational potential may not have
a strong spiral component, and there may not be a need
to assume a self-consistent spiral density wave in the
nuclear region.
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Figure 1. NGC 1365. Mosaic of CCD Images obtained through Johnson B
f i l t er with the Danish 1.5 m telescope at ESO. The straight lines
labeled "E" and "F" show positions of s l i t s for velocity measurements
of Figures 2a and b.

DISCUSSION

C. NORMAL: Could you explain, please, which
way the sign of the shock and i t s position
relative to the spiral arm changes inside
and outside corotation.

P.O. LIMDBLAD: In the simplified picture I
have in mind, the sign of the shock, i . e .
the way the observed radial velocity changes
when you go along the s l i t from the inside
to the outside of the shock, is the same, in-
dependently of whether you are inside or out-
side corotation. However, the sign should be
different for trailing and leading arms,
because which side of the galaxy i s near or
the far one depends on that assumption. Thus
the present observations would rule out
leading arms for NGC 1365.

The position of the shock relative to
the arm for various cases should probably be
investigated more systematically than what
has been done so far.

£. MEURS: Did you look for any correlations
between LOIII] features and radio continuum
component?

P.O. LINDBIAD: The nuclear region contains a
number of resolved and unresolved radio sour-

ces. The optical hot spots may, to some de-
gree, be correlated with the resolved sour-
ces (6 cm VLA). The [oi l l ] cloud may be asso-
ciated with a small non-thermal radio jet ex-
tending from the nucleus along the apparent
minor axis.

J. SELLWOOD: Comment: I notice that, in the
conventional interpretation of gas flow in
bars, the dust lane i s also seen before the
"shock". Question: How large are the pecu-
liar velocities compared to. the circular mo-
tion in your model?

P.O. LldDBIAD: The peculiar velocities
amount to about 50 % of the circular motion.

J. PALOU§: The nuclear spiral is similar to
the outer spiral. What could be the reason
for this?

P.O. LlfJDBLAD: My argument here is that the
nuclear spiral might be of a very different
nature from the outer spiral and that i t s
appearance i s very much influenced by the
prominent dust lanes that penetrate the
nucleus.
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METHODS OF STUDYING SKLF-COHSISTmT HODELS OF FIAT SZSTHHS

Maria Petrou
Department of Theoretical Physics, Oxford, U.K.
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Nhiteknights, PO Box 227, READING RG6 2AB, U.K.

From the study of orbits and models of galaxies in recent years, it has
become clear that Jeans' theorem is not adequate for building self-consistent
models of real galaxies. The non-classical integrals play an Important role in
the dynamics of the system and their non-global nature must be taken into
consideration.

This work is about a new method for constructing self-consistent models of
galaxies, where the distribution function is a function of the actions and the
stochastic orbits are properly taken into account. It has been applied to the
case of constructing a self-consistent model of a non-rotating bar, and the way
by which this method can be used to construct any sort of disk model is
discussed.

1. Introduction

A self-consistent model of a galaxy is a
•odel where the stars make up the potential
inside which they move. He have full
knowledge of a model when we know its
distribution function in phase space.

There are in general three basic methods for
constructing self consistent models of
galaxies:

1) N-body relaxations (e.g.•Sellwood
1981). The main drawback of these methods
is that they do not yield the distribution
function of the model. Further, the
quantities which are to be compared with
observations (i.e. density profile, velocity
field etc.) are only very crudely calculated
due to the limitations in the number of
particles used.

2) The Schwarzschild method. We choose a
density function, calculate the potential
and create a library of permissible orbits
in that potential. Then we try to find how
many orbits of each kind we need in order to
reproduce the density we started with. Such
a method has been employed by Pfenninger
(1984) in constructing models of barred
g a l a x i e s . The method yields the
distribution function of the model in an
array of numbers, indicating how many orbits
of each kind are in the system. The
solution is not usually unique.

3) Solving Jeans' problem. This method
involves the iterative solution of Poisson
equation in the form

= 4 n G f d3y_

where 4> is the potential of the system, f
i t s distribution function (which is the
solution of Vlasov's equation) and the
integral is over the velocities. f is
assumed to be an analytic function of the
classical integrals of the motion ( i . e .
sa t is f ies Vlasov ' s equation) and thus
depends on <t> through the energy integral.
One guesses an initial 4>Q which is inserted
on the right-hand side of the above
equation, in order to solve i t to find an
improved value for 4>1 a n d s o o n ' until <j>n+1
= 4>n within a certain tolerance. This
method has not so far been „' iplied to non-
ax i symmetric disks because tne dynamics of
such disks is dominated by non-classical

integrals. These integrals generally are
not global, they cannot be written in some
analytic form as functions of the positions
and v e l o c i t i e s and they can only be
calculated after one has integrated the
orbit. The phase space is partitioned into
regions where different local integrals are
obeyed. The border areas of these regions
are populated by oemlstochastic orbits which
move about more or less freely.

This paper is all about how one can overcome
the above difficulties and solve Jeans'
problem for disk galaxies to obtain fully
known self-consistent models.

2. Description of the hod

1. We choose a distribution function f which
depends on the radial JR and azimuthal Ob
actions.

2. We guess an initial function for the
potential.

3. We populate the phase space choosing
initial conditions for N orbits.

4. We integrate the orbits in the potential
and we calculate a set of actions (JR,Jf)
for each orbit. At the same time we record
what percentage of its time each orbit
spends inside each of the grid cells with
which we have covered the (R,f) space.

5. Using f(JR/Jtp) we weight each orbit
assigning it some mass.

6. Knowing the way each particle distributes
its mass around the system, we find the
response density of all the orbits.

7. We solve the Poisson equation and find
the potential.

8. We compare this potential with the
potential inside which the orbits were
integrated. If they agree to better than a
certain tolerance, we stop the process. If
not, we go to step 3 and carry on.

Next we shall discuss the implementation of
this method trying to construct a model for
a non-rotating barred disk.
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3. Solving Poiwoo aquation (Step 7) 5. On th« cholc* of f(JB.Jcri (Step 1)

If <J|R,(f> is the surface density of a disk,
the corresponding potential is given by

where a • inR,

* -09 O

with S(u,f)S

and

G(u-u\f-f)

(1)

(2)

M3)

(4a)

(4b)

(Kalnaja 197S)

To compute VJu,«p) we introduce a grid of
points with L radial steps between radii Ri
and R2 defined by u(l) - lnRi+Au( 1+1/2) for
1 « 0,1..,L-1 with u - ln(R2/Ri )/!•, and H
aziauthal steps defined by &(n) «Av(a+1/2)
for a « 0,1,...M-1 with A f - 2n /H.
Equation (3) can then be written as:

L-1 M-1

/

l'»(i n'»0 (5)

where Vo a -2nGln(R2/Ri >/(/? LH) (6)

If we denote with a hat (*) the finite
Fourier transform of a function, the
convolution theorem states that (5) iaplies

* A

V o S G

{see the appendix)

(7)

So, to calculate ^(R,y), we first compute G
and S at every grid point. Then froa (7) we
find V and by inverting the finite Fourier
transfora we derive V(u^p) froa which we can
calculate 4><R,f) using (1).

4. Integration of the orbits (Step 4)

Once <|>(R,<p) is known at the centre of each
grid cell, we can expand it in Fourier
series:

2
•A4(R)cos6(f

The inclusion of teras up to the 6th
harmonic is necessary, if one wants to study
e c c e n t r i c bars (Petrou 1984). The
coefficients of the expansion can then be
fitted with cubic splines passing exactly
through the grid points. This ensures that
the derivative of t with respect to R is
continuous and thus the forces are smooth
everywhere in the disk. An energy
conservation of better than 10~3 can be
achieved then using a 4th order predictor-
corrector Runge-Kutta integration routine.
Every orbit Is sampled at regular tiae
intervals by linearly interpolating between
two successive integration steps. At
sampling, the position of the orbit is
checked and the occupation number of the
grid cell where the orbit happens to be is
incremented by 1.

From the study of orbits In bars we know
that such systems are dominated by two types
of orbits:

1) Box orbits. These are elongated along
the bar and they are the basic building
blocks of bars. They have high JR and low
Jtf.

2) Loop orbits. They are rosette-like
orbits of high J9 and low JR. TOO many of
them tend to destroy the bar shape.

For a barred disk, therefore, we must choose
f so that orbits with high JR are favoured
at the expense of orbits with high J<p. If
we assume that the bar we want to construct
is the outcome of the adiabatic deformation
of a radially hot disk, our bar model will
have the same f(JR,Ja) as the disk, since
the change was adiabatic and the actions are
adiabatic invariants. Such a disk is the
first Kuzmin-Toomre disk with surface
density:

<T(R) - (2n)-1(1+R2)-3/2, potential:

- ( U R 2 ) - 1 / 2

for Q £ 0

for Q > 0

E i s the energy , J the angular momentum
about the symmetry a x i s , and ra some
p a r a m e t e r . (f(Q> was found us ing
Eddington's method (1916)). The dispersion
velocit ies of this disk are given by:

and distribution function:

(1+R2)3/2 I

<VV
(1*R2/ra2)3/2

where I is given by

"A*

ln(V«|>2(ra2-i)+i

(8ra (ra2-D) for ra>1

sin-1<<>/i-ra2>/V
(i-ra2)/<8ra(ra2-i))

for 1>ra>1/\/T

I - (1*r2)-3/2/3 f o r r a . 1

This f is a function of the energy ar.d the
angular momentum. He use the grid we have
set up in real space to set up a grid in
(J,E) space: If the centres of our grid
cells are at radii R, we compute for every
R, the quantities E and J of the circular
orbit of that particular radius (Fig. 1).
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6. Populating the phase apace. (Steps 3 S 5)

gig. 1. The grid in (J,E) space.
Continuous curve: the curve for circular
orbits. Dots on it correspond to circular
orbits with radii equal to the grid radii.
We find these points first and then
construct the grid by drawing lines parallel
to the axes. The dashed curve is the cutoff
curve Q » 0 above which f(E,J) * 0.

He use these values of E,J to set up a grid
in (B,J) space. At every grid point then,
we calculate the value of f(S,J) and the
radial action JR. Since the action J(p is
the save as the angular momentum J, we ccn
transform our grid from the <J,E) space to
(Ja,Jp) space and fold it up so that Jte >. °
<Flg. 2).

Fig, 2, The grid in (J<p,JR) apace. The
vertical Unas are tha saue as in Fig. 1.
The oblique lines correspond to E « const.
The continuous curve of Fig. 1 is the Jtf
axis (curve >f circular orbits). The dashed
curve &£ Fig. 1 is the cut off curve here.

At every grid point we know f(jR,Jy) and
this is going to oe our distribution
function which will remain fixed for the
whole process.

Our distribution function f(JR, ty) te l ls us
exactly how many orbits the system allows
with actions in the range JR-«JR+dJR) and .fy
-(Jif+&Jtp). When we choose our in i t ia l
conditions, however, we do not know what
actions an orbit with certain i n i t i a l
position and velocity will turn out to have.
He could choose our orbits with random
positions and veloci t ies , but this would
lead to too few orbits representing the more
dense parts of the system and too many
orbits in the outer parts. A good way of
choosing in i t ia l conditions i s to choose
more orbits from that part of phase space
where f i s expected to have higher values.
For t h i s reason, we introduce a mock
distribution function F(R,<jP,VR,V ,̂) which is
as simple as possible and as near as
possible to f. A convenient form is:

(10)

where A i s chosen so that the density
produced by F i s s(R) where s(R) i s the
azimuthally averaged surface density of the
disk, i . e .

s(R) - [<T<R,<p)d<f/<2n)

The two dispersion velocities GRR dnd f
are those computed from (9) for the
particular choice of ra and the current
potential 4>.

In general, F will not only depend on the
actions, but on the corresponding angles MR,
Wa>, too. So, an orbit which turns out to
have actions in the range jR-(JR+dJR> and Jtp
-dl+dJif>) was chosen with probability

,2n r2n
Pp . J j F(J<jp,JR,H^,wR)dWjdWsd,yiJF,

while it should have been chosen with
probability

Pf - <2n)2f(Jj,JR)

Then, if the total mass of the system is M
and we choose N orbits, each orbit carries
mass

M
_ f ' J»l

n
Fd!

(11)

The denominator of the above equation is the
angle average of F along the orbit which,
according to the ergodic theorem can be
replaced by i ts time average, as time goes
to inf inity. This can easily be computed
during the integration of the orbit. The
values of Aa(R>, (2<rRR

2)-1 and (aOic,2)"1

which appear in MO) are computed and
memorized for the c itre of each grid cel l .
When the orbit is sampled it regular time
intervals the value oi. F is computed using
the current values of VR, V̂  of the particle
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and the values of Aa(R), (2ORR 2)~ 1 and (2
" ) ~ 1 of the cell where the particle happens
6 be. All such values of F are added to a
running total which at the end is divided by
the number of times the orbit has been
sampled.

7. Calculation of the actlona.

The types of orbits one expects to find in
such a system are the following, in order of
decreasing importance:

1) Box orbits: A box orbit does not have
a specific sense of circulation and can go
arbitrarily close to the centra of the
system. If x,y are Cartesian coordinates
along the major and minor axes of the bar
potential respectively and x,y the
corresponding velocities, the radial and
azimuthal actions of a box orbit are given
by the areas inside the invariant curves x
vs x for y = 0, y > 0 and y vs y for x =
0, x > 0, respectively.

2) Loop orbits: The angular momentum J of
a loop oriit may vary in magnitude, but
always keeps the same sign.^ The two
surfaces of section (x,x) and (y,y) give the
same action JR. J<J> can be calculated from
^he surface of section J vs <p for R = 0 and
R > 0 (pericsntre points) or R < 0
(apocentre points).

3) Seraistochastic orbits: The two types
of orbits mentioned above are regular orbits
each residing in phase space on the surface
of a torus. The semistochastic orbits are
usually sandwiched between two or more
different families of nested tori. We can
distinguish them in two broad categories,
useful only for practical purposes: a)
Orbits which are around a main family of
tori and "herded" by some thin torus
twisting around the main torus. The thin
torus represents some higher order resonant
family of orbits (Fig. ia).

Fig. 3(a). The large loop is the cross
section of the torus of an orbit of one of
the two main families. The Islands around
it are due to some family of orbits of
secondary importance which we neglect. We
threat the stochastic orbit (dots) as if it
belonged to the family of orbits of the
large torus.
ibJS. Thtj two loops represent the cross
sections of the tori of a loop and a box
orbit. The stochastic orbit (dots) spends

its time around the two major families of
regular orbits. It can be thought of as the
superposition of a loop and a box orbit.

These semistochastic orbits are as if they
reside "on-in" the thick surface of a ragged
torus. We may, therefore, assign to them a
set of effective actions which simply
measure the cross sections of that thickened
up torus. b) The second type of
semistochastic orbits are orbits which share
their time around the two main families of
nested tori, i.e. those of box and loop
orbits (Fig. 3b).

These orbits can be thought of as if they
consist of a loop and a box part, each part
residing "on-in" the thickened up surface of
a corresponding torus. We can assign to
them then, two sets of effective actions,
one for the loop and one for the box part.

Fig. 4. The three surfaces of section (x
,x). Dots: a seuistochastic orbit. :
box orbits. • : loop orbits. Mote that
in practice we do not obtain continuous
curves, but sampling points for each curve
(roughly 60 points per invariant curve).

4) Stochastic orbits: These are orbits
which are free to go anywhere on theic
surface of constant energy in phase space.
Very few of them are expected to exist in a
non-axially symmetric model, because their
very presence contradicts the observed
regularity of the macroscopic shape of the
system. We can, therefore, safely ignore
then.
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8. Practical detaila.

For each orbit we calculate all three
surfaces of section. As soon as the angular
momentum of the orbit changes sign, the
orbit is flagged: it could be either box or
semistochastic. The integration of the
orbit stops when at least 60 points on each
one of the three surfaces of section have
been found. For the calculation of the (J,
<f) surface of section, we count the points
where the radial velocity chancres sign.
Every other such point is used for the
construction of the invariant curve implying
that for some orbits we use the perlcentre
while for others the apocentre points. Some
confusion may arise for almost circular
orbits where the pericentre and apocentre
are not clearly distinguishable. In that
case the program confuses the two sets of
points. The error, however, is small both
because these orbits are very few (of the
order of 1%) and because their angular
momentum J does not fluctuate much anyway.
Another complication arises for nearly
resonant orbits, 60 points for which are not
adequate to reproduce a nice invariant curve
on the surface of section. The points are
either segregated into a few groups or,
there is a "missing tail" of the orbit's
invariant curve for high values of S. There
is nothing much to be done for the first
case unless one is prepared to employ
elaborate and expensive schemes to overcome
the problem. Fortunately, orbits like that
are only a few percent. On the other hand,
we can reconstruct the missing tail of some
orbits, realising that the potential is
almost Keplerian for large radii and fitting
a Keplerian ellipse to the orbit in the
outer parts of the system.

Fig. 4 shows typical surfaces of section for
box, loop and semistochastic orbits.

Once the surfaces of section have been
constructed, we have to measure the areas
inside the invariant curves in order to
calculate the actions. The first step is to
order the 60 or so sampling points of each
invariant curve to form continuous lines.
(During the integration of the orbit these
points appear in a rather random order.)

We order the points in the (x,x) surface of
section (Fig.4a) in order of increasing x.
From the area under those curves wfe
calculate JR for both box and loop orbits.
The points for a box orbit on the (y»y>
surface of section are ordered for
increasing y and the area under them will
give us the Jfp action for the orbit,
finally, the points for a loop orbit on the
(Jr9> surface of section are ordered in
Increasing <p and from there we calculate the
Ju action for the loop orbit*.

The true actions of a box orbit are four
times the areas under the curias shown in
Figs. 4a and 4b, while the actions of the
loop orbits are twice the area sader the
curve in Pig. 4a and just the area uader the
curve of 7ig. 4c. It is clear then from
rig. 4a that the action of the box orbit
"nearest" to a loop orbit will be roughly
twice the radial action of the neighbouring
loop orbit. To avoid this discontinuity in
the action JR for given energy as the orbit
changes from loop to box, we choose to use

for the box orbit, half of what is usually
defined as JR action. On the other hand,
continuity in the value of J<p action i>
ensured by keeping the normal definition for
this action, i.e. considering as Jcp four
times the area under the invariant curve of
the box orbit in Fig. 4b.

A flagged orbit can be either box or
stochastic. He use the (y<y) surface of
section to distinguish the two. He
calculate the area under the points ordered
by increasing y twice, once keeping all
points and once keeping only every other
point. If the orbit is box orbit we should
not find significant difference between fch«
two results. If, howevar, the orbit Is
stochastic, the two results are quite
different. Empirically it was determined
that if the two results vary by less than
7%, the orbit is either box or stochastic of
the first kind and can be treated as a ban
orbit. If the difference Is greater, «s>
distinguish the loop and the box part and «•
calculate the J»box and J R I O O O effective
actions for the orbit from the areas undnr
the two branches of the curve. The two
branches are distinguished by considering
only the first 20 points say on this surface
of section with lowest y. We find their
average y a v and we accept that all points
with y < y a v make up the box branch, while
all points with y > y s v nake up the loop
branch. The dots in Figs. 4a and 4c when
appropriately ordered and connected to form
continuous lines, will give rise to zig-zag
lines. Assuming then that the area under
the tig-zag line on the surface of section
(xri) is the average* of JjUoop and JRbo*' *•
can derive J R Q O X •xfeetive action for the
senlstochastic orbit. Finally, assuaing
that the area under the zig-zag line on the
(J,<jp) surface of section is the average
between the effective actions J?ioop ^?box«
we can calculate J*loop* Thus, calculating
two sets of effective actions for this type
of seaistochastic orbits.

Now we have a set of actions for each orbit,
we can go to our grid in (JR,J») spaoe and
find the corresponding value of f to pat It
in the numerator of equation (11) to find'
the mass of each o r b i t . For the>
semistochastic orbits for which two sets off
actions have been computed, we find two
values of f and average them. If we imagine
plotting f vs J R and J«, It will be a
smoothly curved surface. This Is not true,
however, as for certain ranges of values of
J», Jo> f is independent of them. The
averaging we do takes exactly that Into
•ocoont, i.e. replaces parts of the smoothly
curved surface of f with flat patches her*
d there.

9.

We have discussed ham Jeans' problem can be
solved for a non-rotating barred disk. The
method can be aaG±f.l*& for the construction
of models of rotrtlQa bars. Such systems
have different families of basic orbits and
one will have to devise different methods
for the machine to recognise then. However,
these systems have been extensively studied
and their orbital content is well known
(e.g. Papayannopoulos 4 Petrou 1983).
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The method may also be applied to 3-
dimensional systems but o£ course In that
case one can no longer use surfaces of
section for the calculation of the actions.
Techniques of stel lar spectral analysis
might be more appropriate.
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2) The cell is approximately rectangular
with sides RA(p and AR. The potential at
the centre of the rectangle is then given
by:

-2G<JR[ A u sh-1 A_£ +
Au

which yields:

G('0,0) = 2 I _L sh~1

Au]
A<p

J. sh"1 A_u)
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Appendix

If F(l,m) i s a function defined at points
(x(l{,y(m)J where 1 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . , L-1 , ra =
0 , 1 . . , M-1, i t s f inite Fourier transform is
defined as:

F(p,q)i

2L-1 2M-1
l n l p lnm

1=0 m=0

The inverse, transform is:

2L-1 2M-1

(2L)(2M)
) ) F(p,q)e

(2M) L L

(A.1)

inpl+inqm
L M

p=0 q=0 (A.2)

Note that S i s defined for: CKKL-1 and
0<m<M-1 while G for -L+KKL-1 , -HtKi(H-1.
If we define S to b© zero for 1>L, m>M, we
are free to define G as we please outside
the area where i t i s already de f ined .
Equation (7) can be proved i f we use
equations (A.1) and (A.2) and extend the
definition of G as follows:

G(2L-l,m) = G(-l,ra> for 0<l<l»-1, -M+1 <m<M-1

G(l,2M-m) = G(l,-m) for -L+1<1<2L-1,0<m<M-1

A minor point of importance i s the way we
define G(0,0) . Indeed, from (4b) i t i s
obvious that G(0,0) i s singular. This i s
the singularity of the Green's function for
the potential Inside a certain ce l l due to
the mass of the ce l l i t se l f . To calculate
i t we make tht. following assumptions:

1) The surface density inside the cell is
constant.
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Abstract. Recent observe, "ona ahow a dip on the rotation curve for aoat of
spiral galaxies.Theoretically, it inplies that spiral density wares Bust tm induced
by shear instabilities.Calculations prove that the observed amount of gas In galac-
tic disks (10% for the Galaxy) is sufficient to develop fh* hydrodynanioal Insta-
bility in gas subsystems. As surface density perturbations of shallow water and
galaotic gas disks are described by the seme equations, experiments with shallow
water rotating similar to galactic disks have bean made. In stationary stage* of
rotation stationary spiral patterns occur. The number of arms depends on the pro-
file of rotation curve, in agreement with theoretical results. Different rotation
parameters lead to different structures: the circular mods, one-, two-, ... ,
eight-armed spirals.Branching of the spirals is observed when rotation parameters
change,which suggests that tbe spiral branching In several galaxies cornea from
their non-stationary rotation. Antioyclonic vortices arc observed between the arms.
Azimuthal averaging of the surface density, 6*o£]& gives a good fill for the Galaxy»
minimum of 6^ before the molcoular ring.

For realistic profiles of shallow water rotation the spirals are trailing.
But they ftnppan. tt̂ Teiifl <e9lo^po»ite direction* of rotaWoa of tawr and outer
regions. It may axplain the taadtug spirals in galsties 4aoM spto is opposite
either to that of • close companions or to the rector of orbital oassntac of the pairs.

Numerical computations confirm the theoretical and experimental revolts.They
also ahow a formation like a "molecular ring".Preliminary observational data agree
with these lesults.

The aim of our report is to pay your
attention to the galaxies with the nega-
tive velocity gradients on rotation cur-
ves; let as call than VK-galaxies (velocity
kink galaxies) - fig.i.Such are M 31,the
Galaxy and several cthar ssl&ziez whose frac-
tion was earlier estimated to be slightly
more than 1055. But recent studies by Afana—
8ievtSil'chenko, 2asov and their coworkers
have shown that most part of spiral galaxies
are the VK-galaxies.The velocity kink is a
generator of hydrodynamical shear instability

0 R
Fig. 1. Typical galactio gas disk rotation

curve with a velocity kink.
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that oreate the spiral arms.The hydrodyna-

mical instability in VK-galaxies is develop-

ed in the gas disk embedded in a star com-

ponent. The equations of two-dimensional hyd-

rodynamics are known to be identical with

those for shallow water.This remarkable cir-

cumstance allowed us to assemble an analog

set-up (fig. 2) that models the formation

of spiral density waves.Analytical calcula-

Fig. 2. The set-up "Spiral": "nucleus" (1),

"periphery" (2), shallow water layer (3);

first modification - D=28cm, R=4om, second

modification - D=60cm, R=Ccjn.

tions,numerical simulations and laboratory

experiments give the same results,as follows.

1). A small number of spiral anas corres-

ponds to a big velocity kink, and vice veraa.

The number of spiral arms depends on the pa-

rameters of the velocity kink : ita being

increasing, the number of arms decreases.

If you increase the rotation of central

parts of shallow water, you see tho number

of arms changing (fig.3). All the spirals

are trailing which confirm that

2). Single spiral galaxies reveal trai-

ling arm's.As Pasha has found from his exami-

nation of 190 spiral galaxies, only three of

them show leading anas. All the three have

a close massive companion.One of them, NGC

5426,was studied more carefully;its apin is*

opposite to the orbital momentum.According

to Werner, over 70& of paired galaxies show

the same property. Independent shallow water

experiments with opposite rotation of inner

and outer parts show the occurence of the

leading spirals.lt allowed us to suggest the

following hypothesis: the tidal crest, rota-

ting oppositedly to the rotation of central

parts, makes the galactic periphery rotate

in its direction.

3 ) . A necessary condition of the formati-

on of leading arms in disk galaxiea is the

presence of a com-panion galaxy with an oppo-

sitspin.

Fig. 3. Shallow water surface density wavac

in the 1st set-up: m»8, 7, 6, 5, 1, 0 (fig.

3a-f); nucleus rotation is clockwise, fl2»0.
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Fig. 3. (continued)

We talked above about a stationary spi-
ral structure that doss not change when
disk parameters remains constant during
many revolutions (the total experimental
time). Let us now consider the way in which
toe spiral structure changer *hen some of
disk characteristics, e.g. ••• rotation curve,
jhange.Let Vie initial spiral pattern be four-
armed. Lst the velocity of the central part

increase so rapidly that the new rotational
profile would correspond to the generation
of m=2 mode, Ther. the m=2 mode is formed in
the inner region of the velocity kink while
the outer regions still show the m=4 mode.
As usually,the "periphery* cannot rearrange
as fast as the "center".In result, we see
a branohing of spiral arms (fig. A). The

Pig. 4. Arm branching in the mode transition

4 - 2 caused by acceleration of the nucleus

rotation.

reasons for the velocity of inner parts to

increase or of outer parts to decrease may

be different: e.g. a compression of inner

parts or angular momentum outflow of outer

one due to a close companion.Thaa we arrive

at the following statement:
4). Branching of the spiral arms proves

the galaxies evolving.

Contopoulos was first who paid attention
to banana-like orbits of gravitating partic-
les between gravitational spiral density
waves. According to his theory, when the
spiral wave amplitude is small, the "bana-
nas" are between the arms, while for large
amplitudes they are inside the arms. If the
spiral wave generation has a hydrodynamical
origin, the locations of banana-like vorti-
ces are opposite: for small wave amplitudes
the vortices are centered on the spirals
(fig, 5 - numerical solutions of linearized
equations), for large amplitudes thfty are
between the arms (fig. 6 -shallow water ex-
perimental results).We conclude,therefore,
that

5). The vortices must be observed
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strong aplral arma.

Fig. 6. Spiral-yortex structures (m-2, 3)
with density minima in banana-like vorti-
ces; the camera is rest in spiral pattern
frame.

*lg. 5. Spiral-vortex structure of galactic
gas disks for small nave amplitudest a-den-
sity, b- streamlines in the corotation re-
gion. Full and dashed lines are the lines
of equal enhanced and reduced densities.

- Htnerlcal solutions of the system of two-
dimensional hydrodjmamical equations taking
into account a velosity kink show an evolu-
tionary development of the spiral structure,
with oraation of banana-like minima of sur-
face density b»*»*n the srss (fig. ?).After
aeinutsal averaging of the surface density
we arrive at a density profile similar to
that observed In the Galaxr* a arose "nuole-
up" disk, a "dip", a molecular" ring (fig. 8).
Confrontation of the distribution of H XX

Fig. 7. Hunerical simulations of an Initial
stage of the aplral arm formations a) Tt»
1.26T ,b) 3^- 2.1T ,c) 3^- 3.3&P (T is
• period of revolution of a galaxy in the
region of a velocity kink), m e spirals
are Initially more tightly wound, and become
more open. Thin full line denotes the banuia-
like regions of minimum surface density
between the arms.
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?ig» 9. Tha obsarvad distribution of H II
regions and spiral arms in HGC 1566,
jected to fac*-on orientation.Two
cally superimposed "bananas" aark
"free" froo the H XI regions. We sea
general resemblance to the
observed pattern (fig. 10).

Fig. ?. (continuad)

15

0,5

8. Asliuutnally avaragad anvfaca daasity
of galactic gas disks Tarsus tha distance
from taa cantar as a rasolt of tha spiral
structure formation.

H g . 10. Shallow watar corfaoa daasity
waTaa in tha sat-â ti B * 2 ; nuolans and pari-
phary rotata oloekalaa; tha ralocity kink
Is tha dark circuafaranoa erosaad by tha
spiral.

ragions in NGC 1566 with its rotation curra
suggasta tha longitodal snrfaca danslty al-
nioa batman VJ» spiral araa An tha Taloci-
ty kink ragion (fig. 9),1P full agraaaant
with what Is ohtainad our shallow watar ax-
parlnanta (fig. 10).
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a. Hilogradov-Turin (front row), A.M. Fridra. n, G. Ly.ng8
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INVESTIGATION OP THE OALACTIC ROTATION PROM THE 21 CM LINE

I» V•Petrovskaya
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B « t h ° d , iB « a e d for ?tudy °* galactic rotation which uti-
? » l^o F £ m ° ' Th# notation ourve is obtained in the region

S S r V & S Nation" curve? *' •"* W d° n°* "nd e V i d ° a O e fOr B f a l l " ° "

Neutral hydrogen 21 om line observations
•ay be used for the study of the global ki-
nematlo characteristics of the Galaxy.
Earlier in the works of the aoviet authors
a method has been suggested for investigati-
on of the galaotio rotation which utilizes
the whole 21 om line profile in oontrast to
the uae of only the out-off identified with,
the tangential point when A < Rt (Agekyan
•t al., 1964; Fetrovskaya, 1970s Petrovaka-
ya, 1979; Bektaaova and Fetrovakaya, 1933).
This method say be utilized both for inner
{JKRo ) «"* for outer {JL>J& regions of
the Galaxy, and also for z-gradient studies
ol the rotation velocity (Agekyan et al.,
1965).
. The expression for the optical depth at

the frequency corresponding to the radial
velocity tf in the galaotio longitude I is
as follows

Here /v is the hydrogen density, P* is the
heliooentric distance of the radiating
point, K is a constant of proportoonality.

We assume the region of the galaotio
plane (z » 0), and as the simplest model
that the angular velocity is the monotoni-
oally decreasing function of jt , eoswifc),
and the density is a function of R. only,
A/=A//)?J. Then using the formula _

where tv« is the angular velocity of the
looal standard of rest, one may write Eq.(1)

la the earlier paper we studied the ro-
tation law, J2-J2.£x5> uaing the least mean
square method both for Jt<X0 and K^-Jlo
(Fetrovskaya, 1979). Teerikorpi (1985) sug-
gested a graphycal method for the determi-
nation of the rotation curve for X>>£ #.
Thin later method was utilized by Fetrovs-
kaya and Teerikorpi (1986) for the 1-st and
4-th galactic quadrants.

In the present study we use the method of
maximum likelyhood method in oontrast to the
least mean square methodbecause the equation
(2) is non-linear relative to X . Let us as-
sume the gaussian distribution for the ob-
served depth ?i=it(Si, If) near the theore-
tioal vlue (2) PCCtf0

- the weight of i-th value

The values of the parameters 3 and X
have to be determine from the condition that
the likelyhood function £, obtaines ita
maximum value:

The solution of the equations (6) gives

The expression^ (7) and (8) were used
for the determination of the rotation cur-
ve beyond the aolar circle ( £s>£«,.,x> t )«
In that case one can put pi B 1 (because
\Sinibf:X when X>i ). We have used the ob-
servations of Kerr and Hindman (1970) and
Weaver and Williams (1974)._

For the fixed value J2» J<?* we found ify:
= &+Sinlf and Vf for each i-th of ft pro-
files. Then for several values of X we
calculated 5 and f? from (7) and (8).
The distance 1= X* corresponding to SI4.
we find from the condition FfX*} "0-

The results of our calculation are sho-
wn in Flg.1 for the 1-st (orosses), 2-nd
Sopan orosas), / 3-rd (triangles) and 4-th
diagonalciroles ) galaotic quadrants sepa-
rately. The results of the graphyoal method
(Fetrovskaya and Teerikorpi, 1986) are also
presented (dots). The solid line is the le-
ast mean square solution. The daaiiod line
represent a flat rotation curve (toft'const).
In agreement with other authors (Blitz,
1979; Chinl, 1985) we do not find any evi-
dence for a fall-off below a flat rotation
ourve within JL < 2.3 31, ,

SI

-to

-J,0

-60

-80

-1M

t ' *

• » 1

* 1 T I I •

O

x x

• t i l l 1 1

1.0 LZ. y.f tc is z.o 2.2 z.</
pig.1.
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tfh« «aximui likelyhood aethod i u also
applled.to thé loner region of the galaotio
plane, & < £ . CC<'J ). la thla oaae on«
•ay expeot that the wsighta p.* ara in-
»ortant In Bq». (3)-(8) baoauae, of th* in-
finit« inoraaa« of t when|,$inîj-»j: in

A« forjr^7 , the calculation« of ,5 and
pT were performed for aaoh S2 "oonataat
aad for different valu»« of je . Following
variant« war« uead; 1) Pt'£i » 2) p,- >1//E.
Th« rariant 2 wan taken to oompanaata th«*
iaoreaae of t wh»n )£ifli-l'-*>JCt how«ver,
Th« reaulte did not dlffar from tha raaulta
uaing tha variant 1. On tha othar hand, th«
nuaber n, of tha profil«« varlaa with je ,
and th«r« ara juap* in tha dep«nd«noe JT=
- t* (X} • Thar«fora, for aaoh M*Od» ,
«a ooaaldarad only auoh a profilaa for
whiohlrtnlj^a, a balng ohoaan to be
•o—what aaallar that tha axpeotcd valuaJC^«
Äla prooadura alao aliminataa tha lafluan-
oa at tha larg« td diaouaaad abora.

Mgura 2 ahowa^rar raaulta for tha regi-
on /4<R. in th« fora J? Tax»^/J?.for
1-at (oroaaaa) aad 4-th (diagonal oronaas)
quadrant« a«parat«dly. On« oan aaa iha well-
Imown diffvranc« b«tw««n th« roault« for
two quadrant«. Our curv« ia aoaawhat lowar
than tha rotation onrra datamined fro« the
tangential pointa aa one oan aaa in Fig.3
where the reaulta are preaented.in the form
&ttRr* xwH/D(mQ\iA line for our curv«).

Fig.2.
Figure 3 alao «how« the nean aquare our-

v« of fig.1 (preaent raaulta and the résulta
of Petrorakaya and Tearikorpi, 1966) noted
by «olid line for x>\ • Ve hay« rapreaen-
tad in Fig.3 the rotation curve« baaed on
HII reglona (Georgelln and Gaorgalin, 1976-
dot-daahed lin«s Chlni, 1985 - oroeaea), on
CO olouda (Blita, 1979 - daahed line,x>f),
HI+CO olouda (Burton aad Gordon, 1978 - da-
ahed line. x<4 )•

Th« laaat awan aquar« rotation curve for
£ > £ • baaed on all the data reprea«nt«d
in Fig.3 (dotted line) agr««a with our HZ
raaulta (aelld line) and doaa not «now any
plateau up te a dlatanoe ß a: " 2.3 J2O
froa the galaotio centre.

The author wold like to thank I.G.Ku-
raahklna and Tu.H.Halahova for help with
the calculation«.
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DISCUSSION

G. LYJJGA: In this paper, Dr Petrovskaya,
uses a model with, the full width of the
21 cm line prof i le .

P.O.LIJDBLAD: Apparently Dr Petrovskaya
derives a rather steeply rising rotation
curve going far out from the centre. Could
you say anything of what total mass would
imply for the galaxy?

S. KUTUZOV: To estimate mass, one has to
adopt some mass distribution. It may be in-
finite or finite with certain radius which

is of great importance. One can speak of the
mass inside of the sphere or cylinder with
given radius. No mass estimates were made in
this work, so I can' t name any number.

S. NlMKOVlC: Until what distance from the
axis of the galactic rotation can one say
that the form of the galactic rotation curve
i s established according to Dr Petrovskaya"a
work?

S. KUTUZOV: From this work we know the rota-
tion curve until 2.3 solar distances.

3/o



FLAT 1DXS1C MODELS-ROTATION CURVES
And

A NEW MODEL FOR MILKY WAY

M. Onal AKYOL
Selcuk Univ. Fac. of Education

42090-Konya-TURKEY

Abstract: Flat disk models for galaxies are studied on the basis of osscil-

lations of distributed mass around equilibrium configuration. Convincing pers-

pectives to existing galaxy types are available. Several kinds of galactic or-

bits are possible with peculiar rotation curves. Supersonic and very high ve-

locities seem likely in the central region.Conventional rotation curve breaks

into two,inner to the Solar circle and spiral arms. A new model for our galaxy

is proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Attempts have been made to construct a

model and explain the structure of the disk

of a galaxy. Bok(1934),Mineur(1939) and John-

son(l957) have studied the plane motions.Con-

topulos(1966),(1970) extended his work to the

study of three dimentional galactic orbits.

Lindblad developed the idea of a model of self

sustained Density-Wave with which he was able

to interpret the spiral pattern. Lin and Shu

(1967), Lin et.al(1969) and Shu(l969), (1970)

showed that a self sustained spiral density

wave was possible and restricted to tightly

wound spirals. Einasto(1972) remarked serio-

us doubts about the validity of assumptions

for classical models of elliptic and spiral

galaxies by making discussion of theoreti-

cal and observational evidences.

A new model for a flat disk is attempted.

Thinking that, large scale flat mass is in

rotation with respect to a frame and internal

notions governed by a general field.

II. BASIS FOR NEW MODELS

The great accumulation of mass in the

disk and fairly progresive and regular dist-

ribution as elliptic and spirals, draw one's

attention to the availability of geometrical

perspective by realization and suitable for-

mulation of physical, dynamical and kinemati-

cal properties. One believes that a Micro-

scale is contributed to the general gravita-

tional field under which individual mass mig-

ht exercise motions different than two-body.

Brahie (197*0 accounted for the phaees

of a galaxy from proto-galactic to disk.Here

we will start with a disk like configuration

to which disk populations are settled and

present stuRtion is continuing.(i> The total

disk mass is in an equilibrium configuration

in which a sample mass osscillates around

the equilibrium point.Namely; Center of the

galaxy, (ii) Sample mass having individual

Gravitational field is a minor participant in

the general field. It's motion i3 not ruled
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directly by the central mass aa in the two-bo- cuotic on* orbito

dy case, for this reason the disk orbits sho-

uld indicate different characteristics, (iii)

Test body is endured the General disk rotation

and an additional orbital motion, (iv) Two

angular frequencies are essential, first is

due to di3k rotation, oecond is a combined f-

requency of disk rotation and field parameter

which might correspond to the epicyclic fre-

quency of Density-Wave.

III. COORDINATE SIStEM, DIPK2RENTIAL

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND SOLUTIONS

In this study a Galacto-centric coordina-

te system is selected,XOY plane as the disk.

The differential equations are well known.

X + 2 to i + oV/ "oX = 0 (5.1)

Y - 2 UJ X + bV/ "dY = 0

Dots are time derivatives. Second terms are

due Coriolis, and thirds are from a potenti- Pig.(4.1) to (4.5) For a - l(r = 1) Circular

al of mass accumulated in the disk. Soluti- (Solar ci r cle), 0 < a < l Ovals of Cassini type,

ons of these equations have been tried by a a - 0 Ad;jaCent circles, a 2 = - b2<.0 Roset-

Magnenant(l982) potential reduced to the pla- t e ) a > x Kepi-visor, 0 < b < l Spirals and

ne case.l'or the time being, present approxi- b > 1 Bar(of spiral type).

Fig. *.5

mation with several reasonable conclusions

is considered sufficient. The solutions are;

r 2 = Cos2 n t + a 2 Sin2n t (5.2)

= Cosh2n t - to2 Sinh2n t

Where r is a dimentionlesa distance parame-

ter, a : io /n : 1 b and n 2 - +1?

£ is the force constant. Upper and lower is

to be considered according to "J /n is real

or imaginary, accordingly the field type att-

ractive or repulsive.

IV. GALACTIC BISK OHBIIS

In thi3 model, the stellar orbits are

V. CONSTRUCTION OF DISK MODELS

Extended interstellar obscurations In the

galaxies are avoiding us to have clear stellar

traces. A peculiar symmetry of the distributi-

ons are obvious. The distribution of orbits

available from the model developed here arc

similar to the galaxy pictures. Pig.(5.1) la

an oblique projection of elliptic type. 3pac«

is limited to give *ore examples. However,

reader can evaluate by Eq.(3.2) using diffe-

rent steps of the parameters a and b.

Any two or more rub-structures must be

different than the earlier realized, circular combined to form and to bring about an actual

or Keplorian and also than the individual pre- galaxy model.Spiral ana roots in this attempt

cessing ellipses of Density-Wave model. Compu- start from the rim of a circular Inner regl-

ter applications of Eq.(3.2) are given in on. M»e explenation of this lies in the fact
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that maximum velocity of the rotation curve

i3 reached at circvlar velocity distance and

at the spiral arm roots. This is contradicted

with Density-Wave model which indicates the

roots begin deeper.

It seems possible that, for all "Hubble

Standard Classes,, models are producible on

the basis of above combinations of sub-struc-

tures. In galaxies, groups of many stars, in-

terstellar matter follow the same orbit or

keep track on nearby to exibite the present

patterns.If this is so it gives the idea that

they originate successively under similar con-

ditions. One might also realize that many pro-

to-stellar eruptions ejected at/ay with the

same initial orbital parameters from the cent-

ral area in the early evolution phase. Wielen

(1974) remarks the observed spiral arms as be-

ing resulted from the tidal interactions of

galaxies or explosions in the nuclei or mag-

netic confinement.

VT. HOTATION CURVES

Interesting to know that the above model

enables us to formulate an easy to calculate

rotation curve expression. Which io;

(6.1)

the velocity parameter(velocitioa normalised

by peak value of conventional rotation curve).

Since the discovery of rotation curve

it has become a subject of observational ast-

ronomy. Burbidge et.al(196O), Roberts and

Rots(19?3) and Hutchmeier(1975).Brandt(1960)

derived a rotation velocity-distance relati-

on. However it is widely accepted, there is

diversity Uutchneier(1975) between calculati-

on and observations.

Observational researches indicate or

presumable inclinations is in the way that

there exist one type( conventional rotation

curve). Being avare of the seriousness of

making new arguments, if our assumptions and

study are reliable enough, for each type of

orbits there exist a different rotation cur-

ve. In Pig.(6.1) three of these are given.

1.0,

V2 = 1 • a2 - a2 / r2

= 1 - b2 + b2 / r2

Where r is the same as in Eq.(3.2) and V is

0.0
0.0 r 1.0

Pig. 6.1 Rotation curves
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Rosette orbits, if existing in the disk

Indicate higher velocities approaching rela-

tivists c values at near the central regions.

Bar rotation curve is similar in character

to that ot Bosetto, except highest volociti-

es are supersonic.Probably,large scale dif-

fuse gsvs and dust in the bar are resulting

from the impact of condensed matter of super-

sonic nature. ]iurbiac:e(19S5) ,(1971) , Lynda

(1970) have found a central amorphous region

with Medusa-like flaments in NGC1275 with a

velocity 5270 km sec" and in the Morth-Wcst

side of this section emission flaraents with

recession velocity 8220 km secT Disney(1973)

found .from the broad H lines in Seyfert 11-529

A, an outflow velocity 13000 km sec?1 Saslaw

et.81(1974-) mentions about the ejection of

large quantities of gas and massive compact

objects from galactic nucleus in or near the

plane of the galaxy.

VII. MODEL OP THE MILKY WAY

A number of galactic disk models can be

acquired by suitable combination of sub-str-

uctures(Fig.(4-.l)-(4.5)).0ne should need Hubb-

le class attributed and the rotation curve.

Cross comparison of actual galaxy perspecti-

ve with model must be exercised to bring a

bout a reliable one.

In this study, in contrast to the Densi-

with the normalised rotation curve.(Ill)Pecu-

liar compatible structures on certain direc-

tions are to be compared with model.

Up to date studies of the Milky Way have

shown that a final form of the disk is a spi-

ral. For this reason and mechanisms in other

spiral galaxies Density-Wave model is under

development by above mentioned authorities to

Civo an explenation to how this spiral struc-

ture is formed. This model received wide ac-

ceptance in spite of the fact that it was

restricted to Normal tightly wound spirals.

ObMrvtd Calculated

. Kweeet.aimSO •

.Schmidt 11965) • 0.05

.Robcrut Routl9?3> • OS? ( b )

ai (a2)

Fig. 7.1 •• Rotation curve of MW.

Fig.(7.1) is a skech of the rotation

curves. To compare with Eq.(6.1) the obser-

ved curves are normalized by peak velocity*

Tv;o calculated a =0.1 and 0.05 embraces

ty-Wave, the roots of spiral arms are located the rising part, while b 2
 = 0.52 calcula-

at larger distances(Solar circle). Spiral-

like- structures in the inner circular region

and central area are probably matter packets

of similar dynamic and orbital character.

Here a model for our galaxy is proposed.

The idea came throuGh the facts.(i) The dist-

ribution of orbits resemble much to actual

disk structures.(ii) A theoretical rotation

curve Pie. (7.1) can be built 0 < a , b < l by

Ovals of Cassini and Spirals which agree well

ted spiral fits well with descending branch.

Pig.(7.2) is a model of our galaxy based

on the arguments on rotation curves and on

several other facts. Since, the rising sec-

tion of rotation curve is available from Ov-

als of Cassini, inner to the Solar distances

the region is occupied by these type orbits.

Similarly, the descending section is deduc-

ted from the spirals then a coarse fi|*ure

shall be a circular inner region with Ovals
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and apirala atarting at the ed&'e to surround

it. The location of the Sun is decided on

the circular border or near it b-stween two

spiral arms.As it was remarked by Oort(l938)

that the Sun is stuated in between two con-

densed regions. Also Becker has shown from

the distribution of H II regions and young

clusters arranging themselves alone the spi-

ral arms with the Sun stuated at the center.

For these reasons, two spiral arms and two

others at symmetrical side were decided.The

. n. KO&tL Of THE HILSIUY

Eq.(3,,J, and (6.1), this attempt however its

moderate formulation, brings about conclusions

concordant with several observed facts and nevi

ones like expected hijjh velocities, and star-

tins points of spiral arms.

Fig. 7.2

location of the Sun is shifted above the sym-

metry axis since Cygnus-Complex lie in aro-

und 2-3 kpc. In the model, this complex area

corresponds to the crowding of various orbits.

The obscuration in _Aquila(l - 40°) per-

haps is the root of inner spiral arm mixed

with Ovals partially. If the disL matter and

stars line on the proposed orbits these ag-

ree with the elongated structures with cha-

recteristic sizes 1 kpc availed by KcGee(1963)

and Burke(1963).

In conclusion we remark that, if the a-

bove suggestions are reasonable enough, to my

best knowledge there has been no acute postu-

late utilised in evaluating basic equations
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DYNAMCAL CONSTANTS FOR OUR GALAXY

Slobodan Ninkovic

Aatrcnanaka opaervator i ja, Volglna 7, 11050 Eecgrad, Yugoslavia

AWtract. Aooording to the present author's resulta a following system of the galactic dynamical constants is proposed:
local escape velocity, u =(520>3D) km a" , local circular velocity, u=(2J>30) kn. a , local angular velocity of rotation,
*)=(25+5) km s" kpo , local circular frequency of planar oscillations, A1 =TSo+10) km a" kpc" , local circular frequency of
vertical oscillations, K =(70*20) km a" kpc" . The value of. (9+1) kpc0 i s assumed for the galactocentric distance of
the Sun. The latter three values yield (0.09HQ.03)J!R re"-3 for the local matter density, a value very close to
the density obtained by use of statistical methods. On thetaais of the proposed value i t i s concluded that the dark matter
should be present in the form of a large, rerefied, massive, spherical corona.

1. Introduction
The problem of galactic constants i s very important as seen

e.g. from the fact that the IAU has foraed a special working
group dealing with the constants (e.g.Wlelen, 1986). The s i tu-
ation of nowadays differs concerning different constants. For
exatple, thanks to the great efforts of many astrcncrasrs the
uiceitainty Interval for acne of them (R , u -Wielen, 1986) has
been significantly decreased at recent tffies.o0n the other hand
others are s t i l l not knowi with a satisfactory precision, e.g.
the Kuzrnin cosficient, i . e . the local value of the galactic
ratter density for which a number of values lying between
O.OflJB^^and 0-2'CRepe has been proposed (e.g.Gliese, 1983,

The aim of the present contribution i s to propose a reasonable
aet of galactic onstants with limitation to those of dynamical
nature, only.

2. Theoretical base
One defines dynamical constants as values of various dynamical

quantities taken at the Sun (local values). Then
I) assuming the steady state with the axial symmetry for the

galactic gravitation potential;
H) assuming the disc appradnBtlon for the solar vicinity

(linear dependence of tne gravitation field strength on the di-
stance to the plane);

m ) neglecting the difference between the local circular ve-
locity and the one of rotation;

IV) bearint, in mind that the derivatives of the potential of
order higher than second are of no Importance,

one reaches a following system of independent constants.

Table I
List of dynamical constants

constant determines

local escape velocity local value of the potential
local rotation velocity
local angular velocity
of rotation

first potential derivative In R

local circular frequency of
planar oscillations

second potential derivative In H

local circular frequency
of vertical oscillations

first and second potential
derivatives in z

The latter three, as well know, determine dynamically the
local value of the galactic natter density via Foisson's equation
which for the present purposes will be rewritten as

where f i s the diHEnaionless ratio of the second derivative of
the potential in R to the angular velocity square, both taken at
the sane position, j r t j ; i s j i constant (numerical value 56133)
used to convert km a kpc as the most suitable unit for the
angular velocity square Into JJJ pc as the mat suitable unit
for the density J*. One should also add the relation between the
local circular frequency oC, plgnar oscillations and the second

(e.g.Ogorodnikov, 1958)potential derivative Jf =(3(0 - 1
In principle one c s i deteraWe" the f irst two quantities from

Table I by an examination of the velocities of objects belonging
to the ffi1«rt.1r. halo (spherical coponent). Recently the present
author infertock such a study (Ninkovic, 1987) aid he obtained
the values 0^(520+30) km s~ for the local escape velocity aid
(230+33) km s~ for the local rotation velocity using a sarople of

156 hi^h-velocity stars (Eggen, 1964) as trie observational mate-
rial . As for the other three constants one should prefer the
motion of objects belonging to the galactic disc: (flat component)
Their notion with respect to the galactic centre, as demonstrated
by B.LLndblad, can be represented as a superposition of three
kinds of oscillations: oscilations along a circle In the galactic
plane, oscillations around the position on the circle in the
plane and vertical oscillations (perpendicular to the galactic
plane), each one being characterized by the corresponding circu-
lar frequency from Table I. Thus the motion of disc stars conta-
ins informations concerning the amounts of the quantities mentio-
ned above. The best-known methods of determination are certainly
these developed by Oort (coefficients A and B) and by fccmln
(coefficient C; for al l relevant details e.g. Ogorcdnikov, 1958).
The latter parameter i s patricularly important to a density dete-
rmination, since there i s no doubt that i t s contribution to the
left-hand side of equation (1) i s essential.

3. Procedure
For the present purposes a sample containing MaCorarick stars

from Gliese's (1969) catalogue i s chosen. The reason i s
I) i t seems that some phenomena which cannot be explained

within the framework of the steady state theory, such as the
vertex deviation, actions connected with the spiral density waves
etc are not characteristic for these stars;

n ) i t seems that the ffcCormtck stars form a pure disc group,
i . e . that they possess a small velocity desperslon.
Similar claims nay be found in Delhaye (19B2) and Fuchs and
Wielen (1986).

There are 11*4 McCormick stars in Gliese's catalogue for which
the space velocities are available. An inspection of the data
(kinematical and spectral) reveals the presence of three stars
which may be classified as high-velocity stars, since the moduli
of their heliocentric velocities exceed 100 km s~ , and one star
which i s a probable subdwarf (Mo 561). For clear reasons they are
all excluded from the present analysis. Besides there are five
additional stars whose spect.un i s dubious or peculiar with une-
xpectedly high moduli of the velocity components along the z axis
The decision of the present author i s that al l the five stars
should be excluded, thus reducing the sanple to 105 stars. The
parallaxes of soms of them were improved(Gliese and Jahreiss,1979)
This result Is also taken into .-xsjount.

The heliocentric velocity components given in the catalogue
are corrected for the solar motion, assuning for the velocity
cooponents X =5 km s , y =8.5 km 3 , z =7 km s" (Delhaye, 1982;
x direction 1=0 , b=0°, y direction 1=9T, b=0 1. Then the mean
velocity square Ipjaoh comenent^s determined. Bellowing,resu-
l t s are obtained * =517 km s , y =341 km s , i=126 km s .

It i s also found that the rms velocity in the z direction does
not show any changes up to z»40 pc. Two variants of the solar
position with respect to the galactic plane-about +10 pc(Allen,
1977) and about +20 pc (KullkovaldJ, 1985)-are considered. Since
the harmonic-oscillation approximation for the motions along the
z axis Is assumed, one obtains a following fornula displaying the
dependence of the z velocity square on the distance to the ga-
lactic plane -5 ,—3

z^K^cV),

where c i s the rms amplitude. Taking into account what has been
said above concerning the variation of the velocity with z and
the error limit, one concludes that c i s greater than 100 pc,
obtaining the value of 120 pc as the p"obable lower limit. The
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present author's estimate la c=15Q pc. It la baaed on the p
tude estimate (or two atara with the highest & noduli in the sa-
mple (35 tan a" ) . One defines the probability of appearance of a
atar in the sample aa the ratio of Ua actual diitanre to the
galactic plane to the amplitude. For tha two atara the probabi-
l i t y la equal to their rate in the sample i f the value of 500 pc,
correopomUng to 150 pe aa U » troi amplitude, la assured for the
anpUUtte. In the present author's opinion such an estimate la
rea l i s t i c bearing in mind tha se lect iv i ty of a aanple composed of
stars lying almost In the galactic plane against high-aoplitule
s tars .

l). Results
A usual procedure l ike that proposed by Oort, as well known

(e .g . KulikovaklJ, 1965), nokea possible an independent determi-
nation of the two quantities to and K . In such a case one can
determine independently tha galactccemric deatanoe of the Sun,
i f tha value of ths local rotation velocity I s at one's disposal,
l ike In the present paper. Such a determination o f the galactoce-
ntric distance of the Sun nay be called a dynamical one.

Unfortunately, because of the snail heliocentric distances of
the sample stars i t la not possible to determine the two ar^ular
veloc i t ies (circular frequencies) Independently. Che can solely
determine their rat io . However, bearing In mind that there has
been no discordance between the value of the solar galactocentric
distance determined dynamically and determined by use of the
methods of s t e l l ar s t a t i s t i c s , the present author arannre for the
lat ter quantity the value o f (9+1) kpc corresponding to the inte-
rval usually cited In the literature (8-10 kpc). This value oo-
nbinad with the value of the local rotation velocity presented
above yie lds 5 t a s " kpc" for the local angular velocity of
rotation. Die uncertainty, estimated as a sun of the uncertainti-
e s , of the two input quantities should be equal to 20% (+5 km
sf ' kpc"1).

With regard that the notions along the x axis approximately
coincide with Hie radial ones and those along the y axis with the
tangential ones (radial and tangential with respect to the gala-
c t i c centre), one nay assume that the y/x velocity ratio follows
that of tangEj,tial-tc-radial component. In auch a case one can
estimate the ratio as well as the slope of the rotation velo-
c i ty using the wen-taiovn fcreula (e .g . Parenagp, 1946). The re-
su l t s are jf =0.36 and the slope exponent i s equal to 0 . 3 . To the
la t ter value, o f £ corresponds the rat io HJui of 1.6 yielding
K =10 km s kpc . The la t ter value agrees well with a fo l l o -

wing estimate.
Knowing the local velocity of rotation and the rros ve loc i t ies

in the x,y directions one can calculate the mean kinetic energy
of the planar galactocentric motion of the sanple, as well as the
fraction of the radial component. The corresponding calculation
yields 1%. the value for the slope o f the rotation velocity i s
very d o s e to zero, as expected on the basis of the results of
the rotation curve determination (e .g . (feud, 1979). For the case
of a potential corresptndli£ t o a f l a t rotation curve the obtai-
ned value for the radial conponent fraction yields a i orbital
eccentricity of at least 0.08 (Ninkovic, 1966). Taking into
account that one now deals with nearly circular motions this va-
lue should be close to the real one. Ch the other hand for a
planar notion the orbital eccentricity i s equal to the ratio of
the radial-oscil lation amplitude a to the mean galactocentric d i -
stance. AsamirB that for the stars of the present sample the
mean galactocentric destance i s equal to that of the Sun one can
estimate their rms anplitude of the radial osc i l lat ions . I t e
instantanwus value o f the raUal-valocity square o f a star
should be equal to (a It cos f ) . Assuming 1/2 as, a mean value
for the ccuine square aBd bearing in ndnd that x i s eoual to
517 kin j ! ( s e c t i o n 3) one obtains that K should l i e between
30 km a kpc , and 50 km a k p c . In s u * p a way one concludes
that +10 km s kpc might be accepted as the uncertainty of* .

As~fcrK i t l a obtained as a result of a ainplejJiviflicn-zTc
(z rm velocity in the z direction, .equal t o 11 km s" , sect . 3 ) -
ylelding the value of 70 km s kpc" f or K . The uncertainty i s
obtained as ths sun o f the uncertainties of T t e two input <pmt | -
t l e s and i t should be 30%, i . e . one ha3 * z=(7O<50) km s" kpc" ,
since the uncertainty of the velocity i s estimated to be
+1 km s arrl of the m e amplitude -«-30 pc as Lie differeree
between the rns anplitude and i t s lower l imit .

A substitution of the values for r , CO art) Af in equ.
(1) yields 0.Q9JD? pc"3 for the local matter density. %ince the
influence of ft i s decisive, as eas i ly seen, one concludes that
the uncertainly5 of t ta '.tensity should also be 33%, that i s

% Discussion and Cunclualons
The ratio of the ma velocity along the ?. axis to that along

the x one Tor the sample atara ia as usually obtained, but the
ratio of the rms y velocity to that along the x axis seems
swpriaingly hi#i (e . g. Kullkovekij, 1965 as a review). A more
thorou^i examination shows that existence of a vertex deviation
oa" 10-15 towards positive longitudes cannot be excluded. Thiti
clrcunatance decreases the rim-velocity ratio along the two main
axes lying in the galactic plane, but i t seam that i t cannot be
less than 0.7. The latter value corresponds to a flat rotation
curve. Therefore, one camot exclude the possibil i ty that the
value of the ratio K ta of 1.6 here obtained i s too high, but
this result may be tafen aa an indication that the lat ter ratio
is greater than 1.25, as usually thougit ( e . g. hferochnlk and
Suchkov, 1984) and in such a way the "paradox" between thef D-to-4J

ratio and tha form of the rotation curve being removed.
• Ihe local value of the g i lac t i c natter density obtained above
is very close to that resulted from the use. of s te l lar s t a t i s t i c s
which i s most l ikely equal to 0.08.J? pc"J (Gliese, 1983). Such
a result means that either the hidden mass (dark matter) i s
negligible In the vic inity of the Sun, or there i s no dark matter
at a l l . Ihe value of the local escape velocity proposed here
suggests acceptance of the f i r s t poss ibi l i ty . By msans of a
simple calculation i t i s shown that the form of the dark matter
should be spherical, characterized by a large radius and by a
small average density.
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ABSTRACT. Galaotlo bar* are thicker then Inner parts of gas disks. Therefore
gaa flow into the baofciside of bara, relative to the direction of dine rotation*
Thia idea, baaed on the equilibrium condition for galactic rotating subsystems
le unrd to interpret* forbidden line emission in bar regions where gaa inflow
supersonic*

The suggested interpretation of the phenomenon of different velocity fields
in the lines of different excitation first discovered in the Seyfert galaxy
Mkn 744 • WGC 3786 is now checked in the case of another Seyfert IGC 1068. .The
applicability is oontroled from the inferences concerning the sense of rotation
of aplral arms in the galaxies. In both oases these agree with the earlier
results obtained from independent methods i the arms in NGC 1068 are trailing ,
while in NGC 3786 they are leading.

One of manifestations of the shock back along the front side of bars is the
occurence of straight duat lanea along the front aide. Applications of the mathod
to other oservational problems are discussed.

1. Introduction

The spiral winding dilemma wich in the
193OB-5OB was one of the brightest facets
in the whole problem of the galactic spiral
structure has last decades been usually
considered to be trivial and ao longer acute.
Such a treatment comes as far back as the
late 50s when some 20 spirals at lenght
examined for their winding had been finally
proved to trail the tips being turned
agcinst the direction of galaxy rotation.
Lindblad, the head of opposition, had to
accept the very fact of the trail ng mode,
while he did not reject his guiding idea
of the leading spirala and stayed on for
the possibility of both modes in his
emphasis that the dilemma should be
resolved for every individual spiral upon
understanding its proper generator.
Nevertheless, the working hypothesis by
Kibble (1943) that the galactic spirals
always trail gained soon an axiomatic
status.

Although it has been well understood
that grand design spiral patterns are density
wave formations, search for the generator of
permanent spiral arms seems to remain the
main task for current wave theories. To get
some clearer insight, a program of checking
the sense of rotation of about 200 spirals
had recently been performed ( Pacha and
Smirnov, 1982; Pasha, 1985 ), wich became
possible to such an extent due to the
prevailing "axiomatic" approach to the
problem in the presence of observational
data sufficient for its direct consideration.
All the spirals in single galaxies and wide
pairs had really proved to trail while
some the galaxies in close pairs had
shown leading arms.

It is Slipher (1917) who had first
raised the spiral winding dilemma. He had
formulated three classical condition to be
examined to state the sense of rotation ,
namely :
1) knowing the spiral shape,
2) knowing the receding and approaching

edges, and
3) knowing the near and far sides.
A galaxy not too close to face-on or

edge-on orientations, the'first two
condition*! were directly obtainable from
observations. The third one was a challenge
to observations* Numerous indirect methods -
the so oalled tilt criteria - though
readily set forth, could not provide a
good deal of time an Incontestable result .
They all started from speculations around
one or another feature of dust and
luminosity distributions ( see reviews by
de Vaucouleurs, 1958; Pasha, 1983 ).
Quantitative studies of dust material and
ite distribution in galaxies became
"adjusted" only in the 50s, and it had been
shown that the main contributor to the
galaxy flat component luminosity were stars
of the disk that was much thicker than the
dust layer. This evidence had put on a fitm
ground some of the tilt criteria, and these
were therefore used as a standart tool of
checking the sense of rotation in recent
studies.

In the present paper we suggest a new
method to determine the sense ot rotation
of the barred spirals, based on refined
spectral data on kinematics of gas in bars.
In contrast to classical dust criteria ,
this method has no deal with space
orientation of galaxies and, therefore, has
several advantages. First, it enables us
to study the galaxies seen nearly or
precisely face-on, while dust criteria are
not good here any more. Second, standart
tilt criteria may lead to a bias when
applied to binary galaxies, due to some
possible pecularlties of dust behavior
as an effect of strong interaction.

2. Method

It is well known that the cooler a
kinematic subsystem of a spiral galaxy is ,
the more it is flattened and the faster is
its rotation. This manifestation of the
equilibrium condition must also be actual
for galactic burs. As the gas disk in the
central region is thinner than the bar ,
it has lesser particle chaotic velocities
and rotates faster, .jQ.j[>J3LD (?rAdman, 1SS7).

Tangential velocity components of the
bar and gas disk central part have a roughly
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linear dependence on A V BO ^ * )
If Av grown up to the disk gas sound
speed on a oirole of radius V |t(_aj-_Jvi.'y?C,
a shock front forms in the sone r, < r- <*r«., to
be observed on the back side of bar blades
(with respect to the direction of disk and
bar rotation ), as roughly sketched In Fig.1.

fif •> 'Ak\

Pig.1. The region of shock wave
formation alohg the back side of
bar limbs.
As a result, we will observe, for

different values of A V , a shock either
strong or weak seen either in optics (mainly
Is forbidden lines) or in radio as a radial
linear formation along the bar. Moreover ,
this formation must be aligned with the back
side of the bar blades, so having a position
angle slightly different from that of the
bar itself.

Of coarse, if in clear that real gas
motions in the bar region are much more
complicated than in our rough scheme.
Nevertheless, recent numerical simulations
of gas dynamics in SB-galaxies ( Uatsuda,
1987 ) shows strong shocks along the back
side at bar limbs, in agreement with our
scheme.

3. Optical observation

The effect discussed has first been
by Afanasiev and Shapovalova ( 1981 ) from
their data on gas velocity field in the
central ( cz. 2 kpc ) region of the barred
Seyfert Mkn 744 - SGC 3786. They have
emphasized that the observed complicated
kinematics of gas emitting in QIIl) , (5lf)
and H^might be treated in terms of two gas
subsystems with noncircular motions near the
center. The sub-system that emits in H,^ shows
radial motions ( additional to disk
rotation ) V r » 30-35 km/s due evidently to
asymmetric gravitational field of She bar.
The second subsystem emitting in forbidden
lines reveals a velocity dip in the position
angle 300-340° that roughly corresponds to
the inner bar ( 3-4 arceee width,«1 kpc in
plane of the galaxy ) but is palpably
shifted to mark the bar blade back. The disk
to bar velocity A V reaches here 70-100 km/s
which supports the shock origin of intensive
emission in [Nil] and [SII] . The bar
axis declining from velocity dip position
angle in the direction in which the spiral
arms of the galaxy open means that NGC 3786
has leading arms ( Pig.2 ).

This statement agrees with that inferred
for NGC 3786 from classical tilt criteria
earlier ( Pasha, 1985 ). The occurence of
leading arms in this and a few other
galaxies listed in that paper is apparantly

180 270 90 180

ofPig.2. Kinematics of central region
the galaxy NGC 3766 :

a) isophotes in the galaxy pair VGC 3786;
direction of rotation, near and far sides
are indicated; the dashed line denote the
orientation of the inner bar;
b) different velocity field as Riven by
forbidden lines Qril) and {Slrf ( light
circles ), and by the I^-line f dark
circles ) in the circumnuclear (r^2 kps)
region of NGC 3786.

connected with that each of them has a
massive close companion ( for the generator
of the leading arm» of galaxies In close
pairs see Pasha, 1985; Nezlln et al, 1986 ).

It may well happen that in some
galaxies we observe emission in forbidden
lines only while that from the very gas
disk is not seen. If so, we must locate an
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*ff«Qt of veloolty switching when crossing
'the b w from Its front to baok. For typical
values of JR i and -fii, the velocity dip
*an reach 100-150 km/s within some 200 po
|or leas, whloh. ia often observed in the
central region of barred spirals, the alit
clone the bar.

4. Radio observations

A particular attention should be paid
In our apinion to the possibility of
observing the ahooks in radio. In the last
yeara, due to an improved technuque of
obtaining high resolution radio maps of
extended objects, linear radio structures
extended along bars have been discovered in
central parts ( r 1 kpo ) of several
galaxies. These structures are thought to be
Jets of material ejecting fron active
Seyfert nuclei ( Wilson and Ulveeted, 1983s
Booler et al, 1982 ) in galactic plane.

Consider the barred Seyfert galaxy
HGC 1068. Let us show that the linear
structure traced along the bar on high
resolution radio nap of the galaxy nay be
treated as a, shock front produced by disk
gas flowing into the bar. Gas kinematic8 ic
the central part of WGC 1068 is well
known from the spectrograms obtained in
Coude focus of the 3m Lick reflector
( Walker, 1968 ). Walker has found here a
gaa eloud structure in [OIIIj line.

A confrontation of the disk velocities
with those inferred from OIII in the
eirouanuelear son* shows the largest
deviations from circular motion at position
angles 130-170° that correspond to .. the
back aide of the bar blades ( Jig.3 ). The
position angle of the maximum contrast of the
gas cloud structure that emits in [OHj
and is elongated along the bar Is 10-40° ,
the clouds being brighter to the near side
of the disk. According to Wilson and
Dlveatad ( 1983 ). the radio structure
observed at 15.0 GHs is cooriented with
that in 1JOXX33 . the polarisation vector
is dlreeted along the linear radio structure,
wnt*h ia in line with the idea of a shock
front on the baok of bar blades, the
spiral arms being trailing. The latter agrees
«ith earlier determinations by standart
criteria ( Fash* and Smirnov, 1982 >.

5. Bar as a fan

Turbulent streamlining past the
obstaole - the bar - by disk gas should
favor-dust particles gathering in the front
side of bar blades. It Is similar to the
wall known effeot s dust is accumulated on
the baok of fan blades ( evidently, the fan
blade back corresponds to the bar blade
front alaoa the opposite sides are In both
both case* those whloh cleave gas ). This
assumption would help us to explain the fact
observed in several barred galaxies
( HGC 1300, 5236, 7479, 7678, etc. ) that
dust lanes leave their position in the
concave border of spiral arms for the front
side of bar blades when tracing the lanes
Inwards.

This idea may readily be eontroled by
confrontation of th» observed morphology
with data on gas velocity field in the bar
region. As an example, let us consider the
barred Seyfert galaxy HGC 1097 studied at
length by Xeaburn et al ( 1981 ). Tt has
trailing arms ( Pasha and Smirnov, 1982 )

4V.4,

.3. Optical and radio structure of
the central part of HGC 106S :

a) different kinematics of gas clouds
emitting in Coin] (light circles),
and of stellar disc (dark circles),
according to Walker (1968);
b) location of linear radio structure
relative to the inner bar aad clouds
emitting in [OIII] ( from Wilson mud
Ulvestad, 1902 ).

and reveals dust lanes on the front side of
the bar blades. The gas ve1ocity field may
be well represented outside the bar by a
disk rotating as a solid body ( for every
given radius the velocity is a coslnusoldal
function of position angle relative to the
line of nodes ). But in the bar region it
shows at 0.3 kpc from the center a velocity
dip of about 300 km/a across the bar. The
largest effect is when the slit is put along
the back side of brir blades.

6. Discussion

As we realise, the interpretation of
the specific forbidden line emission
features in galactic bars may have an
application field much larger than the
sphere of the spiral winding problem. In
wider context, that problem may be properly
regarded as a test range for a new method
of studying gas dynamics of barred galaxies.
Then the testing has proved to be succesful.
Concerning the sense of rotation of the
barred spirals examined In the present
paper, it has led to the conclusions In full
agreement with those arrived at when
standart criteria made use of.Of particular
importance is the fact that our method shows
no bias even for HGC 3786, an example of the
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leading aplral galaxy whoa* portion even
aaong paired galaxlea la tout fairly nwll.
It is an independent observational support
of that the np'iral NGC 3786 - Hkn 744 really
loads.

Since th# Induction of leading arna may
oe due only to an outside generator, further
aearoh for the leading apirala In paired
galaxies la of real interest , and the new
method would be here the beat one. Indeed ,
the atandart technique la especially good
for relatively near galaxies, with diatlnot
duatj features to allow oat a careful
treatment, the apeotral method Is free from
depending on the dust infrastructure and la
**~:r?tore of sore penetration to embragt a
larger saaple of paired galaxies to be
applicable to with confidence. On the other
tani* dosens of Seyfarta are known anong
paired galaxies, the fine ealaslon features
froai Seyfert nuclei being much easier
Obserrable ( this is why all the galaxiea
wa hare presently considered are Seyferta ).
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A KINEMATIC MODEL OF THE GALAXY

Annie C. Robin, Edouard Oblak
Observatoirc de Besangon

F- 25044 BESANCON CEDEX, FRANCE

We develope a kinematic model based on a dynamical model of stellar population synthesis. We
compare the model predictions with two proper motion catalogues.

I - INTRODUCTION

In previous papers (Robin, Crgzg, 1986a; Bienaym6,
Robin, Cre"ze\ 1987) a dynamical model of the
Galaxy was constructed gathering different kinds
of constraints for galactic structure.

A stellar population model was constructed using
the stellar and galactic evolution model of B. Rocca-
Volmerange (Rocca-Volmerange et al, 1981). Stars
are described by 3 intrinsic parameters : absolute
magnitude, spectral type and age. The age
parameter is the basic one: it makes the main link
between the dynamics, the kinematics and the
stellar evolution of the disc.
The model also includes an intermediate
population (a bit less dense that the Gilmore's thick
disc (Gilmore, 1984)) and a spheroid. This
population model has been shown to be in
agreement with star counts (Robin, Cre"ze\ 1986 a
and b).

The mass mode! includes, in addition to stellar
populations, massive components necessary to
account for the rotation curve (corona and bulge)
and a disc of interstellar matter. It has been made
self consistent using the Poisson and Boltzmann
equations and used to determine the local
dynamical density. It was found that there is no
need for a local missing mass (on the contrary to
Bahcall's results, 1984) to get a consistent model:
the dynamical local density is in the range .09 to
.12 M0/pc3 to be compared with the observed
density of .09 Mo/pc3.

Here we describe the basic kinematic parameters
which will allow to simulate and interprete proper
motion and raiial velocity data, in complement to
photometric ones. The new information that should
be found in kinematics are related to the' age
distribution of stars in the disc: Age is correlated to
velocity dispersions on the one hand (Mayor,
1977) and to stellar and galactic evolution on the
other hand, such that observed velocities should
constrain the evolution story of the Galaxy (star
formation rate and initial mass function).

In §2, we describe the basic kinematic parameters
which have been used. In §3, we give preliminary
results obtained by comparison of simulations with

proper motions catalogues.

2. THE KINEMATIC MODEL

First we assume the kinematic properties for the
solar neighbourhood. Following Mayor (1974,
1977) velocity dispersions are related to ages of
stars of population I. We apply it to our disc
population spread into 6 age groups. Resulting
velocity dispersions are given in Table 1. For the
intermediate population we take Delhaye's values
(Delhaye, 196S). Spheroid velocity dispersions are
the one of Norris et al (1985).

To compute stellar apparent motions we have to
assume the value of the peculiar motion of the sun.
Two different values have been published from
now on: Mayor (1974) obtained the following
values, confirmed by Oblak (1983) :
Uo = 10.3 km/s; Vo = 6.3 km/s; Wo = 5.9 km/s

Delhaye (1965) obtained:
Uo = 9 km/s; Vo = 12 km/s; Wo = 7 km/s
adopting the following right handed triad: U
towards the galactic center, V towards rotation,
and W towards the north galactic pole.

The difference on Vo is due to difficulties to
decorrelate the intrinsic solar motion from the
asymmetric drift, and because very young OB stars
have peculiar motions, perturbed by the spiral
structure.

It has not been possible until now to choose one of
these values. In the basic model described here,
we assumed the Mayor's values for the solar
motion, hoping to constrain them a posteriori by
comparing predicted and observed proper motion
distributions.

The vertex deviation mainly applies to very young
stars and is supposed to be restrained to local
motions (effect of spiral arm). So we neglect it in a
first approximation. Proper motion catalogues that
we have used for comparison are dominated by
older stars (see §3).

The asymmetric drift have been accounted for in
the form given by Mihalas & Binney (1981) :
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assuming that motions parailele and perpendicular
to the plane are decorrelated and that the resulting
drift is negligible compared to the circular motion.

The assumed value of the galactocentric gradient
of o y is -.2 kpc-1 suggested by Mayor (1974) based
on the Toomre stability criterion. This value has
been confirmed by Mayor and Oblak (1987) in a
direct determination in the solar neighbourhood.
Values of the density gradient d lnp /dR is
computed for each age group from our density
laws. The resulting asymmetric drift is given in
Table 1 (last column).

Table 1 : Age - velocity dispersion relations
adapted from Mayor (1974) for the disc, Delhaye
(1965) for the intermediate population and Norris
et al (198S) for the spheroid.

Age
Gyr

0. - 0.15
0.15 - 1.
1. - 2 .
2. - 3.
3 . - 5 .
5. - 10.

In term.
Pop.

Spheroid

°U
km/s

16.7
19.8
27.2
30.2
36.7
43.1

80.

131.

°V
km/s

10.8
12.8
17.6
19.5
23.7
27.8

60.

106.

km/s

6.0
10.0
13.0
18.5
23.0
25.0

55.

85.

dln(P)/dR
PC"1

-.27 10"3

-.45 lO'3

-.45 10"3

-.45 10"3

-.45 10"3

-.45 10"3

-.22 10"3

Vad
km/s

-1.6
-3.6
-6.7
-8.5
-12.6
-17.2

-36.7

-229.

To compute motions all over the Galaxy we assume
that these local velocity dispersions are valid
farther if modified by the velocity gradient
dln(au 2 ) /dR for the disc population. We admit
two hypotheses for the extreme population II: the
ellipsoid has either a cylindrical symmetry (vector
U everywhere parailele to the plane) or a spherical
symmetry (vector U everywhere towards the
galactic center).

The model of population synthesis allows to create
a pseudo-catalogue of stars (see Robin, Ci6z6,
1986a) : For each star in the catalogue intrinsic
properties as well as observed ones are known.
The kinematic parameters are U, V and W
velocities on the one hand.and observable proper
motions and radial velocities on the other hand.
Velocities are computed as follows:
- The peculiar velocities U, V and W are randomly
selected in Gaussien distributions with standard
deviations Out o"v, °W respectively.
- We add to the V peculiar velocity the systemic
motions : circular velocities and asymmetric drift,
function of position in the Galaxy and of the stellar

age.
The velocities are transformed to the local

coordinate system U, V ana W and corrected for
the solar motion.
- Velocities U, V and W of each star is then
transformed into proper motions and radial
velocities.

3. COMPARISON MODEL/OBSERVATIONS

3.1 CHIU'S CATALOGUE

A first comparison of the model with observations
have been made using Chiu's data (1930) towards
3 directions : SA57 (1=69°, b=85°), SA68 (1=111°,
b=-46°) and SA51 (l=189°,b=21°). This proper
motion catalogue cover a small area: 0.1 square
degree in each direction and is supposed to be
complete to magnitude V=19. The time base line
varies from 9 to 25 years. Chiu estimates the
precision of his proper motions to be 0.2 "/century.

In figure 1 the comparison between the model
assuming an observational error of 0.2 7cen is
shown towards the 3 directions. Error bars are the
one sigma Poisson error. Towards SA57 (close to
the north galactic pole) nx is close to the direction
of vector U and \iy to the direction of V. There is a
small shift between data and model of order of
0.3 Veen (i.e. 1.5 ims). Towards SA6B we note no
significant disagreement between data and model.
Towards SA51, u.x distribution is correct but u,y one
is sensitively shifted. u x is nearly parallele to V
andUy to W. Contrarily to SA57, ii. SA51 we do not
see a shift in the V direction (u.x is correct). The
small shifts between observed and model
distributions may be due to an error in measuring
the absolute reference of the proper motions : it
has been done by centering few external galaxies.
Errors in centering extended objects is larger than
for point sources and the obtained center may
depend on the passband.

3.2 MURRAY'S CATALOGUE

Murray et al (1986) published a catalogue of
parallaxes and proper motions for stars in a field
of 20 square degrees towards the South Galactic
Pole. However it includes stars to magnitude 17, it
is complete in B and V to magnitude 15.5 only. The
time base line is a bit small for proper motions :
two sets of Schmidt plates covering 2 and 2.5 yean
are separated by 2 years. Comparatively to Chiu'i
catalogue it has one main advantage : The area is
large enough to get a good statistic. But it hat two
inconvenients : The scale of Schmidt plates it not
as good as prime focus plates, and the time base
line is small. The error estimate is 1.4"/cen.

Model predicted proper motion diagrams are
compared to observed ones in figure 2 auuming
the same observational error. The proper motions
are not in equatorial coordinates but have been
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Figure 1 : Distribution of proper motions in x and y in arcsecond per century towards SA57 (1=69,°, b=85°),
SA68 (1=111°. b=-46°), and SA51 (1=189°, b-21") of stars with V<19 in O.I square degree. Data from Chiu
(solid line) and model (broken line). Error bars are only one sigma Poisson error.

the data than in the model at B-V less than 0.8 androtated to be along the U and V axes using the
transformation given by Murray to make easy the
interpretation of the kinematic properties.

These colour/proper motion diagrams allow to
separate populations. For example red dwarfs have
large B-V and large proper, motions (they are close
to us and they have large velocities dispersions
doe to their ages). Giants are also in the red part of
the diagram (B-V > 1.0) but have small proper
motions. Blue main sequence stars have small
proper motions because they are young and have
mull velocity dispersions. On the blue part we also
•otice the position of the intermediate population
tUrs with larger proper motions than disc stars
and a significant asymmetric drift (fig.2d). In fact
more intermediate population stars are presents in

-5"/cen.

If we compare the proper motion distributions
towards the North and the South Galactic Pole in
the magnitude range in common to Murray and
Chiu data (V<15.5) we notice that there is a slight
shift between the two distributions. It confirms
that, in at least one set of data, the zero is not well
determined.

4 - CONCLUSION

We conclude that the basic ideas on the kinematic
properties of stars lead to a realistic model in
agreement with existing catalogues but their
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predictions.: young stars of age < 3 Gyr (squares), old disc stars of age > 3 Gyr (plus signs), intermediate
population stars (open circles), spheroid stars (filled circles).

precision is not good enough to constrain the
kinematics of the Galaxy. To go further we would
need proper motion catalogues covering large
areas (like Murray's one) and with a sufficient
time base line (like Chiu's one). It can be down
with Schmidt plates of two epochs separated by at
least 20 to 30 years. It would be also very useful
to get absolute proper motions by reference to
extragalactic objects (specially quasars). By the
help of the model and of this kind of catalogue, we
hope to get a new measure of the mean solar
motion accounting for the asymmetric drift.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, the potential for a non-stationary stellar system is determinated, under the hy-
pothesis of separability, for a stellar model that verifies the Chandrase'khar postulates, with
axial symmetry (non-cylindrical), and with an equatorial plane of symmetry.

The obtained results generalize those of the cylindrical case. As in the cylindrical case, it
appears a term which can be interpreted as a contribution due to the galactic halo. It also appears
-as in the cylindrical case- a term proportional to tit"2 , although its cofficient of proporcionality
is now a function of the 6 angle and show a singular behavior. Finally, a term due to the non
inertiality of the galactic plane, regarded as the plane of symmetry of the stellar system, is
obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stellar systems dynamic is founded in the
following postulates:

1.- In every point £ it has been defined a local
co-ordinate system, which is a continuous function
of the position r_ and the time t, where the stars
are, on average, at rest (local centroid).

If \/ denotes the velocity of a star and \fc de-
notes the velocity of the local centroid -both of
then with respect to a inertial system of reference-
then the residual velocity of the star with respect
to the local system is clearly:

v = V - Vo (1)

2.- The distribution function is a generalized
Schwarzschild type:

T(r.V.t)s"r(Q+o) (2)

where Q=v* .A.v and the second order symmetrical
tensor A anJ the scalar are continuous functions
of time and position.

3.- The stars motion is regulated by a potential
function U(£,t) per unit mass, and the distribution
function satisfies the fundamental equation of the
stellar dynamic (non-collision Boltzmann equation):

dt - 3t T i' 'r1 "r" • »v1 - " (3)

which shows the conservation of the distribution
function along the stars trajectory in the phase
space.

Substituting in (4) for (2) and introducing
the vector A and the scalar Xr defined by:

A

-x
(4)

a set of diferentil equations is obtained, which
is fundamental in the stellar system dynamic (Orùs
1952), and upon them this work is based:

def A = O „v

def A = j

3A

»•""ïï (8$

these equations are, in reduced form, the fundamental
equations obtained by Chandrasekhar.

The tensor A elements and the vector A components
are obtained by using equations (7) and (8). Bc h
the potential U and the function x should be deter-
minated from equations (9) and (10). These two
last equations are an under-dimensioned system.
For this reason and in order to obtain common sol-
utions U and % in equations (9) and (10) there
should be restrictions on the tensor A elements
and the vector A components.

Taking the curl of both sides of equation (9),
the integrability condition of potential U is ob-
tained:

3
Vx(A-V0J + — ( V x A ) = 0 (to)

3t

Enumerate all the différents circumstances under
which equation (11) will have common solution U
is very difficult. However, in cylindrical case,
solutions with separable potentials are knowm.
For this reason, we limit our study to potentials
which verify the condition:

_!* „ cm

A.vu = i f?

3<3 32

This assumption may be appropriate to consider
motions which are closely confined to the galactic
plane. As it occurs in the solar neighbourhood
plane. As it occurs in the solar neighbourhood.

Under these conditions, the potential for a
non-stationary stellar system with axial symmetry
of Z-axis (non-cylindrical) and with an equatorial
plane of symmetry is obtained. The results generalize
those of the stationary case (Sanz 1984) an those
of the cylindrical case (Sala 1986).

When potential U is determinated, one obtains
X in equation (9). Substituting in (10) for U and
X, there appears a set of relations between the
coefficients of U and .

Finally, function o can be obtainsd from (6),
being symmetrical with respect to the galactic
plane.

In this work there is not included the selfcon-
sistency hypothesis. The potential is previously
determinated from the choice -of a distribution
function which is cuadratic in the residual, vel-
ocities. For this reason, in the infinite rotation
curves decrease ir< an inverse rate tow . This fact
represents an abnormal behavior since that, according
to observations, the rotation curves are plain
there.
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II. DETERMINATION OF THE POTENTIAL

Solving (6) in cylindrical co-ordinates,
we can obtain the tensor A elements. We assume
that these elements verify the conditions of axial
simmetry and equatorial plane of symmetry, so the
coefficients term of the odd powers in sin 6 and
cos 6 should be null, the same has happens to the
odd powers in Z of the lineal, quadratic an cubic
invariants of the tensor A. Under these conditions,
one can obtains a sufficient condition which lead
to the solution:

A = a + b 2

k 3 + b

Afle= c + d

Affiz= - b C

(12)

(18)

(19)

where

a =

b = k^ + n sen(26+i)

a* = Kj^-Q sen(26+i)

b* = k 4" n sen (29+i)
(20)

such that

c = Q cos(28 + A)

d = n cos (26+i) (13)

(14)

Equation (18) can be solved under the hypoth-
esis (11). So, one obtains:

0= i
B<e,t) D (t)

where k2 ,k,, ,n and \ are constants and the other
coefficients are arbitrary functions of time.
And being I.

5z = Z - =_

So, the galactic plane is 1-0, or z=-k5/k|,
Substituting in (7) for tensor A and assuming

that in the galactic center the local centroid
velocity is null with respect to the galactic system
of reference one obtains for the A components:

Z + F(ln5- / ^ d8,t)+

(21)

(16)

i_= E/2 (a + 2b ':5/k4 Z)

Q= u/2 (-2B + c + 2d k g/k 4 Z)

z= 1/2 k 3 Z - (k3+ b (o
2) k5/k

where B is an arbitrary function of tiae.
If one substitutes in (10) for the tensor

A elements and the vector A components one obtains
the following equations:

where A, B, C2 and F are arbitrary functions of
the indicsted arguments.

A set of necessary conditions to 0 be a common
solution of (10) is obtained if one substitutes
in (19) and (20) for (21):

CB"+ 3 c" B1 - 8 cB= 0

d B " + 3 d ' B 1 - 8 d B = 0

(k.2-n2) F'= 0

8 = 0

(22)

accents show derivation with respect to the angle.
The two first equations of (22) fix the depend-

ence in 6 of the function 6(6,t):

B<8,t)>
*82(t).

cos (26+1)

where 6, and 62 are arbitrary functions of ti«e.

(23)
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If 8(9,0/0, In order to equations (22) be
compatible, it 1s necessary that t-\.

From third and fourth equations of (22), after
considering C U ) , one obtains:

P- F(t)

B- cte.

(24)

(25)

Therefore, tr« common solution to equations
(18), (19) and (20> 1s:

Tin ttr» proportional to oAl* ) correspond* fc « •
pottnttal In the inner point* of an hoMDtfltow*
sphere (Ogorodnikov 1965>, and it can be «»Utn*4
H the galactic halo contribution. ~± ^ ^

The ttrm ".<8,t)rt> corresponds to Qm M T »
B, tr <d, »cor.st.) in cylindrical models. In t h m
models, B./o>* can be interpreted by the existence
of a centrifugal force due to de use of a aon-intr-.
ttat system of reference (OUogren 1962,1965), being
L=(2Bt t'

1 the third angular momentum component of
a star

a movement integral is obtained
a star.

In our eodet
too:

2- 2B(B,t)-

But, the cylindrical case interpretation is

not possible in our case.
In particular, BIAD , in the cylindrical, case,

admits another interpretation: it is the necessary
potential to support the arms in the spiral galaxies.
Nevertheless, the tern B(6,t)/'i)2 is not compatible
with Jeans equations.

On the other hand, according to (23), 6<0,t)
becomes infinite in two orthogonal directions. This
singular behavior is consequence of tha model symme-
try relaxation.

The term £s/kh Z is due to the non-inert«allity
of the galactic plane. (Vs /k» is the acceleration
1n the 1-an.it of the galactic ptane).

Finally, we have to point out that (26) is
obtained by using the hypothesis (12). Thus, other
solutions may be possible.

I I I . KTEMUNATION OF X MM
OELKTIONS OF COEFFICIENTS

Substituting In ( 8 ) from U one obtains the
function x :

(a+bX2)B(8,t)-ifc*az2)B'(e,tI
=

L\2
(28)

where E(t) is an arbitrary function of time and
A(t), B(8,t) and 0(t) are the same functions that
in (21).

If one substitutes in C10) from U and x o n e

obtains the following relations between coefficients
of U and :

A(t) = -4

-4

• l

J*2_
*3

• •

* 2

* 2

f

h j 2
*2

•5

D- cte.

(29)

B + cte

B(9,tjao, or , B- 0

where

(30>

(Ming «,, S.and S constants.
Finally, functfoni B( 6,t) and iO(t) must b»

nail in order to avoid that the functions U and
tweoa? infinite in th« galactic plant.

IV.KTEMUNATXON OF O

From (4) and (5) it can be obtained function

|A|

(c+dz*)d]A5Sl+(cb-da)(B-j ft) u2 +

-(c+dz*)2]k3} (31)

Stellar density H and funtion a are relationed
by the expression (Orus 1952):

irJ
(32)

Since o is a symmetrical function, thus stellar
density «, too,is symmetrical with respect to
the equatorial plane of symmetry.

V. CONCLUSIONS

He have obtained under the separability hypoth-
esis the potential for a non-stationary stellar
system that verifies the Chandrasekhar postulates
with axial symmetry (non-cylindrical) and with
an equatorial plane of symmetry. Between the results
obtained, the following ones stand out:

- The result generalize those of the cylin-
drical case.

- As in that case, there appears a term which
corresponds to the potential created in the inner
of an homogeneous sphere and that accounts for
the contribution of the galactic halo.

- A term proportional to ID'2 is also obtained
in some cases, although its coefficient of propor-
tionality is now a function of the 0 angle, which
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shows a singular behavior -1t becomes Infinite-
in two orthogonal directions. We undrestand that
a solution Inversely proportional to the square
of the distance to the center is properly cylindri-
cal, and that the above-mentioned singularity in
the angular dependence which appears is a result
of the slackening of the symmetry Imposed on the
system.

- A last term appears in the potential function
U which is due to the non-inertiality of the galactic
plane regarded as the plane of reference.

- Finally, under the conditions above-mentioned,
funtion is symmetrical with respect to the galactic
plane.
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2.? NCCRON STELLAR COUNTS AT THE GALACTIC FLAME

Francisco Garz6n
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We present 2.2 micron maps of selected areas of the Galactic Plane, taken with tht 1.S n.
Sanchez-Magro telescope on the Island of Tenerife. A model of the galactic stellar distribution has
been developed and the derived stellar surface densities are compared with the observations. The
results are In good agreement with the experimental data and suggest remarkable differences between
the luminosity functions for the disk and the spheroid components. The extinction toward the galactic
centre shows an abrupt increase when compared with other galactic directions. We note also that a
better fit is obtained when the 5 Kpc ring is included in the model, but cannot infer from our data
the existence of a thick disk.

1. Introduction

Stars counts is a topic which has been largely used to
advance the knowledge of galactic structure. In recent
years the number and quality of the collection of
stars counts availables to the investigator has
significantly increased due. as has been -stressed by
several authors (see. par example. Bahcall. 1986). not
only to the development of new family of detectors and
telescopes, but to the existence of detailed models of
stellar distribution which can be Integrated with
modern and fast computers.

Nevertheless, the later development of the infrared
astronomy as compared with the classical frame of the
visible astrutiuqyt has led to a lack in the body of
infrared data as well as in the theoretical approaches
to analyze it. In spite of this, near infrared
measurements are. nowadays, the only longterm method
to obtain information of the distribution of
individual stars fs from the solar neibourghood.
where the interstellar extinction becomes too high to
permit any plausible observation in the visible bands.
This argument becomes more and more important in
regions, such as the galactic plane, where the high
value of the obscuration, even not far along the line
of sight, makes impossible visible detections of
discrete sources few Kpc. far from the sun.

2. The observations

In the work Chat we present here cur ultimate goal is
to investigate statistically the large scale structure
of the stellar population in the Galaxy. In this way.
the considerations about the location and size of the
regions to be scanned were made on the basis of the
following criteria:

* To cover as much of the Galaxy as possible.
* The size of the individual regions must r* areat
enougn in order to be able to consider them
representative of the stellar contents of its
surroundings.

* Our interest is mainly concentrated on the
population of the galactic plane, so the majority
of tne oiuuHo uu~l be located on it.

Rearing the former in mind, we selected blocks 5*
apart in galactic longitude and covering every one in
narrow strips of 2* in galactic latitude centered on
the galactic equator. Apart from this blocks, we also
selected several blocks out of the galactic plane that
would permit us to look for differences between the
disk population and other galactic populations. In
figure 1 are represented, on a galactic map. the
locations of the blocks and. roughly, their sizes.

blocks.
- Location in the Galaxy of the observed

At the end of the survey we have 58 blocks covering a
total area of 4.6 square degrees.

All the regions have been observed at sidereal rate,
using a SAO star as guide, and with circular
apertures with diameters ranging from 12.5 to 35
arcseconds. depending of the expected stellar
density. The software for the reduction procedure was
entirely developed in order to deal automatically
with the enormous quantity of data. It is noticeable
that, as a result of the algorithm used in the
reduction, we have no information about the extended
sources that could be measured, obtaining only
position and K apparent magnitude of the objets as
they were point sources. After reducing, we compiled
a catalogue of 7680 members brigther than m,=9.5.
the limit of completness of the survey.

3. The Model

We have already mentioned the importance of the use
of models of stellar distribution in order to analyse
and understand what we have In the catalogues. It has
been also mentioned the lack of these kind of models
when dealing with infrared data. So we have developed
a model of galactic stellar distribution specially
devoted to the near infrared photometric bunds. The
scheme of the work follows the standard galaxy model
proposed by Bahcall and Soneira (1980) and can be
found in Garzon et al. (1986). In that paper we
constructed the model and compared its predictions
with stellar counts obtained using the 1.5 m.
Sinchez-Magro in a spatial band parallel to the
galactic equator between 1=0* and 1=10*. However, we
did not need special assumptions about the spheroid
component, as we were restricted only to the galactic
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plane. In this survey that ia not the oaae we are
dealing with, as we have several blocks out of the
galactio plane and. hawever. the contribution of the
spheroid field stars can be important, so specific
lumlnosj cy function is required for this component.

The determination of the luminosity function is the
crucial point when modeling the stellar distribution.
Direct measurements can only be achieved in the solar
nelbourghcxxl. by analyzing nearby star catalogues
(Luyten. 1588; Wielen, 1974). and is currently
accepted to extend the domain of this lumJLtoslty
function to the whole disk and. o«r*tiraes< spheroid,
although there are solid reasons to expect that this
extention is not adequate, even for the galactic
plane, far from the sun.

In a previous paper (Garzon et al.. 1986) we rebuilt
vhe luminosity function for the disk by using data of
MAkami anJ Ishida (1981) and Elias (1978a. b. c). in
order to take into account the additional proportion
c. late type stars when measuring the galactic plane
.n the near infrared.

spheroid function around Hj=2.5. corresponding to
the turn-off In the naln sequence. This feature la In
good agreement with the observed stellar distribution
far from the galactic plane.

•4.X

£iauct_2.- Luminosity functions adopted in the model:
spheroid, in solid line, with prominent bump around
1^=2.5; and disk function in dashed line.

For population II stars, direct determinations of the
luminosity function are. for obvious reasons, much
more complicated. Globular clusters are comnonly taken
as archetypes of population II and. hence, several
luminosity functions, obtained from measurements of
globular clusters with different metalllcitles. exists
nowadays in the literature (see. par example. Alcai-
no. 1976. 1981; van der Bergh. 1975; Chiu. 1980;...).
All these luminosity functions are> of course. In the
V band, and transformation to the Infrared bands is.
in this case, aore complicated, due to the scarcity of
the aean infrared colour data. In spite of the lack of
the infrared measurements of globular clusters, there
are now available several luminosity functions
obtained semiempirically from infrared data of
globular clusters. We have used the luminosity
function determined by Hartlnez (1985) which has been
able to explain the observed infrared colours in
globular clusters of a wide range of metallicities. In
figure 2 we present the adopted luminosity function
for the spheroid component together with that for the
disk component. It is noticeable the bump in the

1. BtaulU

In figures 3 and 4 are plotted the observed
cumulative number of stars. N ( B L ) . in normalised
units of stars per square degre*. against the K
apparent magnitude, nx,. together with the aodela
predictions. A first inspection of the figure shows
the good agreement between tiw model predictions and
the observed counts in the plane, unless the last
point for some blocks, which corresponds to s\=9.5.
that we think is due to the fact that we are retching
the corapletneas limit In these regions. There are
also two blocks, around 1=160* in the galactic planet.
In which the quality of the fit decree**-
appreciably, but there are reasons to neglect this
discrepancy as far as the atmospheric conditions on
the night of the observations were adverse. Anyway.
if we include these blocks as wall <u If wt exclude
them, the agreement between the model and the
observations of the galactic plan* aust be considered
correct, and. henceforth, that the large seal*
characteristics of the stellar distribution of these
regions are adequately described by the Modal.

In this wsy. the assumption of an exponential
distribution of the extinction (Garzon et al.. 1986)
and also of the abrupt decreasing out of the central
regions, seems to be adequated. bearing in Bind the
excellent agreement between model and observations.
Nevertheless, it nist be tnphaslztd that star counts
cannot determine alone the value of the parameters in
a model of stellar distribution. But the general
agreement in such a large region as we present here.
apart from other evldencies in different waveltnghts.
makes plausible that the distribution of the
extinction chosen by us was reasonable and could
describe the general behaviour of the obscuration.

It also seems that the Inclusion of the S Kpc ring
feature in the model (see Garzon at al.. 1986) Is
necessary to explain tht observed stellar densities,
as can be inferred from the relative naxlauai around
1=30* In the galactic plane. Again it must be take
into account the nultlpwrametric scheme of the aodel.

Far from the galactic plane, for latitudes ranging
from b-30* to b=60* the agreement Is reasonably good,
although it seems to be a general excess of sources
with respect to the model predictions, that could
Indicate a value of the stellar extinction lower than
quoted in the model, although It must be noted that
the discrepancy appears to be in the lialt of
magnitude of the survey, and also that the low value
of star density in these zones takes the statistical
errors In the detection nuch more important in
percentage than in regions, such as the galactic
plane, where the nuaber density of stars is great
enough to make this errors negligible.

He also explored the Inclusion in the model of the
thick disk, as it has been defined by Gilnore and
Reid (1983). This component aust be necessary to
explain the observed stellar densities In regions far
from the galactic plane, at z"1000 pc and more. This
inclusion has been neglected by several authors
(Bahcall, 1986; Friel and Cudworth, 1985) although
the point seeas not to be the existence of a thick
disk but the fact that there la no observational
evidence for the Inclusion of this component In tht
present state of the art. Our survey is mainly
devoted to the galactic plant, where the contribution
of the thick disk, if any. would be hardly 2»; but we
have tested the Influence of tht Inclusion for blocks
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EiBUCt_3.- Cuoulative counts against K apparent aagnltude. for the blocks with galactic positions
(lib) expressed on the top of each diagram both In degrees. Crosses represent observational data and
llnesi the nodel predictions. The plateau of the ourvcs around ni=6 is due to tha fact that star
brighter than i^«6 art not counted because of the aensitivity of detector.

with latitudes greater than 30*. These results are
ahoun in figure 4. As can be seen from the figure* the
agreement, in this case, is poorer than without thick
disk, although both configurations, with and without
thick disk, are compatible with the observed stellar
densities. »a far as the uncertainties in the measured
counts are of the order of the disagreement. For this
fact, together with the low number of blocks measured
at high galactic latitudes, we cannot infer from our
data the existence of a thick disk, neither the
adequacy of the Inclusion in the calculations.
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DISCUSSION

S. SINKOVlfi:. Bow did you define a thick disk?
It is interesting that recently Dr Sandage
found an evidence of a possible existence of
a thick disk. So as I see this is still open
to questioning.

P. GARZ5N: I don't define the "thick disk".
I have taken the definition from Gilmore and
Reid(1983) and included it in the model. I
have repeated the calculations and compared
with the observational co\mts. The compari-
son is not clear enough to decide whether
the thick disk exists or not, because I got
many blobs far from the galactic plane but,
on the other hand, there are relatively few
stars in those blobs. So I cannot conclude
if the thick disk exists or not.
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HEM itFUHD Nomnunr OF H 32
Cepa> J.j Prletoi H. j Beoknan, J.

Institute de Astroflaioa de Canarias
38200, La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain.

He present near Infrared photaaetrio observations In filters J and K of H 32. Isophotal naps with an
angular resolution of 93 pc are presented, radial J* K averaged profiles are derived and the
characteristic surface brightness and effective radius are obtained. The isophotal M p s show a major
axis angular displacement of 25* with respect to the position angle Measured by previous authors from
B band observations.

1. Introduction

The compact elliptical galaxy H 32 (de Vaucouleurs
et al 1976), the closest companion of H 31. is an
astrophyslcal challenge in many aspects: from a
dynamical point of view it presents peculiar
velocities in the Inner part which seems to suggest
the presence of a massive central dark object (Tonry
1984), from a photometries! point of view it has a
very high central surface brightness (Bendlnelli et al
1977) and quasi-periodic radial oscillations of the
position angle of the major axis as can be Inferred
from the observations of Sharov and Lyutyl (1983).
Host of the surface photooetry has been done In the U,
B, V bands, not in the near infrared, in which
extragalactic surface photometry is very sparse. The
results we obtained In this range of wavelengths show
striking features that. In the sane way as the visible
ones, could be explained by the gravitational
.Interaction of M 32 with H 31. In fact, several papers
dealing with the gravitational effects caused by M 32
on H 31 have been published (Byrd 1976. 1977. 1978;
Sato and Sawa 1986). Gravitational effects produced by
H 31 on H 32 would also be expected. Although the
research Is still In progress, some interesting
results will be shown below.

2. Observations

The observations were made using an IaSb
photodetector cooled with liquid nitrogen pumped to
63*K nonlnal temperature at the f/13.5 cassegraln
focus of the 1.5 metre "Carlos Sanchez Hagro
Telescope" sited at Izafia, Tenerife.,ln Canarvklslands
during the night of December 11trr to 12™ 1983.
The aperture was 24 arcsecond in diameter, and the
filters employed were J and K with peaks at 1.3 and
2.2 microns and FNIM of 0.24 and 0.37 ailerons,
respectively. A continuous scanning node across the
galaxy using a reference star was used with a sampling
Interval of 11 arcsecond within each R.A. scan, and a
separation between scans of 20 arcsecond In
declination. In order to Improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, each scan was repeated between two (central
scans) and 10 (the furthest from the centre) times.
The scans were fast enough to ensure that the thermal
and atmospheric variations were linear, and these
variations were corrected by least-squares correlation
of forward and reverse scans of the sane zone. After
the correlated average of the scans corresponding to
the sane zone, sky and contlnua level were removed by
fitting a straight li'.ie to the sky points In each
averaged scan. It must, be noted that this procedure
avoids .am linear drifts. Including the possible flux
drifts caused by the contribution of the emission of H
31. No extinction due to K 31 has been considered due
to the strong evidence that H 32 is nearer than the
disc of M 31 (Byrd. 1976; Ford, Jacobi and Jenner,
1978). Before and after the mapping, the calibration

stars BS 39 and BS 3176 were scanned both In ft. A. and
Dec. with the seme scanning parameters described for
the galaxy. In order to do the flux calibration.

3. The

The Isophotal maps in the bands J and K are
represented in Figure 1. They were obtained by
constructing a two-dimensional array from the
Individual scans. Some field stars are present mainly
In the map at 1.2 microns. The position angles of the
major axis were determined by searching for iimwiirift
emission peaks In annular concentric profiles
centered on M 32 at different radial distances. A
position angle of the major axis of 47* (from North
to West) and a tilt angle of 33* were found for both
filters. The maximum error In the position angle Is
5*. Sharov et al (1983) found a value of 22* from B
band photometric observations. So, in the near
Infrared, the major axis Is shifted 25* to the west.

Fig. 1. Isophotal maps In the J (top) and in the K
(bottom) bands. North Is at the top and East is at
the left. The faintest levels are 19.4 (J) and 18.2
(K) mag/"o. Interval between Isophotes Is 0.9 mag/'a
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4. Tht B U M radial profiles

."rom the two-dimensional arrays or points* assuming
a position angle of 47* and an apparent flattening of
33* • deprojected radial profiles with an azlauthal
separation of SO* were Interpolated with
two-dimensional splines as described In Cepa et al
(1987). After averaging the radial profiles at
different aainuthal positions, the resulting m an
radial profiles (Figure 2) were fitted by a da
Vaucouleurs (1959) brightness distribution! *rt»se
resulting characteristic surface brightness (M*(0)>
and effective radius (r*) are shown in Table 1. In
comparison with the obtained by Sharov et al (1983) in
the B band. The J-K index shows an apparent outward
reddening from 0.8 to 1.0. which is not securely
confirmed at the present stage of data reduction. The
central J-K index is somewhat bluer than the mean J-K
colour for elliptical galaxies (Glass. 1984).

<
o o

32 48 64 80 96

Radius (ArcSec)
112 129 144

< ^

10 20 30 40 SO B0

Radius (ArcSec)
70 80 90

Fig. 2. Mean radial profiles in the bands J (top)
and K (bottom). The error bars represent the three
slgma level.

B

HX(0) (mag./"o

r£ (arcsec.)

19.58

44.9

16.5 (10.4)

24 (*4)

16.0 (10.4)

20 (t4)

Table 1. Values of the characteristic surface
brightness and effective radius of H 32 at different
wavelengths. The B band data are of Sharov (1983).

5. Conclusions

At this preliminary stage, some very simplified
models can provide some explanations about the origin
of the photometric peculiarities of H 32. It is
probable that the gravitational Interaction of M 32

with H 31 can not ba ruled out. In fact. If we
that H 32 revolves around H 31 lit a radius of 19.9
Kpo (Cepa and Beckman. 1987). tha gravitational
Interaction between a star located at the outward
edge of M 32 with the later. It Is only about ten
tines larger that the gravitational interaction of
this star with N 31. The perturbatlonal theory In tha
form of the Lagrange formulae (tee e.g. Roy. 1978)
applied to a simplified model of H 32 considered as a
set of coplanar elliptical orbits of the same
eccentricity, provides that the movement of the
position angle of the major axes is roughly inversely
proportional to tha mass of the star considered.
Provided that (Sharov et al 1983) the Integrated U-B
and B-V colours are coherent with a population of KOV
stars, the mass of the stars responsible of the
displacement of the major axis corresponds to a
population of M3V stars. At tha centra of tha galaxy*
both populations overlap, and a standard Salpeter
Initial mass function provides a central J-K value of
0.8 mag. which is consistent with the central value
obtained from our maps of 0.77 mag. On the other
hand, the quasi-periodic radial oscillations of the
position angle of the major axla (Sharov et al 1983)»
could be Interpreted. following the same
perturbatlonal model, as resonances of the periods of
the orbits of the stars in M 32 with the orbital
period of H 32 around H 31. In this case, it has to
be expected that the period T . of the elliptical
orbit of a atar located »z a seaiaxls amin
corresponding to the minima of the position angle,
must be. roughly. 3/2 times the value of half the
period T of the elliptical orbit of the star
located wfr a semlsxls i ^ , corresponding to the
maximum of the position angle. According to Sharov et
al (1983). as a . - 40 aroaeconds. and a M _ » 70
arcseconds. then?1" •""

( Tmax / 2 > / ( 3 Tmln / 2 ) * °'8

This research Is in progress, and more elaborated
H-body models based on the pcrturbational hypothesis
outlined here are nedeed to study the dynamical and
photometrical features of N 32.
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DUST GRAINS IN GALACTIC HALOES

Bruno BARSELLA, Federico FERRINI, Andrea FERRARA
Istituto di Astronomia, Universita' di Pisa, Pisa, Italy

Summary:

We evaluate the radiation and gravitational forces on dust grains
out of the disk for a large sample of spiral galaxies. The main results are a
selective expulsion of grains and the presence of equilibrium positions inside
the halo, providing a new test for the distribution of dark matter.

In two previous papers (Greenberg et al. 1987, Barsella et
aL 1987; referred as Paper I and 0) the forces on dost grains
due to the matter and light distribution of a well studied galaxy
(NGC 3198) were analyzed. Two important consequences were
found: first, the selective expulsion of grains out of the galaxy,
particularly efficient for graphite grains; second, the presence of
equilibrium positions for silicate grains, out of the galactic disk.

In this paper we want to answer the following questions: (i)
is this behaviour general for spiral galaxies or is it a peculiar
property of NGC 3198; (ii) which is the main parameter governing
the process?

In the present calculation, we adopt the same schematic grain
model of papers I and II, that is the "old* model by Mathis, Rumpl
and Nordsiek (Mathis et aL 1977) revised by Drake and Lee
(Draine and Lee, 1884), composed of two populations of spher-
ical grains with grain radius distribution given by a power law:
the materials are graphite and the Drake and Lee 'astronomical
silicate", which is a synthetic material (like terrestrials olivine or
other iron and magnesium silicate).

The scheme adopted to calculate the forces is described in
detail in Paper Q. We underline the fact that we evaluate the
contributions for all the galactic components: radiation pressure
coming from the bulge and the disk (with black-body effective •
temperature ranging from 6000 to 12000 K), gravitational attrac-
tion due io bulge, disk and halo.

The necessity of knowing contemporaneously light and matter
distribution for all these components k the same galaxy, limits the
number of galaxies for which we can calculate k detail the forces
on the grains. In particular, rather controversial estimates of the
mass distribution of haloes a n piwent k the literature.

In this first essay, we adopt the estimates derives through
the 'maximum disk hypotesV by Kent (1986) for a series of 16
galaxies, for which the luminosity parameters are also given by
Kent (1987) In a more complete study, which is in preparation,
we shall analyze the consequences of different halo-disk decompo-
sitions, namely the approaches by Athanassoula et aL (1987) and
Persic and Salucci (1987). We will extend also the range of grain
materials, in particular towards the silicate grains with organic
mantles.

The distribution of the resulting total force for some galaxies
in OUT sample is shown k the figures. Some general results can be
deduced from our analysis:

- graphite grains of all radii are expelled from 8 galaxies,

- graphite grains of radii k the range 20-300 run are expelled
from IS galaxies. Only the galaxy NGC 2841 shows significant
deviations as regard to graphite expulsion;

- m&nygalaxiesareabletoconlkegrapbitegTaksofiadusmaUer
than 10 nm or larger than 200 nmkto the disk;

- silicate grains of ktermediate radius range (50-200 nm) have,
in general, equilibrium positions high on the galactic disk, k-
side the mass distribution of the halo. The equilibrium posi-
tions range from 2/10 to 8/10 of the halo radius. In the table
we give the equilibrium nidii k the direction of the galactic
polar axis, for various gram radii and effective temperatures of
the disks.

TABLE

name a (nm) radius (kpc)

NGC 247
NGC 300
NGC 2403
NGC 2903
NGC 3031
NGC 3198
NGC 4236
NGC 4258
NGC 4736
NGC 5033
NG05055
NGC 7331
UGC 2259

150
50
200
100
100
200
200
250
50
150
100
200
100

7
3.5
12.6
10
22
6.6
4.8
17.2
7.2
8.6
24
9.3
3.6

A series of interesting conclusions, partially already discussed
h oar previous papers and some daservkg a more detailed anal-
ysis, may be deduced:
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- The anomalies of ratios of some element abundances, like 0 , 0 ,
N, Fe, etc. (tee e,g, the observations by Gntton and Ortolani,
1986) may no* be,caused by a modified B '.clear burning in the
low metals high mass stars, as suggested quite ad hoc by various
authors, but may be the consequence of a selective expulsion
of condensed matter during the life of the galaxy.

- While the disk is forming from the gravitational infall of the
halo, the ratio M/L is changing, due to the non-uniformity of
the star formation rate (SFR): high SFR in the early times
in Sa to Sbc galaxies (Ferrini and Galli, 1987) while mass is
still accreting; low, then increasing, SFR in later types (Sc-
Sm). The efficiency of expulsion is different and may justify
the variability of element ratios in galactic life.

- If graphite is formed in the disk, the extragalactic extinction
corrections may be substantially different from the adopted
ones, which are extrapolated from the galactic extinction.

- The dust lanes observed in numerous elliptical galaxies (see,
for example, Sadler and Gehrard, 1985; Bertola, 1987) may
originate from the capture of the dust suspended high on the
disk, during low velocity crossing ot elliptical with spiral galax-
ies, typical for members of small groups than of dense dusters.
The mass of this dust cloud may be ~ 10s * 10° MQ (Papers
I and H), in agreement with the masses of the lanes in the
ellipticals whose dynamics is in favour of a capture origin.

Finally, the observation of scattered light from the symmetric
dust "islands* high on galactic disks (see Papers I and II) con-
stitutes a new test, independent of the tlattening of the rotation
curve, of the mass distribution of dark matter in haloes, which
results to be the fundamental parameter on which the dust dis-
tribution end expulsion depends.

Our approach represents at the same time the solution of the

from the observations.
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Polar diagrams of the forces for some galaxies and grain types.
The vertical axis is the polar axis of the galaxy. The forces are
plotted for 10 radii (0 to Rh) and for 9 angles 9 (0 -r 80 degrees).
The valuto on the vertical axis are the values of the force on the
z-axis divided by GmMo/(pc)3, where m is the mass of the grain.
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OPTICAL AND RADIO PROPERTIES OF SPIRALS IN THE VIRGO CLUSTER

G. Giuricln1. F. Mardirosstan1, M. Mezzetti1, M. Ramalla3

1Department of Astronomy, Via O.B. Tiepolo 11, 34131 Trieste, Italy
*Oagervatorio Astronomico, Via G.B. Tiepolo 11, 34131 Trieste,

Improving previous studies based on galaxies belonging to various aggregations,
our examination of the radio and optical properties of Virgo spirals indicated tliat
the ratio of the radio continuum-to-optical luminosity of spirals is linked Co tiieir
KI content. Specifically, HI deficient spirals tend to be weaker radio continuum
emitters.

INTBODUCTION

An Investigation of possible correla-
tions between the radio continuum emissivlty
and other galaxy properties (e.g., HI
content, colours, H«, emission strengths),
which are known to be very likely different
in clusters with respect to non-cluster
regions, can be of great aid in clarifying to
what extent the radio properties of spirals
are sensitive probes of their environment.

In this study, we analyse Che optical
and radio Oat* relative to tit* spiral aveabers
of the Virgo cluster.

JkMALtSlS

As a galaxy saaple, we have considered
the spiral aeabers of Virgo (with known HI
data) listed by Guiderdoni and Bocca-
Volaerange (1985) together alth. the Virgo
galaxies ICC 4298. NGC 4302. and IC 3S22.
whose HI data nave bass taken fron
5lovane111 and Haynes (1985) or from
references cited therein. We characterize the
HI content of a galaxy by evaluating the two
distance-independent parameters Mm/L (ratio
at the n M S B to the corrected M a *
luminosity, expressed in the 8C2 (da
Vaucouleurs et al., 1976) systea} sad OH
{aean HI apparent surface density) dafiaed as

defined as

Log R - Log f + 0.4 (BT° - 12.5) (2)

o»-4-«W(n-D«) (1)

where O is the absolute linear diaaeter
(reduced to face-on value at the galactic
pole) at the 25 Bag. arcsec-* brightness
level in. the RC2 system. The HI deficiency of
Virgo spirals is Chen evaluated by Beans of
the residuals Log oH- Log aH-<Log OU>T and
Log M»/L - Log M*/L-<Log H*/L>T where the
standard values <Log C K > T and <Log H H/L>T for
each galaxy aorphologlcal type refer to a
reference sample, as tabulated in Guiderdoni
.and Rocca-Volmerange (1985).

Radio continuum measurements aie
available in the literature for about 901 of
the galaxies in the sample. The global radio
continuum fluxes (or their upper limits} have
been mostly taken from the Arecibo 2.4 GHz
survey (Dressel and Condon, 1978) and (when
not available therein) from Kotanyi (1980),
Harnett (1932), Hummel et <*1. (1985).

We have transformed the fluxes observed
at 1.4 GHz and 0.4 GHz to 2.4 GHz using the
power-la* spectrua £»av-°». In order to
reaove -the dependence of the radio emissivity
on the optical luminosity in spirals, we have
evaluated the coaaon logarithm of the ratio R
between the radio continuum (at a frequency
of 2.4 GHz) and the optical luminosity,

where BT° is the corrected blue total
magnitude in the RC2 system ami f is the £lux
density at 2.4 GHz in mjy.

We have examined the correlations
between Log R and' the quantities Log V
(decimal logarithm of the H«,+ [NII] emission
line, equivalent width, expressed in
AngstraavB), the corrected colour indices
(B-V)oT and (U-B)oT. the HI deficiency
parameters Log am and Log MM/I.. In order Co
quantify the significance of the coirela-
tions , w» have computed the Speaman rank
correlation coefficients r« foe th« detected
spirals (i.e. with known value of B); rs
provide* useful statistical information
Independently of th* distribution function
involved. Table I contain* the results of m e
statistical analysts (N is the number of
detected galaxies, U la the number of objects
for which only an upper limit of log R is
available, r« is the: Spearman rank
correlation coefficient for the detected
objectsj in aaren theses we also list the
cofewspondina confidence level derived froa
the alagle-tailed test of significance).
Table .1 evidences a fairly good correlation
between' LU? B aao Log V (the values of the
latter ajwantity axe taken directly from
Kennlcut and Kent (1983)). On the other hand.
Log ft show* negative correlations with the
corrected colour indices (B-V)O'

T and (U-B)o'
r

tabulated in Guiderdoni and iocca-Volmerange
(1985). There appears to be also a signlfl-
•cant (positive) correlation between Log R and
the HI deficiency parameters Logon and
LogM»/L. Hence, spirals with appreciable HI

deficiency tend to be weaker radio continuum
emitters than spirals with normal HI content.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis of the properties of Virgo
spirals indicates that their global radio
continuum emissivity is linked to their
integrated star formation histories (to whicn
the colours are related).

Our study also reveals that the global
radio emission of Virgo spirals is even more
closely linked to their current star
formation rate (which is essentially
represented by their Ho eaission strength).

Furthermore, HI deficient Virgo spirals,
for which a reduced star formation activity
is infeired froa their redder colours anU
lower Ha eaission line strengths (Kennicut,
1983), tend to be weaker radio continuum
emitters. This suggests that, as is expected.
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stripping of HI (which is currently supposed
to be the major cause for HI deficiency in
spirals) tends to slow down the star
'formation activity in spirals and, hence.,
their radio continuum emission.

In conclusion, our analysis of the radio
and optical properties of Virgo spirals
yields further support to the (controversial)
view that the main sources of relativistic
electrons giving rise to non-thermal radio
emission in spirals reside in the young
'stellar population, although some contri-
bution may also originate from the old disk
population (e.g.,' Fabbiano and Trinchieri,
1985) .
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Spearman rank correlation coefficients
for the total radio emission
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ABOUT THE CENTRAL REGIONS Of THE Irrll GALAXIES -THE MEMBERS
OF TI6HT GROUPS AND CHAINS

S.G.ISKUDARIAN

378433 BYURAKAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY ARMENIAN SSR, USSR

The abundance of the objects uith splitted nuclei among the candidates — the me*
bers of tight systems can be explained by the existence of bright HII regions In
their central parts and also by the existence of dust lanes in their nuclear re-
gions. 270 objects out of our lists arc listed in IRAS catalogue.

As 1t 1s well known, the number of known
Irrll galaxies 1s not more than 30 and
among then the number of M82 — type gala-
xies sometimes was not more than 10: the
11st of Narkarian 1s known which Includes
11 galaxies of that type. Including M82
lHarkarian, 19631.

The appearance of the most typical repre-
sentatives of Irrll type galaxies I M82,
NGC 520, NGC S19S I , tells about the active
processes Inside these galaxies. When the
question arises about the Multiplying of
the number of those interesting objects
with the aid of POSS prints a special Inte-
rest was contributed to the M82 type gala-
xies and the search began after attentive
investigation of H82type galaxies appearan-
ce from the list lHarkarian, 19631. During
the composing of our 5 UstslIskudaHan,
1978, 1979a, 1 85 and in press a,bl, we
didnt consider if there were extra reasons
of including these objects in the subclass
of H82. We included all of then in the list
of Irrll candidates. Later the list was di-
vided into several groups, depending on
which of the exterior characteristics of
Irrll type galaxies they possess llskudari-
an,1978, 1985,in press al.

Afterwards, during the statistical inves-
tigation of those objects, some reasons ap-
peared which allowed us to suppose that we
have here not a separate Morphological type
or subclass of galaxies, but rather a defi-
nite physical condition of the high surface
brightness galaxies of other Morphological
types and physical groups llskudarian,
1979 a,b, 1982 a|. It so happened, that
these objects avoid isolation — all of then
alMost without exception are the members
of groups, chains or broad associations of
galaxies or compose themselves such comple-
xes ilskudarian, 1978, 1979b,1982bl.

The closest to us galaxies of that type
- M82 and NGC 3077 comprise with M81 a
tight group also. M82 has a splitted nuc-
leus I subclass 2s I Tovmassian, 19661,
NGC 3077 has not a visible nucleuslclass 11.
From 14 known Irrll galaxies which have
known Byurakan classes, 7 have weak nuclei
of irregular forms lclass 21, 2 have split-
ted nuclei, one has no visible nucleus.
From the 4 other galaxies 2 are of Byura—
kan class 3 I we named this class as a
class of illegal nucleus: the nucleus
exists, but it is Invisible amongst the den-
se stellar background of central parts of
the galaxies of that typel, 2 have starlike
nucleus I class 4|. And none one from these
14 has stellar nucleus.

It seems to us interesting to investiga-
te the question — what central parts are ty-
pical to our candidates — the members of
tight groups and chains. Wit!) that purpose

1
2
2s
3
4
5

4
24
11

1
30

3

several groups and chains were observed.
The whole number of candidetes in them 1s
73, and the number of neighbours in the sa-
me groups and chains 1s 80. The distribution
of these galaxies depending on their Byura—
kan classes Is:

The candidates the neighbours

8
27
6
4

24
11

For the clearness of picture we give
the histogramms of these distributions
I Fig.1a,bl. As we can see froa the histo—
gramms, there are almost no class 3 among
the candidates — the members of tight groups
and chains. So they resemble late spirals
llskudarian, 19681, though the last do not
occur between them.

The candidates — members of tight groups
and chains have also one pecularity — abun-
dance of the members with splitted nuclei:
among 73 such candidates 11 have splitted
nuclei, among 702 normal field galaxies
IByurakan list, 19751 only 12 have such nuc-
lei, that 1s the normal galaxies have about
ten time less such nuclei.

As we mentioned earlier, M82 itself has
a splitted nucleus. The abundance of the ob-
jects of that class among the candidates —
— the members of tight systems I by the way,
the overwhelming majority of splitted nuclei
occured among the candidates — members of
chains!, can be explained by the existence
of bright HII regions In their central parts
and also by the existence of dust lanes in
their nuclear regions. Both the factors,
which can create the picture of splitted nuc-
leus, are making these objects by the morpho-
logy of their nuclear regions closer to the
M82 type galaxies.

Taking Into account what was said above,
1t should be noted that 270 objects out of
our lists »rt listed in IRAS catalogue ILons-
dale et al, 19851.
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macrons OF a m n s mat STAR FOUMMTOM NOKKSUOP sawauar

Colin A. Norman

Dapt. Physics & Astronomy
Johns Hopkins University

&
Space Telescope Science Institute

I briefly summarise and give a critique of the wovV. discussed here on the following major topics
that were presented at the rate of one per day: Bipolar Flows and their associated Haaers and
Herbig-Haro Objects; the Initial Mass Function, the Large Scale Gas and Kinematical Distribution;
Star Clusters; and Star Formation and Starbursts. The Dynamics reviews given after ay Summary
promised to be most interesting but are not included here owing to the constraints of causality I

I INTRODUCTION

This has been a most interesting conference
bringing together a large and diverse group of
astronomers and astrophysicists from very different
scientific cultures to discuss a number of topics of
major importance in the field of Star Formation and
the Structure of Galaxies. Much of the considerable
benefit we all gained from attending the meeting was
this exposure to new ideas from areas other than our
speciality• To summarise this interspeciality commu-
nication and give it justice is not possible, and I
have decided to summarise the meeting on the basis of
how it was originally structured by the organisers, on
a day by day basis. In sequential order the topics
treated by the workshop were: Bipolar Flows and
associated Herbig-Haro Objects and Kasers; the Initial
Mass Function; the Large Scale Gas and Kinenatical
Distribution; Star Clusters; and Star Formation and
Starbursts. The Summary was given before the review
talks on Dynamics which promised to be most inter-*
esting but constraints of causality prevented me from
including them.

II BIPOLAR FLOWS

The observational data presented by Staude and
Bally emphasised sone important points previously
speculated on but new fairly well proved. Clearly
acceleration of the flows is occuring close to the
star which constrains certain models quite severely.
It is not yet clear whether the flows are energy or
momentum conserving but both nay be indicated by the
data and aay ba a function of the flow speed. The
canonical cavity and surrounding shell structure seems
well established. The presence of disks is well
established but their mass estimates are not. Around
Lk Ha 109 there la a ciruastellar disk but only a
rough lower limit on the aasc can be given as

"disk * °-01 V

The beautiful work of Staude and Lenzen shows
that temporal changes can be observed now with ground
based instruments for the high velocity flow compo-
nents. This ia the beginning of the era of observing
real time hydrodynamics in protostallar disk-jet
•ysteas. The Hubble Space Telescope will be an
extraordinarly valuable instrument here with lta high
spatial resolution and will become even more so when
the infrared capability ia included. In thia era It
will be possible to match detailed calculations of
hydrodynamic and aagnetohydrodynaalc simulation* of
disk and jet flows with the actual observations of
such flows over a time base of order 10 yrs.11

Collimation physics was discussed by both
theorists and observers with proposed mechanisms
ranging from external pressure and density gradients
to centrifugally-driven magnetised winds. The point I
wish to emphasise strongly here, is that probably more
than one mechanism is operating in the vast variety of
bipolar sources with their concomitant range in core
masses, mass loss rates, velocities and circumstellar
environments. I presented a new theoretical result
that all reasonable axisymmetrlc magnetohydrodynamic
flows will have at least some collimation at infinity
and conjectured that this may be the reason why there
are so many jets and bipolar flows observed in our
universe. A crucial test here is to see the rotation
in bipolar flows, as this determines where the Alfven
surface lies above the protostar and associated disk
system.

Bally showed some quite remarkable images of the
large scale kinematic and spatial structure of molec-
ular clouds. There are clearly many filaments,
bubbles, pancakes etc. To anyone who works on cosmol-
ogy, the similarity with the large scale structure
seen in the galaxy distribution in the universe is
most striking. Of course the crucial ingredient of
cosmic expansion is not important here but the physics
of anisotropic gravitational collapse is still valid
particularly in the presence of a significant magnetic
field. Therefore caustic surfaces such as filaments
and pancakes can be expected to occur naturally.
There is in addition, some evidence for a correlation
with energy input from nearly stars implying that
energy and momentum driven shells can have significant
effect on the physics of the formation of the
structure.

The origin of the turbulence in clouds is atill
uncertain with protostellar winds, magnetized cloud-
cloud collisions, OB winds and gravitational contrac-
tion being the usual candidates. Here we should note
that the energy and momentum input froa bipolar flows
is just sufficient to provide the source of turbu-
lence. The discussion at thia meeting focuBsed on the
role of AlfTwn waves and I would Ilka to note hare
that alfen waves are crucial In that they redistribute
the angular momentum globally thoucihout the cloud aa
It ia lost from regions that fora stars.

Strel'nitskii gave a vary clear revlaw of aaaar
theory and outlined his proposal that HjO Baser* ocour
in shocks associated with bullets. Thia theory has
been developed further by Xylafis and ayseif and seen
•oat promising. The Kelvin-Helmholt* instability oan
generate internal shocks in jets In the Haeh disks of
bipolar flowa, and may possibly gir» r'iss to some of
the emission-line systems In Herbig-Haro objects.
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One interesting point to note hore concerning
maaera is that, it" the formation of massive proto
planets occurs early in the protected environment of
massive molecular diaka, then the bow ahocka aaso-
ciated with the planets1 elliptical motion though the
disk as they accrete gas onto their cores can give
physical conditions in which powerful H20 masers may
arise. Careful studies should be made of masers in
disks for evidence of orbital motion.

Ill THE INITIAL MASS FUNCTION

BJjnodal star formation was re viewed stimulatingly
by Zinnecker. This subject hac been much written
about in the last six to twelve months so that perhaps
a few caveats are useful here. The IMF is seriously
incomplete at the high mass end (i 3 HL ) and so no
theory should be based on the slope in that range.

The actual evidence for bimodallty is not very
compelling and it was most refreshing to see that
Scalo had imaginatively proposed that the IMF is not
blmoaal at all but that the bumps could in fact be due
to bursts as will be discussed later.

There does seen to be some, albeit anall, varia-
tion of the slope of the IMF with metallicity. At the
high mass end the slope flattens with decreasing
metallicity as noted here by Melnick, and at the low
nass erd it steepens, according to recent work of
McClure. Therefore the variation is not that
systematic.

The physical basis for the IMF is not clear. At
this Meting it was argued that there is no_ physical
basis - it is all merely statistical11 Appeal is made
to the complexity of the star formation process and it
is assumed that there are many independent multiplica-
tive variables that give the IMF so that the final
distribution is obtained by applying the central limit
theorem and a log normal curve results. I beg to
differ here sines many of the variables are correlated
and there is much physics to be learned before such a
statistical analysis should be believed.

IV LABGK SCALE GAS DISTRIBUTION AND KINEMATICS

Observations of the high latitude molecular
clouds discovered by Blitz and discussed at the
workshop by him shows that the CO is always near the
neutral H1 and that there is a clear relationship
between the H1 structures and the Cirrus-indicatl-fl *
local spatial distribution for the clouds. 9b*
overall energy input into the clouds seens very low "
10*' ergs. Here it ia the absence of energy that is
the problem and stellar winds and novae are invoked as
the driving energy source. It is also possible that
high latitude clouds nay form in loops and filaments
where the pressure can be higher than in the general
local high-latitude interstellar medium.

the local kinematical distribution of stars was
modelled here by Palous. Hia interesting explanation
is that initially a large superbubble is generated in
a multiple supernova explosion. This bubble forms a
cooling momenttai conserving shell that is signifi-
cantly decelerated and almost comes to rest with
respect to the surrounding medium. The differential
rotation of the gas distribution in the galaxy acts on
the bubble by both sweeping of the shell and differen-
tial ram pressure. At this point, a density threshold
is attained and star formation occurs rapidly. It is
this late phase of star formation that injects stars
into the local kineoatical environment from a
differentially sheared shell that provides good
initial conditions to follow in detail and model the
local region.

Oblak and Mayor have performed detailed analysis
of the velocity dispersion of stars in the disk Thoy
find a radial gradient of velocity dispersion in the
disk such thnt the Toomre ft paramoter for local insta-
bility is held constant noar unity. This result is
gratifyingly similar to a recent estimation by
Freeman. The additional point discovered by Freeman
is that the velocity dispersion of the dink matches
smoothly onto the velocity dispersion of the bulge.
The obvious speculation here is that such a connec-
tion is not fortuitous and that bulges may arise from
disks - not currently a common supposition.

Elmegreen reminded us quite correctly that it is
gas that makes stars not spiral arms. Arms serve only
to coagulate gas masses that then form stars. Patchy
structures observed along arms are associated with
very massive large scale, low density clouds. The
central question he raised here is why is the gravita-
tional instability so mild! The system oust be held
at more or less marginal instability and he proposes
that shear is the dominant regulating factor.

IV STAR CLUSTERS

The discussion of the nature of the thick disk
component in our Galaxy is crucial to our understand-
ing of how the Galaxy forced. Lynga showed that the
star cluster distribution has a similar vertical
spatial structure to the thick disk component. Impor-
tant questions he discussed were whether the cluster
heating mechanism was the same as that for the stars
and how the ages of clusters and their spatial, kine-
matical and age distributions fitted in with our
current views on galaxy formation.

Kontizas showed evidence for a secondary bump in
the radial surface density profile of clusters. This
does seem to be a real effect in many systems. She
also indicated some evidence for flattened, relaxed
clusters. Verschuren provided an elegant and
comprehensive theretical framework for modelling the
dynamical evolution of star clusters and E. Terlevich
showed that standard Oort-Spitser clouds do not damage
clusters much. She also showed unforgettable images
of cluster evolution modelled in collaboration with
Aarseth.

V STAR FORMATION AMD STAR BURSTS

The evidence for bimodal star formation was
reviewed by Merger who noted that without such an
hypothesis the Lyman continuum photon rate and the
mass distribution in the Galaxy are not reconcil-
able. Furthermore the radial abandance gradient is
difficult to explain. The point, in a nutshell, is
that the spontaneous star formation rate determines
the lock up rate and the induced star formation
determines the chemical evolution. The question of
infall from the galactic halo is of course quite
important. The poster presented here by Bajaja on
high velocity clouds included both the Northern and
Southern sky. The claim here is that there is a Local
Group component of the clouds that is Inferred from
the overall kinematics. This would imply of course
that the masses of such clouds would be very large.

John Scalo who has often been named as one of the
pioneers of bimodal effects proposed a powerfully
argued alternative view. He argued that we do not
have bimodal- or trimodal-type systems but that the
bumps are due to bursts. The evidence he cited is
quite suggestive, namely that one needs bursts at 5 x
10 yrs and 2 x 10 yrs in the Galaxy and that in
the Large Magellanic Cloud one haB evidence for bursts
at 4 x 10 yr and 2 x 10 yr, and therefore he
concludes that the Interaction of the Galaxy with its
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satellites can trigger the required burst. This is an
important suggestion for nany reasons. Evolution
along the Hobble Sequence may occur in bursts. and not
at all smoothly. In general, catostrophic events may
dominate moot of galactic evolution and star formation
rather than smoother sore continuous processes.

Returning to the origin and structure of spiral
arna, Feitcinger proposed that the observed rolling
action of local ana cooponents requires a aagnetic
field component as an Ingredient in the physical
description* The question of stochastic star forma-
tion and its association with spiral strutures w.«
debated by Fridman and Faitzinger. The point at i.'due
la urn follows. The equations describing the a1 stem
can be written down, of course, even if they arr only
in a simple font. Are they in fact deterministic or
does the structure of the mathematical description
force one to stochasticity? This is a most interest-
ing question that could be resolved.

In the Southern sky there is a barred galaxy NGC
136S that baa been the subject of careful and elegant
study by Lindblad and coworkera over a number of
years. It la an isolated system and shows mild

central activity in the emission line of I0III)• A
real advantage of such a long term study is that the
data are firm. Two puzzles have been found already.
Firstly i the sign of the discontinuous jump in the
velocity of gas is the same inside and outside
corotation. Secondly the position of the 1111 regions
and dust lanes appear to be t.n front of the shock.
Both these results are quite unexpected and are
refreshingly at odds with current theory. The
resolution of these problems will give, I suspect,
very useful and new insights.

VI SUMMARY

I have selectively reviewed some of the important
issues that came up during th« course of this workshop
including Bipolar Flows, the In i t ia l Mass Function,
the Large Scale Gas and Kinematical Distribution, Star
Clusters and Star Formation and Starbursts. The real
benefit came from the very l ively and honest discus-
sion here that i s typical of the European environ-
ment. Here we a l l thank Per Olof Lindblad and Jan
Palous for organising euch a large and successful
meeting.

DISCUSSION

B.ELMEGREEN: I s i t pass ib le t h a t some H,0
ntasers are loca ted i n the shocked wa l ls
of embedded wind-swept c a v i t i e s ?

C.NORMAN: Yes, c e r t a i n l y .

H.ZINNECKER: Could it be that the observed
motion of Herbig-Haro objects is partly
a phase effect?

B.ELMEGREEN: Alar Toomre has been dis-
cussing his recent models of spiral arm
generation and large-scale clump or cloud
formation. His ingredients, shear, self-
gravity and dissipation, are essentially
the same as the ingredients I discussed
for cloud formation, but the details are
very different and the environments are
different. I was concerned with gas dis-
sipation, shear and gravitational instabili-
ties in quasi-stationary spiral wave modes,
and he was concerned with shearing wavelets
generated by clouds.

C.NORMAN: Possibly, but I doubt it.
actually observe physical motions.

3.SELLW0OD: Why don't we abandon the idea
of a universal IMF? Mezger has presented
ampelling evidence at this meeting that
the mass function of stars in the inner
galaxy cannot have the same shape as that
observed locally. It seems very unnatural
to argue from such evidence that star
formation is merely bi-modal; i.e. that
we have now observed the only two different
types of mass spectrum that result from
fragmentation. As yet more observational
data of this kind are gathered, will be
forced to endure discussions of tri- or
quadro-modal IMFs? Surely it is better to
admit already that the IMF is not a universal
function of space + time.

C.NORMAN: I agree.

G.LYNcS: Regarding the thick disk cluster
system it must also be remembered that these
clusters are of the order of 10 years old,
i.e. young in comparison with the Galaxy.

C.NORMAN: Then we may not be talking about
the thick disk at all.

G.LYNG8: Yes we do, if its forming is a
mater of disk heating.

M.PETROU: I just want to point out that if
a bar is strong you may have the 1 : 1
resonrice in it which will induce sto-
chasticity and terminate the bar well
before corotation.
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H.ZINNECKER: Burkert and Honaler have
recently redone Larson's early proto-
galactic collapse calculations including
chemical evolution. They find no or only
a very shallow metallicity gradient with
galacto-centric distance in the disk.
However, the model did not include viscosity
and therefore no radial flows. I wonder how
much viscosity one needs to generate enough
radial inflow in the disk to get Ihe observed
radial abundance gradient, and whether the
amount of viscosity needed is physically
plausible. If it were implausibly high, it
would support the possibility of a yield
variable with galactocentric distance and
thus Gu'sten and Mezger s picture of
a bimodal IMF. Could anybody comment?

P.MEZGER: I thought over Scalo's arguments
related to the evidence of star bursts in
the solar vicinity. He finds two bumps in

the present-day mass function at ~ I m
and ~ 3 m and interprets this in terms
ofgStar bursts which have occured some
10 yr and 10 yr, respectively.

What could cause such star bursts?
I suggest that bimodal star formation,
at least qualitatively, explains such
"bursts". In the picture of positiona)
bimodality, stars farm in the interarm
region with a continuous IMF, and with
an IMF truncated at a mass m ~ 1 - 3 m
in the main spiral arms. Let us assume the
Sun and its environment has passed through
a spiral arm ~ 10 yr ago. Then there
should be an overabundance of MS stars in
the mass range m - mtMS, with mtMS the
mass of stars with lifetimes
tMS ~ 1 0 yl• T h a* m e a n s t n a t Scalo's
youngest star burst could be identical
with the last passage of the solar
system and its surroundings through a
spiral arm.

C.A. Korean giving final remarks
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Abstract

I review some aspects of recent studies of active
galactic nuclei (AGN) and their environments.
My approach is from the hypothesis that a sin-
gle AGN phenomenon includes the plethora of
object classes whose acronyms pervade the lit-
erature. Particular attention is given to the
mechanisms of interaction between the central
engine and its environment, both with regard
to the ways in which the observed radiation is
produced on a range of spatial scales and to the
ways in which the activity is related to outside
influences.

1 Introduction

Most of the luminosity which we detect from
AGN is emitted as a continuum extending from
radio frequencies to hard X-rays. The inte-
grated power could in some cases be as large
as 1048 erg s~l if the radiation is isotropic. Dif-
ferent components of the spectrum can be recog-
nised and the spatial scales of the emitting me-
dia range up to megaparsecs. Line spectra allow
the mapping of the physical conditions within
some of these media on scales from 100 kpc to
the inner parsec. Studies of variability are be-
ginning to produce a picture of the structure on
yet smaller scales

This subject is so vast and is developing so
rapidly that I am forced to select a single guid-
ing theme in order to attempt a review of this
size. This theme will be the influence of the nu-
clear and eztra-nuclear activity on the the host
galaxy and the surrounding medium. Such a

'Affiliated to the Astrophysics Division, Space Science
Department, European Space Agency

choice can be justified by the belief that the ap-
parent diversity of the various types of active
extragalacic object is caused by factors which
are more related to the environment than to the
physics of luminosity generation. The confusions
arising from this diversity have, inevitably, been
compounded by factors in the historical develop-
ment of the subject. Since there is undoubtedly
much spatially unresolved geometrical complex-
ity in AGNi an understanding of how the nu-
clear/environment interactions occur is vital if
we are to design reliable diagnostic tools to help
us to unravel the structures.

2 Classification

As in any developing study of classes of ob-
jects, the current classification scheme for AGN
is strongly influenced by the observational tech-
niques used for discovery. Surveys for, or which
have resulted in the discovery of, active galax-
ies/quasars have taken many forms over the his-
tory of the subject but the recent analyses of the
IRAS satellite data (e.g., Miley, Neugebauer &

, Soifer 1985) show the infrared emission to pro-
vide samples based on bolometric luminosities.
Without going into this branch of history which
has been documented extensively elsewhere, it
appears to be possible to interpret the scheme
in terms of a small set of observed, but not nec-
essarily fundamental, properties (e.g., Lawrence
1987).

The luminosity of AGN, particularly when
expressed in terms of the host galaxy bright-
ness, has resulted in the range of morphologi-
cal classes, e.g., 'N'-galaxy, quasar. There is
now no reason to see such distinctions as fun-
damental and it is known that the luminosity
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of many objects is variable, often by large fac-
tors. The time-scales over which these varia-
t ion occur have, of course, only been observed
directly up to a few tens of years but there may
be other ways of measuring at least the frac-
tion of time that the nucleus has been bright
(switched on) by using "memories" such as ex-
tended radio sources, extended emission line re-
gions and dust which sample the integrated lu-
minosity over longer timescales.

The volume of space over which the AGN has
exerted an influence may be a measure both of
the "duty-cycle" (on/off ratio) of the nuclear
luminosity and of the immediate nuclear envi-
ronment which, under some circumstances, may
contain or restrain the spread of the activity.
Extended extragalactic radio sources which can
have sizes of megaparsecs are well known to be
associated with early-type galaxies and it is this
class of object which shows also the extended
emission line region phenomenon most clearly.
Activity in spirals is, by contrast, usually re-
stricted to the inner few hundred parsecs, the
scale of the classical narrow- or forbidden line
region (NLR, FLR). It has been known since the
early work of de Bruyn & Wilson (1978) with the
Wesfcerbori telescope that this is also the char-
acteristic size of the extended radio sources in
these Seyfert galaxies. Although these scale size
distinctions between spiral and elliptical activity
are marked, recent studies of Seyferts using sen-
sitive radio imaging and spatially resolved opti-
cal spectroscopy are showing that there are some
close parallels between the radio galaxies and the
classical Seyferts in the association between the
extended radio source and highly excited optical
emission line gas (Meurs et al. this volume).

The excitation state or, more properly, the
level of ionization of the thermal (T ~ 104K)
gas surrounding AGN is easily measured and has
led to the distinction between the highly excited
Seyfert galaxies, quasars and some radio galax-
ies and the LINERs (Heckman 1980) which are
common and have low ionization spectra which
are distinct from normal HII regions and were
originally thought to be shock excited. It is now
widely, though I daresay not exclusively, held
that photoionization is responsible for all these
AGN emission line regions with the important
variable resulting in excitation differences being

the ionization parameter which measures the ra-
tio of the volume density of ionizing photons to
ionizable ions. The spectral shape of the ionizing
continuum and the influence of other ionization
mechanisms such as shock?, fast particles and
photons from massive, hot stars are still, how-
ever, very much open questions and the subject
of considerable current research.

The relative importance of the emission from
the broad line region (BLR) to that of the NLR
led to the subdivision of Seyferts first into two
classes (Khachikian it Weedman 1971) and later
into further subclasses by Osterbrock and collab-
orators (e.g., Osterbrock ii Koski 1976, Oster-
brock 1977). This classification finds a parallel
in the radio galaxies resulting in the narrow-
corresponding to Seyfert type 2) and the broad
(corresponding to type 1) line types (NLRG,
BLRG). The distinction between these classes
again may not be fundamental and one view
is that obscuration of the BLR and nuclear
continuum by dust is a successful hypothesis
(Lawrence 1987). This idea is given strong sup-
port in the case of NGC 1068, the archetypal but
possibly rather unusual Seyfert 2, by the dis-
covery of a weak, polarized Seyfert 1 spectrum
which is seen indirectly by the scattering of light
originating at the nucleus but emerging in less
obscured directions (Antonucci & Miller 1985).
It is also clear, however, that time variability
plays a role, a good example being the dramatic
change seen in NGC 4151 between 1974 and 1984
(Penston it Perez 1984). In addition, it must be
said that the class of Seyfert 2 galaxies is hetero-
geneous in that it undoubtedly contains objects
whose characteristics may be explained by phe-
nomena other than an AGN.

Finally, we come to the ratio of continuum to
line emission, the BL Lac objects being the ex-
treme manifestation in having no detected emis-
sion lines but strong continuum emission. Since
the apparent absence of lines is obviously de-
pendent on the quality of observation, the term
blazar has been coined (Angel & Stockman 1980)
to encompass the class of objects which have
rapid variability, both in brightness and in polar-
ization as well as 'veak, but not necessarily ab-
sent, emission lines. As well as their unique vari-
ability and polarization properties, the blazars
have continuum characteristics which are dis-
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tinct from other AGN which are themselves,
after taking due account of dust obscuration
and contamination by host galaxy starlight, re-
markably homogeneous according to Ward et
al. (1987). While other explanations for the
"naked-nucleus" appearance of BL Lacs/blazars
have been proposed, the best at the moment
seems to be to invoke anisotropy and interpret
their peculiar properties in terms of relativistic
beaming (Blandford & Rees 1978) with relativis-
tic effects boosting the observed continuum and
shortening time-scales and geometric effects pro-
ducing strong polarization. The general notion
of beaming is supported by the many observa-
tions of jets mostly in radio images but, in a few
well-known cases, also in the optical.

Observed
AGN
Luminosity L(t)
Extent of AGN

influence
Excitation
BLR/NLR ratio
Continuum/lines
Directionality
— jets

properties
Environment
Mass of host
— potential well
ISM properties
— accretion rate
— obscuration
Directionality
— rotation axis
IGM properties
— cluster, isolated
Companions
— mergers
— tidal torques

Table 1: Observed properties of AGN and environ-
mental factors which may influence them

In part as a summary but more specifically to
lead on to the next section, I list in Table 1 these
observed properties of AGN along with those
properties of the environment which might be
thought to have an influence on them.

3 Environment

Having sketched the relationship between a set
of observed properties and the current classifi-
cation scheme, let me now move on to discuss
some diagnostic techniques based on the inter-
action of the AGN with its host galaxy. As ex-

amples, I will choose some ways to investigate
the continuum spectrum emitted by the nucleus,
specifically in the 'unobservable' extreme ultra-
violet, and ways in which we can learn about
anisotropies, namely the beaming of radiation
and particles. To begin with, I should like to say
something about the phenomenon of extranu-
clear activity, i.e., large scale manifestations of
AGN which show particularly clearly some as-
pects of these interactions.

3.1 Extranuclear activity

The extension of the influence of the active nu-
cleus to large distances is, of course, seen most
spectacularly in the case of the radio galaxies. It
is usual for the radio emission to extend beyond
the visible galaxy into the intergalactic or intra-
cluster medium. Our knowledge of the interstel-
lar medium in early-type galaxies has undergone
a revolution in the last decade and studies of the
active systems have contributed considerably to
this new-found knowledge.

Figure 1 shows an [OIII] A5007 image of the
radio galaxy PKS0349 - 27 obtained by S. di
Serego Alighieri at ESO which illustrates a phe-
nomenon which is now thought to be common
in ellipticals with optically active nuclei (Fos-
bury 1986) and in radio-loud quasars (Stockton
& MacKenty 1987). These distributions of ion-

Figure 1: An [OIIIJ A5007 image of the radio galaxy
PKS 0349 - 27 obtained with a CCD camera on the
2.2 TO telescope on La Silla, Chile.

ized gas (we call them extended emission tine re-
gions or EELR) can have an impressively large
extent (~ 100 Ape) and are characterised by an
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optical emission line spectrum which indicates a
high state of ionization with [OIII] A5007 » H/3
and strong HeIIA4686; they are clearly quite
different from the stellar photoionized HII re-
gions found in the disks of spirals. While the na-
ture of these EELR still poses a number of puz-
zles, I believe that they provide the key to un-
derstanding several aspects of the active galaxy
phenomenon. The origin of the gas could be the
cooling flows inferred from the X-ray observa-
tions of clusters and individual ellipticals (For-
man, Jones & Tucker 1985). While such cooling
flows may exist in the majority of early-type sys-
tems, it could be that the nucleus in the active
objects provides re-ionization mechanisms which
render the cooled gas visible. If this scenario
proves correct, then the combination of X-ray,
optical and radio observations will give us a pic-
ture not only of how the nucleus couples with its
environment but also fundamental information
about the mass distribution, rotation and ISM
chemical composition of the host galaxy. The
nature of EELR around very distant radio galax-
ies, e.g., the Lyman-a cloud around 3C 326.1 at
z = 1.82 (McCarthy et al. 1987a) is relevant to
the problem galaxy formation.

The role of companion galaxies in either pro-
viding material directly to an AGN by tidal in-
teraction or merging or, possibly, by triggering
more rapid cooling from a hot halo is clearly im-
portant. Observations of EELR and/or merging
amongst quasars and high redshift radio galax-
ies need to be examined carefully to distinguish
between the excitation of a pre-existing gaseous
envelope and that of debris from tidal encoun-
ters.

How does the nucleus ionize gas at such large
distances? While ionization mechanisms are no-
toriously difficult to infer from measurements
of line spectra, the pAotoionization of the gas
by a reasonably hard spectrum appears to be a
good working hypothesis. Figure 2 shows a line-
ratio diagnostic diagram taken from Robinson
et al. (1987) on which are plotted points taken
from both nuclear and extranuclear narrow line
emission regions. What is remarkable about this
diagram is that the points define a rather nar-
row sequence which comparison with photoion-
ization models indicates is the locus of the ion-
ization parameter. The absence of a large scat-

ter in this and other similar diagrams indicates
that there can be no large variations in either
the chemical composition of the gas or the spec-
tral shape (more particularly the mean ionizing
photon energy) from object to object or within
an object. An obvious explanation for the con-

- 2 - 1 0

Log ([OI]/[OIII])

Figure 2: The [OIII] A5OO7/H0 ratios of extended
(• ) and nuclear narrow (O) emission line re-
gions and cooling flow filaments (A) plotted against
[01] A6300/[OIIIj. All data except the nuclei indi-
cated by '+' (which have blended Ha-[Nil] lines)
have been corrected for reddening derived from the
observed Ha/H/? ratios. The reddening vector cor-
responds to EB-V — 0.77. The ether symbols and
lines represent photoionization models and are de-
scribed in Robinson et al. (1987) from where this
diagram is taken.

stancy of mean ionizing photon energy within
an object is that the EELR is ionized by dilute
radiation from the nucleus. While this explana-
tion is quantitatively successful for the quasars
and some radio galaxies, for objects with weak
observed nuclear continua one has to propose
either that the nucleus radiates anisotropically
with us in an unfavourable direction or that the
ionizing spectrum has a "thermal" rather than
a power-law spectrum.

Nuclear photionization is not the whole story
however; there are several well-studied examples
of EELR being ionized locally by a source which
is clearly associated with the interaction beween
a radio jet and a gaseous medium. Much of this
work has been described by van Breugel, Heck-
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man, Miley and collaborators (see for example
the case of 3C 277,3 described in detail by van
Breugel et al. 1985a). There is even the curious
case of Minkowski's Object near NGC 541 where
a radio jet appears to have triggered a burst of
extranuclear star formation (van Breugel et al.
1985b). This idea of nuclear activity trigger-
ing star formation appears particularly interest-
ing following the recent observation of a corre-
lation between radio and optical morphologies
in distant 3C and 4C radio galaxies (McCarthy
et al. 1987b, Chambers, Miley k van Breugel
1987) where the former authors report that both
the stellar continum and the line emission is ex-
tended along the radio axis. This effect may
even have been seen a number of years ago in our
nearest radio galaxy Centaurus A where a line
of emission filaments and associated blue objects
was studied by Graham <fc Price (1981).

The non-thermal nature of the optical emi-
sion associated with with radio "hot-spots" as in
3C ',,3 (Simkin 1978) has been firmly established
by polarization observations (Meisenheimer &
Roser 1986). Such sources, which have a rela-
tively steep spectrum, are not always associated
with emission line gas and are presumably dis-
tinct from the jet-cloud interactions such as that
in 3C 277.3

There is likely to be rapid progress in the un-
derstanding of the radio jet phenomenon from
studies of their interactions with the ISM, par-
ticularly when modern radio imaging is com-
bined with optical and ultraviolet data which
will be obtained with complementary resolution
by the Hubble Space Telescope. An ideal can-
ditate will be the radio galaxy PKS 2152 - 69
which Tadhunter et al. (1987) have shown to
have an extremely highly ionized cloud at least
8 kpc from the nucleus which exhibits lines from
tons as high as Fe9+ as well as a blue contin-
uum source which is coincident with the point
of highest ionization. Figure 3 shows the opti-
cal spectra from several different regions in this
object which shows a lower ionization nucleus as
well as diffuse LINER-like cooling flow filaments.

Figure 3: Optical spectra of the three components
of ionized gas in the radio galaxy PKS2152 — 69: a)
the low ionization filaments, b) the nucleus, c) the
high ionization cloud (HIC) and d) the highly excited
part of the HIC coincident with the blue continuum
source. (From Tadhunter et al. 1987)

3.2 EUV continuum

In principle, observations of optical and ultravi-
olet emission lines can, in conjunction with pho-
toionization modelling, measure the continuum
radiation field between the Lyman limit and
the soft X-ray region where direct measurements
will always be difficult or impossible. There is
evidence in the form of the "blue-bump" in the
blue/ultraviolet spectra (Shields 1978, Malkan
& Sargent 1982) and a soft X-ray excess over the
power law seen at higher energies (Elvis, Wilkes
& Tananbaum 1985, Lawrence et al. 1985, Ar-
naud et al. 1985) that there is an extra spectral
component or components in this range which
would contribute significantly to the bolometric
luminosity and would be the dominant source
of ionization of the emission line gas. In addi-
tion, if we accept that anisotropies can occur in
the radiation from the nucleus such a fluorescent
screen approach assumes particular importance
since extrapolations from either the ultraviolet
or the X-ray regions, observed from a single di-
rection, may be misleading.

The empirical anaTysis of easily observable
narrow emission line ratios in terms of diagnos-
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tic diagrams (e.g., Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich
1981) haa been relatively successful in isolating
the different classes of emission line object and
providing a framework within which theories of
ionization mechanisms can be tested. Although
photoioaization models are capable of reproduc-
ing the trends in these diagrams, detailed infor-
mation about the spectral shape of the ionizing
continuum is hard to extract from the small sub-
set of lines which are used in this approach and
other ionization mechanisms are not necessarily
excluded. A recent study of radio galaxy emis-
sion spectra, both nuclear and extranuclear, by
Robinson et al. (1987) has raised some interest-
ing questions regarding the relative success of
power law (/„ oc v~~* 5) and high temperature
thermal (Tt, ~ 1 - 2 x 105K) continua which
have a similar mean ionizing photon energy of
between 30 and 40 e V. While both kinds of spec-
tra reproduce the observed line ratios rather
well, the power law model has difficulty explain-
ing the absence of sufficiently bright optical and
near ultraviolet continuum emission from the
low frequency extrapolation of the ionizing spec-
trum unless the nucleus is thought to radiate
anisotropically, either intrinsically or because of
absorption occurring in its immediate environ-
ment. The "thermal" model, on the other hand,
is more acceptable because of its energetic effi-
ciency in ionizing gas (i.e., it implies a weak
continuum in the optical). This kind of analysis
needs to be extended to consider the origin of
the whole emission spectrum including in par-
ticular the high ionization lines such as [FeX],
[FeXI] and [FeXIV] which, as yet, have not re-
ceived a satisfactory explanation (Penston et al.
1984, Grandi 1978, Osterbrock 1981).

The indirect observation of this far ultraviolet
to soft X-ray window, which may have an im-
portant influence on the overall energy budget of
AGN, appears to require the existence of more
than one distinct emission component. The op-
tical observations of the He II(A4686)/H/? ratio
constrain the connection of the "blue-bump" to
the soft X-ray excess by a single thermal compo-
nent (Binette, Courvoisier & Robinson 1987). In
the case of NGC4151, the two ends of the win-
dow display different temporal behaviour, i.e.,
the soft X-ray excess inconstant while the ul-
traviolet varies. By contrast, Mk841 observed

with EXOSAT by Arnaud et al. (1985) exhibits
a soft component variability on a timescale of a
day.

The use of variability as a probe of struc-
ture on a scale of a parsec or less has been ap-
plied most extensively to NGC4151, the near-
est, brightest Seyfert 1. Such multi-wavelength
studies on timescales from hours to years are
difficult to organise and carry out but are of the
utmost importance in extending studies of struc-
ture to scales smaller than acceasable to VLBI
techniques and to understanding the nature of
the EUV emission processes. Credit should be
given to the utilization of the WE satellite which
has proved so important in this application (see
Penston et al. 1981 and subsequent papers in
the series). Although this technique of "kine-
matic mapping" is currently being applied to a
number of objects, the proper interpretation of
the data will require a new generation of de-
tailed physical models which couple dynamical
and radiation transfer effects in a self-consistent
way. Contradictory interpretations of the same
data are evidence of this need (Gaskell k, Sparke
1986).

3.3 A n i s o t r o p y / b e a m i n g

It was the application of reasonably high spec-
tral resolution to the study of AGN "narrow"
line profiles which finally laid to rest the idea
of distinct BLR and NLR (Wilson 1979, Pelat,
Alloin ii Fosbury 1981) and showed that struc-
ture in the profiles was related either to the
critical density for the transition or the ioniza-
tion potential and therefore, presumably, to the
distance of the emitting gas from the nucleus
and/or source of ionization. The frequent occur-
rence of blue asymmetries in the profiles (Whit-
tle 1985) argues for radial flows combined with
obscuration and/or scattering. The recent ob-
servation of variability of narrow, albeit permit-
ted, lines in 3C 390.3 (Clavel k Wamsteker 1987)
forces us to consider a continuum of properties
between these two regions.

Do BLR/NLR properties vary in a spherically
symmetric manner? Almost certainly not; there
is abundant evidence for preferred directions in
AGN at all spatial scales from the VLBI jets (~
1 pe) to the megaparsec double radio sources fed
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by highly collimated beams. Is there evidence
for jets on even smaller scales? The highly vari-
able satellite lines seen straddling CIV A1550 in
NGC4151 (Ulrich et al. 1985) could be inter-
preted as a jet-BLR interaction reminiscent of
the behaviour of the stellar-scale jet in SS 433
(see the review by Margon 1984).

The presence of nuclear-like activity occurring
at locations remote from the nucleus as seen, for
example, in 3C277.3 (van Breugel et al. 1985a)
and PKS 2152 - 69 (Tadhunter et al, 1987) sug-
gests that the interaction between a collimated
jet and a cloud of gas (with sufficient density)
can occur at any distance from the nucleus where
it can play an important, possibly dominant,
role in the generation of ionizing radiation. It
could be this hot interface, possibly along with
an accretion disk, which radiates the EUV from
the nuclear regions.

The relationship between jet axes and global
properties of the host galaxy has recieved steady
attention over the years. In the case of radio
galaxies where most evidence is available, it ap-
pears that the radio axis is related to the gaseous
rather than the stellar kinematics (Heckman
et al. 1985). In the spiral Seyferts, the ra-
dio/EELR extension does not necessarily cor-
respond to the galaxy rotation axis (Ulvestad
& Wilson 1984). These dynamical relationships
between the AGN and the host galaxy do pro-
vide some additional clues about the past influ-
ence of galaxy interactions/mergers on the evo-
lution of the activity which can be combined
with that obtained from the images of these
events in current progress. There is indeed a
growing base of evidence that such disturbances
are a condition for the activation of a nucleus
(e.g., Hutchings 1983, Heckman et al. 1986)
and it has been suggested that the ultraluminous
infrared galaxies found by IRAS could repre-
sent the initial, dust enshrouded, stages of AGN
(Sanders et al. 1988).

4 Conclusions

AGN were first regarded as curiosities but ones
with properties which challenged our knowledge
of physics. We now see them as a ubiquitous
phenomenon in the universe which have to be
considered as an integral part of theories of

galaxy formation and evolution. Their broad
waveband emissions have stimulated the devel-
opment of many new observational instruments,
particularly in space, the application of which
has usually been more rewarding than expected.
We have only just scratched the surface of un-
derstanding.
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PHYSICS OF OUTFLOWS FROM ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI
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ABSTRACT. This review is devoted to discuss our present understanding of how outflows participate in
defining the various types of morphologies and features observed in Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). We suggest
possible interpretations of structures observed at radio frequencies (non-thermal continuum radiation) and optical
frequencies (continuum and emission line radiation) in terms of results from numerical simulations of outflow
propagation and their analytical physical explanation. The conclusion is that we have already reached a good
qualitative knowledge of the several dynamical effects which shape AGN's structures; the quantitative estimate
ot their relative importance and conditions of occurrence still awaits a better study of the nonlinear processes iu
astrophysical conditions and more observational data to determine the values of the physical parameters.

1. Introduction

The review by dr. R. Fosbury has laid out the basic

scenario of various types of radiative features observed in

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs). The theoretical interpeta-

tion of these morphologies is far from being satisfactory

despite of the large number of models proposed. The main

reason for the distance between theory and observations is

linked with (he difficulty to obtain detailed date and to define

the physical parameters of the problem especially for the in-

ner unresolved cores of these objects.

In this context I shall restrict my review to the analysis

of the results from the study of large-scale outflows from

AGNs, with regard to those aspects which I personally regard

as most significant.

In fact observations suggest that outflows are bask physi-

cal elements by which AGNs build up the various morpholo-

gies displayed on several length scales and in different regions

of the radiation spectrum. I shall discuss first the observa-

tional evidence in favour of this interpretation (Sec. 2); then I

shall comment the results of numerical simulations of jet

propagation, regarded as the only direct experiment per-

formed on this type of problem (Sec. 3). The two following

Sec. 4 and 5 will attempt a physical interpretation of the

phenomena displayed in simulations and their application to

utrcpbvsical objects.

3. ObMTvaUoms of ExtragaUctic Oatflows

We can classify AGNs in two large groups: radio-quiet

AGNs and radio-loud AGNs. These two classes are present

both in nearby objects (Active Galaxies and Radiogalaxies)

and in galactic objects at cosmological distances (radio-quiet

QSOs and . _Jio-loud QSOs).

However the distinctive feature of AGNs is their bright,

"star-like" optical core, indipendently of their specific mor-

phological and spectral morphologies.

Radio, optical, infrared and X-ray data combine in in-

dicating an enormous energy budget, up to 1063 ergs over

their whole lifetime; in addition extended radio structures

(jets, lobes, hot-spots) and emission line profiles (in Broad-

Line Regions, Narrow-Line Regions, Extended Emission-Line

Regions) ouggest a strong, persistent dynamical activity char-

acterized by supersonic outflows. It is also relevant to men-

tion here the detection, by VLBI techniques, of " superluminal"

motions in the radio cores of several AGNs; in these cases

outflows reach relativistic velocities.

It must be remarked that the nucleus of our Galaxy

also shows evidence of dynamical activity associated with

nonthermal continuum emission (Ho 1086). This observation

seems to stress the idea that all galactic cores, even in non-

active galaxies, are the source of powerful outflows.

Supersonic outflows are observed in galactic objects also:

stellar winds are one well-known example, but more recently

co Jimated bipolar outflows have been observed in star forma-

tion regions and in active compact objects as SS 433 and Cyg

X-3. In this last category we may have soon to include the

newly discovered supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud,

SN 1987A: speckle interferometry has given evidence of bright

features moving away from the collapsed core at speed «. c/2

(Nisenson et */. 1987).

As pointed out by dr. C. Norman in his review at

SW1 of this Congress, present theoretical and observational

evidences indicate that outflows and in particular bipolar

structures must be ubiquitous in all astrophysical environ-

ments; thus we may learn a lot from comparing morphologies

and physical processes in different situations (see the Proceed-
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ings or the II Torino Workshop on " M m Outflow! from Stars

and Galactic Nuclei", 1087).

S. A Uaifiad Modd for thi Study of Outflows from AGNs

The rich collection of observational data about outflows

from AGNs has been discussed by several authors: see, e.g,

reviews by Begelman et a/. (1084), Norman and Miley (1984),

Ferrari and Tsinganos (1086).

Radio data offer a large variety of morphologies in ex-

tended, well-developed outflows: collimation of outflows with

different regimes of confinement (thermal and/or magnetic

?), knots of enhanced brightness, wiggles and bendings in

the jet propagation direction, interaction with the external

medium yielding difluse radio lobes and hot spots.

Optical and X-ray data provide informations about the

thermal, very hot core af AGNs; as already indicated, one

derives enormous powers in the continuum and also strong

emission lines. It has been suggested by some authors that

an anticorrel&tion exists between the radio power (especially

in the extended radio jets) and the emission-line strength

(Miley and Miller 1979). A confirmation ot such effect on a

largr: statistical sample of objects would be very suggestive

for a unified model in which the dynamics of outflows is

directly responsible for the displayed morphologies.

In fact, if we assume that outflows from the deep cores

are present in all AGNs, the difference between radio-loud

and r'adio-quiet AGNs may be routed to the physical con-

ditions leading these outflows to emerge from the cores un-

der the form of more or less collimated radio jets, or to

be stopped by some process which entails dissipation of the

kinetic energy into plasma beating around the cores. I shall

adopt this point of view in the following and try to discuss

a consistent picture of the observations.

In i s context a fundamental role is played by numeri-

cal simulations, which must be regarded as sort of experi-

ments in hydro- and magneto-hydro- dynamic*. They should

be used as such, and their results should always be care*

fulb/ adopted taking into considerations the many assump-

tions about the physical parameters. In fact most of these

parameters are very poorly known in astrophysieal condi-

tions and therefore, although simulations may beautifully

compare with observations, this is not necessarily a test of

their applicability-

Leaving aside the process of outflow acceleration from

AGN cores (see Begelmaa et at 1984, Reel 1984, Begelmiui

1085), I comment here upon the remits of simulations of

jet propagation, namely their interaction wlht gravitational

fields, surrounding plasms, external pressure and velocity

fields.

Numerical codes have been developed by Norman, Smarr

and Winkler (1082), Fa!le et ai. (1985), Arnold and Arnett

(1086), Woodward and Colella (1984), Uchida and Shibata

(1986) and other authors. Most codes use 2-D hydrodyna-

mics for axially symmetric jets, but some also include 3-D

and MHD effects. A large variety of morphologies are dis-

played in the results of simulations and they are usually as-

sociated with observational features. However it should be

pointed out that most of them are in fact arising from the as-

sumed boundary and initial conditions an4 from the specific

integration methods. In particular "artificial" viscosity is

used to follow the formation of shocks which are fundamental

to produce nontbermal radiation in jets; although mathe-

matical, this viscosity correspond to a very high nonlinear in-

teractions of the plasma particles, which is a completely ar-

bitrary condition on physical grouiivL.

Similarly, the development of structures is followed for

limited integration time, as numerical calculations are al-

ready very lengthy. It has been proven in many analogous

cases that in fact many of these structures are transient and

disappear in the long range, stationary configurations.

Actually, before accepting the simulation results, we

must realize that it is essential to understand the basic physics

of the nonlinear processes they involve; in this sense they are

a real "experiment" in hydrodynamics, because they give

evidence of physical effects that we must analytically inves-

tigate hi order tc evaluate their dependence from the adopted

physical parameters.

A simplified, but powerful tool in this analysis of physi-

cal effects has been recently presented by Ferrari and Tsinga-

nos (1986); the method is based on the use of the wind theory

proposed by Parker since 1958, after proper modelling to

the problem of collimated outflows from AGNs. I stress

that assuming the wind theory does not at all imply that

outflows are necessarily accelerated by thermal pressure as

in the case of the solar wind. Any acceleration process can

be accepted, and any collimation: we are here investigating

the hydrodynamics of the jet propagation only.

4. Outflow Topologies from the Wind Theory

The simplest representation of the flow dynamics has

been derived by Liepmann and Roihko (1057). It leads

to a set of equations in one space variable, r, along the

propagation direction, and time, (; stresses transverse to

r are included by integrating across streamlines and they

appear in the form of the flow-channel cross-sectional area.

In this sense the method is technically called "one-and-a-
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half* dimensional.

The system consists of three equations, the equations of
continuity, of motion and of state. After algebric manipula-
tions they are:

at or
(la)

orat

I). {«)

P-Kp (lc)

where v is the flow velocity along r, A(r,t) the flow-channel
cross-sectional area, p the density, P the pressure, T the
plasma polytropic index, m the gravitational mass distribu-
tion of the galaxy around the AGN and D(r,t) the generic
nonthermal momentum deposition rate, following Kopp and
Holier (1976), one can also write A(r, t) «= r3f(r, t), where the
function f{r,t) introduces the spatial and temporal profile of
the non-spherieafly symmetric geometry.

4.1 Stationary topologies, multiple solutions, shocks.
Stationary topologies which may arise from the above

system can be directly found from equations (l) by setting
d/dt m 0. Thus, if we use the flow Mach number M = v/v,,
we obtain (see Kopp and Holier 1976):

A f a - l d A f 2 ,
M» dr

1 d/(r) a D(r)

r-i
a

Hrom(r)/m(ro)

where r0 is the base of the flow, to which all quantities with
index "0" are referred; H and h are numerical factors (Ferrari
et a/. 1985, 1986).

Stationary solutions provide necessary conditions for
the existence of given topologies, and allow the analysis of
the effects which may be produced by various physical "ingre-
dients". Our discussion will exclude relativistic velocities,
although this aspect has been extensively treated in other
papers (Ferrari et a/. 1985).

Fig. 1 shows the effects of mass distribution, confinement,
instability and various acceleration forces on the propagation
of jets. The wind topologies are those connecting r ~ 0, M ~
0 with r — oo, M — co. In the standard Parker (spherically
symmetric, isothermal) wind, only one such topology exists
and it possesses an X-type critical point where pressure forces
and gravitational pull balance (nozzle) and the outflow be-
comes supersonic (heavy line in Fig. la; incidentally, the
dotted line represents an accreting flow).

Figs, lb and lc illustrate the situation in which non-
thermal momentum it added upstream the Parker critical
point; the wind topology it initially distorted, but when the
momentum addition is strong enough a pair of new criti-
cal point appear, one X-type and one O-type (so-called be-
cause topologies do not cross it, but encircle it). In this
last case three wind solutions are possible, at least in prin-
ciple: one continuous solution through the inner X point, and
two discontinuous solutions which, after going supersonic at
the inner X point, become subsonic where shock conditions
are satisfied (dashed vertical lines) and connect to another
topology going through the outer X point. When the added
momentum is very large, only the Inner X point survives and
the discontinuous solutions are not allowed (Pig. Id).

Transverse shocks can also form when the flow sur-
face becomes unstable to shears, as, for instance, in the
case of Kelvln-Helmholti or resistive instabilities. This is
represented in Figs. If, which illustrate the influence of a
sinusoidal perturbation of the surface of a cylindrical jet.
Multiple solutions are possible, most of them associated with
shocks. It is likely that these solutions represent the non-
linear evolution of linear instability perturbations and there-
fore are connected with the results of more sophisticated
numerical simulations.

In general discontinuous solutions are very important
from the point of view of the flow hydrodynamics as they
correspond to steady perturbations which modulate the flow.
These shocks are not due to boundary perturbations (or ini-
tial conditions), as displayed in numerical simulation experi-
ments, but are related with real physical agents: actually
momentum addition can represent both nonthermal pressure
added to the flow or sudden expansions of the flow geometry.

Another type of shock has interesting implications for
our astrophysical problem, the so-called "terminal shock".
The wind solutions we have just discussed imply that for r -.
oo the plasma pressure vanishes. In AGNs we must expect
instead the presence of a non-iero pressure confining the
region; therefore the standard wind solution is not applicable
in the regions in which the internal flow pressure becomes
comparable with the external pressure. This problem was
already discussed by Parker himself showing the possibility
for the flow to join with a different asymptotic subsonic
branch through a shock; after this shock the flow velocity
slows down toward nf — 0.

It is possible to calculate the position of the terminal
shock as a function of the external pressure (see Holzer and
Axford 1670). Whether this position is stationary or it moves
up- or downstream, it depends on the physical conditions of
the plasma surrounding an AGN core. In any case the shock
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tends to be relatively strong and corresponds to regions of

enhanced thermal energy dissipation.

4.2 Time-dependent solutions, transient ahocln.

Actually the situation illustrated in Figs. lb, c, d is

quite typical of all physical effects we can introduce in our

study. In all events, when some perturbation is created along

the propagation, either in the confinement conditions or in

the interaction with external medium, multiple solutions will

appear, some of them with shocks. Actually it is important

to show which are the parameters defining how and when

each solution is adopted by the flow, and whether and which

they are in fact accessible and stable. These questions require

a time-dependent analysis of the problem, i.e. using Eqs. (l).

A detailed study of time-dependent wind solutions has

been performed recently by Trussoni et &/. (1087). In par-

ticular it has been shown that in the esses illustrated in Figs,

lb, c, d the solution with the shock downstream of the O-

type critical point is not accessible (unstable); the adoption

of one or the other of the remaining solution depends on the

way momentum is added to the flow. Fast momentum addi-

tion always leads to the continuous solution without shocks,

slow and weak addition allows the formation of the upstream

stationary shock.

As a matter of fact, for a while after momentum is ad-

ded and before the relaxation to one or the other ot the acces-

sible solutions, non-stationary shocks are formed along the

flow which are convected (about sonically) up- or downstream.

These transient shocks are not simple numerics! accidents:

they actually represent transient perturbations in the flow

and, due to their slow damping, give rise to variabilities in

the flow physical conditions (possibly connected with observ-

able radiation properties).

4.3 Asymptotic flow velocities.

An important parameter to evaluate in jets is their

propagation velocity; in fact this determines the energy flux

to support the extended radiosources. In general this velocity

cannot be directly measured from observations, because the

radio spectrum does not display lines. The only evidence of

an outward motion (in addition to the above mentioned ener-

getic arguments) are the so-called " superluminal motio »",

corresponding to proper motions of bright knots in the * LBI

cores of several radio-loud AGNs with estimated apparent

velocities larger than c.

The common interpretation of this phenomenon is based

on the idea that such bright knots move at relativistic velocity

almost along the observer's line of sight. The predicted

velocities are larger than 0:5c.

In the fluid model of outflow velocities larger than w

0.3c are not allowed because of the radiation drag inside

AGN cores where the photon density it necessarily very Ugh.

Way out to this problem have been proposed in terms ot

electromagnetic jets (Rees 1086).

However the observed proper motions may in fact repres-

ent the propagation of disturbances on reflecting screens in-

side the AGN cores; the observed speeds would be a sort

of phase speed. More data are required to solve this problem.

5. Correlation of Theoretical Results and Observations

The analysis of stationary and non-stationary outflows

has shown, beyond specific details, that any slight modificat-

ion of the classical Parker problem produces a complicated

pattern of critical points in the solution topologies and yields

multiple wind solutions with shocks.

These shocks certainly represent a wider class than those

found in the numerical simulations performed so far, which

have been restricted to the propagation of collimaU J jets in

pressure equilibrium with the surrounding medium. In this

limit the morphologies obtained arise essentially from the

nonlinear development of surface instabilities at the contact

discontinuity between the jet and the external plasma (or

confining magnetic field).

Instead I have discussed, in addition to surface instabi-

lities, other physical effects which also lead to the formation

of shocks. In this respect we conclude that the morphologies

so beautifully displayed in numerical simulations can in fact

be produced by a wide choice of effects, all of them being

potentially responsible for the structures observed in AGNs:

shocks do heat thermal plasma and accelerate suprathermal

particles and are thence possibly associated with knots, wig-

gles, hot spots in extended jets, with moving clouds of ionized

plasma (BLR, NLR) or extended regions of diffuse ionized

plasma (EBLR).

Ai shown by time-dependent calculations, not all shocks

are stationary: depending on boundary conditions, they move

up- or downstream over various time scales, and can ob-

viously he associated with transient structures and variabili-

ties in AGNs.

I conclude this review with a cross-correlation list of

physical processes and observational characteristics which

can be used to propose tests for future numerical experiments

and to make predictions for future observations of AGNs (see

Fig. 2).

(A) Mass distribution in AGNs.

The gravitational field profile has to satisfy precise con-
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ditiont to allow the breaking out of extended jets; in par-

ticular for Af(r) M i—« with a & a(T),(«(l) — 1), jeti are

trapped (Fig.le). This yields that, although all AGNi can

accelerate outflows, not In all caaet they actually develop on

large Kalea. When outflows are trapped, their kinetic energy

ii released as thermal heating, perhaps in the moving plasma

of the BLR.

Such interpretation predicts an anticorrelation betr.^n

the presence of jets and BLR, which has been in fact sug-

gested by some authors (Norman and Miley 10S4), but still

needs confirmation.

Trapping can develop on larger scales also, and this

may yield small jets associated with extended ioniied regions

(NLR, EELR).

(b) Fluid instabilities ia collimated outBowt.

This problem has been extensively analysed in the at-

tempt to understand their morphologies. In particular Kelvin-

Helmholtx instabilities have been adopted to work out a

scenario in which the excitation of fast growth rate modes,

instead of disrupting the collimated outflow, can be saturated

by nonthermal particle acceleration which in turn dissipate

energy via synchrotron radiation (e.g. Ferrari 1985). In addi-

tion acceleration (and radiation) is enhanced at the position

of shocks, seen as nonlinear developments cf instabilities.

This suggestions ar. t supported by the results of numerical

simulations.

Instabilties may also be linked to the formation of knots

and wiggles along jets, and of transients structures respon-

sible for variabilities (Ferrari et al. 1986, 1987).

(e) Transverse shocks.

Geometries, confinement, non-thermal momentum de-

position processes all produce stationary and/or non-stationary

transverse shocks. Their morphological effects are equivalent

to those discussed for the instability case; however they mark

now specific situations during the outward jet propagation.

It is in fact likely that bright observational features (as knots)

are connected with strong interactions and not with weak

amplitude instabilities.

Transverse shocks are obviously strong ionizing agents:

in addition to modulate the large scale nonthermal radiation

from jets and outflows, they are strong ionizing local sources

for BLR, NLR, EELR.

It is important to recognize that stationary shocks must

be relatively exceptional, depending on well-defined boun-

dary conditions; as shown by numerical calculations, in most

cases shocks move along the flows as transient structures. It

will be important to follow the evolution of-observed knots

to detect these proper motions.

(d) Terminal shocks.

The asymptotic behaviour of any outflow has to match

to an external pressure, which in some cases can be negligible,

'•-- in general is noniero. In this last situation the outflow

becomes to rest with the external medium through a shock,

whose position and strength is fixed by the overall set of

boundary conditions. Some AGNs must have this terminal

transition relatively close to the core: correspondingly ex-

tended radio jets are not present and the Bhock is associated

with BLRs. In other AGNs the terminal shock is responsible

for the hot spots at the working surface of radio jets in the

external medium; however the part of the outflow which is

not collimated may feed an EELR.

(e) Thermal instabilities.

In addition to the fluid (dynamical) instabilities, thermal

instabilties can arise in outflows when radiative losses favor

the collapse of dense, cold clouds. This process is possibly as-

sociated with the fllamentation and disruption of the homo-

geneous flow. A model of this fllamentation has been proposed

for the jets of the galactic source SS 433 (BodoetaA 1986). It

may also apply to AGNs, especially to the BLR in their cores.

& Conclusions

This review was intended to prove that, although the

study of outflows from AGNs is still in its infancy, the dynami-

cal effects associated with the rich variety of observed mor-

phologies have probably already been basically understood.

However which processes operate in each specific sources still

has to be defined.

Further analytic studies of the fundamental physics must

be combined with numerical experiments to test the models

proposed. At the same time observations must proceed in

such a way to organize a statistically complete picture which

takes into account all the possible morphologies. Only then

we shall be in the condition to produce a comprehensive and

reliable model for AGNs.
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[OIIl]-UNB EMISSION ASSOCIATED WITH RADIO STRUCTUKBS IN SEWERT GALAXIBS
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Abstract. Seyfert galaxies with linear nuolear radio structures have been studied with long-slit
apectroacopy. Vary extended, narrow [oill] emission is detected in several of the objects, highly
elongated along the radio source axis. This Extended Narrow Line Region would be consistent with
interstellar gaa that is photoioniaed by colllmated energetio radiation from the nucleus. Within
the Narrow Line Region detailed correspondences between [OIIl] emission features and individual
radio components have been found in a number of Seyfert galaxies. Velocities and positions of these
[oill] features suggest that they may be produced when ambient gas has been compressed by an
outmoving radio component, subsequently cools down behind the bow shock and then is photoionized by
the nuclear continuum source.

1. Introduction.

The substantial amount of spectroscopic data on
Seyfert galaxies obtained over the last years presents
a good case for pursuing high resolution studies -
both spatially and spectroscopically. The forbidden
Harrow Line Region (SLR) emission has been resolved in
a few cases and shorn to possess complex structure
(o.g. HGC 4151. Heckman a Baliok 1983). When
reasonably high spectral resolution was obtained, line
profiles in some cases showed evidence for discrete
emission components (e.g. Hark 78, Vrtilek 4 Carleton
'985). The detailed li.ie emission properties of the
Seyferts appeared to be closely related to their radio
characteristics, as was demonstrated in various
investigations (de Bruyn 4 Wilson 1978; Heurs 4 Wilson
1984; Whittle 1985; Pedlar, Dyson 4 Unger 1985). In
view of the above it was decided to carry out a
programme of high resolution long-slit spectroscopy of
Seyfert galaxies with simple (linear) radio structures
in their nuclei.

2. Observational data.

The programme objects were selected from the
distance and flux limited samples of Seyferts for
which VLA-mapa have been obtained (Ulvestad 4 Wilson
1984a, 1984b). The objects were required to have
linear double or triple radio structures on scales
j> 0.5 arcsec. This yielded about 15 galaxies to be
observed optically.

The observations were performed at the La Palma
observatory with the Isaac Newton Telescope. The
Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph and IPCS detector
gave 0.75 >5 (45 km s*1) FWHM resolution over a
wavelength range of 500 I, including H$ and [oill].
There were several observing runs during 1984/1985.

The combination of long slit and IPCS provided U3
with a sequence of 112 spectra. The instrument set-up
effectively divided the slit into square pixels of
0.63 arcsec. Exposures were typically 1000 to 1500 sec
in length. In general, one exposure waa taken with the
slit aligned with the radio source axis and a second
one in the perpendicular direction, both passing over
the active nucleus.

3. The Extended Harrow Line Region.

In 7 out of about 15 objects we detected a
distinct component of very narrow [OIII ] emission
which extends appreciably along the radio source axis.
An example of auch an Extended Narrow Line Region
(HHLR) ia shown in Figure 1. The three panels of this

figure display, 4s a function of position along the
slit, the number of peak counts in the [oill] line
profile, its FWHM (in km s"1) and the radial velocity
of the peak, as observed for Hark 573 (Unger et al.
1937). Beyond 4 arcsec from the nucleus the [OIIl]
emission is seen to change character: it settles at a
fairly low brightness level and its linewidth is
unresolved (< 45 km a"1) in our observations, while it
exhibits a very orderly velocity field. Although
fainter, the BHLR of Hark 573 is also 3een ir the HP
line and the inferred line ratio F([oiIIJ5OO7)/P(Hp)
» 6 (±2) indicates it to be of high excitation.
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Figure 1. [OIII] peak counts, profile FWHM and peak
radial velocity for Mark 573. The F.NI.R is present
outside ^4 arcsec from the nucleus, at both sides oi
the nucleus. The slit was positioned along the radio
source and includes the active nucleus. From Unger
ec al. (1987).
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Table 1

ENLR properties

( t )

Hark 6

Hark 34

Mark 78

Mark 573

HGC 3SI6

NGC 4151

NGC 5252

(2)

1.5

2

2

2

1

1.5

2

(3)

177

158

90

125

45

57

170

(4)

0

158

90

125

55

48

to

(5)

N
S
NW
SE
U
L?
b
NW
SE
NE
SU
NE
SU
HE
SU

(6)

25
<14

17
18
69

146
36
86
67
91

1393
43

108

(7)

19

12
12
16

6 . !
4.4
1.7
1.3
1.8
2.0
6.2

I t

(8)

0.6

3.7

5.5

1.3

0.05

0.3

>1.5

>2
>3

*

6
>3
6
5

>2.5
9.2

>2
6.5

(t) Object. (2) Seyfert type. (3) Radio PA (deg).
(4) Slit PA (deg). (5) Pare (branch) of ENLR.
(6) Integrated peak counts for [OIIl].
(7) Maximum distance fron nucleus for [OIll] (kpc).
(8) Total extent radio source (kpc). (9) [0IIIJ/H8.

These properties are observed for all the detected
ENLBs. Results for each of the seven galaxies are
summarized in Table 1 for the exposures with poaltlon
angle (nearly) along the radio source axis. In none of
these objects could ENLR emission be detected in the
perpendicular elit position. The data in Table 1 are
given for both branches of the ENLR, that is at either
side of the nucleus* As the table shows, in tvo of the
galaxies the EHLB vas seen at only one side of the
nucleus. Where the EHIB was detected in HB as well,
the line ratios are > 5.

Several conclusions can be drawn fron these
results. First, the narrow line width (low velocity
dispersion) and orderly (rotational) velocity field
indicate the EHLR to consist of normal interstellar
gaa, rotating in the disk of the galaxies. Second, the
high excitation suggests the gas is photoionized by

energetic radiation from the central continuum source
(high excitation HIX rogions are unlikely because of
•the smoothness of the ENLR emission, its elongation
and lack of correspondence with galactic features).
Third, the apparent elongation of the ENLR and its
alignment with the radio axis, whilst extending well
beyond the VLA radio structure, then implies the
ionizing radiation from the nucleus to be collimated
along the radio source axis. Conceivably, the same
collimation aechanlsa could be effective for the
ionizing radiation as for the ejected radio plasma.
Perhaps the collination occurs interior to the
canonical NLS, as the EHLH in HOC 4151 may be more
closely aligned with the •illiaroaec radio structure
at PA • 58 deg than with the arcsec scale structure at
PA - 77 deg (Harrison et al. 1986). Such would be
consistent with the HLR itself often being elongated
along the radio axis and with the likely long-terra
stability ot the collimation axis (Hhittle et al. 1987).

It' is not yet clear what fraction of the Seyfert
galaxies does possess this EHLB component. The roughly
50jt of objects in our sample could b» expected to
increase when higher ulgnal-to-noiae ratios as well as
higher spectral resolution (less dilution of
intrinsically vary narrow features) are obtained and
when the objects are observed with fuller slit PA
coverage. Important points of investigation would
further be the frequency of EHLR components (if any)

among Seyforts without linear radio structures,
inferonoes on the precise poaltion of the ENMt gaa
with respect to the galaxy disks and recognition of
properties of the central object In the nucleus from
this highly extended emission.

4. [OIIl] emission features and araall-ocale
radio components.

For ten Seyferts with radio structures > 0.75
aroseu we studied associations between substructure
(sub-peaks, shoulders) in the [0IIIJ5OO7 line profile
and the radio morphology. This refers to the NLR and
in many cases increased [oill] eniaaion ia found near
individual nuclear radio components* A clear example
of this ie provided by NGC 5929 (Whittle et al. 1986).
Figure 2 presents tracings of the [0IIIJ50O7 line for
consecutive spectra along tha slit, near the nucleus
of this galaxy. Two [OIII ] peaks are apparent, at
either side of the nucleus. These spectra were taken
with the slit aligned with the radio axis and the
positions of the radio components in this galaxy are
evident from the radio map beside the (OXII ] profiles.
The NE radio lobe can be associated with the lower
velocity [OIIl] peak and tha SV lobe with the other
[oill] peak. This is also claar from the intensity
distributions displayed in figure 3. In the
perpendicular slit direction the total [GUI ]
intensity distribution is less extended and the two
velocity components are not obviously separated.

Such detailed correspondence between [oill]
emission features and individual radio components
within the NLR has been found in 8 of the 10 objects
(Whittle et al. 1968). The other 2 did show evidence
of extended [-OIIl] emission along tha radio axis. A
few control Seyferts with unresolved or slightly
resolved radio structure yielded no indications of
spatially resolved [Oill] substructure. Some data on
the successful cases are listed in Table 2.

i
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Figure 2. fOIIl] line profiles for NGC 5929 in slit
increments 51 to 60 (Whittle et al. 1986). The VIA
radio structure is shown at the left; the square
pixels to which the consecutive spectra refer are
indicated.
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Figure 3. Brightness distributicue of [OIIll conpo-
nents (upper panel) and continuum intensity (lover
panel) in HGC 5929 (Whittle et al. 1986). Peak posi-
tion* of radio lobes and [oill] components are
indicated at the Cop.

Table 2

Main component associations

Galaxy

NGC 5929

Mark 78

Mark 34

Hark 3

Mark 573.

MCG 8-11-11
Mark 6

Mark 79

Conp.

SE
SW
E
U
NW
NVJ
SE
E
W
m
SE
N
N
s
N
S

6radio

arcsec

0.7
0.6
1.4
1.9
0.9
0.9
1.5
0.4
1.1
\A
1.4
1.0
0.4,
0.7
1.9
1.0

Xcotal

Z

3i
69
18
24
25
4

23
-

1.2.5
-
-

•^10

—

AV

tea"1

-
+678
-477
-266
+974
+274

-
vt-290
•fc-115

-
+76

•203
.+100,
1 - 5 0 '

9opt

arcsec

0.38
0.57
0.80
1.45

•vO.8
•tf>.4
•vi .0

-
•v.1.0
•x-1.4

-
•fci

-

1.1.2

8 .. : separation radio lobe frc aucleus.

Xtotal: percentage of total [OIIl] emission in coop,

AV: radial velocity difference coop, liau systemic.

6 : separation [OIIlJ feature trom nucleus.

from these results we can Bake the following
statements:

a) the [OIIl] features that can be associated with
individual radio components are indeed •oot
clearly distinguished la the sj.lt dlrectiorta along
the radio axes, whers the [OIIl] eaission also
generally is aost extended.

b) The radial velocities of tha [OIIl] corponents
usually differ substantially froa the norsal
galactic rotation, fiather than following rotation,
the components may undergo systeswtic outflow.

c) The [OIIl] features tead to lie closer to the
nucleus than the associated radio components; this
is illustrated in Figure 4.

d) TheBS radio-related [OIIl] features usually
comprise between 3% and 50* of the total [OIIl]
eaission (but for HGC 5929, with 100?).

la discussed more extensively elsewhere (Vhittle
et al. 1986), these [oill] emission features could be
produced when ambient gas has been compressed by an
outmoring radio plasnon. The gas cools down behind the
"bow •bock and is subsequently photoloaised by the
nuclear contlnuua source. It 1» interesting to note
that four of the objects in Table 2 also show the EHLH
emission described in Section 5. This provides further
information on the properties of the Ionising
radiation In (at least) these four objects. The r
colllmatlon of the radiation Inferred in Section 3 is
not lnoonsietent with the Interpretation put forward
In this paragraph, as both emphasise the radio source
axis.

0 1 2 3 arcsec
A (nucleus-[OH] comp.)

Figure 4. Comparison of separations from nucleus for'
radio'lobss and for their associated [OIIl] features.
The [OIIl] separations .ere less well determined for
the open circlet. After Whittle et al. (1988).
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DISCUSSION

R. FOSBURY: Do you find curious that the
velocity of the emission apparently asso-
ciated with the radio blobs is similar to
the rotation velocity seen further out?

JS. MEURS: dot really. That is the case for
the example I showed, but for some of the
other objects we observed that their velo-
cities run counter the rotation and/or
differ substantially from the systemic ve-
locity.
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THE EXTENDED EMISSION LINE REGION OF MRK 3 AND ITS INTERRELATION WITH THE ACTIVE NUCLEUS

Stefan J. Wagner

Landessternwarte Heidelberg, KSnigstuhl, D - 6900 Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Mrk 3 is an early-type galaxy, probably a transition case between E and SO. Analysis
of the isophotes clearly shows a disk component along the major axis. A large exten-
ded emission line region (EELR) was found. It is confined to a disk along the minor
axis, perpendicular to the stellar disk component. The radio-jet of Mrk 3 is almost
perpendicular to the stellar disk and has a small inclination only against the EELR.

The ionization mechanism and dynamical state of the EELR was studied from sev-
eral longslit spectrograms both along and perpendicular to the EELR extension. Both,
COIIIJ/HB and CNII]/Ha clearly indicate that the spectrum of the NLR deviates from
HII regions. The line ratios are similar to the values found for the NLR of Mrk 3,
indicating that the powerlaw source is responsible for the ionization out to several
Kpc.

Off-centre spectrograms indicate that the kinematics is governed by rotation
and an additional inflow motion. This accretion flow could have velocities as large
as 20 km/sec. It is speculated that the unusually broad and asymmetric lines of the
NLR indicate a close interaction with the velocity pattern of the EELR.

Introduction: Mrk 3 is a well studied early-
-type Seyfert 2 galaxy. Apart from its unus-
ually broad forbidden emission lines (1000
km/sec) it is interesting due to a number of
unusual features. It has an extremely promi-
nent IR bump (Edelson and Malkan, 1986) which
is usually attributed to dust emission. Ex-
tended optical line emission was discovered
by Weedman, 1973. Adams (1977) concluded that
Mrk 3 is of morphological type SB0, while
Jenkins, 1981, found evidence for a classifi-
cation as a pure elliptical galaxy. Further-
more the centre of this object is known to
harbour an extended jetlike radiosource,
which was first discovered by Wilson, 1980
and later studied in greater detail by Pedlar
et al.

Optical morphology:
CCP photometry in Johnson B, V, R, I and in-
terference filters was performed. Both in
colour index maps and narrow band frames an
elongated structure is visible. Figs, la and
b show color index frames in R-I and V-R. The
extended structure is due to an excess of
line emission from Hfi, COIII] and INII3, Ha.
The overall extension of this EELR is along
the minor axis. Already from the color index
frames a slight warp in the emission region
is visible. In the central 10 arc sec the
EELR has a P.A. of 112°. Both, towards the
east and west this angle is increasing to
132° at radii further out. The overall mor-
phology of the galaxy was analysed by fit-
ting ellipses to the isophotes. It was founc
that the radial variation of ellipticity
is very pronounced. Fig. 2 gives the data
in the I band (squares), V-Band (triangles)
and R filter (crosses). Starlight is blen-
ded with line emission from HB, £01111 and
Ha, CNIIl in the V and R filter respective-
ly. It is therefore expected that the I fil-
ter data are the best tracer of the stellar
distribution. A similar analysis for radial
variations of the position angle (isophote
twist) is summed in Fig. 3.

It is fouTid that the major axis orientation
remains constant at 21° out to 18", and in-
creases from 20" outwards to 35° at 40".

The isophotes in the I.frame were fitted with
ellipses. An analysis of the residuals of the
true isophotes with respect to the fits was
performed using the well-established Fourier
analyses. The fourth cosine coefficient a4 is
a measure of box- or disk-shaped deviations.
The positive values of the coefficient, scaled
as a4/a indicate the existence of a disk-com-
ponent along the minor or major axis. Although
no clear decision between these two possibi-
lities exists, it is argued that the disk
lies along the major axis.

a4/a is most pronounced at the radii were the
ellipticity has maximum values. A disk along
the minor axis would decrease the ellipticity.

Fig. 1: a)R-I map b) V-I map

Fig. 2: Radial Variation of Ellipticity
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Fig. 3: Radial Variation of the Position
Angle

100

Fig. 4s Variation of elliptic!ty and boxyness
(I frame)

r (ore sec)
Kinematics t
The internal kinematics of the EELR was stu-
died from several high-resolution long-slit
spectrograms and is described in Wagner, 1987.
Fig. 5 - 7 show isocontour diagrams of some
parts of these spectrograms. In Figs. 5 and 7
the isocontours of the CNII] -Ha region and
the COIIIJ SOO7 8 line are given. In both ca-
ses the slit was placed along the EELR exten-
sion and through the centre. West is on top
and wavelength increases towards the right.
The rotation of the EELR is clearly visible.
The rotation curve was obtained from the
COIII2 lines at 4959 8 and 5OO7 8 and is de-
picted- in Fig. 8. The lower part of that dia-
gramm gives the radial distribution of the
total line emission from the Seyfert nucleus
and the EELR (solid line) and from the NLR
only (dotted line) as well as from stellar
continuum contribution (broken line). The
distribution of the NLR was derived from a
cut perpendicular to dispersion through the
red tail which is undisturbed from EELR emis-
sion. The cut is marked by arrows in Fig. 7.
The scaling was derived from cuts along the
dispersion. From this diagram it is obvious
that the spatial distribution of intensity is
similar for all 3 components, but does not
peak at the centre of symmetry of the rotation
curve. Apart from this spatial off-set it is
also visible from Fig. 7 that the peak of the
NLR-emission is redshifted with respect to the
dynamical centre of the EELR. Due to the domi-
nant blue wing, described by Wagner, 1987, the
spectral extension of the NLR line emission at

20 » peak intensity is symmetric with re-
spect to the redshift of the dynamical centre
of the EELR.

Fig. 6 shows the isocont.iur levels of
CNII] -Ha from a second spectrogram. The slit
was shifted to the south by 2" with respect
to the slit position for Fig. 5. Cuts along
dispersion at the positions b) and c) indica-
ted in Fig. 6 reveal the narrow lines of the
EELR only, while a cut at position a) shows
the profiles of the broader NLR emission
lines. This is explained by a simple model
of a disk-geometry of the EELR surrounding
the NLR. If the disk is slightly inclined
against the line of sight such that we are
observing this disk from below the plane, no
dust-obscuration is needed to explain the
isocontour lines of Fig. 6.

Ionlzation
Extended emission is observed in many gala-
xies. Although most regions could probably be
identified as normal or giant HII regions,
evidence exists that this is not always the
case.

We determined line ratios in the EELR
which provide clear evidence for a different
ionization mechanism than usually found in
HII regions. The spectral resolution of the
spectrograms described above is sufficient
to measure the ratio CNII3 /Ha without being
disturbed from line-blending. Measurements
of the COIII2 /HB ratio are even less depend-
ent on this problem. Fig. 9a and b give the
radial variation of the CNIIJ /Ha ratio for

Figs. 5,6,7: Isocontourplots of Ha and
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Pig. 8: The rotation curve of the EELR.

*ur - tat M O K I

the two spectrograms from which Figs. 5 and
7 were extracted. For each position both the
6584/6563 and 6548/6563 ratio were deter-
mined. The latter value was scaled with the
average 6584/6548 ratio of 2.7. This results
in 2 measured values at each spatial incre-
ment. In spite of the large scatter it is
clearly evident that throughout the EELR the
line ratio is larger than in normal HII
regions. The mean ratio of 6584/6563 is .1.2,

a value typical for most NLR, including the
NLR of Hrk 3. Furthermore it is clear from
rig. 9 that the spatial variation of this
line ratio is small, indicating a single
source responsible for the ionization
throughout the EELR. In spite of the large
difference in line width between NLR and
EELR, the common line ratio of £NIIJ/Ha iS
interpreted as good evidence for a common
ionizing source. This result is backed from
the similar result derived from theroiIII/HB
ratio.

Conclusion!
The EELR of Mrk 3 is confined to a disk rota-
ting differentially (with 250 km/sec at a
distance of 2"). The disk is seen almost
edge-on along the minor axis of the host ga-
laxy and shows a clear warp at larger radii.
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DISCUSSION

K. MEURS: Are there any indications in your S. WAGNER: In the spectra along different
data for two nuclei at 1 arc sec distance P-A. a double-peaked emission was found,
from each other in this galaxy?
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Introduction

We present the first results of a statistical study on the

milliarcsec structure in a complete sample of active radio

galaxies. Many works have been published on properties of

VLBI cores in quasars, but no similar studies have been car-

ried on for galaxies.

We adopted a 2-stage strategy for the observations. As

a first step, we took a snapshot of all the selected sources, in

order to have an indication on the size and flux of the milliarc-

second component. We present here these first observations.

As a second stage, we plan to map with better sensitivity and

u-v coverage all the detected sources.

The 12 radio galaxies with the strongest cores among

the selected ones have been already observed with the VLBI,

therefore we observed the remaining 18 galaxies. The obser-

vations were carried out at 5 GHz, with the EVN array + the

Haystack antenna, using the MARK III recording system in

mode B.

For each source, we observed from 1 to 8 'scans' of 13

minutes each. For most sources this do not allow for unam-

biguous mapping; it is possible, however, to get some crude

indications about the core structure. Thanks to the transat-

lantic baselines, the angular resolution reaches ~2 mas in the

E-W direction.

The sample and the observations

We have selected from the B2 and 3C samples of galaxies

the sources that satisfy the following conditions:

1) core flux density at 5.0 GHz Fv ^ lOOmJy

2) declination 6 ^ 15°

3) galactic latitude b % 10°.

The term 'core' is used here for any pointlike structure un-

resolved in a map taken with the VLA or the WSRT at 5

GHz.

The total sample consists of 30 radio galaxies, 17 from

the B2 and 13 from the 3C catalog. 4 of the 3C sources have

steep spectrum cores, all the remaining have flat or inverted

spectrum cores.

The galaxies of this sample are of low-intermediate lu-

minosity, with Log P ( at 408 MHz ranging from 23.5 to 26.5

W/Hz (H=100 km s - 1 Mpc~>). The structure of all these

sources is well known on the arcscc/arcmin scaie, thanks to

good dynamical range VLA and/or WSRT maps; therefore a

comparison between milliarcsec and arcsec morphology rs pos-

sible. A large variety of structures is present in the sample,

from classical doubles to tail sources.

Results

The results are summarized in Table 1, where the last

column represents the ratio of the flux detected on the mil-

liarcsec scale to that found on the arcsec scale.

Out of the 18 radio galaxies, 15 were detected; among

them, 6 are pointlike at the present resolution, 9 show indi-

cation of extended structure. In most cases, the total flux

density detected in the VLBI map is comparable to the flux

present in the arcsec core; in a few cases only a fraction of the

arcsec flux is detected, indicating that a subarcsec structure

is likely to be present. The source B2 1144+35 is variable, as

deduced by the core flux density variation at 5.0 GHz since

1974 (290 mJy) to now (690 mJy), with a constant slope (see

also Ekers et al. 1983, Astron. Astrophys. 120, 297).

We attempted to map all the sources, but, due to the

limited u-v coverage, the results are often ambiguous. We give

in Fig. 1 the hybrid maps of the 5 sources wich show evidence

of a core-jet structure; in the figures an arrow points towards

the VLA jet. All the VLBI jets are well aligned with the

kiloparsec structure. In 2 sources the jet appears two-sided,

but this may again be due to poor u-v coverage.
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TABLE 1

Source name

0055+30 NGC315

0104+32 3C31

0220+43 3C66B

0222+36

0258+35, NGC1167

0331+39 4C39.12

0755+37 NGC2484

0836+29

1037+30

1142+20 3C264

1144+35

1322+36 NGC5141

1441+52 3C303

1511+26 3C315

1626+39 3C338

1641+17 3C346

1833+32 3C382

2249+39 3C452

Beam
mas (deg)

6x2 (0)

6x2 (0)

5x2 (60)

6x2 (20)

5x2 (25)
6x2 (30)

4X2 (0)

4x2 (-15)
4x2 (-15)

8X2 (0)

6x2 (15)
4x2 (30)
6x2 (-45)

14x4 (30)
7x2 (-15)
12x6 (-45)

8x3 (0)

3X2 (0)

Scans
observed

6

6

2

2
2

1

8

6

6

4

2

2

3

1

5

2

1

3

Number of
stations

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

3

6

5

6

6

Structure

one sided

point

point

extended?

—
point

two sided

one sided

—

one sided?

one sided

point

point

—

extended

point

extended?

one sided

%

100

100

100

65

< 20

85

100

100

< 7

90

variable

50

100

< 5

100

70

100

100

f I. 1 1 1 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 1

W G C 3 1 5 ^ -

Cont. lev.= 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 10, 30, 50, 80 %

Distance between ticks = 2 mas

Peak flux = 519.3 mJy

Cont. lev.= 3, 5,10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80 %

Distance between ticks = 5 mas

Peak flux = 128.8 mJy

FIGURE 1
VLBI maps at 5 GHz of the core-jet structures. Arrows indie"..* the position angle of the
VLA jets. In the source 3C452 no jet is visible in the arcsec map, therefore the position
angle of the double structure is shown.
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FIGURE 1 (cont.)
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Future work

Accurate mapping of all the detected sources is planned

u a future step, in order to perform a statistical study on the

properties of radio galaxies on the milliarcsec scale. The aims

of this work are:

- to see whether the structure is symmetric, as on the

aresec scale, or not;

- to investigate the alignment of the mas structure with

the larger scale one. In fact the low luminosity radio galaxies

exhibit a large variety of distorsion both in the lobes and in

the large scale jets (Fanti et at. 1987, Astron. Astrophys. S.

S. 69,57) and it is important to find out at which scale these

distortions originate;

- to compare the morphological properties at the parsec

scale in radio sources of different radio power, in particular

quasars. This will provide information on the energy trans-

port from the central engine and could help in the interpre-

tation of the process of radio source formation;

- to search for superluminal motions.
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DISCUSSION

R. FOSBURY: Mould i t be possible to detect L. FERETTI: Yes, by means of other instru-
subarcsecond structures which have a steeper ments of intermediate resolution, i . e .
radio spectrum than the VLBI nucleus? MERLM or VLA, with a configuration at 15 GHz.
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OBSERVATIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF I'RECESSINC RELAT1VISTIC Jt'TS IN K.XTRAC.M.ACTIC RADIO SUUKihS

E . J . A . Miuirs ' , N. Rooa2

European Southern Observatory, Munich, FRC

SrerrehMciit, Leiden, NL

Jets of extragalactic radio sources in many cases show signs of precessions) motion. This rony arinu
when two massive compact objects are close to each other vithin a galaxy nucleus. The observed radio
brightness distributions are modelled by slowly precessing jets, often relativist.ic. Interesting
illustrations of their behaviour are offered by the frequency of occurrence of one-sided jets and by
an explanation of the "preferential avoidance" effect, There may be some evidence for a binary
massive black hole in the nearest galaxy nucleus, the Galactic Centra.

1. Occurrence of jet precession.

Jet precession appears to be a fairly common phenome-
non among extragalactic radio sources. It is easily
recognized from the S-shaped distortion, or inversion
symmetry it produces in the brightness distribution of
the radio sources (Miley 1980). This is distinct from
the C-shaped distortion, or mirror symmetry that
results when a radio source with jets is in orbit
around a companion galaxy or has a gravitational en-
counter with another system. Both symmetries are often
found in the brightness distributions of extragalactic
objects and the corresponding situations are illustra-
ted in Figure 1. A very neat example of jet precession
as such is actually provided by the galact
SS433 (Abe 11 & Margon 1979). The probable
precession is the presence of another mass

c object
ause of
.ve compact

object at a few parsec distance from the one that
supposedly ejects the jets. In fact, binary black
holes have been proposed to explain the observed pre-
cession phenomena (Begelman, Blandford & Rees 1980).

assumed that the jet consists of individual pJasmons
which, after ejection in some direction on the pre-
cession cone surface, move out ballistically. This
can in fact be observed for SS433 (Fig. 5 in Hjell-
ming & Johnston 1985). Travelling away from the nu-
cleus, they are allowed to disperse from the ejection
axis. They are simply given a constant emissivity,
which for the observer subsequently may be modified
by relativistic beaming. This purely kinematic model
can produce elaborate corkscrew patterns and realis-
tically mimic quite a variety of observed radio
structures (Gower et al. 1982).

Closer agreement still may be obtained when dyna-
mical effects like ram pressure by an external medium
are included (e.g. Icke 1981; Jones et al, 1986).
However, only few modelling efforts attempt to go
beyond pure ballistics. Refinements that future cal-
culations should consider are, for instance, density
gradients in the surrounding intergalactic medium and
the luminosity evolution of plasmons after they have
been expelled from the nucleus.

3. The case of "preferential avoidance".

An interesting application of precessing jets con-
cerns the "preferential avoidance" effect noticed in
radio sources (Rudnick 1982). This phenomenon is
schematically shovn in Figure 2a: for some sources

S-shape C-shape

Figure I. Situations giving rise to (a) processing
jets and (b.! translations! movement of jets (a nearby
galaxy is at the cross; after BlandfOld & Icke 1978).

2. Jet precession modelling.

Inversion synnnetric brightness distributions can
successfu11y be model led by slowly precessing jets
which may or may not be relativistic. It is usually

Figure 7 . (a) 11Luscrat ing the pi c : ere.it i ai avoitlan-
ce effect; radio structure (upper, ĥad..'J) and its
mirror image (luwer). (b) Impress;^n o\ parts ot
process ing twin jets e jected near tin* p Kino of the
sky where brightness is Ooppler-boostod due to veloci~
ty component towards observer.
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tht radio radiation appears in discrete blobs and
when overlaid with its reverse or mirror image, ch«
emission patches do not correspond to emission in th*
othftr image. An attractive and natural explanation
for this is offered by processing two-aided relati-
vist ic jets which lie in or near the plane of the sky,
as indicated in Figure 2b. Due to the precession and
the overall source inclination, the jets may at one
position have a velocity component towards the obser-
ver and correspondingly be Doppler-boosted, while a
similar velocity component away from the observer
diminishes the brightness at the sane position at the
other aide of the nucleus (Figure 3). This results in
the observed anti-symmetric preferential avoidance
pattern (Roos & Meurs 1987). As an example of this,
the (still purely kinematic) model calculation for
the source 4CT74.17.1 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Jet brightness distribution at one side of
nucleus (solid line) and at the other side (dashed
line) for the situation described in this sect ion,
shown as function of distance to nucleus (represented
by a phase angle). Notice the anti-symmetric on/off
pattern.

(Q)

4. Uhere are the binary massive black holes?

The binary massive black holes that have been sugges-
ted to reside in the galaxy nuclei and to be respon-
sible for the precesBional motion, say be difficult
to detect. On the basis of theoretical considerations
they are expected as a result of galaxy mergers and
could be present in most galactic nuclei. They would
normally have separations of order of a few parsec,
but may shrink during periods of activity triggered
by subsequent mergers, when as a result also the
precession periods should become shorter (Koos 1987).
This is displayed in Figure 5 in which, for compari-
son, precession periods derived for several radio
sources are plotted. The evolution curves for pre-
cession period drawn in this figure arc dependent on
the actual masses of the two black holes.

Figure 5. Precession periods derived from modelling
radio brightness distributions as in Figure 4 (open
squares) and estimated for several other sources
using statistical arguments (filled squares). Arrows
indicate upper and lower limits. The dashed curves
ara sample evolution paths of precession periods for
massive black hole binaries (see text). After Koos
(1987).

In fact, both black holes may emit radio radia-
tion when the nucleus is activated and sight then
both be detectable with VLBI. An obvious place to
search for a binary massive black hole is the centre
of our Galaxy. An interesting observation in this
regard is quoted by Clube (1986), indicating that
tha assumed Galactic Centre, Sgr A Nest, may have a

(b)

Figure 4. 21 cm map (a) and model calculation (b) of
4CT74.17.1 (from Boos & Meurs 1987). The arrow points
at a + indicating th« position of the optical identi-
fication, thus of the centre of the radio source.

Besides presenting a case for precession, this
application is of interest for questions regarding
ralativistic beaming and* intrinsically one- or two-
aided jets in radio sources. One-sided jets too may
result from a combination of precession, Doppler-
boosting and ejection near the plane of the sky
(Wardle & Potash 1984; Koos & Meurs 1987). For impli-
cations of this for core sources, cf. Fejes (1986).

Figure 6. Measured radial velocities of OH/IK stars
in the Galactic Centre region, as function of galac-
tic longitude (Babing 1987). The straight line re-
presents the least squares relation for this plot
quoted by Habing, which shows the rotation of stars
around the Centre and formally yields a velocity
offset of only 0.2 km/s for 1 - 0 * .
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radial velocity ccwponent of 40 km/a with respect Co
toe aun. Rather titan following his long-standing
suggestion o£ a general expansion of the Galaxy (Clube
1976), this may alternatively be interpreted a« the
orbital notion of one member of a binary massive black
hole in the nucleus of the Galaxy (Meurs 1987). Sup-
port for this idea cones Iron the radio search for
<WIR stars in the Galactic Centre region (Habing
1987). A« can be inferred from Figure 6, a 40 km/a
component of the sun with respect to the Galactic
Centre region is unlikely and the observed velocity
effect is probably associated with Sgr A Wast itsslf.
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THE RADIO STUDIES OF VIRQO CLUSTER SPIRALS AT 10.7 GHa

M. Urbauik', U. Klein2, U. Grttve3

? Astronomical Observatory, Jag-isllonian University, ul. Or!» 171, Krakow, Polasd
•^Radioasiroao-jiisoUaa Institut dor Universität Boon, Auf dam HUg»l 71, Bone, FHO
>Wax-Planok-Inatitut fUr Radioastronomie, Auf dom Httgal 69, Bonn, PRO

The 10.7 GHz observations of four Virgo Cluster spirals mad» with th« 100 w Ml'ISTR
radio teleaoope «re examined for possible affeats of th« olu«t«r «nvlroa«w«nt.
Their radio struotur« parameter» war« oonparad to thos« known from observations
of nearby field spiral«. A aaaroh for an anomalous ootrpoai.ti.oa of th« 10.7 OH«
radiation and for a general «mission deficiency of ta«»« spiral« relative to
fi»ld galaxies ha« baen also mado

!. Introduction

Spiral galaxi.es located o lose to tha
Virgo Cluster oor« ara known to be gas-poor
and to have very small ox* distorted HI
disk« (Giovanelli and Haynea, 1983/ Wanaola
1986) probably due to interaction» with the
intracluater medium, Possible effeot» of
this process upon th« radio continuum pro-
perties of cluster spirals are poorly
known, tba relevant data are still soadty,
lit« only study of this kind »ad« by Kbtanyl
(l^ai) with a rather poor resolution in S
reveaiad som« examples of abnormally snail
or distorted radio disk*.

In this work we examine oar 10.7 GHz
observations of four gas-poor Virgo Cluster
spirals made with the 100 m MPXfß telesco-
pe. It« objects selected for th« study: NGC
k2$k, NGC4321, NGC45O1 and UQOU569 are
known to have unusually am&ll radial axteat
of the III disk, the «f f act la strongest in
NGC4569 (Oiovanalli and Haynes, 19S3 ).
NGC4254 poaossing a peculiar, heavy south-
ern ana accompanied by a strong HI peak and
a gaseous tail on the opposite disk side
resembles strikingly known gas-stripped ob-
jects (Shoatak et al., It'82). A dust l&n«
and a HX ridge delineating tho Stf disk edge
of KGC45O1 are suggestive fox- a similar
process. The observed galaxies have a high-
er than average fraction of the gas looated
in molecular clouds (Kenney and Young,
19S6), according to quoted authors thea«
objects are deficient only in the interolo-
ud gas whilo the desaae, star-forming clouds
remain uuaffooted by the stripping process.

The radio observations of individual
objeoto: the 10.7 GHz maps with a resolu-
tion of i',2, good quality flux densities
and spectra, have boon presented in Urbanik
et al. (198a}. In the present vork we use
this material to diacuas possible radio 00-
ntinuun anoraaliea related to tjic listed
abovo oavi-rocomontal of f 00 to. The obaervttd
galaxies »ars searched .for an anomalously
small radial extent of the radio emission
and 'for- tho oslstaoce of the radio disk ds-
formatioas due to tjic gas and magnetic
field compression by the ambient medium.
Ve checked thom also for possible oongoqae-
noua of tUo scenario by IConnay and Young
(198É) namely, Sojr an Qbaormally high frac-
tion of radiation coming froio HXI i-egiona
and supernova roiaaaato (aeaociatod with
star-fonaing clouda) relative to tho diffu-
se nonthermal componsnt originating in mag-
netic fiolde penotratlng tt.e whole inter-
cloud space. A comparison of tho overall
etaiasion level of tho VXrgo Cluster and

field spirals of sivilar star f o m a t ion ra-
tes has been Bade as well.

2. Radio structure analysis

The radial distribution of th« radio
emission of thr«« Virgo Cluster apirala ha-
ying bright radio diakat NGC4254, NCC4321
and N6C4501 could b« «xamlnsd by fitting
exponential, beam-smoothed disks («a« Klein
and En«rson, 1981). This prooadura.yi.«lde(<
tha radio disk seal« lengths r^ «qual
to 3.2, 3.7 and 3.7 kpo respectively with a
mean «rror of 0,5 kpo (distanças to gaJLa-
xlos fron Harnett, 1?82). Tho ratio« of
thus« valu«« to optical disk radii (th«
latter baa«d "on da Vauaoul«ur« «t al,,
1 O76), *çj> i o/b 0 became 0.31, 0.30 »nd
O.27. Th«y are not smaller than the av«rag«
value <r5ftdi0/So> « 0.23*0.05 obtained for
nearby spirals by Klain and SnarsoD (1981).
Th« values of r£" conpar«d to optical
disk scale length« {Elmogreen and Elwegreen
1984| Send, 1982} follow well ooivel&tlon«
botwaon these quantitiao «stabl.lahad by
Klein and Emerson (J981) for fi»ló spirals.
By all the above, none of these tar«« spi-
rals has tha radio disk abnormally snail
compared with th« optical on«.

NGC4569 was too w«cü£ for such analy-
sis. We could only chock this galaxy for s
possible emission defioianoy In tho north-
ern disk region noted by Uz-banilc «t «1.
(I98Ó). It« radio eaiasioa averagnd over
différant disk regions was compared with
predictions from syametrio boam-aaoothed
modela having various soale Isngtha. In the
southern disk half obaoarvationo agree w«ll
wikh raost of aodels. Tha aroraga brightaaos
of tha northern disk portion is smallor
than its estimated error of 3.5 »K while
realiatio models predict values between 3
and k BK, not much greatsr than errors. TSia
ovidenoc tor the «oission dofioiency
this region ia therefore marginal.

Two galaxies > NGC't25'f and
uhich tho optical and HX otrueturea
onooimtars with tho acjbi.oat ga& »oro sear-
ched for tho r»dio oontinuuci aigus of the
magnatlo field oompi-or.s.ioa. S7o suöSïr.dtod
from our mapn tho beaa-ßcioothad sxpoaontiaX
disks having ooala lengths oqual to rSftd*°
and oarefully adjuotoiî fl«3 äansitiae. The
subtraction procedure rovealod voak, nsrre-j
ridgaa of osiission along tlio aswtliorn <SXt>tr.
edge of NGC'»254 and along fth© SN »af of NGC
4501, Just «hor« fasitaroß suopcatcad to wl.~
00 from interaction» wi'c.ä tho
aro present. Baoaus« at.' low

in

In
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Pleura 1. Brightness profiles across tb« radio ridges in MBGkZSk and HQClt5O1 averaged im
strips with P.A. as indioated in the plot and lentghs of h',0 and 3'.5 respectively.
Disks with ro B rS^dio (dots) and ro • rgP* (cirolas) have boon subtracted.

ratio wo applied integration in strips ;•*-
rallel to the orientation of peeuliar opti-
cal etruotares, the resulting brightness
profiles of radio ridges are ahomi la
Pig. 1.

In both easos the radio ridges were
found to be real, unresolved in width and
longer than about 2'. In NGC<t25't the ooin-
oideaoe of the ridge with the peeuliar sou-
thern m and HI peak (Varmels, 1986) is
obvious. A similar radio structure is pre-
sent in the gas stripped spiral NGC1961
(Shostak et al., 1982). A comparison of ra-
dio, HI and optical morphologies of both
objects suggests the gas attacking SQCkZik
from south or southwest, lhe radio ridge in
NOC»5O1 ooinoldes with a similar HI struo-
ture and with a dust lane on the SW disk
boundary, a collision with the intergalao-
tio gas Is likely to take plase there as
wall.

3. Xategratad radio properties

Tbe integrated properties of Virgo
Cluster spiralst their relative content of
various emission components and the overall
emission level were oompared to those of
field galaxies from the sample oomplled by
Urbanik (1987) using all available 10.7 GHx
and radio epeotrun data.

A search for possible oonsequenoes of
the soen&rio by Kenney and Young (1986) was
performed by estimating the fraotion of ra-
diation due to HII regions and supernova

remnants (Sluts) from the S M data (Kennloutt
and lent, 1983/* The same metheda ware app-
lied to the observed aad eomparisea objects
thus, possible biases •«• to necessary
assumptions were the same for both kinds of
objects. The contribution from KXI regions
(fail) has bean computed according to Loqn-
aux (1980) adopting the average extinction
of 1.1 mag. The fraction radiated by SXRa
('SNB) *as obtained by ad Justine knows. SHS
statistics (e.g. Borktuljson, 1986) to su-
pernova rates *s» In lndlvldaal galaxies.
The values of VsH «ore estimated assu*
•las no large galaxy-to-galax/ variations
of the Initial mass fsmotion in vhlob case
the average rates given by Ts—sini (1976)
oonld be tcaled to particolar galaxies
•sing their H« fluxos. Results are shown In
Ts.ble 1 together with remaining fractions
due to the purely nonthormal disk ( ^

Table 1. The emission components

Mama

HGC%25<t
IHX}%321
MG0%501
NQC4569

0.35
0.37
0.15
0.36

• .15
0.15
0.06
o.ist

0.50
O.%8
0.79
0.5T

0.15
0.10
0.06

7

*) V S M i n units of year"*1
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2. The plot of the eosaia ray eqalpartition energy density versus the surface H*
brightness for Virgo Cluster and flald galaxies. A aolid line displays tbo orthogonal
fit to all polnta except NQC^OI. A vertical broken lino and a oirolo ahow tho poal-
tlec of N6C45O1 If It bad ttaa olaotron energy spectrua tha saaa aa an average compa-
rison galaxy. The raa unoartainty of HCR for fiald (A) and Virgo Cluator apirala (B)
Xm abovn aa vartloal bara.

Tba fiald galaxy aaaplo nae tfaa ar«ra-
> ^ ) I* < f >

• O.5* with dispersions of 0.12, O.O5
0.1* roapeotively. None of Virgo Cluater
apirala studied in this work Esas an anoaa-
leusly high fraction of radiation aaaooia-
ted with yowng atar foraatlen products. The
scenario by Zennoy and Young (1«86) predlo-
tlng that the atar foraing cloudy aadi«a
aay be lest sensitive to the gaa sweeping
than deea the diffuse intereloud one eeeae
to bava ne analogy in the radio oontinaaa.

Finally, we ooaparod the integrated
radio ealsalon froa Virgo Cluator aad field
spirals using tha plot of tbo equipartltlon
aosaio ray energy density (ftiaholasyk,
1970) U C H versus tho &( surface brightness
Bit,, based on the data by Kennioatt and Kent
O°83)«< The validity of equlpartitlon la
net required] U C R aay aiaply oonatltute a
repreaeatat'ion of the surfaoe radio bright-
ness aocounted for the spaotrua slope. Ba-
dlo dlaenslona equal to optical ones and
the radio speotra straight down to 10 MHs
were assuaed. The first assuaptlon leads to
the saae syateaatlo blaaes for observed and
ooaparison objects (aee Sect.2), the aeoond
ene requiring the speotrua extrapolation
to lew frequencies needa aoae caution.

The plot of U C R veraus B B > (Tiff. 2)
shows a general tendency to an inoraase of
»CR with Increasing Bg*, this trend is the

for flald and Virgo Cluator apirala
witb a poaalblo oxooption of NOCU5OI. Tha
raaalning tbroo obaorrod galaxioa aooa wall
intoraporaod with eoapariaon objaota bowo-
rar, tho low bvigbtnaaa oad of tbo diatri-
bation of polnta la poorly populatod by
flald galaxioa. Xf wo nagloot HGC45O1 it ia
poaalblo to fit a ooaaon atraight lino for
Virgo Cluator and flold apirala roproaon-
ting woll tho data for both kinds of ob-
joeta aad laplylag U C H ^ B H S * 8 * - * 2 («»
orthogonal fit). Tho roaldual aoattor
yiolda tho correlation eooffioiont of 0.83,
U C R and B E U * " thua woll correlated. By
all tho afeoTO a rooant atar foraatlon ra-
to (aa aaaanred by tha H* oaiaaion) aoaaa
to bo far aoro iaportant in dotoraining tbo
radio properties of Virgo Cluator spirals
than dooa tho cluster onvironoaeut. Thla
oonolualon dooa not depend on tbo extrapo-
lation of tha spectra down to 10 MHxi re-
anlta aro vary aiailar If wo roplaoo U C R
with tho onorgy donaity of electrons radia-
ting above 400 MHz (whore good data exist)
or wltb a surfaoo brightness at 10.7 6Hs
taken alone.

Tfc« value of U Q R for NGC»501 exoeeds
that expected froa tb« boat fit to all re-
aalnlng polnta by 56 their reaidual aoa-
ttor. Tho deflectlea persists if wo consi-
der only eleotz-ons radiating above i*00 MHs
or if s. speotrua turnover below this fre-
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<Vu«aey la aaeduad to exist lu NOC4501, the
affeot ia thua aot an artifact of our as-
awuptlous» On the othor hand, tho deviation
(though real) ia largely du« to tho gala-
ay' a stoup apaatvum AS indicated in Fig. 2,
baaooing muoh smaller if tho high frequency
data «loue ar« ooualdererï. NGC^^OI belongs
to Virgo Cluster spirals having au anomalo-
ualy low »tar formation levai (Kannioutt,
1983). So far wo observed onXy one auoh ob«
Jaot thus, it ia difficult to establish any
otuaal relationship between it* radio and
•tar formation anomalies. Simple calcula-
tions show that a sudden aeas« of tha atar
formation in NGC^JOl would oaua« a tnuoh fa-
star daoay of tha Hoc and 10,7 <*Hs amiaeion
than that of th« low frequency radiation
orucial in determining UQH« Aftar about
5*10? yra a picture just obaarvad is likely
to develop. Sins* no reliable radio data
fox- other similar objects are available the
application of this aoenaxio to NGC4501 is
highly speculative.

4. Conclusion»

The 10.7 GKz napping atudy of four Vi-
rgo Cluster spirals revealed in two objeots
looaliaod radio disk distortions probably
due to collisions with the intraoluater me-
dium. The radio dlaka of Virgo Cluster spi-
rals oompared with optical onea do not seem
to be anoaalonsly small. Th« poasible exia-
t«noe of this effect in NGC4569 cannot be
mled-out however, errors are too large for
a definite oonolusion.

Tha integrated radio properties of Vi-
rgo Cluster spirals seen to be oontrolled
by atar formation in the same way as in
field galaxies, though the latter process
«ay be regulated by environmental effects
(Kennioutt, 1983). Star formation varia-
tions can even explain the behaviour of in-
dividual objects (e.g. the deflection of
NGC45O1). No extra effeots due to e.g. gas
and Magnetic field removal from various in-
terstellar medium phases were detected. A
weak radio continuum response to strong HI
anomalies is best explained by the fact
that even in normal spirals the III envelop»
is about twioe larger than the observable
radio disk. In the galaxies observed a
strong gas removal seems to be restricted
to their outermost regions (beyoad about a
half of the Holmberg radius) where usually
little continuum emission ia produced. The
• m « argumentation may explain anomalous CO
to CI ratios of cluster spirals disoussed
by Kenney and Young (1986).
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ACCRETION DISKS IN SOFT POTENTIAL WELLS.
Wolfgang J. DUSCHL.

Max-Planck-lnstitute for Astrophysics, Kart-Schwarzschild-Strasse 1,
D-8046 Garching be! Miinchen. West Germany.

Abstract. The softer a potential is, the closer the corresponding Keplerian rotation Is to a rigid
rotation law. Because of the small radial coupling in such e situation the radial mass Sow due to
viscosity in an a-accretion disk is very inefficient. Here a model is presented in which the mass of an
accretion disk in a soft potential well changes this potential in a sense that an efficient mass How in
radial direction becomes possible, thus making the formation of a central mass condensation possible.
This mechanism is of interest in the context of galactic central regions since It is capable of explaining
the existence of central masses such as observed in the cores ofaormal galaxies; it might also be of
relevance for the explanation of the activity in AGNs.

1. Introduction.

IcKe (1979) has shown that accretion in an a-accretton
disk (Shakura and Sunyeav. 1973) Is very inefficient
when the disk is placed in a soft potential well instead
of a Kepierian one. This is only true if a) the mass
of the disk is small compared to the background mass
from which the soft potential originates, .or 6) one
allows only a pure radial mass transport from the outer
boundary through the entire disk.

On the other hand one knows from observations of
very different systems in the universe that geometri-
cally very small (compared to the extent of the whole
galaxy) but very massive central bodies exist in the
central regions.

In our galaxy we have a central object of about 10°
Mo (Genzel and Townes, 1987); for the Andromeda
galaxy. M31, we find similar values (Kormendy. 1987);
and even the compact companion of the Andromeda
galaxy, M32, shows a central body of approximately
the same mass (Tonry, 1984). For Quasars one as-
sumes central black holes that are even more massive
(10g M© , Begelman et al., 1984).

We show that it is possible to form central bodies out
of accretion disks in the originally soft potentials of
galaxies; in a numerical example we shall discuss the
case of normal galaxies. A basic assumption in this
model is that a galaxy forms without a central object
that would dominate the gravitational field in the ga-
laxy's central regions. For sake of simplicity we shall
assume a very simple static galaxy model. Further in
this mode! all effects due to star formation are neglec-
ted, i.e. we a!v/3ys assume an all- gas disk. In practice
this is equivalent to assuming that selfgravity is only
modifying ths vertica! structure of the disk without
inilifi'.mg ioca! giavitaticnal collapses.

2. Outline Of The Theoretical Description.

A detailed description of the theoretical treatment of
accretion disks in galactic centers will be published
in another paper (Duschl. 1987a = Paper I). Some of
the ideas of this model are similar to the ones introdu-
ced by Bailey (1978). In the following the basic Ideas
are discussed in a model-Independent way, i.e. wi-
thout assuming specific functional forms for the back-
ground matter distribution; i.e. the galaxy. In this
sense the following theoretical description is a gene-
ralization of Paper I. The example of a normal galaxy
will be discussed in the next Section.

For simplicity we take a spherically symmetric back-
ground mass distribution. p(r); here p is the matter
density, and r the radial coordinate in a spherical coor-
dinate system. We parameterize p In the following
way:

p{r) = po-pi{y), (1)

where po Is a constant density while p\ is a dlmensi-
onless quantity describing the radial form of the den-
sity distribution, y Is a dimensionless radial coordinate
in units of a scaling radius R: y = r/R.

Via Poisson's equation one can determine the poten-
tial for such a macs distribution: in the general case
one allows also the possibilty that the mass of a cen-
tral object, Mc, and of a gas disk within y. Mi (y).
contribute to the potential. $ . At the beginning of the
evolution we have Mc = M& (y) = 0. Assuming again
spherical symmetry for alt components one obtains

with

and

. (2a)

(2b)
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In the context discussed here we have to choose p\
in such a way that we obtain a soft potential at the
center, i.e.

lim -r-i- = 0. (3)
v-»o dy * '

Eq. (2c) gives the following condition:

.. 1

( 4 b )

this is equivalent to the following condition:

lin gm
v—o a logy

Rom Eqs. (2) one can determine an equilibrium (" Kep-
lerlan") velocity, «#:

«& (»•) = «Sro • «fc» + — Ry . (5a)

with

and

(5b)

(5c)

n = vK/(R • y) is the angular velocity. From Eq. (3)
one gets

l i m ^ = 0, (6)
v-o dy l ;

i.e. we have almost rigid equilibrium rotation in the
central regions.
The density distribution given in Eq. (1) also defines
the background mass within a certain radius r. Mb (r):

with

and
Mbl[y) =

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

In the following it is assumed that the background
mass rotates in a cylindrically symmetric way. Here
we introduce » as the radial component of the cylind-
rical coordinate system, x = s/R is the correspon-
ding dimensionless radius. The rotation velocity of
the background, u*. is given by

v. (a) = u»o • «*i (x) , (3)

where again v . i is a dimensionless quantity, and v.o

a constant. The cylindrical rotation law in a spheri-
cal mass distribution defines a plane of symmetry; in
this plane of symmetry we can have an accretion disk.
If not otherwise declared in the following quantities

Q originally defined in the spherical system but now
used in the cylindrical system have to be understood
in the sense that Q (*) = Q [y, 6 « 0), where 0 Is the
poloidal angle in the spherical system.

We further assume that the background matter loses
mass at a rate /*(*)• Here U is an effective mass loss
rate in the sense that it only describes the part of the
mass lost that actually describes reaches the accretion
disk.

Mass lost from the background at a position (*., * . .
<£,) (z and <f> being the vertical and azimuths! coor-
dinate in the cylindrical system, resp.) falls Into the
disk at (x. 0. 4>). We assume that the Infalllng mast
keeps its angular momentum. Because of the chosen
symmetry only the relation between z* and s Is of
relevance:

3! • VK (*) = X. • 1>. (&•) (9)

determines x(x»).

The surface density of mass Infall from a radius x«.
£ . . is given by

(t, *.) =

with

£*i (**) = PI (y.) dz,
Jo

y,

and

L(x.), (10a)

(10b)

(10c)

(lOd)

(lOe)

where yb is the background mass' outer radius.

Then Eqs. (9) and (10) yield a mass infall rate per
unit area at a certain radius, Eb. of

with

(lla)

^ ^ ; (lib)

The evolution of a geometrically thin Isothermal a-
accretion disk is described by the following diffusion-
type equation:

(12)

Here for quantities Q we use the abbreviations Q =
dQ/dt. and Q' = dQ/dx or dQ/dx.
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In Eq. (12) 2 is the surface density in the disk, and
v the kinematic viscosity:

with the sound velocity c«:

(13b)

(Si Is the gas constant divided by the molecular weight,
T the temperature of the disk)

and the vertical scale height, h. When selfgravitation
is negligible we have

while in the opposite case we use (Paczyriski. 1978)

From Eq. (12) one can define an accretion time scale.

f l ' (s )

We approximate the accretion rate, M, at any radius
io in the following by

(15)

while selfgravity becomes relevant when the local sur-
face density Is so large that Its gravitational accelera-
tion overcomes the combined ones of central object,
disk, and background:

Eq. (16a) means that at a certain radius accretion
becomes more and more dominant as long as selfgra-
vitation does not play a major role. Whether selfgra-
vitation wins or not depends now on the net mass
balance in the accretion disk: Eq. (16b) shows that
in the case that the local mass increases faster than
does the mass within this radius selfgravity becomes
more and more relevant, while in the opposite case
selfgravitation does not influence the evolution. This
is the more true as the radius in units of the vertical
scale hight. s/h. itself depends linearely on the local
surface density {see Eq. (13d)).

As we are only interested in the overaii evolution of the
accretion disk we make the following approximation:
We assume that in the soft part of the potential. I.e.
the part with very long accretion time scales, no radial
mass flows takes place at all while in the inner part
where the disk and the central c \ ct dominate the
potential we approximate tl flow rate by the
disk mass in this region d i w . * !>v . •« corresponding
accretion time scale. The t> " dimension of
the region where accretion takes places ?<-, determined
in the following way: The outer radius. x0. is given
by:

Mb (*o) _ a

where E is a free parameter of order 1.

3. The Evolution Of The Disk.

Two competing processes play the major roles in the
evolution of an accretion disk under the circumstan-
ces discussed here: a) the larger the mass of disk
and central mass, the larger is the region where a soft
potential no longer dominates but rather the second
(Keplerian) term on the right hand side of Eq. (2a)
wins, i.e. the higher the efficiency of accretion is there:
b) the more mass we have in the disk the stronger is
selfgravity. but higher selfgravitation means smaller
scale heights (Eqs. (13c) and (13d)): this means less
efficient accretion as the time scale ?-<,<.„ becomes lar-
ger (Eq. (14)).

So one can say that accretion becomes efficient at
a radius x as soon as the disk mass (plus the cen-
tral mass) become comparable to (or larger than) the
background mass, i.e.

(16a)

4. The Result For Normal Galaxies.

In this Section we discuss the example of an accretion
disk in the originally soft potential of a normal galaxy.
We take the following set of parameters:

po = 1.9 • 10-3 0 g/cm9, Pl (y) = (1 + y2)"3/3;

R = 6.2 • 10ao cm, !fc = 50;

w.o = 1 • 107 cm/i, xrot = 5,

V.X (X) ~
ifx>arrot;

« = 1, T=30.K.

The prescription of p± fulfilles condition (4b) so that
we have the situation of a potential that is soft at the
center.
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In practice the choices of a and T are not independent
of each other. As both quantities only show up In the
prescription of the kinematic viscosity (Eqs. (13))
what one effectively chooses is the turbulent velocity,
or a • y/T. The choice made for this model is conser-
vative compared to the turbulent velocities observed
for instance in the central regions of our galaxy.

This set is equivalent to a spherical galaxy of radius
10 kpc, mass 1 • 1011MO . and mass Infall rate into
the accretion disk of 2.1 • 10" l M © /yr.

Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the central body,
i.e. its mass, Mc, and its accretion rate, M.

The result is that one obtains a central mass similar
to observed ones within 1010 yrs. In another paper
(Duschl. 1987b) it is shown that tins result not only
is true for this particular set of parameters but holds
for all reasonable parameter combinations of normal
gajaxies. even compact galaxies.

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.S ».O ». ! «.C «.S 5.0 S.S 1.9 ».S 7.0

Figure 1: The evolution of the central mass. Mc, and the mass

accretion rate. M. for the model galaxy as discussed, in Sect. 4

(Duschl. 1987a).

From Fig. 1 one clearly can see the competition bet-
ween the two processes described in Eqs. (16). At
the beginning of the evolution selfgravity is not yet
relevant, i.e. because of the increase of central and
disk mass the efficiency of accretion increases. As we
see the accretion rate to the central object is always
smaller than the mass infall rate into the accretion
disk; this means that selfgravity becomes more and
more important. Later selfgravitation dominates the
evolution. This is the reason for the decrease in the
transfer rate between 107 5 and 108 yrs. Then the
rate increases again slowly as the mass of the disk
grows faster than the accretion time scale decreases
(see Eq. (15)).

5. Summary.

So one finds that such a model is capable of explai-
ning the existence of massive objects in the centers of
normal galaxies.

The natural next steps for improving this theoretical
model are, among others:
— The effects of star formation in the disk out of the
material of the disk have to be included; a first ap-
proximation could be the introduction of a two phase
gas.

— The analysis of different models of transport of
angular momentum through and in the disk.

/ thank Dr. S. White for carefully reading the ma-
nuscript.
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DISCUSSION

E. MEURS: Would the picture ycu sketch be
modified if the accreting disk were net in
the plane of the galaxy, for which there are
several indications from ( properly) active
galaxies?

W. DUSCHL: I think an inclined disk would
increase the mass flow rate, i.e. the acti-
vity in my model of accretion disks. But
because of symmetry approximations I can not
model such an inclined disk and thus can not
make detailed estimates of how 'arge such an
effect would be.
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Shock Acceleration of Secondary I'urticloa in Active Galactic Nuclei
Yohannn KleT"«ns

Max-Planck-Institut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hiigel 69, Bonn
W. Germany

The non-thermal spectra of many extragalactic jets
and active galactic nuclei have a power law form
over many orders of magnitudes. This kind of
spectrum is assumed to be the result of shock
acceleration of relativistic electrons at these
sources.

As observed by Rieke et al. (1982) some of the
A.G.N's, especially the BL. Lac type, have an abrupt
cutoff at IR-V frequencies. In some cases the
Intensity of the non-thermal radiation decreases by
more than two orders of magnitude over a frequency
band of less than one order of magnitude (see fig.
1).

5r - E
[
idt SH

14 15 14
LOG v (Hz)

Fig. 1 Optlcal-IR spectra of non-thermal sources
with sharp spectral cutoffs.
Sources are: (a) 0010+40; (b) 3C 68.1; (c)
0202+14; (d) 0235+164 early in outburst;
(e) 0235+164 In middle or outburst; (f)
0406+121; and (g) 1413+135 (from Rieke et
al. 1982).

This sharp decrease is explained by the
different rates of energy gains and energy losses of
the shock ac-.-leration mechanism accompanied by
synchrotron -sdiation. Since the energy gains are
proportional to energy

whereas the synchrotron losses are given by

UtJ s v
 E

(1)

(2)

there is a critical energy, where the losses equalize
the gains, and above the critical energy the syn-
chrotron losses prevent the electrons to reach higher
energy and a cutoff in the electron distribution
appears. This cutoff produces a similar cutoff in the
synchrotron-radiation (e.g. Webb et al, 1984).

In a recent paper, Biermann and Strittmatter
have shown that under common physical conditions
at these extragalactic objects, the cutoff frequency
should be at -10»3 - io15 Hz, same order of magni-
tude as the observations (Biermann and Strittmatter,
1987).

But, as presented by Cruz-Conzalcs and Huchra
(1984), the size of the sharp decrease varies from
one object to another. Moreover, the X-ray intensity
of the A.G.N's contradicts the simple synchrotron
radiation explanation. I wish to propose here a
model which can explain both, the variation of the
sharp decrease size and the X-ray Intensity.

The element of this model are as follows, A jet
of ultrasonic plasma is assumed to stream through
broad line region (BLR) of a A.G.N. Being the plasma
ultrasonic, with respect to the ambient medium,
collisionless shock or shocks are created within the
jet. These shocks accelerate a relativistic population
of electrons and protons. Unlike the electrons, the
protons do not suffer from synchrotron losses up to
very high energy (Biermann and Strittmatter, 1987).
The accelerated protons interact with the dense
clouds (nH - 1O10) and the intercloud medium (nH -
10!) of the broad line region, creating secondary
electrons and positrons through pion creation process
(s.ee Gould and Burbridge, 1967).

Using a simple Fermi model of meson creation
(also therein), the resulting secondary particle
spectrum has a power law form given by
n3 - E

where

f (ap -0.5)

(3)

(4)

n b e i n g t h e s p e n r a l i n d e x of t h e prot.oii d i s l r i -
b u t i o n .
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Assuming that the primary electrons and protons
are Injected to the, shook with the same relatlvlstic
energy and the same energy density, we obtain the
ratio between the primary and the secondary energy
densities, to be

| p = 5.11 s 10"» nHS T, (0.0146)-r j * (5)

where nHS = n/10s- the mean proton density of the
BLR, T, = T/IO7. T being the characteristic time of
one shock and Ia and Ip are Integrals given by

dy. (6a)•y.«,I a = f""8 Jy.i yJ-r

I = rypm yl-a iyp (6b)
p J7p1 p

y, and ym being the minimal and the maximal
Lorentz factors.

Inserting common values for these parameters,
we obtain *» « 1.8xlO~4 for nH5 = l and M a 18 for
nH3 = 10', where the former case corresponds to a
total absence of the dense clouds in the BLR and
the latter case, to a clouds filling factor
approaching unity. The results are almost same for
the two interesting cases of R=7 and R=4, R being
compression ration of the shock. Of course in a real
situation M can not exceed unity, nevertheless, the
results show that the secondary particles can
contribute a decisive contribution to the syn-
chrotron radiation from A.G.N.

-4

Pig. 2

LOG (v)

Combined synchrotron spectra of primary and
secondary particles, for various ft (p=ue/u5).
The compression ratio is of strong non-
relatlvlstle adiabatlc- shock with non-
relativistic equation of state (R=4).

The combined synchrotron spectra are shown in
figs. 2 and 3 for various it, and R=4 and R=7
respectively. The combined spectra were obtained by
using a semi-analytical solution for the primary

electrons (Webb et al., 1984) and a Monte-Carlo
code, which I have developed for the secondary
particles. The necessity to use a Monte-Carlo code,
was due to the fact that unlike the primaries, r.he
secondary particle injection can not be described in
terms of ^-function neither in location, nor in
energy.

Q

1 4

-4

1 1 '

R=7

1 1

1

1

1

1

LOG Iv)
Fig. 3 Same as Pig. 2 for non-relativlstlc shock

with relatlvistic eq. of state (R=7).

Pigs. 4 and 5 show fitts of the model to two
A.G.N's PKS 0521-365 and 1219+305 (2A 1218+304).
The observations are taken from Cruz-Gonzalez and
Ujchra (1984) and Ghisellini et al. (1986).

18
LOG |v)

Fig. 4 The fitt of the model to the observations of
PKS 0521-365.

LOG |v)

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 4 for the object 1219+?O5 (2A
1218+304).
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We can see that my mode] flits the observations
over more than eight orders of magnitude In boths
objects. Therefore the proposed model can explain
the different size of tho abrupt decrease and even
the overall non-thermal radiation of A.G.N's by a
simple mechanism of diffusive shock acceleration of
protons and electrons.

The differences between various A.G.N's spectra
art- therefore only due to different local physical
parameters, for esarr.pla the filling factor of the
dense clouds, the magnetic field tntenslty etc., and
not due to different physical mechanisms.

This work is a part of my Ph.D. thesis under
the supervision of Prof. PL. (Hermann at
Max-Planck- Institut fQr Radloastronomle tit Bonn,
W. Germany. It was supported by the Minerva found
and a grant of M.P.G..
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THB STAHFORMATIQN AND STRUCTURE OF THE HGG 1275 GALAXY OIRGUWNUGLBAR REGION

I.Pronik.L.Uetik

Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, 334413, F/O Nauohny, Crimea, USSR

The Seyfert galaxy NGC 1275 circumnuolear region was investigated using opeo-

tro- and color photometry which permited us to reveal the region of active star-

formation near deails, located 3" North-Weat and 7" North-East from the NGC 1275

galaxy nucleus. The mass of these regions i-Kl zones is about 10 - 10 YIXo»

The ISAS observations of classical Sey-

fert galaxies on 25 M * »60«I» and 100 M M in-

dicate the bursts of starformation in their

central regions (J.Rodriguea Espinosa et al.

1987). Wirth et al. (1983) showed that in

13 kpc central region of Seyfert galaxy

NGC 1275 approximatelly 30 fll« of young

B-stars per year are formed. According to

our multicolor and spectral photometry of

NGC 1275 galaxy 2.5 kpc circumnuclear re-

gion the process of starformation is ref-

lected on its color indexes, structure and

spectra (luetik,I.Fronik,I979; I.Pronik,

iletik, 1986).

The material for the investigation nas

obtained In prime focus of 6-n telescope :

direct images with the glass-filters

( A*f 4800 A and A*f 6650 A ) and unwidened

spectra in diapason A A 3700-7300 AA with

the dispersion 95 A/am in two position an-

gles of the spectrograph slit. The image

scale on negatives was I7"5 per mm. It

was adopted,that I" on the NGC 1275 gala-

xy distances correspond to 350 pc.

In Fig.2 we present the photometric

naps of the NSC- 1275 circumnuclear region

in blue and red light. One can see, that

in blue light the circumnuclear region of

HGC 1275 galaxy is slightly stretched to-

warde "c"-detail. The nucleus dimension

on 0.5 maximal brightness is twice more in

blue compared to its dimension in red li-

ght. This fact Indicate, that there is a

stretohing of HGC 1275 circumnuclear re-

gion in blue light toward detail "c".

The itself detail "c" is a superassoci-

ation about I kpc dimension, containing
blue stars and Hll-regions. In Pig.2 regis-

Pig.I. The photometric maps of the
NGC 1275 circumnuclear region in blue
(top) and red (bottom) light: "a" -
nucleus, "b" - strarlike detail, "c* -
arched detail; I and II - two position
angles of spectrograph's slit (X- "ad"
direction, II - "ab" direction); "A" -

5tar's map; D - photometric density,. - relative surface brightnessc
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3800

I

NGC 1275

6400 6600 6800

Fig.2. The registrogramms of "c"-detail
speotra in blue (top) and red (bottom).

trogramms of this detail spectrum in blue

and red are presented. In blue it is well

visible H and K Ca+ lines, indicating

that "c"-detail is formation of A-type

stars. In red - one can see strong emis-

sion in H* , [Nil] and fsilj lines.

All absorption and emission lines hare

redshilts equal to those of NGC 1275 ga-

laxy (see vertical lines in Fig.2).

In Fig.3 the energy distribution in the

continuum of the detail "c" ie ohotvcn. A

hump in red Is conditioned by old spectral

type stars, and a hump in blue - by young

blue stare. The detail "c" may be conside-

red as a large, about I kpc dimension,of

starburst region,interacting with the

NGC 1275 nucleus (Metik,Pronik,I979). To

confirm this supposition, the nucleus pho-

tometric contours o.i unividened spectra

have been investigated. These spectra have

been measured across the dispersion in 13

emission lines 3727 A [Oil] , 3869 AfKeln) ,

Hr , HJJ ,4959 A and 5OC7 A pill] , 6300 A

and 6364 A £jj , 6548 A and 6534 A /Nil] ,

Hen , 6717 A and 6731 A [sil] and neighbour

continuum. 17 spectrogramms have been mea-

sured. The NGC 1275 nucleus photometric

contour in emission line is the difference

of an emission line contour and mean conto-

ur, obtained from two neighbour with line

parts of continuum contours.

1.0

5007 f

7

IWu
I.
V

Pig.". The energy distribution in
"c"-detail continuum.

Pig.4. She photometric contours of the

MGC 1275 nucleus in three spectral lines

and two ( I - "cM , II - "b" ) position

angles.

In Pig.4 the NGC 1275 galaxy nucleus

photometric contours in some emission li-

nes are presented. Characteristic peculi-

arities of these contours are a steep

slumps of brightness on two sides from

the maximum. It is showen, that in detail
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"o* direction,(I) the HOC 1275 nucleus di-

mension in emieeion linee la more, than in
"to" detail direction (II). The 3727 A

line contour in "o" direction (I) almost

two time broader and asymmetrical them

other contours*

The NGC 1275 nucleus dimension in emis-

sion lines and continuum on O.I5 level of

maximum brightness are shonen in ̂ itf.5.

These results have confirmed that the

NGC 1275 nuoleus aa in UV-oontinuum, so

in •Mission lines is stretched towards

*c"-dttail. Th« stretching formation with

as ' { • A
WOO 6000 M.

03

:'u

«000 6000 X>

Fig.5» The dimension in nm and
arc seconds (on the left and on the
right on axes} of KGO 1275 nuoleus
photometric contours in I and II po-
sition angles in continuum (dots)
and emission lines (circles) on 0*15
lerel of maximum brightness ( see
text ).

the instrumental contour discount in emis-

sion lines io about It'5-2" ( or 5OO-7OOpc)

but in 3727 A fell} lino is about 2"-3"

( or 1000 po ).

The stretohod formation in H A lino

almost ten times fainter, than tho nuolc-

us, i.e. its luminosity ,2« ~ IC/!Iore/c

( Adams, V/eectaan, 1975). The mass of io-

nized hydrogen of this formation having

I kpo dimension with or without the fil-

ling-faotor discount is equal to 10 -

I0')T£© . If the ratio gas/dust is adop-

ted • 100, then the dust mass of this

stretched formation would be 10^-lO^THo.

Xhe IR observational data have showed

that the mass of dust in 40 po region

near NOG 1275 galaxy nuoleus is equal to

I03flt<j> ( Rudy et al.,1982). Shis result

does not contradict to our dust mass esti-

mation for stretched nuoleus formation.

Our observations of NGC 1275 were

carried out in I2-I5.0I.I977 - close to

the minimum of the nucleus brightness.

We suppose that this circumstance helped

us to reveal the formation of blue stars

and gas near the HOC 1275 nucleus.
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DISCUSSION

E. MEURS; Do you think that the line profiles R. FOSBURYs Do you propose that the emission
you showed for region C could consist of two spectra of deta i ls C and B are the resul ts
contributions? of s t e l l a r photoionization - do they show

strong [oi] , [SIl] and [Mil]?

I . PRMIK: Yes, may be. But i t is not
resolved. I . PROWIKs Mostly they do, but the influence

of the nucleus is possible too.
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COSMOLOGY! THEORY ANJ) OBSERVATIONS

V.N.Lukash, I.D.Novikov

Space Research Institute, Moscow USSR

INTRODUCTION

For the last few years both theoreti-

cal and observational cosmology have been

undergoing an especially rapid development.

The goal of this review is to single out of

this impetuous torrent some important new

points which, as to our opinion, are the

most essential and characteristic for the

rew trends.

1* THEORY OF THE VERY EARLY UNIVERSE

Almost all specialists consider it now

established thet at the very beginning of

the cosmological expansion there was an

epoch of an exponentially rapid expansion -

inflation, which than was followed by the

relatively slow expansion of the Universe

according to the laws of the Friedmanr. mo-

del. It is well-known that inflation natu-

rally accounts for a set of the most impor-

tant fundamental properties of the observed .

Universe.

Nevertheless, the more detailed study

of- the inflationary theory revealed a few

problems, that needed to be solved.

We shall point out the following

problems:

1) What is the physical nature of the

field, which causes the inflation, and what

are the initial conditions of the origin of

the inflation?

2) What is the solution to the problem

of singularity in cosmology? Or to be more

precise: what was before the singularity,

before the beginning of the expansion?

This problem has nothing to do with the

first versions of the inflation theory.

3) What processes during the inflati-

on stage did cause the origin of the pri-

mordial fluctuations which then led to ga-

laxies?

For the last few years there were ob-

tained new important results on each of the

problem in the list.

1) The physics of Inflation

Let us start with the first problem.

The beginning of the inflation needs

that the Universe was dominated in density

by "vacuum-like" state with effective equa-

tion of state

p = - y c2

In the first "really working" infla-

tionary models - so-called "new inflatio-

nary scenario" { Linde 1982; Albrehfc

J» Steinhardt 1982) - such a state oc-

cured due to the strong supercooling du-

ring the phase transitions in the Early

Universe. But later it was discovered, that

vacuum-like state (hence inflation) could

occur in a lot of different theories which

described the superdense state of a matter.

This class of theories include: all models

with scalar field •? , which potential
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energy density V(JP) depends on if as

V-vtf11 { highar-derlvatlve theories of gra-

i vity; some theories of supergravityt Kaluza-

Klein theories and others. In each of these

theories one can point out a factor which

effectively plays role of the scalar field

Jf with the saaa .qualitative properties of

the potential energy density V(tf). To gi-

ve an idea of how it all looks like, let us

choose the simplest model (see Linda 1987)<

VCf) s % m2tf2 (1)

If In some region the field $ is nearly

homogeneous, then Inflation takes place,

when the sate of change of the tf -field

is much smaller than the sate of the ex-

pansion of the Universe. It can be shown

that it takes place If the initial value of

the field $„ is greater than ^ Up

(M_ * 1O19 GeV - Planck's mass).

The expansion law is (a - is a scale

factor)i

a(t) - a0 exp (H(«P) t) , (2)

waare H Is a Hubble constant:

(3)

(we chose the units k = c = h = 1 , so that

time t was measured in 'units of 1L ).

At the same tine the field 9 goes as

m M_
A? ft} st «- -2_ t :&

The duration of the inflationary stage is

determined by the following condition

tn

(5)

After this the oscillations of the «? -

field near the S? = 0 value lead to the

heating of the Universe and establishment

of the Friedmann regime.

Aa we see, the Initial value i?o

plays the crucial role in the origin of in-

flation and determine the duration of this

stage.

In the first variants of the "new in-

flationary scenario's lfc was suggested

that the -Initial value !fo corresponded

to the point of the symmetry of the poten-

tial Vt 90
 a 0. In this case there would

be no inflation in a theory with V ~ ff n.

• The next essential step was to assu-

me that the initial value \?o is chaotic

(Chaotic inflation,Llnde 1983)»

It seems natural to assume, that at

some initial moment near the singular sta-

te there appeamin a space-time "foam" a

region of Flanckian size l p—10~" cm

with such a tfo that V(%)- density is of

the order of Planckian one:

(5)

Then the initial value of the field is

(6)

m
The reasonable value of m is (as it is

shown below) m at 10"* BL . These initial

conditions lead to such an inflation, that

the original region 10"^ cm expands
1O8

10' times and becomes much greater than

the visible part of the Universe. It is im-

portant that out of the blown domain the

Universe is not considered to be homogene-

ous but may well differ drastically on all

physical parameters with respect to "our

Universe".

So, concerning the first problem: "Who

is <P and what is tfo ? " We can say the

following:

•) We still do not know who <f is,

but what we know is that the if with all
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desirable for the inflation properties doeB

exist in a wide range of theories but not

in some exceptional cases, as it was belie-

ved before.

b) It is natural to assume that tP0 is

chaotically distributed over the domains

with minimal possible dimensions of a clas-

sical space-time ~ 1_ as 1O~" cm .
i?

2) The self-reproducing inflationary

Universe

let us now turn to the second problemt

What was before the expansion of the Univer-

se out of the singular state of Planck's

density.

The chaotic inflation model provides

us with a quite different approach to the

problem of the singularity and the global

structure of the whole Universe (Linde 1986

a,b; see also Starobinsky 1984,1986).

The new approach is essentially based

on the quantum fluctuations of the <S-

field occured at inflationary stage. The

average amplitude of quantum fluctuations

generated during a time H is the follo-

wing:

l(Ttfl - H/20T (7)

After a A t^H"1 the amplitude S'y of

the created fluctuations does not change and

their wavelengths grow exponentially. At the
—1next A t — H the process repeats again

and so on.

The second important point is that if

one marks out in ths inflating Universe at

an arbitrary moment a domain with a size

l,a H""'1 , then it will evolve in future in-

dependently of any other domains. The exchan-

ge by signals between the two aomnins is im-

pobdible due !;o fcho fa at exponsic.ru \Se shall

c.-xil such donains as minxuniverses. It is

clear, that each Initial miniunlveree

time H grows e-tiraes in linear size

and becomes divided into e new separate

miniuniverses. Each of them "remembers" the

conditions in the initial mother-miniuni-

verse, but fails to have any communications

with the rest of her sisters and evolves se-

parately. Then each of the sisters of the

first generation gives rise to the next ge-

neration of miniuniverses and so on.

Let us consider one miniuniverse with

density V<Jl£ (hence with l.>lp) and

follow its evolution.

If we neglect the quantum fluctuations,

then after the time A t = H"1 the field

$ in this domain will be reduced by (see

<*> ):

and the value of y>-field in each of the

first generation miniunivercies will, -be

smaller. These are the "ordinary" blowing

Universes with the slowly decreasing ty ,

according to (4).

Let us now take into account the quan-

tum fluctuations. If

* , (9)
f

then J oU I « d ^ and quantum fluctua-

tions are unimportant for the expansion of

the domain as a whole. On the contrary, if

i? t>> n|/'2m"^ then ! S'tf I » A $ and S"ff

are very important. Quantum fluctuations

are chaotic, and their wavelengths are of

the order of 1. <• That means that in a

half of the miniuniverses of the first ge-

neration the field tf will grow by

and in the rest - will decrease by

This chain oi changes of the cs> ~fxi

will continue further: in each of the fo] -
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lowing generations there will be minlunlver-

ses where the tp -field will grow due to

the quantum fluctuations. Note, that the

increase of the i? is followed by the in-

crease of the rate of expansion H(tf).

This results In that the main part of the

total physical volume of all of miniuniver-

sea in a current generation is related to

the ainiuniveraes each time with the more

and more big <f , henoe greater energy

density V. So it will proceed till the V

to our
Universe

reaches the Planck's value T = i(i This

is the upper limit for the V, since at

greater V the space-time will decay into

quanta forming the foam. Then there will be

further fluctuations In this foam, which will

lead to new miniunlverses with Vj£V_ = M^«

Bach of such a "bubbles" may either collap-

se immediately or produce a set of miniuni-

verses of new generations* Bach chain will

lead both to the minluniverses with decrea-

sing and increasing energy density V. All

this process of motion of generations of

miniuniverses along values of V is a par-

ticular case of "diffusion" (see Gonchsrov,

Linde, Mukhanov, 1987). Although the long

going upstairs to the larger values of V

along the staira of generations is a low-

probable event, if it does occur, then due

to thR growth of H with the growth of )f

the volume of such a bubble is very rapidly

blowing, overcoming its neibours with

smaller values of tf .

As a result, the main part of the

universe all the time is in the state with

energy density near the V = JL • But at

the same time there will be miniuniverses

with the lower and lower values of tf and

V(i?) (see Fig. 1).

When inequality (9) holds, then the

Fig. 1. The scheme of the evolution of
the miniuniverse with the initial V()f)%
11*. The density of the shade of miniuni-
verses corresponds to the value of V(!f)

quantum fluctuations will be of no impor-

tance and all of the miniuniverses of the

following generations will have & -field

decreasing by £ tf during the £ t=H .

All of thnse miniuniverses have almost the

aama value of <3 at the same time. In

fact it looks like the blowing of a single

almost homogeneous domain (see Fig. 1).

However, one can see that the topologi-

cal structure of the Universe in this pic-

ture is quite complex and far from the na-

ive picture.of the homogeneous Universe.

If one takes the total sum of the mini-

universes obtained from the same initial do-

main and measures time by the clock of

inertial observers, initially at rest in the

domain, then at the arbitiary slice t"cons-

tant there will be both regions with infla-

tion and of small density. And the regions

with o = const (as one that we used to

live in) are topologically not connected.

It is natural to assume in this pictu-

re that there is no any First domain, and

the whole of it can be continued infinitely

into the past and the future.

This scenario also solves the problem:

What was before the singularity? The answer
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ie as follows! The Universe Is eternally

reproducing Itself and eternally xisting

in the infinite variety of states*

Here we ares

in one of the mlniparts of this global

Universe, where the conditions occasionally

turned out to be suitable for the life (.the

aftthropic principle).

Let us note in conclusion, that one

can find the first ideas on the selfrepro-

ducing Universe in the papers by Guth 1981,

Gott 1982, Steinhardt i982,Vilenkin 198?.

feut the modern view these ideas have gained

just recently.

3) Density perturbations

The third problem of those quoted

above - the origin of density perturbati-

ons in inflationary cosmology.

The quantum fluctuations of the field

<$ transfer after the end of inflation

into the density perturbations (adiabatic

perturbations) with the amplitude (see (?)

and (5))

and flat spectrum (Zeldovich 1972). If

to-10~*Mp(as we chose it above), then this

amplitude is just equal to that, which is

necessary for the galaxy formation. But,

as we shall see it in part II, the theory

of galaxy formation from the adiabatic

perturbations with flat spectrum faces

the soae difficulties.

This is the cause of revival of the

interest to anotherpossible sources of the

seeds for galaxies*

Kofman and Linde (198?) have studied

the possibility of generation of isothermal

perturbations of various kinds during infla-

tion.

The main idea is simple. If there

exlstenot only field i? , which leade to

the inflation, but the other scalar fields

*$# as well, then by choice of the proper

potential V, = V»( tf#) and of the proper-

ties of the !f* one can get the large

fluctuations of these fields !?# with va-

rious spectra (power-law; with cut-off at

large or small wavelengths). If during in-

flation V. « V, then "bV, gives negli-

gible perturbations of the total matter den-

sity, determined by V (isothermal pertur-

bations). It is possible to construct the

galaxy formation theories using these per-

turbations. The same authors have conside-

red the possibility of the phase transiti-

ons at the latest stages of inflation,

which lead to the creation of strings,

bubblas etc.

There is an interesting idea of possib-

le formation of baryonic islands, surroun-

ded by an invisible nonbar^onic matter (Dol-

gov SsKardashev 1986; Dolgov et al. 1987).

This hypothesis explains a set of observa-

tional data and,in particular,the absence

of quasars with Z much greater then 4.About

observation properties of large baryonic

perturbations see Lukash (19?7).

II. OBSERVATIONS

Cosmology has developed recently ra-

ther fast and it became possible with the

new success in the investigation of the lar-

ge-scale structure of the Universe. New in-

formation about the Universe Teates new

problems that is a logical concept of

science, but what really hinders the :"e-

lopment of theory is our poor knowle<-_. of

the fundamental world constants , such as
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tbe Hubble oonatant KQ, the deceleration

(qo) and the density ( A ) parameters ant5

others* This situation results in paradoxi-

cal ambiguities deepening with the new in-

formation about the superclusters structu-

re details that; come available. Say, it wo-

uld be impossible to build the atom physica

using the laboratory experiments if one knew

the value of the velocity of light up to

a factor 2. The ancartalnty in the Hubble

constant creates a large variety of diffe-

rent models of the Universe • What one can

is to limit them by their parameters ra-

ther than to construct the unique model of

the reality.

There are only few kinds of experiments

in cosmology that do crucially influence

the development of the science:

(1) Hubble recession of galaxies,

(2) Relic microwave background radiati-

on,

(3) Large-aoal* background temperature

fluctuations, and

(4-) Space ratio interferometers

We have already known from the first two

kinds of observations that our Universe is

described by the expanding Friedmann model

with the hot beginning (Big Bang). We guess

that the structure in the Universe deve-

loped at the postrecombination epoch from

the small "primordial cosmological perturba-

tions" which were created at the very begin-

ing of the existence of our Universe itself.

To be sure we need the third kind of the

mentioned experiments. It is now on the agen-

da.

The point is tbat the primordial per-

turbati' ' in the early Universe must have

inevitably disturbed the background relic

radiation. It should manifest itself now

aa angular variations of the background

temperature on the celestial sphere.Theo-

retic predictions and current observatio-

nal possibilities are of the same order

(AT/T'v'IO"^). If the background fluctua-

tions will be discovered nowadays, they co-

uld tell us a lot not only on the origin of

galaxies but also about the processes in

the very early Universe when the primordial

cosmological perturbations (galactic embry-

os) were only forming.

The experiments of the fourth kind

are the matter of the nearest future.

Two parameters limit th« observational

capability:

(i) sensitivity (a number of quanta

received);

(ii) angular resolution.

If the first problem is in slow progress -

it can be managed only an the way of reflec-

tor area increasing, - then the second prob-

lem can be crucially promoted with the use

of cosmic interformeters with bases much

longer than the Earth diameter. ThiB comes

from a simple estimate for the maximum dis-

tano* R m a x to be measured by an interfe-

rometer with basis L at the wavelength%i

f L 2 / *

where f~S/N is the numerical coeffici-
13

ent. For A,~1 cm, L~2a.u.sJ 10 cm and

f~10 we have R,,,̂  1028cm which is the cosmo-

logical horizon size (Eardashev et alti973).

Before we consider the modern status

of the cos-jology,. let us dwell a bit upon

this last item.

1) Cosmic interferometers

There are twe ideas about far distances.

The first is to dei ,rmine the curvature of
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the signal wave-front from a distant object

which, in fact, means finding the parallax

TT + .It may be realized with the help of

three or more satelites by measuring the de-

lay time of the wave signal.

Let us elucidate the first idea. In

a simple case of heavy particles to be mis-

sing mass (Novikov 1977)1

= HOL

)/2c (12)

The other idea was recently discussed

by Kardashev (1986); it assumes that a long

basis interferometer can detect the propjer

angular motion of distant galaxies on a ve-

ry far object background. The relic radia-

tion fixes the universal coordinate system

in the space-time and any object moves aga-

inst it. E.g. our Sun has th* "absolute ve-

locity" (with respect to relic radiation)

v = 550 km/s in the apex 1 B 253° I b=47°.

Therefore, relative to our laboratory sys-

where Si. is the total density of the Univer- %em any remote object moves systematically

se in the critical density units. For the

large ^edshift objects ( J 2 Z » 1 ) :

%.*. "1, .1 s- (2 -Si/Z) (1?)

which is independent of the redshift and

allows for the determination of Si- when the

Hubble constant HQ is known. In a generic

case the parajlax depends on the decelerati-

on and the structural filling factor as well.

Thus the diagram shape W <-> z gives us

direct information about the fundamental

constants of our world.

Amongst other possibilities to find the

H Q constant with help of space interfero-

meters the supernova explosions and the qu-

asar jets are worth while mentioning. In

both cases the angular dimention evolving in

time is to be measured. If one knew the su-

pernova shell velocity (~1.2 10 4 km/s) and/

/or the angle at which the ,iet from a quasar

is seen, one could calculate jhe distance Co

the object and thus, the Hubble parameter

i£ the redshift is known. The first estima-

tes (with help of analogical arguments) for

the supernovae in nearest galaxies « 2 0 + One couid. measure in a year the systema-

tic) gave HQ = 62 *
2^ km/s/Mpe (Bartel 19850 tic angular shifts for objects at z£O.O1

with angular resolution—2-10"^ arcsec (say
+ Jl is the angle between directions of the using the basis Earth-Lagrange point ~
least rays coming from the distant object 1.5 10
to the basis ends.

(i.e. in addition to its random propper mo-

tion) in the antiapex with the angular shift

depending on the distance and direction to

the object. For a year the Sun passes a way
15<~"l0 cm which gives the gain factors 55

in comparison with the annual parallax (cf.

L « 2 a.u.cs3 10 1^ cm) + . Note that this

effect grows llneary In time. While inves-

tigating the angular shifts versus to the

object red shifts we extract information
about the Universe constants.

We do not discuss here statistical, ab-

sorption, gravitational perturbations and

other problems (see Kardashev et al. 1973).

Our aim is just to emphasize the principal

possibility to determine the main cosmologi-

cal parameters with the help of space inter-

ferometers in the nearest future.

2) "Supermarket" of cosmological

models of galaxy formation

The situation in cosmology now reminds

the one that took place in particle physics
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in 50-60 a when people aaw a aea of partic-

les with their interactions and a variety

of the properties but this visible chaos

of particles and interactions was not organ!

sed yet according to the idea of. unificati-

on.

Now we re&lize that the observed "chaos"

is just the remnants (splinters) of a number

ol* vacuum phase transitions in the very

early Universe*

A similar situation iu observed In the

theory of origin of. the large-scale structu-

re of the Universe. We see a lot of impor-

tant details of the large structures- the

so-called result of the cogmological evolu-

tion after the Big Bang, - but we don't see

the reliable way of how this state was real-

ly reached. Beside the poor knowledge of the

cosmological constants we don't know yet how

galaxies formed, not to speak about the con-

stituents of the dark matter both dynamical

(in rich galaxies and clusters) and quasiho-

mogeneous (relativistic weak interacting

particles,A -term, infinite strings, etc.).

We cannot model yet complex gas-dynamical

processes accompaning galaxy formation,we

don't completely understand the situation

with the primordial stars^quasars and the

Lyman alpha clouds and,as a consequence, the

chemical and thermal evolution of the cosmic

medium, primordial supernovae explosions

and their influence on galaxy and cluster

formation, and so on so forth. These uncer-

tainties produce a variety of possible ini-

tial data which also widens the supermar-

ket of the cosmic structure models.

Tue cosmological models*boom began in

1980 with the first evidence of the elecro-

nic neutrino rest mass (Lubin et al. 1980).

The most attractive features of the neutri-

no dark matter model are well-knowni It has

no froe parameters and provides a natural

cutoff in the primordial perturbation spec-

trum at the wavelength' less than the au-

peroluater scale. The N-partlcle> simulati-

on progress put forward a number of argu-

ment against the popular neutrino model

(Hut & White 1984, White et al. 1984). The

most serious of them are sucht too high a

cats of the structure evolution at the non-

linear stage and some difficulties In the

galaxy formation. As a consequence many

other schemes of the structure origin have

been elaborated since in 1983s models with

"cold" particles, with unstable miaaing mass,

etc In these models the missing nass was

in the form of weakly interacting particles

(axions, photlno, gravitino, and so on), or

these could be usual particles (e.g., neut-

rino) but their properties were not so much

ordinary (e.g. Instability). However, the

standard neutrino model can not yet be re-

garded as rejected (Melott 1985) the more

so in view of recent data on the large -

scale peculiar velocities (Vittorio et al.

1986).

The "cold" - particle hypothesis has

been activily developed. In its simplest

version this hypothesis contradicts many

observational data and demands biasing,such

a process of galaxy formation when the dis-

tribution of visible matter does not repro-

duce the distribution of missing mass. At-

tempts to modify the old neutrino mocjel have

brdfeht about a large faaily of models with

unstable missing mass. Some of these models

rapidly develop and look quite vital. A ten-

dency now becomes rather obvious to composi-

te (hybrid) schemes of the formation of ga-

laxies. These are,for instance, neutrino
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with ft "eoi*" «omponent (Aohillitjt

al. 1985) os with ooimologioal string* and

exploaiona, a "cold" model with tha A-tern

(Kofnaa S> StarobinskiJ 1985), and unatoble

partiolea (Doroshkevioh et al.1985), etc.For

the reviewa see Bluaental et al.(1984),Dek«l

(1986),Peeblea (1986),lukaah & Movikov (1986)

2.1.

formation

Davias rt al. (1985) found that H-bo-

dy simulations of CDII with Si -1 gave obser-

vational picture of superclusters and voids

if galaxies were located at the high (2.5

standard deviations) mass density peaks.

Since then the biased schemes with positive

and negative biasing were developed by many

authors (Rees 1985, Silk 1985, Schaeffer &

Silk 1985, Hoffman & Shaham 1985, Couchman

& Rees 1986, Dekel & Rees 198?) but still

«p to now the real biased mechanism cannot

be considered as well grounded.

Unlike the other scenarios the CDM ao-

ctelshave one advantage: the initial conditi-

ons are unambiguously ao> by the flat p±i»or-

dial apectvua of CDM-density perturbati-

ons with Gaussian distribution of the ampli-

tudes. In this case the supermasaive partic-

le predominance results in the following:

the perturbation spectrum not fall at shor*-

ter wavelengths. It aeans that the smaller

objects appearing at high density peaks

formed at larger redshifts. The photoiniza-

tion of the cosmic medium by protcgalaxies

at 2~4 increased the Jeans mass which

maxima of the primordial perturbation fi-

eld (Peacock & Heavens 1985, Burdeen et al.

1986) seem to be the most promising on the

way to disclose the mystery of the galac-

tic creation.

2.2. Wnst a blg_ darkest ter_£UI>Mj,

models

First variants of UDM-models with de-

caying neutrinos were proposed by Turner

et al. (1984) and Doroehkevich & Khlopov

(1984). Gellmine et al. (1984), Olive et

al. (1985), Plores et al. (1986), Suto et

al. (1985) found that parameters of the

structure would contradict observations if

galaxies formed before the particle decays.

UDll-models with formation of the nonlinear

structures at the epoch of decays (z^tt3-

-10) and later were discussed by Doroshke-

vich et al. (1985,1986).

These models meet a very interesting

particle physics which may be, in principle,

varified in laboratory. Note that the CDM

and UDM models have difficulties in the ex-

planation of the bulk velocities on scales

Mpc .

2.3. Hierarchical_exp_losicns_ (HE)

All the other structure schemes are

are much poorer elaborated. We would like

to mention the twp of them, most frequently

discussed in literature.

Historically, HE-models were proposed

had to brink about to recollapse of the smalr to explain the observed cosmic voids as a

lack of baryons swept by the primordial su-

pernovae explosions (Carr & Ikeuchi 1985 ,

Ikeuchi & Ostriker 1986). Numerical simula-

tions for galaxy distribution (Saarinen et

lest clouds with masses £ 10° MQ. These

expanding clouds might be identified with

the Lyman alpha absorbing clouds (Bond et

al. 1987).

As it is seen, the exploration of the

statistical properties of the mass density

al. 1987 and others) showed that the bary-

ons cannot be driven far away by the super-
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.nova© envelopes! the "void" soalea rotoeived

ara smaller than 5 Mpc , However, tho Im-

portant role of primordial explosions and

quasar activity is undoubtless.

S-models hav. much devoloped in the

last years (Vilenkin 1985). The point is

that some theories of vacuum phase transiti-

ons result in production of massive one-di-

mensional objects ("false" vacuum remnants)-

oosmic strings. They can be both infinite

and in the form of loops. Infinite strings

move! intersect and cross each other that

also can produce closed loops. But the lat-

ter process is not vet fully understood

which makes the main ambiguity of the theo-

ry. The two limiting cases are

a) Infinite string dominated model;

b) Loops of cosmic string model with

one infinite string per horizon.

Applications of these models for the

structure formation were made by Turok (1985)»

Turok, & Brandenberger (1986), Stebbins

(1986), Sato (1986),Stebbins et al.(i987).

The e-model can manifest itself by

the quasi-homogeneous gravitational field

of the string background with the average

equation of state p = - £/3» and by the

wakes left behind the horizon-size pieces

of cosmic string. The accretion of matter

onto the wakes produces a network of "pan-

cakes" with a density enhancement. However,

the infall velocities and the mass enhance-

ments due to the wakes turns out to be ra-

ther small relative to the observed ones.

In the b-model strings are never do-

minated by the total mass but individual

loops of cosmic string play the role of se-

eds for the astrophysical objects - galaxi-

es, their groups and clusters - accreted on

them. This scenario faces many problems -

from the rotational velocities in galaxies

and up to the explanation of volcjtof the

large-scale structure. The first non-line-

ar simulations of S-models with cold par-

ticles revealed disagreement with observa-

tions (Melott & Sherrer 1987). However,non-

Gaussian velocity distribution of matter

around the large strings could help us in

accounting for the observed bulk veloeities

In summary, we can say that HK- and S-

models-becomes more fully developed altho-

ugh the ambiguities in the initial condi-

tions do not still allow for comparison

with the severe tests of observational cos-

mology as it was in the cases of the neutri-

no, CDNS- and UDM - models.

2.4. New tests and new approaches

The correlation analysis - one of the

most elaborated tests of the matter distri-

butions - ei'es a puzzling difference bet-

ween the correlation functions of galaxies

and that of rich clusters. Investigations

of the distribution of rich clusters in the

north sky-pattern (Earachentzev & Shvartz-

man 1987) and that of bright galaxied ver-

sus to the redshift at small sky-areas

40 x 40 (Koo 1987) evidence the existence

of a correlation scale/^100«-200 Mpc. It seems

rather probable that the standard primordi-

al density spectrum had an additional large-

scale peak (Dekel 1987, Doroshkevich 1987).

The bulk velocities discovered in scales ~

50-100 Mpc also back the idea about the

active evolution of density perturbations in

large scales (Faber 1987). Another possible

explanation of this fact, proposed by Peeb-

les (1987), lays on the way of rejecting

the Gaussian random initial phases of per-

turbation. This hypothesis meets aa infini-
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te number of poaaibilltiea for the initial

data set which oan be finally dieoloaod on-

ly after the large-scale A T/T - fluctua-

tions discovery.

Hew methods for studying and modeling

of large-scale galaxy distribution were pro-

posed. Sponge-like struoture and the Euler

characteristics were analysed by Gott et al*

(1986) and Hamilton et al. (1986). New ap-

proach to percolation method (ELypifi 198?)

gives new sensitive testa and enables the

application of the method to catalog with

noncubioal boundaries. New method for large-

scale simulations based ou Burgess equation

was suggested by Gurvatov et al* (1995)*

The fractal methods of the matter dis-

tribution analysis underwent a rapid deve-

lopment. Qualitatively, fractals mean sca-

ling, i.e. reproducing of the structure dis-

tributions independently of the sample sca-

le. It provides for the observed correlation

function

) (x)

where the correlation scale rQ is propor-

tional to the Gaussian filtering (smoothing)

scale £ of the sample, and V- -parameter

is connected with the fractal dimension D:

Simple fractals imply D = const which

is really observed within some scale inter-

val (5£ £ £ 50[Mpc], D = 1.2). However,

it is obvious that in pancake network to be

realized on larger scales, it should be abo-

ut D = 2 , and in large scales, when the

matter is quasihomogeneous, the dimension

+ The probability to find a pair of ob-

jects in volumes OV^ and oVg o n *ne re~

lative distance r is given by oP =

= n2(1+ J(r)) oV$T2, where n is the mean

number density.

approaches D = 3« The quantitative obser-

vational analysis of this problem made by

Jones et al. (1987) confirmed the intuitive

ploture (see fig* 2). The authors argued

that a good description of these clustering

structures ia given by "multifracfcals",i.e.

fractals having a continuum of scaling in-

dices«

3

-2.0 -0.5-1.5 -1.0
ioSe

Fig. 2. The scaling behaviour of the

fractal dimension D with the size £

for observations ( J O M I et al.19^7)

Certainly, we have no possibilities to

dwell in this short review upon the other

hot points of the large structure status

(X-ray gas in clusters and superclusters,

young galaxy problem, multicomponent Univer-

se analysis etc.). As it is seen, the situa-

tion just summarized leaves something to be

disired. But the information and the deve-

lopement methods improve and increase very

quickly. Still we are happy that even now

one can point out the rost precise tool for

the Universe structure exploration, which

is capable of being conducted nowadays and

of giving the stringent constraints on the

cosmological model "supermarket" parameters.

It is the large-scale temperature angular

fluctuations of the relic radiation,which

are unambiguously related to the primordial

density perturbations.



3) &T/T - constraints

Up to now, after 22 years of investiga-

tion of the relic radiation, fluctuations

of its temperature are not discovered altho-

ugh they ought to exist on the level^iO

since the presence of superclusters. The

best up-to-date limits on A T/T in scales

S>7° are due to the "HELIC" experiment

that was done on the satelite Prognoz three

years ago. The result was the sky-map at

X = 8 mm with the sensitivity 6- 0.2 mK,

which covered~8.8 sr.

According to Strukov et al. (1987) cos-

mological information important for us can

be listed in three items.

1. Harmonic_analy_sis

No A T/T - signal was found out on the

95 % confidence level for the multipole com-

ponents with the spherical harmonic index

1 = 2,3»«..,15- It means the following upper

limits for the quadrupole and octupole ani-

sotropies

result. 15

(AT/T)2<3 10""5

(15)

The Fig. 3 demonstrates the upper limits for

the different components.

2« 2i§E£Eli2fi_5SSiZli2 w a s based on the

background signal dependence

( A T / % ~(21+iy 1(1+1), 1>2, (16)

which is valid for the flat primordial per-

turbation spectrum and the assumption SL= 1

with massive weakly interacting particles in

case of the missing mass. For the quadrupole

esiplitude it yields

UT/T) 2<1,6 1O"
5 (95 % cl.) (17)

Note, the upper limit in eq. (17) is a model

dependent one (see eq. (16)) whilst the num-

bers in eq. (15) are the pure observational

13 15
Fig. 3. Upper limits on spectral com-
ponents. Solid line - for the first
10 multipoles,broken line - for the
15 multipoles (Strukov et al. 1987)

calculated

from the noise sky-map displays no statis-

tically significant peaks:

<AT1-AT2> <: 5 1O~5 mK2 (18)

within the angular scales

20°< 8<160° .

This result adds no Information to that in

item 1.

Now, about theoretical predictions.

The table 1 presents theoretical cal-

culations for the quadrupole A T/T - amp-

litude (1 = 2) as measured by a 6° anten-

na,and for the small-scale structural func-

tion A T/T (8 « 20') to be detected by

the ideal antenna (©„< 5'). The numbers
a,

are given for HQ = 50 km/s/lipc, TBR»2,7 K,

SL* 1 and flat spectrum of the primordial

perturbations. Four different models of the

cosmological hidden mass are given.

The stable particle column (see Lu-

kash et al. 1984) assumes the hot missjjig

matter variant (V- type particles), here

the primordial perturbations are normalized

by the r.m.s. density contrast ~ 1 at z=3.

The same numbers hold for the cold variant
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(axions or very heavy particles) if the

correlation scale of the dynamical mass at

z = 0 is ~ 3 0 Mpc + .

Table 1. Large and small scale microwave

background auiaotropy expected

for different hidden matter car-

riers

A T/T

Quadrupole

20' disper-

sion

Stable
partic-
les

2 10" 5

ID"*

Decaying
partic-
les

2 10" 5

2 10" 5

A* 0

10-5

B 10" 5

Strings

10" 5

4 10" 6

The second column presents calculations

of. Kofman et al. (1986) and Doroshkevich

and Khlopov (1985) for the decaying partic-

le models. For the -A. 4 0 model the dyna-

mical matter density in the form of axions

was supposed to be 20 % of. the critical one

(see Kofman and Starobinskii 1985). The data

for the cosmological string model are due

to Brandenberger and Turok (1985).

The large-scale A T/T - fluctuations

in all the models are easily seen to be of

the same order of magnitude and on the ver-

ge of the current observational limits (see

Sect. 3). Detection of these fluctuations

would be a crucial test of the cosmological

theory, they bear direct information about

the primordial gravitational perturbations

in large scales which is not smoothed out

by the recombination and secondary ioniza-

tion dynamics.

A subtle point about the fluctuations

in angles is that the related densi-

If the latter is three as much less

(the Peebles correlation scale), then the

quadrupole amplitude for the nxion model is

~ 5 10""6; with biasing at~2tf (Kaiser 1984)

the last number is less by the factor^1.5

ty perturbations are still in the linear

regime of the evolution now, i.e. they are

not manifest themselves as a space struc-

tural pattern yet and we do not know their

amplitude. Another parameter whose A T/T

5 ) - fluctuations are sensitive to ic

the overall matter density Si. (the "spotti-

ness" effect). Thus t,he question about the

large-scale A T/T - fluctuations is a pri-

me question about the primordial spectrum

and Si. -parameter and then about the missing

mass nature.

Quite a different situation is that

with small scales (1O'< S < 5 ) • They are

related to the large-scale structure of

the Universe which we now observe. However,

the A T/T - level in 8~20» drastically

depends on the recombination and ionizati-

on processes. The numbers in the Table 1

are given for the conventional recombina-

tion dynamics. If some unstable particles

decay with small probability through the

y-- channel at z<10 , then they quite

easy can reionize or drag out recombination

of the cosmic hydrogen. This, in turn,dec-

reases uhe small-scale A T/T - anisotropy

by a factor~50 (Dorosheva and Maselskij

1986). So,A T/T - fluctuations in small

scales are a £jood test of the recombinati-

on and ionization dynamics at large red-

shifts.

4) Discussion

The table II presents calculations of

Lukash et al. (1984) for the dipole (in sca-

les ~1OO Mpc) and quadrupole anisotropies

in the hot and cold missing matter models

(without biasing) at different kinds of th'e

power-law spectra of the primordial pertur-

bations. As it is seen, the flat spectrum

is a corner stone of the A T/T - problem

from the observational point of view. The

white noise spectrum growing to larger sca-

les is practically forbidden by the large-

scale observations. On the other hand, de-

caying spectra which are most naturally pre-

dicted by the parametric amplification theo-

(see Lukash 1985).
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ry (Lukash 1980, Konipanoeta ot al. 1982) or

in multiinflationury universes (Kofrnan ot

al. 1985, Koi'man 1936), decrease the expec-

ted A T/T in l;j.rge scalea which would pout-

pone the A T/T - discovery.

Table II. Dipole (1=1) and quudrupole

(1=2) A T/T-amplitudes expec-

ted for different primordial

spectra

Hidden
matter

hot

cold

1

1

2

1

2

Flat
spectrum

3 10"5
a io"5

10"5

4 10"6

White
noice

5 10-5
4 10"4

io-2

7 10"5

Decaying •
spectrum

3 10"5

<10"5

10" 5

Another way to change the anieotropy

structure at 5°< 8 <18O° is to reject eq.

Ji= 1. There arises a qualitatively new ef-

fect in the open universes. It is the "spot-

tiness"» the large-scale sky A T/T - pat-

tern for i i < i represents an arbitrary su-

perposition of cold and hot spots with angu-

lar dimentions 8 ~ Si. independent of the

perturbation wavelength (Novikov 1968, Lu-

kash 1977, Lukash and Novikov 1985). At SL

-» 1 the phenomenon disappears since the

spot shape converts into the quadrupole

structure and any superposition of quadrupo-

l3S results in the quadrupole structure again,

i.e.. the statistical effect fails. The spot-

tiness brings about a relative gain in the

multipole A T/T - amplitude with 1Q^

Ji/@0'^Si.~ » In other words it can be demon-

strated as follows: if we fix the flat pri-

mordial spectrum and vary the SL - parame-

ter from unity to lower values then the ma-

ximum expected A T/T - anisotropy will

shift from the quadrupole to a higher har-

monic with l^jiT > 1. The normalization

assumes that the A T/T - amplitude will

grow with .Q. decreasing which oliown for

the lower limit £2S%>0,5 eufcablishiiitf «y

tho high harmonic upper A T/T - limito

(l~10) (Lukash & Novikov 1986).

Of course, both factors - spottineuis

and. primordial spectrum (not to speak about

cosmological hidden mass model) - form the

large-scale A T/T-structure. Only after

we know the whole sky map for lj£15 we

could answer all questions about the main

cosmological parameters.

What are the observational evidences

for possibly detecting large-scale AT/T -

fluctuations in the nearest future?

In the first- hand they are related

with the cosmic "RELIC" and "COBE" experi-

ments.The sensitivity to be expected in the

second launch of the "RELIC" experiment

(~199O) is A T/T a 10" 6 with the 95 %

confidence level for the quadrupole compo-

nent for model8 with the flat spectrum of

primordial perturbations (Strukov et al,

1987). Of course, the baloon-type and the

Earth cooled experiments have also good pos-

sibilities to open the A T/T - fluctuati-

ons.

5) Conclusions

1. There are a few very interesting pos-

sibilities for the constructions of the

"theory of everything" and the nontrivial

solution of the singularity problem and the

problem of the topological structure of the

Universe as the whole.

2. Baryon models and A. ̂  0 models with

baryon or light inasnive particles as> a dyna-

mical hidden matter contradict the large-

scale A T/T - limits.

0" largo—ucalc A T/T—fluctuations may

be detected in the satellite experiment with
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the sensitivity 3 10~6.

4. The flat primordial perturbation

spectrum ia a crucial test of A T/T-problem.

Optimal range in search for A T/T is

2o»<e<iao°.
In case A T/T is discovered at G>5°

the speotrum of primordial perturbations as

well as total matter density in the Univer-

se SL could be determined*
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Discussion

J.C.PECKER: To the question "What exista

before the singularity ?" you answer "The

universe is eternally reproducing itself !"|

and this pleases me much. But then, how do

you reply to the second Ian of thermodyna-

mics ? Are you not forced to violate it ?

Or, to say (I said similar thinga !) "The

second Ian is valid at a limited scale, not

for the universe aa a whole ?"

I.D.NOVIKDV: The second law of thermodyna-
mics states that the entropy of a closed
system increases and approaches a maximum.
However, if the gravitation is significant
in the system (and this is the case with
the universe), then the entropy may increa-
se without bounds, having no finite maxi-
mum at all. For a more detailed discussion
of this question, see ¥a.B.Zeldovich,
I.D.Kovikov "The Structure and the Evolu-
tion of the Universe", Chicago University
Press, 1983. Very interesting and stimu-
lating considerations concerning the entro-
py of the gravitation, including the entro-
py of black holes and of singularities wit-
hin general relativity are contained in
the article of R.Penrose in an Einstein
centenary survey "General relativity"t ed.
by S.W.Hawking and ».Israel, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge 1979.

In addition to this, in the given mo-

del of the universe with a complicated to-

pology, there exists no well-defined con-

nected hyperaurface t « const (e.g. such a

hypersurface withƒ » const). Therefore,

the standard formulation of the second la«

of thermodynamics is not applicable in this

case.

Is it not too "courageous" to

treat miniunlverses of the Planck mass and

Planck length when no satisfactory quantum

theory of gravity is, in fact, available ?

And, moreover, the whole idea of topologi-

cally complicated foam and birth and decay

of miniuniveraes seems to be treated with-

out really analyzing the dynamics in this

case, i.e., without analyzing the Einstein

equations, for example.

I.D.NOVIKOV: You are right when you say
that there is no complete quantum theory
of gravity and we may only guess what
might be the nature of physical processes
when maas-density is approaching the
Planck value (1094g/cm3). therefore, the
theory is applicable only qualitatively
under such conditions» However, I have
stressed in my talk that most of the va-
riants of the theory of superdense ' jttft
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of matter exhibit, qualitatively, the same
features which imply a vaouum-llke atate
and an inflation. In connection with the
"courage" in developing the theory under
these extraordinary conditions, I feel that
only a scientific courage enables us to
learn new things*

Further, to the aeoond part of your
question. When we speak about the conditions
in niniuniTerses with the densities less
than Planck density, we base our considera-
tions on the Einstein equations, on the phe-
nomenological theory which gives the equa-
tions of motion of the ^-field etc* There-
fore, in this case I do not agree that we
draw conclusions "without really analyzing
the dynamics". Appropriate mathematical ana-
lyses can be found in the literature given
in my talk*

J.BlSA'Kt J.A .Wheeler, when speaking about
the initial singularity (big bang), likes
to mention the final singularity (big stop).
A singularity, similar to the final big
stop, arises, however, also In more "pro-
sale" situations when a black hole forms
and we follow the collapse below the hori-
soa. Have "inflationary" ideas been applied
to this type of singularity, which, in fact,,
should occur quite often even in our Gala-

Without doubts, analogously
to the question "What was before the ini ti-
*1 .singularity in big bang?", the ques-
tions appears, what will be after the singu-
larity which arises during the collapse in-
side black holes and after the collapse of
whole niniuniverses. Although the problem
of the inner structure of black holes waB
discussed in detail, all aspects of this
problem were not yet analyzed, not even in
such a degree as the question of the Initial
big bang singularity. Some ideas on what
will happen after a final singularity insi-
de a black hole, are contained in the book
"Physics of black holes" by I.D.Novikov and
V.P.Prolov (published in Russian by Hauka,
Moscow 1986, the English translation being
In print by O.Reldel Publ.Co.)} sea also
references on this topic therein.

LJI.B. C. CAMPOS» Is there any possibility

of proving that another mlniuniverse, dis-

tinct from ours, exists ?

I.D.NOVIKQVi AS I emphasized already, no
direct exchange of information between
alster-minlunlvereeo is possible. In this
sense, it is impossible to "see" them and
to prove their existenoe "at present".
However, we can obtain some information
from the past generations of the mlniunl-
verses. If the study of such an information
will show that the theory of the self-rep-
roducing universe with a complicated topo-
logy is correct, then we shall have an in-
direct proof of the "present-day" existence
of other miniuniverses*

Y.S.SSREUIITSKIJt 1/ Can different bubb-
les in your cosmology intersect each
other ? Have they "walls" in any sense ?

2/ At what "time" do the events of
appearance of new bubbles occur ?

I.D.NOVlKDVi 1/ In the simplestvariant of
the theory„ mini universes represent dif-
ferent parts of the entire universe which
are causally disconnected in the future
(i.e. in terms of the signals sent out, at
a given time, into the future) and contain
^-fields with different values. There are
no sharp boundaries between these miniuni-
verses provided that we consider the densi-
ties much smaller than the Planck density.
However, it is necessary to say that with
densities of the order of the Planck one,
all spacetime decays into "quanta" - a
"foam") no continuous metric spacetime then
exists and a clear representation of sepa-
rate bubbles etc. does not exist.

In some sense, miniuniverses may cross
or overlap each other. Further, it is pos-
sible to construct more complicated models
of the chaotic universe with miniuniverses
which cross each other and have a more com-
plicated topology in general*

2/ When the matter density is much less
than the Planck density, the evolution pro-
ceeds in the proper ("comoving") time of
each miniuniverse. Under the conditions
of the densities of the order of the Flanck
one, the concept of a continuous metric ti-
me does not probably exist. No exact theory
is available but, apparently, one has to
speak in a quantum language, using opera-
tors etc. For example, one might to speak
about "the probability of the lapse of an
interval of time".
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How do you gat the baryon ialanda

surrounded by dark matter ? Do you avoid the

baryoa symmetric imlvorae problems but ha-

ving B and S never mix ? How ?

laD.WVTKOV: Baryonlo and oatibaryonic

islands (separately) aurroonded by invisible

matter can be formed in toe theory with

spontaneous C and CF violation* The phase

transition to the CP-odd phase should take

jtlaoo during the Inflationary epoch not

long before It la going to the end.SMo pro-

vides sufficiently large islands, including

"our island" with (poBsibly) the border in-

side the present-day horizon. For the de-

tails, see Dolgov et al. 1987* quoted in

the talk.

B.RUDAK: You put on your list of the things

to be done the investigation of perturba-

tions with non-Gaussian phases* Could you

comment on physical causes which lead to

initially non-random phases ?

I.D.HOVIKOV: The possibility of the non-

Gaussian phase distribution was discussed

by P.J.E.Peebles in the IAU Symposium 130

in Hungary this year (see the references

in the talk). I cannot add anything to hlB

work.

HO* the upper limits on A T / I of

the relict radiation can restrict anisotro-

pic (Bianchi-type) universes and, in parti-

cular, have also possible topological mo-

difications, baaed ou various non-trivial

identifications, been considered in this

respect ?

3.D.H0V2KQV: The problem of tho amplitude

of 4T/X and its angular distribution In va-

rious types of anlsotroplo homogone-ua

Blanohl~type models is discussed in the

book by Zeldovloa and Wovlkov "Structure

and Evolution of the Universe". Chicago

University Press 1983 and ia several new

papers by V.N.Xoikash and by other authors.

However, the question of the anisotropy

4I/I in the models with a more complicated

(non-trivial) topology| has not yet been

fully analyzed, ag far as I know*

V.VAltfSEKt Will not there be still diffi-

culties with measuring and determining the

Hubble constant due to the fact that both

Ho and 12 appear In the relation (12) ?

I.D.NOVIKOVJ When determining H and fl

by means of very-long-baselins radiointer-

ferometry, the following procedure should

be employed: by measuring parallax sr and

redshift z of relatively nearby clusters of

galaxies one determines E o (with z email,

formula (12) Is not sensitive to (reaso-

nable) variations ofil). Then, by measuring

parallaxJT of very distant objects, one

finds iZ (of, formula (13)).
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TUE INITTAL PHASE OF CQSMOLOCICAL EVDLMTIOTi WJO TiHIci FORMATION OF STRUCTURE IN TUE UWIVCCfiE

S. Go t t l öbe r , I I . 0. MnwtootWi A. P. Mücket, V. Mül ler

Zent ra l i n s t i t u t f ü r Astrophysik! ddr AkoOcwia der IV1 ssenschur ten ilcr- !)!>;!
DOR-1591 Potjaclnin-ßaljel slierij

A 's i 'ngur l 'ar i ty j f ree i n f l a t i o n a r y coemological model driven by a coherent scalar
fi&i(t ond/op* R teriNa Sr, the g rav i t a t i ona l Lugrangiiin So presented. The d i f f e r e n t
mechanisms arc compared und the i r observational r e s t r i c t i o n s are <Ji scuosciJ. The
dark nat ter problem and the node coupling e f fec t connecting the formation or very
large st ructures oml popiuntion I I I objects f i nd a natural place in our model.

One of the important outstanding problems
in cosmology is, whether the cosmological
evolution starts with an i n i t i a l singularity
or not. Surely this question can be answered
f inal ly only in the framework of a complete
but yet unknown theory of quantum gravity.
The U'heeler-DeiVitt equation nay provide a
f i r s t promising step into this direction. In
a natural way i t leads to models which
realize the concept o? the quantum creation
of a closed universe at the Planck time as
solution of the singularity problem / I / . I f
the transition probability to the classical
space-time has a sharp maximum for the homo-
geneous and isotropic r.ietric, the further
cosnological evolution of the very early
universe can be described by a closed
Robertson-lValkcr metric as solution of non-
quantized gravitation theory. The world
radius starts from a f in i te minimal value of
typical Planck size, and the model lias
i n i t i a l l y zero expansion velocity. The
clatter density is expected to he of the
order of Planck density. To guarantee the
accelerated expansion after the bi r th of the
universe, an effective negative pressure
must Lie present. On the other hand the nega-
tive pressure is the well known driving
force of the inflationary scenarios. Indeed,
both these concepts are closely related: the
accelerated expansion goes over to the
retarded expansion during which the Hubble
parameter H decreases slowly and the scale
factor increases exponentially. This beha-
viour is quite independent on the real
source of the negative pressure, which, can
originate, for example, from some kind of a
scalar f i e ld , say a condensate of a Higgs
f i e l d , or from vacuum polarization effects
leading to curvature squared terms in the
effective action. A singularity-free cosno-
logical model resulting from one or both of
these sources las been studied by us
recently (cf. /2-5/ and further references
quoted therein). Some of i t s properties and
observational consequences w i l l here be
reviewed.

The present world radius is surely larger
than the Hubble length cl^* , i . e. i t
exceeds 10*° • 1 K • During an ordinary
Fr*.edmann expansion the i n i t i a l Planck den-
sity would decrease by a factor of 10"*1*
to «?"**• depending on the equation of
state. This would be more than 60 order of
magnitudes smaller than the present observed
•ean density of the universe. Therefore, the
inflationary stage is an inherent part e-f
the considered model and i t s realization
leads to restrictions on the parameter• of
the model.

Lot us note the main d i f f e r e n c e s between
the Model under cons ide ra t i on and the CiJT-
inflationary models. Here the cosnological
evolution starts with accelerated expansion
and immediately 'joes ovar into the inf la-
tionary stage whereas the CUT-inflation io a
consequence of a pin so transition during tl<c
cooling of the in i t i a l !.ot Matter in the
radiation dominated Frieduann universe. The
characteristic tcrncratiire or this transi-
tion is about 10<K CeV corresponding to the
time scale 1O'J5 s. Our r.iodel starts at the
Planck scale and at the inflationary stage
the Hubble parameter I! decreases linearly
t i l l approximately 1! = (-fl, )**, where the
(during inf lat ion constant) value U = i'l,
(a overdot means time derivative) depends on
the parameter:; of t'.'n model. After therr.io-
l ization the energy density io approximately
t = - 3 !l,/8T G = «• T* , which nay :;C o,"

the -order of the Plane!; density. In this
case a second inflationary cLogc c.'rivon l<y
GUT i3 possible in our i.iodel. On the other
iiant!, the primordial inf lat ion i.iay Ui.'t Ion;;
enough beyond the GUT phase transition which
provides an other way to avoid the uonoiol.;
problem. A lower l i i . i i t for Mic; Llicrnali-
zation temperature io given i>y L!;u to:.:,icr. .-
ture of baryogencsis '..hi ch Ica'ls to a
further restr ict ion on the parauetcru of Ll:c
model.

In particular, v/c consiMur Ll.u minimal
coupling of a classical scalar f ie ld lo
gravitation described in general by the
Lagrangian (c = h = 1)

L = R 3 T -2V'(f ( 1 )

where the po ten t ia l of the scalar f i e l d
reads V ( f ) s m* f * /2 + Mr / 4 . :: denotes the
Ricci scalar . The term e£ P.1 i s the most
general quadrat ic curvature term in the
conformally f l a t Robertson-lValkcr metr ic
considered, and oC i s a negative c"";:I in<;
constant. This sign avoids the appearence of
tachyons in the theory. Quadratic curvature
invariants lead to f ield equations of 4th
order. I ts introduction is believed to
describe in f i r s t approximation vacuum
polarization effects arising in the process
of renormalization /&/. The scalar f ield
contains a mass term and a self-interaction
term. Note the general conformal equivalence
between a R t * R* -tlieory and Einstein's
gravity with a massive non-standard scalar
f ield suggesting qualitative similar
physical properties of both theories /5,7/.
However fixing the metric there is a
difference between both concepts in the kind
of the inflationary stage and in the late



O bahaiwiQlimatugiiVKin 4>aloiv,
Each of the terra a «f IT, in* YV2, *• ? / •

con produce an ef fect ive negative pr«Bi»ura.
Therefore, each of these term a a 2 one can
cause an in f la t ionary stage blowing up hlna
primary microscopic universe. The duration
and, the world radius it the and of i n f l a t i o n
depend on the i n i t i a l size of the universe
ut t = 0 ( uo) and on the corresponding
parameters << , in or X . The world radius at
the end of i n f l a t i on can be given expU-
citej ly fOP tlw aaoes 4ho<ti ei ther tl»«.e< R*< -
tern;/ or the m*aia twna>. an tha
action dominates ( /3 / ( /A/):

a, = a. cxp (-?2rfa.-» )

a, = i^ nf ex?. v3 ai*m**/2)

a, = (3TC/2)O<"'{a? oxp

The following pe.-iod of Friedraann expan-
sion must lead to the present size of the
universe. Therefore, as minimal requirement
the parameters are forced to be !<•£.} >5 a.* ,
nf1 > 10 a,, X I n / a . < 10"' . During the
inflat ion a l l other matter being originally
present is diluted. This is true also for '
the different contributions in the
Lagranglan (1), i f there is no fine tuning
between the parameters. That means, the
normal situation at the end of inf lat ion is
the predominance of one of these contri- :
kutions. In every case tlie following evo-f:'
lution is characterized by oscillations of
that quantity which had slowly changed
during inf lat ion (R or f ), < ;The3e
oscillations cause small oscillations of the
scale factor superimposed to i ts mean . evo-» '•
lut ion: a(fc) = a(t)(1 t i a ( t ) ) . I t i s worth
to stress here the different tine behaviour
of Aa(t) in the three discussed examples.
The Eicci scalar oscillations cause oscil-
lations of the Hubble parameter and small
oscillations of Aa(t) with the period
(-Get)"1, which are damped proportional to
t 1 , whereas the inassivc scalar f ie ld causes
oscillation of a(t) (where fi<0) with the
period 2a, which are daraped proportional to
_t l /O/. In both cases the mean behaviour
n(t) corresponds to that of a dust like
Fricdnann universe. The self-interacting. .
scalar f ie ld shows a more complicated
behaviour d£scribcd by e l l ip t ica l functions
/ 4 / . Here a(t) increases in the sane manner
like in the radiation dominated Friedmann
universe.

One nust expect that the coherence of
these oscillations over the by inf lat ion
enlarged region decays very quickly. yq1f*ê .
over, a violent particle production i *
caused by the rapidly changing grav%*a'ti6>»Ql
f ie ld /8,Q/. These particles thermal l i e "titrd
tiius load to the ordinary hot Fri'edoanh1^
stage. I f the process is sufficiently
effective the temperature reaches approxi-
mately the value € T* »3|HJ /81 G.

I t is worth noting that tne quoted de-
scription of this transition into the hot
Friedmann universe is only the f i r s t appro-
ximation. Actually this process is much more
complicated. Probably during this transition
different. types of primordial density
fluctuations, both adiabatlc and iso-
curvature, may be generated. Therefore,
additionally to the adlabatic density fluc-
tuations with the scale free Zeldovich
spectrum, which ore expected from the inf la-
tionary stage /10/, a broad spectrum of
other fluctuations jaay arise. Further

nveotiyntiona into thin direction should
ihow i f the different inflation driving
ipiqhppisraa lead to different spectra of
n l t ln l perturbations and, therefore, to
iMPthcr observational censtrainta on the
>arameters of the model.

Tiwiiii^ieoreticnl projudictjo in favour of a
very small value of | °, - 1| in general can-
not be underlined yet by obaervutions (see
the different papers in /11/), but a recent
patiwete tossed- on the redehif t-mmbcr-

ffipm (ikhotPflei,n|l,jip,ll(yllld r̂>V,XQ^
tlie promisingShifts gave

•SI = 0.94 *.%\
model

lucleosyntliesis

re JU11
in favour'of the E ins t i i n -
/12A However, primorli iol
constraints the f ract ion of

: r i t i ca l density in baryons to be less than
3.035 IT* (the value of the Hubble constant
la taken to be H, •= 100 h km s" Mpc*1 )
strongly suggesting that most of the naos in
|the universe is dark matter. This prediction
Is not in contradiction to the inflationary
nodel s. There is a long l i s t of candidate
-elic particles that may be le f t over from
the very early history of the universe.
Primordial nucleosynthesis suggests that
neutrinos must be abundant in the universe
in the same amount as photons arc. Additio-
nally there are experiments and observations
suggesting a f in i te neutrino nass in the
range mv = 10 to 100 eV /13, 14, 15/.

On the other hand, the theoretical
result £L = 1 strongly influences the
pD3Bible . scenarios for the origin of the
Jarga-acale structure of the universe. The
standard model is beset with the known
restrictions of the long dynamical time
scales of structure formation. Conventional
scenarios have looked at the universal force
of gravity to generate the i n i t i a l collapse

' bf matter into lumps and voids, but recently
investigations are under way, showing that
besides gravity, explosions in the earliest
epoch of star formations gave rise to propa-
gating structures at the time of galaxy
formation /16, 17, 13/. We want to discuss
here a quite natural mechanism which appears
i f during inflation a broad spectrum of
inhomogeneities is produced. We consider the
epoch after recombination when nonrelati-
Vistic matter is the dynamically predominant
constituent of the universe. I t has been
shown.that the gravitational interaction of
perturbation modes on different length
scales modifies their temporal behaviour
./17J19/. In particular, a background large-
t̂qaJLv perturbation has a strong influence on

,the e«oluti,on of small scale condensations.
ThisJ j t i^ the inverse procedure to the
ato^np.fs of ' Zeldovich and Doroshkcvich /20/
wliich tjcy to explain the observed large-
eea-ie' structure by the nonlinear clustering
of sola 11 scales .

•To take the simplest case, we consider
two perturbation modes with significantly
different length scales X and L ( \ « L) in
a homogeneous universe within Newtonian
approximation. To this end one has to solve
the system of Euler-Logrange and Poisson
equations. For the two modes the coupling
terms wi l l be taken into account within
lowest order of approximation. Under quite
general conditions these coupling terms
become of the same order of magnitude (with
respect to the small perturbation ampli-
tudes) as the linear terms of the large
scale mode. l'/c assume that the \-mode (high-
frequency mode) is superimposed on the
large-scale node in such way that after an
appropriate averaging procedure, the global
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rtotcrrii.oett1 ««ly by the single
t-t\ptic and tlius. wi l l be do scribed by W»
linear evolution equation for a TisilpgiJiQ
perturbation Mode. On ttie other hand i t ia
quite naturally to suppose that losaiUy
C A x » X « ! ) the spnca dependence of the
L-uotio can be ncg5ectocl. Under tlieoftiioeauinpi
tions vie get linear but explicitely tine
dependent equu tions for the evolution of the
suall-seale perturbations infZuencrtl by tlio
lartp^scalo baclcgrciund. /Y7;19/-r

(3 )

where ^ =» ?, (1 + & + 0) , b is the sound
.velocity with rre&pecWto h*he. >unui&tt»jued
t»aoganeo«e raattpr distribution, II is the
Hubble parameter, k, = 2T/L , kt = 21T/X,
w = I/A. » 1 , A«lft = b* - 4T G ?. /Ck«,»ft

I t follows from the equation (3) that the
{coupling between the two nodes diminishes
the damping due to cosmic expansion of the
A.-node and leads to an amplification of the
small-scale perturbation after some tine
when the condition wfi j t H is f u l f i l l ed .
The amplification occurs in form of a tml t i -
plication factor in the exact solutions of
eq. (3) for & ( t ) which defines also the
asymptotical behaviour of the growing
solutions:

the formation of population I I I oltjocta
before the corresponding large-scale

arrive ot thn non-1 inoitr

exp I toD(t) cos k, x c (• (4 )

In the region of a positive density con-
trast 0, the small scale perturbation o wi l l
be amplified. In the opposite case (0 < O>,.
the A -perturbations wi l l be damped out
strongly. By taking into account the mode
coupling ive get a much shorter evolution
tine t., for the X -perturbation and a
natural biasing median ism. However, the
characteristic time i f a t i l l larger than the
collapse time for an isolated gas cloud
considered within the classical Ocans insta-
b i l i t y theory. With growing perturbation
mass this tine t , increases (t« «c (.!*'* ). On
the other hand, the condensation of a
perturbation with a mass M is only possible
i f the perturbation mass be cones at some
tine t , larger than the time dependent Cleans
mass. The quantity t^ is proportional to IU"\
The combination of both times, that is the
sun t« + t j , characterizes the fu l l conden-
sation tine for a perturbation with given
nass f.l. He have determined the minimum of
the function t(f.l)=t, (M)+tj (M). In the result
we obtain the mass of the objects uhich
condensed f i r s t l y . I t is reasonable to take
for the characteristic mass of the large-
scale perturbation the maximal Jeans mass at
recombination being of the order of magni-
tude 10"1* Me . The observations concerning
the perturbations of the background
radiation l imi t the large-scale density
fluctuations at the epoch of recombination
to 0.4 2-10"*. Therefore, lve get in depen-
dence of the special choice of the para-
meters H,,, &,, Do, and Sl^, For the objects
under consideration tlte nass range M/Mj, =
30 to 300, and for the condensation epoch
the redshift interval between z = 100 and
2 = 10. Tfic value of .'.! = 30 IJO is just
higher than t!ic lo'.vcr nass l imit for i so-
t.-icrr.al fluctuations surviving the recom-
bination epoch. Tf>i s mass range nay
reasonably be cort.-.ic'ercci for population I I I
stars / IS, 21/ . Hence, tlie evolution of the
large-scale density perturbations triggers

g
Stellar object1) of thio mucs range itr't

Relatively short-lived and tiiuir explosions
Wo. .iHippoaod to have been coherent enough to
influence essentially the formation of
large-acalo configurotiono in the universe.
*Tlic explosive energy generated by tlioae
popttl-a-tton 511 atora p^ovicleB an energy
input .iln.to, the large-scale structure
formation process. I t is of the ardor of
tnagnitudc t Me* , whore the efficiency purn-
peter *, is in the range 10"*... 10*' over the
boss range given above.

The variety of quasars with redshifts
tZ > 3 may be a signature of the epoch of
galaxy formation, nnd i t has implications
for their contribution to the radio- and X-
ray background radiation. Furthermore the
iintergalactic ncdium can effectively be
probed by throughijoing qua oar-radiation,
resulting in absorption features in their
:spectra. The observed narrow absorption
lines can be traced bonk to two sources.
.First, a part of the lines stems fron a
.small number of heavy element systems, while
in the short-ivavelenth region the numerous
LyoC absorption lines appear (Ly«< foreot).
The gas temperature and density and the
chemical composition derived fron the two
sources suggest that they represent
different portions of a continuous
distribution of cloud sizes and metal
abundances, ranging from solar composition
down to population I I I values. Recently a
model for the absorption line formation
region and the clustering properties of the
Ly e< forest have been discussed providing
clues for the formation of large-scale
structures at high redshifts /22/. On the
other hand, the metal absorption systems
may be taken as a probe of the nucloo-
systhesis in the past, setting for example
certain constraints on the population I I I
formation epoch.

IVe wi l l come up with the following con-
clusions frons the scenario presented above.
In the very early universe inflation driven
by a scalar f ie ld and/or vacuum polarization
effects provides predictions about the pri-
mordial, either adiabatic or isocurvature,
density fluctuations. Conventionally i t is
assumed that the observed large-scale
structure in the universe is the result of
the gravitational amplification of these
i n i t i a l density fluctuations. There are
several convincing observational facto that
the fraction of c r i t i ca l density v/hich is
contributed by matter which clusters on
scales less thari 10 b"1 Mpc is approximately
0.1 . . . 0.2 . Tlie fraction of baryonic
matter has to be as low as 0.035 h"1 . Those
baryonic matter perturbations that enter the
horizon before the epoch of matter-radiation
equilibrium cannot undergo significant
growth unti l the universe becomes matter-
dominated. On the other hand, inflation
requires that the universe has precisely the
cr i t ica l density to close i t : .ft. = 1 . I t
follows that at least 70Z to 00% o? tiie
matter of the universe is nonbaryonic. Tlic
most prominent candidate for the dark matter
is s t i l l the massive neutrino: n 9 i 10 eV.
Because of the high velocity dispersion of
these neutrinos, preexisting snall-ocalc
neutrino fluctuations arc erased and only
large-scale fluctuations (extending over
1O h""1 Mpc) can survive. The f i r s t f luctu-
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dtibws «mtab<}d sNod tjav* the ma as of the / 8 /
order of 1O1* M̂  thus generating lnrg#
potential wells, whore the growth fflf /q/
fluctuations starts already in the pre-
recorabination era. If the universe bociw^a
matter dominated density perturbations
inherent to the boryonic matter ca&iQfTiOWsand /]'/
through the effect of mode coupling the
evolution of small-scale structures will be /12/
triggered by large-scale structures that are
on 'the other hand enhanced- toy the a+ready-
estet>Hatted nonbaryonio potantiQl teejla.* Tfoe
emergence' e<f aauxllHaealm afcpufcl)WR« wiSJh
typical stellar nasses (30 to 300 M©) occurs
in the redshift interval between z = 1Qft , ( t ,
10. The relatively short-lived population
III stars lead to explosions liberating vast
amounts of energy, and thus supporting fcfce
fornation of large structures in the /15/
universe.
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DISCT3SICB

J.BIciK: You get the in f la t ion from the
scalar f i e l d and from the Lagrangians uhich
contain quadratic terms in curvature ( in
Ricci tensor or i n scalar curvature). This
seems to correspond to the Heisenberg-
Euler typo of Lagrangian i n electrodynamics
which describes, phenomenologically, some
quantum e f f ec t s as vacuum polarization* In
electrodynamics, however, one can s tart
from a f u l l y nonlinear Lagrangian of the
Born-Infeld type, and people working i n r i -
gorous constructive quantum f i e l d theory,
as well as those analyzing s t r ing theories ,
say that the in tere s t in Born-Infold theory
has Deen react ivated very recent ly . Have
gravitat ional Lagrangians of the Born-
Infeld type ( i . e . , non-polynomial i n scalar
curvature) been discussed in connection

with the very early universe ?

S.GOmOBERt Quadratic terms of the Ricci
tensor were introduced intc the gravita-
tional Lagrangian In order to remove the
divergent terms coming from the vacuum ex-
pectation value of the energy-momentum ten-
sor in one loop approximation. In the con-
formally flat Robertson-Walker metric the
quadratic scalar curvature term is the n»st
general additional term* One can expect
higher order terms in next approximations*
In the simplest case, when additional terms
consist only of powers of the Ricci scalar,
the theory i s , as the theory with Lagran-
gian R +«R , conformally equivalent to a
more general scalar field (for example,
with mass, with self-interaction, etco)
which is coupled to Einstein's gravity.
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The reeulto obtained there can be transfox- panoion, or not. 2-'or exwrnle, in the
p

med into the case of a pure vacuum theory. R +<xR - model, the first proof doer, not
Concerning gravitational Lagrangiana restrict«, whoreaa the secern' one roqui-

non-polynoniial in scalar curvature mentio- ree «; to bo neeative. If a liagrtŵ iaii
ned by you, I don't knovi whether they were would contain few new parameter", X ar. aure
diacuaaed in connection with the evolution you could find again the uolution.'i COTTI:J-

of the very early universe. In the apirit ponding to the inflationary univoraeo
of the co8mological model presented by uo,
one would have to prove whether they lead
to an effective negative preasure or not,
and vihother they lead to retarded expansion
with an exit to the ordinary Friedmann ex-
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Moat of the work on exact models representing gravitational wavea in general rela-
tivity haa beet concerned with apaoetiaes union are, at least in some directions,
aaymptotioally flat. Hart we treat gravitational wavea in on* of tba alaplest but
everywhere curved cosmological oadal. W« give the physical interpretation of exact
"type - 5 solutions" of Einstein a equations with cosnologioal constant presented
reoently by Garcia Bias aad Plebanski. We show that some of these solutions may be
Interpreted aa gravitational naves propagating in the de Sitter universe.(Accor-
ding to present consensus, this universe represents the Inflationary stage of our
Universe,) She analysis also reveals that the solutions can serve as the Illustra-
tion of the cosmologies! no-hair theorems they approach the de Sitter space-time
asymptotically in tine.

1. INTRODUCTIOH
there is no place for gravitational naves in
•eatonian cosmology because Newtonian theory
does not consider gravity to be a dynamical
entity which can propagate freely In space.
In Klnstein s general relativity the gravi-
tational field is fully geoaetrised and the
naves represent the disturbances of ourvatu-
re of apaeetiae which propagate with a fini-
te velocity equal to the velocity of light.
A great part of theoretical work on gravita-
tional radiation in the last decades haa
seen concentrated on radiative spacetlmes
which are asymptotically flat and, therefore,
can represent isolated systems of gravita-
ting bodies. In fact, no exact, realistic
models of radiating, permanently isolated
systems are available but examples of exeot
solutions of vacuum Einstein a equations do
exist, which are asymptotically flat in "al-
most all directions". (For a recent review,
especially of the solutions representing uni-
formly accelerated objeots, see Sl£a*k, 1985.)

In this note we shall be concerned with
the models of gravitational waves which can-
not apparently be related to a finite sour-
ce. However, in contraat to the wavea propa-
gating from an isolated source to asymptoti-
cally flat regions of spacetiae, the exact
solutions we are going to analyse will be
lnterpretable as waves propagating in the
de Sitter ooamologieal model.

Share are several aspects which motivate
each an analysis, first, our real universe
is no* .iaymptotioally flat and the whole
theory of gravitational radiation should be
eventually formulated with other boundary
conditions than these corresponding to the
asymptotic flatness. Any exact example of
a wave propagating la a epacetlme which is
not asymptotically flat may give a useful
Insight. Second, the de Sitter universe it-
self is one of the simplest cases of such
spaoetlmes because 1* posseses the same
symmetries as the flat (Minkowsld.) apaoe-
tlme* Moreover, the de Sitter universe be-
came popular from the beginning of the 1980s
as the model of the initial inflationary
stage of our universe which wao governed by
the energy density of a metastabla "false
vacuum" state. Such an energy density drove
the evolution of the universe into exponen-
tial expansion! ***** *• the nay hew the de
Utter universe evelves. Finally, with, the
Inflationary idea* the ooamio no-halr con-

jecture has emerged: under rather general
conditions, the de Sitter universe can be
reached by a general cosmological model
(see, e.g.. Barrow, 1967, for details).
Ho proof of the conjecture ia available but
plausible arguments and some calculations,
though not very rigorous, support it. In
the case we aye now going to discuss the
validity of the cosmic no-hair conjecture
can be demonstrated by an exact example.

2. GRAVIIATIOBAL WAVJ3S IB DB SITTER
UNIVERSE

I& 1981 A.Garcia Mass and J.F.Plebanski ha-
ve given all "nontwiating N-type solutions"
of the vacuum Einstein equations with non-
zero cosmological constant A. Their results
were published in a very concise form
(Garcia Diaz and Plebanaki, 1981), using
null tetrad formalism, and were presented
without any physical Interpretation. The
Petrov type N clearly indicates that the
solutions should have a radiative character
but the presence of non-zero A also suggests
that they may contain the de Sitter solu-
tion. Will these spacetimes, at least in so-
me cases, have such a character that they
could be interpreted as gravitational waves
propagating in the de Sitter universe ?

In order to «>4swer this question, we
first transcribed the null tetrad fora of
the metrlo Into a standard coordinate form
and calculated some characteristic quanti-
ties not given by Garcia Diaz and Flebanski
(1981). Following them we distinguish three
classes: 1/ S-type solutions (named after
the "Robinson naves" (Robinson, 1956j Bondi,
Piranl, Robinson, 1959)A2/ K(A) solutions
(representing the generalisation of lundt s
waves - see Kundt (1961) - to the oaae of
non-zero cosmological constant A ) , and
3/ NX(A.0,£) solutions containing a non-twis-
ting but expanding (with expansion &) con-
gruence of null geodesies, and depending on
a discrete parameter e which assumes the va-
lues 1,0,-1. These solutions generalize Ro-
binson-tErautman solutions of type N witha-0
and they are most general of all elaaaea
(one can derive the eolations of class 1/
and 2/ from HI (•%,£,£) solutions. A remark-
able technical feature of the form of all
the solutions mentioned above aa they are
presented by Garcia Diaz and Plebanski (1981),
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is that they are given In such an appro-
priate tetrad gauge and coordinates that
the metric depends linearly on an arbitrary
atructural function of a "retarded time"
and of two spatial coordinates.

It is easy to transcribe the null tet-
rad form of the. metric, a3 given by Garcia
Diaz and Plebanski (1981), into a standard
coordinate form. In the case of the R-type
solutions ne find the metric to read

ds z = U)
where f($'u) ia an arbitrary function of
a real (retarded) time u and an analytic
function of a complex spatial coordinate / ;
the bar denotes the complex conjugation.

The metric (1) describes well-known
plane-fronted gravitational waves with pa-
rallel rays (pp waves) - aee, e.g.,Kramer
et al. (1980) and references therein for a
more detailed discussion, This type of the
solutions does not admit a nonzero cosmolo-
gical constant and, therefore, cennot serve
as a model for a gravitational wave propa-
gating in the tie Sitter universe.

The metric of the solutions generali-
zing Kundt a class is more complicated:

dsz = j J f

^ (F / J
(2 )

where

f
— \jfn. vztan h X ,

and /(/<**) is, again, an arbitrary fun-
ction of u and an analytic function of J"-
If cosmological constant -Pi < 0 , hyperbolic
functions must be replaced by trigonometric
functions. A detailed, but purely mathema-
tical, description of this class was given
by Garcia Diaz (1983) who, among others,
has shown that, with a general structural
function f, the corresponding spacetimes
pofises no symmetry. We have not yet analy-
sed the physical aeaning of this class of
solutions in detail.

Since the moatrgeneral solutions of Gar-
cia Diaz and Flebansld are those belonging
to the class NT (•*,8te)t we shall, here-
after, concentrate on this class. The cor-
responding metric can be written in the
form

2 \vAdf

du

whore

A *ej-fvt

ih
/*("» /) being an arbitrary function of u
and an analytic function of J» Typically,
some components of the Rlem&nn tensor ara
proportional to A/J (like In the ds Sitter
space), the other depend on the derlvatirse
of atructural function t. The only non-va-
njjahing coordinate components of the Weyl
tensor are

V (4)

Consequently, realizing that the de Sitter
universe ,is the only solution of vacuun
Einstein s equations with non-zero cosmolo-
gical constant which is conformally flat
(aee, e.g,,, Hawking and Ellis 1973), we iai-
mediately arrive at the following result;
the spacetime described by Metric (>) ia
•tfa* de S144«e universe i£ ead only if f it
of tiia t«r>

^ being arbitrary functions of u,.
Hereafter, we shall restrict o'irselvee

to metric (3) with e • o. In auch a caae a
very sinple coordinate transfomation
exists which brings (3) with t « o into the
standard form of the de Sitter metric.
Indeed, by putting

I
(6)

metric (3) goes over into the metric of the
de Sitter universe,

in the well-known reference fraae in which
arbitrary two reference points are receding
one from the other exponentially with time.

In order to exhibit a field which might
have a character of a wave propagating in
the spacetime with metric (7) we shall, in
view of (5), conaider e structural function
of tna form

(8)

(Putting g • h ... • o, we get back the
de Sitter aetric by using (6).) Now it can
be shown by means of straightforward calcu-
lations that the world-line determined by
the following relations,

„/. O

u -

is a tlae-lika geodesic in the gpacatime
with metric u ) , v being pnfmr time along
the geodesic. By performing transformation (fil
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we find that (1) the geodesic (9) is given
simply by

X - Y = 0 , Z=ZO , r = Tt (io)
and (ii) metric (3) can be written in the
form

Sitter (11)

where ^.-/de Sitter is dust the metric de-
termined by (7) and

tfi, 0 > 0 j-**fi

r/3 , 0 > 0 > -*z/3
(12)

where

dearly, the choice of f in accordance with
(8) implies ««./wave - o along the geodesic
(10). Ibis, %f course, does not mean that
freely falling particles do not react on the
wave* She influence of the wave on the re-
lative notion of freely falling particles
ia beat aeen by analyzing the equation of
geodesic deviation along the geodesic (10).
First introduce a tetrad which, ia orthonor-
mal and parallel)y transported along the geo-
desic :

'<*)
(0, 0).

slallsrly,

(13b)

/CW= f KW. (13c)
Ihia form of the resulting equations is re-
markably well suitable for an interpreta-
tion;
1. Particles recede one froa the other In

the standard "do Sitter-like" manner If
no wave is present, i.e., if g(u) • 0.

2. If an arbitrary function g(<*) of variab-
le
44 •gfz. >&
«••• not vanish, the relative motion of
particles ia influenced similarly as
with an R-type (pp)wave which propagates
in the g-direction and hae e treosverae
character, ao that the relative motion
of particles in the c-direction ia not
affected.

3. As T -»+«>, the wave is damped exponen-
tially and the metric and curvature ap-
proach corresponding de Sitter quanti-
ties along the given geodeaie. This ia
just a specific demonstration of the cos-
mic no hair theorem.
This physical,interpretation of the

Garcia Diaz-Plebanatl solutions HT(4,d,e)
with e m O strengthens our belief that a
similar, physically intuitive interpreter
tion will be possible also in more compli-
cated cases. By analyzing other properties
of these specific solutions one might start
to develop an insight into the behavior of
strong gravitational waves in curved coamo-
logical backgrounds. Let us finally note
that such an understanding may be much
easier in case of some specific, simple
choices of function g(«) - for example,
equations (13 a,b,c) can be solved analyti-
cally for B{U.) M const.

Decompose the vector K j connecting any
neighbouring geodesic with the referenc*
geodesic (iC), istc tali ietrad, denoting
th« tetrad components by K(w. Further, ro-
tate coordinates (X,Y.) by an angle >*,
TX'f> Y i * Y X i ^ Y

ponents from metric (11) (i.e*, fT? _,
and (12)) and project them onto the tetrad;
Sac* — somewhat lengthy but atraightfor-
ward-ca'>cul'>1:i.on8 lead to the explicit form
of the equation oi" t£? jeodesic deviation
(dot denotes d/dT)t

= 4-K' (13a)

de Sitter expansion

exponential
damping

gravitational wave with
polarization angle it>
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Y.KMUSi What will happen if you consider
the Halting oaac of eoamologloal constant
A app?aaohlng «ero ?
J.BI&fct Thin la not a straightforward pro-
oedure. It dependa on whloh elaaa of waves
you consider* With B-type waves (i.e., with
pp waves) tha aitoation la aimpla - these
waves exist only for J\ • o. In order to gp
over from K(^) aolutiona to standard,
Kundt a wavea with A - o, ona juet has to
raplaeaj5f-*• r in (2) - aee«f»«for de-
tails* However, in o«aa of HT(^,fl,e) wavea,
including a apaoial eaaa with « • o in
which we wore especially intoroatad, ona
haa to parform rather ooaplioated limiting
contractions* Both gauge and coordinate
transformations with fraa paraaetere hare
to be used and, than* Uniting procedures
Involving these parameters and A laad to
S-typc wavea.(In fact, one gate pp-iravaa
juat from HS solutions Kith £ • o.) Other
Halting proeedurea yield K(^) aolatione.
Such prooednraa are briefly mentioned In
5tfs . So aumarise» HT(^,d,«) aolntiona
are moat general of all three claaaaa but
one cannot aiaply pat A • o in forsalas in
order to get meaningfal reaalta. In addi-
tion, our expressions aa, for example,(9).
(12), (13) are not analytic in A . o .
I.S.IOTXX0f« Ira yon going to construct
other aedelf nkich noold be exact aolutiona
of Unateln a equationa and «out represent
the universe with gravitational waves -
posaiblyf aolutiona of a atlll more complex
t« t
J*BISTKI We oertainly want to,analy*a other
typaa-of tha Oaroia Ittas-Flabanaki aolu-
tiona, i.e., those with e • ±1. Our main
notlve for auch w analyaia ooaea froa tha
fact that, aaoac tha aodela with nouero
cosaological conatant, these radiative ao~
latlons ahtttld play tha aase role as plans
waves (sf Bobinaon, Bond! and Flranl) have
played In ataniard gravitational radiation
theory* Tery closely relatsd are other
eolations as, e.g., Robinaon-Trautnan ra-
diative apacetiaea of other Petrov types
with a non-iioFC cosaoiotdeal eonatant.

ilthough these aolntions are not known exp-
licitly, one may prove various theorems
about their behaviour - at least In tha oa-
st of vanishing coaaologieal constant - as,
for example, that a whole claaa of non-sln-
golar Robinaon-SraatMn radiative solutions
"decays" Into a Sohwsreaohlld solution u n -
ytotloally in time. If this can be generali-
sed to A # 0 caae (and it appears that It
can), we would get an axaaple of the viola-
tion of tha cosmic no-hair conjecture, be-
oause the end-product of tfee evolution of an
eosmologlcal model would be a black hole in
the da Sitter universe, rather than tha da
Sitter universe Itself*

In connection with other aspecta of gra-
vitational wavaa in ooaaologieal models.
Caraeli and his collaborators investigated
generalised Einatain-Eoaen waves and. of
course, in your group, cost important con-
tributions to the problem of the Interpre-
tation of some Blanch! type universes aa
waves eoae from V.H.Lukash. Bnt aleo in
these directions s number of unsolved inte-
resting problems renaina.

•averthelessr within theoretloal cosmo-
logy and radiation theory. I think, tha moat
important open problems will not be In con-
structing and interpretating new exact solu-
tions bat. rather, in formulating general
theoretical framework for the treatment of
radiation In a coamologioal model* What will
replftoe Penrose e elegant and powerful for-
anlation af the aaymptotic structure of an
aaymptotically flat spacetxae ? Will It be
necessary to foraulate, for exaaple, the
"outgoing radiation condition" on • finite
tiaelike cylinder around a source by requi-
ring soas type of inequalities which will
incorporate both the Influence of tha source
•ad of tha outer eosmologleal world ?
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A fully general relativiatic non-linear model of the formation of maasive
neutrino hales in an Einstein-Straus universe was given by Fabbri, Jantsen and
Kuf?ini» Here we consider the role which a non-vanishing, repulsive coamological
constant A *Q, admioaible by observational limits, can have in the FJB model.
The main conclusion is that the influence of Jl is negligible in the FJB mod«>l
for massive neutrinos with mass <wi0eV, indicated by recent observations of
SN 1987a. On the other hand, the eosmologieal constant is relevant in the mode*,
if neutrinos have low maaa, < 0.2eV.

A wide claae of models of galaxy formation
ia available today; linearized theory of
adiabatic and isothermal perturbations,
"pancake" (ZeldoTich and Novikov;, "explo-
sion" (Oatriker and Cowie, 1 98t ), "cosmic
string" CVilenkin,1985), "critical injection
maas" (Fabbri,Jantzen and Ruf?iai,1962), ci-
ted as FJR model in the following, and some
other models. A dark mass must be present,
along with the visible baryonic mass, in all
these models in order to solve the so called
"missing mass" problem. We must invoke non-
baryonic dark mass, if we want to have the
present cosmologies! density parameter of
the Universe Jle «* •{ , as required by the
inflationary cosmology. The most, popular can-
didate for the non-baryonic mass are relict
massive neutrinos with tc^t^lOeV. (Photinos,
i.e. spin 1/2 partners of photons in SUSX
theories, are also possible candidates, ate
Sciama,1982.) As soon as the relict massive
neutrinos become to be non-relativistic in
the course of the cosmological expansion,
their homogeneous and isotropic distribution
starts to fragment into giant neutrino
clouds.

Here, attention will be focused on the
"critical injection mass" model. FJH gave a
fully general relativistic non-linear treat-
ment of the formation of spherically-sym-
metric neutrino condensations in the frame-
work of the Mnstein-Straus universe, i.e.
a Schwarzschild geometry, corresponding to
a mass condensation, matched to a dust-
filled Friedman universe. (In some sense the
FJB model can be considered as "complemen-
tary" to the linearised theory.) In the Bin-
stein-Straus universe the effect of the
Lorentz transformation between static S. ob-
servers and F. comoving observers at the
matching surface roughly represents the in-
tegrated effect of • transition region bet-
ween the local field and the average cosmo-
logical field in a more realistic model.
FJfi have found that there ia a cosmologi-

cal time I, characterized by corresponding
cosmologicd redehift 1+z, at which an ap-
preciable number of background neutrinos
arc captured in bound orbits of maximum ra-
dius r-J(_ roughly equal to the radius at
which they enterthe Schwarsachild region
of mass H. These neutrinos detach from the
cosmological expansion, and thus a neutrino
condensation of "critical injection mass"
Her&rM has essentially formed at the epoch T,
with an effective radius rerotrmKr. The ge-

neral ?oraiulas for the formation epoch and
radii of these condensations art

km «"5Mpc"':
constant,

is the reduced Hubble
where Sit. {&•,) gives

the baryon (neutrino) contribution to the
cosmological density parameter. For mj«TO
FJB were able to tixxi. from (1) that *
g a l a c t i c haloes of »•••»« J Q ' 2 I O ' 3 ) M

are formed at redshifte 10 - 100, and that
the radius-mass relation (2) reproduces
well the expected ranges og galactic haloes.
(Larger neutrino condensations, i.e. haloes
of clusters of galaxiee, could form at lar-
ger redshifts: e.g.,

at at« c r ~ 1 0

£kote that Fabbri and Buffini (198T) have
aucceafully used the "critical injection
mass" model also for the formation of globu-
lar clusters from the primordial plasma.
They find that globular clusters of mass *v
KrK # are formed after thermal decoupling
at redshift »~ia^, in accordance with the
Jeans theory. Therefore, due to Fabbri and
fiuffini (198t), globular clusters are for-
med primordially (%f 1000), and only later
(IA/10 - 100) they are clustered into gala-
xies by the influence of neutrino conden-
sations .J

However, existence of small, but non-va-
nishing repulsive cosmological constant JL>0
cannot be excluded recently (see.e.g., Si-
varam, 1983); the upper observational limit
is JL at 40"**'**»-*-.
Therefore, we consider the FJB model in the
framework of the Sinatein-Straus-de Sitter
universe, i.e. a Schwarischild-de Sitter
geometry matched to a dust-filled Friedman
universe with ul>0. (The value of the cos-
mological constant is assumed the same in
both the Schwariachild-de Sitter geometry
and the Friedman universe.) It is shown la
Stuchlik (1984) that such a matching is
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indeed possible.
The MR model is baeed on propertiea of

gtodtaic orbit» in tha Schwarsaehild geomet-
rjr* Tha presence of tha coaaological cons-
tant can, in prinoipla, altar result* of tha
model, ainoa tha gaodaaie properties in tha
oaaa of Schwarsschild-de Sitter geometry di-
ffar qualitatively from tha propartiaa in
tha para Schwarsachild caaa. It waa ehown in
Stuehllk (1984) that tha gaodaaie propartiaa
of tha Schwarsachild-da Sittar geometry can
ba characterised by dimenaionleas parametar
ft « U / 3 M IR Ciroular orbita axiat only in
tha range

3/2 < x * x

where x«r/2H, and xa ia tha ao callad atatio

radiua. If R > 4/27, thara ara no circular
orbita at all, while for ÜA < A < 4/27
thara ara no stabla circular orbits. Tha cri-
tical value is

a d« (2/5)4/27 * 9.48x10"*,

tha corraaponding critical value of maas ia
"er " 5.7x10-\

If O< ft < A & i stabla circular orbits
axiat between two marginally stabla orbits,
located at x^, x2 (Xf<x2), which ara solu-
tions of tha aquation

8te4 - 153X3 - x + 3 « O.

Iharafora, wa want to appreciate in which
situations tha cosmological eonatant of tha
ordMut *» 10~^ca~2 strongly affacta resultJ
of tbs PJB modal. Racall soms relevant de-
tails of tha modal. Neutrinos antering tha
Schwarsschild ragion can ba dascribed in
taras of tha magnituda of thair apatial mo-
mantum P and of tha paramatar f • coa 0 , 0
baing tha polar coordinata. TUI numbar densi-
ty of relict neutrinos is given by

where f is tha redshifted distribution
function

f (P) • £î + exp(P/k^)J h~3,

where the neutrino temperature is given by

VflT)* (4/11)1/3 ^(T o) (t+i)(

«V, (To) « 3K is the temperature of relict

photons at present cosmological time TQ| h»

Planck konstant, k^oltimann constant*
Since the number, density ia strongly peaked
around P_„ ( T • P/su, ) such that

?-.«!> - ÎL«tTo)
P (To) - 3.3 k

the cosmological time at which tha short
epoch of moat effective trapping occurs is
given by

*max '^crit • s i a h ä f

where «(T) is tha velocity parameter of tha
Lorentt transformation at the matching sur-
face. M B have shown that in the non-rela-
tivistic limit (i.e. for r t t l t » 2M, and
when the apatial curvature of the Friedman

univeraa is unimportant) tha radial width
of tha moat tightly bound trapping sone is

(3)

where P̂ (Je ) ( Por^t I eorraapond to neutrinos

entering the Schwartschild region at tha
stable circular (purely radial; orbits. Tha
"critical injeotlon maas" function is then
given by (t). assuming neutrino dominated

onivtrae, i.e. Jl^H^, and setting WQQ*

8JCP^> , the free parametera Ji0 and hQ can

be eliminated,(1) reduces to tha form

(4) * * - t.3xtO*\ (m*r7/a

where

It follows from relation (3) that A will
be relevant in the process of formation af
neutrino condensations if no atable circular
orbits occur in tha ragion of moat effective
trapping, i.a* if

(5) * 2 « Serif

In the non-relativistic oasa of FJB it is

(6) *crit«>

xcrit(V
where

xcrit(V

PJH conclude that neutrinoa begin to frag-
ment below redshift

s^/wSxtO* tm*)2,

forming objecta with massas K*< tOl7(m*/"2.
However, it follows from (6) that tha non-
relativistic liait Xeritl*)^10 n o l d a o n 3^
for •» —

(l+s) < to3 m .
Since we want to atay in this limit, wa
must restrict masses of the neutrino eon»
densationa by relation

(7) 4x10,H .«r2.
Thia corresponds to R ^ 10" for a rea-
sonable ranga of neutrino masses. Vow, the
numerical results show that for

* < 10"î0 it is, with high accuracy,

xt - 3 0.63

For neutrinos with maaa mj • tOeV, indi-
cated e.g. by tha observed neutrino burst
from tha recent supernova SV Î987a, tha nu-
merical results ahow that for all neutrino
condenaationa formed at redahifts lower
than SeviOOO condition

x 2 > 1 0 0 x e r i t
is always satisfied. Thus tha sons of the
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•ast effective trapping liée deep inaide the
region where etable circular orbit« «ziet,
ana th» influença of th« eoaaologieal cona-
tant ia quite negligible in thi« oaaa. W«
conclude that for neutrinoa with m# * t O«V
(OP with «y >1OeV) th« reeulta of th« rjH
model can ba uaad without Modification« alao
f OP non-Taniahing coeaological constant.
finally wa deteraine for which valuaa of

m# th* Influence of th« coaaological con-
atant will ba important in th« FJH aodel,
aaauaing JÏ * IO~55
x- • 0.63
tna aaaa

O-55«-2, Wa aa« ralation
as a function of

(8) 3.5xtO»4

Thia function auat b« coaparad with z * t

azpraaaad aa a function of H;

(9) 4.8»xtO20

Soiasa S.W.: 1982, UaaaiT« photinoa in coa-
•ology and galactic aatronoay, preprint
ISA.S.

SiT'âranC: 1985, Aatrophys.Space Sei. tJjS,
39»

Stuchllk Z.: 1984, Bull. Aatron. Inat.
Cs«choeloT., £, 205.

Stuchllk 2., Calrani H.: 1984, Aotrophyo.
Spaca Sei. 9J, 405.
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Z«ldovich ïa.B., NOTÜCOT I.D.: 197>,

Stroyani« i «Tolucia vsalanao^
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Th« condition than laada to

00)

Vurthar, tha following raatrictiona auat ba
introduced. Ralation 74) aajr ba rawrittan in
tha fora

• =>»-« 7.7x10' ( H T "

and, ainoa (1+*) > 1, i t follows that

(tl) a* • 7.7xlO2 (M*)"V7.

Relation (f) givaa

(12) »*» a?» 2xtO7

Conaidoring relation« (to)>(12) wa can
conclude that tha coaaologieal oonatant ia
reler^nt in tha foraation of neutrino (or
other "ino") haloe, if their aaaa ia
low, naaaly "^»* 0.2eV (*•<- °'

For azaaple, accordiss to tha W R aodal
neutrino« of a*ss~0.2e? ahould fora con-
danaat'i

juat at preeent eoaaologieal epoch. BoweYer,
tha eoaaological eonatant acta againat for-
aatioa of tha eondenaationt. And, in fact,
it can prevent the foraation.
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preprint Onir.of Roaa.
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TKIK SHhlLS AHL> COSMOLOGICAL MODELS

J.langer

Department of Mathematical Physics,Charles 'university,
V Eolaeoviokach £, 180 00 Prague, Czechoslovakia

In the framework of the Israel formalism the closed universe ronoistins of
two spherical voids separated by the thin shall of netter i» studied. It'ia
shown that there ia no horizon in this modelo The naive quantiaetion removing
the singularity is performed.

The dynamics of thin shells of matter
in the General Relativity was discussed by
many authcraj in the papara of Israel fl],l2i
th« "..ivariant formalism for their deacripti-
or. was developed..

In this approach tae utaiory of a thin
shell of matter is described by the time-
line hyp«rsiirfaae ̂  waica divides the apace-
time into two parts V and V . The ayper-
aurface 1 repraeents~the boiirtaary of V_ and
V-. respectively; consequently tue ir.trinaic
3-seoaietry of I induced by the metrics of V_
a.id V + must be the aarae« Let z. be parametri—
aed by three intrinsic coordinates £a (Latin
indices refer to 3-dimensional quantities
on the hypersurfece T t Greek indices to
4-dimensional Quantities}• In every point
ot three vectorB g^ tangent to the intrin-
sic coordinate linos are determined. The co-
ordinate systems in V_ and Y+ are mutually
independent and therefore these tangent vec-
tors tiayre components i,Zt ia v+ and V.. The
surface energy-momentum tensor T»b ia deter-
mined by the jump of the extrinsic curvature
tenaor of i projected to the triad Si .
It the metrics in V. and Y + are the solutions
of the Einstein equations then £ represents
the history' of the surface aourca of the
vacuum gravitational field.(For details aee
Q ] , £23 .)

We consider the case of V_ and V + with
the pseudoeuclidean geometry so that in
spherical coordinates the ̂ -metrics in both
regions ere of the form

da? - dt? - drf - rf( dtf,2 + Bin2/* d f.2 ) .
The hypersarfaee X. ia given in V- and V. by
t i «T, -JTV = ̂T and yv m y , r-* R{T), the re-
gions V. and V+ consist of points xt< R. It
means that observers in both regions are sur-
rounded by the spherical shell with the time-
dependent radius R. The intrinsic coordinetea
on X are the angular variables V and y and
the time T equal to the Minlcowakian time in
the adjacent points in V_ and V+ . The model
represents * "closed universe" nith all mat-
ter concentrated in the thin layer separating
two "voids". (The spherical voids in the
matter - filled universe with a thin matter
on the boundary nere extensively studied by
Sato and all £ 3 3 • Our case, however, ia
not contained in their solutions.)

Calculating the surface energy-momentun
tensor we obtain for its nixed components

- o - l
t l 1-H)172

jRd) - l /2 =

get

1 _ - 1

(.we put the jfewtonian gravitations] r.in-
atant and the velocity of light equal to 1)
Provided the shell coneista of the K&cielj.y
moving dust the components I, = T, must
vanish. Then the motion of trie unajl is
determined by the equstior*

(1) RR - H2 + 1 " 0
which haa the f i r s t integral
« Yi /2E. "Integrating once more

R = R sin ( *-£-- ) , M r= 2fro«
The constant K represents obviously

the total rest mass of the ahell, R ia
the turning point, the constant a fixes
the origin of the Minkowskian time T.

If the development of the ahell is pa-
rametrised by the proper time f maaaured
by the comoving observer on the shell, the
equation (1) takes the fora

(2) R"'R + B.'2 + 1 = 0

•/ihere R'« dR/it . Then R«= Ro( 1 -
 r/Ro)^?

if the beginning of the proper time is fixed
so that R*Ro for T" «0o

Thii "universe" staipts to expand from
the singularity R=O, in the finite time it
expands to the maximum volume and recollap"
aes to the singularity,. However, unlike
the Friedman universe there is no horizon
in this model. The light rey sent in the
radial direction, say in V- region, crosses
the ahell in the opposite point and reap-
pears in V_ once more. At any time the
observer sitting on the shell can 3ee some
past event on the world-line of any particle
on the shell or of a teat particle in the
flat space regions. In fact, during the
expansion of the shell he is able to obser-
ve several past events on his own world
line.

The shell acts on the teat particles
in V_ and V+ attractively. From the point
of view of the Minkowskian observer the
shell decelerates and therefore the freely
moving particle reaches the aii«ll at a cer-
tain moment. Let us suppose that the parti-
cle crossing the shell conserves its 4-
momentum» This condition can be written
invariantly as,P*^,«» -P̂ -t-.* , + P* represen-
ting the components of the 4^aomentun
before and after crossing the shell. Con-
sequently the test particle moving radially
nith the velocity ti» in V- region reappears
after crossing the ahell with velocity

u m _S5_r Ss-iitsfi
+ (l+R ) - 2u_ R *

We can see that the magnitude of velocity
diminishes when R is positive and increases
if R is negative, le.if the shell expands
and contracts respectively. The particle
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for ft. In this way the Sohrodlnger equation

Fig.i The curves 1 and 2 represent the
world lines of two opposite points on the
shell in Minkowskian space-times V- and V+.
The dashed line is the world line of a light
ray, the full straight line the worlt line
of a test partiole.

shot from the shell with the initial veloei<»
ty whioh Is not too big with respect to the
shell oscilates around it} in this sense the
shell is stable with respeot to the radial
perturbations (see Fig.)

Froa the point of view of the observers
on the shell the particles are attracted
by the fiotlve gravitational field caused
by non-lnertiallty of the system connected
with the shell. At the turning feint RQ
the acceleration of'the system connected. ,
with the shell is R-RQ'1 - (2TlI©)(4JiRo2) •
• 2rf>« . i.e. the intensity of the fictive
gravitational field satisfies exactly the
Hewtonian relation ( £„ Is the rest mass den-
sity).

The equation (2) can be obtained froa
the Hamiltonian •

_2 B2

Starting from this Hamiltonlan we can per-
form naive quantisation inserting -in a /z>B

, y *
ZST d R* Z

is obtained • Taking Re (- <*» t + °o) for
• configuration apaoe and assuming y«*0
for R H> + ae , we have a aelf-adjoint
poaitive 3afinite eigenvalue problem. Con-
sequently all the eigenvalues are positive,
the ground state has positive energy and
the eigenfunctions are w«ill-behav«d in all
points including the classical singularity
R«0. The mean values of R and Rz are finite
for any wave packet consisting of these
elgenfunetions. In this senso this quanti-
sation removes the singularity. However,
the case with • single degree of freedom
is toe special for to draw some more gene-
ral conclusion from it.(Let us remark that
the equation (1) can be also derived from
the Hamlltonian, however, in this oase with
Mlnkowaklan time as a variable we do not
obtain the positive definite eigenvalue
problem.)

We also considered the oase of several
thin shells expanding from the singularity.
Suoh shells cross one another and their
motion Is much more complicated than In
the simple model considered here. These
results will be published elsewhere.
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DISCDSSIOH

I.D.HOTIKOVt I wonder whether. In this model
of an infinitely thin shell between two cavi-
ties with Minkowaklan metric, the motion of
particles and of light across the boundary
depends on the limiting procedure by which
we go over froa a shall ef a finite
to an infinitely thin shell. Does a protf.
exist that this model is possible with a
•hell of finite .thickness?
J.LAIGER: Concerning tho first part of your
question, Israel s formalisa ensure*that
the coordinate system exists in whioh

the metrics change smoothly and the normal
first derivatives have a finite jump on the
shell* Therefore, any change In trajectories
of light rays or teat partloles inside the
shell of finite thickness becomes negligible
if the wflth of the shell tends to aero inde-
pendently of the limiting procedure.

The model with • shell of a finite thick-
ness is possible. However, the shell which
has a finite width during all it-s history
aoat be. supported by pressure which Influen-
ces i^s motion*
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IS THERE AN UPPER LIMIT OF THE SIZE OF INMQMOGENEITIES IN THE UNIVERSE ?

K.-H. SCHMIDT

Zentralinstitut fur Astrophysik, Potsdam-Babelsberg, German Democratic Republic

Observational evidence points to the existence of an upper limit of the eize of
inhomogeneities (super-clusters, filaments, pancakes, and voide) in the universe.

A catalogue of all known clusters of gal-

axies with spaceroscopically measured red-

shifts has been compiled from the literature

(SCHMIDT, 1986). The catalogue now contains

about 1100 clusters, more than 700 of them

are ABELL clusters (ABELL, 1958). The cata-

logue seems to be complete for ABELL clu-

sters up to about z = (3.1, at least in the

regions of ABELL's statistical sample. Thus,

the sample in our catalogue is Suitable to

study the large-scale distribution of clu-

sters of galaxies up to distances corre-

sponding z • 0.1.

Using the percolation method several

suparcluetere have been identified in a sim-

ilar way as it has been done by SATUSKI and

BURNS (1985'. In this course we d3fined a

superclueter to'consist at least out of

three members, at least one of them has to

be an ABELL cluster. Furtheron, we demand

the distance between two members in a super-

cluster does not exceed 20 Mpc (for HUBBLE

constant Ho - 100 km s"
1 Mpc" 1). The sizes

of the superclusters found in this way are

generally stialler than 200 Mpc.

Also «any voids have been detected in the

distribution of the clusters of galaxies.

In order to avoid statistical uncertainties

we define a void in the distribution of

clustere of galaxies as an empty region

which largest extension exceeds 60 Mpc. In

this way wa detected 26 large voids. The

largest dimensions of these voids cone out

to about 200 Mpc.

It should be mentioned that the eize of

the large void Into the direction of Bootee

detected by BAHCALL and SONEIRA (1982) hae

to be corrected. Now it turn* out to be as

large as not sore then 110 Mpc. The cause

for this correction ie due to the fact that

.BAHCALL and SONEIRA used tha ABELL distance

class as the distance indicator alone. But

according to SCHMIDT (1986) the clusters

especially in distance class 4 are wide-

spreaded in redshift. Thus, the use of

distance classes as indicator of real dist-

ances makes out en unrealistic distribution

of clusters and, therefore, a larger exten-

sion of the BAHCALL and SONEIRA void comes

out.

Recsr.tly SEITTER (19S7) discussed the

results obtained by different authors on

the dimensions «f the largest structures:

filaments, euperclusters, pancakes, and

voids. Including our results into the dis-

cussion and following the arguments of

SEITTER (1987) against the results of

CIARDULLO et al. (1983) we may state that

the largest inhomogeneities in the universe

observed up to now are of the order of

about 200 or 300 Mpc (H^ « 100 km s^Mpc"1)

independently of the depth of the investi-

gation. This result is in agreement with

recent paper by KOPVLOV et al. (1987),
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THE POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION OF THE CENTRAL VOID

IN TUB JAQXEUL9NXAN PI ELD

Teresa Grabineka and Kiroalaw Zablerowakl

Wroclaw Teohnioel University, 50-370 Vroolaw, Bh

The problem of interpretation of tbo so-oallad Central Void /CV/ in the Jaglel-
Ionian Field /JF/ i« oonaidarad. The galaxies in JF arc Inolined to group around
CV into a palliua>-like configuration. The popular suggestion that OV «ay reflects
a realty existing and genuinely owpty V O I U M of the inter-eniltioluster apaoe has
been vc vified.So far any interstellar aloud w u nmvr regarded a* a poaslble ox*
planatxon beoauae of: t. toe ooaeoant-type laws describing interstellar extlno-
tion in the Milky V*y,vbioh made the galaotio extinction at b»72 improbable, 2.
the olaiaw oi the Swioky's Sohool that J* was free of the extinction, 3* the tra-
ditional view that •ultloluatsring was not oauaed by abaorptiTe dusty olouda, i.e.
that the extended galaxy atruoturea were nat only apparent, lbs results of our
work oonoern the conceptual foundations of the reaearoh progrsjawe oontalned ia
early works of SpJtawa-Neyaan /superoluatera of galaxies oalled • olouda"/ and res
cent searohea of Batuski and B u m s on a possible 300 Mpo f llarnnt of dusters of
galaxies in Perseua-Pegasua. Isi the paper It is proved that a looal dusty oloud
ia projeoted just onto the region of the Central Void.

1. Introduction

The iapressive dark aHorse-head" in Orion
learned to investigate the relation between
the apparent void /AY/, dust obscuration
/bO/ and the true /real or physioal/ void
/TV/. The "Horse-head" learned the i-uie:

~I (AY B> TV) , iv 4 so v rr .
The quo*tion appears whether this general
soheaw / the "Horse-4»ead" aoheae/

AV s^ 00 A (TfAV a TV>)
oan lie applied to the o u t ot antioorrela-
tion observed in the position of galaxies
ergo would it be possible to engage galaotio
obsouring olouda to explain the apparent
voids embedded in a. sort of pallliaa of gal-
axies? Are the voids real structures? They
apparently exist, nut a possibility of aosw
stlatifioation cannot be ruled out. Oust
obscuration s»y oauae /strong; version/ or
strengthen /weak version/ ths> "void" offoot:
statistical fluctuation aay help dust ob-
souration but it is not necessary to produoe
void offeot. Voids can appear as a specific
coil of extragalaotic data, Interstellar DO,
statistical fluctuations and statistical
uncertainties and/or optic illusion or psy-
chological preference to see walls and eajp-
ty boles recognised by the eye.Statistical
techniques oan define superelustera however
convention ie a key factor in any statistics
or percolation /and other/ technique. Thus
the objective world /objective •ultioluster-
ing of galaxiea and olusters of galaxies/
cannot be reflected In statistical results
beoause they are result also of agreesient
ammg scientists. Consequently the content
of statistical searches la astronomy can-
not be considered as fuO-ly objeotive par-
ticularly with respeot to quantitative par-
ameters: let us mention as an exaaple that
the Heisenberg principle is Interpreted in
terms of statistical approaches however its
quantitative oharaoter is not fully /objeot-
ively/ derivable whereas qualitative repre-
sentation does not create troubles. In ex-
tragalactio astronomy statistical searches
lead to quantitative and even qualitative

disturbances of the given Object /aniltl-
olusterlng of. galaxies and tjalaxy -aggre-
gatea/Changittg of the given statistics
leads to conversion of the given "objeot"
into another "objeot" , so even qualitative
transitions are poaalble.Althougn natheaat*
loa studies quantitative relations, the set
of different statistical techniques In ax*
tragalactlo astronosgr creates qualitative
conversions / a sort or transition* fros)
quantity to quality /. Thus on* oan eay
that peculiarities in the prooeaa of oogni*
tion and aeasursaients appear not only in
quantusi •eohanfoa: the history of the ex-
tragalao tio astronoay lndioa>tes that it is
not exaggeration. The history of statistical
investigations of the aultiolustering of
galaxies indloatss that "objective" amlti*
clustering depends on theoretioal oonstruo*
tions : we cannot s> priori rsoogniae what
is sniltioluaterlaff. Multiolustsring of ga-
laxies depends on the acospted convention,
so it is not passively reoeived experience
but is to sosw degree a free oreation of
the aind. In this sense we return to the
branch of optio illusions and payohologioal
/not objective/ prefereneea in aatronosjy,
e.g. to aee walla of galaxies and empty voids,
Thus we oonolude that on* of the beet way
is to investigate individual objects i.e.
individual voids.

Ve shall argue that the interstellar
extinction is the important factor influ-
encing the Meaning of notions which are
fundamental for extragalaotic astronony
/large soale distribution of galaxies/.Ve
shall investigate dust obscuration /galao-
tio extinction/ In the Central Void: if
a local dusty oloud is projected just onto
the region of tbe Central Void /CV/ then
tlois void is not illusion or result of any
statistical teohnique i.e. oonsequenoe of
a oonvention; it nay be interesting at least
for statisticians investigating fluctuations
/optic illusions/ and other characteristic
features of galaxy oatalogutts, however this
work may encourage investigators in search-
ing antioorrelation of galaxies /voids/.



2. Baaio faota about the Central Void /CV/

Observations of the "large-soale otruoturo
of galaxy distribution" suggest that the
void-lika arrangements of galaxies are vory
common. It is often auggeatod that the voids
are oaused by the lareo-soalo irregularities
known from the panoaKo-typo thoorioa of ga-
laxy formation. Tho adlubatio theory tells
in advanoe that plate or string configura-
tions of diffuse natter oan produoe the
effect of "windows" in the orowded sky :
tUo windows are dovoAded of galaxies.
In the Jagiellonian Field /JF/ the galax-

ies form themselves into a type of pallium
embedding tho ao-oalled Central Void; it is
not peripheral effeot, CV is systematically
avoided by galaxies populating the most
important parts of JF. The standard sugges-
tion was that Jagiellonian Pallium /Patohy/
Struoture, JPS, has been oaused by real
existenoe of genuinely empty volume of inter
cluster spaoe or of intraoellular spaoe
/using the terms of the Estonian Sohool,
jfJeveer et al.,1977/. Interstellar obscura-
tion was never considered as a possible
tentative explanation of JPS, probably for
the following reasons:I.ooseoant-type law
whioh makes galaotio extinction improbable
at b=72 , 2.Zw±oky and Rudnioki suggestions
that the JP-region is not in the power of
dusty olouds /Zwioky aeleoted this part of
the sky as free from seleotive extinction/,
3.opinions whioh oreated the speoifio objec-
tive problem situation in extragalaotio
astronomy that galaxies and even clusters of
galaxies fora real /i.e. not false, only
apparent/ extended struotures and that the
observed multioluetering is not produced by
any dust obscuration /in 193** Bok argued
ttutt clustering of galaxies oould not be
oaused by intergalaotio dust distributed
like the interstellar olouds of dust in the
Milky Way; reoently Batuoki and Burns(Burns,
1986*} neglected the role of the galactio
factor in their searohes of galaxy filamen-
tation/. It is ignored that interstellar
dust must affeot the multiclustering phenom-
enon in more serious degree than it oan be
reoonstruoted from the distribution of stara>
Tho following statement of Burns (1986):

"We are oonfident that these are real
•olds and not just regions that appear
dark because of dust olouds in the
Milky Way; Most of the filament and
the great majority of the voids H e
well away from the plane of our galaxy"

illustrate the optimism in extragalaotio
astronomy. Ve orltioize this optimism.

Zieba (197**) represented the tendency to
believe that the wprat thing /interstellar
soreeningl/ is most likely to happen in the
galaxy oounting branch although he extended
the notion of Do Vauoouleurs-Splawa-Neyman-
Abell-Zwicky superoluster and discovered
the increasing voids as we increase the ex-
tragalaotio soale of the survey. He indioated
that 1. the precise model of the screening of
the sky is not known beoause only a restriot-
ed and very limited sample of the Milky Way
olouds has been reported; our abilities of
describing the Milky Way dust population are
poor, so the standard "extragalaotio opti-
mism" is not justified and, on the contrary,
observations of the galaxy struotures are
important for galactic astronomy as well as
for extragalaotio studies; 2. galaotio dusty
olouds seem to protect sky from too much
light even at lbl>65° and even the N-polo

region givos the impression of being
obaourad /probably Zloba nevor published
the details of hia oxotio viow/;3. only
a limited (distanoe d ^ "offactive" die-
tanoQ) sample of stars has boon studiod to
reconstruct the extinction vithin the Milky
Way whereas some galaotio olouds ought to
be ejeoted out of the cardinal galactic
plane (with d » "effootivo" distance) due
to the irregular foroaa , existenoe of the
Bypergalaxy plane, many other phyaioal
prooessos;'•.neither model of the sorooning
of sky ia universal /dependences on the
aooeptod pre-asaumpti.ons,e.g. on the soloo«
tion of the objeots serving as the teat
objeots/;5. it is extremely heavy to pred-
iot the features of the galaxy multioluater-
ing proteoted from direot observation due
to the nearby dust oloud;6.it is possible
to define a hierarchy of interstellar dusty
olouds to explain the observed multiclustei*.
ing of galaxies .
Could we treat the Jagiellobian Pallium

of galaxies around the Central Void as a
counterpart of the interstellar oloud of
dust plaoed in a very oentre of JF ?
The tentative explanation of CV was sugges-
ted by Rudnioki et al. ( I985) and Grabiii-
ska and Zabierowski (196U). Rudnioki et al.
(1985,) allowed the claim that the inter-
galactic dust was looated preoisely in CV
centred on 0C = 11h18min and d=+35°13'(2000.0).
No final conclusion was obtained and the
ambiguity of the proposed explanation was
stressed out by Rudnioki et al.(i965):

"one needs a lot of good will to say that
the ©-quotient £©= n(l;*)n(s)/n{ljn(e;4
where n (l) and a (s) are mean numbers of
galaxies per square degree, defined for
a ohoaen visibility class arid visible in
long and in short wave-length, respec-
tively, in the area auapeo.ted in obsou-
ration and in a oomparable field j
increases monotonioally with the magni-
tude /.../ No final arguments oan be
quoted so far, supporting the statement
that obscuring (jintergaiaotlcj olouds
exist also in aoantly populated areas
(holes) between cluster* of galaxy struc-
tures /.../At least it is not unjustified
to formulate suoh a statement as a prom-
ising hypothesis".

The existenoe of intergalaotio dust in CV
was not finally proved because the deteoted
effects were very small and it was heavy to
draw from them any speoifio conclusions.So,
CV may be shrouded by galaotio olouds. The
density of interstellar matter is probably
billion times greater than the density of
intergalactio olouds. The patchy struoture
of the interstellar screening means that a
relatively dense and small oloud of the
galaotio dust might be plaoed near CV.

3. Search for the local obscuring oloud in
the Central Void

The values of the mentioned above ® -
quotient

were burdened with too high mean errors to
draw out of them any final oonolusion. Also
the errors of the coordination between n(l)
and n(s) in a comparable field and between
n(l;«) and a(a;«) disturbed the results on
CV. To avoid unnecessary repetition on tho
history of the CV-problem we want to mention
only that alao other errors perturbed the
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outcome, Iienao the transformations

), ( ) , (), a(a) i—>

a exp (b • fdistanoe parameters

appear neoessary. Then we nave

@)-~* Cexp^oN (distanoe parameter)) ,

6 depends on a, b and the mentioned above
the coordination error whereas 3" is influ-
enced by the errors of the b-porameters.
Thus It is possible to deoide, -without any
interpolation and apeoial reinterpretation
of the n(l;c), n(a;«), n(x) and n(a) counts
fGrabinska and Zabierowski, 1981*), whether
fi- quotient ohangea with distance or not.
Xf interstellar obscuration operates then
the value of <t is expected to be zero -
it is the first requirement. The seoond
requirement oonoerna the value of c:

J"= O A 6 > 1 a^DO ,

whioh ia rather conservative demand for the
"Horse-head"-sohemo of obsouration of ga-
laxies inside CV. Xf this aobeme operates
th<m the value of C can be a priori estimat-
ed fron the "average observation" whioh
states: H=a(v)/E(B-V) = 3.2 (we shall assume
M » CB)^(Y)/3)Ote(BV)apf)=3.B, ater?W(Y)/3),p=o:o4E(B-V)

N(H)/E=5.9'1O21 om-2, stH); 1OB3.N(B)=3«10a1

kpc-J, E(B-V)a 0.5mag kpo-1, a(V)= 1.5 mag
kpo"1. W« oan expeot

i < e< 2
in the case of DO in CV. .
Beoause <f" oannot be exactly xaro (d"=oi£)
we have taken the mean value of 6 , however
we shall write C instead (S) .

The CV-region is centred on square 2^18 of
the Jaj£Lellonian Field Catalogue /JFC/ and

— *'"> and 16 f

5 $ * 4 33°37'W/3
This region !• depicted by solid line in
fi«.i(of. Grabinska and Zabieronskl, 1987;
now no oonfira entirely the previous result.

= £

1I.LU.1U \>

i i i V

Tig. 1. The superposition of the regions
characterized by the galactic dust obsou-
ration requirement (£*= 0 A C£M.5) for the
different colour combinations in the Central
Void of the Jagiellonian Pield, ot and 0 oo-
ordinates /2000.0/ ar« depicted by the solid
line. The three propositions /BY,BR and YH/
•ay be enplrioally inconsistent; then the
superposition (BYABRAYR) beoome* empty.

The obaonring cloud obaraoterized by
1?5 >/ a(B) >, 1?2

iu indioated in fig. 1 - tie horizontaly
oheoicerod field. Blue and yellow colours
wore seleoted as shorter and longer wave-
lengtha, respectively. This region oannot
be extended beoause C is smaller and even
is burdened with too high mean errors.Thus
we obtain for B A Y proposition five values
of C /averaged)/ in the range

Ve have five values of the corresponding $~

0.024 $l*1 4 0.047,<HT!> aO.OJ J o . O t ^ ^ , ) .

For the BAR proposition we have three
values of C in the conservative range

1.5^8 ^1.8 =^ <l(J> =1.63 io.15

and the corresponding values of f

0.07^ IJTI 40.15, ifi=o.io io.ou
/probably BY oombinatlon ia leas disturbed
than OR proposition (Rudnlokl et al.,1985)/.
The superposition of the two propositions

is doubly /horizontoly and vertioaly/
oheokered in fig.1.

For the Y/vR proposition one oan expect
smaller values of ©-quotient. Only two
measurements give C ̂  1.3,

1.30^8^1.38 => <fl> = 1.3* io.06,
0.009$ «sri 40.053 =» <

The trebly superposition

is trebly checkered in fig.1.

k. Conolusion

Ve oone t« the oonolusion that the Cental
Void of galaxies in JF is oaused by the
galaotio obsouration. This result extends
the problem of the statistical oonfidenoe
of the reported "void-like structure" of
galaxies) without suoh Individual results
there ia no need to start rediscuaslon on
the ooatMQporary views on the inhonogeneity
of galaxy distribution. Galaotio obsouration
oan affect not only filamentary struoture of
galaxies:it would be interesting to reoon-
struot the relation between possible galac-
tic extinotion and superolusters of Spjtawa-
Neyjwn (i 95^) , Zwi oky (i 957), Abell (i 958) ,...
Basic oategoriea of the so-oalled large
soale structure* of galaxies may refleot a
hieraroby of the olouds shrouding the sky.
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ISOTROPY OF THE X-RAY BACKGROUND AND THE DISTRIBUTION OP GALAXIES
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Abstract

Three essentially different models of the galaxy distribution are currently is
use* the auperolueter model, the void model, and the sponge model. If the hard
X-ray background radiation is the sum of the radiation of unresolved discrete
sources at large oosmologioal distances, then it Is quite possible that these
sources also exhibit the large scale struoture of galaxies. The HBAO-A limits on
the intensity fluctuations of the X-ray background *re used to discriminate bet-
ween three distribution models,. These Observations indicate a preference for the
«pooge*-llke model*

J'.Introduotioa
±H {Hrese&t they* are three different mo-

SelV to characterise %&• large soal« atruc*
ture of the universe ifethe realm of gala-
ales, fhe el«te«m ftaael (Etoneira and
Peebles, 197*) assumes that th« fgptroliM-
teye are big& deUCfcHy leland* in a How den-
«ity eea ("MlaM fjettel"). *hi "tola BDfltl"
Uavreer antt feaaato, 1978), «a the SHH»
band, assumes 6hafe the voids are isolated
low ieaatir Itltntft f» a Sigh fleaeiff ie*»
The "aponge model" <Gott «f *
mes that Digit and' low aen»ity*»t*em*
equal volumes, and tfcat «&e high and
density regions are- both oonneoted.

The straightforward way to. decide anofl#
these three models is the direct Investiga-
tion of the spatial distribution of the, ga-*-
laxies. Nevertheless, tBere is an esHtttial-
ly different observational method that may;
also be helpful to discrinlnate between the^
se models.

The X-ray background radiation (XRB) Is
due either to the bremsstrahluag of Hot in-
tergalaotic baa, or to the sum of the raditl-
tion of unresolved discrete source* (e»g.
Boldt, 1967). Xf the "disorete" origin 4c
correct, then obviously the actual number of
sources, and hence their total intensity,
may vary from one part of the sky to another.
Thus, in this case one has the possibility
to estimate the number of sources in a given
volume from the observed isotropy of the SRB.
For example, Hamilton and Helf and (1987)
suggest that the number of sources must be

p

larger than 5000/(degree) .

Any such estimation needs several assump-

tions. Xa the previous works one usually

eJaumed that the aouroes were distributed

randomly) sett, e.g., Fabian (1972). Sever-

ftieleee, If the ZRB ii generated - fdr exam-

ple » by. young galaxies (Bookbinder et al.,

1980), it tl not exoluded that the souroea

Of the JHB are aleo grouped similarly to

Because in this case tne diatri-

the sources of XRB is not ootopl*-

**ty rsJteom, one may expect a different *yp»

Pt fiuatufttlona in the intensity of the ZRB.

l&afoifioa to this, sinoe the grouping nay

fllffereaif for the three structure

the expeoted fluctuations may also

la eaoh of them. There .la a

f discriminate among them using the

ieotfopy of ZRB.

bffslo observational datum concerning

the isotropy of the XRB is well-known* the

fluctuations In the Intensity are smaller

than 3& If 3°x3° pixels are used (Boldt,

1981J.

II,&tpeoted fluctuations

The most primitive description of the ia-

land model may be done as follows* in the

part of the universe where the XSB Is emit-

ted, a volume VQ la given. In VQ there are

K spheres with radii T±; i > 1,2,...,K. The

sources of the XRB are inside of these sphe-

res with a constant density n. The total

number of sources N is given by

(1)
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If any source has the aame constant amlaei-

vity J, then the total intensity expected

from V la given by

(2) I
.2

1=1

Vo

where d^ ia the distance of i-th sphere. L

ahould be of the order of 10 Mpc, and there-

fore we shall write

(3) L 10 h"1 L1Q

where h is the Hubble parameter in the units

of 100 km/(sec.Mpc), and L is given in Mpc.

Because r^ and d. are clearly not correlated,

we have

(4)

Detailed calculations show that A should be

of order of unity.

The most primitive void model assumes that

the spheres, are empty, and the gap among the

spheres is filled with sources of constant

density n. Then we havey

(5) nV -2_
1=1

(6) it = -A-

where B is not necessarily identical to A,

but it is again of order unity. A and B

can hardly be smaller than 1.

In order to ensure fluctuations smaller

than 3% we need for both models

(7) ^TO.03} K^llOO.

It is essential to note that the randomness

in the spatial distribution of superolueters

and voids is a necessary requirement. One

has to consider the superclusters and voids

aa isolated objects. On the other hand, in

the sponge model one assumes that the neigh-

bourhood voids (superolusters) are connected}

in particular (Gott et al.,1986), the half

portion of a cube of size 28.9 h Mpc is a

low density region, the other half ia a high

density region. In essence, for any V. not
1 —1 i

smaller than 28.9^ h . Mpc one may assume

that the sources are distributed randomly

in -j VQ. Thua here the fluctuations are gi-

ven again by the well-known (Fabian, 1972)

]?<ssA or D.

(The constraint that P is not bigger than

A or B ia obvious from the faot that here

only the distance fluctuations are present-)

Simply, if one assumes the validity of the

sponge model, no new fluctuations are expec-

ted. In the two remaining models, on the

other hand, new fluctuations arise for

(9) K"•I- 5S>1.

III.Estimation of K

If L is constant during the evolution of

universe then for the Friedmannian universes

one obtains (Welnberg, 1972)

h
do) f /

orX or ahjf .

Here % Is the comoving radial coordinate,

1HO Is the distance of horizon, w is the so-

lid angle determining the observed part of

sky, 9^ (Ij) is the minimal (maximal) dis-

tance where XRB is emitted, R(/F) is the

radius of universe, At is the well-known pa-

rameter. For the flat oase g(K) *•% (here

1 may be chosen)

(ID

where o is the velooity of light, and H

is the Hubble parameter. For u>ff j

(3° «? 1/20 radian), ^ - 0, %2 - 1, we obtain

i.e. K Is much smaller than 1100 for ^ 0
> 2.

The present observations suggest that L 1 0

hardly can be smaller than 2 (de Lapparent

et al., 1986). It is a straightforward

technical calculation to show that K is not

essentially different for the remaining two

Friedmannian universes (open and olesed).

If L is constant and L > 2 0 h" Mpc, there

is no chance to ensure (7) at the 3% level.

For L depending on^, essentially different

values are obtainable. Consider, for example.
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the following oasei

(13) L - L

Then for gfll) • If it follows

H

ObTiaualy, asre 5M<1T4wmn, is 252/3 « 84 timea
biggar than for L • constant. Thua here the
fulfilaent of (7) nay still be ensured.

Oa may conclude that the observed large
iaotropy of ZRB Indioatea a preference for
the apoage-like atruoture of aources of the
XBB| and thus for the aponge-like galaxy
Aiatributlon. A harder conclusion needs more
preolaa obaemtiona; either tu or the upper
Halt on the iaotropy of XRB should be smal-
ler. Of course, our oaloulatlons nay also be
incomplete (for example, if the drastic
simplloations are too drastio).
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ABOUT THE 1'IRST SPBOTROM OF i GALAXY

W. Ba-onkalla and H. Olealc

Zentral inat i tut ftlr Astrophysik der AdW der DDR
Rosa-Luxemburg-Strafie 17a
1591 Potsdam-Babelsberg
German Democratic Hepubllo

. The f i r s t apeotrum of a galaxy (the Andro-
meda nebula) was obtained by J. Soheiner at
the Potsdam observatory in the nights 1898
Deo 20 and 1899 Jan 4 with a t o t a l exposure
time of 3^'A hours (32 om - mirror, .96 cm
focal length, dispersion about 400 A/mm at
Hy). Since the apeotrum was underexposed he
repeated the observation in the nights 1899
Jan 9 and 10 with twioe t h i s exposure time.
The r e s u l t s were simultaneously reported in
Aatron. Naohr. .148, 320 (1899) and Astrophys.
J. IX, 149 (1899). Scheiner wrote:
"The oontinuoua apootrum can be dearly recognized . . .
from P to H, and faint traoes extend far into the
ultra-violet. A comparison of this spectrum with a
solar spectrum . . . desclosed a surprising agreement
of the two, even in reapeot to the relative intensi-
t ies of the separate spectral regions. The H line
oould be seen VOT^ distinctly, so that the band no-
ticed on the first plate could be referred to i t . The
measurement led to the indisputable result that the
band corresponds to the 6 group in the solar Bpectrua
. . . It i s thus proven that the Andromeda nebula ex-
hibits a spectrum of Class Ila, or further that the
greater part of the stars composing the nucleus of
thiB nebula belong to the second spectral class."

This seems to us the historically first
scientif ic proof for spiral nebulae beeing
stellar systems I Therefore, i t is of Interest
to examine this spectrum with modern tech-
nique. The plate was soanned vith the Babels-
berg microphotometer using a 40 um x 40 urn

diaphragm and a sampling distance of 20 um
both in x and y. The speotrum is so extreme-
ly weak that by visual inspection no fea-
tures are distinctly reoognizable. (There
exists a note by Scheiner that he had chemi-
cally enhanced the contrast but that the en-
hancement had disappeared in the year 1906.)
Nevertheless, as the computer drawing shows
(which is a representation smoothed by a
sliding mean vertically to the dispersion
direction) important absorption features are
present: Hfi, G-band, CN-band, H<T and HK.
Therefore, we can confirm the fundamental
conclusions drawn by Scheiner 88 years ago.
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A more detailed report will be published in
ASTROHOMISCHE NACHRICHTBN.

Computer drawing of the spectrua of the Andromeda nebule obtained
by J. Scueiner in the year 1899. length of the spectrum: S 2.6 am,
dispersion: 400 A/mm at Hy. The density interval A S above the
fog i« marked.
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CO AND H2 IN OUR GALAXY

D. B. Sanders and N. Z. Scovillc

Division of Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91125

During the last decade millimeter wave observations of the CO molecule have proved to be one of Ihe most important probes
of (he large scale structure and kinematics of the galactic disk. CO surveys show a strong concentration of molecular gas in
the galactic center region and at a distance of 0.4 - 0.8 R» often refered to as the 'galactic ring'. The shape of the CO radial
distribution is similar to nearly all other tracers of population I material, but quite different from the flat distribution of HI.
Recent high-resolution surveys allow an unprecedented view of individual molecular clouds throughout Ihe disk on all size scales
between a few parsecs and many Idloparsecs. Massive, giant molecular clouds (GMC) are the dominant reservoir of interstellar
matter in the inner galaxy, and are the main active star forming component of the interstellar medium. This article reviews the
theoretical and empirical basis for using the 2.6 mm CO emission line as a tracer of H2 and summarizes the galactic distribution
and properties of the molecular clouds.

1. INTRODUCTION

The CO molecule has proved to be one of the most important
probes of interstellar matter in the Galaxy. CO Is toe most abundant
molecule, with • permanent dipole moment, in dense interstellar clouds.
The fimdammwi transition frequency (I = l-»0) of 115.2712 GHz cor-
responding to hujk « 5.5 K is excited by collisions with molecular
hydrogen even in clouds with very low kinetic temperature. The mini-
mum local Hi density which produces excitation significantly above the
microwave background is about n(H2> > 1 0 0 - 3 0 0 cm~3 (eg., Scov-
iile and Solomon 1974; Goldreich and Kwan 1974). CO emission is the
best available tracer of hydrogen in all interstellar clouds with a total
hydrogen density »(H) + 2n(Hi) > 100 cm"3 since this corresponds
to me effective threshold for H2 self-shielding against photodissociation
(Solomon and Wlctoamasinghe 1969; Hollenbach, Werner, and Salpeter
1971).

The first survey of CO emission in the galactic plane, which was
composed of less man 100 spectra, led to the discovery that a Urge
friction of the interstellar hydrogen is in molecular form (Scoville and
Solomon 1975). The most striking characteristic of the galactic distri-
bution of molecular clouds was bund to be their concentration in the
galactic center and in a 'ring' at galactocenric radius 0.4 - 0.8 Ro, in
sharp contrast to the flat atomic hydrogen distribution. More recent sur-
veys wiih over 50,000 spectra have now provided a complete picture of
the three dimensional distribution of molecular gas in all four galactic
quadrants, and haw identified several thousand giant molecular clouds.

This review summarizes the most recent CO survey results drawing
heavily from the two largest surveys; the PCRAO/Stony Brook survey of
the first galactic quadrant (Sanders a al 1986; Clemens et at 1986),
and the GISS survey of the entire galactic disk (Dame et al. 1987;
Bronfman a at. 1987). Section 2 < % n w t the general characteristics
of galactic CO emission. The properties of individual molecular clouds
are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Several thousand of ths larger clouds
have now been mapped and their properties catalogued, allowing for
the first time a meaningful 'liKiiff'f" of the galactic distribution of
cloud* and the variation of cloud properties within the galactic disk.
The various empirical measures of the CO-to-Ife conversion factor are
«mni«fa»i in Section 5. CO emission is found to be an effective
proportional tracer of rfe in molecular clouds. Section 6 presents the
global diatribotion of CO "T"««y»> assuming an axisymmetric model
and cuMpares the molecular gas distribution parameters - scale height,
surface density, tool mass, etc - with that of atomic hydrogen. Finally,
in Section 7 we compare the global distribution of molecular gas in
the Milky Way with extragalactic CO measurements of nearby spiral
galaxies.

There have been several recent reviews that supplement material
presented here. In particular the review of H2 in the galaxy by Scoville
and Sanders (1987) provides a more complete discussion of the theoret-
ical basis for using CO to trace H2, including a summary of all of the

empirical measures of the CO-to-H^ conversion factor. The review by
Young (1987) gives an excellent, comprehensive summary of the large
body of extragalactic CO data gathered over the past few years, while
reviews by Scoville and Good (1987) and Solomon et aL (1987a) dis-
cuss the infrared properties of molecular clouds by comparing the CO
surveys with IRAS data.

The new IAU solar constants R» = 8.5 kpc Vo = 220 km s"1 are
adopted for this review. Unless otherwise indicated, referenced results
from previous publications have been modified accordingly.

2. GALACTIC CO SURVEYS

The first CO surveys of the galactic disk were performed by Scov-
ille and Solomon (1975) and Burton a al. (1975) using the NRAO
l l m telescope (1' beam). Although less than a few hundred spectra
were collected, all at b « 0°, several important properties of the galactic
CO distribution were discovered. The molecular emission was found
to be concentrated in a 'ring* at galactocentric radius 0.4 - 0.8 Ro, and
strong CO emission was observed from the galactic center at I & 5°.
Thus the global distribution of molecular gas appeared to be entirely
different than the distribution of ntmp*fl hydrogen which, in the inner
galaxy, is rather flat with radius. The first CO survey away from b =
0° was made with the lm telescope at the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (GISS) by Cohen and Thaddeus (1977). They found a typical
scale bright, z\p, of ~ 60 pc (HWHM) for the galactic ring emission,
with the CO 'midplsfle' displaced by 20-40 pc below the b = 0° plane
in the first galactic quadrant.

By 1980 two major CO surveys of the galactic disk were under-
way, one at the 14m telescope of the Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory (FCRAO) involving a collaboration between the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts and the St*» University of New York at Stony
Brook, and another at Columbia University using the GISS 1m tele-
scope. By 1982 the GITS survey had been expanded into the southern
hemisphere using a 'twin' lm telescope installed at Cerro Tololo. Addi-
tional CO surveys underway during this same period included a survey
of the galactic center region (Liszt, Xiang, and Burton K ' l ) . a survey
of the southern hemisphere with the CSIRO 4m telescope (Robinson et
al. 1983), a fully sampled, small-grid survey of selected regions of the
first galactic quadrant in both CO and "CO with the Bell Laboratories
7m telescope (Stark 1982), and a "CO survey of the midplane in the
first galactic quadrant with the 2.5m Bordeaux telescope (Despois and
Baudry 1983). The characteristics of each of these surveys, including
the main published references, are given in Table 1.

2.1 Characteristics or Galactic CO Emission Profiles

The general characteristics of CO emission from the galactic plane
are illustrated in the sample CO and 13CO spectra shown in Figure 1.
The .existence of the molecular cloud ring al 0.4-0.8 R» is evident from
the large number of CO features seen at / = 20° - 40°, which are not
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Table!

Major CO Sumjrs of the Galactic Disk

Survey

U. Miss.
/Stony Brook

Goddard
JQgkaibU

tfeftttBt

€900

HMD

a*—

Quadrant

1

U3.4

1

ac
4

ac
i

Beam

0

0.8

65

*.»

to
1.1

4 0

References

Sanders et of. (1986)
Oemenirtai (1986)
Scavilie e* al (1987)
Solomon <r a/. (1987)

Caken aad Thaddeai 0977)
Dame ft ai. (1986D
B n b u i t f * ! (1987)
Dtnxxrol. (19t7)

««t«*iOIR)
WtOfUtl O9I7J

RbbaMoaxtikKmO

tam XHaj, MB BMtt (Mi)

teapots wdBaodiy (ISO)

as plentiful at m*gber iongtodes. Hie failure of CO enicha » extend
IP tbctcnnmal velocity Mlratjtairtfa below 22* isawwtwmflnwoft;
ratber sharp inner edge 10 the rng ia the fin* galactic quadrant. These
CO c t t i me marked*/ <Bfieieof*fiom those of HL At I < 70» near
b m 0 \ the latter generally abow emission at all velocities allowed by
galactic rotation, and often to negative-velocity HI emissioa it half flat
at the positive velocities; thus, the lack of significant negative-velocity
CO emissioa at 5" < / < 83* reflects the rapid faUoff in the ratio o f
molecular to atomic gas outside the solar a i d e . H e HI profiles are also
relatively smooth compared with CO. This reflects both the low angular
resolution of 21 cm data and the small mean ftee path for die HI dond
distribution, which results in severe blending of individual spectral lines.
R * CO clouds, with typical line width* of 5-15 km s"1 (FWHM), me
mean free pam is large enough so that individual tenures along the line
of sight rarely suffer substantial overlap.

The "CO spectra shown in Figure 1 for the tame position a* CO
demonttnte the dote conttpondence in the profile structure of the
two isotopes, m a sample of MCO emission from tits galactic plane,
Solomon, Scovffie, and Sanders (1979) found that me observed ratio
/T"(CO)dv/ / T ^ C O d v for individual features in me galactic artl-
plane varied from 1/15 to 1/Z3 with an average value of 1/5J. The

i U f ' 3 C O l b k h t o
of "CO.

Users of galactic CO(1-»0) survey data should be aware mat the
data are usually presented in units of antenna temperature, TJ C*A and
TJ are equivalent as used here). Tile dK&uto« temperature, T« . of the
g u U related to TJ, the corrected antenna temperature of toe CO(1-»0)
line, by

= 5.5 In"1 [1 +
5.5

TJ(CO)/»/+0.82 1 CK) (I)

where TJ is the fraction of the forward telescope beam which falls on
the molecular cloud (i? » 0.7 for the NRAO and FCRAO telescopes),
and the constants 55 and 0.82 are, respectively hi//k for the 2.6 mm
CO(1->0) line and the temperature of the equivalent temperature of toe
microwave background.

<b-0M "CO
'•CO U2.5)

- r » o too no

|%sre h CO and »CO spectra at b - 0" « * • intervaU telongmjde
between / • 0° and 85* (Sanders, Solomon, and Scovflle 19«4, hereafter
(SSS)). The intensitiet are coBecied for amMcpheiicattniation but not
foe antenaa efficiency. ° C O inteniities are scaled up by a factor of 2 J .

3 . THE GALACTIC DISTRIBUTION OF MOLECULAR. CLOUDS

The U. M w / S u n y Brook survey was d e i f * ^ specifically to ob-
tain acoopreheiitive.higb-resoiutioo picture of the size, structure, dis-
irJbunon, and kinematics of virtually all molecular clouds larger than 20
pemrouguoutheflntquadrantof the Galaxy. The 45" CO beam of the
14n telescope provides the eguivalent resolution of a 1100m telescope
operating M 21 cm. In addition to reducing Mending of line profiles, the
small CO beam is sufficient to resolve clouds larger than 5 pc even on
the opposite side of the solar circle, thus providing a relatively unbiased
sampling of molecular clouds throughout the inner galaxy.

Several thousand molecular clouds have now been Identified, their
properties catalogued, and their positions in the galactic disk deter-
mined. Figure 2 shows the distribution of large molecular clouds in
the observed longitude-velocity (/-V) plane from Sanders, Scoville, and
Solomon (1985). Only clouds more massive than ~ 5 x 10* M© are
plotted. Figure 3 shows the surface density of these clouds as a function
of galactoceniric radius. The distribution is remarkably similar to the
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radial distribution of CO surface brightness, /«>• Ceo » p o o te
wo KCtion 6) implying that It Is primarily the lumber tf large clouds
that determines the distribution of CO emission with galaclocentric ra-
dius rather tlian a systematic change In the emission per cloud due to
changes in line excitation or cloud properties.

0°

- 4 0 40 80
VELOCITY (km/s)

120 160

Figure 2. The longitude-velocity distribution of CMC's from Ibe survey
of Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon (1985).

3.1 Comparison with m i Rtgloni

The wldetpread distribution of molecular cloud* in the longitude-
velocity plane wai one of Ibe tint surprising rewlti of the large-scale
molecular cloud lurwys. If molecular cloudi are relatively thort-Uved
objecu, formed by the pauage of a cplrvl denilty wave and dettroyed
by an epoch of OB star formation shortly thereafter, then they should
be confined lo loop structures in Ihe l-V plane similar to the pattern of
giant HD regions. Figure 4 illustrates the pattern of giant HO regions
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Figure 4. Ths locMions of ndio HII regions are compared with model
spiral aims (from Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon 1985).
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Figare 3. Comparison of CO surface intensity, lea (= / ico dz)»
with the surface deoiity of giant molecular clouds as a function of
galadocentric radius (R. « 10 kpc).
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Ftgurc 5. The distribution of "hof giant molecular clouds CI» > 5 K)
in the longitude-velocity plane (from Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon
19*3).
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in the ftm tulactic quadrant and lite theoretical spiral aims proposed
from studieH of HI and radio Hn region*. Comparison of Figures 3 and
4 dearly indlcatea that molecular cloud* are more numerous and more
widely distributed to J-V space than slant HU regions.

All of the molecular regions shown in Figure 3 have a mist greater
thu>5 x 10* M Q . much greater than the man of an 0 association which
should haw a delectable giant HH region. Obviously only a small per-
centage of these clouds are cuirendy forming O sun. The low antenna
temperaturesCIR - 3 - 6 K,comspondiiig to gsjldnedc temperatures
8 - !2 K) which characterize a large fraction of the molecular cloud
population also suggest that most clouds do not contain 0 stars. When
just those clouds wiih antenna temperatures TJ > 6 K are plotted (Fig.
ure 5) Ihdr distribution in the J-V plane resembles more closely the HH
picture. If giant radio HII regions delineate spiral arms in the disk, then
Ibe close correspondence between 'hot' clouds and giant HH regions
suggests that the spiral structure is simply a phenomenon that happens
to preexisting molecular clouds. Cooler clouds which represent over half
of the CO emission in galactic surveys are distributed more uniformity
throughout the galactic disk and are not confined to the proximity of
giant HO regions.

32 Spiral structure

The question of whether or not all of the observed CO emission
from the galactic disk is confined to a regular pattern of a few spiral amis
is important for understanding the origin and evolution of molecular
clouds. Prior to the recent large-scale CO surveys, there were several
attempts to determine the degree of confinement of molecular clouds
to a spiral pattern which relied on relatively simple interpretations of
the appearance of CO emission in the/-V plane. Liz* (1983) provide*

f o f te conaictinj results of these aearehea fcr CO spiral

Face-on image of the mid-plane molecular hydrogen density
in the Milky Way derived from a non-axisymmetric analysis of CO
emission by Clemens, Sanders, and Scoville (1987). The dominant
feature is the molecular 'ring' at 0.4-0.8 R.. A 'spur' at I» 8° extending
to U K g at the bottom of the figure is due to incorrect mapping of the
'3 kpc expanding aim* into the outer galaxy by virtue of its non-circular
(negative velocity) motion. [In this figure, R, « 10 kpc]

The most obvious conflict with a simple pattern of spiral arms in
the inner galaxy Is the filling of molecular clouds along the tangent
point at i • 35" - 45° (see Figure 2), and the absence of significant
'interarm gaps' or holes in the l-V cloud distribution akin to what Is
seen for HII regions. Stark (1979) first pointed out that classic arm
and intenrm zones in the inner galaxy contained equal numbers of
small clouds (< 30 pc), but the largest clouds appealed to exist only In
arm regions. Solomon, Sanders, and Rivolo (1985) have extended this
result to the entire first quadrant showing that, although 60% of the CO
emission comes from a 'cool' cloud population CTJ » 3 - 6 K) which Is
fairly uniformity distributed, the 'hot' clouds are distributed similar to
the giant HD regions. The hot clouds (TJ > 6 K). which also tend to be
larger and more massive than cool clouds, may, therefore be confined
to aim-like structures.

3.3 Face-On Distribution

Face-on pictures of ibe molecular cloud distribution have been de-
rived from both the large scale GISS and U. Mass/Stony Brook CO
surveys. The first comprehensive image of all of the CO emission
from the first galactic quadrant (Clemens, Sanders, and Scoville 1987)
is shown in Figure 6. The inner galaxy is dominated by the molecu-
lar ring at 0.4-0.8 R.. Two lesser, extended features are also present
outside the ring. One feature crosses the-solar circle near / • 60* and
may be associated with an outer Galaxy HI aim. The other feature at
a galactic radius of about 0.7 R, ha* been previously identified as the
Sagittarius spiral aim. However, it is clear from Figure 6, that the CO
emission is abundant between the arms. The mean of the arm-interann
density contrast for the three major arms is 3.6 to 1. similar to that fount
for HI (e.g. Yuan 1969). Solomon et al. (1987) have independently
determined a face-on picture of the molecular cloud distribution from
the U. MatsJStony Brock survey. Figure 7 presents their 'resolved'
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Flgmre 7. Resolved face-on picture of molecular clouds in the first
galactic quadrant from Solomon et al. (1987a). The dashed line is the
low longitude cutoff of the U. Man/Stony Brook survey. Clouds with
Loo < 1 x 10* L 0 were excluded. The grey scale is fixed al 20 points
per cloud with the size dispersion equal to ibe actual size dispendc* of
the clouds.
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face-on picture of the first galactic quadrant plotting only those clouds
ftom (he 'warn* cloud population which contains approximately half of
the total CO emission from the first galactic quadrant. Each of these
clouds is probably forming 0 and B stars. Small and low luminosity
molecular clouds which were harder to define by their outer boundaries
were left out of this picture. Plotting the size of the molecular cloud im-
age in proportion to the size of the molecular cloud gives a much mow
realistic appreciation of the space between OMC's, which is typically
much larger than tlwir size.

A more complete picture of the molecular cloud distribution is po-
tentially available in die G1SS survey of the entire galactic disk, however
there has as yet been no published picture of the entire inner galaxy sim-
ilar to that shown in Figures 6 and 7. The partial analysis by Crabelsky
(1985) is shown in Figure 8. This picture stresses the large scale Ca-
rina feature in the southern hemisphere but leaves unanalyzed the entire
third quadrant inside the solar circle. The analysis in the first galactic
quadrant stresses the Sagittarius arm clouds but grossly under-represents
tbe molecular clouds on the far side of the inner disk. A more complete
picture is presented for the molecular clouds in the solar neighborhood
as shown in Figure 9 (Dame et at 1987). The spectacular concentration
of molecular clouds in the galactic center region at / & 10° is the focus
of the Bell Laboratories survey by Bally et at. (1987).

4. MOLECULAR CLOUD PROPERTIES

The identification of molecular clouds in the inner Galaxy, from
CO emission contours has led to the conclusion that most of the moss in
the molecular Interstellar medium is in the form of clouds with diameters
greater than 20 pc and masses greater than 10s MQ which were named
Giant Molecular Clouds (CMC) (Solomon, Sanders, and Scovillc 1979).
Table 2 summarizes work on the determination of the cloud size and
mass spectrum, most of which is from the relatively small amount of CO
survey spectra obtained prior to 1982. Figure 10 shows the distribution
of cloud diameters obtained by Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon (1985).
A reasonable power law At to the distribution is given by

N(D) oc D

Table 2

Molecular Cloud Properties

(2)

./•O*
I OBSERVATIONS
I INCOMPLETE

Figure8. Ftce-ooviewoflargemolecularcloudsintbeCarina,Perseus
and Sagittarius arms from Grabelsky (1985). Toe stippled areas have
not been analyzed.

Survey

Solomon, Sanders, and Scoville (1979)

Stark (1979)

Liszt, Xiang, and Burton (1981)

Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon (1985)

N(D)ocD»

-3.3

-2J

-16
-23

D(f«OJ)
<pc)

60

45

37

48

E

20 . 50

Oiameter (pc)
100

Figure 9. Molecular Clouds within 1 kpc of the Sun (Dame et al
1987).

Figure 10. The number distribution of cloud diameters for clouds with
D > 10 pc within the sample volume studied by Sanders, Scoville, and
Solomon (1985). The distribution is adequately fit by a power law:
N(D)oc D- 2 3 *.
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Figure 1L flcrll Threc-dimenrinnal penpeaive view nfthe mnl«-.il.rrinnH
Th rf k i i

d Tfilh W51.Figure 1L flcrl Threcdimenrinnal penpeaive view nfthe mnl«.il.rrinnH ri.^» i r r ^ l f d Tfilh W51.
The contour surface represents a gas kinetic temperature of 11 K. The range of i«ninwi» is fiom 48* .5
to 50°.0, latitude from - 1 » to +1°. and velocity from 45 to 75 km •"». (right) Longitude-Jatmjde cut
through the W51 cluster shown on the left, ranged over a 15 km s"1 velocity nttrval centered at the
63 km s - l mean velocity of the cluster. Giasx Hn regions are marked wilh a star.
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While there is general agreement among the early nirvcyt as 10 the
gross properties of GMC's. the more recent large-cole surveys provide a
much belter look at the entire cloud distribution, particularly si the small
and Urge end of the cloud size spectrum. A sample three-dimension i l
plot (fJb.V) of the giant cloud complex near the radio Hn region WS1 is
shown in Figure 11. A complete catalog of emission regions Cram the U.
MasVStony Brook survey (ScoviUe et al. 1987) gives ~ 1500 clouds
with CO temperature* exceeding 5 K (corresponding to 1 * > 11 K.
Maps of 94 clouds associated with Galactic HII regions are also provided
by Scoville « a i (1987). A separate catalog of ~ 300 molecular clouds
with well determined distances is given by Solomon et al. (19'jTb).

4.1 The Mass-CO Luminosity Relation

Analysis of the properties of molecular clouds has shown that they
are in or near virial equilibrium, and <ue not confined by pressure equi-
librium with a warm or hot phase of the interstellar nKMtinni! Nearly all
studies of molecular clouds have found that the velocity width of the
CO emission is systematically correlated with cloud diameter, figure
12 illustrates the size-linewidth correlation and nhowi that, except for
small clouds with HII regions, the one-dimensional velocity dispersion
is related to the cloud diameter by

0 3 1 D 0 J 5 (km s"1) (3)

where both the lice width and the diameter are measured at the TJ • 4
K intensity level (Scoville et al. 1987).

Equation 3 can be used with the virial theorem to determine cloud
masses and mean densities. Application of the virial theorem requires
tiiaf fhe cloud not change its configuration on time scales as short as
she dynamical cloud crossing time (r^ , » D/V) . typically 5 x 1 0 *
years for GMC. In the event that the clouds were in fact unstable, they
would collapse or expand on this tune scale. Such rapid evolution for
the clouds is in disagreement by at least an order of magnJtwtB with
their age (cf. Scoville and Hersh 1979; Kwan 1979).

If we approximate the density distribution of a molecular cloud by
p = p» R/r from the center out to the boundary at R » D/2 then the
three dimensional velocity dispersion averaged over the entire cloud is

V M -
.1/2

(4)

where pt. is the density at the boundary at R - D/2. If <r. b tks one-
dimensJonal velocity dispersion and p is the mean density then

>/»
(5)

Combining Equation 5 with Equation 3, and allowing a factor of 1.36
for helium, the mean number deruity of Hi is

•KHz) •">(£)
-O.9

(6)

Thus clouds with diameters 10 - 1 0 0 pc will have m e w Hi denudes in
the range 625 to 80 cm"3 (Scoville et al 1987).

SIZE-LINEWIDTH RELATION

o;{4K)
kms"1 *

• CLOUDS w/0 H n REGIONS
A CLOUDS w/ HH REGIONS

10 20 SO
D(4K)pc

100 200

Figure 12. The diameter-velocity dispersion relation is shown for
clouds wilh and without giant HII regions (Scoville et al 1987).
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4J The Cloud Mast Sptdnta

The man distribution it an important jnttiffsurf of dw origin and
ewJuik»ofrooteeul«rcJoud«(e.f. Kwsn and VaUes 1983). Combining
the cloud size spectrum given in equation 1 with the weak dependence
of mean density on diameter given by equation 6 jive* a matt spectrum
for molecular clouds

N(m) oc n r u l . O)

This observed spectrum is in good agreement with prediction* for mod-
els in which clouds grow by agglomeration of mailer cloud* (Field and
Saslaw 1965; Kwan 1979; ScoviUe and Henh 1979). For the HI cloud
collision model of Field and Saslaw the exponent is -1.5, and in the
molecular cloud simulation of Kwan the exponent is in the noge -1 to
-1.8.

The cloud mass fraction, t » corresponding u> the fraction of molec-
ular gas is clouds larger than mass mis shown in Figure 13. The cloud
diameter at the point where ftm) = 0 3 is one of the most important

0.5 -

4 5 6
LOG[mlM0)]

Figure 13. Fraction of molecular gat m cloud* larger than mas* mb (=
10 pc) for a m~iM cloud mass spectrum.

properties of the mass distribution since it represent* Uw size of objects
orauining most of the molecular gas mas* In the Interstellar medium
. Hgure 13 shows that over half the mass Is In clouds larger than SO
pc and over 90% Is in clouds larger than 20 pc. It is this simple fact
which implies trat i i«i( douds arc the domintnt component of flwHj
dlstribuUon in the Galaxy. Table 3 list* the total number of rooleculv
clouds in different 'xt bint for the entire galactic disk. The Galaxy
contains ~ 6000 CMC with D > 22 pc and m > 105 MQ. While
CMC's contain most of the maw of interstellar matter in the galactic
mldplane their filling factor is small • only ~ 1.4% at 'Jie peak of the
molecular ring, corresponding to a mean free path between clouds of
~ 2 k p c .

S. CO AS A TRACER FOR H2

There have been several attempts in recent years to investigate the
relation between CO integrated intensity and H2 column density. The
derived ratios of N(Hj)//T(CO)dv are presented in Table 4; the total
range for the inferred constant of proportionaliry is ~ 2-5 x lO* Hj
an" 2 (K km «- 1 ) - 1 . The relatively good agreement of the independent
methods listed in Table 4 suggests that global Hj mass estimates are
probably correct to a factor of 2 although there will certainly be larger
uncertainties when the relation is applied to individual clouds.

Table 4

Calibration of CO Integrated Intensity
with H2 Column density

Method

Av < 4

Av > 5

Av > 5

7iays

7"vs

Trays

virial

virial

Location

dark clouds

local

local

Orion

disk

disk

disk

disk

ft(H2)/Ico
(cm-2 /K-kms-')

2^(u»*

5.0(10)"

3.6(10)*

2.6(10)*

1.0(10)*

2.8(10)*

3.1(10)*

3.6(50)*

Reference?

Dickman 1975

Liszt 1982

SSS 1984

Bloementroi. 1984

BhU etal. 1985

Bloemea et al. 1986

Solomon it al 1987b

Scoville et at 1987

The Size

Diameter
(pc)

20-30

30-40

40-50

SO-60

60-70

70 - 80

note 3
Distrttmtloa of Moteobu-

In the Galaxy

Mass*
(Mo)

8.1 x 10* - 2.0 x 10s

2:0 x 10s - 3.8 x 10*

3.8 x 105 - 6.4 x 10s

6.4 x 10s - 9.6 x 10*

9.6 x 10s - 1.4 x 10*

1.4x10* - 1.8x10*

dosuta

Number
(clouds)

3500

1600

850

525

375

250

•Assumes nOtt = 180 (CWOpc)-0* (cm"3), and include* helnm.

Solomon a al. (1987b), using a value R. - 10 kpc have footd
a very tight power-law for the virial mm-CO luminosity relation over
four decades of cloud mas* given by MVT - 39(Lco)04' (M®). This
relation, which U UhistraScd in Hgure 14, clearly shorn mat CO lu-
minosity i* a good tracer of mats in the Galaxy. This relation, when
translated into a column density of Hi, uaplies that the conversion fac-
tor is not constant, but that it varies by only a factor of two between
clouds ranging in mass over a factor of 30. Scoville a al. (1987),
using the new value R. > 8J kpc have found a similar correlation,
but with MVT « Leo- The Scoville el aL result gives a constant of
proportionality 3.6 xlO20. identical to that in use since 1979 by the U.
Mass/Stony Brook collaboration.

The H2 mass-CO luminosity relation, if expressed in terms of cloud
temperature and mean Hj density, yields the important expression

(8)

(cf. ScoviUc and Sanders 1987). Thus the small scatter in Figure 14 U
either evidence for a very small scatter in the mean density of clouds at
a fixed luminosity or evidence for the fact that hotter clouds also tend
lobe denser.
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Leo (K k m s"1 pc a )

Figure 14. The Virial Mass - CO Luminosity relation for molecular
clouds (Solomon et al 1987b). The solid and open circles represent
different methods of distance determination. The solid line fit is MVT
- 42(Lco)0-"M ( D .

the relative amount of near and far-side cmluion In the model fiu. The
GISS results give a systematically smaller mldplaoe density by a factor
of ~ 1.7 at all galactocenliio radii, which leads to a factor of 1.7 smaller
surface density and total H] mass. Far-side clouds are typically diluted
by a factor of 10-25 compared with the CO emission from their near-
side counterparts at similar galactoccntric radius. A possible resolution
of the disagreement becween the two surveys is that the GISS survey
has not properly taken into accounted for the far-side CO emission.

In terms of coverage, however, the OiSS survey provides the most
complete picture of the projected distribution of CO cmluion throughout
the Galaxy. Figure 15 shows an outline of the l-b distribution of CO
emission up to 20° above and below the galactic midplanc at all galactic
longitudes. In this panoramic view all of the major local molecular
clouds and associations can be seen but the masive H2 inner disk is
reduced to a relatively thin strip between ~ 70° and 290 s extending
only ±2° in latitude. The kinematic signature of the disk CO emission
is also shown in Figure IS. A more detailed map of the inner disk
emission is provided by the U. Mass/Stony Brook Survey u shown in
Figure 16. Ths two surveys compliment each other to some extent in
that the latter provides maps of molecular clouds throughout the inner
disk with equivalent spatial resolution as the GISS maps of local clouds.

6. THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF H2

In this section we present an analysis of the distribution of CO
emission and H2 density between the galactic center and the outermost
radius of significant CO emission at R ~ 1.6 Ro- The data used
are primarily from the U. Mass./Stony Brook survey, hence the radial
distribution parameters are derived primarily from northern hemisphere
data, supplemental by b = 0° data in the southern hemisphere from
the CSIRO survey of Robinson et al. (1984). A separate analysis of
the axisymmetric distribution of CO emission using the GISS 'survey
(Bronfman et al 1987) gives similar results for the scale height and
shape of the radial distribution. However, there is serious disagreement
as to the midplane density between the two surveys, apparently involving

6.S The Axisymmetric Distribution in R and z

The radial distribuiton of CO emission has been derived by two
independent methods as described in Sanders, Solomon, and Scoville
(1984) and Clemens, Sanders, and Scoville (1987). Both methods as-
sume an axisymmetric model with a Gaussian z-distiibulion of molec-
ular material of the form

J(z) (9)

(e.g. Talbot and Amen 197S). The CO emissivity, J, is the integrated
CO intensity per unit path length (units of K km s"1 kpc"1). For a
CO-10-H2 conversion factor of 3.6 x 1020, J is related to the average
density of H2 by

) = 0.12Jco (cm"3) . (10)

The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 17. The ring-
like radial distribution of the 'midplane' emissivity in the first galactic

„ „ . mow

jjp Am

Figure 15. Schematic outline and finder charts for the complete GISS surveys of the Milky Way (Dame
a al 1987). (top) Outline of the 0.8 K degk contour from the GISS longitude-velocity map of Galactic CO
emision integrated over the latitude range -3°-25 to +3*.25. (bottom) The lowest (5 K km s - l ) contour
of velocity-integrated CO emission from the Milky Way at an angular resolution of 0.5°.
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quadrant exhibits a sharp peak M 0.6 R. and falls by * factor of neatly
10 at the solar circle. The molecular g u disk exhibits a thickness
gradient with adius of 10.5±0.6 pc kpc~' (FWHM). with thickness of
80 pc at galactocentric radius 0.4 Ro and ISO peat the solar circle. The
azimuihally ave jged emission is displaced slightly below the * » 0*
plane at all radii inside 0.8 R,, and is above the plane outside the aolar
circle.

The gas distribution near the galactic center is complicated by Urge
non-circular motions. For comparison with the results at large radii,
Figure 18 plots the scale height and displacement of the integrated CO
intensity at |/| < 5° from the early survey work of Sanders, Solomon,
and Scoville (1984).

10 12

R (kpc) SUN

Figure 17. Axisymmetric CO distribution parameters fonn Clemens,
Sanders, and Scoville (1987): (top) peak CO emiaivity J. (K km
] - ' kpc-1). (middle) CO layer thickness Az (FWHM). (bottom) Cen-
troid offset from b = 0°, z , . The solid dots correspond to the values
from Sanders, Solomon, and Scoville (1984).

2000
GALACTIC CENTER

Figure 18. Integrated ittensiry, scale height, and mean z-displacemeat
of CO emission in the galactic center (SSS).

63. The Face-on DJstritmUoa

The total CO emission integrated through the galactic plane, loo =
/ J(R,z)dz, is the CO surface brightness which would be teen if our
Galaxy were observed face-on from a large Hi«.nw> it is extremely
useful for comparing CO canigiwi with other galactic component! and
comparing the Milky Way with other galaxies. The quantity loo •*
obtained directly from integrating the CO emissivity in z, and may be
expressed in terms of the Gaussian disk parameten h and Zip by

loo *= 2.13 J. z I / 2 . (11)

Adopting the CO-to-Hi convenion factor given in Section S,

N(Hi) « 3.6 x 10* /TJ(CO)dv (cm"2) , (12)

and converting to volume density and CO emuovity using the expres-

gives the relation

0.12 Joo (cm-3)

5.8 Ico (Me pc"2) .

(13)

(14)

Figure 19 tfavws the combined surface density distribution Cram
R * 0 - 1.6 R. at a resolution of 0.1 R., and compares the surface
density of Hi with that of HI tad the total dak (gat p h i tun) . Table 5
compares the Hi maas sad HI mats in the galactic ceafcr region, and in
the inner and outer dak. Overall in the galaxy, the HI and Hi matsn
are appraxknasdy eqnaL Oa the o t t e hsn& the radial distributions of
the two gat cwnponmtt t ie entirely different; approximately 90% of
the total H2 mats is found inside the toiar d i ck while warty 70% of
the total HI mast is outside tbe solar drde.
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IMS a TOTAL SURFACE DENSITIES

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 IjO 12 14

Figure 19. Comparison of gas surface densities in the Milky Way disk.
Values for Hz from Sanders, Solomon, and Scoville (1984) reflect the
new intensity calibration of the FCRAO survey (see Clemens, Sanders
and Scoville 1987). The HI data from Burton and Gordon (1978) have
been scaled upward by ~ 20% to account for optical depth corrections
for cold absorbing HI as determined by Dickey and Benson (1982). All
values include a 1.36 correction factor for He and have been scaled to
R. = 8 S kpc.

Table 5

Total Dick Mao* of HI and Hj at R = 0-1.6 Ro

Mas*

(R/R.)(kpc)
0 - .15 .15 -1.0 1.0 - 1.6 Total

M(H2)(M0) 0.4xI0» 1.9x10* 0.2 xlO9 2.5 xlO9

M ( H 2 ) / M T ( H I ) 14% 77% 9% 100%

MdDXMg) 1 xlO7 0 .7x10* 1.7x10' 2.4 xlO9

M(HI)/Mr(HI) 0.4% 30% 70% 100%

M(H2)/M(HD 40 2.7 0.12 1.04

* Excluding helium. Mass extimates from Clemens, Sanders, and
Scoville (1987) adjusted to R. * 8.5 kpc.

7. COMPARISON WITH EXTRAGALACTIC CO OBSERVATIONS

Extragalactic CO Observations allow us to compare the molecular
gas properties of the Milky Way with the range of Hj properties of
galaxies. Is the ring-like distribution in the Milky Way a common
feature of spiral galaxies, or is It linked to spiral type? Is the total H2

content of the Milky Way abnormally large in comparison to HI7 Do
all spirals have strong nuclear concentrations of CO emission? Does the
distribution of CO and t3CO emission show the same radial variation
in external disks as it does in the Milky Way? And, concerning the
important question of spiral structure, is the arm-interaim contrast as
small as found in the inner disk of the Milky Way even in galaxies with
prominant spiral arms?

At present there exist single dish measurements of the radial distri-
butions of CO emisson for approximately 50 nearby spiral galaxies (cf.
Young 1987). These extragalactic CO observations are biased to some
extent toward galaxies with strong CO emission, but illustrate several
common features that can be compared with the survey findings for the
Milky Way. Figure 20 compares the Milky Way with seven nearby,
mostly late-type spirals. In virtually all of the spiral galaxies mapped in
CO, (he emission exhibits a monotonic fall-off with increasing radius.
In many of the Sc spirals, the radial distribution of CO can be modeled
as a exponential in galactocemric radius with scale length similar to
that of the blue light in the disk (Young and Scoville 1982; Scoville and
Young 1983). It is noteworthy that none of the Sc spirals and only three
of the earlier type spirals (NGC 2841, NGC 7331, and M31) exhibit a
ring-like distribution similar to the Milky Way.

Among galaxies of the same spiral type there is a large range in the
H2 surface densities - over two orders of magnitude (Young 1987). In
contrast the HI varies only faaors of 2-4 between galaxies of similar type
and the HI radial distributions are relatively fiat, similar to that in the
Milky Way. A general characteristic of the overall gas distributions in
late-type spirals is that the HI surface density is approximately constant
at a value of ~ 5 M 0 pc~2, and whenever the total surface density of
interstellar matter (H2+W) exceeds this value, the excess is in the form
o/Hj.

- 2 .0

Figure 20. Radial distribution of CO integrated intensity, Ico. in the
Milky Way compared with six nearby spirals (see Sanders, Solomon,
and Scoville 1984, for references to the exlragalactic CO data).
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The radial distributions of Molecular gas in external galaxies de-
rived from CO have been confirmed by recent extngalaclic measure-
ments of "CO. Young and Sanders (1986) and Sanders and Young
(19S7) have shown that die radial distributions of the two isotopes ire
similar for all of the late-type spirals shown in Figure 20. In addition
the ratio / T(CO)dv / / T(13CO)dv is similar to that found for the bulk
of the molecular gas in the Milky Way, suggesting similar properties
for galactic and extragalactlc molecular clouds. Figure 21 Illustrates
this fact for the edge-on spiral NGC 891 which, in many ways, appears
to be the H2 analog of the Milky Way.

Finally, concerning the question of spiral structure, there it only one
galaxy, M 51, that has been sufficiently mapped with enough resolution
(Onsala, 30" beam) to provide a meaningful measure of the global arm-
interarm contrast in H2. Figure 22 presents the results of Rydbeck,
Hjarlmarson. and Rydbeck (1985) showing that on top of the fall-off
of CO intensity with increasing radius, the azimuthal variation in CO
integrated intensity at fixed R is typically a factor of 2-4. similar to what

NGC 891

NE 135" 90" 45" 0 -45" -90" -135" Sw

;i5 -
1

$

1

2CO/'3CO

I

1

RATIO

i * I

i

I
I

1

i ;o
«° 5

NE 135" 90" 45" 0 -45" -90"-135" SW

RADIUS (orcsec)

Figure 21. (upper) Variation of CO integrated intensity and l3CO(x5)
integrated intensity along the major axis of NGC 891. (lower) The
CO/I3C0 ratio of integrated intensities at each position. These data are
from Sanders and Young (1987).

is derived for the inner disk of the Milky Way. Molecular cloudi dearly
exist in interarm regions, although, as appears to be the c u e for lbs
Milky Way, they may be cooler and tomewhat smaller than molecular
clouds in the arms.

8. SUMMARY

The theoretical and empirical foundations for using CO an • probe
of H2 suggest that the CO emlssivity is a good proportional tracer of
the H2 mass. The mean value of all of the empirical measures of tiw
CO-10-H2 conversion factor is close to the value 3.6 x 1030 adopted
here. Rom virial theorem arguments, the exact value of the convtrdon
factor depends on cloud mass, varying between 2 xlO20 and 5 x l O *
(Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon 1985) for clouds with diameter 80 ID
10 pc, similar to the variation in the empirical measures reported in the
literature.

Recent forge-scale CO emission surveys now provide a detailed
map of the distribution of molecular clouds throughout the Galactic
disk with much higher spatial resolution than previously available for
HI. Approximately 85% of the H2 mass in the Galaxy is contained 1B
~ 6000 clouds larger than 22 pc diameter with nw > 10s M© whleh
we define to be giant molecular clouds (GMC). The mean free path lor
molecular clouds at the peak of the galactic ring (0.6 Ro) is ~ 1.7 kpc
and the volume filling factor is 1.4% there. The mean mass of GMC's
(5 x 10s M Q ) implies that they are the most massive objects in the
Galaxy. Their importance to galactic structure is clear from Iheir great
number, their enonnous aggregate mass, and their clear association with
massive star formation.

The radial distribution of the number of clouds exhibits similar
form to the variation in CO emissivity - that is, a ring is seen at 0.4-
0.8 Ro with a relatively sharp inner edge and gradual falloff toward
large R. The longitude-velocity distribution of molecular clouds shows
little evidence of patterns in /-V space corresponding to spiral arms,
but a subset of 'hot' clouds shows clustering in l-V positions closely
correlated with giant radio HII regions, and probably indicates a pattern
of narrow spiral arms. Approximately 50% of the molecular gas in the
inner galaxy is not in spiral arms. In the outer galaxy, the irm/foterarm
contrast is much higher with most of the molecular gas in the second
galactic quadrant confined to the Perseus arm.

The total mass of Hj gas at R < 1.6 Ro is 2.5 x lO' M Q which U
approximately equal to ihe mass of atomic gas within the same region.
The radial distribution of molecular gas exhibits a sharp peak within
the central 400 pc of the galaxy and a broad ring-like maximum at 0.4
- 0.8 Ro. This is markedly different from the atomic gas which has so
approximately constant surface density outside 0.3 Ro, and a minimum
in the central region of the galaxy.

Kkms-1

5 0

4O

3 0

2O

H>

10 19 RADIUS
unit 11"

Figure 22. Integrated CO emission as a function of gtlactocentric radius
in M51 from the Onsala map of Rydbeck, Hjalmarson, and Rydbeck
(1985). Xhe solid line connects points representing circular averages.
Filled circles indicate positions dose to a prominant 21 cm continuum
aim.
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DISCUSSION

J. Bally
1 have two comments: (1) The face-on view of the galaxy you show

can be very miss-leading. The assumption of no streaming places cer-
ttin well known features of the Galaxy in the wrong place and supresses
the spiral structure. The '3 kpc' arm has a -SO km s"1 radial streaming
velocity. We know this feature lies between us and the Galactic Center,
yet your projection places the '3 kpc' aim beyond the Solar Circle on
the far side of the Galaxy. There is clear evidence for streaming mo-
tions associated with Scutum, Sagittarius, and Perseus Arms. Toward /
= 0°, the Sagittarius and Scutum arms exhibit ~20 km s"1 streaming.
Towards / = 180°, the Perseus arm shows streaming with similar ampli-
tude. The assumption of no streaming causes the pitch angle of these
arms to be 0". Instead of a clear spiral pattern with a reasonable pitch
angle (e.g. 10°), the projection makes these features look like rings!

(2) Your estimate of the cloud-to-cloud velocity dispersion is too
low. By estimating a from the residuals of the distribution of cloud ve-
locities about the tangent velocity, you have, in effect, passed the data
through a high-pass filler and thrown away the low spatial frequency
component of <r. Since the tangent velocity is determined by smooth-
ing the same data from which a is compared, your estimate of a is a
lower limit. Stark has used the velocities of clouds near the Sun whose
distances are determined from associated stars to estimate that IT has a
value close to 4 km s~'. Note that many clouds, such as Orion and
Taurus have l.s.r. velocities of 8 km s~*. Furthermore, CO spectra at /
= 180° show a distribution of clouds consistent with a = 8 km s"1 and
inconsistent with a = 4 km s"1.

I would also like to make a comment about the Galactic Center.
Our surveys of I3CO and CS show that the cloud properties are very
different from the properties of clouds in the Galactic disk. Galactic
Center clouds are (1) more than an order of magnitude denser, (2) have
internal dispersions of order AV ~ 40 km s"1, which is an order of
magnitude larger than found in the disk. (3) Streaming motions are
comparable in magnitude to the circular motions. We And no evidence
lor any lilt of the overall cloud distribution within 5° of the Center.

Sanders
I agree that there is pleanty of evidence for non-circular gas motions

near the center of the Galaxy. However, there is no strong evidence for
significant streaming beyond / ~ 20° in the rotation curve, and ws have
chosen to attempt a first order face-on picture ignoring streaming. You
are correct in saying that the tilt may be 10° degrees, but this is not very
different from the tilt of 6° that we find (not 0° as you have stated).

Concerning the cloud-to-cloud veloctiy dispersion, you should al-
ready be aware that we have computed both a large scale motion and a
local cloud-to-cloud velocity dispersion from an examination of the CO
rotation curve. If these values are added in quadrature, then we also
find a value of ~ 7 km s~'.

Your data on the galactic center is much more complete than ours.
Our original work stressed the fact that we found no evidence for a
~ 23° tilt in the CO, similar to what was derived for HI by Liszt
and Burton. Now, perhaps, our small tilt of ~ 7° vanishes as well
in a more complete survey of the center. Concerning the densities of
galactic center clouds, it would be interesting to know whether the CO
luminosity-H2 mass ratio for galactic center clouds is the same as found
for clouds out in the disk. It would seem that this might be the case
from your statement that the CO linewidths are much larger for these
extremely dense clouds.

L. Blitz
A question and a comment. John Billy's point about the streaming

gets some strength from the determination of the outer galaxy velocity
field Jan Braud and I have made. We find strong streaming motions of
~ 20 km s"1. The problem is thai these strong streaming motions are
not evident in die rotation curves either in the HI or CO. It seems that
one needs to consider such strong streaming, but it is not clear how to
do it in the inner galaxy. Perhaps the differences are geometric.

Now, can you explain in detail what the differences between your
mass and that of the Thaddeus group are. Is it all in the CO/HI cali-
bration ? And, what is the basis for your assumption that clouds are
virialized rather than marginally gravitationally bound ? It makes a
difference of a factor of 2 in the calibration'.

Sanders
I have not seen the Blitz and Braud results. I agree that it is

puzzling why no evidence of large streaming is reflected in the outer
Galaxy rotation curve if what you say is true. Concerning the CO-to-H2
calibration, the difference between the GISS (2.8 xlO30) and FCRAO
(3.6 x 1020) calibration is only 28%. As I stated in my talk, the GISS H2

surface densities are a factor 1.7 lower than the FCRAO survey results
due to a lower value of the midplane CO emissivity as determined from
model fits. I strongly believe that the lower midplane emissivity is due
to a gross underestimate of the far-side CO emission which has been
severely diluted by the relatively large GISS telescope beam. As for
your question about virialized clouds, I see no reason to assume that
all molecular clouds are only marginally gravitationally bound. All
empirical mass determinations would give masses for the GMC's, as
we define them, sufficient to gravitationally bind the clouds. Of course,
there may be losely bound molecular material near the periphery of the
GMC, or that is only marginally bound, but this is only a small fraction
of the mass that is actually interior to the closed TJ = 3-4 K contour
that we use to define the GMC boundary.

H. Zinnedcer
If the ratio of FIR luminosity to molecular cloud mass is observed

to be independent of the cloud mass, doesn't that simply mean that more
massive clouds make a proportionally larger number of massive stars ?
In other words, the result can be explained as a sampling effect rather
than a feedback effect

Sanders
It does appear that the star formation rate per unit cloud mass is

independent of cloud mass.

Th. Henning
Can you say anything about the distribution of cold and warm

dlouds in our Galaxy 1

Sanders
To summarize what I stated during the talk, 'warm' clouds are

strongly correlated with the l-V positions of HIT regions, and may be
primarily confined to a pattern of spiral arms. Cooler clouds appear to
be nearly randomly distributed throughout the inner disk.
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Clusters: OB Associations

Mon 0B2 169
Sco-Cen 201
Sgr 0B1 244

Clusters: Open

a Per 136
Blanco 1 132
Cr 121 136

140
399

Hyades 132,136,153
IC 166 136

348
1805
2391
2602
3532
4651 132
4665 136,191
4725 132
4756 132,136
4996 136

King 8
H 11

35
39
67

Mel 20
66
71
111

NGC 188
457
599
581
663
744
752
869
884
1039
1245
1342
1444
1502
1662
1817
1907
1960
1980
2098
2099
2100
2112
2129
2141
2158
2204
2232
2243
2244
2264
2281
2287
2324
2335
2343
2360
2420
2422
2423
2447
2451
2477
2482
2506
2516
2527
2539
2546
2547
2548
2567
2660
3293
3532
3680
3960
5316
5822
6067
6134
6259
6611
6633

132
153

181-183
130,132,136

132

132,136
130,132

136
132
136

136,146
146

132,136
136

132

146
136
132

132,136
136,146

136
177-179

132
177-179

132
146
132

132,136
132

136,165
132,136

132
136
132

136
132

132,1
13.!

136
132

156
132,136

132

136
132,136



NCC 6694
6705
6709
6791
6819
6823
6830
6866
6871
6882/5
6910
6913
6939
6940
7082
7092
7142
7160
7789

Pleiades (H 45)
Praesepe
Rup 46
Tr 1

5
10
37

136
132,136

136
132

136,148
136

132,136
136

132

146
132

132,136,153
132,136

132
136
132
136
161

NGC 5033
5055
5195
5236
6240
6946
7331
7479
7670
7714

Zw 36

Herbig-Haro Objects

HH 1-2
7-11
24
28
29
32
34
37
46
47
102

337
337,339

343
321
103
461
337
321

60
102

3,7
25,27
5-6
10

7
6-7,14

11
27

10

Galaxies

Arp 220
IC 342

2153
3522

H 31
32
33
51
81
82
87
101

Milky Way
Nkn 171

231
744

NCC 185
205
224
247
253
300
520
628
891
1068
1143/4
1275
1300
1365
1398
1566
1637
2403
2841
2903
3031
3077
3198
3310
3690
4038/9
4236
4258
4298
4302
4321
4594
4736

60,103-104
461

102,104
341

116,461
335-336
97,220
219,461
220,343

60-61,77,101-102,103,343
157
461

289-291,461
102

61,103
317,321

116

117
337

60-61,102
337
343

117,220
229,461-462'

319-320
102
314
260

289-291
260
305
117
337

117,338
337

117,337
343
337
102

102-103
102

337-338
337
341

117

117,337,339

Interstellar Hatter In the
regions, Molecular clouds,
etc.)
Cep A
Cha 1
IC 1283/4

1396
L 1551 5,7
M 17
MonR2
NGC 1333

2024
2071
2261
3310
6589
6590
7538

Orion nebula
Ser-0
Taurus clouds
W 49

51
75

Galaxy (HII
nebulae,

451-464
11,17-19,51

63
161

,10-11,13-14,37
95

12-13
25

57-58
13,14,51,54-55

29-32,37
102
224

26
9,10
71-72

98
51-52,95
51,55,95

51-52

Nagellanic clouds

LHC
SMC
NGC 346
30 Dor

Stars

BO +45° 3515
+45° 3519
+49° 3531

CW Cep
GL Cep
GM Cep
HD 97 048

97 300
102 997
139 094
142 096
144 217
145 502
147 165
149 757

125,142,154,177
142
109

77,109-110

181

187
163

63,66

232,234
232
233

232

466



HO 164 816,
165 783
183 143
204 131
206 267

HL Tau
PV Cep
R Mon
V 346 Cen
34? Cep

XZ Tau

223
231
181
161

4,10,13,26
29,37

4,7,29-32,37
187
163
10
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